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We determine closed skew-symmetric covariant tensors o f rank 3 on homogeneous spaces of 
compact simple Lie groups.
Let A be a compact group operating on a manifold M. The orbits o f  A  on M  
which carry a non-degenerate skew symmetric covariant tensor of rank 2 are clas­
sified in [1,3]; they can be interpreted as phase spaces o f homogeneous mechanical 
systems and are o f importance in constructing quantizations of classical systems [3]. 
Physicists, in connection with the Wess—Zumino term [5, 6], are also interested 
in understanding homogeneous spaces o f Lie groups which admit a skew-symmetric 
tensor o f rank 3 whose integral over a generic three cycle does not vanish. In other 
words, one is interested in classifying pairs Gz>H  such that the 3rd de Rham co­
homology group H 3(G/H) does not vanish; the dimension of this group is the 3rd 
Betti number o f G/H. In this note we prove the following:
P ro po sitio n . I f  L is a positive dimensional closed subgroup of a compact simple 
Lie group A then H 3(K/L) vanishes.
From the background on group theory and differential forms the reader might 
consult [2, 3], We will follow here the definitions and notations of [3].
P roof o f  the Proposition. Let n: K-+K/L  denote the natural projection. 
Consider a closed 3-form t] on K/L  which, by integrating over A, we may also 
assume to be A-invariant [2], Let La and Ra denote left and right multiplication 
by the element a£A. The pull-back o f rj is then invariant under left multi­
plications by A; moreover, as noRa—n{a£L), we see that it is also invariant under 
right multiplications by L. Denoting the pull-back o f i\ by rj we also have 
r](X, Y, Z ) = 0 if one o f X, Y, Z  is in the Lie-algebra L of L. Now H 3(K )  is gen­
erated by the form co defined by
co(X,Y,Z) =  ( [X ,Y ],Z ) ,
where X, Y, Z  are in the Lie algebra K  of A and round brackets denote the trace 
form on A [4],
Hence tj=otco+d£, for some a€A and £ a left A-invariant form. As to is 
bi-invariant, and t] right L-invariant, we may assume that £ also has the same prop­
erty. Now for any vector fields X, Y, Z  we have the identity
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where L x denotes the Lie derivative with respect to X; and if X, Y, Z  are also in­
variant then
(dQ(X, Y, Z ) -  - i ( [ X ,  Y], Z )+  £([*, Z ], Y )-Z ([Y , Z], X) 
see, e.g. [3], In particular if  X, Y, Z £K  then these identities imply that 
( * )  (dt)(X, Y, Z)  =  Z(X, [Y, Z}).
Hence, for X£L and Y, Z € K  we have
0 =  ri(X, Y, Z)  =  «([XY], Z)  +  Z(X, [Y, Z])
=  « (X, [Y,Z])  +  £(X,[Y,Z]).
As the commutator o f K  coincides with K  we see that
0 =  a(X, X) +  Z(X, X )  =  a(X, X).
Hence, if  L^O  we must have cc=0. In this case we can assume that where
f  is left Ä-invariant and right L-invariant, and from (* )  we also have 0 =  £>(X, Y) 
for all XCL and Y£K. But this means that £ descends to a 2-form £ on K/L, 
Hence f j= d |  and therefore H 3(K/L) = 0 if the connected component o f L  is posi­
tive dimensional.
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MARKOV AND BERNSTEIN TYPE INEQUALITIES 
FOR CERTAIN CLASSES OF CONSTRAINED TRIGONOMETRIC 
POLYNOMIALS ON AN INTERVAL SHORTER THAN THE PERIOD
T. ERDÉLYI
Let n^O  be an integer and denote by Tn the set o f all real trigonometric poly­
nomials of order at most n. For an arbitrary p£Tn we have the following Markov 
type estimate:
0 )  W p ' W ^ ^ M
where Cj (and in what follows c2, c3, ...) is a positive absolute constant and || • || 
denotes the supremum norm over the interval [ — to, o>], (see Videnskií [1]). In
[2] we introduced and examined thoroughly the following classes of trigonometric 
polynomials:
2n y-.J __ f  f  y-.J
^(a>) =  {r(i) =  y, ai sin'— ~—  sin2"- ' —-—  with all a, ^  0 or all a, =  0}
where 0<co^n.  In case of n, k^O ,  0<co^7i let
+*(“>) =  { p (0  =  r 0)q(0\r$.&n(<a), q£Tk}.
Theorem 1 o f [3] asserts that
(2) I ll 'l l  ^  cx(m) [ (w + ^ fc + 1) ]m \\p\l
(pG.?f„*+k(<y), n ,f c S 0 , m S  1, 0 <  G) S  x),
where c^m) (and in what follows c2(m), c3(m), ...) is a positive constant depending 
only on m. For an arbitrary c2<  1, in case of 0 < cu S c27i/2, up to the constant 
Cj (m) inequality (2) proved to be sharp (see [3], Theorem 2). In this paper we 
give a sharp (both in n and to) Markov type estimate for the derivatives of 
polynomials from STn (co) for all O^coSn.  To see how wide ^(co) is we remark that 
it contains all the trigonometric polynomials p  from T„ for which p(x  +  iy)^  0 if 
(chy)( cos co)«=cos x, — n ^ x < n ,  (see [2], Theorem 1).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 41A17, 26C05, 26C10, 
26D10.
Key words and phrases. Trigonometric polynomials, Markov and Bernstein type inequalities, 
restrictions for the roots.
!•
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T heorem 1. Let p€^+fc(w ), n ,k ^ 0 ,  0 < coS tt. Then with a suitable c3^ l
lb'll
c3(k+  l)2
CO ('7 I + l + ( « + l )
where |x| + := max {x, 0}.
O f course for an arbitrary c2<  1, in case o f 0 < w S c 2 nj2 inequality (2) gives 
a better result, but it does not show any essential improvement if &> tends to n/2 
depending on n.
P roof. For the sake o f brevity in the sequel let
(3) rln(t) =  sin1-——-- sin2"-' t+^ °  (0 S  l =§ 2n).
We need a series of lemmas.




Then with a suitable c4 S 1
0 <  <5
1
n n  1
(6) kin (01 ^  -y- max {rln{t), rln(t±ö )}  ( O s / á  2«)
i f
(7) | i | s 2 o - y .
Compare this with Lemma 2 o f [4].
P roof. Observe that (4), (5) and (7) imply
(8) t±<5€[ —o>, to].
It may be supposed that
(9) 0 ^ t ^ 2 c o - y ,
the other case is similar. Now we distinguish two cases.
Case 1. t is such that r"n(t) > 0 when |í - t|^<5. Hence r'ln is monotone in­
creasing in i+ < 5]c[-co , to] (see (8)), thus if e.g. r[n( t )^ 0 ,  then by the mean
M ARKOV A N D  BERNSTEIN TYPE INEQUALITIES 5
value theorem, for a suitable t ^ ^ t + S
0 S  r'Jt) ^  r'ln({) =  + Sl ~ r'AH s  r* ( t + V
Similarly if r,' (/)-= 0, then
4 ( 0  S - r,n(t-ö)
1
Hence in this case
1 4 (0 1  S  j  max {rln( t± S )},
which gives (6).
Case 2. t is such that r”n(t* )< 0 for some \t—z*\^8. Since
( 10)
4 sin2- 1-^-^— sin2+,_z" — y — 4 ( T*) =
=  [(« — /) sin co—(n — 1) sin t * ] [ ( tj — /) sin co —n sin t*] —
_ . CO — T* . T* + CO *— 2n sin — -—  sin— -—  cos t  ^  0.2 2
With the notation x= (n  — l) sin co — n sin i*, using also (4), (5), (8) and (9), we get 
x2 + xsinr* s  “  (co —t*)(t* -|-co) cos t* S.
S  j ( 0 » - / + | í - t * | ) ( | T * - f |  +  /  +  0 » ) ( y - /  +  | / - T * | )  =5




|sin t*| + j/sin2 t* + 28n(co- 1) ( y  -  r)
s  s in r I +  / 7  j / n ( a > - o ( y ~ 1 )  -  l + 3 | / / i ( c o - o ( y - f )
\
6 T. ERDÉLYI
So with a suitable £ lying between t and z*, by using the mean value theorem, (5) 
and (9) we obtain
14(01 |(n -  Osin co-n  sin t|
r,n( 0 _ . ft)— t . co+ t  2 sin ■—-—  sin —-—
( 12) |x| +  n\z*— 11 cos £
-^ - (o -0 (c o + 0
2 k
\x\ +  n ö [ j - t + \ t - £ | )
co — t
s  2k -
[ + 2 ^  n { c o - 0 [ y - i j  +  n5 ( y  ~ *) +
(O — t
Here by (4), (5), (8) and (9) we have
(13) - ? * -  ^  — L _
ft)— t co— t
1 / -  1
h  “  -  T*
2 ~ m
31/ n(co-t)  ( y - i )
(o — t
K
=  3 i n  1 j L = - S  3 / 2  i n  =s 3 ^
n<5





(15) - - = — =  - .to — t o
N ow  (12)—(15) give that
(16) 14(01 S  - j - r ln(t), 
so Lemma 1 is proved. □
Lemma 2. Let k ^ l ,  q£Tk, cp> 0 and cp:=cp 1^ + "gyr] =  y  • Then
(i)
(Ü)
max \q(z)\ g  2 max \q(z)\,
|t|s «> |t|s«>
Sk2max \q'(x)\ S  —— max |? (t)|. 
|t|s«> cp |t|S?>
The proof of this lemma can be found in [4] (see Lemma 1).
M ARKOV A N D  BERNSTEIN TYPE INEQUALITIES 7




— s  to s ------4
0 < | S
6 c.
2 }/n ’
(c4 S  1 is the same as in (6)),
and
'"(H
(19) |/ |^ 3 c o  — n,
1, ^67^, and consider the intervals
4 f c 7 , * ) - [ < - » ( l 4 ~ íá F ) . » - - j i r]
W , y ,  h) =  [ f J- l6fea > , + >’ ( l +  w ) } '
Choose £j(zlj(t,y, k) for which
l?(^)l =  max |?(t)| O’ =  1,2).rCIjtt.y.k)
Then for p ,= r lnq (1=0, 1, 2«) we have
\P 'M  S - ^ m a x  { |p ,« 1)M/»J({2)|}.
Proof. Observe that (17), (18) and (19) imply that Ij(t, y, & )c[—to, co] (y = l ,  2). 
If /•,„ is monotone in the interval
/■('•r' t ) : = [ ' - 4 , + w ) ' ' + 4 l + w ) ]
(e.g. monotone decreasing, the other case is similar), then
(20) 0 <  r,„(t) T;„0i).
On the other hand, if there exists an i;,6int I3(t, y, k) such that r[n(r],)=0, then 
r(„(f/j) =  ||r,„||. Using the mean value theorem, Lemma 1 with <5=—7---------—, and
Í n )"hr - c o j
(18), for all £€I3(t, y, k) we get
r,n(fh)-r ,„(0  S  |>7i-f| sup |r;„(r)| =g 3yc4n i y - w ]  ||r/(1||
((17), (18) and (19) imply that | t | ^ 2 o j — y  for all x£I3(t , y,k) ,  therefore Lemma 1
8 T. ERDÉLYI
can be applied, indeed). Hence
(21) rln(t) S  1 r j  =  rln(rj,) <  2rln{£) (£€I3{t, y, k)),
in particular (21 ) holds for £,=£,x-
If rln is monotone decreasing in I3(t, y, k), then using Lemma 1 with <5 — t — 




rin(£l) — ----------rln(Zl)‘t - Z  1
On the other hand, if there exists an 9,6int I3(t, y, k) such that 4 0 7i)=0, then 
Lemma 1 with 5 ——-—----- r , and (21) give
"(Í-)
(23) 14(01 ^  c4n ( j - ® )  lkh.ll =2 2ct n ( y - ® )  rin(Zi) S  ~  r/B0 .
From Lemma 2, by definition o f 7, (t, y, &) and we easily obtain




iy (0 | S _ _ | 9 O .
Thus (20)—(25) yield
\p W)\ ^  14 0
which gives the lemma. □
l/>i(OI I4(0«(0I + KOMOI s - ^ - | r (B«i)g«i) |  =
jt • X -\~ CD
Lemma 4. Let 0 < ( p S — , k ^ l ,  s£Tk, J =  2, n(r) =  sin2j—- — s (t),
(26) 0 <  ß (p
Y j + j ( j - < p )
and consider the interval It ((p, ß) =  [cp—ß, (p\. Choose a £4€ /4(<p, ß) for which
|s(<Ü4)l =  max |s(t)|. ter,(«>. ß)
\ u \ c p ) \ ^ ^ 4 - \ u ^ ) \ .
Then
M ARKOV AND BERNSTEIN TY PE INEQUALITIES 9
Proof. We have
(27) W(cp)\ ^  j  sin2-,_1 (p cos cp |s(tp)| +  sin2-/ cp |s'(<p)|.
A  simple calculation shows that £4 € /4 (<p, ß) and (26) imply
(28)
so by the definition o f f 4
sin *a(,+f) sin f 4,
n
T - < P
(29)
j  sin2-'“ 1 cp cos <p |s(<p)| ^  j  í H -7 -)  (sin2-' £4) 2 |s(£4)| á
V J /  olll (p
- ~ v j { f - ’’) ,“(W | s T l“(Í4)|-
Further from (28), (1) and the definition o f {4 we deduce
,2j
(30) sin2y(p|s'(<p)| ^  [ l + y ]  sin2-' f 4 - y p -  |s(£
Now (27), (29) and (30) yield the desired result. □
1571
4) | S - ^ | « i ( « | .
Lemma 5. Let n^lOO, f c s l ,
---- -=r^\t\^l]/, 0 < /h
Then
1
32 ^ = j , r ^ S r n(il/),qeTk, p  =  r q , 4 i l / ~ ~ -  
and
12 k
«X Í 7^ ?’/ 4(i, ß) for t S  0 
40,1?) /or t < 0 .
1 / ( 0 !  s  Clofc2 max |p(t)|.ß t  € / , ( » ,«
Proof. It may be supposed that f^O , the other case is similar. Observe that 




n 37t 5 1— a  ( ar------------ —
2 ~  “  8 10 _  2
0  <  /?
U ^ n + n [ j -  / n + n f y - / )
10 T. ERDÉLYI
By Theorem 1 o f [21, r£ ^ (i/0  and imply r£.2Tn(t), so we have the
representation
2n f  /r- T -1- t
(33) r(x) =  2  ai sin '—- — sin2"- ' — — with e.g. all a, ^  0.
i=o 2 2
Using (32), (33), Lemma4 twice with cp=t, j —n, s= q £ T k and cp =  t, j = n —l,
t — T T ~ts(z)=q(-r) sin sin - ■- £Tk+1 resp., further recalling the conditions o f the
lemma, we get
(34) +  a i
1/(01 ^  a0 |s i n 2" ^ Y ~  ^ (r)j (0
■ 2rt —2 Í m  ■ t ~ z ■ T +  0 Í  >m2n 2——  ^ ( T ) s in -y - s m  —— J
c6(k* +  (k +  l )2)
ß
max |p(t)|,
which yields the lemma. □
The proof of Theorem 1 is now straightforward. Let p^J^+k(co). This means
2n
p —rq, where r£&~„(co) is o f the form r ( t )=  atrln(t) with e.g. all fljSO. First
1 =  0
let 71 g c o g p  «^100, f c s l .  To estimate | / ( i ) |  for all /£ [—co, cu] we dis­
tinguish three cases.
7C 1 . t
Case 1. co■&-------- — ,\t\^3co — n. Then using Lemma 3 with y:=
2 ]/n
we obtain the theorem.
6ct n [ l - < o )





io«+ « ( ! - « ) )12
Case 3. — -----ti------------------------------ . Observe that — --------- í=-sco and
2 in  i n  2 in
71 1
r6 ^ (co ) imply rf.TJtf/), where ij/ =■-------- — (see [2], Theorem 1). Further from
2 i n
MARKOV A ND BERNSTEIN TYPE INEQUALITIES 11
3
|/|^ 3co—n ---- —  we deduce \t\^3i//—n, so using the just proved Case 1 with
í n
a>=\l/, we get
The properties possessed by the trigonometric polynomials from Jfnk+k(co) are, 
in general, not inherited by the derivatives of these polynomials. Thus a straight­
forward generalization of Theorem 1 for higher derivatives seems difficult. We shall 
prove Markov type inequalities for higher derivatives only for j f n0(co)=^(co) and 
T k(co) (0^ k ,  0<a>S7t) where Tk(co) denotes the set o f those polynomials from T„ 
which have all but at most k  roots in [ — n, 7t]\( — co, co), mod 2n.
T heorem 2. Let rd2Tn((o), m s I, 0< coS ;r, m s l .  Then
Proof. The method of the proof will be rather similar to that o f Theorem 3 
in [4], therefore we shall not give all the details. We need some lemmas.
where c3, c4 ^  1 are defined by Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, resp. Then we have
Now by Cases 1, 2 and 3 the theorem is true when y ^ - ^ c o S y ,  n^lOO,
k s l ,  and from this we obtain the case— S co^ ^ -,  n, k^O  trivially. The case 
0 << 0< ’^ " ,  n’ k —Q follows from (2). Using the fact that rd ^ n{oo) a n d y < c o S 7 t  
imply s±( t ) = r  ^ ± c o q :y j£ .^  ^ y j (see [2], Theorem 1), from the case co=:y
71we get the theorem for — <co^n .  By this the proof o f Theorem 1 is complete. □
o 
(35)
where c( j,  m) depends only on j  and m.
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1 5 tt 7t r  4
Lemma 7. Lei A:, m s l ,  «S lO O ,----- — , 4 i/r-------------------- — g |í |g i / q s€T*(if/)
32 2 2 I7«





- J i ________ , t
lfn +  n (y - * ) )
i t
4 c3m / n + n (t - * ) )
( i  >  0),
(i <  0),
where c3S l  w defined by Theorem 1. Then we have
(36) oO) (01 = cT/> m) [ fc2( / ” + n ( y - '/ ') ) ]  max |s(OI (1 S ;  S  m),
where c'( j ,  m) depends only on j  and m.
P roofs. Observe that s£T*(co) implies s'£Th+1(co) and s£T*(a>) (0 g /cg 2 n , 
0 < c u g y j  implies s= rq , where r6rn°_t (c a )e ^ _ fc(a ;)c^ (cn ) (see [2], Theorem 1).
Thus using Lemma 3 with y = ----------------— -------- — and Lemma 5 with
32m(c3+ c 4) n I^— col
ß = --------- ------ ~------------- -  we obtain Lemmas 6 and 7 by induction on j
48c3m U n + n  ( y - ’/'jl 
(1 S / S m ) .  □
The following lemma is an immediate consequence o f Theorem 1 and the mean 
value theorem.
Lemma 8. Let n s l ,  0<o>S7r and [t1? t2] c [—co, o>] be such that t2—t4-
G)
4c3 n + n  y - £ u | +j
, where c3S l  is defined by Theorem 1. Then
(37) max rln(x) g  2 max {rln(t4), r,„(r2)} (0 g  I =s 2n).
I.StSTj
The proof of Theorem 2 is now straightforward. Let r£STn(oi). This means
2 n \ 5 k  71
r ( t ) — 2  airin(t ) with e.g. all ai —0. First let g c o g — , nSlOO. To estimate 
|r(m)(i)| we distinguish three cases.
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Case 1. <x>^~-----— , |/ 1 ^ 4 cl>-----—. Then Lemma 6 yields
2 in  2
(38) |r/")(OI ^  c3(m )in ^ y -£ o jj   ^max  ^rln(x).
Thus, if ATm(/) =  [t1(/), t2(0]» then (38) and Lemma 8 give
kft0 (01 =§ c4( /n ) |n [ y - íü j j  max {//„(t, (/))},
which together with the representation o f r and t,(í )€[ —co, co] (/ =  1, 2) give the 
desired result.
3ti 4
Case 2. 4co-------------— S |/ |S c u . Then Lemma 7 yields
2  i n
(39) |rft°(OI S  c3(m) ^  n + n ( j  ~ w)]  t$,a£0
from which we get the theorem by Lemma 8 and the representation o f r, similarly 
to Case 1.
Case 3. — ----- —^co, \ t \^ 4 (o -----— —— . Observe that — ------ —^co and
2 in  2 i n  2 i n
71 1r€^I(co) imply r£.2Tn(\\i) with i/ / = ------- — (see [2], Theorem 1). Further, from
2  i n
|t |s 4 c u ------------- — we deduce \t \^4ij/------- , so using the just proved Case 1
2 i n  2
with cu=ip we obtain the theorem.
Now by Cases 1, 2 and 3 the theorem is true when — w^lOO and
from this we get the case 03 — y*  0 trivially. The case 0 < c u < -^ - ,  ngO
follows from (2). Since r^ SCn(o3), imply s± ( t )= r  ( y ) ’
71 . 71
(see [2], Theorem 1) the case cu=— 8lve the theorem for y<ct)^7r. By this Theo­
rem 2 is proved. □
Denote by Qkn(co) the set o f those polynomials from T„ which have at most k 
roots jc +  /y£C such that (ch _y)(cos co) <  cos x. From Theorem 1 o f [2] and Theo­
rems 1 and 2 the following corollaries are straightforward.
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Corollary 1. I f  p d Q lk(co), O s& S « , 0<coS7r, then 
c3(fe +  l)2
ll/ll S
03
■k-f-1 H~(n — fc-t-1) f - 4 ) w | -
Corollary 2. I f  p£{?°(co), 0<coS7r, m g l ,  then
ll/’(m)ll =  C; (! ,) ( / » + »  y - c o j  ] ||p||.CD"
Applying Corollary 2 with c o = y  on tw0 overlapping subintervals oflength n,
we obtain
Corollary 3. Let OS&S2/7, — ScoSrc . I f  p í T n has at most k roots x +  iy^C  
such that |x |<co, then
lip'll S  c3( k + l ) 2\ 'n + l  ||p[|.
Corollary 4. Let — scoS tc, w s l .  If p£Tn has no roots x + i y £ C such that
|x| <  co, then
\\p(m)\\ á c 2( m ) ( | ) ran'"/a||p||.
Using the observation that p dT k(co) implies p '€ T k+1(co), from Corollary 1, 
by induction on m we get




|( fc + l)2 ]^/n + n  y - c o  jj II/’ll
(cf. [5], Theorem 1, wherein case o f  k = 0  and m =  1 the inequality ||p'|| =  
was proved).





] /n +n  y — co| j ||p|| ( r t g c 8(m)).
71 1To see this we may suppose that 0< c o S --------— , from this the general case
2 t/n
0<coS7r is straightforward. For the sake of brevity let S = ———— Let
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0 < ű S / n .  From Theorem 2 it is easy to see that for £=co — aő^ 0 we have
\p(m)(0\
(41)
£ +  <o
c2(m)
o f
( a + 2 ) H ^ y - c o j j
sin2 {  +  CÜ
•Ml.
Further £=co — aő implies
. £ +  a> . a> — £ 3 a i4 - |
sin co — sin — -—  =  2 sin •— -—  cos---- -----2 4 4
2 aco 2a2 ( n \ 2 aco 2a
-  ~ r aö h r _£ü =  ~ r —  -  ni \2  ) n* n n*n sin co.




So (41) and (42) give
(43) M m,(£)l +  2)m exp ( - - ^ ) ( »  MI-
71 1
Now we prove that for each m sO  and 0 < a iS ---------— there exist am, b m> 0 and
2  i n
t„'ia such that
(44)
l/>(m)0m,JI = b mar
itm,a^.[<ű-am8,(o\, n is a2m). 
b.
\\P\\
This will prove (40) with c7(m )= -^ - and cs (m)=a%. To show (44) we proceed by
induction. For m =  0 it is true with ö0= 0 , t0(O=co, b0=  1. Assume that it holds 
for m and let us choose a = a m+1 so large that
c2M )(flm+1+ 2)m exp { ~ ^ r )  ^
Then by (43)
M m)(í)l á - y í - £()-'"(«^y-£u)j IIp I (Z = co -am+10, n ^ a l +1).
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Hence and from (44), by the mean value theorem there exists a
hn+l,o>£[a, —am+l^> " ]  C [0, Cü]
such that
I 0m. J  “  P(m) (® ~  Um + i <5)|
- y - c u - m( n ( y - a ) ) )  M l
l'm,0> -(" -ö m  + l<5)l 
b.„
CO— (m  +  1) w ,
2 (a m +  am+i)
and
(^m +  am+i)b 2 (am +  am+i)
i.e. (44) holds with m +  1 instead of m if we choose bm+1
n — a m + l -  □
The following theorem shows that how far Theorem 1 and Corollary 5 are
71from being sharp in case o f co =  — .
T heorem 3. There exist p nkm£T^k ( y )  (0 =  ^ =  2«, m ?  1) such that
\\Pnkm\ =  c9(m)nm'2(k +  1 )3m/2 \\p„kJ  (n S  c10(m)),
[ 71 711
—— , — J .
P roof. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1. n ^ 6 k  and k ^ m + 1. Let
s 0 )  =  C2*_j 11/ y r  siny
where C 2k_1(x) —cos {(2k— 1) arc cos x) is the Chebyshev polynomial o f degree 
2 k — 1 and let
We have 
(45)
q(t) =  cos2”- 2Ä:+1 — s(t).
max \q0)\ =  1
(see Example 1 of [4] with co =  n). Now define tjf_ |o , -^ -J (1 ;S/ 5= /c) by
si" T “ / i r s in ( i F ^ r f )  0  =  1- 2...... *>■
Then
(46) Ko) =  ( - i y +‘ o' =  i ,2 ,  ...,/c).
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Furthermore
t k - t k - m ^  2 /2  (sin s i n - ^ j  =
(4 „  = 2 , I ^ ( s in ( | ) - si„ ( » i | ) ) s
Now let
(48) r (0  =  cos2" - 2t+1 AZ_L s (,).
Then from (45) obviously
KOI s  |i(/)| s  i ( - n + t k ^ t ^ 0 ) .
Hence and from m a x |i(/) | =  l 
l*i *»*
(49) max |r(/)| á  1.
— K+tk^t^tk
From (47) it is clear that
cos2"- 2,1+1 tk~ ~  s  cos2"-2,1+1 S
(50) s  cos2" s  ( l - - S  c13(m)
(n S  cu (m), tk- m =i f =S tk).
From (46), (48) and (50) we deduce
(51) |r(/y)| is c,3(m) (k - m  S ;  ^  k, n is c14(m))
and
(52) sgnr(/7) = -sg n  r(/y+1) ( k - m S j S k - 1).
Thus if Q (t ) =  I I  0 ~  0)» ^cn  by (47)
j = k —m
(53) |ß '(0)| ^  ( k - m  S J S  k),
and evidently
(54) sgnß'(O) =  -sg n fí'(0 + i)  ( k - m S j ä k - 1).
Using (51)—(54) and a well-known relation for the mth order divided differences,
2
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we can find a ££.[tk- m, fi] such that
(55) "(m>(OI =  ml r(tj)




ß '( f i)
^  (m + l)!cu (m)_m(«1/2/c3/2)m =  clb(m)nm/2k3m/2 (n S  c14(m)).
Now (49) and (55) give
(56) max |r(m)(í)| =  clb(m)nm,2k aml2 max |/-(t)| (« ^  c14(w)).
tk~n — t — tk tk~n — t — tk
Finally let />„*m( í ) = / - [ t - f i + y ) . Then from (48) it is clear that pnkmd T 2k ( j -j  
and from (56) we get
WPnkmW =  c15(m)nm/2/c3m/2|/?„fcm|| (« S  c14(m)).
Case 2. h:= |-^-J<ks2n and k s m + l .  Then the polynomials p nkm'-=pnnm 
give the theorem.
Case J. O sk ^ m .  Then Theorem 4 will show the desired result. □
T heorem 4. For an arbitrary N [ - y , y j  , there exist p nkmdT 2k c  
C ’^ "6 ( y )  (0= k=2n , 1) suchthat
\p{m\t ) \  ^  cia(m )(«(/c+ l))m/21|/?|| (/I =  c17(m))
[ 71 7T I  — — , 2 " I .
This theorem shows not only that Theorem 2 is sharp, but even that there is 
no better Bernstein type estimate for derivatives o f polynomials from 9~n than 
the Markov type estimate o f Theorem 2.
Proof. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1. O ^ k ^ m + l .  Let q„(t)= co s2n- -^. Then q„£T3(n) and by Exam­
ple 2 o f  [4] there are £„me |o , y j  suchthat
(57) | í í m)( ± U l 5 C i 8(m)n"/2 max \qn(z)\ (n S  c19(m)).— 7T^T^7C
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So the polynomials
Pnkmt (0 :
VnO-tnrn-t) if O S / S y ,  0 S  k  S  171 +  1, 
<!*(.( +  £««-*) if - y S / < 0 ,  O s S f c S m + 1
give the desired result.
Case 2. k > m  + 1. Now let
=  cos2n- 2k + 1 y  C2fc_! (sin y )  .
Obviously, q„k€T„ has all but 2/c — 1 roots at n, and by Example 1 o f [4] there are
tnkmi [0, y j  suchthat




show the theorem. □
qnkO-Znkm-t) if O S / S y ,  m + 2 S / c = § 2/l
+  if — y  — / °> m + 2 s l i S 2 f l
- r
Let c)(;i, co, *) =  | / ~ ~
G. G. Lorentz examined the following class of polynomials:
and A(n, co, x) =  ő(n, co, x) +  ~  (M =w )- 1° [6]
&n •— {p I P(x) =  2  ai0  — x)l(x +  l)"- i  with all ű, S O  or all at 5  0}.
>=i
He proved that (see Theorem B o f [6])
(59) l/>(m)0')l S  c22(m)zl(7i, 1, y)~m max \p(x)\ (p£&n, |y| S  1).
|* |S 1
By Theorem 1 of [4] and (2) we have
(60) |/>(m)(0l S  c23(m)A(n, co, t)~m max |p(xr)| (p€-^(co), |t| s  co).
The following two theorems show that (59) and (60) are sharp.
T heorem 5. Let y £ [— 1, 1] be fixed. Then
\p(m\ y )  I
jS £  max \p(x)\
— c2i(m)A(n, 1, yY (;i a  m ^  1).
2*
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Theorem 6. Let /£ [—cd, ca] be fixed, m ä l ,  0<<u^c13 —, c13< l .  T/jctj
sup S  c25(m)zl (n, co, f)~m (« S  c26(m)).
p£ „^(w) IIPII
Ti • .The condition 0 < űj^ Ci3_ ) c13< 1  in Theorem 6 is essential, see Theorem 2.
P roof of Theorem 5. Let 77„ be the set o f  all real algebraic polynomials of 
degree at most n, P„° be the set o f  those polynomials from 77„ which have only real 
roots outside ( — 1, 1). By a simple observation o f G. G. Lorentz
(6 i) i > : c t
It may be supposed that 2m < « , otherwise the polynomials p ynm( x ) = ( x + l ) m 
give the desired result. For the sake of brevity in the sequel let
PmW = (1 - * ) n-'Cx+ 1)' (0 — / — ri).
Observe that
71
(62) pin'1 (*) q l„m(x) (|x| - c l ,  m S l S n - m)
n\ Further,
p,n(x) (1 - x T
where deg^,„m=m and the leading coefficient o f qlnm is ( — l)"- ' ^
the repeated application o f Rolle’s Theorem shows that qlnm has only real 
roots, so
n \ m= (-1)"-' n (x-<Xj)
(63)
( n - m ) l  /= i  
(<Xj£R, j  =  1, 2, ..., m).
Let x , : = - l + —  ( / =  1, 2, ..., ri) and c := m in ( -—^Tr-.-rl and consider n 14c22(1) 4J
the
intervals
(64) /,:=  [a:,, xt +  cő(n, 1, *,)].
First we show that there exist £,£/, such that
(65)
\p!n) (<Üj)l S  c27(m)<5(n, 1, {,)~mrnax \p,n(x)\
|x |sl
By the definition of xt , c and 7, it is easy to see that
(66) í ( » , i , ii) s | í ( « , i , * i) l ^ 7', [ y ] + i -  * - w _ m ) ,
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so using the mean value theorem, from (59) and (66), for all £€/, we get 
Ph,(xi)-Pin(£) =  (*i -  0  max \Pi„(n)\ Sn a  I
— cö(n, 1, x,)c22(l)max<5(«, 1, i?)_1 max \pln(.x)\ ^
Ité l, MSI
-  T T 7 T \ 0(~n’ l> Xi)c22(l)2S(_n, 1, x ^ p ^ x , )  S  4 />,„(*,),
from which
(67)
Pln(0 S  4 />,„(*,) =  -^ m a x |An(x)| Z Z M si
[ y ]  + ! S  Z S  w - m j .
Now let us choose <!;,£/, such that
(68) 1^,-ajl s  2^- á(n ,  1, x,) ( l  £  j  s  m, jj-] +  1 =S l ^  n - m j ,
so from (63) and 2m < »  we obtain
*  - ( ^ j r  ( i w *<"■ ■■ *>) a  ( f )  (i í t  i ( "’ ' • « )
(ill
(69)
+  1 =§/ n — m j .
By (67), (62) and (69) we deduce
\pLm)(Zi)\ _  1 IP/(nm)fe)l . 1 \qlnmtt,)\ ^
max \pln{x)\ 2 pln(^) 2 (1 -£?)"
W si
- 1 (ir)" ( i^ r r i(n' '• « ' “ t (£)"*<"• *• « -
([t ] + 1 s , s " " " ) '
1 ( c )m
thus (65) is proved with c27(m)—— [^77J •
Now we need
Lemma 9. Let z£[0, 1) and suppose that there exists a p z(x)dP,l> such that
(70) t ó m)OOI ^  c„(m)S(n, 1, z)~m max \pz(x)\.M si
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Then fo r  all yg |   ^ 2 ~~ ’ z] there exist polynomials p y (x) g P" such that 
\p^m){y)\ ^  c2S(m)ő(n, 1, j ) - mmax |p(x)|.
|x |sl
P r o o f . Consider the polynomials
Obviously,/;z>ai has all its zeros in R\(ot, l), thus pZjt!gP„0 ( —2 s a ^  — l). Further 
(70) implies that
(71)
PÍ") (-^ -^ -Z + -^T^-)| =  C27<>) (7 ^ )  <5(^ "’ ’> Z) " -
— c27( " i ) [ j j  <5(n, l, z)~m max \pz,«(x)\ ( - 2  S  a ^  - l ) .
Observe that 
(72) d(«, l, z) ä  2<5(n, l, y) (yg [” T ~ >  z]) •
Now let /(« ):=  ' a z +  ■” As  / ( —l ) = z  and / (  —2 ) = ^Z  ^ , there exists2 ' 2 
an cc0g[ —2, l] suchthat /(oc0)= y , if yg 
we get
3z — l
, z ] . Therefore from (71) and (72)
l Ä W I  -  c27(m )3 -m<5(«, l, y) m n iax \pz,zfx ) \ .  □
A  simple calculation shows that
[•*/-!» x i\ c *]
(73)
( ( y j  + 1 5 l S s : =  min {n — m, n — 8}j .





=  c28(m)S(n, l, y )~m ^  css(m)A(n, l , y ) “m
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2  S
If 2m<n,  y^O  and —1 +  —  < y s  1, then the polynomials pynm(x) =




-  c29(m)nm -  c29(m)d(n, 1, y)~
In case of —l < y « 0  the polynomials pynm '= P -y„m( —*)£P» give the desired 
result. □
N ote. The polynomials pynm (| y| S 1, X^nv^ri) which were constructed in the 
proof of Theorem 1 have only real roots in [—2, — 1]U[1, 2].
P roof of Theorem 6. Denote by Tn the set o f  all real trigonometric polynomials- 
We need
L emma 10. Let p  be an algebraic polynomial, 0 and q ( t ) =  p  •
Then
(74)
. w . ( sin t \ cos'" 1 ,,, ( sin t \ . .
=  ( _ - )  _ +  2  P<" ( ^ J  r„ ( .)
(rim^ Ti and max |rim(x)| s  cimco~‘),
where cim are constants depending only on m and i.
To prove this is a routine work, so we omit the proof.
By Lemma 10 and Theorem 5 the proof o f Theorem 6 is straightforward. Let 
r£[—co, co] be fixed and y :— S1^ *^ €[— 1, 1], so by Theorem 5 there exist poly­
nomials pynm£3Pn such that
(75) \pínm(y)\ =  cu (m)A(n, 1, y)~m max \pynm(x)\ (1 =§ m ri).
By using the relation T°(co)cz^'„(co) it is easy to see that pynm£.8Pn and 0 < < u < y  
imply
(76) qtnm(T) := Pynm ( | ^ ) ^ ( ö > ) .





qinm (0  =  Pynm O’) —  ^  +  2  P\nm (y > im (0,sin'" co * = o
max |rim(x)| m cimo}~1.
X  c  »V
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U
Observe that 0<co^c13 — , c o ­ m p l y
(79)
and




Hence and from (75) and (76) we get
cos'” t
=  c30(,m) co­
r n PÍnm(y) S c 31(m )d(n, co ,t)-m\\q,nsin co
Further from (59), (78) and (79) we obtain
(81) \p^L(y)rim( t ) \=  c32{m )A {n ,co ,t)- l \\qtnm\ (1 i ^  m — 1).
Thus
(82) \ Z  PyL(y)rim(t)\ S  c33(m)A(n, co, r)1_m||7,„J-
i = l
Now (77), (80) and (82) yield
ki„mm(01 SS C34(m )d(u, 01, i)_mIk(nmll (« =  C26(m)). □
Several problems remained open. It seems very difficult to establish a Markov 
type estimate being sharp in n, k  and 0 <  co^n, for the derivatives of polynomials
71
from Jif„k+k(co). For example in case of a i= — *s ^ true t l^at 
(83) ||p(m)|| S  c35(m)(n +  k)m/2(k +  l)3m/2Upl
^pe^„k+k ( y ) , n, k S  0, m i= 1 j ?
The answer is not known even in case of m =  1 and p £ T ^ k . Theorem 3 shows 
that (83) would be sharp both in n and k.
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ON A CLOSEDNESS PROPERTY OF UNBIASED ESTIMATORS 
WITH MINIMAL RISK
H. MEISTER and O. MOESCHLIN
Abstract
As an extension o f a theorem of Schmetterer a closedness property of unbiased Banach-valued 
estimators with minimal risk is proved. As the proof is given by a method of directional derivatives 
it does not require the Fréchet-diíTerentiability of the loss function.
In this paper we are concerned with a closedness property of unbiased esti­
mators with minimal risk. Such a result was first presented by Schmetterer in [5], 
Schmetterer considers there real-valued estimators and formulates his results basing 
on loss functions defined by the k-th power for k s 2 o f the Euclidean norm of the 
space R of estimates. The given proof requires the Fréchet differentiability o f these 
special loss functions.
In the sequel we consider Banach-valued estimators, where the differentiability 
of the k-th power o f the norm not necessarily can be assumed. We prove our theo­
rem in a slightly generalized version, i.e. we prove it for a certain type o f convex 
loss function, which need not necessarily be differentiable. Thereby we make use 
o f the method of directional derivatives. The main result remains o f course true, 
too, for a theory o f unbiased compact-convex-valued estimators with minimal risk, 
developed in [4], where the space of estimates — basing on a well-known theorem 
of Rádström (compare [4]) — will be embedded as a closed convex cone into a 
Banach space. Note that the case when the loss function is given by || • H1 — ex­
cluded by Schmetterer — is also covered by the approach presented here.
An estimation problem is determined by a seven-tuple
(H, J ? , r , i r ,E ,g , v ) ,
what we call a (convex) estimation experiment; thereby (H, Yf) (sample space) is a 
measurable space, E (parameter space) is a non-empty set and i V := {7 ,^(- )|y€ /"} 
(set of possible sample distributions) is a set of probability measures Py on YP, such 
that y-*Py( - )  is one-to-one. E denotes a real separable Banach space with norm 
|| • || and g: r~*E  (parameter function) is a mapping. Let 38 and 38(E) be the 
Borel c-algebra on R and E  resp., then we assume for v: E X E —R + (loss func­
tion) that v(y, •): E —-R + is 38(E) — .^-measurable and convex (y£T).
D efin itio n  1. Let an estimation experiment be given. Then any YP -38(E)-  
measurable mapping T: H i s  called an estimator (to the given estimation ex-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 62F99.
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periment). 2T(g)\=-2T denotes the linear subspace o f the set of all estimators for 
the parameter function g.
The notion of integral to be used in the sequel will be the Bochner-integral [2], 
as presented for instance in [3], Chapter IV, 10.7, Definition 7. This integral, of 
course, coincides for real-valued functions with the usual integral well-known from 
measure theory.
D efinition 2. Let an estimation experiment be given.
1. An estimator T  is called unbiased, iff
/  TdPy =  g(y) (yer);
the set o f  all unbiased estimators will be denoted by ^~u(g):=^~u. For g = 0 we 
are speaking o f T£STU(0) as a zero estimator.
2. For T£dT the mapping
defined by
is called the risk of T.
£?(• , T): r  — [0, oo] 
e(V> T )  := Jv(y, T) dPy (y€f)
3. TeST is called of finite risk, iff
e(y , (yer);
the set o f  all unbiased estimators TeST with finite risk is denoted by &~ua{g):=3Tua.
4. T(z ■rdPx‘Q is called an unbiased estimator with minimal risk, iff
e (y ,T )T Z Q (y,T )  (y e r , T € ^ “c);
the set o f  all unbiased estimators with minimal risk will be denoted by n(g):=  ^Jf„.
We first give a characterization of unbiased estimators with minimal risk by 
means o f directional derivatives. Note, that the convexity o f v(y, •) entails the 
one o f  q (y, •) on the linear space cTu(g) of estimators. The directional derivative 
o f g(y, •) at T£3Tu(g) w.r.t. some S$_2TU(0) is defined by
Dsg(y, T)  := l im |(ß (y ,  r  +  r S ) - ö (y, T)).
The following Lemma will be stated without proof.
Lemma 3. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) r e ^ M“f„(g)
(2) DsQ( y , T ) ^ 0  (sesr"(0), yer).
In the sequel, we consider estimation experiments with the loss function v:—vg 
being o f the type
Vg(y, z ) : =  w (||g (y)-z||) (y€F, z£E),
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where w: R+ —R+ is convex and increasing (and therefore measurable). In con­
nection with this type o f loss function we use the symbol qg for the risk of 
an estimator Td£7~(g).
In the following Remarks we quote some properties of the convex function w 
and the risk qq.
Remark 4.1. We denote the left-hand sided derivative of w  at the point j>€R+ by
D_w(y)  =  lim/i*0
w ( y - h ) - w ( y )
—h
(extended continuously to y = 0 ). Then, D_ w(y) is a lower semicontinuous func­
tion on R+, i.e.
y n — y=*  lim inf D _w (yn) £  D_w(y).
2. For }'i ,>’2£R+ the valuation
k O ’i) -w (y 2)| 35 m n\(D _w (y1),D_w(yi))
^  \ y i - y 2 \ ( D - w ( y 1) + D _ w ( y i))
holds.
Remark 5. From the definition of the directional derivative for qs one derives 
the following upper semicontinuity property:
I'm gtn(y, Tn +  S ) =  Qg(y, F0 +  5 ) ^ ^ " (O )
n —  oo un
=» limsup.Ds g (y, T„) S  Ds Qg(y, T0) S € f u(0)/!-► 00
for an arbitrary sequence (T„)„enu{o} with finite risk.
Theorem 6. Let (H, o f, iE, E, g„, vgJ „ € N be a sequence o f  estimation experi­
ments; and let (r„)„6N be a sequence o f  estimators T „ a ^ Qin(g,) satisfying
(1) limsupAT’(Z)_w(|rn +  S - g B(y)||))<co ( 5 € ^ “(0), yCF)*
n-+°°
for  some 1. Moreover, let T  be an estimator s.t.
(2)  lim A ^ o r - r j )  =  0
holds for p >  1 with p ~ 1 +  q~1 =  1. Then, an estimation experiment (H, Of, iE', E, g, vg) 
exists s.t. TLTT^Jg).
P roof. According to (2) the parameter function g  may be defined by 
g(y):= f  T dP  =  lim f  TndPy =  lim g„(y) (y£.T).
J  n -*- oo «/ n -* - oo
1 For any measurable function / :  O f —R + , we define
Nf ( /)  ;= ( / f ” dPy)Ur (y e r ,P > 0).
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We first prove that
(i) Hm egn(y> Tn+ S )  =  Qg(y, T+S)  yer)
n-+oo
holds true. Observing Remark 4.2 we obtain for T := T + S ,  f n=T„ +  S  with Si_2Tu (0) 
from Holder’s inequality the valuation
M  V, ? ) - e fa(V, Tn)\ =  1 /  w(\\T-g(y)\\)dPv- f  w ( | |f „ - g n(y)|)dPí | =£
=  f  \w (\\f -g(y)\ \) -w (\\Tn-  gn(y)\\)\dPy =§
=  / (llg (y )-g n(7)l+ ||r -7 ;,||)(i)_w ([|f-g (y )||)+ Z )_R '(||f„ -g„(y)||))d P y =£
^  ( N f  ( I I  g O O  - g » ( y ) l l )  +  N f  ( I I T  - r j | ) )  X
X (JV«(Z>_ w(|| r -  g(y)||))+ JV«(X>_ w(l r .  -  glI(y)||)))
for arbitrary y£F. Since the first factor of this product converges to 0, (i) is proved 
when we ascertain that the second factor is bounded. As a consequence of [1], Satz
15.5, S. 78, and (2) a subsequence (?„ )ygn of (F„)„£N with
lim T„ =  T Py-a.e.
exists. Hence, using Fatou’s Lemma and (1), we verify that the inequalities 
A ;(ű _ w (|lf-g (y )H )) =£ N ‘ (Inn inf D _w (|| Tnj — gnj(y) | )) S
-  liy i ‘Ilf Ny(D~w ('í T„J~ gnj(y)l)) S  lim snip JV*(Z>_w(|f. —& ( y ) l ) H -
are satisfied. Thus, (i) is proved.
From (i) and Remark 5, we derive the inequality
0 -  D sQan(y> Tn) = D s Qa( y , T )  (S e S T u(0)),
by which — together with Lemma 3 — the Theorem is proved. □
R em ark  7. The case when the loss function is given by 
v(y, z)  =  ||z —g(y)|| ( y e r ,  z<£R)
is not treated in [5], In this case w =idR and therefore Z>_w =  1, s.t. Condition 6 (1) 
is automatically fulfilled.
Note that Theorem 6 remains valid for the estimation concept introduced in
[4] basing on the Hausdorff distance as loss function which becomes the norm 
o f  a separable Banach space in which the estimation problem may be embedded.
2. In the case when the loss function is given by
v(y, z) =  ||z-g(y)||* ( y e r ,  z£R)
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with /c£N, 2 and p = k  (as treated in [5]) Condition 6 (1) takes the form
Ümsu;p f  K  +  <=o ( S € ^ “(0), y e H ,
where q = k / k —\. 6 (1) is therefore a consequence o f 6 (2).
3. A rechecking o f the proof o f Theorem 6 shows that it remains valid even if 
p — 1 and p  —
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ЗАМЕЧАНИЯ
О РЕШЕТКАХ КОНГРУЭНЦИЙ УНИВЕРСАЛЬНЫХ АЛГЕБР
С. Р. КОГАЛОВСКИЙ и В. В. СОЛДАТОВА
В настоящей заметке доказывается следующее: для всякой универсальной 
алгебры А со счетным множеством операций какой-нибудь арности л >  О, 
имеющих общий левый ноль, решетка Con А конгруэнций на А представима 
как решетка конгруэнций алгебры сигнатуры (min {2, п}, 1); для всякой ко­
нечной алгебры А, операции которой имеют общий левый ноль, Con А пред­
ставима как решетка конгруэнций конечной алгебры сигнатуры (min {2, п}, 1).
Отсюда выводится, в частности, что всякая алгебраическая решетка с не 
более чем счетным множеством компактных элементов, представимая как ре­
шетка конгруэнций группоида с двусторонним нулем, представима как ре­
шетка конгруэнций 2-унарной алгебры.
Отсюда же выводится, что для всякой алгебраической решетки L  с не 
более чем счетным множеством компактных элементов решетка L + 1 пред­
ставима как решетка конгруэнций 2-унарной алгебры и что для всякой ре­
шетки L, представимой как решетка конгруэнций конечной алгебры, L +1  
представима как решетка конгруэнций конечной 2-унарной алгебры.
В заключение приводятся обобщения и усиления некоторых из этих ре­
зультатов.
Мы будем использовать следующие обозначения и термины. N  будет 
обозначать множество всех натуральных чисел.
Пусть / — унарная операция на множестве А. Тогда f° (a )= a ,  f n+1(a) =  
—f { f n(a)) (oÇ.A, ndN). Для всякой упорядоченной пары (а, Ь) элементов А 
через / (а ,  Ь) будет обозначаться пара ( )).
Пусть g — и-арная операция на А, где п >0 . Элемент сд множества А 
называется нулем (левым нулем) для g, если g(ä )—со для всякой упорядо­
ченной л-ки а элементов А, у которой какой-нибудь (первый) член есть со.
Говоря об алгебрах, будем иметь в виду универсальные алгебры без 
нульарных операций.
Элемент алгебры называется её (левым) нулем, если он есть (левый) ноль 
для всякой её операции. Нули унарной алгебры будем называть также её не­
подвижными точками.
Для всякого множества М  и всякого R Q M 2 через A (R) будем обозна­
чать наименьшую конгруэнцию на алгебре А —(А; ...), включающую R П А2.
з
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§1
Пусть А = ( А ; ...) и В = (В ; h , ...) — алгебры такие, что А с В ,  h — 
унарная операция, А — система образующих для (В; h), со — некоторый эле­
мент А, для которого 1г(со) =  со, и пусть E Q B 2. Рассмотрим следующие 
условия, относящиеся к четверке А =  (А, В, Е, со):
ЕП А2£Соп А, 
hm{a, b)£E => h"(а, Ь)£Е, 
т nA(hm(a), h"(b))dE => (a, co)Ç.EA(b, со)£Е,
(а, со)еЕЛ(Ь, со)£Е => (hт(а), hn(b))ç_E,
(hm(a), h"(b))dE => (a, b)£E, 
f a  9^ со Am A  n => hm(_a) hn(a),
l  a 9^  b => hm(a) ^  hn(b)
(a ,b£A ; m,n£N).  Систему условий (A), (B), (C), (D), (F) будем обозначать 
через (21). Следующее предложение очевидно:
(1.1) Из (21) следует (Е).
(1.2) Пусть Е — конгруэнция на {В] h) и А удовлетворяет (Е). Тогда А 
удовлетворяет (В) и (D).
Действительно, пусть hm(a,b)£E  для каких-нибудь a,b£A  и т£ N. 
Тогда, в силу (Е), (а, Ь)£Е. Отсюда h" (а, Ь)£Е  для всякого л б N  вследствие 
E £C on (В; h). Таким образом, А удовлетворяет (В).
Пусть (а,со)£Е и (b,co)ÇE для каких-нибудь a,bÇ.A. Тогда, в силу 
E çC on (В: h), для всяких т, nÇ_N имеет место hm(a, co)Ç.E и h"(b, со)£Е, то 
есть (Ит(а),со)£Е и (И"(Ь), со)£Е, а значит, (hm(a), hn(b))£E. Таким образом, 
А удовлетворяет (D).
(1.3) Пусть А удовлетворяет (21). Тогда Е — конгруэнция на (В; h).
Из (А) следует, что (а ,а )£ Е  для всякого aÇ_A. Но тогда, в силу (В), 
(/)m(a), hm(ä))£E для всякого тС N. Таким образом, Е рефлексивно.
Докажем симметричность Е. Пусть (hm(d),hm(b))Ç_E для каких-нибудь 
a ,b £ A  и m£N. Тогда, в силу (В), (а,Ь)£Е. Отсюда, в силу (А), (Ь,а)£Е. 
Но тогда, в силу (В), (hm(b), hm{a))dE.
Пусть (hm(a), hn(b))£E  и т^п.  Тогда, в силу (С), (Ь,со)£Е и (a, co)Ç.E. 
Отсюда, в силу (D), (hn(b), hm{a))íE.
Докажем транзитивность Е. Пусть (hm(a), h"(b))fE и (hn(b), hp(c))£E  
(где a,b ,c£A).  Тогда, в силу (1.1), (a,b)Ç.E и (Ь,с)£Е , а значит, (а ,с )£Е  
(в силу (А)).
Если т = п = р ,  то (а ,с )£ Е  влечет, в силу (В), (lim(a), hp(c))£E. Если 
т ^ п ,  то, в силу ( С ) ,  ( а,со)£Е  и (Ь,со)£Е. Отсюда и из (b, с)£_Е следует, 
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В случае п?±р доказательство аналогично. Итак, Е — эквивалентность 
на В. Стабильность Е  относительно h очевидна.
(1.4) Пусть £ÇCon В и к удовлетворяет (51). Тогда В (A (A)) —As.
Из (А) следует B(A(As))ÇjAs. Докажем обратное включение. Пусть пара 
Tt — (hm(a),h"(b)), где a,bÇ_A, принадлежит Е. Тогда, в силу (1.1), (а,Ь)£Е, а 
значит, (а, A)£B(A(As))- Отсюда (hm(a), /гт (А))£В(А(АГ)). Таким образом, в слу­
чае т = п  имеем я£В (А (£)).
Пусть т ^п.  Тогда, в силу (С), (а, со)£Е и (Ь, ш)£Е. Отсюда следует, 
в силу (А), что (а, со) и (Ь, со) принадлежат В(А(£)). Но тогда (Ит(а), со) и 
(Ип(Ь),со) принадлежат В (A (As)). Отсюда 7r£B(A(As)).
Для всякой конгруэнции Е' на А будем обозначать через В* (As") множество, 
состоящее из всевозможных пар (hm(a), hm(b)) таких, что (а, Ь)£Е', и все­
возможных пар h"(b)) таких, что (а, со) и (Ь,со) принадлежат Е'.
Очевидно, что в предположении (F) условие Е1^ Е 2 равносильно В* (AsJ ^  
^B*(As2) для всяких ЕХ,Е .Л£ Con А.
(1.5) Пусть 1) (А, В, Е, со) удовлетворяет (51) для всякой конгруэнции Е 
на В и 2) B*(As") =  B(As") для всякой конгруэнции Е' на А. Тогда Con A s  
s  Con В.
Из второго условия следует, что отображение В*, переводящее всякую 
конгруэнцию Е' на А в В* (As"), есть отображение в Con В. Так как по пер­
вому условию (В; h) удовлетворяет (F), то отображение В*: Con A —Con В 
взаимно однозначно. Из первого и второго условий следует, что В (Е ')~  
=  B*(As") для всякой конгруэнции Е' на А. Отсюда и из (1.4) следует, что В* 
есть отображение на всю решетку Con В. Итак, В* есть взаимно однознач­
ное отображение Con А на Con В. Так как В*(£,1)^ В *(£,2) равносильно 
ЕХЯ Е 2 для  всяких Ех, Ег из Con А, то отсюда следует Con A sC o n  В.
§2
Пусть A =  { A; f 0, . ( n£N)  — алгебра с д-арными ( д > 0) опера­
циями, имеющая левые нули. Зафиксируем какой-нибудь её левый ноль со. 
Рассмотрим семейство (An)„éN равно мощных множеств такое, что А0 =  А и 
АтПА„={со} для всяких т и пАт.  Пусть В — объединение этих множеств, 
И — взаимно однозначное преобразование В такое, что Ь(А„)=Ап+1 для вся­
кого п € N  и h (co) =  co, h — преобразование В такое, что h(h(b))=b  для вся­
кого b£B  и h(a)=a  для всякого aÇA. Пусть далее g  — д-арная операция 
на В, определяемая так:
g(a, W'ibi) , ..., //^--(fep-i)) =  ca, #
g(/í(a), A?1(bi).......А«р-.(Ьр_!)) =  h(a),
g(hn+2(a), h^íbi), ..., hb-^bp-i)) = f n(a, bu  ..., bp_t)
для всяких a, Aj, ...,Ьр_хаА  и всяких n,qx, . . . ,q p_x€N. Обозначим через В ал­
гебру (В; g, h, h), со — её единственный левый нуль.
з»
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2.1. Пусть Е^Соп В. Тогда четверка Я=(А, В, Е, со) удовлетворяет (21).
Очевидно, что Я удовлетворяет (F). Покажем, что Я удовлетворяет (А). 
Е П Л 2— эквивалентность на А. Пусть пары (a ,a ') ,(b ,b '1) , . . . , ( b p- 1,b p_1)  при­
надлежат E Í)A 2. Тогда h"+2(a, a')Ç.E, и значит,
то есть
<g(bB+2(«), b i, . . . .  V - 1). g (^ +2(«'),b í, . . . , b ’p_l))^E, 
( fÁa.bx,  /.(« ',bí, ...,b;_i)>€£DA 2.
Таким образом, £Т Ы 2 стабильно относительно операций в А.
Пусть (hm(d), hn(b))Ç.E для каких-нибудь a ,b £ Â .  Тогда hr(hm(a), hn(b))£E  
для всякого г£Ж Если /• ism ax {т, «}, то последняя пара есть (a, b). Таким 
образом, Я удовлетворяет (Е).
Так как Я удовлетворяет (Е), то, в силу (1.2), Я удовлетворяет (В) и (D).
Покажем, что Я удовлетворяет (С). Пусть пара л=(Ит(а), hn(b)), где 
a ,b £ A ,  принадлежит Е  и т а г .  Тогда Ип~1£Е, то есть (a,h(b))£E. Отсюда 
(g(a, с, ..., с), g(h(b), с, c))ç.E для всякого с, то есть (со, h(b))ÇE, а зна­
чит, h(co, h(b))£E, то есть (сo,b)Ç_E. Из (a, h{b))Ç_E и (h(b),co)Ç.E следует 
(а, со)£Е. Таким образом, Я удовлетворяет (С).
(2.2) Пусть Я удовлетворяет (21). Тогда isÇCon В.
Из (1.3) следует, что Е  —  конгруэнция на (В; h). Стабильность Е  отно­
сительно h очевидна. Докажем стабильность Е  относительно g.
Пусть пары (г, г'), (5ls 5Í), ..., (jp_x, ip_i) принадлежат Е. Покажем, что 
тогда пара n =  ( g ( r ,  sl t  . . . ,  jp_j), g ( r \ sí, ..., s'_x)> принадлежит E. Пусть 
r —h m(a), r '= A in(a'), Sj=A*i(bJ), s'i =hui(b'i) — a, а , bh Ь-£А). Если
n — m, то
л -
(со, со),
(b(a), h (а')), 
( f m - z i 0 ! bi, .
если т =  О, 
если т =  1,
> Ьр—х), fm—z(af, bí, если m >  1.
В первом случае л £ Е  в силу рефлексивности Е, во втором случае л совпадает 
с (г,г')£Е.  Покажем, что и в третьем случае nÇ_E. В силу (Е) из (г, r')Ç.E 
следует (а,а')£Е, а из (st , s-)£E  следует (Ьг, b\)dE  (1 — 1). Так как
пары (a, a'), (b1( bí), . . . ,  (Ьр_!, bp_j) принадлежат ЕГ\А2, то, в силу (А), 
( f m- Á a, by, ..., bp- à ,  f m- z ( a ', b'i, ..., b'p_-ù)Ç_E, то есть л£Е.
Пусть т <п.  Тогда, в силу (С), (а, со)£Е и (а',со)£Е. Отсюда, в силу 
(D), (r,co)ÇE и (г ' ,со)£Е.
Если т = 0 и п =  1, то л=(со, h(a'))—(co, r')Ç.E (так как (r',co)Ç.E и Е 
симметрично). *
Если т — 0 и 1, то л=(со,/п_2(а',Ь[, ...,b'p_х)). Так как (со, a')Ç.Ef)A2, 
то, в силу (A), ( f n- 2(co, b[ , ..., Ь;_х), / п_2(а', Ь[, ..., Ь;_,)>€£ПЛ2, то есть
(co,f„-2(a', b(, ..., Ь '_1))б£'П /12, или л£Е.
Если т = 1, то л =(/г(а),/„_2(а', bj, ..., Ьр_х)). Так как (a, co)Ç_E, то, в силу 
стабильности Е относительно h, (h(ä), h(co))Ç.E, то есть (h(d), co)Ç_E. Отсюда
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и из <со,/„_2(а', Ь\, Ь'р_х))£Е  (последнее доказано выше) следует
<■K a ) , f n - A a К ,. . . ,Ь Г ,_д)еЕ ,
то есть я£Е.
Пусть ш >1. Тогда я = < /т_2(а, bp. 1) , f n. 2(a', b[ , ..., bp Так как
(a ,œ )£E ,  то, в силу (A), < /т_2(я, V  •••> V i ) -  /m -zí", 6l5 6p-i)>€E, то
есть </m_2(a, 6р_х), a>)€E Отсюда и из (a>,/„-2(а', 6J, ..., 6p_i)>6E
следует я£Е.
Для всякой конгруэнции Е' на А четверка (А, В, В* (Е'), со) удовлет­
воряет (91), и поэтому, в силу (2.2), В*(Е')€СопВ. Отсюда, из (2.1) и (1.5) 
следует
(2.3) Con А =* Con В.
Как показано Р. Маккензи (см. [4]), для всякой алгебры А конечной сиг­
натуры Con А представима как решетка конгруэнций алгебры сигнатуры 
(2, 1). Отсюда и из (2.3) следует
Т ео р ем а  1. Пусть А — алгебра со счетным множеством операций огра­
ниченных арностей имеющая левый ноль. Тогда Con А представима как ре­
шетка конгруэнций алгебры сигнатуры (2, 1).
§3
Пусть А = (Л ;/0, . . . , / / )  — унарная алгебра конечной сигнатуры, со — её 
неподвижная точка. Рассмотрим равномощные множества А0, . . . ,  А,+2 такие, 
что А0—А и АтПА„ =  {со} для всяких т и n + m  (m ,n S /+ 2 ) . Пусь В — 
объединение этих множеств, h — взаимно однозначное преобразование В 
такое, что
h(Am) =  Am+i для всякого m S Í + 1 ,  
b(At+2) =  А о,
/гг+3 — тождественное преобразование, 
h (со) =  со.
Пусть далее g  — преобразование В такое, что
g (а) =  со, 
g (h (а)) =  h(a), 
g(h"+\a)) = f n(a) ( n ^ l )
для всякого aÇA. Обозначим через В алгебру (В; g, h).
Условие, образуемое из (С) (из (F)) заменой «т+п»  на «т ^  n (mod 1+3)», 
будем обозначать через (С') (через (F'))- Систему условий (А), (В), (С'), (О), 
(F') будем обозначать через (23).
Следующее предложение очевидно:
(3.1) Из (23) следует (Е).
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(3.2) Пусть Е —-конгруэнция на В. Тогда четверка Я =  (А, В,Е,со)  удов­
летворяет (23).
В самом деле, ЕГ\А2 —  эквивалентность на А. Пусть (я, Ь)£ЕГ\А2. Тогда 
ghn+2(a, b)Ç_E для всякого п. В частности, для п такого, что 0 S n S l ,  имеем 
( fn(a),f„(b))£E . Следовательно, Я удовлетворяет (А).
Пусть пара л = (h m(ä), h"(b)) принадлежит Е  для каких-нибудь a, b fA  
и т, п таких, что г а ^ и ^ /+ 2 . Если т —п, то hl+3~mn£E, то есть (я, Ь)£Е.
Пусть т<п.  Тогда из g2hl+i~mn£E  следует (h(a), œ)Ç.E, а и зg2hl+i~nn^E 
следует (ta, h(b))+E. Отсюда (/г (я), h(b))^E, а значит, hl+2(h(a), h(b))ÇE, то 
есть (а,Ь)£Е. Таким образом, Я удовлетворяет (Е), а значит, в силу (1.2), Я 
удовлетворяет (В) и (D). Из (h(a),co)£E следует hl+2(h(a), œ)Ç.E, то есть 
(я, са)£Е. Из (h(b), со)£Е следует (b, œ)£E. Таким образом, Я удовлет­
воряет (С').
Удовлетворимость (F ') очевидна.
(3.3) Пусть E Q B 2 и четверка Я =  (А, В, Е, со) удовлетворяет (23). Тогда 
Con В.
Заменяя в доказательстве (1.3) «т+п»  на «т ^ п (m od/+3)»  и ссылку 
на (С) ссылкой на (С'), получаем доказательство того, что Е  — эквивалент­
ность на В. Стабильность Е  относительно h очевидна. Докажем стабильность 
Е  относительно g.
Пусть пара n = (h m(a), hm(b)), где я, b£A, принадлежит Е. Тогда в силу (3.1), 
(а ,Ь)£Е .  Если m =  0 (m o d /+ 3 ) ,  то gn=(co, со)£Е. Если т =  1 (m od/ +  3), 
то grc=л£Е .  Если т =  к (mod 1+3) и l < £ S / + 2 ,  то Я71 —(Л -г (а)>Л-гФ))- 
Эта пара принадлежит Е  в силу (А).
Пусть пара Q~(hm(a),hn(b)), где я, bÇ_A и m ^ n S l + 2 ,  принадлежит Е. 
Тогда, в силу (С ), (я, со)£Е и (Ь, т)£Е. Отсюда, в силу (А) и (D), декартов 
квадрат D множества
{f„(a)\p ^  l ) \J { fp(b)\p == l}ö{h'(a)\r  == l +  2}(J{h'(b)\r ^  J +  2}U{ft>}
включается в £ , и  так как gg£D, то gn£E.
Очевидным образом модифицируя доказательство (1.4) и применяя (3.2), 
получаем доказательство следующего предложения:
(3.4) £Е С опВ =>В (А (£)) =  Е.
Очевидно, что (А, В, В*(£"), со) удовлетворяет (23) для всякой конгруэн­
ции Е' на А1. Отсюда и из (3.3) следует, что В*(£") принадлежит Con В для 
всякой конгруэнции Е' на А. Следовательно, отображение В*, переводящее 
всякую конгруэнцию Е' на А в Л>*(Е'), есть взаимно однозначное отображение 
в Con В. Из (3.2) и (3.3) следует £"£Соп А ^ В ^ ' ^ В * ^ ' ) -  Отсюда и из
(3.4) следует, что В* есть отображение на всю решетку Con В. Итак, В* — 
взаимно однозначное отображение Con А на Con В. Отсюда и из £'1QE'2<=> 
<=>В* (Ei)Q В* (Е2) (Е1, Е2£ Con А) следует
(3.5) Con А ^  Con В.
1 Определение В *(Е') см. в конце § 1.
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Иначе говоря, справедливо следующее: для всякой унарной алгебры А ко­
нечной сигнатуры, имеющей неподвижную точку, существует 2-унарная ал­
гебра В, имеющая неподвижную точку и такая, что 1) Con В sí Con А и 2) если 
А конечна, то и В конечна. Отсюда и из (2.3) следует
Т еор ем а  2. Для всякой унарной алгебры А не более чем счетной сигна­
туры имеющей неподвижную точку существует 2-унарная алгебра В такая 
что 1) Con B sC on  А и 2) если А конечна то и В конечна.
Пусть A = ( A ; f 0, . . . , / , ,  ...) — унарная алгебра и со$А. Рассмотрим унар­






а =  со
а£А,  
а =  со.
Е U {(щ, <u)}ÇCon С для всякой конгруэнции Е  на А.
Пусть Е — конгруэнция на С, содержащая (а, со) для какого-нибудь ad А. 
Тогда gb(a, т)=(Ь, со)£Е для всякого b£A,  и следовательно, Е  — единич­
ная конгруэнция. Таким образом, для всякой счетной (конечной) алгебры А 
существует счетная (конечная) унарная алгебра С, имеющая неподвижную 
точку и такая, что Con C s  Con А +  1. Отсюда и из теоремы 2 следует
Т ео р ем а  3. Для всякой счетной (конечной) алгебры А существует счет­
ная (конечная) 2-унарная алгебра В такая что
Con В =  Con А+1.
Иначе говоря для всякой алгебраической решетки L с не более чем счет­
ным множеством компактных элементов решетка L + 1 представима как 
решетка конгруэнций 2-унарной алгебры. Если при этом L представима как ре­
шетка конгруэнций конечной алгебры то L + 1 представима как решетка кон­
груэнций конечной 2-унарной алгебры.
Пусть А — непустое множество, у = (а ,  Ь, с, d)Ç.A*. Унарную операцию /  
на А назовем совместной с у, если f (a )—c и f ( b )—d. Пусть А =  (А ;Е )  —  
унарная алгебра. Кортеж у в А4 назовем допустимым в А, если некоторая 
термальная операция в А совместна с у. Пусть Г  — множество всех допусти­
мых в А кортежей, ср — функция, соотносящая всякому у£Г совместную с у 
термальную операцию в А. Рассмотрим алгебру С =  (А; {ç>[y]|y£T}). Ясно, 
что Con AQCon С. Обратное включение также имеет место. Действительно, 
пусть Е  —  конгруэнция на С, (а, Ь)бЕ. Рассмотрим кортеж у —(a, b ,f(a),f(b)) ,  
где / — произвольная операция в А. Так как у£Г, то <<р[у](я), (p[y](b))dE. Но 
<p[y\(a)=f(a), <p[y](b)=f(b). Значит, (f(a),f(b))£E .  Таким образом, Е — кон­
груэнция на А. Следовательно, Con A =C on С. Если А бесконечно, то в пред­
положении АС  мощность Г  равна мощности А. Отсюда следует: для вся­
кой бесконечной алгебры А = (А ; F) существует унарная алгебра C = ( A ; G )  
такая, что Con А = Con С и G = Ä .  В частности, в предположении счетной
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аксиомы выбора имеет место следующее: для всякой счетной алгебры 
А =  (А; F) существует счетная унарная алгебра С =  (А; G) счетной сигнатуры 
такая, что Con А =  Con С. Отсюда и из теоремы 2 легко выводится (в пред­
положении счетной аксиомы выбора).
(3.6) Для всякой счетной (конечной) алгебры с нулем А существует счетная 
(конечная) 2-унарная алгебра В такая, что Con В s  Con А.
Действительно, пусть A = ( A ; F )  — счетная (конечная) алгебра с нулем. 
Тогда существует счетная (конечная) унарная алгебра С = (А ;  G) счетной сиг­
натуры, имеющая неподвижную точку и такая, что Con С =  Con А. Она удов­
летворяет условиям теоремы 2, и потому Con С =  Con D для некоторой счетной 
(конечной) 2-унарной алгебры D.
(3.7) Пусть A = ( A ; F )  — бесконечная алгебра бесконечной сигнатуры, 
имеющая не более чем счетное множество компактных конгруэнций. Тогда 
для всякого счетного множества CQA  существуют счетные BQ A  и G С F 
такие, что С =В , В замкнуто относительно операций из G и Con (В; (7)э= 
== Con А.
Пусть, например, множество компактных конгруэнций на А бесконечно, 
— последовательность конечных множеств упорядоченных пар элемен­
тов А такая, что А(Х„) исчерпывают все компактные конгруэнции на А и 
т ^п=>А (Х т)^ А (Х п). Каждой паре (т, п) такой, что A(3Tm)JA (Z „), соотне­
сем какую-нибудь пару п(т ,п ) из А(Хт) — А(Х„) и какое-нибудь конечное 
множество Fmina F  такое, что в алгебре А т<п= (А ; Fm<n) имеет место 
п (т ,п )£А т„(Хт). Пусть G0= U F mt„. Обозначим через Вд наименьшее из под­
множеств А, включающих С, содержащих члены всех пар из всех Хп и всех пар 
л(т ,п)  и замкнутых относительно операций из (70. Через В0 обозначим ал­
гебру ( В0; (70). Ясно, что она счетна.
Пусть X — произвольный конечный набор пар элементов алгебры В„ =  
=  (B n;G„). Очевидно, что В„(АГ)СВ„(А(ЗГ)). Каждой паре (а, Ь) из ВП(А (Т ))-  
- в „ ( Л  соотнесем какой-нибудь конечный набор о (а, Ь) элементов А и ко­
нечный набор F„tb с  F такие, что всякое подмножество А, включающее д(а, Ь) 
и члены всех пар из X  и замкнутое относительно операций из Fa<b, содержит 
(а, Ь).
Пусть (7„+1 — множество, образованное присоединением к Gn всевозмож­
ных Fa b, Вп+1— наименьшее из множеств, включающих Вп, всевозможные 
д(а,Ь ) и замкнутых относительно операций из G„+1. Через В„+1 обозначим 
алгебру (Вп+1; Gn+1). Из счетности В„ следует счетность В„+1.
Рассмотрим последовательность (B„)„€iV. Пусть В =  U {В„\п£N }, G =  U 
U {G„\n£N}. Обозначим через В алгебру (В; G). Эта алгебра счетная.
Для всякого конечного набора X  пар элементов В имеет место В(Х) =  
— B(A(Z)). Действительно, пусть (a, ô)ÇB(A(A')) и пусть a, b и члены всех 
пар из X  входят в Вт. Тогда, по построению Вт+1, (а, 6)£Вт+1(Т), а значит, 
(а, Ь)еВ(Х).
Так как члены пар л(т,п) принадлежат В, то В(Т„) (nÇ.N) попарно 
различны. Отсюда и из A (X J  Q А Щ о В (Хт) В(Т„) следует, что верхняя
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полурешетка конгруэнций В ^ )  изоморфна версией полурешетке компактных 
конгруэнций на А.
Пусть X  — произвольное конечное множество пар элементов В. Для не­
которого та N  имеет место А (Х )= А (Х т). Но тогда B(A(Z)) =  B(A(Arm)), 
то есть В(ЛГ) =  В(АШ). Таким образом, B(A"„) (nÇ.N) исчерпывают все ком­
пактные конгруэнции на В. Значит, полурешетка компактных конгруэнций на 
В изоморфна полурешетке компактных конгруэнций на А. Отсюда Con В э* 
=  Соп А.
Отметим также, что из тех же рассуждений вытекает следующее: Пусть 
А — бесконечная алгебра счетной сигнатуры, у которой множество компакт­
ных конгруэнций не более чем счетно. Тогда всякая её счетная подалгебра 
вложима в такую счетную подалгебру В, что Con В = Con А.
Т е о р е м а  4. Если алгебраическая решетка с не более чем счетным мно­
жеством компактных элементов представима как решетка конгруенций ал­
гебры с нулем то она представима как решетка конгруэнций 2-унарной ал­
гебры.
В самом деле, пусть А — алгебра с нулем такая, что Con A s l .  Если А 
конечна или счетна, то представимость L  решеткой конгруэнций 2-унарной 
алгебры следует из (3.6). Если А — несчетная алгебра, то согласно (3.7) су­
ществует счетная алгебра В с нулем такая, что Con В s  Con А. В силу (3.6) 
Con В изоморфна решетке конгруэнций некоторой 2-унарной алгебры.
§4
В заключение — несколько замечаний.
1. Из методических соображений мы ограничились в § 1 теоремой 1. Не­
значительная модификация содержащегося в [4] доказательства теоремы Мак­
кензи дает доказательство следующей более общей теоремы:
Т е о р е м а  1*. Для всякой алгебры А счетной сигнатуры имеющей одно­
элементную подалгебру Con А представима как решетка конгруенций алгебры 
сигнатуры (2, 1).
2. Если бы удалось доказать, что для всякой конечной алгебры решетка 
её конгруэнций представима как решетка конгруэнций конечной унарной ал­
гебры с неподвижной точкой, то тем самым была бы доказана, в силу тео­
ремы 2, справедливость следующей гипотезы Маккензи: для всякой конечной 
алгебры А решетка Con А представима как решетка конгруэнций конечной 
2-унарной алгебры. В Тейлор [7] построил счетную алгебраическую решетку 
L0, не представимую как решетка конгруэнций полугруппы. Р. Фриз показал, 
что L„ не представима как решетка конгруэнций группоида с единицей2. 
У. Лэмп [5] доказал, что эта решетка не представима как решетка конгруэн­
ций унарной алгебры конечной сигнатуры. Из этого результата и теоремы 4 
следует, что La не представима как решетка конгруэнций алгебры с нулем.
Этот результат Фриза приводится в [5].
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Из рассмотрений, содержащихся в работе П. Палфи [6], выводимо существо­
вание конечных решеток, не представимых как решетки конгруэнций унар­
ных алгебр а неподвижными точками (таковы решетки Мп для 4)3.
Из рассуждений, доказывающих теорему 2, почти непосредственно вы­
водима
Т е о р е м а  2*. Всякая алгебраическая решетка с компактной единицей име­
ющая не более чем счетное множество компактных элементов представима 
как решетка конгруэнций частичной 2-унарной алгебры. Всякая конечная ре­
шетка представима как решетка конгруенций конечной частичной 2-унарной 
алгебры.
Эта теорема как будто усиливает надежду на справедливость гипотезы 
Маккензи. Однако следующая теорема показывает, что обольщаться подоб­
ными аргументами рискованно:
Т е о р е м а  И*. Всякая алгебраическая (конечная) решетка представима 
как решетка конгруэнций (конечного) частичного группоида.
С другой стороны, теоремы 1** и 2* показывают, что представления ал­
гебраических решеток решетками конгруенций частичных алгебр заслуживают 
специального изучения.
3. Имеет место
Т е о р е м а  3*. Для всякой счетной (конечной) алгебры А решетка Con А +  1 
представима как решетка конгруэнций (конечной) 2-унарной алгебры не име­
ющей собственных подалгебр.
Из этого усиления теоремы 3* выводится, что всякая алгебраическая ре­
шетка с не более чем счетным множеством компактных элементов предста­
вима как интервал решетки конгруэнций полугруппы с тремя образующими. 
Естественен вопрос: всякая ли алгебраическая решетка с не более чем счет­
ным множеством компактных элементов представима как интервал решетки 
конгруэнций полугруппы с двумя образующими? Положительный ответ на 
этот вопрос давал бы некоторое усиление теоремы Ежека, утверждающей, что 
всякая такая решетка представима как интервал решетки эквациональных тео­
рий 2-унарных алгебр.
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EXTENSIONS OF QUASI-UNIFORMITIES 
FOR PRESCRIBED BITOPOLOGIES I
J. DEÁK
Abstract
(For Parts I and II)
Given a quasi-uniformity °U and an extension o f the induced bitopology, we are looking for 
conditions guaranteeing that there is an extension o f °U compatible with the bitopological extension. 
The results will be formulated in terms of trace filter pairs. Some related problems will also be 
considered.
Császár [10] investigated the following problem: let ‘’ll be a quasi-uniformity, 
2T the topology induced by and i f  an extension of 2T\ describe now those quasi­
uniformities extending ^  that are compatible with or give at least necessary 
and/or sufficient conditions for the existence o f such quasi-uniform extensions. The 
answer to the analogous question for uniformities is well-known. We are going to 
consider a third problem of this type: let be a quasi-uniformity, \  STX) the 
bitopology induced by £fx) an extension of {2T~X, find out as
much as possible about those quasi-uniformities extending °U that are compatible 
with {£f~x, Sf1). (All the necessary definitions will be given in § 0.) Similarly to 
the case o f extensions for topologies, a lot o f  problems will remain open.
It is easy to give a complete solution to the above problem if we require in the 
definition o f a bitopological extension that the original bitopological space should be 
dense for the supremum of the two topologies; therefore we shall only assume density 
for the topologies separately.
The results will be formulated in terms o f trace filter pairs (i.e. trace filters 
taken for both topologies). We shall have to define several notions for filter pairs, 
most o f them straightforward generalizations o f similar notions for filters (e.g. 
Cauchy or round).
The following weaker form o f our problem will also be considered: given a 
quasi-uniform space (X, °U) and some filter pairs in X, find an extension "V o f  
such that it is compatible with the given filter pairs (i.e. the bitopology o f “V  induces 
them as trace filter pairs).
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§ 0. Preliminaries
A. Notations, terminology, basic definitions
0.1. X  will always denote a non-empty set. A  filter means a proper filter. The 
filter in X  generated by the filter (sub)base b is denoted by fi1x b. y{X )  is the power 
set o f  X. If a c p (Z )  then sec a denotes the collection of those subsets o f X  that 
intersect each element of a. For families of sets a and c,
a (D )c  =  {AHC: A<Ea, C£c}.
R is the set of the reals, N  the set of the positive integers, the Euclidean topology 
on R. In a topological space (X,ST),£T\A denotes the subspace topology on AczX. 
If s, /£R and s > (  then ].?,([ means the interval ]?, s[.
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An entourage U is a reflexive relation on X; we shall write (x, y)£ U also as 
x U y. C/_1 is the inverse of U. The symbol o is used for denoting the composition 
o f relations. If A czX  and x £ X  then let
U[A] =  {y e X : 3 z€A, z U y}\  Ux =  C[{x}]; U\A =  U D (AX A ).
Ax is the diagonal o f X X  X.
0.2. A quasi-semiuniformity (on X) [22] is a filter in X X  X  whose elements are 
entourages. A (sub)base for a quasi-semiuniformity is to be understood in the sense 
o f a filter (sub)base. A quasi-semiuniformity ^  is a quasi-uniformity [29, 4] if some 
base 3$ for (equivalently: rM = JU) satisfies the following condition:
(1) for each t/£á? there is a V£28 with V 2 cz U,
where V 2 =  VoV. If a subbase dS for a quasi-semiuniformity °U satisfies (1) then 
is a quasi-uniformity [28].1
If W is a quasi-semiuniformity then so is alt~1 =  {£/-1 : U^W). A  quasi-uni­
formity is a uniformity if aU~x= <!U (equivalently: if it has a base consisting of 
symmetric entourages). If is a quasi-uniformity then
W  =  ^ ( f l ) ^ - 1 =  f i l j^ x i i /n c / -1: UdW)
is a uniformity. The weight of the quasi-semiuniformity aU, denoted by w(W), is 
the smallest infinite cardinal y  for which there exists a base (equivalently: a subbase) 
for o f cardinality ^ y  (“rank” in [6]).
The entourage U will sometimes be written as U1, and the quasi-semiuniformity 
°U as W1.
Let W be a quasi-uniformity. In the topology aU,p induced by ‘ßf, {Ux: U£<%) 
is the neighbourhood filter o f x£X;  a neighbourhood (sub)base is obtained if U is 
taken from a (sub)base only. In other words: W is compatible with the topology °lt,p. 
These expressions will also be used for quasi-icmiuniformities, provided that the 
neighbourhood filters {Ux: U^W) define a topology. cU~,p= ( ‘%~1),p.
For more information on quasi-uniformities, see [21], and also [5, 28],
0.3. A filter f in a quasi-uniform space (X, <%) is
a) round {°U--round) [24, 5, 7, 10] if for any there are an S0€{  and a [/£45f 
with l / [S 0] c i ;
b) Cauchy (^-Cauchy) [2, 33] if for any U£°U, we have Ux£f with a suit­
able x£X.
f is 4äf*-Cauchy iff for any U^fy there is an 5 6 f with S x S c z U  ([21] 3.2). 
(Caution! “Cauchy” is often used in the sense “^-C auchy”, e.g. in [6, 10].)
A bitopology on X  [23] is an ordered pair o f topologies on X. (tf/~'p, °7/,p) is 
the bitopology induced by the quasi-uniformity (or more generally, by the suitable 
quasi-semiuniformity) [25, 20]. In other words: is compatible with the bi­
topology (aU~'p, °U'P). (The two topologies are usually taken in reverse order, but 
our definition, which seems to be more convenient in the present context, is not 
unprecedented either, see [3, 26].)
1 We are not interested in quasi-semiuniformities as such, but they will be of use in formulating 
some statements concerning quasi-uniformities.
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0.4. The topological space ( Y, i f )  is an extension o f the topological space 
(X, i f )  (in other words, i f  is an extension of STY if (X, i f )  is a dense subspace 
of (T, i f ) .  The trace filter f (a) o f  the point af Y  is the trace on X  o f the ^-neigh­
bourhood filter n(a) of a, i.e.
f(a) -  n (a)|X  =  {S fl* : Sfn(a)} .
If x f X  then f(x) is the ^-neighbourhood filter o f x; for any a f  Y, f (a) is a if-open  
filter (i.e. it has a base consisting o f open sets). Conversely, if we prescribe if-open  
filters f(n) for each af Y  such that f(x) is the ^"-neighbourhood filter o f x  when­
ever x f X  then there are extensions of i f  with just these trace filters; there exist a 
finest and a coarsest one among such extensions [1], called the loose extension, 
respectively the strict extension associated with the trace filter system {f (a): af Y}. 
(Strictly speaking, a trace filter system is not just a system o f filters, but a function 
defined on T, since the same filter is allowed to belong to different points.) If i f  is a 
loose extension then
(1) n(a) =  fily{SU{u}: S€f(a)}; 
if  i f  is a strict extension then
(2) n (fl) =  filr {{6: S € f(i)}: S6f(a)}.
In both cases, it is enough to take S  from a subbase for f(a).
0.5. The bitopological space ( Y\ i f * 1, i f 1) is an extension o f the bitopological 
space (X; ST*1, i f 1) if i f  ' is an extension of ST1 (i =  ± l ) .  In other words, X  is 
required to be dense for both topologies; the problems to be investigated are much 
easier when X  is dense for the topology sup [ i f * 1, i f 1). A filter pair is an ordered 
pair o f  filters in the same set. The trace filter pair o f a f  Y  belonging to (or induced 
by) the extension (f -1, i f 1) is just the pair (f-1 (cz), f1 («)) where f'(fl) is the trace 
filter o f a belonging to the extension i f 1 of ST* (i =  ±  1). Each trace filter pair is 
open (i.e. f'(a) is f ’-open for / =  ±  1).
Conversely, if we are given open filter pairs (f-1 (a), f1 (a)) for each a f Y  such 
that f(x )  is the ^"'-neighbourhood filter of x  whenever x f X  and / = ± 1  then 
there are extensions for these filter pairs. The finest, respectively the coarsest one 
can be obtained by taking loose, respectively strict extensions in both topologies 
[ ( f f 1, f i )  is called finer than { i f f 1, iffi) if i f f  is finer than if£ (z = ± l) ] ;  these 
extensions will be referred to as the doubly loose, respectively the doubly strict ex­
tension associated with the system {(f_:l(a), f1(a)): a f Y )  o f trace filter pairs.
0.6. The bitopological space (X; i f * 1, i f 1) is
a) regular [23] if any ^"'-neighbourhood o f x  contains a Sf~ ‘-closed ^"‘-neigh­
bourhood o fx  (x fX ,  / =  ± 1 );
b) completely regular [19, 25] if it can be induced by a quasi-uniformity;
c) zero-dimensional [32] if any ^"'-neighbourhood o f x contains a ^"“ '-closed 
^"‘-open ^"‘-neighbourhood o f x  (xfX,  i =  ± l ) .  2
2 In similar situations, only one of such pairs o f parallel definitions will be given, the other 
being understood.
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The original definition o f bitopological complete regularity was given in terms 
o f semicontinuous real functions, and the property chosen here as a definition is 
an equivalent characterization, cf. [19, 25, 20, 8). Any zero-dimensional bitopology 
is completely regular; any completely regular bitopology is regular.
A bitopology o f the form {ST, tX) is regular, completely regular, respectively 
zero-dimensional iff the topology ST has the same property.
See [13] for more information and further references on bitopological separa­
tion properties.
0.7. Any real function d  defined on a subset o f X X X  induces a quasi-semi­
uniformity <^(d) on X  as follows:
aU(d) = mXxX{UM: £ > 0 }
where
(1) UU) =  Uit)(d) =  A U {(*, y ): d(x, y)  <  e}.
The function d  will be called a distance if
d (x, y )  +  d (y , z) ^  d (x, z),
in the sense that if d(x, y) and d(y, z) are both defined then so is d(y ,  z), and 
the inequality holds. If d  is a distance then aU{d) is a quasi-uniformity.
A quasi-pseudometric [31, 35] is a non-negative distance defined on the whole 
X X X  such that d (x ,x ) = 0 (x£X).  (In this case A can be dropped from (1).) If 
d  is a distance then a quasi-pseudometric e inducing the same quasi-uniformity is 
defined by
e(x, y)
0 if x  =  y  or d(x, y) S  0, 
d (x ,y )  if 0 <  d(x, y) <  1,
1 otherwise.
The following quasi-uniformities will be needed in several simple counter­
examples.
Examples. On I = ( R \{ 0 } ) x R ,  let
di((x', x"), ( / ,  y")) =  y ' - x '  if x' <  / ,
d2{(x',x"),(y',y")) =  y ' - x '  +  \y"-x"\ if *' <  / .
Define d0l and d02 similarly, with replaced by x '< 0 <y '.  Let !%k= fy (d k)
(A: =  1, 2, 01, 02). Each dk is a distance, thus each allk is a quasi-uniformity.
The following filters in X  will later be needed: if 2T is a topology on R, /£ R 
and / =  ±  1 then let
g‘(t, ST) = fil* (]0, íe[XH: e >  0, H  is a ^"-neighbourhood of /}.
0.8. Now we are going to describe the main purpose o f this paper more precisely 
than in the introduction. Let (X, °U) be a quasi-uniform space, ^  an extension of 
aU,p, (Sf-1, S?1) an extension o f (aU~,p, H,p'). We are looking for quasi-uniformities 
"V~ such that iT|X = aU, and “V  is compatible with (the analogous case
when y  is required to be compatible with y  was investigated in [10, 11, 27, 14]). 4
4
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Such a i f  will be called an extension of °U compatible with (Sf-1, Sf* 1) (an “extension 
o f a quasi-uniformity” is always supposed to be a quasi-uniformity, and not just a 
quasi-semiuniformity).
The following weaker problem will also be considered: assume that (X , °U) is 
a quasi-uniform space, Y^>X, and let us be given filter pairs (f_1(a), ^(a)) in X  
for a£Y, with the usual assumption that (f—1 (jc), f1^*)) is the neighbourhood 
filter pair o f x  for each x d X  (in the bitopology induced by aU)i \ look for quasi­
uniformities f  on 7  such that i r \X = 0U, and ( i f ~ tp, i rtp) is an extension of 
(all~,p, aU,p) with the given trace filter pairs. Such a i f  will be called an extension 
o f  äU compatible with the trace filter pairs {(f-1 (a), f '(a) ) : a€F} (or: with the trace 
filter pairs {(f_1(p), f1 (z3) ) : P i  L \T } ) .  We shall, however, not stick to this wording, 
and other self-explanatory expressions will be used as well, e.g. that i f  is an extension 
with (or belonging to) the trace filter pairs, etc.
Let us further agree to call the quasi-uniform space ( Y, i f )  an extension of 
the quasi-uniform space (X, •%) if i r \X—aU, and X  is Y/"~rp-dense and iC'p-dense4 
in Y. The extension (Y; S f-1 , Sf1) of the bitopological space (X; S f-1, ST1) is 
firm  if  X  is sup { if  ~ \  .S^J-dense; the extension o f the quasi-uniformity °U is 
firm  if (y ~,p, ■f'tp) is a firm extension of {JU~,p, aUtp).
B. Results on extensions for prescribed topologies
We list here some results on extensions o f (quasi-)uniformities for prescribed 
topologies, in order that the reader might compare them with our results on exten­
sions for bitopologies. The case of uniformities is well-known, see e.g. in [9]; it 
will be familiar to the reader at least in the case when all the non-convergent round 
Cauchy filters ( = non-convergent minimal Cauchy filters) are assigned to the new 
points (“completion o f  a uniformity”).
0.9. Let (X, <%) be a uniform space, (Y, i f )  and extension of (X, aUtp), with 
trace filters f(a) (a£ Y). Then we have:
a) If there is a uniformity that is an extension o f °ll compatible with i f  then 
Sf is completely regular, it is a strict extension o f aUtp (because regular extensions are 
strict), and each f(a) is round and Cauchy.
b) Conversely, if  i f  is regular (or i f  is a strict extension) and each f(p) is a 
round Cauchy filter ( p ^ Y \ X )  then there is exactly one uniformity that is an 
extension of ‘U for i f \  moreover, \v(i/') =  w(%).
It is essential in both cases that the extension is a uniformity, and not simply a 
quasi-uniformity.
0.10. Let X, alt, Sf, f (a) be as above, but with °U only a quasi-uniformity. Now 
the following hold:
a) [12, 10], If there is an extension o f -?/ compatible with i f  then each f(a) is 
round (a£ Y).
b) [10], If Sf is a loose extension and each \(p)  is round (p i Y \ X )  then there 
is at least one extension tC of compatible with i f . The finest ( = largest) i f  sat­
3 In the sequel, this condition will always be assumed implicitly.
1 Or only i r,p  -dense when we are dealing with the one-sided case.
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isfying this condition can be obtained as follows ([10]; in a special case also [34]):
{V(f, U): fd<P, I M t )
is a base for tT, where <P denotes the family o f all those functions / :  y \ X —p(3Q 
for which f (p )d \ (p )  ( p d Y \ X ) ,  and
V(J, U)p  =  {p} u  U[f(p)] (p e Y \ x ),
V(f, U)x  — Ux (AT€3f).
c) [12, 10]. If there is at least one extension of °U compatible with Sf then there 
is a finest one among such extensions.
d) [14]. In general, there is no coarsest extension o f ^  compatible with Sf, 
not even in the case when y  is a loose and strict extension at the same time.
We do not cite here those results of [10] that concern strict extensions.
§ 1. Necessary conditions
Let (X, <W) be a quasi-uniform space, ( y -1, y 1) and extension o f (2'_'p, W ) ;  
denote by (n_1(a), n1(a)) the neighbourhood filter pair, and by (f-1 (a), ^(a)) the 
trace filter pair o f the point ad Y.
1.1. D e f in it io n . The filter pair ( f ~ \  f )  is
a) round if f' is -round ( /=  ±  1) (cf. 0.3 a));
b) (in [26] for a special case) Cauchy if for any Ud^U there are S ,d f  with 
S . l X S 1c U .
R em ark . In the terminology of [16], ( f ~ \  f1) is ^-Cauchy iff f_1X f1 is °UC 
-micromeric. We could work in the present paper with products of filters (’’bifil­
ter” in [3]) since (f-1, f1) can be recovered from / = f _1x f 1 as (dom /, ran /).
T heorem . I f  there is an extension o f  compatible with ( y -1, y 1) then
a) (Se~\  y 1) is completely regular;
b) the trace filter pairs are round:
c) the trace filter pairs are Cauchy.
P ro o f , a) This is evident from the definition given in 0.6 b).
b) If 'V is an extension o f °U for ( y -1 , l? 1) then V 1 is an extension of °U1 
for y 1, thus 0.10 a) can be applied.
c) Take a Ud&; we are looking for StdV(°) with S^X SjC .11 .  As aU =  'V\X,
there is a V d ' f  with V \X = U .  Choose now F0€ tC suchthat V02czV; then S ,=  
= K ‘a r \X  will do. Indeed: if xdS^j  and ydSj  then xV0 a V0y, thus x  V y ,  i.e. 
x U y ; S i d f ‘(a) follows from V0‘adn'(a). □
C o ro lla ry . Neighbourhood filter pairs in a quasi-uniform space are always 
round and Cauchy.
P ro o f . Apply the theorem to the case Y = X .  □
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Consequently, when saying that the trace filter pairs are round and/or Cauchy, 
we do not have to specify whether all the trace filter pairs are meant or only those 
belonging to the new points.
o
1.2. The conditions in Theorem 1.1 are not sufficient:
Example. Take a completely regular non-normal topology 3T on R. Let 
I = ( R \{ 0 } ) x R ,  T=R-, 5T1) the discrete bitopology on X, f((0 , p)) =
=  Q‘(p, 9~) (see in Examples 0.7). These trace filter pairs are evidently open, thus 
we can take the doubly strict extension HYy) associated with them. The points
o f X  are isolated in while
n'((0, p)) =  filj- {[0, ie[XG: G is ^"-open, p£G, e >  0}.
In particular, denoting by 2T' the image of the topology 2T under the bijection 
p*-*-{0, p), we have
( 1) { & - \ S r l) \ Y \ X  =
Let us first prove that i f y) is completely regular. Take on R a uni­
formity iV  compatible with ST. On Y, define entourages Z(e, IV) for e > 0  and 
W d iV  as follows (with x'^CM y', i — ±1):
(0, p) Z(e,W )  (0, q) iff p W  q,
(x \  x") Z(s, IV) ( / ,  y") iff x' <  0 <  y'  <  x '+ e  or (x \  x") =  (y', y"),
(0, p) Z'(e, W) (x \  x") iff x'£]0, is [, p W ‘ x".
It is easy to check that these entourages form a base for a quasi-semiuniformity 2? 
on Y. 2£ is a quasi-uniformity, since if lV02czlV  then Z(e/2, W0)2czZ (e, IV). 2£ is 
clearly compatible with ( ^ _1, -V1), thus this bitopology is completely regular 
indeed.
For each J^-open covering c o f R, and e> 0 , take an entourage U(e, c) on 
X  as follows:
(x',x")U(e,c) (y',y")  iff either (x', x") =  ( / ,  y")
or x' <  0 <  y '  <  x '+ e , 3G£c, x",y"€G.
As U(e, c)C\U(e', c')=>C(min {e, e'}, c(n)c'), these entourages form a base for a 
quasi-semiuniformity °U. W is a quasi-uniformity, since t/(e, c)2c: U(e, c). ^  is 
evidently compatible with 2~y), and the trace filter pairs are round. They are
also Cauchy: if U = U (s ,c )  and p£R then 5,_1XS’1c:G and f'((0,p)) hold 
with Sj=]0, is/2[xG  if G is chosen to satisfy p£G£c.
And yet there is no extension of compatible with Zf1).
Assume the existence o f an extension "V. Given take a V £ ir  with
V \X = U .  and then a Va^ V  such that f 0‘ cK . As ST is not normal, we can choose 
disjoint ^-closed sets ZiCiR ( z = ± l )  that are not contained by disjoint ,^-open 
sets. Let Tf =  {0}XZ,. It follows from (1) that Vo[A'_1]r\Vo~1[A'1]?£0, so there 
are p,€Zj such that (0, p _ x) V02 (0, p j .  Denoting 1^(0, p i)O X  by St , we have
(2) StfOiO, p $
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and S ^ X S ^ V fc z V , thus
(3) S _1XS] c  U.
There are, however, no such points p t and sets S t for U = U (  1, c0) where 
c0= { R \ T „ R \ A } ,  since (2) implies that there are x < 0  and j » 0  with 
(x, />_,-)€5_x, (y ,P i )€ S lf thus (x, p ^ )  U (y, pj) would follow from (3), a con­
tradiction, because p _ i and p x cannot be contained by the same element o f c0.
1.3. The reasoning in the last but one paragraph o f Example 1.2 gives another 
necessary condition. Let us agree to extend Definition 1.1 b) to arbitrary pairs 
(a-1, a1) (a 'cp (30): (a-1, a1) is Cauchy if for any £/£^ , there are A f a ‘ with 
A^t X A l e U .  (It is enough to take U from a base in general, and from a subbase 
for filter pairs.)
T heorem. I f  there is an extension o f  compatible with (■S’ -1, £fr) then for 
any A, B e  Y,
(1) ( U  í -10 ) ,  U  PtfO) is not Cauchy
a Z A  b ZB
implies
(2) there are disjoint .S '^-open sets G; with A e  Gx, B e .  G_1. □
Remarks, a) If the above condition is fulfilled then the trace filter pairs are 
Cauchy (take A =  B —{a}).
b) If (1)=>(2) is known to hold for ^ -1-closed sets A and ^ -c lo sed  sets B 
then it holds for arbitrary A and B (the proof is left to the reader).
1.4. In 0.9, the complete regularity of SP implied that it was a strict extension.
Now the condition that Sf1) should be completely regular is not as strong
as that; we shall later see that there may belong different completely regular bi- 
topological extensions to the same system of trace filter pairs. We shall also see 
that the doubly strict extension may fail to be completely regular even when there 
do exist completely regular bitopological extensions with the given trace filter pairs.
Theorem 1.1 a) suggests that it would be o f use to get some information on 
completely regular bitopological extensions. Instead, we shall deal with the simpler 
problem o f regular extensions in the next section; the results obtained there will 
be strong enough to meet the case.
§ 2. Regular extensions of bitopologies
Let (3f; 3  1, 2TV) be a bitopological space, Y e X ,  and let us be given trace 
filter pairs (f-1 (a), f1 (a)) for a£ Y. We shall formulate a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the existence o f a regular extension with these trace filter pairs; if the 
condition is satisfied, we construct the finest regular extension. The corresponding 
result on regular extensions o f topologies was given in [18].
2.1. Notations. The closure [interior] in the topology ST\ respectively 
will be denoted by cl* [int*], respectively Cl' [Int'].
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T h e o r e m . There is a regular extension compatible with the trace filter pairs 
(f-H *), fi(a)) iff
(1) for  any a£Y, i = ±  1, and SffiHa), there is an S 0Cfi‘(a) such that S i \ ‘(b) 
whenever b £ Y  and S f s c c  f f ‘(b).
R e m a r k s , a) It is not necessary to assume that the trace filters are open, since
(1) applied to b£X  implies
(2) cl“ ' S0 c i n t '  S,
thus the trace filter pairs are automatically open.
b) (1) implies (through (2) applied when a£X)  the regularity o f (9  \  .T 1) 
as well.
P r o o f . 1° Let (ST-1, i f 1) be a regular extension with neighbourhood filters 
n'(a). Given an Sdf'Lz), there is an H en'(a) with S =H C \X .  By the regularity, 
we can choose an Hu£n!(a) such that
(3) Cl- ' H0 c  Int' H.
N ow  S 0 =  Hon x  will do in (1).
Indeed, if S ^ sec f-'(h ) for some be Y  then H f s c c  n~'(b), which means 
b £C \~ ‘H 0, thus (3) gives bdlnV H, in other words H£n‘(b), so S£?(b).
2° Conversely, we are going to construct a regular extension { i f -1, i f 1) for 
trace filter pairs satisfying (1).
For a £ Y , i = ±  1 and SCf'(a), define
(4) N !s (a) =  {a} U {b: S i  sec f ~ ' (b)}.
Observe that if SczT  then N^(a)czNi-(a), thus ( f  (a) being a filter)
(5) bi(a) =  {Nis (a): 56f'(a)}
is a filter base. (An equivalent filter base is obtained if we take S  from a base for 
f‘(a) only.) Let
(6) it'(a) =  filyb'(a) (a£Y,  i = ± l ) .
Define i f 1 with these neighbourhood filters.
a) We have defined topologies. Let a, i and S6f'(a) be fixed; pick an S0 ac­
cording to (1). It is enough to show that if cdN ^ia)  then N's {a)in ‘(c). In fact
(7) Ni(a)  => A |(c)€n'(c).
This is evident for c= a .  Otherwise, (4) applied to S0 instead of S  implies S„ €sec f_ '(c), 
thus S£?(c) by (1), i.e. N ^ (c)in ‘(c). Now (7) holds, since if biN^(c) then either 
b =  c, and then be Ns f a ) c: N ls (a) [the inclusion follows from (2) and the observa­
tion made after (4)], or b ^ c ,  and then b£N^(a) again, since we have 7V|(a)\{ű} =  
=  Ars ( c ) \ M  from (4).
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b) y 1) is regular. We are going to show that if a, i, S  and S 0 are as in
(1) then
(8) Cl-'JVÍ0( f l ) c ^ ( f l ) .
Assume
(9) c$JVj(a).
Then S$  sec f i . e .  there is a
(10) r e f - '( c )
such that
(11) r n s  =  0.
It is now enough to prove that
(12) A f'(c )n A ^ (a )  =  0,
since (10) and (12) imply Cl- , iVj#(a), showing the validity of (8).
Let us prove (12) indirectly: assume that b belongs to both sets. As mentioned 
earlier, Ns„ (a)czN^(a), thus
(13) b d N ' f a )
and (9) give b ^ c .  Hence, according to (4), b d N j' (c )  implies
(14) 7€secf(6 ).
Furthermore, (4) and (13) give b = a  or S 0dsec f~‘(b), and then (1) implies
(15) s e H b ) .
Now (14) and (15) contradict (11), thus proving (12).
c) (£P~\ Sf1) is compatible with the given trace filter pairs. To prove n*(űr)| 
= f(fl), it is enough to show, according to (2), that
AKu)n2f =  c l- ‘s  (S€f(a)).
First assume y£cl_i S. This means SGsec f~ ‘(y), thus ydN^(a) by (4). 
Conversely, if y d N is (a)C\X then either y —a  and then y d S  is evident from 
S d \‘(a), or ,S£sec f_ i(y), i.e. j>€cl_' S. □
2.2. Theorem. I f  2.1 (1) is fulfilled then the extension constructed in 2.1 (4)—(6) 
is the finest regular extension compatible with the given trace filter pairs.
Proof. Let (5^-1, i f 1) be the extension constructed in 2.1 (4)—(6), and 
(-2-1, l 1) another regular extension with the same trace filter pairs. We have to 
show that if C  is a ^ ‘-neighbourhood of a point ad Y  then it is also an ^ ‘-neigh­
bourhood o f a.
By the regularity o f ( l -1, 3.1), there is a .^'-neighbourhood D of a such that 
CL- ' DczC  where CL- ' denotes the ‘-closure. Put S = D f \ X ; then S ^ fia ).
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To complete the proof, it is enough to show that
(1) N ^a)  c  C.
If b£N^(a) then either b = a  and then bdC  is evident, or S^sec f~'(6), there­
fore b £ C L ~ iS<zCL-iDc:C,  proving (1). □
D e f in it io n . The extension constructed in 2.1 (4)—(6) will be called the fine 
regular extension associated with the trace filter pairs (f_1(a), f1(a)) (ad Y).
2.3. The next example shows that in general there is no coarsest regular exten­
sion for prescribed trace filter pairs. (In particular, there may exist a regular extension 
without the doubly strict extension being regular.)
E x a m p l e . Let J = (R \{ 0 } )x R , 7= R 2, the discrete topology on X,
^((O, r)) =  ga(t, (f), f - 1 ((0, 0) =  9 _10, where ^  is the co-finite topology on R. 
Denote by i f 1 the loose, and by 3} the strict extension of ST1 associated with 
the trace filters f(a). Now (£P~\ 2L) and (2.~l, ST1) are zero-dimensional (the 
points o f  X  are isolated in each topology in question, so the condition in 0.6 c) is 
to be checked only for the points of Y \ X ;  the argument is essentially the same 
as the one needed for proving that (&), S) and (fß, 3>) are zero-dimensio­
nal where Q) is the discrete topology on R), but ( J ~ \  3 l) is not even regular, 
since its trace on Y \ X  is homeomorphic with (fß, S), which is not regular (the 
^-closure o f a non-empty S’-open set is the whole R).
L em m a . If the filter pairs ( f - 1 (a), f1(a)) are round and Cauchy in some quasi­
uniform space then they satisfy 2.1 (1).
P r o o f . For S €ff(a) there are an S f i ) ‘(a) and a Uddt with U ‘[S 0] e 5 ;
2.1 (1) will be fulfilled with this S0.
Indeed, assume that for some bd Y,
(1) 50£ se c f- (h ) ,
and choose sets FjdV(b) with F_1XF1a U .  According to (1), there exists a point 
x€<S’oriF_i, thus FiCzUficz U![S’,,]c S, therefore S d (‘(b). □
§ 3. Extensions compatible with a fine regular extension
3.1. T heorem. Let be a quasi-uniformity, ( f f" 1, i f 1) a fine regular exten­
sion o f  (fU~tp, :U,p) associated with round and Cauchy trace filter pairs. Then there 
is an extension o f  dl compatible with ( i f" 1, ST1).
R em ark . This means, together with Theorem 1.1, that there is an extension 
o f  °U compatible with the fine regular extension associated with some trace filter 
pairs iff these filter pairs are round and Cauchy. (And if the trace filter pairs satisfy 
these conditions then the fine regular extension associated with them does exist by 
Lemma 2.3.)
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Proof. Let <P‘ denote the family of those functions / :  T—p(T ) for which 
/(a)df'(a) whenever ad Y  (where X, Y and f(a ) are as usual). Consider the system
(1) St =  { V ( f - \ f \  u ): / '€ * «  (i = ± 1 ) ,  Ud°U} 
where
(2) a V ( f ~ 1, f 1,U ) b  iff either a =  b
or 3 x e P (a ) ,  3yd f~ '(b ) ,  x U y .
The following holds for i =  ± l  (for /= 1  it is just (2), for /=  —1 it follows from
(2) by interchanging the points):
(2') a V ( f - \ f \ U ) lb iff either a =  b
or 3 x d f ‘(a), 3 y d f ~ ‘(b), x  U‘y.
We claim that d% is a base for an extension o f 4F compatible with (Zf~1, Zf1). We 
shall write
(3) =  ^ ( f - 1, f1) =  fily xY@.
1° ZS is a filter base. If Vk =  V ( fk~1, f k , Uk) (k =  1,2) then 
=>F(/3-1, f f  C/in C/a) where f i ( a ) = f 1i(a)f)fii(a).
2° 0ŐU is a quasi-semiuniformity. Evident.
3° is a quasi-uniformity. Let V =  V ( f ~ 1, f 1, U). Choose i/0£4F with 
UficzU, then fo(a)df(a) (a£Y, i = ±  1) such that
(4) fo~1(a )X f01(a) (= U0, 
and also
(5) / ‘ ( a ) c / ‘(a).
We are going to show that V02a V  where V0= V ( f 0~1,f„ , U0).
Assume aV0 bV0 c. If a = b  or b = c  then a V  c follows from F0c F  im­
plied by (5), so we may assume aXbX^c. By the definition of Fo, there are xdfoia)  
and y d fa ' ib )  with x U 0y, and also zdfo(b) and w d f f 1^ )  with z U 0 w. Further­
more, y  U0z  follows from (4), thus x U w; now x d f l {a) and wd/ -1 (c) by (5), 
hence a V c.
4° °U is the trace o f oall. It is enough to show that V0\X c  U c V \X  where U, V 
and V0 are as in 3°.
a) If x U y  then x V y  follows from x d P (x )  and y d f ~ 1(y).
b) If xV0y  and x, y d X  then take zdfn(x) and wdf0~1(y) suchthat z U 0 w. 
Since x d f o 1 W , we have x U 0 z from (4); similarly, ydfo(y)  implies w U 0y, 
thus x  U y.
5° °‘%i,p is coarser than Sf'. In fact,
N ^ a )  c  V ( f - \ f \ U ) la
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holds with S = f ‘(a): if b^N^(a), b ^ a  then S£sec  thus SC\f~l(b)?±0,
i.e. the condition in the second line o f (2') is fulfilled for some x = y .
6° °%itp is finer than f f  l. Fix i, a and some S'gf'Xa). A is needed with
(6) V‘a c  N ‘s (a).
As f‘(a) is ^ ‘-round, there are S’oEf'Xu) and such that
(7) U‘[S0] c  5.
For b$.N£(a) we have S $ sec f~‘(b), i.e. there is a Tb€f~‘(b) with TbD S = 0 .  Thus 
we can define functions f Jf  <PJ ( j =  ±  1) such that
(8) if feíAl(fl)  then f - ‘(b )O S  =  0,
(9) f ‘(a) =  S0.
Now (6) will hold with V = V ( f ~ 1, f 1, U).
Indeed, letZ>£ F'aand, the case b = a  being trivial, assume b^a .  According to (2'), 
there are x £ f ‘(a) and y ( i f~ ‘(b) such that x  U‘ y, in other words, U‘[f l (a)]Pi 
(Tf ~ ‘(b)7i 0, thus (9) and (7) imply SC\f~‘(b)?e0, hence b£N^{a) follows from
(8); this proves (6). □
3.2. C orollary . Let trace filter pairs be prescribed in a bitopological space, 
and assume that there exists a completely regular extension inducing these trace filter 
pairs. Then the fine regular extension associated with them is completely regular, too.
P r o o f . Let us denote by (Y; 3 ~ x, J 1) the completely regular extension of 
(X; ST-1, 3 'v). Take a quasi-uniformity iV  compatible with (3~x, 3 1). ÍT  is an 
extension of °U =  iV\X, thus each trace filter pair is round and Cauchy (Theorem 1.1
b) and c)). The fine regular extension (5*’-1, .9?l) does exist by Lemma 2.3. Now 
oali is compatible with {£T~X, Sf1), thus this bitopology is completely regular 
indeed. □
One can, however, not conclude from the existence of a completely regular 
extension that all the other regular extensions with the same trace filter pairs are 
completely regular:
E xam ple . Let 3 f= (R \{ 0 } )x R , T =R 2, (3  \  ,T X) the discrete bitopology on 
X, and 3. a regular, not completely regular topology on R. Consider the trace filters 
f‘((0, t))=cf(t, 3)  (see in Examples 0.7). Now the doubly loose extension associated 
with these trace filter pairs is zero-dimensional, while the doubly strict extension 
is regular, but not completely regular. (Proof: similar to the argument used in 
Example 2.3.)
3.3. T heorem . Under the conditions o f  Theorem 3.1, the quasi-uniformity oali 
[defined by 3.1 (1)—(3)] is the finest extension o f  H compatible with (S^~x, l f v).
R emark . Observe for later application that the following proof uses only the 
trace filter pairs instead o f the bitopology ( 3 ’~x, <YX).
P roof. Assume that i T  is an extension o f  31 compatible with (£?~x, S?1). 
Given a WZÍT, we have to find a such that V a  W.
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Take W ^ iT  with W ?aW , and let U=W0\X, f t {a)=W Sar\X \ then F c  W 
will hold with V = V ( f ~ \ f \  U ).
Indeed, if a V b  and a ^ b  then there are x ^ f1 (a)czW0a and y ^ f~ l {b)a  
c l f j ' 1 b such that x U y , so we have a W0 x  W0 y  fV0 b, i.e. a W b .  □
w(n%) can be larger than w(%), even when there exists an extension iV  such 
that w(ifr)=w(Q():
E xam ple . Take X  and % —^02 from Examples 0.7, and let T = R 2. Consider 
the trace filters f((0 , t)) =  g'(i, <?), which make up round and Cauchy filter pairs. 
The fine regular extension is now the doubly loose one. It is easy to check that 
w (°350 is uncountable, while w(% )=m .
On the other hand, there is an extension 7ST o f °U compatible with the same 
bitopology such that w (if)= co :  let i(r = aU{d*) where
3.4. It can also occur that there is no extension with the same weight:
E xamples, a) Take X  and 3F=32f0i from Examples 0.7, and let Y = X \J {p )  
with some p$ X,
(f-1 (p)> ]l (p)) is round and Cauchy, so there is an extension o f °ll compatible with 
the fine regular extension (which is now doubly loose as well as doubly strict), 
w (350 =  co, but the weight o f the extension cannot be countable, since the point p 
has no countable ^'-neighbourhood base.
b) (A less trivial example, with a first countable fine regular extension.) Let 
A '= (R \{0 , 1})XR, y = R 2. Take a bijection from R onto the family of
the functions N-» {2~n: n£ N}. Consider the following distance on X:
d  is indeed a distance, since if d((x', x"), ( y \  y")) and d ((y \  y"), ( z \  z")) are both 
defined then l< z ' ,  so d((x',x"), (z', z ")) is defined as well, and the
Triangle Inequality can be easily checked. It may be o f assistance in visualizing the 
space if we write the values o f d  as ( y '~ 0 )+ (0—x'), (y '~  l ) + ( 0 —x'), respectively 
(Y  — 1 )+((?,(&)—x'). The quasi-uniformity °U=3F(<7) induces the discrete bi­
topology on X. Define the trace filters as follows:
d*((a',a"), (b',b")) =  b ' - a '  +  \b"-a"\ if a' <  0 ^  b' or a ' s O < F .
?(p) =  fil* {]0, ie]XH : e >  0, H  c  R, |R \ / / |  <  «}.
y ' - x ' - l
\ y ' - x '+ ( p ,(k ) - l
f-*((0,0) =  f i lx{ ]-E ,0[xW: s > 0 } ,  
fx((0, o) =  fii* {(]0, s[X {t})U 0l, 1 + e[x R ): £ > 0 } ,  
f ( ( l , 0 )  =  filx {]l, l+ £ [X {t}: e > 0 } ,  
f - ^ i l ,  0) =  fii* {0 -E , 0 [x R )U /f(e , /): e >  0}
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where
H(e, t) -  |(s, k): k e N, s£R , (Pt^ . <  s <  <pt(/c), <p,(k)-e <  s j.
These filter pairs are round and Cauchy, so we can take the fine regular extension 
Sf1) associated with them. \v(att)=a>, and each f‘(a) has a countable base, 
but if  V  is an extension o f compatible with Sf1) then w (f)> fl) .
Indeed, assume indirectly that there is a base {Vk: k£N} for y .  Choose Wke~V 
with Wk2aV k (keN). For each k, there is a tp(k)e{2~n: n€N} such that
]0, <p(k)[X{k) <z Wk(0, k).
Take now the number te  R for which cp — tp,. Then
H (e, t) Pi Wk (0, k) *  0 (s >  0),
i.e. H£_1(l, t)C]Wk(0, k)?í0, implying (0, k) Vk (1, t). This means that any S/>~1- 
neighbourhood of ( 1 ,0  meets {0}xN, a contradiction, since
(o , M N s l (( i,t))  (k e  N)
holds with S = (] — 1, 0[ X R) U H {  1, t) [because
( O0, ^ r { x  {k\ ) u 0 :1 >2 [ X R)) n  5  =  0, 
and so S^sec f((0 , k))].
3.5, Consider on R the following two important quasi-uniformities: the Sorgen- 
fre y  quasi-uniformity aUso~ aU( dso) and the quasi-uniformity o f semicontinuities 'Ü  ^=  
— °U (dse) where
dso(s, t) =  t - s  if s <  t, 
dse(s, t) = t - s .
E xam ple. Let X  be an @-dense subset o f T = R , and W^W^X  where aUs= őUs0 
or q/s=qise. Now if  we take the trace filter pairs in (X, 11) induced by the bi- 
topological extension (aU~tp, aU'p) then we can recover aUs from °U\
Moreover, (1I~'P, aUtp') is a doubly strict extension o f (°U~tp, őUtp), thus there 
is no other regular extension with the same trace filter pairs. One can also check 
that 11 ^ is the only extension o f °U compatible with (fU^tp, H'sp)-
3.6. Besides the fine regular extensions, there is another (very special) class of 
bitopological extensions for which the conditions in Theorem 1.1 are sufficient, 
namely the finite extensions (i.e. when Y \ X  is finite). (See 10.8 for a third class 
having this property.) We shall need
L emma. I f  (Y; i f -1 , .9’1) is a regular extension then for aeY, -YD Cl* (a} =
=  n  f-*(fl).
Proof. By the regularity, x€C l‘{a} iff a£Cl~ * {x}; for xeX , the latter is 
equivalent to x € n f _ i(a). □
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3.7. Lemma. A finite regular extension (Y; Sf \  y1) is completely determined 
by the trace filter pairs and (y_1, £fl) \Y \X .
Proof. For each y'-neighbourhood filter n'(a), rti(a)|Ar= f (a )  is known; so 
it is enough to show that ri(a)=ni(a ) |7 \A r (which is not necessarily a filter) is 
uniquely determined.
If p d Y \ X  then x'(p) is the neighbourhood filter of p in the topology yj Y \X ,  
which was assumed to be known.
If x £ X  then
r 'W  =  fily\X{{peF\3f: ^€C1*
(it is here that we use the finiteness of Y \ X ) ,  so Lemma 3.6 implies that 
*'(*) =  fiir \x  {{peFX^f: D f~'(/>)}},
i.e. r'(;c) is determined by the trace filter pairs. □
Corollary. Any regular bitopological extension with only one new point is 
fine regular. □
A special case o f the promised result follows now immediately from Theorem 3.1: 
a quasi-uniformity can be extended to a prescribed regular one-point extension o f  
the induced bitopology iff the trace filter pair o f the new point is round and Cauchy. 
This reasoning does not work for all the finite extensions, because a finite regular 
extension is not necessarily fine regular.
3.8. Theorem. Let (X, ők) be a quasi-uniform space, and (Y ; y -1, y 1) a 
finite regular extension o f  (X; °U~tp, aUtp). Then there is an extension o f  W com­
patible with (y-\ y1) iff the trace filter pairs are round and Cauchy; i f  so then 
there is only one extension with this property.
Proof, a) Necessity. Theorem 1.1.
b) Sufficiency. Let denote the family of those functions / :  7 \ T —p(T ) for 
which f(p )Z \‘(p) whenever p £ Y \ X .  Consider the system
38 =  {V( f  - \ f \  U ): /'€  r  (i =  ±  1), U iW )  
where, with V standing for F ( / -1, / 1, U),
(1) x V  y iff *  U y (for x ,y £ X ) ,
(2) x  V p iff x t f 'H p ) (for x £ X , p £ Y \ X ) ,
(3) p V x iff x d f i p ) (for x£ X , P £ Y \X ) ,
(4) p V  q iff />€ Cl1 {q} (for p, q £ Y \ X ) .
38 will be a base for the required extension.
1° 38 is a filter base (just like in 1° in the proof o f  Theorem 3.1). The elements 
of 38 are clearly, entourages, thus
=  filyx y áí
is a quasi-semiuniformity.
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2° V  is a quasi-uniformity. For V = V ( f  \ f 1, U) we need a
K  =  U0)£t%
with Vf<z.V. As (f—1 (/>), fH/O) is Cauchy, there are S i( p ) ^ l(p) suchthat
(5) S ^ X S f p ) ^  U ( p £ Y \ X ) .
By th e  re g u la rity  o f  9 >v), w e m ay also  a ssu m e , m ak ing  the sets S f p )  sm a ll
e n o u g h , th a t
(6) if p ^ C ^ iq )  then S ^ C i S . ^ q )  =  0 (p, q £ Y \X )-,
the finiteness of Y \ X  will guarantee that (6) can be achieved for all pairs simul­
taneously. The trace filter pairs are round, so there are Uv<iúU and T fp)£ .\‘(p) 
with
(7) U& Tfp)] c f ‘(p) (p d Y \ X , i = ±  1)
( th e  s a m e  U0 will do  fo r  ea ch  p  an d  /, again  b y  th e  fin iteness o f  T \ A ) ;  w e m ay 
a lso  a s su m e  th a t UqC U. N ow  we are  going to  sh o w  th a t  F / c F  h o ld s  w ith  th is  
U0 a n d
(8) f i(p )  =  S f p ) D n P K i):  q Z Y \X ,  (/>)}•
It is evident that fo (p )£ \‘(p), so V0€äS. To prove Fc2c F ,  eight cases are to be 
considered; x, y  and z  will denote points o f X, p, q and r points of Y \ X .
If xV0yV0z then x V z  follows from (1) and U$(zU.
If pV 0xV0y  then x^T i(p) by (3) and (8), x U 0y  by (1), so p V y  follows 
from (7) and (3).
The case xV0yV 0p  is analogous.
If xV0pV0y  then x V y  follows from (2), (3), (8), (5) and (1)- 
If xV0pV0q then from (4) we have p ^ C \1{q), which is equivalent to 
^ € C l_1{p}, i.e. each ^ “ ^neighbourhood o f q contains p, and therefore f ~1(q)cz 
czf~1(p). This means that T - f q ) ^ ~ 1(p), and so (8) implies T_1(q)^>f0~1(p); 
hence x^T^fq) by (2). x V q follows now from (7) and (2).
The case pV0 qV0 x  is analogous.
If pV0xV0q then, by (2), (3) and (8), x^.S1(p)C\S_1(q), thus (6) implies 
p ^ C \1{q), i.e. p V q by (4).
Finally, if pV 0 q V0 r then p V r  is evident from (4).
3° According to (1), y \ X = ‘%.
4° y  is compatible with i f 1). ( y ~ ' p, y tp) is an extension o f °U for
the same trace filter pairs by (2) and (3); according to (4), its trace on Y \ X  co­
incides with that o f ( y -1 , Sf1)-, so Lemma 3.7 guarantees that ( y - ,p, y ,p) =
={sr~\ sr1).
c) Unicity. Let IV  and be extensions o f 4F for and .
Take a W^iV with W \X = Z \X , and for each p £ Y \ X  and i =  ± l  choose a
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such that W ^ p a Z 1 p. Then with
K  =  w n n w , p: p £ Y \X ,  i = ±  1}
we have thus a i V . □
Remarks, a) In the analogous case o f extending a quasi-uniformity for a finite 
strict extension of the induced topology ([10] §5), the unicity does not hold (but 
see also [11] § 4).
b) The above proof is very similar to that o f [10] 5.1 (where the word “strict” 
can be dropped, see in [15]).
c) Regularity can be replaced in the theorem by a weaker bitopological separa­
tion property (called Rj in [36], S2 in [13]); Lemma 3.7 holds with an even weaker 
axiom (R0 in [28], Sx in [13]).
§ 4. Finest and coarsest extensions
4.1. T heorem . I f  there is at least one extension o f a quasi-uniformity compat­
ible with an extension o f  the induced bitopology then there is a finest one among all 
such extensions.
P r o o f . Just like in the proof of [10] 3.1, take the supremum of all the compat­
ible extensions. □
4.2. On the other hand, there is in general no coarsest extension, not even for a 
fine regular extension:
E x a m ple . L e t L = (R \{0 })x N , 7 = R x N , f = t ( < / )  w here 
d((s,n), (t, k)) =  y ~ s t  if s <  0 «= t, n =  k; 
f'((0, «)) =  fil* {]0, ie[X {«}: e >  0}.
The filter pairs (f-1 (a), f1 (a)) are round and Cauchy, and the doubly loose exten­
sion S/’v) associated with them is zero-dimensional, therefore it coincides
with the fine regular extension, and can be extended to (SP~X, t f 1). (As a matter 
of fact, there is no other regular extension o f (•%~,p, aU,p) with the same filter 
pairs.)
Define now aU*=aU(d*) on Y  where d * —dU e1,
ei((s> n), (/, k)) =
— ns if s -*= 0 =  /, n =  k,
— if s =  0 
n
t, n =  k.
d* is a distance since if then
d*{(s, ri), (0, n)) +  d*((0, ri), (t, n)) =  - n s + — S  2 / - s f  >  d*((s, ri), (t, n)),
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and this is the only possibility o f d*(a, b )+ d*(b, c) being defined. Now aU*\X=aU, 
and it is easy to check that aU* is compatible with &?r). One can similarly
define the “mirror image” aU**=aU (d**) o f {iU' with d**= d(Je2,
e2((j, ri), (t , k)) =
nt
if s <  0 
if s =  0
t, n =  k, 
t, n — k.
aU** is also an extension o f aU compatible with (SY~X, í f v). We are going to show 
that ^*n<r** does not contain an extension o f öll.
Assume that "V" is a quasi-uniformity on Y, i r \X = aU, " V Take a 
with V \X = U W , then a VqZ'X such that f 0! c F .  As Vu£W *r\‘%**, there 
is an £=>0 with
(1) U*2e) c  V0, U fo  c  V0
(the same e is good in both cases if it is small enough). For each n£N, we have
d**((—ns, ri), (0, ri)) <  2e, d*((0, ri), (ns, ri)) <  2s,
thus (1) implies
( -  ns, ri) V0 (0, ri) V0 (ns, ri)
and thus from Vf<zV  and F|Ar=C/(1) it follows that d(( — ns, ri), (ns, «))-= 1, i.e. 
7is< 1, which is not true if n is large enough.
§ 5. Extensions of quasi-proximities
The reader unfamiliar with quasi-proximities and totally bounded quasi-uni­
formities may consult [21], or skip this section and 6.2.
ÓU' is the quasi-proximity induced by the quasi-uniformity őp is the topology, 
((S~ 1)p, öp)= (ö ~ p, őp) the bitopology induced by the quasi-proximity 5.
5.1. D e fin itio n . Let a, b c p ( I ) .  (a, b) is compressed in the quasi-proximity 
space (X, ö) if A£sec a, B£sec b imply A <5 B.
Compare this notion with that of a compressed filter [6, 9],
L emma. Let (X ,6!!) be a quasi-uniform space, a, b c p ( J ) .
a) I f  (a, b) is d/-Cauchy then it is W-compressed.
b) I f  (a, b) is a W-compressed filter pair and °ll is totally bounded then (a, b) 
is aU-Cauchy.
P r oof , a) Assume that (a, b) is ^-Cauchy, and let A W  B. Then
UA,B =  X X X \ A  XBeW ,
thus there are A0da and i?0£b with A0X B qc .Ua>b, i.e. either AoIAA=0  or 
Bor\B = 0 ,  therefore ^4$seca or B$ sec b.
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b) Assume now that dl is totally bounded, and (o, b) is a ^'-compressed 
filter pair. {UA B: A dl' B } is a subbase for °U ([21] 1.33), so [since (a, b) is a filter 
pair] it is enough to find for each UA B sets .40£a and Ä0€b such that A0X B 0c:
As (a, b) is compressed, A d i'B  implies that there is either an A0£a with 
AoC\A=0, thus A0X X czUa%b, or a B0£b with BoC[B=0, and then X x B 0a
R em ark . A filter pair o f the form (f, f) is compressed iff f is compressed, 
and it is ^-Cauchy iff f is ^ S-Cauchy, thus it follows from [6] (19.25) that the condi­
tion in b) characterizes the totally bounded quasi-uniformities.
5.2. D efin it io n , a) [5]. The filter f in the quasi-proximity space (X , Ö) is round
if for each there is an suchthat S 0S ( X \S ) .
b) The filter pair (f-1, fl) is round if f  is ó'-round (i'= ± l) .
L emma . A filter pair is di-round for a quasi-uniformity aU iff it is °¥-round. □
T heorem . I f  b is a quasi-proximity, ( I f -1 , I f f  is an extension o f  (b-p ,b p) 
and there is an extension o f  b compatible with ( I f -1 , I f f  then each trace filter pair 
is round and compressed.
P roof . Take a n  arbitrary quasi-uniformity Y  compatible with the extension 
of S. Then d I= Y \X  is compatible with <5 ([6] (8.24) or [21] 1.30). The trace filter 
pairs are ^Around and Cauchy by Theorem 1.1 b)—c), thus they are <5-round 
(Lemma 5.2) and compressed (Lemma 5.1 a)). □
R em a rk . It would be, o f course, equally simple to give a direct proof not using 
quasi-uniformities.
5.3. T heorem . I f  <5 is a quasi-proximity, ( I f -1 , I f f  is a fine regular extension 
o f  (b -p, <5P), and each trace filter pair is round and compressed then there is an ex­
tension o f  5 compatible with (•S'5-1, I f f .
P r oof . Let all be the totally bounded quasi-uniformity compatible with 5. 
By Lemmas 5.1 b) and 5.2, the trace filter pairs are ^-round and Cauchy, thus 
there is an extension Y  of °U inducing I f f  (Theorem 3.1). Now Y '  is an
extension o f b compatible with (£ f~ \ I f f .  □
Taking Y = ° d l  in the above proof, we obtain the following extension °<5 o f <5:
A °b B iff A f)B = 0  and there are A ',B 'c:X  suchthat A' 5 B', A f f ( a )
(a tA )  and B f i ^ i b )  (b£B).
This construction can be generalized to arbitrary syntopogenous structures; we 
shall return to the problem o f syntopogenous extensions in [17]. °<5 is the finest 
extension o f <5 compatible with the prescribed fine regular extension (a stronger 
result will be proved in § 6).
5.4. The conditions in Theorem 5.3 are not sufficient if ( I f -1, I f f  is an arbi­
trary completely regular extension since with °U from Example 1.2, b =  aU' satisfies 
these conditions, but it fails to satisfy the following necessary condition with A=A'__i
5
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and B =A '1. (Indeed, with Cf=]0, i[X A i we have C.gsec |J f‘(a) (/ =  ± 1 )  and
a£A'
C_j 5 C j, so (1) is fulfilled, but 1.3 (2) does not hold.)
T heorem. I f  there is an extension o f b compatible with I f f  then
(1) ( U f _1(a), U  f (&)) is not compressed
a £ A  bes
implies 1.3 (2).
P roof. Let f f  be a quasi-uniformity compatible with the extension o f 5; then 
°U = f r \X  is compatible with b, thus (1) implies 1.3 (1) by Lemma 5.1 a). Now Theo­
rem 1.3 can be applied. □
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EXTENSIONS OF QUASI-UNIFORMITIES 
FOR PRESCRIBED BITOPOLOGIES II
J. DEÁK
§§ 0 to 5 can be found in the first part [11], to which the reader is referred 
for notations, terminology, and a description o f  the purpose of this paper.
§ 6. Extensions for prescribed trace filter pairs
6.1. T heorem . There exists an extension o f  a quasi-uniformity °U compatible 
with a given system o f trace filter pairs iff each trace filter pair is round and Cauchy. 
I f  so then oaU is the finest one among all such extensions.
P r o o f . Necessity: Theorem 1.1 b) and c).
Sufficiency: Remark 3.1.
Finest: Remark 3.3. □
6.2. T heorem . There exists an extension o f  a quasi-proximity 5 compatible with 
a given system o f  trace filter pairs iff each trace filter pair is round and compressed. 
I f  so then °<5 is the finest one among all such extensions.
P r o o f . Necessity: Theorem 5.2.
Sufficiency: Lemmas 5.1 b), 5.2 and 2.3, Theorems 2.1 and 5.3.
Finest: Assume that 5' is an extension o f ő for the given trace filter pairs, and 
denote by and W  the totally bounded quasi-uniformity compatible with ö, re­
spectively with 8'. Now Tl’ is an extension o f °U compatible with the given trace 
filter pairs [(^I'\XY=8 is clear, and °U'\X is totally bounded, so it has to coincide 
with aU\ °W is compatible with the given trace filter pairs because 8' was so]. By 
Theorem 6.1, 0i?/ is finer than °ll', thus °8={f>ali)t is finer than 8 '—Ti't. □
6.3. The problem o f the existence of a quasi-uniform extension preserving the 
weight can be solved completely if the extension is required to be compatible with 
some trace filter pairs only, and not with a given bitopological extension.
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T h eo r em . Let (X, °U) be a quasi-uniform space, F d T , x an infinite cardinal. 
There is an extension V  o f W with w(T')t=x for some trace filter pairs (f_1(a), Pi«)) 
(ad Y) iff these filter pairs are round and Cauchy, \'(p) has a base o f cardinality S x  
( i=  ±  1, pd  Y \ X ) ,  and w(aU )^x.
R e m a r k s , a) We could have written “f(a )  has a base of cardinality ^ x  
( i = ±  1, adY )" , since \fUlx: Ud03) is a base for f‘(x) if  x d X  and J 1 is a base 
for
b) The condition for the existence of an extension preserving the weight can 
be obtained by putting x =  w(all).
P r o o f . The necessity of the conditions is clear, so we shall only prove the 
sufficiency. For each ordinal a < x , take an entourage UaA and sets Sfia) such 
that {C4(1: a <  x} is a base fo r6,il and {S ’fia) : a-= x} is a base for f  (a) (ad Y, i =  ±  1). 
For /?< x  and n£N, take Ul sucht hat  Ußtn+1c U ßin (nd N). The filter 
pairs are Cauchy, so we can choose sets T fn(a)d\i (a) satisfying
(1) Tffn( a ) x T f n(a) c  UPt„ (ß  <  x, ndN, adY).
Put now
(2) f l p j a )  =  S l(a )n  0  T f k(a) (a, ß <  x, nd N, adY , i = ±  1).
k^n
Then, with the notations in the proof o f Theorem 3.1, we have fj,p,„dd>\ thus 
K,p,n =  f l „ >n, UpJ d 0W (a, ß  <  x, n£N),
therefore
i f  =  filyxy {Wx,ß,„: 0Í, ß  <  X, n£N}
is a quasi-semiuniformity coarser than njM. Clearly, w(iC).Sx.
If V=W a,'f,'„ and K —^K.p.n+i then the conditions in 3° of the proof o f Theo­
rem 3.1 are 'fulfilled with Ü = U ß,„, U0= U ßt„+ :, f  = f l ß,n, f j= f i„ ,„ + i , so (as 
proved there) V^czV, i.e. iV  is a quasi-uniformity. Furthermore, from 4° o f the 
same proof we know that W^.p^+ilXa Up^czW^ ß,„\X, hence iT \X = ‘% (since the 
entourages Ußt„ form a base).
'///• c:0?/ implies that the trace filters induced by iC  are coarser than the original 
ones; it will complete the proof if we show that they are finer as well.
Let ad Y and i d { — 1, 1} be fixed, and take an SdV(a)- Since f(a )  is round, 
there are a, /?<x suchthat
(3) £tfi(S Í(«)] c  S.
We are going to show that
(4) W j'p ^ a n x c  S.
Indeed, if xdWJt ß l aC)X  and xX^a then 3.1 (2') implies that there are y, zd X  
suchthat yd flp ,i(a ), zdffip,i(x) and yU j,A z. From (2) we have y d S ‘x(a), and 
from (1) and (2) z U ß l x, thus x£ C ^ S ^ a )] ,  i.e. (4) follows from (3). □
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6.4. The above proof does not yield a well-defined extension, since iV  depends
on the choice o f Ußi„, S ‘x(a) and Txn(a). In fact, the supremum of all such extensions 
iV  is equal to 0?/, since given some U), we can take S ‘0(a) = f ‘(a),
Uq,i =  U, and in this case (f0i0Jc f ,
There is no finest one among the extensions preserving the weight, since we 
have just seen that such a finest extension would coincide with aaU, but Example 3.4
b) shows that we cannot expect to have a weight-preserving extension compatible 
with the fine regular extension even when the conditions o f Theorem 6.3 are fulfilled 
(with x = w (‘%)=co in the example).
We shall continue the investigation of extensions preserving the weight in § 8; 
for this purpose, some special properties of filter pairs in a quasi-uniform space will 
be introduced in § 7.
6.5. A similar, but simpler proof gives the following analogue of Theorem 6.3. 
(x denotes the character o f a topology.)
T heorem. There is an extension V  o f a quasi-uniformity °U compatible with a 
loose extension f f  o f  dl,p such that w (V )ä x  iff the trace filters are round, x ( ^ )  — x 
and w (t)S x .
P roof. Take Uf%„ as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, and for each trace filter 
f (p) (p £ Y \ X ), choose a base [fx{p)' a<%}. Now the entourages (cf. 0.10 b))
V (fa,U„. „) ( « , / ? < * ,» €  N)
form a subbase for the required extension. □
§ 7. Special properties of filter pairs
(Linked, concentrated, weakly concentrated, stable)
Throughout this section, let (f-1, f1) be a filter pair in a quasi-uniform space 
(X, V).
7.1. D efinition, (f-1, f1) is linked if ( / = ± 1 )  implies that 5 _ i n 5 '] ^ 0 .  
In [25], “pair filter” means a linked filter pair.
Lemma, (f-1, f1) is linked iff f-1 ( n ) f 1 is a filter. □
7.2. Lemma. A bitopological extension is firm iff the trace filter pairs are linked. □
7.3. N otations. Let
f x = f x ( f - 1, f1) =  {5_1X5’1: ( i = ± l ) } .
We shall write fa* for f x (Í71, f*), g* for fx (g_1, g1), etc. For K czX 2, let K _j =  
=dom  K, A"j=ran K. (Thus f  = {K t : ^ 6 fx}.)
D efinition, (f-1, f1) is concentrated if for any AT6fx there is a such
that LczK  whenever L £ fx and LczU.
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L em m a , (f-1, f1) is concentrated iff the following condition is fulfilled both 
fo r i =  — 1 and i=  1:
(1) given SGf ,  there is a UG°U such that B czS  whenever BGfi' and there is an 
AGf~l with A x B cz Ul. □
7.4. L emma . Any non-Cauchy filter pair is concentrated. □
7.5. L emma. A Cauchy filter pair (f-1, f1) is concentrated iff the following con­
dition is fulfilled both for  / =  — 1 and i=  1:
(1) given lSCf, there is a UG dl such that xGS whenever xGX and U~lxG f-<.
P r o o f . T he sufficiency is ev iden t (even w ith o u t assum ing  th a t  th e  filte r p a i r  is 
C a u ch y ).
To prove the necessity, choose U according to 7.3 (1); then the same U will do 
in (1), too. Indeed, let U ~‘xGf- i ; as (f-1, f1) is Cauchy, we can choose an M G \X 
with M a  U; now
M ^ O U ^ x G f~ f, (M _ i n U - ‘x )x (M iö { x } )c :  U1,
so it follows from 7.3 (1) that Af;U (x}cS ', i.e. xGS. □
7.6. D efinition, (f-1 , f1) is weakly concentrated if for any UGXU there is a 
U0G ^  suchthat K, L € fx , K, L a U 0 imply AT_1X L1c{7.
L em m a . Any non-Cauchy filter pair is weakly concentrated. □
7.7. L emma. A Cauchy filter pair ( f~ \  f1) is weakly concentrated iff the following 
condition is satisfied:
(1) given a UGW, thereisa  U0G% such that U x 1 whenever t/Jcc_f€f* ( /= ± 1 ) .
I
P roof. Assume that U0 is chosen according to Definition 7.6, and 
( /= ± 1 ) .  Take MGfx such that A/czt/0 and M ,c  C/Őa_ í ( /= ± 1 ) .  Let K _ x =  
=  M _1U {x_1}, K 1= M j , Lj =  M jU {aj}. □
7.8. The terminology is justified by
L emma. Any concentrated filter pair is weakly concentrated.
P roof. By Lemma 7.6, we may suppose that (f-1, f1) is Cauchy. Given a 
UGd/,  choose MGf x with M a  U; take a U0G^I according to Definition 7.3. Now 
if  K,  L 6fx, K, L c U 0 then K,L<^M,  i.e. K ^ c z M L 1czM1, thus K ^ X I ^ C  
c zM a U ,  showing that (f-1, f1) is weakly concentrated, n
7.9. L emma, a ) Any linked filter pair is weakly concentrated; in fact, the con­
dition in Definition 7.6 is fulfilled whenever C/02 c  U.
b) Any round linked filter pair is concentrated. In particular, neighbourhood filter 
pairs are concentrated.
P roof, a) Given UG°U, take (/„ i®  such that t/02cC/. Now if  K  and L 
areas in Definition 7.6, take an f) L _i n L ] ; from K _ 1czU(p 1x  andZ-jC
rzU 0x  we have K _ 1 x L t ciU.
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b) Assume that (f_1, f1) is Cauchy (Lemma 7.4). Let / and SGf be fixed. As f' 
is ^'-round, there is an Sad \‘ and a with U‘[S0]c :S. This U will do in 7.5 (1). 
Indeed: if U~‘x d \~ l then take a yd U~‘x r \S 0; now xd U‘y<z i7i[50]c5 '. □
Remark. Since all the filter pairs occurring in the theory of quasi-uniform 
extensions are Cauchy, 7.5 (1) and 7.7 (1) could have been chosen as the definition 
o f a concentrated, respectively a weakly concentrated filter pair. Lemma 7.9 would 
then remain valid, but not Lemma 7.8.
Examples. Round Cauchy filter pairs that are
a) Not weakly concentrated. (f-1 ((0, 0)), f1 ((0, 0))) in Example 4.2.
b) Weakly concentrated but not concentrated. Take
(1) f  =  fil* {]0, ie[: e >  0} ( z = ± l )
in (X, <% )=(R, 4Srs0) (7.5 (1) does not hold for S'=]0, l[€f', since for any U d ^ , 
U - 1 Ogf“ 1, and yet O^S).
c) Concentrated but not linked. The filter pair defined by (1) in —
= ( R \{ 0 } ,^ J R \{ 0 } ) .
7.10. Let us introduce a partial order ^  between filter pairs as follows:
(9-1, 91) — (f -1, f1) iff f l - ' c f - 1 and gl c  f \
i.e. iff g x c f x. If this condition is fulfilled then we shall say that (g-1, g1) is smaller 
than (or is contained by) (f-1, f1) (although it would be perhaps more natural to 
use the word “coarser”).
Lemma, a) I f  a filter pair is (weakly) concentrated then any smaller filter pair 
has the same property.
b) I f  a filter pair is Cauchy then any larger filter pair is Cauchy, too. □
7.11. Notation.
(1) M,(U)  =  M t(U, f~ \  f1) =  U{K;: K d \ \  K  c  U}.
Lemma. I f  (f-1, f1) is weakly concentrated and Cauchy then (g-1, g1) is the 
smallest Cauchy filter pair contained by (f-1, f1), where
(2) gf =  fil [ Mf U) :  Ud%} ( i = ± l ) .
Proof. 1° For Ud°U fixed, there is a ATCfx suchthat KczU  (because (f-1, f1) 
is Cauchy), so M i(U)'^>Kid f1, hence {MfU)' .  UdW}  is a filter subbase (in fact, 
a filter base), and (g-1, g ^ S ff-1, f1).
2° If U0 is chosen according to Definition 7.6 then UQ) X M1 ( C0) Cl Í7,
thus (g_1, g1) is Cauchy.
3° Let (f)~\ I)1) be another Cauchy filter pair contained by (f-1, f1), and 
SdQ* (with z fixed). Pick U d ^  suchthat M i(U )czS. Since (I)-1,1)1) is Cauchy, 
there is a KCi)* such that K d U .  Now K d f x, so KiczM i(U)<zS, therefore 
showing that g'c:f)f. □
7.12. D efinition. If f is a filter and z = ± l  then define
f°(.) =  {£ /i[5]: S d l  Ud®}
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(cf. [10] 1.9); for a filter pair (f-1 , f1), let
e r 1, f)° = (er1)01-», cm«).
We shall write fox for f x ((f-1, f1)0).
L emma, a) (f_1, f1)0 is the largest round filter pair smaller than (f-1, f1). In 
particular, (f_1, f1) is round iff it is equal to (f-1 , f1)0.
b) I f  (f_1, f1) is Cauchy then so is (f-1, f1)0.
c) Any minimal Cauchy filter pair is round. □
E xamples, a) The round Cauchy filter pair in Example 7.9 b) is not minimal 
Cauchy.
b) A Cauchy filter pair that does not contain a minimal Cauchy filter pair. We 
take essentially the same filter pair as in Example 7.9 a), but eliminate the super­
fluous part of the fundamental set in order to simplify the notations; that is to say, 
let A = R \{ 0 } ,  aU = all(df where
d ( x , y )  =  i - x y  i f  x  <  0 <  y.
Define f‘ by 7.9 (1). (f-1, f1) is clearly Cauchy.
Assume that (g-1, g1) is a Cauchy filter pair smaller than (f-1 , f1); we are 
going to show that (g_1, g1) cannot be minimal Cauchy, g“1^  f“1 and g1 f  f1 
do not hold simultaneously, since they would imply the existence o f an e > l  with 
]0, /e[Cg‘ ( i = ± l ) ,  contradicting the Cauchy property. So we may assume that, 
say, g-1 = f _1. As (f_1, g1) is Cauchy, there has to be a bounded element o f g1,
i.e. there is a 0 such that ]0, /[gg1. Now with
I)1 — {S'UJO, t+ l[ :  g1},
(f_1, i)1) is a Cauchy filter pair strictly smaller than (f-1, g1)= (g -1, g1).
c) A Cauchy filter pair that contains more than one minimal Cauchy filter pair. 
Let everything be as above, but with X —] — 1,0[U]0, 1[. Now (f-1 , f1) contains 
two minimal Cauchy filter pairs, namely (nt_1, f1) and (f-1, m1) where m‘ =
= f i l  {]0 , /[}•
7.13. Lemma. A filter pair is concentrated Cauchy iff it is weakly concentrated 
and minimal Cauchy.
P roof. By Lemmas 7.8 and 7.11, it is enough to see that a Cauchy filter pair 
( f ~ \  f1) is concentrated iff f'cg* ( z = ± l )  where gf is defined by 7.11 (2). This is, 
however, nothing but a rewording of Definition 7.3.1 □
R emark. By Lemmas 7.11 and 7.13, any weakly concentrated Cauchy filter 
pair contains exactly one concentrated Cauchy filter pair, which can be given by
7.11 (1)—(2).
Corollary. Every concentrated Cauchy filter pair is round. □
1 The Cauchy property has to be assumed here, since otherwise 7.11 (2) would not define 
a filter.
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E xa m ple . A minimal Cauchy filter pair that is not ( weakly) concentrated. Let
*  =  ]0, 1 [X { -1 ,0 , 1}, «  =  *(</),
d((s, ri), (t, k)) =  I
s +  t 
t
if n =  — 1, k =  1, 
if s -c t, n =  — 1, k =  0,
f  =  fil {]0, e[X {/}: 0 <  £ <  1} (i = ± 1 ) .
Now (f-1, f1) is a minimal Cauchy filter pair, but it is not concentrated, since 7.5
(1) does not hold for S = ]0 , 1[X { l j i f 1. Indeed,
i / (; ), ( 6 /2 ,0 ) D ] 0 , i /2 [ x { - lK f - 1,
but (e/2, 0)(J S.
7.14. Lemma. The following conditions are equivalent fc r  a filter pair:
(i) it is linked round Cauchy;
(ii) it is linked minimal Cauchy;
(iii) it is minimal linked Cauchy.
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Lemmas 7.9 b) and 7.13.
(ii) =>(iii). Evident.
(iii) =>(ii). If a filter pair is linked then so is any smaller filter pair.
(ii)=>(i). Lemma 7.12c). □
7.15. Definition. A family 5  of filter pairs is
a) uniformly weakly concentrated if for any U^°U there is a U fiT l such that 
( r \ V ) C 5 ,  K , L ^ \  K , L c Uq imply K ^ X L ^ a U ;
b) uniformly concentrated if it is uniformly weakly concentrated, and each ele­
ment o f it is concentrated.
Lemma, a) I f 'S is uniformly weakly concentrated then each element o f  5  is weakly 
concentrated.
b) A family 3f o f Cauchy filter pairs is uniformly weakly concentrated iff
(1) givena Uffd,  thereisa such that x_j U x j whenever ( i = ± l )
holds for some (f-1, D I S ­
PROOF. b) Just like the proof o f Lemma 7.7. □
Example. A family o f  concentrated Cauchy filter pairs that is not uniformly 
concentrated. Let Ar= (R \{ 0 } )x N , =  aU{d),
d((s, n), (t, k)) =  (t — s)" if n =  k, s -c 0 <  t,
(2) f' =  fil {]0, ei[X M :  £ >  0} (i =  ±  1),
and take 5  =  {(f"1, ft)-' m=N}.
7.16. Lemma. If is uniformly (weakly) concentrated, and each element o f  
(52 is linked and round [in particular, i f  $2 is the system o f  the neighbourhood filter 
pairs] then U is also uniformly (weakly) concentrated.
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P r o o f .  For each UdW,  take a U0 satisfying the condition in Definition 7.15 
a) with 5 i;  if U'fiW, U'0czU0 and U'02czU  then U'0 will satisfy the same condi­
tion with 5 iU g 2 (Lemma 7.9 a)). The elements o f g 2 are concentrated 
(Lemma 7.9 b)). □
7.17. D efin itio n , a) [20, 21, 9], A filter f is ^-stable  if for any Uffill there 
is an STf suchthat S c U[A] whenever A £f.
b) (f_1, f1) is stable if f‘ is “^ ‘"-stable ( /= ± 1 ) .
L em m a . Linked Cauchy filter pairs are stable. □
E x a m pl e s , a) A concentrated Cauchy filter pair that is not stable. Take the 
filter pair (f-1 ((0, 0)), f1 ((0, 0))) from Example 3.3. (To obtain a simpler example, 
consider the trace of the quasi-uniformity and o f the filter pair on (R \{0 }) X {0}.)
b) A stable Cauchy filter pair that is not weakly concentrated. Let X = (R \{ 0 } )x  
X {0, 1}, W =  W(d),
d((s, n), (t, k)) =  t —s if either n +  k <  2, s <  0 <  t
or n — k =  0, s «= t,
and take (f<f\fj) defined by 7.15 (2). With x ,=  (/e/2, 1) we have U(E)x^f i f0, 
but x_j Z7(1) xx does not hold, so it follows from Lemma 7.7 that (f^1, fj) is not 
weakly concentrated.
c) The Cauchy filter pair in Example 7.9 c) is concentrated as well as stable, 
and yet it is not linked.
7.18. L e m m a  (partly contained by [9] 4.6). (f-1, f1) is stable iff ( f~ \  f1)0 is 
stable. □
§ 8. Extensions preserving the weight
The most natural way o f  constructing an extension of (X, W) of the same 
weight is the following: assign to each an entourage 0  on Yz>X  such that
{Ű: U fty )  is a base for an extension °Ü o f % (but U \ X = U  is not required to 
hold), and
(1) V cz U =>V ez Ü.
Indeed, (1) guarantees w(aÜ) =  w(alí), since {Ü : U<iSX\ will be a base for tft if 
is a base for °U. (The extension constructed in the proof of Theorem 6.3 is not of  
this type.)
8.1. In case o f uniformities, the extension mentioned in 0.9 b) has the above 
property; 0  can be defined in several slightly different ways (the different construc­
tions do not assign the same entourage to U, but they yield the same uniformity äÜ)\
(i) a Ű b  iff A€f(a)  and B£\(b) imply U [A ]{\b a Q‘,
(ii) a 0 b iff there are A £ f(a) and J?£f(h) such that AXAczU,  B x B a U  
and AHBA0;
(iii) a 0  b iff there are A£^(a) and 5£f(h ) suchthat AXA<zU,  B x B c U  
and U[A\r\B?±Q-,
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(iv) a 0  b iff there are A£ f(a) and B£\{b) suchthat AXBczU',
( \ ) a O b  iff there is an f (a) D f (i») suchthat SxSczU.
See e.g. [1 ,2 ,3 ,8 ,2 7 ,2 9 ]. We shall try to generalize these constructions to the 
asymmetrical case; for this purpose, observe that the following more complicated 
version o f (ii) [and an analogous modification o f (iii)] could also be used:
(ii)' a 0 b iff there are A,A'£f(a)  and B, B f f ( b )  such that A X A 'czU , 
B x B 'c zU  and A D B ^ 0 .
8.2. Let us be given now a quasi-uniform space (X, <%), a set 7 d J ,  and 
round Cauchy trace filter pairs (f-1 (a), f(a)) for a£Y. (From now on, trace filter 
pairs will always be assumed to be round and Cauchy.)
D e f in it io n . Assign to UdW relations kU ( l^ k ^ 4 )  on F a s  follows: 
a 1U b  iff either a = b  or for any A £^(a) and _ß<Ef~k(b) we have U[A]C\ 
0  BX0-,
a 2U b  iff either a = b  or there are Ä Ffx (a) and L £\* (b) such that K , L a U  
and K1C\L^J9i 0;
a 3U b iff either a —b or there are ÄTf * (a) and L £ \ x (b) such that K , L c z U  
and C/[A1]n L _ 1^0;
a i U b iff there are yf£f-1 (a) and suchthat AXBczU.
Let *£/=*£/(f-1, f 1) = f i l ,xf. {kU: £/€«} (l==fc=s4).
L em m a . For k =  1, 2, 3, 4 we have:
I f  UdW then kU is an entourage on Y. I f  V a l l  then kV a kU. kaU is a quasi­
semiuniformity on Y. {kU : U(i36) is a base for k°U i f  ŰS is a base for  w(*4if) =  
=  w(fU).
P r o o f . *U is reflexive because the trace filter pairs are Cauchy. □
R em a r k s , a) There seems to be no sensible generalization of the very simple 
construction in 8.1 (v).
b) If we had not disposed of the case a —b separately in the definition of kU 
(k — 1, 2, 3) then kU would not be an entourage; this can be easily seen in Example 3.5 
with űU ,= aUsü.
c) It will be of help in the proofs if we observe that, with kU‘ denoting (kU)‘, the 
following statements hold for / =  ±  1:
a xU‘ b iff either a —b or for any A^^'(a) and Bf f ~ ‘(b) we have U‘[A \(T 
OBX0;
a 2U‘ b iff either a = b  or there are ATifx (a) and L €fx (6) suchthat K , L a U  
and KiC \L -l9i 0\
a 3U ‘ b iff either a —b or there are ALfx (a) and L £ fx (h) suchthat K, L d U  
and U'‘[AT,-](T L .^ O ;
a i Ui b iff there are and B£\‘(b) suchthat AXB<^U‘.
8.3. L emma. If U , V ^  and V 2^ U  then kUez3U, 2Ucz3U, 3Vcz2U, 2Va*U. 
Consequently, xaU zd 2aU =  3aU 3  iall.
P ro o f . 1Ucz3U because the trace filter pairs are Cauchy. 2U c 3U is evident. 
If a 3V b, a ^ b , and K  and L are chosen according to the definition o f 3V 
then K ^ X V l K ^ a U  and L e i / ,  i.e. the conditions in the definition o f 2U are 
fulfilled with V [A'J substituted for Kt . Hence 3V a 2U.
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If a 2F  b, aA-b, and K  and L  are chosen according to the definition o f W  
then with A = K _ l and B = L X we have A^f_1(a), B£f ( b )  and A x B c V 2czU. 
Hence 2F c 4i7. □
Because of the equality 2al l = 2aU, we shall only consider 2aU and il%.
8.4. L em m a . oúU<z . x<1U.
P roof. With the notation o f  3.1 (2), 1C / c F ( / -1, / 1, U). □
8.5. L emma, a) I f  Ui°U then H J\Xa  
b) Consequently, kaU \X =aU (A =  1,2, 4).
P r o o f , a) Recall that the trace filter pairs of the points o f X  coincide with 
the neighbourhood filter pairs.
b) Apply a) and Lemma 8.3. □
8 .6 . L emma. läU is a quasi-uniformity.
P r o o f . Let Í7, Vd°U, F 3c  U\ we claim that ( f V y a W .
Assume a 1V b 1V c. The case a = b  or b = c  being trivial, let a ^ b ^ c .  Choose 
A € fx (h) with KC.V. Now if  A£fi(a)  and C € f-1 (c) then V[A]C\K_1A 0 A  
p t V l K j n C ,  thus U[A](1C^0.  Hence a xUc.  □
8.7. Lemma. laU is compatible with the prescribed trace filter pairs iff they are 
stable.
P r o o f . Denote by (g-1 (a), g1(a)) (af Y) the trace filter pairs induced by the 
extension 10U. It follows from Lemma 8.4 and Theorem 6.1 that f(ű )cg '(ű ). Con­
sequently, it is enough to prove the following:
g'(a) c  f  (a) iff f‘(a) is ^ '-stable.
1° Assume first that f‘(a) is ^'-stable, and S^g^a). Take a such that
1UiaC\X(zS.  As f‘(a) is 4d-stable, there is a T ^ ’(a) such that T<zUl[A\ when­
ever A£?(a). In order to prove S ^ ‘(a), it is enough to show that T<^S.
Let x£T, A£f‘(a) and 5 £ f_f(x). Now T e l l 1 [A] implies x£.Ul[A\, i.e. 
U 1\/.\~ \B tí0. This means that a xU 'x, therefore x£S.
2° To prove the converse, assume now that f  (/?) is not ^/‘-stable for some / 
and p£ Y \ X  (the trace filter pairs belonging to the points of X  are always stable 
by Lemma 7.17). We have to produce an element o f g‘(p )\f'(p ).
Choose a such that for any Sd\‘{p) there is an with
(1) S <t U‘[S0].
Take a with V 2e U .  Clearly, 1F'plTA'£gi(p). On the other hand, the
assumption S = 1VipOX( i \ i{p)  will lead to a contradiction.
Indeed, choose S0 to this S  as above. If x£S  then p W ' x  and pAx,  thus 
for any A£f(p)  and B£ f—*(jc) we have
(2) V ![ A ] H B ^ 0 .
With A —S0 and B = V ~ lx, (2) implies jc£ contradicting (1). □
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T heorem . kaU is an extension o f °U for the prescribed trace filter pairs iff they 
are stable. I f  so then lr'U=oaU (thus wll is compatible with the fine regular extension) 
and iwffi%i) =  w(ali).
P roof. The first statement follows from Lemmas 8.5 b), 8.6 and 8.7. 20U a kaU 
by Lemma 8.4; zoaU by Theorem 6.1. The last statement is contained by 
Lemma 8.2. □
C o ro llary . I f  the trace filter pairs are stable then w(f úli) =  w(0ll). □
R em ark . w(f'JU) =  w{fJU) may hold without the trace filter pairs being stable. 
(Modify Example 3.3, taking one new point only.)
8 .8 . L emma. I f  ÄT£f* (a), and x £ K t then a 2U'x.
P roof. Choose a with V 2a U .  Let LJ =  Vi x  ( j =  ±  1). Now Z,6f*(;c),
L a U  and so a 2U‘ x. □
8.9. N otations. Denote by I)[(a) the filter { W‘a : W .^kall} ( i '= ± l ,  k = 2,4 , 
a£Y);  in other words,
(1) i)l(a) =  fily {kU‘a: [/£<%}.
(s_1(a), s1(a)) is the neighbourhood filter pair o f a in the doubly strict extension 
associated with the given trace filter pairs.
L emma, a) l)i (a)\Xcz't)ifia)\Xc:’\i(a). 
b) 1) i (a ) c 5-(u).
Proof, a) The first inclusion follows from iaU<z.2aU (Lemma 8.3). To prove 
the second one, take an S£í)^(a)\Xé, choose a U^°U suchthat 2U‘a C \X cS . Taking 
a ATfx (a) with KczU, we have Ktcz2U‘a (Lemma 8.8), so Kt<^S, i.e. STf'fa). 
b) According to (1), it is enough to prove that
(2) W a d s f a )  (U£<%).
For a and U fixed, take a ATfx (a) with KczU. Now (2) follows from
(3)
(this is shown by the sets A = K - t and B = K ,), since (3) means
(4) {b:
and the left-hand side o f (4) belongs to sfa),  because K f ^ ‘(a) (cf. 0.4 (2)). □
8.10. L emma. The following are equivalent:
(i) y2(a)\X =r(a) ( i = ±  1, atY);
(ii) h ' M \ X = H < t i  0 = ±1, a £ Y ) ;
(iii) A,JU is compatible with the doubly strict extension associated with the trace 
filter pairs ((f_1(<a), (f1^))) (n<? F);
(iv) the filter pairs (f 1 (a), f1 (a)) are concentrated.
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P r o o f . (iv)=>(iii). According to Lemma 8.9 b), it is enough to prove that
(1) s'(a) c  I)i(a).
Given an .SCfCa), take a satisfying 7.3 (1). Now (1) will follow from
(2) 4*7‘a c z  {b: S£?(b)},
because the sets on the right-hand side of (2) form a base for s‘(a), and 4U‘afjyi (a).
To prove (2), assume b. Then there are A^^~‘(a) and B£?(b) with
A X B c z U By 7.5 (1) we have BczS, thus S £ \‘(b).
(iii)^(ii). Evident.
(ii)=>(i). Lemma 8.9 a).
(i)=>(iv). Take an S£ f ( a )  and choose such that 2U 'aC\Xc.S. Now
if K C \ x (a) and K a U  then, by Lemma 8.8, K ic:2U ia, thus A^cS. This means 
that 7.3 (1) is satisfied, so (f_1(a), f1 («)) is concentrated by Lemma 7.3. □
8.11. L emma. 2aU is a quasi-uniformity iff the trace filter pairs are uniformly weakly 
concentrated.
P r o o f . Sufficiency. For UfJU, take a U0czU  such that the condition in Defini­
tion 7.15 a) is fulfilled. We are going to show that
(1) (2£/„)2 c  3U.
Assume a 2U0b 2U0 c. If a = b  or b = c  then a 2U0 c, thus a 3U c follows 
from U0(zU  (so 2U0a 2U) and 2U a 3U. If a X b ^ c  then pick J ^ x (a), K , L £ ^ x (b) 
and M £ fx (c) such that J , K , L , M c z U 0 and _x. Now
K^XLj^czU,  thus t /[ /1]n M _ 1^ 0. We have also J , M( z U 0a U ,  therefore 
a 3U c.
It follows from (1) and Lemma 8.3 that 2aU is a quasi-uniformity.
Necessity. Given a choose first a with V 2czU,  then a U f d l
such that (2{/0)2c 2F. We claim that the condition in Definition 7.15 a) is satisfied 
with this U0.
Let K,  L£fx (n), K , L a U 0. Now if x £ K ^  and y^Lt then x 2U„ a 2U0y  
by Lemma 8.8, thus x 2V y .  Therefore x i U y  (Lemma 8.3), and x U y  (Lemma
8.5 a)). This means that K ^ X ^ c U .  □
T heorem . 2aU is an extension o f  all for the prescribed trace filter pairs iff they 
are uniformly concentrated. w fiaU) =  w{fll).
P ro o f . Lemmas 8.11, 8.10, 8.5 b) and 8.2. □
E xam ple . 20U is not always compatible with the fine regular extension. Let 
Pn — 2» > Cn jpn — 2*14-2 * Pn ^  > &„ — j Pn > Pn +  2n + 2 [ ’
X = {0}U U (C„UA,), Y = X U {Pn: n€N},
n£N
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Hl=Hl(d) where d(x, y ) = y - x  if there is an n£ N suchthat either x, yH. C„ U Dn, 
x ^ y ,  or x = 0 ,  y£D„.  Let
The trace filter pairs are uniformly concentrated as well as stable. The points p„ 
converge to 0 in 2Hl,p, but not in °Hl,p= laU,p.
8.12. Lemma. I f f" is an extension o f Hi for the prescribed trace filter pairs then
Proof. Given a U^Hl, we need a V d V  with F c 4f/.
Choose first a suchthat W\ X=U,  then a V£fr  with V 3a W .  Assume
a V  b, and let A =  V ~1aC\X, B — Vbf)X.  As f" is compatible with the given trace 
filter pairs, we have A (fi-4(a), B£\'(b). Moreover, A X B c z V 3a W ,  thus (the sets 
A and B being in X) A x B c z U .  Therefore a 4U b. □
We can now completely describe the family o f the quasi-uniform extension for 
given concentrated trace filter pairs:
Theorem. The quasi-uniformity f" is an extension o f Hi compatible with some 
prescribed concentrated trace filter pairs ifi 4°U c  f~ a°Hl.
Remark. This theorem does not assert that 4Hl itself is also an extension (i.e. 
that 4aU is a quasi-uniformity), cf. Lemma 8.13.
Proof. Necessity. Lemma 8.12 and Theorem 6.1.
Sufficiency. Lemma 8.5 b), Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 8.10. □
8.13. Lemma. 4all is a quasi-uniformity iff the trace filter pairs are uniformly 
weakly concentrated.
Proof. Sufficiency. For U^°U take a U0 satisfying 7.15 (1). It is enough to 
show that (4t/0)2c 4t/.
Assume a 4U0b 4U0 c. Then there are A ^\~1(a), K £ \ x (b) and C €f4(c) 
suchthat A X K ^ U q and / f_ 1XCcz!70. Now A x C c z U  follows from 7.15 (1). 
Therefore a 4U c.
Necessity. Let U^Hl, and choose a V£Hl suchthat (4V)2cz4U, then a U0£Hl 
with UjjczV. We claim that the condition in Definition 7.15 a) is satisfied with 
this U0.
Let K, Z.£fx (a), K, L a  U0. If x t K ^  then U^xXK^czUl c zV,  thus x 4Va; 
similarly, if then a 4Vy.  Hence x 4Uy,  and x U y  by Lemma 8.5 a), i.e.
Ä'_1XL1c  U. □
Theorem. 4all is an extension o f  Hi for the prescribed trace filter pairs iff they 
are uniformly concentrated. I f  so then 4 Hi is the coarsest extension for these trace filter 
pairs; it is compatible with the doubly strict extension; w{4all) =  w{all).
Proof. Lemmas 8.13, 8.10, 8.5 b), 8.12 and 8.2. □
4aU c .ir .
6
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E x a m p l e . ‘íaU and iaU can induce different bitopologies. With °U and f‘(a) from 
Example 3.3, the trace filter pairs are uniformly concentrated, -rÜ induces the doubly 
loose extension, while iol/. induces the doubly strict one (and these two bitopological 
extensions are now evidently different).
R em a r k s , a) Let us observe (for an application in another paper) that if the 
trace filter pairs are only uniformly weakly concentrated then is still an extension 
of °ll, but it induces a bitopology coarser than the doubly strict extension associated 
with the given trace filter pairs [use Lemma 8.9 b) instead o f Lemma 8.10].
b) Assume that the trace filter pairs are uniformly weakly concentrated, and 
let (g -1 (a), g4(u)) be the concentrated Cauchy filter pair contained by (f-1 (a), f1 (a)) 
(cf. Remark 7.13). It is easy to check that the new filter pairs are uniformly con­
centrated. We are going to show that iaU(f-1, f1) = 4,^ (g _1, g1).
1° For U£W,  let 4C(f), respectively 4 L/(g) denote the entourage i U defined 
with (f_1(ű), f(ű )) (a£F), respectively with (g-1 (a), g4(a)) (a£Y).  As g‘(a )c  
d f ‘(a), 4£ /(g )c4I/(f) follows directly from the definition o f i U.
2° Conversely, if U0 is chosen for U according to 7.15 (1) and U00a U 0 is 
chosen for U0 in the same way then 4i/00(f)c:4i7(g).
Indeed, assume that a 4C/00(f)h. Then there are ^4£f_1(a) and B£^(b) such 
that A X B czUm. To prove a i U(Q)b,  it is enough to show that (cf. 7.11):
In order to prove (1), take a pair (x, y ) from the left-hand side o f it. Now  
there are A £fx (u) and (b) suchthat K, L a  U00, x^ K _t and y £ L 1. For
any z£B,  we have Ufifiz^>A£\~l {a) and {/„oXiD/CCf1^ ), thus x U 0z ( z £ B ) 
by 7.15 (1), i.e. Uux ^ B £ ^ (b ).  On the other hand, U^ ~1yz>U^l1yzrL _ 1i \ ~ 1(b), 
hence x U y, again by 7.15 (1).
This section contains a theorem on quasi-pseudometric extensions, in the proof 
o f which we can use a theorem on quasi-uniform extensions. (The reverse process 
is more usual: e.g. the existence of a uniform completion is deduced in several 
textbooks from the existence of a metric completion, see [22, 21, 14].)
9.1. The filter pair (f-1 , f1) in the quasi-pseudometric space (X, d) is Cauchy, 
round, respectively stable if  it has the same property in the quasi-uniform space 
(A, W(d)),  e.g. (f-1, f1) is Cauchy iff for any e > 0  there is a A € fx such that 
d(x,  y)<£ whenever (x, y ) í K .
N otations. Uu-i {d) =  {(x,y)\  d(x,  >’) = c},
T heorem . Let (X , d ) be a quasi-pseudometric space, Y->X, and let us be given 
stable round Cauchy trace filter pairs (f_1(a), f’ (a)) (afY).  Then
( 1) M ^ (U 00, f" i(a ), f1(u))XM 1(l700, f ~'(b), f (h ))  c  U.
§ 9. Extensions of quasi-pseudometrics
d(A,  B) — inf {d(x, y): x£A,  y £ B )  (A, B c  X).
fsi
L/(a, b) =  {Q
up {d(.4,/?): Ad^i a) ,  RCf1^ )}  if a A b ,  
.0 if fl =  i
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defines a quasi-pseudometric extension o f d  compatible with the fine regular extension 
associated with the given trace filter pairs.
Moreover, i f  e is another quasi-pseudometric extension o f d  for the same trace 
filter pairs then e ^  ld.
P roof. Using the stableness of the trace filter pairs, one can easily check that 
1d(a, b) is finite. A straightforward computation shows also that 1d  is a quasi- 
pseudometric and 1d \X = d . Observe that
W uf d )  =  UM('d),
so 1d  is compatible with the fine regular extension by Theorem 8.7. e s ' d  follows 
easily from the requirement that e is to satisfy the Triangle Inequality. □
§ 10. Refined extensions
Matolcsy [26] has found a method for modifying a given extension o f a quasi­
uniformity (more generally, o f a syntopogeneous structure) in order to obtain other 
(finer) extensions for the same trace filters. An analogous construction will yield 
new extensions from old ones for the same trace filter pairs.
10.1. Let (X, alt) be a quasi-uniform space. As a special case o f a construe 
tion given in [26] for syntopogeneous spaces, define
U * Q  =  Ax \J(un(XX<2)) ,
(1) W* q  =  filxx* {U * Q : ß€q}
where Q c X  and 0^qc :p(X) .  Now <%l*q is a quasi-uniformity finer than 
if (Y, V }  is an extension o f {X,°U) and X a Q  for each ß g q c p (F )  then ' f  *q 
is also an extension of ‘’ll for the same trace filters ([26] 2.2 and 2.3).
Let us now describe the same construction in a more complicated way:
U* q  =  n  ( U * Q ),
ceq
(2) =  filXxX {£/*q: U6 ^ , q£Q}, 
where Q c p (p (I ) ) ,  0 ^Q^ 0 .  (2) is not more general than (1), since
{ / *q =  £/*  Hq;
nevertheless, this modification o f (1) is not entirely pointless in the more general 
case o f syntopogeneous structures (see in [13]), and our analogous construction (to 
be defined in 10.2) will be modelled on (2).
10.2. For Q(^X, q<zp(X)  and Q c p (p (T ))  (with q^0^Q ?í0), define
U* *Q  =  dx U {(x ,y): 3 w£ß, x U w  Uy),
U * * q =  P |(C /* *  ß ),
C€q
‘ll * =  fil^xx {U * *q: q£C}.
6*
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L em m a . I f  U is an entourage then so is U* * q, ana 
(1) CD ( (H q X X ) U (lX Í lq ))  c  C/* *q  c  U 2. □
10.3. L emma. I f  V 3d U  then (V * *q)3c  U *  *q. □
10.4. Lemma. I f  I t is a quasi-uniformity then I t  * * Q  is a quasi-uniformity 
finer than aU.
P ro o f . I t * * Q  is a quasi-uniformity by Lemma 10.3; it is finer than It  by 
the second inclusion in 10.2 (1). □
10.5. Lemma. 7 / i ? = n U Q  and Z = ( R X X ) U ( X X R )  then (It*  * Q )(f l){Z }  =  
=  ^ ( n ) { Z ) .  In particular, ( I t * *Z±)\R =  °tt\R.
P ro o f . Lemma 10.2. □
T heorem . I f  ( Y, X  ) is an extension o f  the quasi-uniform space (X, °U), 
Q c p ( p ( f ) ) ,  0$£M 0, and X d Q  for each Q £qf£ i then y * is another 
(finer) extension o f I t fo r  the same trace filter pairs.
1X * * I [X }} is finer than !r  * *Q. □
10.6. L emma. I f  U £It then 4t/|(7 X Z )U (Z X  Y ) d 2U.
P roof. Assume that a £ Y ,  x £ X  and a^U1 x.  Then there are T £f~i(a) and 
B £ \ ‘(x) with A X B c i U 1. Choose an L£\* (a) with L d U ,  and apply Lemma 8.8 
to K - i = A n L - i  and K i =  B O L i . □
10.7. L emma. I f  V 2d U  and V£It then
2V d  4 i / *  * X d ( 2U)2.
P roof. 1° Assume that a 2V b, aYb.  Then there are K £ f *  (a) and L f  f y (b) 
suchthat K, L d V  and K xO L _ xXtt. Take a point acC ATj D Z—j ; now a 2V x 2V b 
by Lemma 8.8, thus a i U x i Ub  by Lemma 8.3.
2° The second inclusion follows from Lemma 10.6. □
T heorem . I f  the trace filter pairs are uniformly concentrated then *It * * { u » =  
= 2aU. □
E xamples, a) Take I l = I l 2 from Examples 0.7, T =R 2, f  ((0, t ) )=Qt(t, S’). 
Now *11* *{{TU  {(0, 0)}}} is an extension o f °lt compatible with a bitopological 
extension for which no earlier theorem guarantees the existence of a quasi-uniform 
extension.
b) Let It and the trace filter pairs be as above. Define a distance d* on Y  by
d*((a,  a"), (b \  b"))
tb' — a' +  \b" — a"\ if a ' < b ' ,
\b " —a" if a' =  V =  0, a ” <  b".
Now y  — Il(d*) is an extension of It, and no extension of It compatible with 
(y~'P,  y ,p) can be obtained through the operation * * from the extensions of It 
constructed earlier. This is clear for °It — xI l = 2I l , whose bitopology is already 
strictly finer than that o f  y .  As to lJU, observe that if ÍV =*It. * * Q then !Y\ Y \ X  
is symmetrical, thus tT - " | Y \ X = i r p\ Y \ X ,  while y-'*\ Y \ X z y ,p\ Y \ X .
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c) It follows from Theorem 10.7 and the last statement in Theorem 10.5 that 
in Example 8.11, there is no Q for which iúll * * Q is compatible with the fine regular 
extension. (The situation is quite different for the operation * , see [26], the Remark 
on p. 118.)
d) Let aU =<1U02 from Examples 0.7, T = R 2, and the trace filter pairs as in a). 
Denote by " the finest extension of aU for the doubly strict extension. (The exist­
ence of 'V  is guaranteed by Theorems 8.13 and 4.1.) Now "C cannot be written 
in the form iJd  * »Q , because 1C is not coarser than -JU (cf. Theorems 10.7 and 
10.5).
Remark. The above examples show that the power of the operation * * is very 
restricted. It would impose a further (real) restriction on this operation if we only 
allowed systems Q of the form {q} or {{Q}: <2€q} (the latter case corresponds to
10.1 (1) instead of 10.1 (2)); see [13] for examples.
10.8. It can be proved, with the help o f a more effective but less constructive 
method, that if the trace filter pairs are uniformly concentrated then the conditions 
in Theorem 1.1 are sufficient. This is a very special case o f a result to be published 
in [12].
§11.  Firm extensions
Recall that, by definition, the bitopological extension (T; ■S'’-1 , .S^ 1) of 
(X; 2T~l, IX1) is firm  if X  is sup {■S*’-1, í^J-dense in Y. According to Lemma 7.2, 
an extension is firm iff all the trace filter pairs are linked.
11.1. Lemma. Any firm regular extension is doubly strict.
Proof. If there exists a regular extension (£A~X, f f Y) for the linked trace filter 
pairs (f-1 (a), f1(a)) then there exists the fine regular extension associated with 
these trace filter pairs, which is finer than 6A1), while the doubly strict exten­
sion associated with the same trace filter pairs is coarser than (.S^ -1, so it is 
enough to prove that firm fine regular extensions are doubly strict. The latter state­
ment follows from
N's(a) 3  {b : S esecf-'(h )} 3  {b : Sgf'OO}
where the first inclusion holds by the definition o f N^(a), and the second one is 
evident for linked trace filter pairs, n
11.2. Lemma. If the trace filter pairs are linked then i U c 1U and □
Theorem. Let % be a quasi-uniformity, and (6A~X, i f 1) a firm extension o f
<&•>).
a) I f  there is an extension o f  AU compatible with (■S'’-1, ÍA1) then (£A~X, •S'’1) 
is completely regular, and it is a doubly strict extension associated with linked round 
Cauchy filter pairs.
b) I f  (■S'7-1, ■S'’1) is a regular or doubly strict extension associated with round
Cauchy trace filter pairs then there is exactly one extension o f dl compatible with 
(■S^ -1, ■S'’1). Moreover, ‘V = aít í —xaU= 2áU and w (ir )= w {aU).
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P r o o f , a) Theorem 1.1 and Lemmas 7.2 and 11.1.
b) is doubly strict by Lemma 11.1, so 4<^  is an extension of
compatible with by Lemma 7.16 [applied with 5 i= 0 ]  and Theorem 8.13.
On the other hand, LiU is also an extension for the same trace filter pairs by 
Lemma 7.17 and Theorem 8.7. From Theorem 8.7 and Lemmas 8.3 and 11.2 we 
have üaU — XÍU— ‘■ d l , so Theorems 6.1 and 8.13 imply that this is the only ex­
tension compatible with ( £ f ~ \  ST1). □
R em a r k . Most of the statements in the above theorem can be proved directly, 
without using the results o f §§ 6 to 8. One proves e.g. the unicity of "V as follows:
Let V  and iV  be two extensions, and Choose first a V0£ ‘f  with f 03 c F ,
then a W £iC  such that W \X=V 0\X, and finally a W0£ iC  with W £^W . It is 
now straightforward to check that W0c F .
Similarly, it is not necessary to invoke the fine regular extension in the proof 
o f Lemma 11.1.
§ 12. The problem of completeness
There are several notions o f quasi-uniform completeness; the earliest one is the 
following [6, 23]: the quasi-uniformity 6U is called complete if the uniformity °US 
is complete. A completion o f  °U, having all the good properties of the usual com­
pletion of uniformities, can be obtained through any o f the Constructions 8.1 (i),
(iii) and (iv) [but not (ii) or (v)] applied to the family o f all the minimal ^ “-Cauchy 
(=round T'A-Cauchy) filters. (Essentially contained by [7], with Construction 8.1 (i).)
In [25], completeness is defined in terms o f filter pairs, and this definition is 
shown to be equivalent to the ^ “-completeness; although the authors promise an 
“alternate construction” (p. 56), they also use the minimal ^ “-Cauchy filters (Con­
struction 8.1 (iv)); see also [17] 3.33. The main purpose o f this section is to describe 
the completion with filter pairs, not using either single filters or the uniformity dls.
There are several other notions of quasi-uniform completeness, related to the 
“one-sided” problem outlined in 0.7: one can e.g. require that the (^/-round) 
^-Cauchy filters should converge, or have a cluster point, in dltp, see [4, 5, 10, 15— 19, 
30—32],
12.1. D efin it io n . Let (f-1, f1) be a filter pair in a bitopological space 
(X- , £r - \ *r i ) ,  and x£X.
a) (f-1, f1) converges to a if f  ^"‘-converges to x  ( i=  +  l).
b) x is a cluster point o f  (f-1, f1) if it is a ^''-cluster point of f  ( /=  ±  1).
In a quasi-uniform space, these notions are to be understood with respect to 
the induced bitopology.
12.2. D e fin itio n  ([25]; equivalent to definitions given in [6, 23]). A quasi­
uniform space is complete if  each linked Cauchy filter pair is convergent.
L emma. The following conditions are equivalent for a quasi-uniformity °U:
(i) °ll is complete;
(ii) each linked round Cauchy filter pair is convergent;
(iii) each linked Cauchy filter pair has a cluster point.
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Proof. (i)=>(ii) and (i)=>(iii). Evident.
(ii) =>(i). If the linked filter pair (f_1, f1) is Cauchy then so is the linked filter 
pair ( f" \ f1)0 (Lemma 7.12); if (f-1, f1)0 is convergent then (f_1, f1) is conver­
gent, too.
(iii) =>(i). Let (f_1, f1) be a linked Cauchy filter pair. Then
(1) (f-l(n )M -i(n)p)
is also a linked Cauchy filter pair. Let x  be a cluster point of (1); we claim that 
(f-1, Í1) converges to x.
For take with V 2czU,  then choose K f f x such that KczV.
Since and x  is a cluster point o f (1), there are y f K t such that
xV' l y _ t. Thus, by KczV,  K iczV !y _ iczV,[V ix\c: Ulx. □
Remark. In (ii), “round” can be replaced by “minimal” (Lemma 7.14).
12.3. [25] Corollary 8 states that if a linked Cauchy filter pair has a cluster 
point then it is convergent. This is, however, false; in fact we have:
Example. A non-complete quasi-uniform space in which every linked round Cauchy 
filter pair has a cluster point. Let 3f=R 2\  {(0, 0)},
d((x’, x"), ( / ,  y")) =  { L » _ x "
if x ' <  0 S  /  or x ' á O  
if x' =  y'  — 0,
aU =  aU{d). Each linked round Cauchy filter pair has a cluster point (if such a filter 
pair is not the neighbourhood filter pair of a point then any (0, x") is a cluster 
point of it).
On the other hand, (f, f) is a non-convergent linked Cauchy filter pair, where 
f =  fil {{0}X]0, c[: £ > 0 } ,
so °U is not complete.
Theorem. Let (X, <%) be a quasi-uniform space, <y the system o f  the non-con- 
vergent linked round Cauchy filter pairs, Y = X U  {y. Assign to each point p f  Y \ X  
the filter pair p. Then the quasi-uniformity given by Theorem 11.2 is complete, and it 
is a firm extension o f aU.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.14 that the convergent linked round 
Cauchy filter pairs are the same as the neighbourhood filter pairs in X. Thus 
{(f-1 (a), fHn)): a f Y )  is the system o f all the linked round Cauchy filter pairs 
(those belonging to the points o f X  may occur more than once). Let "V denote the 
extension furnished by Theorem 11.2.
Take a linked round Cauchy filter pair (g-1, g1) in Y. One can easily check 
that its trace on X  is also linked, round and Cauchy; thus
(A-1, g1)|X  =  (f-1(a), f (a ))
with some a£ Y. Now (g-1, g1) will converge to a, showing that i r  is complete.
Indeed, if V f C  then, by Theorem 11.2, there is a such that *UczV.
Select a ÄFf*(a) with KczU, and an M fg x with M ^ X a K ,  (i =  ± l ) .  Fix
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/ =  — 1 or 1. As g* is TT'-round, there are a W^.'V and an S £ q‘ such that 
d M t. If b£S  then W ‘b C \ Xd Mi Ci Xd Ki ,  i.e. there is a B£f‘(h) with B d K t. 
N ow  K - i X B a K ^ i X K i C z U 1, thus a 4! /1'b. This means that S d i Uia d V ia, there­
fore g!' '^'‘"’-converges to a. □
D e f in it io n . This extension, denoted by aU, will be called the completion o f  °U.
12.4. L emma. A one-to-one correspondence between linked round Cauchy filter 
pairs and %s-round aUs-Cauchy filters can be defined by
a )  ( f ^ n - r n n ) ! 1, i - c u r .
P r o o f . 1° Assume that (f-1, f1) is a linked round Cauchy filter pair. Then 
f = f - i ( n ) f 1 is clearly a filter. For ukdt, there is x with A c t / ;  now ■S=A_1lT 
PlAjSf, S x S d U C M / ” 1; thus f is ^-Cauchy.
If SCf then 5,= A _ 1flA 1 with some A €f*. There are Tfif  and Uf°U  such 
that C//[7’]c A i ( /= ± 1 ) .  Taking 5,0= r _ 1Pir1 and U = U _ 1f)U1, we have 
({/Pi t / _1)[5’0]c5', thus f is ‘üC-round, too.
2° If f is ^"-Cauchy then (f, f) is evidently linked and Cauchy, (f, f)° is also 
linked; it is round and Cauchy by Lemma 7.12.
3° It remained to be proved that the operations in (1) are inverse to each other,
i.e. that
(2) f = r i(n)fi =Kf,D° = (f-i,fi)
if  (f-1 , f1) is linked, round and Cauchy, and
O) ( f -1 , f1) =  (f, f)° => f _1( n ) f i =  t
if  f is G round and ^ S-Cauchy.
Proof of (2). (f, f) is a linked Cauchy filter pair larger than (f_1, f1). By 
Lemmas 7.14 and 7.12 a), b), (f, f)° is the only round Cauchy filter pair contained 
by (f, f).
Proof of (3). f c f  (/ =  zb 1), thus f_1( n ) f 1c f  is clear. To show the converse, 
take an S £ f. As f is 4!C-round, we can choose an and a such that
(4) ( u n u - ' ) [ s 0] c z s .
f is ^ “-Cauchy, so, taking a Ufi°ll with UIc  U, we may also assume that
(5) SqX S q c  U0.
N ow
(6) c 0[50] n UÜ-' [SU] c  ( u n u - ' ) [ s 0],
since if x belongs to the left-hand side o f (6) then there are y, z£ S0 such that 
y  U„ x  UQ z; by (5), z U 0y,  thus x^U^1z d U ~ 1z  and x€ U^zd Uz, therefore x  
is in the right-hand side o f  (6). It follows from >S0(;f and the definition o f (f, f)° 
that C/0[50]€f'0’= ± 1 ) ,  thus (6) and (4) imply that 5Gf~1( f l) f1. □
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12.5. L em m a. A filter f is ^ " ’-convergent iff (f, f)°  is convergent, n
T heorem ([25] 11). A quasi-uniformity is complete iff the uniformity 4ks is com­
plete in the usual sense. □
R em ark . The proof o f this theorem needs only a weaker form of Lemma 12.4 
(see in [25]). The full force o f Lemma 12.4 is, however, required if we want to see 
clearly the connexion between the different constructions of the completion (de­
scribed with filters on the one hand, and with filter pairs on the other).
It is, o f course, possible to prove the fundamental properties o f the completion 
with the help of filter pairs, but such a method would only mean a transcription of  
the usual proofs through Lemmas 12.4 and 12.5.
12.6. 4kso and 4k=4kso|R \{0 }  are both complete in the sense of Definition 12.2; 
neither is complete in the senses mentioned before 12.1. It would be desirable to 
find a notion of completeness that makes 4kso complete, but 4k incomplete. There 
arise two difficulties:
a) One ought to find appropriate notions o f compactness and precompactness 
to match the new notion o f completeness.
b) Disregarding a), there is still the problem o f completion. We could try e.g. 
calling a quasi-uniformity S-complete if each stable Cauchy filter pair is convergent 
(or a similar definition with some other class o f Cauchy filter pairs containing that 
o f the linked ones; or assume only the existence o f a cluster point). Now we can 
assign a limit point to each round stable Cauchy filter pair using Theorem 8.7 (by 
Lemma 7.18, this will make also the non-round ones converge), but, unfortunately, 
there may appear in Y  new stable Cauchy filter pairs that do not even have a cluster 
point. (A counterexample similar to the space in Example 8.11 can be constructed.)
A d d e d  in  proo f (1989). a) Doitchinov [36, 37] calls a quasi-uniformity 4k 
complete if (in our terminology) the second element of each Cauchy filter pair is 
‘^ "’-convergent, respectively quiet if (again in our terminology) the family of all 
the Cauchy filter pairs is uniformly weakly concentrated. (4k,p is assumed to bf Tj 
in [36], but not in [37]; nets are used instead of filters in [37].) Then he constructs a 
completion 4k* for each quiet quasi-uniformity 4k, and shows that this completion 
has several good properties. 4k* is the same as 44k taken with the family of all the 
concentrated Cauchy filter pairs.
4kso is complete in this sense, while 4kso|R \{0 }  is incomplete; nevertheless, 
Problem 12.6 remains unsolved, since the construction of completion is restricted 
to the class of quiet spaces. (A good solution of the problem would also fulfill the 
condition that 4k is complete iff 4k-1 is so; this holds for Doitchinov’s completeness 
in the realm of quiet spaces, see [37] Proposition 24.)
See also [34, 35, 38, 39, 40],
b) Throughout both parts of this paper, the assumption Y — c l-1 2f=cP X  can 
be replaced by Y — c l-1 Z U cl1 X, see [33] §2.
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This paper deals with some conditions characterizing upper semimodularity 
in lattices o f finite length. Upper semimodular lattices are also called semimodular 
lattices for short. In lattices of finite length, semimodularity is usually defined as 
follow s:
D e f in it io n . A lattice L of finite length is called (upper) semimodular if 
a /\b  -< a implies b <  a \lb  (a ,b£L).
Here by x < y  we mean that x  is covered by y.
We shall not deal with examples here. Let us only remark that classically semi­
modular lattices arose out o f certain closure operators (cf. Crawley—Dilworth
[2], p. 25). For theory and examples of semimodular lattices (of finite as well as o f  
infinite length) we refer to the books Birkhoff [1], Crawley—Dilworth [2], Dubreil— 
Jacotin et al. [5], Grätzer [9], Maeda—Maeda [10], Szász [15] and to the paper 
Croisot [3],
There are many characterizations o f semimodularity in lattices o f finite length. 
In Stern [14] there is a survey o f some important characterizations published so far. 
In the present paper we give three necessary and sufficient conditions for semi­
modularity in lattices o f finite length. These conditions are distinguished by the fact 
that they all involve join-irreducible elements.
2. Statement and proof of the results
We recall first that an element u o f a lattice L o f finite length is join-irreducible 
if it has exactly one lower cover in L which will be denoted by u'. By J(L ) we mean 
the set o f all join-irreducible elements o f L.
As a preparation we shall need the following
L em m a  (s . Stern [11]). Let L be a lattice o f finite length. If x < y  (x, y£L ), then 
there exists a join-irreducible element u^J(L) suchthat u ^ y , u f i x  and u A x= u '.
We remark that for semimodular lattices this lemma was proved in Faigle [6],
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 06C10; Secondary 06C99. 
Key words and phrases. Semimodular lattice, join-irreducible, (dual) modular pair, atomistic 
lattice, Steinitz— MacLane exchange property, covering property.
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Now we state and prove the main result:
T heorem . Let L  be a lattice o f finite length. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent:
(i) L satisfies the implication
a A b < a = > b < a j b  (a ,b£L) ,  
that is, L is semimodular;
(ii) L has the following exchange properly fo r  join-irreducible elements: for  
u,v£J(L) and b £ L  v ^ b f u  and v ^ b f u '  imply nShV^Vu';
(iii) u / \ b = u ' < u = > b < u f b  (u^.J(L), b£L);
(iv) uAb—u' <u=>(u, b)M* (for this notation cf. Remark below), (u^J(L), bdL).
R em ark . By (u ,b)M*  we mean that (u, b) is a dual-modular pair in the sense 
o f Maeda—Maeda [10], that is,
c S i )  implies (cAn)V b =  cA(u\f b) (c£jL).
We observe that the equivalence of conditions (i) and (ii) was proved in Stern [12], 
Condition (ii) is closely related to the exchange property A 5 of Finkbeiner [8] 
(s. also Faigle [7] and Dilworth [4]). The equivalence o f conditions (i) and (iii) was 
shown in Stern [13] (and independently in Teo [16]). Condition (iv) appears to be new.
P roof of the Theorem. (i)=>(ii). Let (i) be satisfied and assume that for u, v(zJ(L) 
and b£ L  we have
v ^ b f u  but v ^ b f u ' .
Then
b j u '  <  b\lu
(since from b f  u' = b f  u we get rS 6 V ur), and therefore
b fu '  ^  u
(for if b'ju '^u , then b f u ^ b f u j .  Thus we have
uA(b\/u') =  u' <  u
which yields by (i) that
b\lu' <  (b f  u')\/ u — b f u .
From this and from v 0 b \ /u '  we get v \ l b f u ' = b \ l u  implying
b f v f u ' .
(ii)=>(iii). Assume that (iii) does not hold. Then there exists an element c£L  
such that u f b ^ - o b  and an element vdJ(L)  such that
v S  c but v ^  b.
It follows that uShV n and v ^ b = b f  u'. On the other hand, we have c = b \lv  
and therefore c = b f v \ / u ' .  This means that u ^ b f v f u ' ,  that is, (ii) does not hold.
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(iii) =>(iv). Let condition (iii) be satisfied and assume that
uAb =  u' <  u.
Then we obtain from Maeda—Maeda [10, 7.5.2, p. 31] that
(w, b)M*
holds which shows that (iv) is satisfied.
(iv) =>(i). Assume that condition (iv) holds and let a,b£L  be elements for 
which aA b<a .  Without loss of generality we may suppose that a, b are incom­
parable elements. We show that then b < a \ / b ,  which means that condition (i) 
holds.
Now if a / \b<a,  then by the preceding lemma there exists a u£J(L) suchthat 
uAb — u' and a — {aAb)\!u.
The first o f these equalities implies by (iv) that
(«, b)M*
holds. This together with uAb =  u '<u  yields
b <  u\l b
by Maeda—Maeda [10, 7.5.4, p. 31]. Since aN b =  (aAb)M uM b =  u \  b, we obtain
b <  aV b
and the proof is finished.
We remark that this theorem was announced without proof in Stern [14].
If the lattice is atomistic, that is, if each join-irreducible element is an atom, 
then we get immediately the following
C oro lla ry . Let L be an atomistic lattice o f  finite length. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent:
(i) L is semimodular;
(ii) L satisfies the Steinitz—MacLane exchange property, that is,
p  á  b\J q and p ^ b = > q ^ b \ J p
for all atoms p, q£L  and for arbitrary b£L;
(iii) L has the covering property
(C) p(fiL) atom, b£L, p A b  =  0 = > b < b \ J p \
(iv) p(£L)  atom, b£L=>(p, b)M*.
We remark that the assertion o f the corollary is contained in Maeda— Maeda 
[10, Theorem 7.6, p. 31 and Theorem 7.10, p. 32],
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QUASI-UNIFORM EXTENSIONS FOR FINER TOPOLOGIES
J. DEÁK
Abstract
Main result: if a quasi-uniformity can be extended to an extension o f the induced topology 
[bitopology] then it can be extended to any finer topological [completely regular bitopological] 
extension belonging to the same system of trace filters [filter pairs]; in particular, conditions known 
to be sufficient in case of strict topological extensions are always sufficient. The problem of extensions 
with small quasi-uniform weight will also be considered.
This note contains results on two closely related problems: given a compatible 
quasi-uniformity f  on a  subspace o f a topological space, find a compatible extension 
o f W to the whole space (§ 1), and the analogous problem in a bitopological space 
(§ 2). On the whole, we shall follow the terminology and notations o f our papers 
[5, 6], which deal with the bitopological case, but those who are interested only in 
§ 1 can read it knowing only Császár [3],
N o tations a n d  te r m in o lo g y . A  quasi-semiuniformity on X  is a filter in X X X  
o f entourages ( =  reflexive relations) on X. Instead o f U(x) and U(A) used in [3] 
(0.4), (0.5), we write Ux and U [A ], The neighbourhood filters {Ux: U()U} (where 
°U is a quasi-semiuniformity) may or may not define a topology on X;  if they do 
(in particular, if ^  is a quasi-uniformity) then this topology (the topology induced 
by W; the topology ^  is compatible with) is denoted by al/,p. ( x , y ) £ U  is usually 
written as x U y .  U \X=UC\{X XX).  w(W), the weight of the quasi-semiuniformity 
°U, is the smallest infinite cardinal x  for which 4K possesses a base o f  cardinality 
^ x . The fine quasi-uniformity o f a (bi)topology is the finest one o f all the quasi­
uniformities compatible with it, cf. [2, 4]. fil b =filx b denotes the filter in X  gener­
ated by the filter subbase b.
In the present paper, the expression “tU is an extension o f °U" (where "V and :U 
are quasi-uniformities) will simply mean that aU—"X'\X with some set X, i.e. no 
kind o f density is required (so in this respect we deviate from [5] 0.8). On the other 
hand, an extension of a topological [bitopological] space is always assumed to 
contain the original space as a dense subspace [dense in both topologies].
The method we shall use can also be applied to the problem o f extending uni­
formities: in [8], a generalization o f a result due to Úry [11] will be proved.
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no. 1807.
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§ 1. Quasi-uniformity and topology
Given a topological space ( Y, .T) and a compatible quasi-uniformity őll on 
a subspace J e  Y, we are looking for an extension o f ^  compatible with ST. If 
there exists such an extension, it can be obtained in two steps: (i) extending to the 
closure, (ii) extending from a closed subspace. Császár [3] investigated (i); we are 
going to supplement his results as well as give a complete solution of (ii): a quasi­
uniformity can always be extended from a closed subspace (in such a way that the 
weight o f  the extension is the smallest that can be expected at all).
W e begin with a construction and some lemmas.
1.1. Let 0xX<zY,  tC a quasi-uniformity on Y, and ^  a quasi-uniformity 
on X. For FCtC and Ud°U define
(1) V + U = V U V o U o V .
Evidently,
(2a) V ez V +  U, (2b) U a V + U .
If VqClV  and U0<zU then V0 +  U0<zV+U,  so, "V and °U being filters, the en­
tourages in (1) form a filter base. Now
(3) -V°U — filj-xy {V + U :  V d r ,  UdW)
is a quasi-semiuniformity on Y. It is enough in (3) to take V  from a base for f  
and U  from a base for Öl, therefore
(4) w(y^ +  °U) S  max (w(<?/), vv(lC)}.
From (2) we have
(5a) r  +  f y c z r ,  (5b) -r  +  ^ | Z c ^ .
Remarks, a) Compare the definition of "K +  % with the following one due 
to Bing [1]: given a metric d o n X  and a metric e on Y, define a function/  on YX  Y  by
f (a ,  b) -  min {e(a, b), inf {e(a, x) +  d(x,  y)  +  e(y,  b): x ,ydX }} .
Under suitable conditions, /  is a metric on Y, and f \ X = d ;  see also [11] 2.1.
b) A similar operation +  can be defined for syntopogenous structures, see 
in [7],
1.2. Lemma. (Y~ +  ^ l),p = i X tp  iff the Y ,p-trace fillers in X  are ‘’U-round.
F emarks. a) The points outside "Ttp-c\ X  are to be understood to have no 
trace filter.
b) If the conditions o f  the lemma are satisfied then for each x£X,  the i rtp- 
trace filter of x  is ^-round, hence ^ -o p e n ;  this implies that i r,p\X is coarser 
than aU,p.
Proof. 1° Assume that
(1 ) 0 r + ' T T  =  ir ,p
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and let a£'f~lp-c\ X. If .S£f(a), where f (a) denotes the i /~'p-trace filter o f  a, then 
by (1) there are and with (F + i/ )a f lA 'c 5 ,  thus
U[V af\X ]  =  (UoV)a  c  (V +  U)aC\X  c  S,
and VaDX^^(a),  hence f(n) is Ground.
2° Assume now conversely that the trace filters are round. By 1.1 (5a), (1) 
will follow if we show that for any V^V  and a£ Y  there are and U0d<%
such that
(2) ( f .+  ^ c f a ,
a) If a<{ir,p-c\ X  then choose a V0^ 'f  such that V0<zV and VoaC \X = 0. 
Now (2) holds with this Vn and an arbitrary U0£4 .^
b) Let a£ ír,p-c\ X. Pick a VX£ V  with Vx czV.  As f(n) is round, there are 
VffcV and U^'ll  such that
(3) U0[V0a n X ] c V i a ,
and we may also assume that V^aVi. To prove (2), take a b£(Va-\- Uu)a. Then 
either a V0 b or
(4) a V0o U0oV0 b.
In the first case b£ Va follows from V0<^V,c:V. On the other hand, if  (4) 
holds then there are *  and y  such that aV0x Uuy V ub, so (3) implies aVxy V ub, 
and then a V b  follows from V0c:V1 and VXC.V. □
1.3. Lemma. I f  X  is r ,p-closed and r ,p\X=<WP then (1r + W ) ' p= r ,p.
Proof. The ir,p-trace filters coincide now with the ^-neighbourhood filters,
i.e. with the ^'"-neighbourhood filters, which are G round, thus Lemma 1.2 can be 
applied. □
1.4. Lemma. "r+ ^\X = <tI iff \X.
Proof. 1° If “f + W \ X = aU then <%cz1/'\X follows from l.l  (5a).
2° Assume conversely that
(1) °U c  1T\X.
According to l .l  (5b), it is enough to show that aUc.‘i r +W \X, i.e. that for any 
t/€45f there are Vs0 X  and U0 °^U such that
(2) V0+  Ua\X a  U.
Pick a £/o€^ with
(3) US c  U.
By (l), there is a VfUV such that
(4) K \ x = u 0.
7*
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To prove (2), take x, y £ X  suchthat x  (V0 +  U0) y.  Now either xV0y,  and then (4) 
and (3) imply x Uy,  or there are x' and y' such that xV0x' U0y' V0 y. It is clear 
from x' U0y' that x', y '£ X , too. Therefore x U y  follows again from (4) 
and (3). □
R emark. If allZ)ir \X  then Y + al/ =  Y .  (Proof: for V £ Y ,  choose V0£ Y  
suchthat V„3c F ;  now we have V0 +  (V0\X)czV.)
1.5. Lemma. I f  either Y \ X d m  or d l d Y \ X  then Y-\-°U is a quasi-uni­
form ity.
P roof. 1° If Y \ X d ° U  then Y is a quasi-uniformity by Remark 1.4.
2° Assume now that
(1) < V d Y \ X .
For V £ Y  and we need V0£ Y  and such that
(2) (V0+  U0)2 d V  +  U.
Pick a U0£W with
(3) US c  U.
By (1), there is a V^fY  such that
(4) Vx\ X = U 0.
Choose now a VÜ£.Y  satisfying
(5) V f d V ^ V .
To prove (2) holds, we have to show the following inclusions:
(6) V2 d V + U ,
(7) F02o U0oF0UF0o U0oF02 c  F +  U,
(8) F0o U0oV02o U0 oV0 d V + U .
(6) is clear from (5) and F c F + i / ;  (7) follows easily from (5), (3) and V o U o V d  
d V + U ,  so we have only to prove (8).
If x U0oV02oU0 y  then (5) implies that there arex' and y ’ with x  U0 x' V, y' U0 y. 
From x U0x' and y' U0 y  we have x', y '€X,  thus x U y  by (4) and (3). This 
means that U0oV02oU0d U ,  so (5) implies that the left-hand side o f (8) is in 
VoUoV.  □
1.6. Lemma. I f  iV  is another quasi-uniformity on Y, ÍY c f  and iU ^ d ^ l  
then 1 U d Y +  It.
Proof. Take a W £iY , and choose a V £ iY  suchthat V 3d W .  From i Y  d Y  
we have V £ Y .  On the other hand, V £ iY  and W\Xd<2( imply that U ^  where 
U —V\X. Now V + U d W  is evident. □
Remark. A special case of this lemma was already stated in Remark l.4 and 
used in the proof o f Lemma 1.5.
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1.7. T heorem . I f  (X, alí) is a quasi-uniform space, (X, °WP) is a subspace of 
( Y, ST), and 'f~ is the fine quasi-uniformity o f  9~ then the following statements are 
equivalent:
(i) % can be extended to 2T;
(ii) the 3T-trace filters in X  are °U-round, and there exists a quasi-uniformity 
finer than aU that can be extended to some topology coarser than ST;
(iii) the ZT-trace fillers in X  are °U-round, and ii l ( z y \X ;
(iv) y  'll is an extension o f °U compatible with ST:
(v) y  + ,JU is the finest extension o f ,JU compatible with ST.
P r o o f . (v)=>(iv)=>(i)=>(ii). Evident.
(ii) ^(iii). Let y ’ be a quasi-uniformity on Y  such that = y \ X  is finer 
than and y ,tp is coarser than ,T. f ' c f ,  because y  is the fine quasi-uniformity
o f dr, so °itc:<!u ' = y ' \ x c . y \ x .
(iii) =>(v). Lemmas 1.2, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. □
R em ark . It would be enough to assume in (iv) [but not in (v)] that y  -f  ^  is 
only a quasi-semiuniform extension o f 'dl compatible with ST, since Lemmas 1.4 
and 1.5 imply that y  +  01 is in this case a quasi-uniformity. On the other hand, 
it is not enough to assume that y  -\-Ll is a quasi-uniformity compatible with IT, 
since it does not follow from this condition that y  -yaU \X =<!U.
C oro lla ry . I f  dT is an extension o f °ll,p and the trace filters are stable1 and 
round then °U can be extended to 3~.
P r oof . [3] 6.3 and (ii)--=>(i). □
1.8. C orollary . Let ( T, ST) be an extension o f (X, °U,p) and assume that 
the trace filters are round and pseudo-Cauchy2. I f  the system
{ f(a ) :  u € T }\{ f(x ):  x £ X )
is finite (in particular, i f  Y \ X  is finite) then °U can be extended to ST.
P r o o f . [3] 5.1 states that °U can be extended to Y if ST is a strict extension, 
the trace filters are round and pseudo-Cauchy, and {[(/?): p^TXA'} is finite. 
Therefore °U can be extended to the strict extension on
Y0 =  X U { p :  ( ( p ) *  f(x) (* € * )} .
Denote such a quasi-uniform extension to Y0 by y o, and take for each VCLq an 
entourage V  on Tas follows: a V ' b iff cp{a) V cp(b), where cp(a)=a (a€T0), and 
for p 6 T \T 0, let <p(p)£X be chosen such that f(<p(p)) =  f(p). {V': is
now a base for an extension to the strict extension on T,3 so Theorem 1.7 (ii)=>(i) 
can be applied. □
1 Defined in [3] p. 126, line 9.
2 Defined in [3] p. 126, line 4.
3 In fact, [3] 5.1 can be reduced in the same way to the special case when Y \ X  is finite. It is 
essential in the reasoning that the extension should be strict, therefore a similar reduction o f the 
corollary seems to be impossible.
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1.9. Generalizing the terminology introduced in [11] for uniformities, a quasi­
uniformity in a topological space (X , ST) will be called continuous if °Utf is coarser 
than ST.
T h eo rem . Let (Y, ST) be a topological space, X cz Y .  Then the following are 
equivalent:
(i) all those compatible quasi-uniformities on X  fo r  which the trace filters are 
round have a compatible extension;
(ii) all those compatible quasi-uniformities on X  fo r  which the trace filters are 
round have a continuous extension;
(iii) all the compatible quasi-uniformities on X  have a continuous extension;
(iv) all the continuous quasi-uniformities on X  have a continuous extension;
(v) i/Y\X = irx where X~A denotes the fine quasi-uniformity o f ST\ A.
P r o o f . (v)=>-(iv). Let be continuous on X. Then fUczirx —iTi \X\ 'Lf+dl  is 
a quasi-uniformity by Lemma 1.5; it is an extension o f  dl by Lemma 1.4; it is con­




(ii) =>-(v). Clearly, i rY\X c:i/~x . The trace filters are fy|T-round, so they are iTx- 
round, too. According to (ii), there is a continuous extension i f  oI"Vx . Then i V c z f f ,  
hence i / 'x<z'fY\X. □
1.10. L emma. I f  a quasi-uniformity has a continuous extension then it has a 
continuous extension preserving the weight.
P r oof . Take a base 3S for with \SS\^w(dl), and let' f  be a continuous exten­
sion o f dl. For each UdSH and «6N, choose V(U,n)^'f" suchthat V(U, \ ) \ X = U  
and V(U,n +  \ )2c F ( i7 , n). Now
{V(U, n): Ue@,  « 6 N} 
is a subbase for the required extension. □
T heorem . Let (X, Ll) be a quasi-uniform space, (X, alltp) a subspace o f  ( Y, ST), 
and x an infinite cardinal. Assume that w(d/)six, °U can be extended to ST, and there 
exists a quasi-uniformity o f  weight ^ x  compatible with ST. Then there is an extension 
iV  o f  °U compatible with ST such that w(IT)^x.
P roof. According to the lemma, °U has a continuous extension i f  such that 
wfif)-&x.  Let be a quasi-uniformity with iT]p=ST and wfff)S.x.  Take 
V  =sup {Y[, iQ.  Clearly, y tp=ST, w ( Y ) ^ x ,  and dlcAT \X. By Lemmas 1.5 
and 1.4, iT  =  i r + d l  is a quasi-uniformity, and Hr \X =dl. It follows from the 
existence of a compatible extension that the trace filters are round, thus Hr,p= ST 
by Lemma 1.2. w {iV )^ x  by 1.1 (4). □
1.11. T heorem . Any compatible [continuous] quasi-uniformity on a closed sub­
space o f a topological space has a compatible [ continuous]  extension.
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P roof. By Theorem 1.9, it is enough to show that each compatible quasi­
uniformity has a continuous extension. A base for such an extension is furnished by
{ U U Y X ( Y \ X ) :  Ud°l/}. □
R emarks, a) The above proof could have been based on the fact that (v) o f  
Theorem 1.9 holds if X  is closed ([9], Corollary 2.19).
b) Combining Theorems 1.10 and 1.11, we obtain extensions with small weight.
1.12. T heorem . A  co m p a tib le  qu asi-un iform ity  can b e  ex ten d ed  f r o m  an open  
su bspace o f  a  to p o lo g ica l sp a ce  i f f  the trace  f i l te r s  a re  round.
R em ark . Since the original space is open in a  loose extension, this theorem 
generalizes [3] 2.2.
F irst pro o f . With the usual notations,
( t /U ( F \A ') X F : Ue<%}
is a base for a continuous extension, so there is a compatible extension by Theo­
rem 1.7 (ii) =>(i).
Second  proof (essentially the same as the first one). It follows from [9] Corol­
lary 2.19 that (v) of Theorem 1.9 holds.
T h ird  proof (which does not use the fine quasi-uniformity). Let ~f be an 
arbitrary compatible quasi-uniformity on (Y,dT),  e.g. the Pervin quasi-uniformity 
( [ 9 ] ,  2.2). For Ud^U and V d ' f ,  define an entourage W =  W(U,  V)  on Y  as fol­
lows:
p W q iff p V q (for p, q d Y \ X ) ,
x W y iff x U y (for x , y d X ) ,
p W x iff p UoVx (for p d Y \ X ,  xdX),
and x W p  does not hold if xdX,  p d Y \ X .  Now
i f  =  fii {w(u, v): ue<%, vd -r }
will be the required extension, ( i f  is a quasi-uniformity because W(U,  F )2c  
czW (U 2, V 2); i f \X = ° ll  is evident; i f , f =dT can be easily checked, using that the 
trace filters are round.) □
1.13. Császárul 9.9 raised the following problem: let J b e a  strict extension 
o f (JU,p, and suppose that can be extended to construct the finest extension of  
compatible with 2T. Our Theorem 1.7 gives a sort o f answer: i r  is the finest 
extension where "f denotes the fine quasi-uniformity o f dT (and it is not necessary 
to assume that ST is a strict extension). It is, however, questionable whether this 
can be regarded as a “construction”, since the fine quasi-uniformity is rather elusive: 
it can be characterized [4, 9], but cannot be constructed in such an elementary way 
as e.g. the Pervin quasi-uniformity. (This is the reason why we thought it worth­
while to give the third proof o f Theorem 1.12.) The aim of the next argument is to
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show that we cannot expect to have a more constructive solution, not even in the 
case o f  strict extensions associated with stable trace filters.
Assume that the finest quasi-uniform extension can be constructed for any 
strict extension associated with round and stable trace filters, and let (Z, Sf) be 
a topological space, Z x 0 ;  we are going to construct the fine quasi-uniformity 
o f Sf.
On Jf= N X Z , consider the quasi-uniformity
«  =  fii {U(n, G): n£N, G is ^-open}
where
U(n, G) =  AX(J (S„ X G) X (Sn X G) U (SnX ( Z \ Q )  X (5„XZ),
Sn =  {k(EN: k>n},  and Ax is the diagonal o f X X X .  Clearly, °U,p is the discrete 
topology. In order to simplify the notations, let us assume that Z D Z = 0 . Taking 
7 = Z U J ,  we assign to the point p £Z  the trace filter
f(p) =  fii* {SnXG: n<EN, pdG,  G is á^-open}.
f(p) is round, because U(n, G)[5'nXC]c;5'„XG. To prove that f(p) is stable, take 
a basic entourage
U  =  r \ { U ( n J t Gj): 1 S j S k } .
N ow  with n=m ax {n1? ..., nk} and x = ( n  +  l , p ) ,  we have
U x ^ ( p ) ,  Ux c  U[F] (Fef(p)).
Let 2T be the strict extension o f úÜtp associated with these trace filters. It is easy 
to check that . °U can be extended to 2T ([3] 6.3); let iV  be the finest one
o f  such extensions. According to our assumption, iV  can be constructed. We claim 
that tT |Z  is the fine quasi-uniformity of SP.
Denote the fine quasi-uniformity o f by Y . Z  being ^"-closed, we can take 
the continuous extension o f t"  given in the proof of Theorem 1.11, i.e. let
r '  =  mYxY {vuYxx: v<e y }.
Put i r " =sup {IV, 'V'}. Clearly, 'V"tp=ET. i r " is an extension o f °U, because 
iV \X = 9 l,  and i r ’\X  is indiscrete. Hence ’V" =  iV  (as W  was the finest extension), 
and. 'W \Z='V"\Z  is finer than Y ’\ Z = Y ,  so 1 V \Z = r  (as {1Y\Z),p=ST\Z=SY , 
and Y  is fine).
§ 2. Quasi-uniformity and bitopology
Using the lemmas of § l, the following theorems can be proved similarly to the 
analogous results on extensions for prescribed topologies.
2.1. T heorem . I f  (X, Y )  is a quasi-uniform space, (X; aU~1p, °Utp') is a sub­
space o f the completely regular bi/opological space (Y; 8  1,£T 1), and "X is the 
fine quasi-uniformity o f  (3~~x, .T 1) then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) °U can be extended to ( iY ~ \ .T 1);
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(ii) the .T'-trace filters in X  are °U'-round ( i = ± l ) ,  and there exists a quasi­
uniformity finer than 5U that can be extended to a bitopology coarser than {ST~X, 3TX)\
(iii) the tT‘-trace filters in X  are LT-round ( /= ± 1 ) ,  and ' l i e f ' \X;
(iv) T~ Ar'Ü is an extension o f Li compatible with {2T~X, T~x)\
(v) "V -\-őU is the finest extension o f  ,JU compatible with {2T~X, 3T1). □
C o rolla ry . Let (X, Li) be a quasi-uniform space, (Y\ ST~X, ST^ a completely 
regular extension o f (X; Ll~tp, Ll,p), and assume that the trace filter pairs are uni­
formly weakly concentrated, round, and Cauchy. Then LI can be extended to 
(3T~\ grx).
P r o o f . By [6] Remark 8.13 a), LI can be extended to a bitopology coarser than 
the doubly strict extension associated with the given trace filter pairs, which is in 
turn coarser than {dT~x, 2TX). □
R em a r k . We cannot expect to have an extension preserving the weight, since 
the trace filter pairs in [5] Example 3.4 b) are uniformly concentrated.
2.2. T heorem . Let (X,LT) be a quasi-uniform space, (X; Ll~tp, Ll,p) a sub­
space o f (Y; 3~~x, ST1}, and x an infinite cardinal. Assume that w(Lt)^x, LI can 
be extended to {9  X,STX), and there exists a quasi-uniformity o f weight com­
patible with {ST~X,STX). Then there is an extension 1C o f  LI compatible with {ST~X, ST1) 
such that w(1T)^x.  □
R em a r k . An analogue o f Theorem 1.9 could also be formulated.
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NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR UNIFORM 
CONVERGENCE OF QUASI-HERMITE—FEJÉR AND EXTENDED 
HERMITE—FEJÉR INTERPOLATION
R. BOJANIŐ, A. K. VARMA and P. VÉRTESI1
1. Introduction
1.1. Let a, /?> — 1 and denote by
(1.1) - 1  <  *£•«  <  X tl ] n  <  -  <  X fr«  <  <  1
the roots of the Jacobi polynomials Pjx’ß) (x) o f degree n with the normalization
(1-2) i ,(a, « (1) =  ( « + « ) .
It is well-known that for every continuous function f {x )  in [—1, 1 ]( /€ C [—1, 1]) 
there exists the uniquely determined Hermite—Fejér interpolatory polynomial 
x) of degree s 2 n —1 such that
(1.3) //<*•« (/, x f r « )  =  / (x & « ), ~  H<«•« (/, x) \x=Xkn =  0,
k =  1, 2, n.
Denote
A ^ { f , x ) = f { x ) - H ^ ( J , x )
and
II/II =  max !/(*)|.
Szegő ([1], Theorem 15.6) proved that
(1.4) lim M i‘-« ( /,x ) || = 0
n-*oo
for all continuous functions/(x) provided that — l-= a ,/J < 0 . Moreover, 1)
generally does not tend t o / ( l )  as n—°° if a^O. In the particular case a = ß  — 0 
we have the following theorem:
Theorem A. Let f  be a continuous function on [—1,1] and let x) be
defined by (1.3). In order that lim ||//n(0,0)( / ,  x )—/(x )|| = 0  uniformly on (—1, lj
n-+ oo
it is necessary and sufficient that
(1.5) / ( l )  = / ( - ! )  = y  f f ( x ) d x .
1 The third author’s research was partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for 
Scientific Research Grant No. 1801.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 41A05; Secondary 41A10. 
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The necessity of (1.5) had been proved by L. Fejér [9]. The sufficiency part 
was proved by Egerváry and Túrán [4] and independently also by A. Schönhage [10]. 
For further result for this particular case we refer to the interesting paper of
J. Szabados [2]. Later G. Freud [11] gave necessary conditions for the uniform 
convergence on [—1, 1] for a wide family o f nodes. Further the general cases 
agO , /?>— 1 were extensively investigated by J. Szabados [2], [3],
In paper [5] P. Vértesi proved the following:
L e tp  be a positive integer, /?=—  1, a€[p — Up),  e> 0  is fixed. Then 
lim \\A(nx’ß)(f, x:)||[_1+8ilj =  0
n-+ oo
lim Hß*’ß)(f,  1) =  /(1 ), moreover if a ^  1,
n-*-oo




R em a r k . The corresponding theorems for Hermite—Fejér interpolation based on 
the roots of
a) the generalized Jacobi polynomials,
b) the polynomials orthogonal to the weight
\ x r ( i - xy ,  <x, ß >—  l,
c) the Laguerre polynomials (x), a>— 1, can be found in P. Névai, P. Vér­
tesi [6], T. Hermann [7] and Barbara Háy [8], respectively.
1.2. The notion o f quasi-Hermite—Fejér interpolation has been defined by 
P. Szász [17], E. Egerváry and P. Túrán [4], The quasi-Hermite—Fejér interpolatory 
polynomial x) o f  degree s2 « -r  1 can be uniquely defined by
(1 8) JeS ,' )) =f(4*n’ß)), Q{n 'ßy{ f  4 n ’ß)) =  0, k =  1, 2, . . . ,  «,
i) =/(i), Q (n*’ß)( f , -i) =/(-!) (/ec[-1, l]).
Later J. Sánta [14] proved that if f € C [ — 1, 1] and 0 ^ a < l ,  0 ^ / J d  then 
{Qn*’ß)( f x ) }  converges to f(x) uniformly on [ —1,1], For the case <x — ß —0 
Prasad and Varma [13] proved that if /£ C [ — 1, 1]
(1-9) IQ ?’0)( f  x ) - f (x ) \  =£ G Í  1  J f  - i ^ - )
where cx is a positive constant independent o f n, x , f ,  w(f,  <5) being the modulus 
o f  continuity o f / ,  x = c o s  9.
1.3. Another interesting modification o f the process was studied by
D. L. Berman [15]. Berman considers the polynomial Rj*,ß)( f x )  o f degree s 2 n  + 3 
satisfying the following conditions:
B!rn (f, 4*n-ß)) =  /(*<*•«), K * ‘ß r ( f  4 xn ß)) =  0, k =  1, 2, . . . ,  n,
K x-ß)(f 1) = / 0 ), K*'ß)a  - 1) = / ( - ! ) ,
K * ’ßy(f, 1) -  0, R<‘-*>'(/, - 1 )  =  0.
( 1. 10)
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The surprising discovery o f Berman [15] (who considered the case a —/? =  — 1/2) 
was that the inclusion o f the end points ±  1 may completely change the nature of 
the Hermite—Fejér process. In case a= /?=  —1/2 both / /„ ( / ,  x) and Qn(f ,  x ) con­
verges uniformly to f (x )  on [—1,1] (when « — °°) whenever f d C [ — 1, I] (see 
[1], [5]). But, as Berman [15] proved, {R(„~1,2‘-1/2)( / ,  *)} does not converge to 
f (x)  at any point o f ( —1, 1) even for the simple function f ( x ) = x 2. A systematic 
study o f the above process was carried out by R. Bojanic [16]. He proved the fol­
lowing
Theorem B (R. Bojanic). Let f  be a continuous function on [—1, 1] such that 
/ / ( l ) ,  / * ( — 1) exist and let Rj,~1/2’~1/2)(f ,  x) be defined by (1.10). In order that
lim R ^ - ^ ( f i x )  = f { x )n-~ oo
uniformly on [—1,1] it is necessary and sufficient that
m i) =  o, / r( - i) =  o.
1.4. The object o f this paper is to give those necessary and sufficient conditions 
for arbitrary <*=/?> — 1 which ensure the uniform convergence o f the corresponding 
quasi-Hermite—Fejér process and extended Hermite—Fejér process for any 
1,1].
2. Main results
Let a >  —1, and f d C [  — 1, 1]. It turns out that the necessary and sufficient 
conditions under which x) converges uniformly to f (x)  on [—1, 1] are
(1) integral conditions,
(2) no conditions,
(3) differential conditions at ± 1 ,
depending on whether a is in the range — l < a < —1/2, — l /2 ^ a < l ,  lS a .  We 
shall prove the following




lim ||Q t-'K fi * )- /(* )«  =  0,
n -+ o o
a) Jim f  {Qf 'a){fi x ) - f { x ) )  dx =  0,
b) lim f  x { Q l * - * ( J , x ) - f ( x ) ) d x  =  0,
n~°°  _ i
whenever — l< a <  — 1/2;
i f  — l /2 ^ a < l  (2.1) holds fo r arbitrary f d C [ —\, 1] (i.e. no conditions are needed); 
fo r ad[p— 1,p), p =  2, ( integer) (2.1) holds iff
[Q?-°)( f ,x) ] irl ±i =  o(n2'), r =  1,2, . . . ,  p  — l.(2.3)
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R e m a r k . If a€[ —1/2, 1), the result is well-known (see J. Sántha [14] and 
P. Vértesi [5] when a€[0, 1) and [—1/2,0), respectively).
Our next theorem concerns analogous problems related to the extended Her- 
mite— Fejér process. We formulate them as follows:
T heorem  2.2. Let /€ C [ — 1, 1]. In the case when a€[—1/2, 1/2) the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for
lim (/, x ) - /0 )U  =  0
n  —► oo
1
a) lim f  (!&•*'> (f, x ) - f ( x ) ) d x  =  0,
71-*- oo J  -1
1
b) lim f  x ( R f - a) ( f  x ) - f ( x ) )  dx =  0.
n —► oo
I f  «€[1/2, 2), (2.4) holds true for arbitrary /€ C [ —1, 1] (i.e. no conditions are 
needed).
In the case u£[p—\,p ) ,  p  =  3 (p integer) the necessary and sufficient conditions 
fo r  the validity o f  (2.4) is given by
(2.6) [*<*• B) ( /, ±1 =  o (n20 , r =  1, 2........p  - 1 .
R em arks, a) If «€[1/2, 2) the result is well-known (see Vértesi [5]). 
b) In the case when — l < a < l / 2  (2.5) and (2.2) are sufficient conditions for 
the validity of (2.4). It is also easy to see that (2.5) is also necessary, but we are 





Here we list some o f the properties concerning Pf'^fx)  which we shall use 
in the proofs. If x  =  cos 0, =cos 0 \ f x) and x (f i  a) is the nearest root to 
x = c o s  0, then
(3.1) !?„<*•*> (x)l~l0-O j*n’x)l 0;- * - (1/2)ti1/2, O S 0 <  n/2,
(3.2) 0 < c 1(I) S )C ; , - t 1) < c !(s), k =  1 ,2 , . .. ,  n; n =  1 ,2 ,. . .
(we assume 0o=O, 9n+1 =  n).
(3.3) |Rn(^ )MI =  |Rn(‘-‘) ( - * ) l
(see e.g. [18], [20] and [1], respectively). Especially by (3.1) and (3.3)
(3.4) |P„(a,a) (±  1)| ~  72“ .
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4. Proof of Theorem 2.1
First we consider the case when — l < a <  — 1/2. It is obvious that if (2.1) is 
satisfied then (2.2) follows at once. So we turn to prove (2.1) under the assumption 
(2.2). For the sake o f simplicity we shall denote f  x), //„(ot,a)( / ,  x), Pn{x,x)(x)
by Qn( f x ) ,  Hn( f , x ) ,  P„(x), respectively. Now by a simple consideration
(4.1) Qn(f,  x ) —Hn(f, x) =  ( / ( l ) - / / „ ( / ,  l)) +
+  ( / ( - 1  ) - H n(f, ~  0).
Next we set 





/ ( ! ) - / / „ ( / ,  1) 
2F„2(1) . Bn( f )  =
/ ( - ! ) - / / „ ( / ,  - 1 )  
2F„2( - 1 )
1
f  (Qn ( / ,  X ) -  H„ ( / ,  X)) dx =  (A n ( / )  +  Bn ( / ) )  f  r -  (x ) dx
-1
1
(4-4) f  x (Q J f ,  x) — Hn( f  x)) dx =  (An( f  ) - B n(f))  f  x*P?(x) dx.
- l
.  We denote by








f  p;-(x) dx =  2 f  p-{x) dx =  2 f  P„2(cos 0) sin 0 dO> 
- 1 0  0
~  Í Í 4 - Í - )  2a ' « I ———L« ( n l  i n n  n
/i„ ~  1 \n can be proved similarly. By these relations
p:-(x)
c . , |xP„2(x)|Similarly, ------------S  c.
Bn
( . \  —2a —1^-J S c  (see (3.1)).
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Therefore, we can express
Qn if ,  x) - f i x )  =  H„ (f, X) - f i x )  +  - 5 ^  ( f  (Ö„ i f  x) -  Hn i f  x)) dx  +
+  f  x(Q„ i f  x) -  I f  i f  x)) d x ).
h n  '
Now, by previous estimations, (2.2) and using that if — l< a = /? < 0
then H „ i f x ) = f i x )  uniformly on [—1,1] we have lim Q„( f  x)= f(x )  (for
f € C [ — 1, 1]) uniformly on [—1, 1],
This completes the proof o f the first part o f the Theorem 2.1.
Next, we turn to prove that (2.3) implies (2.1). For this purpose we need the 
process ( f  x) =  H„,pi f  x), theHermite—Fejér-type interpolator polynomials
o f degree ^2n +  2p — 1 based on the zeros o f P^-a)ix) and ± 1 . It is uniquely 
determined by the conditions
H„,p i f  xkn) =  / C O ,  Hn, p i f  O  =  0, lc =  1, 2, ... , Tl,
Hn<pi f , ± \ ) = f i ± \ ) ,  H < f i f  ±  1) =  0, j  =  1, 2, ... ,  p — 1.
Especially, H„_0 =  H„, Hn^ = Q n and Hn,2 =  Rn.
First, let l ^ a< 2  then
(4.7)
Hn,2(J, x ) - Q „ i f ,  x)
(1 -x*)P*ix)
2F„2(1) {Q 'n if 1 ) ~ Q n i f  -1) +
+x(Q '„if \) +Q 'n if -1 ))} .
From (2.3) it follows that for lS a < 2  we have
(4.8)
(4.9)
Q'nif 1) =  u(«2),
Also from (3.1) and (3.2) we have
(1 - x 2)P„2(x)
2P„2(1)
Q'nif, -1 ) = n(«2)-
c3n 2, S 5 l .
From (4.7)—(4.9) it follows that
(4.10) IHnM ,  x) Qnif,  x)| =  oi l ) ,  a s  1. 
Further, by [5], Theorem 3.2 we obtain
(4.11) lim \\H„ x i f  x ) - /(x ) || = 0  if l S a < 2 .n-+ oo
Therefore we may easily conclude from (4.10) and (4.11) that
lim 1 Q n i f  x ) - R x )  1 =  0
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provided (4.8) is satisfied. Next, let us assume that 2áoc<3. In this case (4.11) is 
not valid. But for 2 s a < 3 ,  again by [5], Theorem 3.2,
(4.12) lim =  0
for /6 C [ —1, 1]. Thus Hn%s(f ,  x) will serve as an approximating polynomial in this 
case (2 ^ a < 3 ). Next, by (4.10), using Markov inequalities for polynomials we get
(4.13) ||H I M / x ) - Q P t f ,  jc)I =  o («*'), j  = 1 , 2 ........
Also we note that for 2 s a < 3  we have from (2.3)
(4.14) \QnJ)(f> ±  1)1 =  0(n2J), j  =  1,2.
Therefore from (4.13), (4.14) we also have
(4.15) IH &  ( / ,  ±  1)| =  o(n*J), j  =  1, 2.
Now from a simple consideration we have
(4.16) H mM >  ,(/, x) = °  W ~ D +
+ x {h ;m > -i))].
On using (4.15), (4.16) and
(4.17) 
we obtain
(1 -x * )* P ? (.x )______ 4— _  C4 n
47>„2(l)
(4.18) x ) - H n,i(J, * )| =  o(l).
Now, on combining (4.18), (4.12), (4.10) and
f ( x ) —Qn(J, x )  = f ( x ) - H n,3(/, x ) + H n.a(f> x ) + H ni2(f> x ) - Q n(J, x),
we get
ii/(*)-e»c/;*)i = o(i).
Thus we have shown that (2.3) implies (2.1) also in the case 2 ^  a < 3 . The 
proof for the case a=-3 follows on the same lines so we omit the details. To finish 
the proof we must show that (2.1) also imply (2.3). Indeed by Steckin theorem [19] 
we know that for any polynomial Pm(x) o f degree Sm , \p'm(x )\^ csm2w (pm, 1 Jm). 
Then by Markov inequality
I W * ) I  ^  cr m *  [w (/>m - / ,  - i - )  +  w ( / ,  — ) ]  S
SS Cr m2r [||pm -/II +  w \ f ,  -^-j]
which gives (2.3) if we choose Pm(x)=Q„(f ,  x) and f £ C [ — 1, 1]. Thus we have 
proved Theorem 2.1.
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5. Proof of Theorem 2.2
It is similar to Theorem 2.1. First let a£(—1/2, 1/2). Then we use
(5.1) Rn( J , x ) - Q n( f , x )  =  -(1 ^ - - {(1+ ^ ) g ( / .  1)-(1 -x )Q 'n ( f , - ! )} •  
Integrating both sides and using the fact that
i i
(5.2) f  ( l - x 2)P?(x)dx-----if « S 1
- i  n
(compare (4.5)), from (5.1), (5.2) and P„2( l)~ n 2a we have
(5.3) n2“+1 f  (R n( f ,  x ) - Q n(f, x))dx~(Q'n(f, -1 )) .
-1
Similarly
(5.4) n2“+1 f  x (R n(f,  x) — Q„(/, x))dx~(Q'n(f, \) +  Q'n(f, -1 )) .
By (5.1)—(5.4) we obtain
C w ^ a + l  , ,  \  ,
\&n(f,x)-Qn(f ,x) \  s  (1-* « ) /? (* ){  f  ( R „ ( f ,x ) - Q n(f ,x))dx\  +
n -1
(5.5)
+  | f  x(R„( f ,x )-Q„ (f ,x) )dx \ |}.
-1
If a ^ l/2 , by (3.1) we get
(5.6) (1 - x 2)P2{ x ) ^ .
Further by Theorem 2.1, if — l /2 S a < l /2  then
(5.7) lim Iß„(/, * ) - / ( x ) | |  =  0
n~*-oo
for /€ C [—1, 1]. Now, using (5.5)—(5.7), and (2.5) we obtain (2.4). It is obvious 
that (2.4)—(2.5). The proof o f Theorem 2.2 in the case oc£[/?— I , p ) , p s 3 ,  p  integer, 
is similar to that given by the corresponding parts o f Theorem 2.1. So we omit the 
details.
In the case — l« = a < l/2  let (2.5) and (2.2) be satisfied. Then by using Theo­
rem 2.1 for — l < a < l / 2  we have \\m \\Q„(f, x ) —f(x)\\=0.  Thus we choosen-*- oo
Q„( f  x) as the approximating polynomial for R „ ( f  x). The rest o f the proof in 
this case can now be carried out like in Theorem 2.1.
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ON THE PACKING DENSITY OF TRANSLATES OF A DOMAIN
A. HEPPES
Let w be a domain in the Euclidean plane. We shall denote the density o f the 
densest packing of translates o f w by d(w) and the density of the densest lattice 
packing o f translates of w by d'(w).
It has been shown ([1], [2], [3]) that if w is convex then
(1) d(w) =  d'(w).
In a recent paper L. Fejes Tóth [4] started an interesting field of research trying 
to extend the validity o f (1) to more general domains. A simply connected domain 
is called semi-convex if there are two points A and B o f its boundary lying on opposite 
parallel support-lines such that the domain can be made convex by replacing one 
of its two boundary arcs connecting A and B with another arc BA. Choose an 
arbitrary point C  on the convex arc AB  and translate the arc AC  through the vector 
CB and the arc BC through the vector CA. The above defined semi-convex domain 
is called limited semi-convex if the “non-convex” arc BA is lying in the domain 
defined by the convex arc AB and the two translated arcs.
Fejes Tóth has proved that if w is limited semi-convex [4] or [5] if it is the union 
of two intersecting equal circles then equation (1) is still valid.
The range o f validity of this property has been curbed by constructions o f  
A. Bezdek and G. Kertész [6], They have constructed
(i) a domain consisting o f 5 convex domains,
(ii) a domain that is semi-convex,
(iii) a domain that is direction-convex
such that each can be arranged to have higher density if  you do not require the 
packing to be latticelike.
Fejes Tóth’s conjecture [5] is that this cannot be done with a domain that is 
the union o f two convex domains with a point in common. The analogous question 
has been raised for star-shaped domains as well.
In the present paper we are going to give a construction for a domain u with 
the following properties:
(i) u is the union of three convex domains,
(ii) u is star-shaped,
(iii) d(u)>d'(u),  i.e. the densest packing of u is not latticelike.
1980 M athem atics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 52A45; Secondary 05B40. 
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To describe the domain u and to show its properties we shall use the 2-dimen­
sional coordinate system. In what follows A(x) will denote the area o f x, and the 
sum o f  a domain and a vector denotes the translate o f the domain by that vector. 
The three components that we use to construct our domain u are two rhombs R1 
and R 2 and a hexagon H.  We define them by listing their corners as follows (Fig. 1):
i?i ( a , - a ) ,  (a, 1—a), ( —1+ a, 2 — a), ( —1+ a , 1 -a )
Ro (a, a), ( a , —1+a) ,  ( - l + a , - 2  +  a), ( — 1 + a ,  - 1  +  a)
H  (0 ,0), (1,1), (1 + L , 1), (2+L,  0), (1+ L ,  — 1), ( 1 ,- 1 ) .
Here L denotes a sufficiently large and a >  0 denotes a sufficiently small number.
The union m o f Hl5 R2 and II is clearly star-shaped with respect to any point 
o f  the triangle (0, 0), (a, a), ( —a , —a) thus u shares properties (i) and (ii).
Consider now the translate Ux=u+(\ ,  2) and the union v o f u and w,. On 
the one hand u and have no interior point in common, on the other hand the 
vectors (0,4) and ( L + 3 ,  2) define a latticelike arrangement of v that is a packing 
(Fig. 2). Thus we have a packing of translates o f u of density A(u)/(2 * L + 6 ) .
Although we are convinced that the best lattice packing is generated by the 
vectors (1, 2) and (L +  3 — a, — 1 -fa) (Fig. 3) we need not prove that to reach our 
goal. All we are left to show is that any lattice-packing of u has a smaller density 
than A(u)/(2*L +  6).
Let us consider a lattice-packing o f u. First we define the “side strip” and the 
“neck” of u. The side strip of u is a rhomb o f area b * ( L -f 1) given by its corners: 
(0, 1), (L-f 1, 1), ( L + l —b, 1 +b),  ( —b, 1 +b),  and the neck is a triangle given again 
by its corners (a, a), (a +  b, a +  b), (a ,a  +  b)\ where b is a sufficiently small but 
positive number.
We distinguish two cases. First we assume that in the lattice-packing the hexa­
gonal parts of the neighbouring domains are not close to each other, more precisely, 
we assume that the side strip o f u does not contain a point o f the hexagonal part 
o f  a translate. Then — considering that no more than a single rhombic part of
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the whole packing can have a point in common with the side strip o f  u, and that 
the area o f  that common part is certainly smaller than b, to each translate there 
belongs an uncovered part o f area Since A ( u ) = 2 * L  + 4 — 2 * a * a ,  to
any prefixed a and b L can be chosen so that A(u) +  b * L > 2 * L + 6 .
In the other case the sides o f certain pairs o f hexagons are closer than b. Of 
the logically symmetric two subcases we assume that the rhombic part o f  a translate 
u2 o f u enters the neck triangle o f u. Then u2=u +  (l + t y, 2 +  t2), where 0 ^ t 1^ t 2~^ b. 
The domains u and u2 define a stripe o f the lattice packing, and the whole lattice is
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defined by two neighbouring stripes. Since the closest position o f two such stripes is 
defined by the translation (L +  3 — a —t2, — 1 + (2X the area o f the fundamental do­
main o f  the lattice of the densest such lattice packing is 2 # L + l + ( L + 3 ) * t 2— 
— 2 * ( a  +  t2) —(t2—t1)—tl * t 2. For suitably chosen a and b this area is > 2 * L + 6 .5 ,  
and this is what we wanted to show.
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ON SUPER LEHMER PSEUDOPRIMES
I. JOÓ and B. M. PHONG*
Let U —U(L, M) =  {t/„}”=0 be a Lehmer sequence defined by fixed rational 
integers L, M  and by recursion
for n odd
Un_ i —MU n _ 2  for n even,
where the initial values are i/„=0, Ux =  1. The terms o f U are called Lehmer num­
bers. We shall denote the roots o f the characteristic polynomial / ( r ) = x 2- / l r + M  
by a and ß. We may assume that |a|^|/J| and the sequence is not degenerate, that 
is L M ^ 0, K : = L —4 M ^ 0  and a/ß is not a root of unity. In this case, as it is 
well-known, the terms o f the sequence U can be expressed as
r(an —/?n)/(a—/?) for n odd
^  k" i(a" — jSn)/(a2— ß2) for n even.
We can assume, without any essential loss of generality, that 0 and (L, M ) =  l.
A. Rotkiewicz [5] gave a proper generalization of pseudoprimes for Lehmer 
sequences. A composite number n is called a Lehmer pseudoprime with respect to 
the sequence U if (n , L M K ) = \  and =  0 (m od«), where (LK/ti) is the
Jacobi symbol. A number n is called a super Lehmer pseudoprime with respect 
to the sequence U if each divisor of it is a prime or a Lehmer pseudoprime with 
respect to the sequence U. The Lehmer and super Lehmer pseudoprimes are gen­
eralizations of pseudoprimes and super pseudoprimes to base c; if (n, c) =  l and 
cb_ i _ 1  (moci we say n js a SUper pseudoprime to base c if each divisor d  o f  it 
is a prime or a pseudoprime to base c, i.e. cd—1 =  1 (mod d).
It is known that there are infinitely many super pseudoprime numbers to base 2. 
For example, K. Szymiczek [9] proved that there exist infinitely many super pseudo­
primes to base 2 which are products o f exactly three distinct primes. This result 
was extended by A. Rotkiewicz [4], J. Fehér and P. Kiss [3] and B. M. Phong [1]. 
In [2] B. M. Phong obtained a similar result for super Lehmer pseudoprimes, proving 
that for any non-degenerate Lehmer sequence U(L, M)  there exist a positive in-
♦Research (partially) supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant No. 907.
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teger w0 such that for infinitely many primes p  o f the form ax+b,  where (a, b) = 1 
and 6 = 1  (mod (w0, a)), there are primes q and r such that pqr is a super Lehmer 
pseudoprime with respect to the sequence U(L, M).  The constant w0 is effectively 
computable in terms of L and M.
The aim of this note is to give a lower bound for the counting function o f super 
Lehmer pseudoprimes.
In the following we shall use some notations. For a non-degenerate Lehmer 
sequence U(L, M)  and an integer n with (M , n) =  1 we denote by u{n) the least 
positive integer m such that n\Um but n \U x, U2, ..., Um_1. If n is an integer, 
then denote k(n) the square-free kernel of n. Finally, denote by rf't(U) the set of 
all super Lehmer pseudoprimes with respect to the sequence U which are products 
o f exactly three distinct primes.
We shall prove the following
T heorem . Let U = U ( L ,  M )  be a non-degenerate Lehmer sequence and K — 
— L  — 4M. If A :—k ( M  ■ max (L, K ) ) =  ±  1 (mod 4), then for all large x  we have
#  { n - ^ x :  n£ipl(U)}  >  (4A log |oe|)-1 logx.
For the proof we need some lemmas.
L em m a 1. Let U = U ( L ,  M )  be a non-degenerate Lehmer sequence and let p, q, 
r be distinct primes. The number pqr is a super Lehmer pseudoprime with respect to 
U i f  and only i f  u(pqr) \ (p-(LK/p) ,  q- (LK/q) ,  r - (L K/r )) ,  where (x, y, ...) de­
notes the G.C.D. o f x, y, ... .
L emma 2 . Let U —U ( L , M )  be a non-degenerate Lehmer sequence. Then for 
any n > « 0= e452 • 467 there exist at least one prime number p  such that u{p)—n.
L emma 3. Let U = U ( L ,  M )  be a non-degenerate Lehmer sequence. Let 
A : =  k(M -m ax (L, K )) and
rl if A =  1 (mod 4)
^  l2  if A =  2 or 3 (mod 4).
There exists an absolute constant nx such that i f  n > n x and n/A ■ Q is an odd in­
teger then there are at least two distinct primes p  and q for which u(p) =  u(q)=n.
Lemma 1 was proved by B. M. Phong in [2], Lemma 2 is a known result of 
A. Schinzel [7] and C. L. Stewart [8] and the Lemma 3 follows from a theorem of 
A. Schinzel [6].
P roof of the Theorem. Let U=U(L,  M )  be a non-degenerate Lehmer se­
quence with condition
A - k {M  max (L, K )) =  ±  1 (mod 4). 
Using (1), for any integer n ^ 0 , we have 
(2) | t / „ l< 2 |a |".
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Since U is non-degenerate, we have |oc|>l. Let m0 be the least odd integer with 
the condition
(3) m0 >  max (2n0, nlt \L M K |),
where na, n} are constants in Lemma 2 and 3, respectively. Let M0 be a positive 
number such that if x > M 0 and mx is an odd integer with
(4) 2 x  <  2 |a|“ <*-+»,
then mx> m 0.
Let x  be a real number with x > M a and let mx be an odd integer giving by (4). 
If m is an odd integer and
(5) m0 <  m ^  mx,
then by Lemma 3 there exist primes pm and qm such that u(pm)=A£2m and u(qm) =  
=AQin, where
rl if A =  1 (mod 4)
Q =  12 if A =  - 1  (mod 4).
Since m0>2/?0, using Lemma 2, there exists a prime rm such that
(2 AQm if Q =  1 
u(rm) =  \AQmj2 if i 2 = 2.
Since A and m are odd integers and u(p)\{p—(LK/p)) for any prime/? with (p, M ) =  1, 
we have
«Om) =  «Om) =  AQm\(pm- (L K /p J ) /2 ,
(qm-( L K /q J ) /2  if Q =  1
and
«Om) =  «Om) =  AQm\(rm- ( L K / r J ) / 2 if Q =  2.
In both cases we get u(pmqmrm) =  2Arn and
2Arn\(pm- ( L K /p m), qm—(LK/qm), rm- ( L K /r J ) .
By Lemma 1 it follows that p mqmrm is a super Lehmer pseudoprime with respect to 
the sequence U.
Thus for any odd integer m satisfying (5) there exists a number p mqmrm such 
that pmqmrm^ t { U ) ,  and u(pmqmrm) =  2Ain. Using (2), (4) and (5) we obtain 
pmqmrm7s\U.1Am\<2\ct.\2Am^ 2\a.\iAm~^,x, from which we get
(6) Ti(x) := #  {n ^  x: n£\l/%(U) and 2 1 0 0 )}  s  m.x .
On the other hand, by Theorem 1 o f [2], we have
(7) T2(x):=  #  {n S  x:  n£t/^(U) and 8|«(n)} —  ° °  0 - ° ° ) .
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By (4), (6) and (7) we have
n e r 3(U)}  s  7 1 ( x )  +  r 2 ( x )  £  ~  mx - - ^ + T 2(x) >
1 ( m 0 log 2
4dlog|a | °^ X l  2 "*"4zllog|a|
for all large x, which proves our theorem.
4A log |a|
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r-RINGS AND KÖTHE’S PROBLEM
G. L. BOOTH
Abstract
One of the longest standing open questions in ring theory is the problem of Köthe: D oes the 
nil radical of a ring contain all its nil one-sided ideals? In this note, we find some equivalent for­
mulations of Köthe’s problem in terms of T-rings.
1. Fundamentals
Throughout this paper, the term ‘T-ring” will mean a T-ring in the sense of 
Barnes [1], For all definitions pertaining to T-rings and their operator rings, we 
refer to [3] and [4]. The nil radical of a T-ring M  was defined by Coppage and Luh [3], 
If / i s  an ideal o f M, then I is a nil ideal of M, if for each x £ l  and y£T, there exists 
a positive integer n =n(x ,  y) suchthat (xy)nx = x y x y  ...yx= 0 . The nil radical of 
M, oV(M),  is the sum of all the nil ideals of M. Let L  and R denote the left and 
right operator rings, respectively, of M. In [3], Theorem 6.2, it is shown that 
^V(R)*QJF(M), where Jf(R)*  denotes the nil radical o f the ring R. By symmetry, 
we also have that Ar (L)+ Q A r (M). It is not known whether in general the reverse 
inclusions hold, or whether Ar (R)*=Ar (L)+. However, the following result has 
been proved by the present author.
P ro po sitio n  1. Suppose that it is true that, for  every ring A, the nil radical 
o f  A contains all the nil one-sided ideals o f  A. Let M  be a F-ring with left and right 
operator rings L and R, respectively. Then
AT(.L)+ =  JF(M) =  JF(R)*.
For a proof o f this Proposition, we refer to [2], Proposition 3.4, and the dis­
cussion in Section 4 o f that paper.
Throughout this note, if A is a ring and m is a positive integer Am will denote 
the ring o f m X m  matrices over A. Let B be any set and let p, q be positive integers. 
Then Bp q will denote the set o f  p X q  matrices with entries from B.
Suppose M  is a T-ring, and p, q are positive integers. Let (a^), (b,j)^MPit and 
(VyK^.p- We define
( a i j K y i j K b i j )  =  ( C i j )
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 16A21; Secondary 16A22, 16A78. 
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where
2  2  a rmlmn bns
(1 S  r S  m, 1 S  s S  n).
P r o po sitio n  2 . Let M  be a F-ring with left and right operator rings L and R, 
respectively. Let L and R denote, respectively, the left and right operator rings of  
the Fq p-ring Mp q. Then L' is isomorphic to Lp and R' is isomorphic to Rq.
For a proof of this result, see the discussion on page 376 of [4].
2. A F-ring formulation of Köthe’s problem
Let A be a ring. Then A is a F-ring with T —A, and the ordinary addition and 
multiplication operations on A. Let L  denote the left operator ring of A. Define a 
mapping f :  A2-*L by
f ( 2  x iy i)  =  2  [*i> yil  (*>> y f ^ ) ,
i i
where [x, y] denotes, as usual, the mapping defined by [x ,y \z= x yz  for all z£A.
It is easily seen that this mapping is a surjective ring homomorphism, and that 
its kernel is A2Cl/(A) where / (A )=  {a£A: aA =0}. Hence, we have that L is 
isomorphic to the ring A2/(A 2fl/f(A)). Similarly, if R denotes the right operator 
ring o f  A, then R is isomorphic to A2/(A2Dr(/l))  where r (A )={a£A : A a=0}.  
Since the class of nil rings is a hereditary radical class, it follows that if  A is a 
nil ring, then both L and R  are nil rings.
Suppose now that Köthe’s problem has a negative answer, i.e. the nil radical 
o f a ring need not contain all its nil one-sided ideals. Then by [5], Theorem 10, 
there exists a nil ring N  such that the ring N 2 is not nil. Now let M = N U2, and let 
r = jV 2>1. Then M  is a F-ring with the usual operations of matrix addition and 
multiplication. Let L' and R' denote the left and right operator rings, respectively, 
o f M  in this case. By Proposition 2 and the previous discussion, L' is isomorphic to 
N 2/ N 2ClS(N) and R' is isomorphic to R2, where R = N 2/(N 2(~}r(N)). From the 
previous discussion, L' is a nil ring and hence Ar (L')+—M. We claim that R' is 
not a nil ring.
Suppose that R' is a nil-ring. Then
N 2/ ( N 2C]r(N)) % ( N 2)2/ ( N 2Dr(N ))2
is a nil ring. But N 2C\r(N) is a ring with zero multiplication, and hence so is 
( N 2C]r(N))2. Consequently, (Ar2(Tr(7V))2 is a nil ring. Since the class o f nil rings 
is a radical class, and hence closed under extensions, it follows that (N 2)2 is a nil 
ring. If x£N2, x2£(N2)2 and hence (x2)"=0, i.e. x2"=0 for some positive in­
teger n. Hence N2 is a nil ring, contradicting our original choice o f N. Thus, R is 
not a nil ring and hence jV(R')A R'. Now the nil radical is special in the variety 
o f  rings, and hence oF(R') is the intersection o f a family of prime ideals o f R'. It
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follows (cf. [4], Theorem 1) that AA { R ' ) ^ ^  (R’f ) * ’. Suppose the R ')* = M .
Then jV(R')=(JS(R')*)*'=m *'=R'. Thus we have that JT{R')**M.
We are now in a position to state the main result of this note.
T heorem. Let M  be an arbitrary r-ring with left and right operator rings L and 
R, respectively. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(a) I f  A is an arbitrary ring, then the nil radical o f  A contains all the nil one-sided 
ideals o f  A.
(b) AT(.L)+ =  jV(R)*
(c) AT(JL)+ =  JT(M )
(d) J A (R f  =  oV(M).
P roof.
(a) =>(b), (a)=>-(c) and (a)=>(d) follows from Proposition 1.
(b) =^>(a) follows from the example constructed above.
In the example above, we have Ar (L')+ = M ,  whence *W (M )=M ,  but 
Hence it follows that (d)^-(a). A similar example may be constructed 
to show that (c)=>(a). (Let N  be the ring of the example, let M = N 2tl and r = A r1>2.) 
This concludes the proof.
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MEAN CONVERGENCE OF QUASI HERMITE—FEJÉR 
INTERPOLATION
PÉTER VÉRTESI1 and YUAN XU
1. Introduction. Notations. Preliminary results
1.1. The aim of this paper is twofolded. First, we investigate the weighted LP 
convergence, 0</>< o f quasi Hermite—Fejér (qHF, in short) interpolating 
processes based on the roots o f generalized Jacobi polynomials (cf. Theorem 2.1), 
further we get the order of convergence, too (cf. Theorem 2.4).
1.2. The qHF interpolation has a long history. Since 1958, when E. Egerváry 
and P. Túrán [2] discovered that the qHF process can be better than the HF one, 
there have been many papers dealing with uniform convergence. On the other 
hand, mean convergence was considered only by J. Prasad and A. K. Varma in a 
very recent paper [7].
In this paper we prove several theorems on weighted mean convergence o f qHF 
interpolation. The theorems and the applied methods in many cases are related 
to the ones developed in papers P. Nevai [4], P. Nevai, P. Vértesi [6], and P. Vértesi, 
Y. Xu [11].
1.3. First let us consider some basic notations and facts.
N  denotes the set o f positive integers. The symbol “const” (or “c”) denotes 
some constant which is positive and independent o f the variables and indices. When­
ever “const” is used it will always be clear what variables and indices it is independ­
ent of. In each formula “const” may take a different value. The symbol is
used as follows. If A and B are two expressions depending on some variables and 
indices then
A ~ B  o  \AB -1 | s. const and \A~*B \ S  const.
Orthogonal polynomials. Let w be a nonnegative integrable function in [—1, 1] 
such that
i
J  w >  0 .
- i
The corresponding set of orthogonal polynomials is denoted by {p„(w)}: 
p„(w) =  yn(w)x" +  lower degree terms, y„(w) =» 0
1 The work was completed during this author’s visit at Temple University, Philadelphia, PA, 
USA in 1987, it was partially supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research 
Grant #  1801.
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and
1
f  Pn(w)pm(.w)w =  őnm.
- 1
The zeros o f pn(w) are denoted by xkn(w) and they are indexed so that
(1.1) - 1  <  xnn(w) <  x„_1;„(w) <  ... <  x ln(w) <  1.
The reproducing kernel K n(w) is defined by
n- 1
K n(w, x , t ) =  2  Pk(w, x )pk(w, /).
k = 0
According to the ChristofTel— Darboux formula [9, p. 43],
K„(x, 0  =  y"y~ ( ^  x)p»~i(w> 0 ~ P n -i(w ,x )p n(w, t ) ] ( x - 0 - K
The ChristofTel function ).n (vv, x) is defined by
x)-1 =  Kn(w, x ,x ) .
It is well-known [9, Theorem 3.1.3] that
1
(1.2) 2„(vv, x) =  min J  |P (0 l2w(0 dt
- i
where the minimum is taken over all polynomials P  of degree less than n such that 
P (x ) =  l. The number /-kn(w) defined by
=  A„(w, xkn(w))
are the Cotes numbers. By the Gauss—Jacobi quadrature formula [9, p. 47]
n *
2  =  f  J°wk=i _ i
holds for every polynomial P  of degree less than 2n. By Szegő’s theorem [9, p. 309]
(1.3) 0 <  lim yn(w)2~n -cn-*oo
Lagrange interpolation. The Lagrange interpolating polynomials correspond­
ing to the distribution w and bounded function f  are denoted by Ln(w ,f) .  They 
satisfy
Ln(w,f, xkn(w)) =  f ( x kn(w)),
n£N, l^ k ^ n .  The polynomial Ln(w ,f)  can be written as
Ln( w , f ) =  2f(Xkn(w)) lkn(w)
k = 1
(1.4)
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where the fundamental polynomials lkn(w) are defined by
hn(.W, x)
________Pn(w,x)____ __
Pn(w, Xkn(w ))(x -X kn(w)) ’
It is well-known [9, p. 48] that
1 S  ft S  n.
(1.5) Ikn(W’ X) yn-i(w )
yn(w)
\n(w)p„-l(w,  X*„(w)) A,(w, *)x ~ x k„(w) '
Hermite—Fejér interpolation. Consider those uniquely defined polynomials 
Hn( w , f ,x ) of degree at most 2n— 1, for which (using again the nodes (1.1))
xkn(w)) = f ( x kn(w)), 1 ^ k ^ n ,
xkn(w)) =  0, 1 S  k S  n,
n£N. These Hermite—Fejér interpolating polynomials as it was noticed by G. Freud 
[3, p. 113] can be written as
(1.6) Hn(w,f, x) =  2 f ( x kn(w)) [
k = 1 L
K (w ,x kn(w)) ,
2n(w, **..(w)) **„(w))] 1kn(w- x f
If P  is a polynomial o f degree at most 2n — \, then
(1-7) P(x) =  Hn(w ,P ,x )  +  Gn(w ,P ',x )
where
(1-8) G„(w,f x ) =  2  f { x kn(w )) (x -x kn(w))l2kn(w, x).
k = 1
Here (1.7) is the Hermite interpolation formula ([9, p. 331]).
Quasi Hermite—Fejér interpolation. The quasi Hermite—Fejér interpolating 
polynomial is defined to be the unique polynomial of degree at most 2« +  l, satis­
fying (using nodes (1.1))
(1.9)
Q„(w,f, Xkn(wj) = f ( x kn(w)) 1 — k — n, 
Q'n(w ’ f ’ x kn( w j )  =  0 ,  l S f t ^ n ,
0 „ (± 1 ) = / ( ± l ) .
It is easy to see that by v (x )= (l — x 2) 1
Q„(w,f, x) =  v~1(x)Hn{w,fv, x) +  v~1(x)Gn(w,fv', x )4
( 1. 10)
p2»(w, 1) 2 '-,v */ ;>S(w,-1 )  2
and for any polynomial P(x) o f degree S  2« +1
(1.11) F(x) =  ß„(w, F, +  P' v, x)
(cf. [10, p. 88]).
9*
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L p and Lp spaces. If 0 < /;<  °° then f£ L p if || / | | p<  00 where
1
\\f\\P = [  f  \ m \ pdt]Vp, 0
-1
and
11/11- =  ess sup |/(0I-
»€[—1,1]
If u =  0 and 0 < / ; < “ then /£Z.P if ||/||„ ,p< ° °  where
1
( 1. 12) ll/L.p = [ /  |/f0l'«(0*]vp.
-1
Naturally, when 0 < p < l ,  || • ||„>p and [| • ||p are not norms, nevertheless we retain 
this notation for convenience.
Jacobi weights. The function u is called a Jacobi weight function if u can be 
written in the form
for — l ^ x ^ l  and u(x) ~ 0 for |x |> l .  In this paper we do not necessarily as­
sume that u is integrable.
Generalized Jacobi polynomials. Let w be a nonnegative integrable function 
defined in [—1, 1]. We say that w is a generalized Jacobi weight function (w^GJ) 
if  w can be written in the form
where a, b >  — 1 and ^±16L°°. If, in addition, g(;t) is continuous and its modulus 
o f  continuity co(g, t) satisfies
then w is a generalized smooth Jacobi weight (w£GSJ). If, moreover, g'£ Lip 1 
in [—1,1], then w is a very smooth generalized Jacobi weight (w£GCJ).
a and b in (1.13) and (1.14) are called the parameters o f the corresponding 
weight.
Orthogonal polynomials corresponding to generalized Jacobi weight functions 
are generalized Jacobi polynomials (see the works V. Badkov [1] and P. Nevai [5]).
1.4. For the HF interpolation polynomial, in [6, Theorem 5, p. 55] P. Nevai 
and P. Vértesi proved as follows (the original statement is slightly stronger).
Theorem 1.1. Let w£GCJ, />>0 and let u be a Jacobi weight function. Then
(1.13) u(x) =  ( í - x y a + x ) 6




lim \\Hn( w , f ) - f \ \ u,p =  0 V/<EC[ — 1, 1]n -*oo
w~pu£L1.
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In a very recent paper, we considered the rate o f convergence, too (P. Vértesi, 
Y. Xu [11, Theorem 2.1]).
T heorem  1.2. Let w£GCJ, W(x):=w(x) ^1— x 2, 0 and let u be an inte-
grable Jacobi weight function. Then
(a) 11 Hn(w, f )  f\u,p ^  const, ca ( / ,  I )  V / € C [ - 1, 1], 
holds iff
(b) W~pu i L \
(b*) W-P’ueL1
Then (b)=>(c), and (a)=>(b*).
(The case u (x )= w (x )= ( l  — x2)~1/2 was previously considered by J. Prasad 
and A. K. Varma [7, Theorem 1].)
For the qHF interpolation polynomial, J. Prasad and A. K. Varma [7, Theo­
rem 1.3] obtained
T heorem  1.3. I f  u ( x ) = ( l —x 2)~1/2, w ( x ) = ( l—x-)±1,i and p > 0, then 
\Q n(y> ,f)-fL .p  -  const. “  (/> V /€ C [— 1, 1].
2. Results
2.1. First we state the analogy o f Theorem 1.1.
T heorem  2.1. Let 0 and w£GCJ with parameters
a, b ^  0 
or
— ~  ^  a, b and \a — h| S  1.
Further, let u be an integrable Jacobi weight function. Then 
0) lim ]ß .(w ,/ ) - / | . „  =  0 V /€ C [-1 , 1]Í1-* oo
holds iff with w1(x):=w (x)/( \—x 2)
(ii) w rpueL1.
As a simple consequence o f Theorem 2.1, we may consider the following special 
cases. Let u (x )= { l—x 2)y, w(jc) = 5-(j>c) (1 — cv:2)'1, a s — — , — 1. Now a = b  =  a,
so \a — h |S l  holds naturally. Since w^pu^l}  iff y — a p + p >  — 1, then if —
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Corollary 2.2. I f  u ( x ) = ( l —x2)y and w (x)=^(x)(l — x2)x, 0, g'£Lip 1,
a ^  — — , y=— 1, then
(1) i f  then (i) holds for any p >  0 and y=—  1;
2(2) i f  a > l ,  then (i) holds iff p~ y + 1
a — 1
, the last inequality being 1 +■
a — 1 ’
when oc—y.
In the “irregular case” \a — b\>~\, we can prove the following
Theorem 2.3. Let wdGCJ with parameters a, b S — and p > 0. Further let 
u be an integrable Jacobi weight function. I f  we introduce the notations
(i) lim I!ß„(w,/)- /! !„ ,„  =  0 V /€ C [-1 , 1],n-*-oo
(ii)
(Ü*) ( ( ! - * » ) « )  U { X W
(iii)
( Ä P ^ -
(iii*)
then
( d - W )  u { x w
or
(1) i f  — l / 2 s a < 0  and b — a > \ ,  then (ii)=>(i) and (i)=>(ii*),
(2) i f  — l /2 s& < 0  and a — b > \ ,  then (iii)^-(i) and (i)-=>(iii*).
2.2. For the rate o f convergence we can prove (cf. Theorem 1.3). 
Theorem 2.4. Let w^GCJ, with parameters
a, b & 0
— ~ ^ a , b  and \a — b\ S  1,
and let W1(x)'.= w(x)j ]/ \ ~ x 2 and /;> 0 . Further let u be an integrable Jacobi weight
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function. I f
(a) lia,(w ,/ ) - / ! „ „  ^  const, eo \ f ,  p j  V /€ C [ - 1, 1],
(b) W f u t L 1,
(b*) W f^ u e L 1 V p * < p ,
then (b)=>(a) and (a)=>-(b*).
Again, let us consider some special cases.
Corollary 2.5. I f  «Oc)=(l — x2)y and w (x )= g (x ) ( l—xt)11, g > 0, g '£ Lip 1, 
a s  — — , — 1, dien
(1) i f  — — (a) holds true for any p >  0 and —1;
1 y -}- 1
(2) i f  a > y ,  (a) holds true i f  p < ------j—; and
whenever (a) holds true, the last inequality being p S 1 +
2
2 a -  1 i f  <x =  y.
In the “irregular case” \a—6 |> 1 , we can prove the following
T heorem  2.6. Let w£GCJ with parameters a , b ^ —~ ,  and p > 0. Further 




l ß . ( w , / ) - / « . .p S  const. cb( / , - Í )  V /€ C [—1, 1],




(1) i f  - y = = a < 0
(2) i f
r m ix )  y  
l (1 —X2)6 J « W e i 1,
u(x)^L1 Vp* <  p,
and b — a > l ,  dien (ii)=>-(i) and (i)=>(ii*), 
and a —&>1, dien (iii)=>(i) and (i)=>(iii*).
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2.3. Remark. It follows from our proof that in Theorems 2.4 and 2.6, oj ^ /, —J
generally cannot be replaced by co2 | / ,  , so they, in certain sense, are the best
possible. (Indeed, if f ( x ) = x ,  by (3.15),
llßB(w,/i)-/ill£lJ> = /  IÉ  “j— - ^ ( x - x k„(w))ll„(w, x)\pu ( x ) d x  >
(l +  2*ln)/3 1“ **AVV)
A  similar behaviour was noticed concerning HF interpolation. On the other 
hand for Lagrange interpolation, the situation is as good as possible: if we have 
mean convergence, the order is En( f ) where En( f ) is the best uniform approxima­
tion o f /  with polynomials o f  degree Sn. (See [11, 2.2 and 2.3].)
3. Proofs
3.1. The proofs o f Theorems 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 are based on the close con­
nection among Qn( f , x ) , H n( f x )  and Ln( f x )  and some basic inequalities proved 
below (cf. Lemma 3.1). The cases min {a, h }< 0 , \a—h|=>l demanded special con­
siderations, too. (The conditions a , b — are used when we apply Lemma 3.2 
(cf. (3.16)).)
3.2. First let us consider some basic facts.
Let w£GSJ, and let xk„(w)=cos 9kn (xon= l ,  xn+lt„ =  - l ,  0 ^ e knmn). Then
(3.1) ek+i ,n - e kn~ ^  
uniformly for 0 S k ^ n ,  ndN,
(3.2) A„('v)~^-'v(x,„(vv)) y  1 —xkn(w)2 
uniformly for l ^ k ^ n ,  n£N,
(3.3) IA'(w, x*„(w))| ^  const. w(xtn(w))(l -x*„(w)2)~ 1/2 
uniformly for 1 s k ^ n  and n£N,
(3.4) |p„_i(vv, xt„(w))|~w(x,„(w))-1/2(l - x kn(wyyi*  
uniformly for l ^ k ^ n ,  n£N,
K x X l - x 2)1/2] - 1'2, | x | ^ l - n - 2,
]fn [w(l — n~2)]_1/2, 1— c n '2 á  x  S  1,
n [vv( — 1 +  « _2)]~1/2, - 1  S  x  ^  _ l  + cn ~ 2,
(3.5) |/>„(w, x)| =S const.
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uniformly for n£N, and,
(3.6)
IPn(w,*)|-
'» \x -  xm„ (w) | [w (x) (1 -  x2)3/2] -1/2, 
n1/2[w(l — «~2)]~1/2, 
n1/2[w(— 1 +  n-2)]-1/2,
-l+ *m ,(w ) S 2 x s  1 + X 1>n(w), 
1+Xln(w) S  2x == 2,
- 2  =i 2x = a - l+ x „ n(vv),
uniformly for n£N  where xm„(w) is (one of) the closest node(s) to x.
3.3. The following inequalities are the fundamental tools in our proof. (Simi­
lar ones were proved in [6, Lemma 4].)
Lemma 3.1. Let w£GJ with parameters a , i i g - y .  Then, with 0< cr<  1,
(3.7) n 1 —X^2  ~n  v g.ät l^ w> *)* - const-k=l 1 xkn\w)
log »
n
( 1 - x 2)1'2]
w(x) J
uniformly for « S 2, |x| ^  1 — er« 2. Further
" i —x2 , . . , ,  . r log« l ( l —x2)i/2i(3'8) . 5  l - * a W  '*■<»• *> s  const 1— + 7  »W j
uniformly for  2, |x| ^  1 —o n ~ 2. Finally
(3-9) Áj r - x S o T ?  ' * xf~
i f  a, b ^ 0  or - ^ - t S a , b  and \ a - b \ S \ ,  
w(x) n J 2
/ 1  ~ 2 \ l / 2
á  const.-{ 1 +
[«+
(1 -X 2)1/2 log«




i f  - - S a < 0  and b —a >  1. 
i f  - y S h <  0 and a - b > l ,
uniformly for  « S 2 , | x | ^ l —<x« 2.
P ro o f . We only prove (3.9). (3.7) and (3.8) can be proved similarly. Let xm„(w) 
be as above. Write x= cos 0, xK„(w)=cos 0kn(w). Then by (1.5), (3.1)—(3.5),
_ !-*2 rx  x  (wM, (w x y ^  const w(*i-»)0 - x mn(w)2)112 ^
( l - x mn(w)2)2 1 ^ W l " (  ’ ) -c o n s t . w(xr)(l — jc2)«
g  const. ( ' «const . .
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and if  x^O , say,
1 - X 1 2
2 \ x - x kn(w)\lkn(_w,x)2
S  const. 2
k^m (1 - X kn(w f)
l - x 2 w(xkn(w)) 1
kZm 1 ~ x kn(w)2 w(x) r í - \x -x kn(w)\
m
1 [(n + m)/2]
s r r  2)t=i \k — m\\k +  m\ m2a~1ri
k^ m
d" - 2 a - l  „ 2 + 2 b - 2 a  2  (n k-\-l)
k = [(n + m)/2]
26 —  1
:=  h + h -
Let us write Ix as
h  — 2  +  2  +  2
l^ fc ^ [m /2 ]  [m/2]<fcS[(3m)/2] [(3m )/2]<k^[(n + m)/2]
By estimating the sums we get
/j S  const
4 -
[ /  \2 a  —1
4 4
log n \,  log« (1—x2)1/2l
— const. 1 +  —-2— i----7 ~ - \L n w(x) i
Since
(3.10)
so if & s0, we have for any a s — — ,
r ____ const.
m2a 1^ 2 + 20-
2  k2”- 1- -
C  =  1
« 4  
log «, 
1,
b >  0, 
b =  0,
1/2 s  b < 0 ,
/o const
/  \  2
( 4
log« log« (1—x2)1/2--------::: const.— —
w(x)
1 /   ^ \ 2a—1 1 
Further, if —— 0,  then L  ^  const. — I —rz«r-
2 «1+21’
Therefore if 2a—1 ^ 0  i.e. a S  1/2, we get / 2 s  const.
On the other hand, if 2a—1>0 ^or a>-^-j
I2 =  const. n2(a_6_1) s
const. if ű - í i S l ,
( l - x 2)1/2 1
const.
w (x) «1+2fc
r if a — b >  1.
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Summarizing, we get that
r, logn  A +  / 2 ^  const. 11 H----- —
w (r ) J
when 6 s 0 and a s  —1/2 or when 2 and a —6 s l ;
further
r r r, i ci — jc2)1/2!
, ' + / , - c° ° s4 i + »1^  . g  j
if —1 /2 ^ 6 < 0  and a — 6> 1 .
Similarly, supposing * < 0 , we get the corresponding relations under the con­
ditions a s 0 , 6 s  — 4 -, or — 4 -^ a < 0  and b — a ^ l :  or —4 -^ a < 0  and 6 —a >  1. 
2 2 2
These complete the proof.
3.4. We shall use the following
Lem m a  3.2 [4, Theorem 1, p. 680],2 Let w£GSJ and /?>0. Let v, V be two 
not necessarily integrable Jacobi weight functions such that V£LP, vV£Lp, V /W 1,2£LP 
and vW l/2£Ll, where as above, W(x) =  w(x)Y  1—x2. Then for any given bounded 
functionsf„, n£N,
IILn(w, vfn)V\\p =§ const. 1 /J U , n£N, 
with some constant independent o f  {/,} .
3.5. The following lemma is interesting in itself.
Lemma 3.3. Let w£GCJ with parameters a , b ^ —~-, further let p > 0. I f  u
is an integrable Jacobi weight function, then for any bounded functions g„, g„ (±  1)=0, 
nf hi,
\\Qn(w, gn)\\U'P S  const. | |g j„  
holds true i f  either o f  the following holds
(i) w r pu£L1, if a, b SO, or 1 a - b\ =£ 1,
(ii)
( w fx )  
1(1 - x 2)a .) Pu (x X V ‘, i f  a
<  0 and b —a >  1,
(iii)
( VVj(x)
U i - * 2)”.
j u(x)£L]l, i f  b <  0 and 1 cr V
1 The original theorem is stated for a fixed function / .  On the other hand, one can see from 
its proof that it can be stated in the above mentioned form, too.
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P r o o f . By (1.9) we have
(3.11) Q„(w, g„, x ) - g n(x) =  v- 'H ^w ,  g„v, x) + v _1 G„(w, g ^ " 1, x).
For the second term on the right-hand side
V 1 Gn(w, g„v_1, x) =
=  ( l ~X2) 2  g„{xkn(\v)) J  - .(x -X kn(w))lkn(w, x f .
k=l U ~Xkn(W) )
By Theorem 6.3.14 in [5, p. 113], for every and Jacobi weight u there
exists a constant a =  a(p,  n )> 0  such that for every polynomial P  o f degree at 
most 2n
1 1 — an ~*
(3.12) f  \P(t)\pu(t)dt t l 2  f  \P(t)\pu(t)dt.
— 1 — 1-ftTrt-2
Using this for polynomial v-1 G„(tv, gv, x), if (i) holds, we get by (3.9)
1 — <xn“ 2
Iv-^GJw, g„vOllJ.p S  2 Ig jL  f  Iv^G Jw, gn V, x)pu(x)dx  ==
-l+an~*
s  const. I g j i ,  7 "
-1+™-* 1 n WW  J
l — an~2
=  const. ||g„||P f  [l TWj(x)_~1( l  -f-[log(1 x2)|)]pn(x) dx.
— 1 +  an~2
Since w ^ G C / and u is a Jacobi weight function, if w fX6Z.£, then also 
MT 1W I l°g (1— x2) IC Lp. So we get
llv_1G„(w, gnv')\\u,p == const. | |g j„ .
If instead of (i), (ii) or (iii) holds, then we can use the other part of (3.9) and the 
fact that - i ^ j f l — x 2 in the corresponding interval to get the same conclusion. 
By (1.6) the first term on the right-hand side o f (3.11) is
n J _
V_1//„(vv, g„v, x ) =  2  gn(xkn(w)) ---------7-TJ lk„(w, x)2 +
fc=l i —Xkn(W)
+ 2  Sn(Xli„(w)) -j— —
k = 1 l ~ Xkn
1 x2 K (x k„(w))
(w)2 2n(xkn(w))
( x - x kn(w)) Ikn(w,x)2.
Here the first term can be estimated by (3.7) and the above method. The second term, 
by (3.2) and (3.3), is bounded by
const. I g„j|
l - x 2
Á  (i - x M j
\ x - x kn(w)\lkn(w,x)2,
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therefore can be estimated as what we did for the second term on the right o f (3.11). 
Put all these estimation together, the proof is completed.
3.6. By a well-known theorem of S. B. Steckin [8], there exists a polynomial 
Rn(x) o f degree at most n such that for all xr, — 1 ^ .x ^ l,
(3.13) |/(x )  - Rn(x)| S  const, cu ( / ,   ^ * - )
and
(3.14) (1 — x 2)1/2|JR'(x:)| S  const. na> [/> •
For this Rn(x) we prove as follows.
Lemma 3.4. Let w£GCJ with parameters £ — p> 0 . Further let u b e  an
integrable Jacobi weight function. Then
llßn(w, -K,,) —-KJu.p — const, co ^/; V /€ C [ - 1, 1]
holds true i f  Wl~pu(iL1.
P r o o f . By (1.11), (1.8) a n d  (1.5)
(3.15) Rn( x ) - Q n(w, Rn,x )  =  2  ( x - x k„(w))ll„(w, x) =
*= 1 Xkn\W)
=  2  K'(xkn(w)) - - 1 x l k„(w)pn_ i(w, Xkn(w))pn(w, X)lkn(w, X).
k = 1 t —Xk„{W)
Using (3.2) and (3.3), we have
^nO )p„-i(w , x^(h’)) =  ct„ w(xt„(w))1/2(l - x kn(w)2)3/i/n
where ckn are constants bounded uniformly for k  and n. Define the continuous 
function c„(x) such that
c„(xkn(w)) =  ckn
and cn(x) uniformly bounded for — lS x r S l and n. If the continuous function 
qn{x) is defined by
‘In (x) =  c„ (x) R'(x) y 1 —x2/n,
then by (3.14)
(3.16) fl?„|L S  const, or ( / ;  .
So we can rewrite (3.15) as
(3.17) Ra( x ) - 0 „ (w , Rn, x) =  v(x)-'Pn(w, x)Ln(w, qn^ W f \  x).
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Using (3.12), considering the corresponding interval |x |S l  — <r«~2 as in the proof 
o f Lemma 3.3, we can get by (3.5)
R - ß > ,  iO L .p  ^  const. \\L„(w, qnv ^ ^ ) v - ^ W r 1,2\\u.P,
where v (x )= (l — x2)-1, as before. Now we apply Lemma 3.2 with u=(vlL1)1/2, 
V =(vW i)~xli ullp. It is easy to check that the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold true 
under the assumption. So we get from (3.16), (3.17) and Lemma 3.2 that
II-K„-£?„(w, TOL.p =  const. ItfJ«, const, co ( /, ^-j,
which was to be proved.
3.7. L emma 3.5. Let w£GCJ with parameters S — and p > 0 ,  fixed. Further 
let u be an integrable Jacobi weight function. Then
(i) lim ||ß„(w, s )—j||„,p=0 for every polynomial s o f  degree at most 2n +  l,
n -* - oo
iff
(ii)
P r o o f . (ii)=>(i). By (1.12), (3.12) and Lemma 3.1, (3.8)
l |s - ß n(w,s)||p J
s  const. Is'lfc J l i S i l + Í L  *
a cons,, m i  f ( i^ )"+ y  I i i y f uix)dx\ .
W n ) _ 1+Jan-t  I nw(x) I J
If w lp u£L1, then there exists a <5=<5(p)>0, suchthat
1 — an ~ 2
/— 1 + cm~2
/ l - x 2
nw(x)
1 - an-1
f  J f ~ L f { l f l_ x ,r u i x ) d x s
\  (  ( \  — y 2 \ l - 3 \ p
^  n~pi J  —^ wjycj— J  u (x)dx  S. const. n~pi.
Therefore
\\s-Qn(w, s)||u>p ^  const. II/IU^— + » - p3) -  0.
(i)=>(ii). Let f ( x ) = x .  Then, since
/ iW - ß « ( w , / i .* )
n 1 —
2  1-y / v\2 (* -^ ta (W)) hn(w, x ) \k—i i — xkn (pcj
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for — y - ^ - g x g l ,  by (1.3), (3.2) and (3.3), we have
l/ iW -ß » (M ',/1,x ) | ^  const. (1 - x 2) 2  w(x„,(w))(l - x kn(w)2)1/2 X} ~ :
* = 1 « ( i — ^ JtnW)
If w(.x:)=g(.x)(l — x)a(l + x )i’, w(x) =  (l — jc)v(1 +.v)a, then
(3.18)
where
\M x )~ Q „ (w ,f1,x)\ is const (1 - * 2)a ,(w, x)2
n2
m 2a_1 " err+ 2\n  ) k-.= [«/2]
a >  0, 
a — 0, 
1
0.— — ^  a <2
By (3.10), we have
n,
(319) T„ ^  const.
By (i), we can write
/  I0„(w./i> x) - / i (*)|ph(*) dx -  0
(l+x,„(iv))/2
which, using (3.18), gives
n~2pApn f  |(1 - x 2)pn(w, *)2|p«(x) dx -  0.
(l + x,„(w))/2
By (3.6), this is equivalent to
or
(3.20)
n~pw(\ — n~2)~p Ap f  ( l - x 2)pu ( x ) d x ~ 0 ,
(l + xln(w))/2
n 2 a p - p - 2 ( y  + p + l ) Q_
Using (3.19), we can see that (3.20) is equivalent to w f p«6^1[0,l]. The interval 
[—1, 0] can be treated similarly.
3.8. P roof of Theorem 2.1. (ii)^>(i) follows directly from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.5 
and the inequality
(3.21) l Q M f ) - f \ L , p  ^  c(|i0n(w ,/-i?„)||B>J,+||ß„(w, i? J -* J » ,p  +  ll/-*Ju .p ).
(i)=>(ii) can be obtained if we use (i) for polynomials and apply Lemma 3.5.
3.9. P roof of Theorem 2.3. (ii)=*(i) and (iii)^-(i) follows from Lemma 3.3, 
Lemma 3.5 and (3.21), since (ii) (or ;iii)) implies w^pu^L}.
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N ow  we prove that (i)=>(iii*) whenever — — =  b < 0  and a —b >  1. For this
aim let g„(x)=0  if x£[x„„(w), 1], g „ (-1 )  =  1 and let gn be linear if x £ [ - l ,  xnn(w)]. 
It is easy to see that
lö „ 0 , g„, * )-g „ (x )| S  const. n2(a~b- 1) if x £ ln
where 7„:=[(2x1„(w )+l)/3 , (A -l n ( w )  +  2)/3] (see [12; (4.30)]), from where
I Qn(w, gn)-gn\\u,p =  /  I ö„(w, g„ , x) -  g„(x)\Pu(x) dx 3?
K
S  const. W2p(<.-b-l)-2-2v_
Now, by the proof o f [13, Theorem 2.1] with the cast
U f ,  X) =  Tn( f )  =  ( / 10„(W,/, x ) - f { x ) \ pu(x)dx)Vp,
In
U„(f, x) =  Un( f )  =  0,
/Ip(x) =  AJ =  n2p(»-»-i)-a-2rj
e „ s l  and ön= n ~2 we get for a suitable /iCC[—1, 1] and {«;}
(3.22) r„(/i) = -const, co | / i , 2 „ ,  n =  n1,n 2, . . . .
(If 0 < p < l ,  T „ (f+ g )^ A p[Tn( f )  +  Tn(g)] with y f ^ l ,  so instead o f [13, 2.10] we 
suppose co(<5n)^ q lA r, co(öni+1)^qco(öni)/Ap to get (3.20).)
By (3.22), using |iß„(co, h)-h\\ptp- 0 ,  we get
(3.23) 2p(a — b — 1)—2 —2y S  0 or p (  — a +  b +  l )+y  =  — 1 
(if co(/i, r) =  |log t \ ~ \  say). This condition is equivalent to (iii*).
Statement (1) can be completed by a similar argument.
3.10. Proof o f Theorem 2.4. (a)=>(b) follows from Lemma 3.3, Lemma 3.4 and 
(3.21). (a)=>(b*) can be proved by (3.18), (3.19),
1 ( n pf  \Qn (w,_/i, x) —fi(x)jpu(x) dx  =  const, co I _/],— I =  const. n~p
(l + ^ „(w))/2 V n)
and by the argument used in the second part o f 3.7. We omit the details.
3.11. Proof o f Theorem 2.6. (b)=>(a) and (c)=>(a) follows from Lemma 3.3, 
Lemma 3.4 and (3.21) since (b) or (c) implies w~pu£Li for the corresponding a, b.
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To get (a)=>(c*) (see (2)) we proceed as in 3.9. Again we get a statement anal­
ogous to (3.22) from where by (i) we get instead o f  (3.21),
(3.23) p ( - a  +  b +  l / 2 ) + y S - l
which is equivalent to (c*).
(a)=>(c*) can be obtained similarly.
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ON HERMITE—FEJÉR INTERPOLATION: A BIBLIOGRAPHY
(1914—1987)1
H. H. GONSKA and H.-B. KNOOP
1. Introduction
The present inventory intends to give a comprehensive survey o f the literature 
which has been published concerning so-called “Hermite—Fejér interpolation” (HFI). 
It thus supplements and extends earlier compilations on the same subject due to 
Mills (“Some techniques in approximation theory”), by Eisenberg (“Recent develop­
ments in approximation by Hermite—Fejér operators”), and by Shen (“On poly­
nomial interpolation II — Hermite Interpolation”).
Weierstraß’ original proofs o f his first and second theorem concerning the 
approximation of continuous functions were quite involved (see his paper “ Über 
die analytische Darstellbarkeit sogenannter willkürlicher Funktionen einer reellen 
Veränderlichen”, presented to the Prussian Academy o f Sciences in July 1885). 
It is for this reason that, at the beginning o f this century, several authors strived to 
give simpler proofs o f Weierstraß’ fundamental theorems. The most famous fruits 
of these efforts (for the algebraic case) are probably the construction o f the poly­
nomials o f S. N. Bernstein (invented in about 1911), the polynomials o f D. Jackson, 
and the interpolatory approach which is nowadays attributed to L. Fejér (seem­
ingly having its roots in work o f D. Jackson o f 1913). There were other contri­
butions as well. Thus, as a very first definition, the term “Hermite—Fejér Inter­
polation” describes a way of setting up interpolatory approximation operators 
which can be used to prove classical Weierstraß approximation theorems.
Although invented about 75 years ago, HFI is still quite a topical object in 
Approximation Theory. As an indication for this we mention the fact that there 
are more than 50 Chinese papers dealing with HFI and which appeared in 1980 
or later. Hermite—Fejér interpolation plays its role in Computer Aided Design as 
well. We have, however, made no attempt to systematically list all papers dealing 
with the CAD approach.
Here are a few historical remarks: In 1910 G. Faber’s paper “Über stetige 
Funktionen (Zweite Abhandlung)” appeared (Math. Annalen 69 (1910), 372—443). 
He showed the existence o f a continuous and 2n-periodic function /s u c h  that the 
sequence o f trigonometric Lagrange interpolation polynomials constructed on the 
basis o f an odd number o f equidistant knots does not uniformly converge to / .  
In the sequel, D. Jackson (in his paper “A formula o f trigonometric interpola-
1 Compilation date: Sept. 15, 1987.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 41A05, 41A10, 42A10, 
42A15; Secondary 65D05, 41—03. 42—03.
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tion”, presented on August 24, 1913) considered the corresponding analogue of 
the Fejér means. He defined the trigonometric polynomials M n given by
M M  = "i/v v = 0
sin n ( t - t v)
. t - t v n sin —-—
where tv—2n\\n, OSvS ti—1. Jackson proved that for any continuous and In- 
periodic f  the uniform convergence
lim M J  =  fn-*-oo
holds, if  M „ f  is the above polynomial with / v= / ( /v), 0 S v ^ « - l .  Sometimes M „ f  
is called the Jackson polynomial (of degree ^ «) o f f  Independently from Jackson, 
L. Fejér investigated the same polynomials M„. The minutes o f the “Göttinger 
Mathematische Gesellschaft” meeting of October 28, 1913 contain the following 
note concerning Fejér’s work (see Jahresber. Deutsch. Math.-Verein. 22 (1913), 
Mitteilungen und Nachrichten, p. 206): “ ...; further, Pólya reported on a new 
trigonometric interpolation o f  Fejér. The interpolating functions always lie between 
the extrema of the given ordinates. The method converges for any given contin­
uous function.” In his paper „Über Interpolation” L. Fejér returned to the sub­
ject and discussed certain interpolatory properties o f the polynomials M n, namely
= / v, M'M) =  0, 0 == v s n - l .
In 1914 G. Faber proved in the paper “Über die interpolatorische Darstellung 
stetiger Funktionen” (see Jahresber. Deutsch. Math.-Verein. 23 (1914), 192—210) 
that the divergence statement for the trigonometric Lagrange interpolation poly­
nomials described by him in 1910 remains true if one uses an odd number o f arbi­
trary knots in [0, 2n). From this Faber concluded that, given an arbitrary triangular 
matrix of knots in the compact interval [a,b], there is at least one function /€C [a , b] 
such that the sequence o f  algebraic Lagrange interpolation polynomials does not 
uniformly converge to /  on [a, b].
In his two articles “ Interpolatióról” and “Über Interpolation” L. Fejér in­
vestigated those interpolation processes which now carry Hermite’s and his name. 
This was done with respect to various knot systems
— 1 S  Xx <  x2 <  ... <  xn S  1.
The interpolation polynomial can be written in the form
H M )  = i/v  í 1—TjTTT (?*(*))2’V=l V to (Xv) )
where the fundamental polynomial /„ o f Lagrange and the polynomial co are de­
fined by
n
< » w =  n ( x ~ x k )
k = 1
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and
/ (x) = ___ ^ ____
A J co '(x ,)(x-xt) *
In the second paper mentioned he proved the algebraic version o f the Weierstraß 
approximation theorem using Hermite—Fejér interpolation at the zeros o f the 
Chebyshev polynomials o f the first kind.
The papers listed above were the starting point for the construction o f a large 
number o f interpolation processes of Hermite—Fejér type for the approximation 
of continuous or o f continuous and 27i-periodic functions by algebraic and trigo­
nometric polynomials, respectively, and for the corresponding investigation o f their 
various approximation properties. The Hermite—Fejér process has also been serving 
didactical purposes for quite a number of years: In several textbooks on Approxima­
tion Theory the algebraic Weierstraß approximation theorem is proved with the 
aid o f Hermite—Fejér interpolation based on the roots o f suitable Jacobi poly­
nomials.
Since “Interpolation” and “Hermite Interpolation” are broad subfields o f  
Numerical Analysis and/or Approximation Theory, and in order to avoid over- 
comprehensiveness o f our inventory, we now try to give a definition o f  Hermite—  
Fejér Interpolation:
Let a set A (such as a compact interval [a, b], the half axis [0, «=), the whole 
real axis R, or the interval [0, 2n)) and m distinct points xfiA  be given. Further­
more, let V be a subspace o f C(A,  K), the vector space o f all continuous and K-valued 
functions defined on y4(K =  R, or K==C). Let
E “  (e,- O^ k^ n
be an interpolation matrix consisting entirely o f Hermite rows (cf. G. G. Lorentz—
K. Jetter—S. D. Riemenschneider: Birkhoff Interpolation; Reading, MA: Addison- 
Wesley 1983). This means that e( k = \ for k < r f and et k=0  for k ^ r t, r^N , 
*'€{1, . . . .  in}. Let r ,s 2  for at least one i. For /£  V, let
ci,o : = f ( xi)> 1 ^ i ^ m .
Furthermore, for 1 and 1 m, let ci<k be given real or complex num­
bers. We also assume that, for 1, the data ci k are given in such a fashion that 
no differentiability of / i s  required to define them. Usually we shall have citk= 0 
in this case. The Hermite—Fejér interpolation problem is to find an algebraic (or 
trigonometric) polynomial P  o f minimal degree satisfying the conditions
P lk)(x,) =  cUk iff e,'k =  1.
The assumption r ,S 2 for at least one i£ (1, ..., m) excludes Lagrange interpola­
tion from our considerations. Since rf may be greater than 2, so-called Hermite— 
Fejér interpolation of higher order is included in the above definition. The require­
ment that, for k s l ,  the data ciik should not depend upon differentiability prop­
erties o f /  excludes so-called general Hermite interpolation processes for differ­
entiable functions. These were, for instance, considered in H. Esser’s and K. Sche­
rer’s paper “Eine Bemerkung zur konvergenz Hermitescher Interpolationsprozesse”
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(Numer. Math. 21 (1973), 220—222), and by R. Kreß in the article “On general 
Hermite trigonometric interpolation” (Numer. Math. 20 (1972), 125— 138). We have 
included papers in which a Hermite (and thus a Hermite—Fejér) interpolation 
problem is solved in a Banach space setting.
In addition we shall not cite papers containing results applicable to numerous 
HF interpolators, such as papers on general linear positive operators. Furthermore, 
no papers dealing with the related problems o f spline interpolation/approximation 
are included in this compilation, although this topic is closely related to the more 
general field of Hermite interpolation.
2. Technical remarks
This inventory contains mainly papers which appeared in mathematical peri­
odicals and conference proceedings, textbooks, and doctoral dissertations. In some 
instances, we have also included reports and preprints the existence o f which became 
known to us from a reliable source.
Our compilation is ordered alphabetically according to the names o f authors. 
In some (unambiguous) instances, middle names appearing on the papers in ques­
tion were deleted for technical reasons.
In order to describe the historical development, a chronology is added as an 
appendix.
All titles are given in their original form when the language used is written 
with (modifications of) latin characters. In all other instances the titles were trans­
lated into English.
The journal abbreviations are those given in Mathematical Reviews; if not 
listed, they were assimilated. We have striven to add to each publication one or 
more references to reviews in “Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik” 
(abbreviated below as “FdM”), “Mathematical Reviews (“MR”), “Zentralblatt für 
Mathematik” (“Zbl”), and o f “Referativnyi Zumal Matematika” “RZM”).
In order to ease the reader’s access to the items listed, we have striven either 
to add an Author Institution Code (AIC) as used by “Mathematical Reviews”, or, 
if  not available, to give the author’s address in its explicit form. This was, however, 
done systematically only for papers/books which appeared in the 1980’s. For articles 
or books which were published earlier the risk appears too high that a change of 
address occurred in the meantime. The symbol “ #  ” “indicates that the author in 
question has passed away. In several instances we are using ” to indicate that we 
are not aware of the author’s present address.
This compilation o f publications concerning Hermite—Fejér interpolation is 
certainly not yet complete. For this reason we would like to thank in advance all 
readers who direct our attention to errors, supplements, and missing papers, and 
who will provide us with new items. We nevertheless believe that our present in­
ventory already gives a reasonably comprehensive survey o f what has been pub­
lished so far on the subject in question. We hope very much that everybody work­
ing on Hermite—Fejér interpolation will derive profit from our work.
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THE FULL EMBEDDINGS OF THE CATEGORIES 
OF UNIFORM SPACES, PROXIMITY SPACES 
AND RELATED CATEGORIES INTO THEMSELVES 
AND EACH OTHER I
E. MAKAI, JR.
Abstract
It is proved that each full embedding o f the category of proximity spaces into itself is naturally 
isomorphic to the identity functor. We include a result of J. Pelant and J. Reiterman stating the same 
for the category of uniform spaces. Further we investigate full embeddings between any two o f the 
categories # 1( , YT,, (€ l o f Ts 1/2 -spaces, cozero-spaces, proximity spaces and uniform spaces, resp.,
including a result of M. HuSek and J. Pelant (^ -» Y fj. Summing up: for there is no full embedd­
ing for i s j s i +  1 and 1=1, j=2>  there is essentially one, w hilefor 1 = 1 ,  j = A  and i = 2,
j = 4 there is more than a proper class o f  essentially different ones. (The case i = j =  1 was known 
formerly.) We extend our investigations to the category of set systems as well and prove among 
others that there are exactly two essentially different full embeddings {cozero-spaces}-»{set systems}, 
and there is essentially one full embedding {proximity spaces X  with SdX=0} (resp. {proximity 
spaces X  with ödX =  0 and the T„-reflection of X  having a metric completion})-»{set systems}.
§ 1. Introduction
Let Unif (Prox, T31/2) denote the category of all uniform (proximity, T31/2) spaces. 
We do not assume separatedness. For uniform spaces X, Y let U(X, Y) denote the 
set o f all uniformly continuous functions X —Y. The (concrete) embedding functor 
J: Prox c _  Unif is defined b y /A = th e  compatible precompact uniformity on the same 
underlying set. The (concrete) embedding functor K: T31/2 c_* Prox is defined by K X =  
=  the proximity on the same underlying set having as a base (for far pairs o f sets) 
all pairs of disjoint zero-sets o f X. (A concrete functor between two concrete cate­
gories is a functor forming a commutative diagram with the respective underlying set 
functors.) Whenever necessary we identify T31/2 -spaces X  with these proximity spaces 
K X  and proximity spaces with the compatible precompact uniform spaces. Pre­
compact reflection is denoted by p : U nif—Unif (Prox) ([17], II. 31), while the gener­
ated topology functor is denoted by r: Unif-»T31/2. Subcategories will always be 
assumed to be full. The category has for objects all pairs (X , 3C), X a set, {0, X } a  
d Y a 2 x, and morphisms f :  (Xlt áTj)--»(T2, X 2) characterized by / :  X1-*X2, 
The definition and some elementary properties o f the category Coz 
o f cozero-spaces will be briefly recalled in §4. For a concrete category (6  the underlying
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set functor will be denoted by U<#, sometimes by U only (which will be sometimes 
om itted, if no misunderstanding can arise).
A  functor F: <€ is a full embedding if  it is a bijection on each hom-set 
horn (Cx, C2), Cy, C26 Ob e6. Fis an equivalence if  beside this VF>£Ob 3  3C£Ob ^ , 
FC =  F>.
In [22] (p. 121, Theorem, p. 125, Corollary) essentially the following has been 
proved:
T heorem 1. Let F : U n if— Unif (Prox —Prox) be an equivalence. Then F is 
naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on Unif (Prox). (T.e. fo r  each object X  





commutes — in notation F ~  G — where G is the identity functor.) □
Further in [22] (p. 126, Propositions) it has been observed that results of [15],
[30], [33], [27] imply
T heorem 2. Let F: T31/2 — T31/2 be a fu ll embedding. Then F is naturally iso­
morphic to the identity functor. □
In our paper we will investigate full embeddings between any two of the cate­
gories T31/2, Coz, Prox, Unif, Sff and in each case we determine how many essentially 
different (i.e. not naturally isomorphic) full embeddings exist, resp. if there are more 
than a proper class o f  them. Theorems of similar type have been proved e.g. in [30],
[3], [27], [2] (cf. also [10]). For our proofs we will use the technics developed by Husek
[15] and rely on methods developed by Rosicky—Sekanina [27],
§ 2. Special objects
D efinition. A uniform (proximity, T31/2) space X  is called special if for any 
uniform (proximity, T31/2) space Y on the same underlying set horn (T ,F ) =  
=  h om (T , X) implies Y  — X. (Cf. [33] for the topological case.)
For non-empty X, Y  this is equivalent to the following: the existence of a semi­
group isomorphism i: hóm (X, T )—horn (Y , Y), for any space Y (^ 0) implies 
the existence of an isomorphism j :  X -+Y  such that i ( f ) ( y ) = j ( f ( j~ \ y ) ) )  ([21], 
p. 197).
[23] has shown for a large class of uniform spaces (each containing [0, 1] ) that 
they are special. Among others, each non-degenerate Peano continuum X  (i.e. con­
nected, locally connected, compact metric space with |T |> 1 ) or the long line with 
its unique uniformity has this property. Of course these spaces yield special proximity 
(T3i /2) spaces as well. (The fact that among others non-degenerate Peano continua 
are special topological spaces has been proved by [33], Theorem 4.6. The fact that 
[0, 1] is a special Tx-space has been proved by [32], proof o f  Lemma 3. Related 
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§ 3. Embeddings into Prox
By the technique developed in [15] we prove
T h e o r e m  3. Let ^ c U n if  and let (f> contain a space C0 which is a special uniform 
(proximity, T31/2/) space containing [0,1]. Let F: Unif (Prox, T31/2) be a Juli
embedding. Then pF is naturally isomorphic to the restriction o f p  to <6 ( F is naturally 
isomorphic to the restriction o f  p, or x, to (ß , resp.). In particular each fu ll embedding 
Prox —Prox, resp. T31/2—Prox is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor on 
Prox, resp. to K.
P r o o f . We consider the case F: Unif (the other cases are shown analo­
gously). Let U<e, t/Unif denote the underlying set functors <£>—Set, U nif—Set (Set 
is the category of all sets). By [22], Corollary to Lemma 2 the functors UVnifF, 
U^\ —Set are naturally isomorphic. (Roughly: we can consider X  and FX on
the same underlying set.) Let i: — UUni[F denote a natural isomorphism.
By hypothesis for fß0£Ob 7? F  induces a semigroup isomorphism on U(C0, C0). 
Hence by speciality
(* )  C0 ss FC0, where iCo is the underlying function of this isomorphism.
By [0, l ] c C 0 we have for each uniform space A'gOb #  U(X, [0, l] )c ( /(T , C„). 
For any X£Ob p X is projectively generated by £/Unif U(X, [0, l])(cz UVU(X, C0)). 
On the other hand for the uniform space FX  by (* )
C/Unif U(FX, /Co[0, 1]) ( c  t /Unif U(FX, FC0) =  UVnifFU(X, C0))
projectively generates pFX. Thus by the natural isomorphism of U,e and £/Unif F and 
(* ) ,  ix is the underlying function of an isomorphism j x : pX ^pF X . This gives us 
the natural isomorphism j :  p-^pF. (Roughly: p X  and pFX  have the same set of 
uniformly continuous maps to [0, l ] ( c C 0), hence are equal.)
For the last result consider Prox and T31/2 as the subcategories JProx, JKT3 1/2 
of Unif. □
C o rolla ry  1. Let ^ c U n i f  and let contain a space C0 which is a special 
proximity (T3]/2) space containing [0, 1], Let further (ß contain spaces C x, C 2 satisfying 
CX^ C 2, p C i= p C .j ( tCj =  tC2, or let <6 contain a space C with pC<{ Ob JKT31/2). 
Then there is no full embedding F: (ß  — Prox (T31/2). In particular there are no full 
embeddings Unif—Prox, Prox—T31/2 (U nif—T31/2).
P r o o f . By Theorem 3 we have FC1^pC 1sp C 2 (resp. ss rC i =  xC,,)~ FC2, 
while C 1 (or, identifying T31/2 with JKT31/2, Ob JKT31/23FC=/>C([Ob JKT31/2) 
a contradiction. □
R em arks 1. There is an evident analogue o f Corollary 1 for functors F: 3>
( a  Prox) if  Ob pt? [the isomorphism closed hull of Ob 3>] or if  for some 
Cx, C f O b  C(C15 C ^ U ( p C x,pC^).
2. The usage of spaces containing [0, 1] was not eventual. Namely, similarly to 
[12], 19.1.1, [7], 5.13, [24], p. 466 for Prox (or any subcategory ^  o f Prox containing a 
space containing [0, 1]) a subcategory ^ c iP r o x  (tfgCtf) projectively generates
!•
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Prox (77j (i.e. the least productive hereditary subcategory o f Prox containing 7?0 
contains the T0-reflections of all spaces in c6) iff 3C0€Ob (£a, C03 [0 , I].
3. Analogously to [15], Example 2, by the conclusion o f Theorem 3 F is finer
than p  and coarser than the proximally fine coreflection functor. Hence among the 
functors F: <6 -*-Unif (where ^c:T 31/2, or <6czp {proximally fine spaces}) in Theorem 
3 these two are the coarsest and finest ones. (This implies that for X  pseudocompact 
T31/2 space FX is uniquely determined. Thus if '^ (c T 31/2) contains only a set o f  
non-pseudocompact spaces then there are only a set o f not naturally isomorphic 
full embeddings F: Unif. Compare § 4, Corollary 2.)
4. The word “special” can be deleted from Theorem 3 and Corollary 1, cf. 
§ 7, Remark 1.
§ 4. Cases with many full embeddings
Husek [15] has shown that there is a proper class o f not naturally isomorphic full 
embeddings F: T31/2--Unif. Another such proper class is (analogously to [27], 
pp. 545—548) e.g. {Fa}, reflection o f the fine uniformity in the subcategory o f  
uniform spaces having bases consisting o f coverings o f cardinalities smaller than a 
([17], p. 52 and II. 33). (Note that for X  connected T31/2 space the embeddings o f [15] 
equal JK X, hence are not equal to Fa, a =-&„.) The question arises if there are more 
not naturally isomorphic full embeddings F: T31/2—Unif. Evidently there cannot be 
more o f them than there are subclasses o f a proper class.
We will investigate this question in a more general setting. We will use the term 
topological category in the sense o f [13], If ST is a topological category with underlying 
set functor U, for ^"-objects 7) with UT, =  X  V Tx denotes the supremum of the struc-
X
tures Tx on X. For concrete functors F; from some concrete category "if to ST V Fx
x
denotes the concrete functor such that (V FAC = V (F .C) for each CTOb 7?. A class
x x
{D7}  o f  objects o f a concrete category is called strongly rigid (cf. e.g. [20]) if  any 
^-morphism £>ai-*-.Da2 is either constant (as a set map) or an identity. Using the 
technics o f  [15] we will prove
Proposition 1. Let IF be a topological category and let the concrete 
category e€  admit two concrete functors F',F": (6-+!T. Let VC1; C2€Ob 7? 
hom ((F'V F")C1, F 'C ,)ch om  (C1, C 2) ( e.g. there exists a concrete functor
H: (lf~Z)){F'C, (F'C)V(F"C)|C£Ob with HF' =  H{F'MF") =  l J .  Let
further 7? contain a strongly rigid class {DJa^A} o f  objects such that V cc£A (F 'D J j  
\I( F"D7)  F'Dr/ . Then there are at least as many not naturally isomorphic concrete 
full embeddings G: (actually (ß -»{7TOb .T \T  is projectively generated by
maps into objects F 'C  and F"C, CTOb (£}) as there are subclasses o f A. For each 
G given above GC is finer than F 'C  and coarser than (F'C\M (F"C).
Proof. Let U,e , Ur  denote the respective underlying set functors. Let BczA. 
For any C £ O b &  define GBC=structure on U,eC  projectively generated by all maps 
U,ef d  U,£ hom (C, D J, a£B, UVDX endowed with the structure F"DX, and by
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Uv \c(iU<< hom (C, C ), U<gC endowed with the structure F'C. By [15] hom (C i.C ^ c  
ch o m  (G^Cj, GbC2), i.e. GB becomes a concrete functor if  for fk  Mor (6  we let 
Ua-G Bf=U<€f .  However, by construction, GBC  is finer than F 'C  and coarser 
than (F 'C )V (rC ). Therefore hom (GBCU GBC2)ch o m  ((F,C 1)\l(F"C1), F'C2)(Z 
c(hom  (H ({F'Cj)\l(F"Cj)), H F'C2)= )  hom (Cx, C2). Thus GB is a full embedding 
into the subcategory o f  all objects projectively generated by maps into objects F'C  
and F"C, C£ Ob r<?.
Now let us consider GBDX. For GBDX equals the structure on UVDX
projectively generated by li/^o €hom (UVDX, U^Dj), UVDX endowed with the struc­
tures F'Da, resp. F"DX, i.e. F'DfilF"Da. For a.$B GBDX equals the structure on 
U^DX projectively generated by 1 v D £hom (U^DX, U ^ D j, U,eDx endowed with 
the structure F'DX, i.e. F'Da. Since F'DXV F"Dx3kF'Dx, B — {tx£A\GBDx^  
^  F'DfiJ F"DX} and thus different B’s give not naturally isomorphic full embedd­
ings. □
R em ark . Instead o f  strong rigidity o f { D j  it suffices to suppose Dn ^ D xt=> 
=>V/£hom (DXI, DX2) (F"DX2)\f (D n)£Ob 3T0 ([denotes the initial structure w.r.t. 
the embedding of a subset) and also VCgOb F 'C £ Ob where is a subcat­
egory o f closed under suprema, while Va (F'DfiM (F"Dj)$ Ob ST0. If we replace 
(F"Dx.,)\f (Dxl)dOb  by “the structure on U,eDxl projectively generated by
U<gf(i U,f  hom (Dai, DX2), U,e DX2 endowed with the structure F"DX2, belongs to 
Ob then the resulting statement will be valid for topological categories over any 
base category.
C orollary  2. Let ‘f c T j ,^  and let contain a strongly rigid class {D^adA} 
o f  not pseudocompact spaces. Then there are at least as many not naturally isomorphic 
fu ll embeddings
G:"^—Unif (actually ^ —{X \X  is a uniform space projectively generated by 
U(X, R)})
as there are subclasses o f  A. For each G given above and each C£Ob (€ GC is 
finer than JKC and coarser than the uniformity on C  projectively generated by C(C, R). 
In particular the above statement holds for  = T 3 1/2, with A a proper class.
P roof. We apply Proposition 1, with ^"=Unif, F’=JKYß, F"C =  uniformity 
on U,eC  projectively generated by C(C, R) (R taken with the usual uniformity) and 
H = restriction o f the functor t : U nif—T31/2. Since Dx is not pseudocompact we 
have that F'Da is precompact while F 'D fl F"DX =  F"DX is not, hence they are not 
isomorphic.
Now we turn to the case <^’= T 31/2. T31/2 contains by [20] a strongly rigid proper 
class o f paracompact spaces. Therefore it suffices to show that among the spaces 
P = P ( X ,  j / )  given in [20] there are only a set o f pseudocompact ones.
We will adhere to the terminology of [20], If °U is infinite then P  is not pseudo­
compact. Namely on each Dx{w), ukfil one can define a continuous real function 
f„, vanishing outside C0X{w} and such that sup /^Sc„, where sup {cu\ud<%}=°°. 
Define a real valued function /  on P, extending these f u’s and vanishing elsewhere. 
Thus f € C ( P ,  R) and sup/=«> .
Now we assert that the class of the spaces P = P ( X , al l ) occurring in the construc­
tion o f [20], with % finite, has a cardinality at most 2C (c=continuum). In fact only
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such (X , 45f)’s ((Xh ®j)’s, 1 = 1 ,2 )  occur in the construction, for which őU a A x, 
\A \= c  and which satisfy 1) f : X —X, ASaUa.aU =>f=lx ,'X) (X1, ‘W1)pí(X 2,^f2)=> 
=>;|]/: fl/ —A2, Here /P": Ax -<-Ax (AXi-*AXl) is defined by Af u=uf.
Let now °U be finite. If \X\^~\A\^li,^ =c then 3 x 1, x 2€X , x 1^ x 2 such that 
u(x1) =  u (x2). Define / :  X -*X  by f ( x l)= x 2, f ( x 2) = x 1 and f ( x ) = x  otherwise. 
Then Vw Af it =  u, thus AIaU=°U, however / /  1 x» violating condition 1). Thus the 
(A, 450’s with Si finite, occurring in the construction satisfy |A |^ c , hence \AX\^ 2 C. 
Therefore the cardinality o f the set o f all possible finite Si’s, with X  fixed, hence also 
the cardinality of the set o f all (X , Si)’s in question, is up to isomorphy ^ 2 C. (Iso- 
morphy o f  (Ar1, ‘^ 1) and (X2, Si2) means 3f: X1-<-X2, f  is a bijection, AfSi2= aH1.) 
If, however, (X1,% )^ (X 2,S /2) occurring in the construction are isomorphic then 
condition 2) is violated. Thus in fact the class (set) of all (X, Sl )’s with 4li finite, occurr­
ing in the construction, has a cardinality S 2 C. Hence in fact among the spaces P 
occurring in the construction there are at most 2C pseudocompact ones. □
Another remarkable category which can be considered as a subcategory o f Unif 
is the category Coz of cozero-spaces (cf. [9], §41, [1], [5], [6], [8]). Based on these 
papers we recall their definition and some of their properties. Shortly: a cozero- 
space is a pair (X, SC), X  a set, SC c .2 x, such that SC is the collection of cozero-sets 
o f all uniformly continuous real functions (equivalently: functions to [0, 1]) w.r.t. 
some uniformity on X. Elements o f SC are called cozero-sets, their complements 
zero-sets. For cozero-spaces (Xt , SCX) / i s  a cozero-map (Xlt  '^1) —(X2, SC2) iff / :  X x — X2 
and f ~ 1(SC2)dSC1. The cozero-spaces and cozero-maps constitute a topological 
category ([13]) denoted Coz. Initial structures can be obtained as follows: for /  : A — 
— X,x, Xa endowed with the cozero-structure (Xx,£CJ the initial (=weak) structure is 
(A, {countable unions of finite intersections of elements o f (J / T 1 (/,)})- In particu­
lar, subspaces of a cozero-space (X , SC) are given by (Y, 9C\Y) (YczX), and n (X x, SCJ =  
= (lJ X a, {countable unions o f sets o f  form JJ Cx, where CXSSCX, and with the excep-
a.
tion o f  finitely many a’s Cx =  Xx}).
(X , SC)(SCa2x) is a cozero-space iff 1) SC is closed under countable unions and 
finite intersections, 2) any two disjoint zero-sets (i.e. complements o f cozero-sets) 
can be included into two disjoint cozero-sets, (i.e. elements o f SC), 3) any cozero- 
set is a countable union o f  zero-sets. For any cozero-space (X, SC) we have 
S C = {f~ 1( 0, 1]| / :  (X, #■)—[(), 1] is a cozero-map}, [0, 1] taken with its usual cozero- 
sets. Arbitrary unions of cozero-sets o f a cozero space constitute the open sets of 
a completely regular topology, this gives a concrete functor Coz—T31/2 called the 
generated topology functor. Compact T2 spaces are generated by a unique cozero- 
structure, namely by that given by all topological cozero-sets. Also T31/2 can be con­
sidered as a full coreflective subcategory of Coz—whose isomorphism closed hull is 
r^Coz— , by the concrete full embedding given by C —(UC, {topological cozero-sets 
o f C }) (C 6 0 b T 31/2).
The category Coz admits several nice concrete full embeddings in Unif, namely 
F', F'" given by all finite, resp. all countable cozero covers (F' gives a full embedding 
in Prox, which is onto a coreflective subcategory o f Prox — whose isomorphism 
closed hull is ^  Prox —, with a coreflection given by the concrete functor c, where 
for C £O b Prox cC=F'(U C, { / - 1 (0, 1]| f£U (C , [0, ]])}), the underlying functions 
of the coreflection maps being identities) or F" given by the uniformity on the same
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underlying set projectively generated by all cozero-maps to R (R taken with its usual 
cozero-sets, and endowed with its standard uniformity).
L emma 1. Let H0 : Unif—Coz denote the concrete functor defined for each 
CfEObUnif by H0C = (U VnitC, { / -1 (0, l ] | / £ [ / ( C ,  [0, 1])}) and let F: C o z -U n if  
be a concrete full embedding. Then H0F =  l Coz.
P roof. We have by H0p =  H0, Theorem 3 and {[0, ! ]}c F ' C o ze  Prox p F = F \  
thus H0F = H 0p F = H 0F '=  lCoz (where the last equality follows from [5], 4.3, 3.5). □
Analogously to Corollary 2, by letting £>a =  the cozero space consisting o f the 
underlying set and the collection o f (topological) cozero-sets of the space Z)a in 
Corollary 2 used for <§’= T 31/2, and using the functors F’ and F" given above and 
setting //= th e  restriction of the functor H0 : U n if—Coz, we obtain by Proposition 
1 and Lemma 1
C o ro lla ry  3 . There are at least as many not naturally isomorphic fu ll embeddings 
G: C oz—Unif (actually Coz — {X \X  is a uniform space projectively generated by 
U(X, R)})  as there are subclasses o f  a proper class (actually already their restrictions 
to the above mentioned embedded image o f  T31/2 in Coz — via the topological cozero 
sets — being not naturally isomorphic). □
In view o f T31(2c  f'C oz ( s C o z )^  Prox the other questions about all full 
embeddings between Coz and any of the categories T31/2, Prox, Unif (or conversely) 
are covered by the results of § 3. Namely the above inclusions and their compositions 
give the only full embeddings between any mentioned pair of these categories, up to 
natural isomorphism, and there are no full embeddings Prox (U nif)—Coz, or 
C oz—T31/2.
[27], pp. 545—548 has shown that among others the categories o f completely 
regular spaces, o f 0-dimensional spaces, or o f  free ultraspaces (i.e. spaces X  for which 
D d X c ß D ,  |U \D | =  1 for some discrete space D) have a proper class o f  not natu­
rally isomorphic concrete full embeddings F into the category Sf~ with objects all 
pairs (X, ST), where X is a set and STa2x, and with morphisms f :  (Xlt SCf)-~(X2, STf) 
characterized by f :  X2, f ~ x(dCf)dSCx.
On the other hand by [27], Proposition 12 if  {perfectly normal free ultraspaces} 
(={free ultraspaces X  with vD-f X }) tz cé , ^ \{perfectly  normal spaces} is a set then 
there are only a set o f concrete full embeddings ST~ is not a topological
category, but its full subcategory S^~ — {(X, ST)\{0, f } c f }  is a topological category, 
for which the above results on embeddings, stated for hold and which we will 
consider henceforward. Using Proposition 1 we can construct for the first case even 
more concrete full embeddings (the other cases remain open).
C o ro llary  4. Let rifc T :, 1/2 and let contain a strongly rigid class {DJtx£A} 
o f not perfectly norma! spaces. Then there are at least as many not naturally isomorphic 
concrete full embeddings G : (€ -*£Ln~ as there are subclasses o f A. For each C£Ob 
and each G given above GC is given by an open base o fC  containing the cozero-sets o f  C. 
In particular the above statements hold for (6 = T 31/2, with A a proper class.
P ro o f. Apply Proposition 1 with AT=S/’f , F'C=(U,t C, {cozero sets o f C}), 
F"C=(U VC, {open sets of C}) and H(X, ^ )  =  topology on X  with open subbase ST.
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Since D 7 is not perfectly normal we have that F'DX\I F"DX=F"DX is given by a set 
system closed under arbitrary unions while the same does not hold for F'Da, hence 
they are not isomorphic.
For the case = T 31/2 we use the same class given by [20] as above. Analogously 
to Corollary 2 it suffices to show that among the spaces P  given there there are only 
a set o f perfectly normal ones. However, using the terminology of [20], Ax is a closed 
subspace o f P. For X  uncountable no point of Ax is a Gs -set, therefore in this case P  
is not perfectly normal. Similarly to Corollary 2 the cardinality of the class (set) o f the 
(X ,ÓU)’s with |T | occurring in the construction, is s 2 c. Hence in fact among 
the spaces P  occurring in the construction there are at most 2C perfectly normal 
ones. □
For the zero-dimensional case it would suffice an analogue of the class o f [20], 
consisting o f non-discrete zero-dimensional T0 spaces Da such that for each / :  Dai — 
—DX2, oq and each GczDX2 open f ~ l (G) is clopen (use F 'C=(U ^C , {c\open 
sets o f C}), F'rC — (U^C, {open sets of C}), H  as above).
R e m a r k . Our above results suggest the question about the full embeddings 
C oz—5^_ ; cf. § 6. The category Prox does not admit a full embedding in £C0~ ; in § 5 
and § 6 we will find some maximal (proper) subcategories of Prox admitting full 
embeddings in £C0~- There is no full embedding S%~-+ Unif. Actually even (T3-spaces} 
(<z£C0~) does not admit a full embedding Fin Unif. In fact by the results of§ 3 p F X =  
=proxim ity generated by C(X, [0, 1]), and there are regular spaces X  with \X \> \  
and C (X, [0, 1]) =  {constant maps V-*[0, 1]} (e.g. [11]). Hence FXis indiscrete, thus 
C (X , X ) =  U(FX, FX) =  (U X )vx, implying X  discrete or indiscrete ([33], proof 
o f Theorem 4.1), a contradiction. Similarly T31/2 is a maximal subcategory o f Top, 
admitting a full embedding F into Prox. Namely, supposing F concrete, for a non- 
T3 i/2 space X  and its T31/2 -reflection rX A X  (supposing (/(reflection map) =  1 ux) 
we have F X =  [proximity on UX  generated by C (X , [0, 1 ])\=F rX , a contradiction. 
Also one sees like in [15], Example 4, [29] or [27], Corollary 1 that any full embedding 
F: £C0~ -*£C0~ is naturally isomorphic to the identity or to the concrete functor /' given 
by i(X , SC) =  (X, {X \A \A £SC}). (We have, supposing F concrete, for C0 =  ({0, 1}, 
{0, {0}, {0, 1}}) FC0= C 0 or FC0= iC 0; in any o f these cases V (X, X )  
F(X, &) =  (X, 3C) with X ' =  {A<zX\lfeoQ m  ((X , ST), C0) =  hom (F(X, SC), F 2C0) =  
=  hom ((X, SC), FC0), A = f ~ \ 0)}.)
R em a r k  added in proof (November 2, 1990). G. C. L. Brümmer kindly drew 
the author’s attention to his papers Initial quasi-uniformities, Indag. Math. 31 
(1969), 403—409 (MR 41 #  2617), and Topological functors and structure functors, 
Categorical topology (Proc. Conf. Mannheim), Lecture notes in mathematics, Vol. 
540, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1976, 109— 135 (M R  5 6 *  440), and his paper with 
A. W. Hager, Functorial uniformization of topological spaces, Topology Appl. 27 
(1987), 113— 127 (MR 89c: 54 025), where some results similar to our Theorem 3 
and Corollary 2 have been proved.
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VERTEX-DEGREES IN A RANDOM SUBGRAPH 
OF A REGULAR GRAPH
ZBIGNIEW PALKA and ANDRZEJ RUCINSKI
Abstract
The asymptotic probability distribution of the number o f  vertices o f a given degree in a random 
subgraph o f a regular graph is given. In particular the degree distribution of the «-cube is obtained 
when n -*■<».
1. Introduction
In this paper a random graph is a pair ('S, P), where 'S is the family of all spanning 
subgraphs of a given graph called initial graph and denoted further by ING, and P 
is the probability distribution on 'S so that for every graph G ^S
P(G) =  pc<G>( 1
where e( ■ ) denotes the number of edges in a given graph and 0 S /> S l.
There are many papers containing asymptotic results on vertex-degrees in a 
random graph with ING being a complete graph (see e.g, [1], [2], [5]). The degree 
distribution in the case when ING is a complete bipartited graph is investigated in [6]. 
In this paper the initial graph ING is a regular graph with common vertex-degree 
relatively small to n. In that sense the paper may be be considered as a sequel to [8].
Let G =  G(n) be a tf-regular simple graph on n labelled vertices. Consider Gp, 
a random subgraph o f G obtained by removing edges each with the same probability 
q —\ —p, O s/> S l, independently of all other edges (i.e. each edge remains in Gp 
with probability p). We can identify Gp with a random graph ('S, P) described above, 
where ING =  G. A wide variety o f results devoted to probability distributions o f the 
maximum and minimum degree of Gp with respect to different values o f the edge 
probability p  and degree o f regularity d  are presented in [7],
We will be concerned here with the asymptotic distribution o f Xi — Xi (Gp), 
the number of vertices in Gp having degree O s i^ d ,  where i and d  may depend on 
n. We will emphasize this fact by writing i= i(n ) and d —d(n).
In the next section some conditions for which the random variable Xt has asymp­
totically Poisson and normal distribution will be formulated. The last section con­
tains an application o f our results to the special case o f a random graph with the n- 
cube as the initial graph. In particular we generalize a result about isolated vertices 
in a random n-cube proved by Erdős and Spencer [4],
Throughout this paper the notation X~~yV(0, 1) and X-^+3P(X) means that 
the distribution o f the random variable X =X (n) is tending for « — °° to the standard
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 05C80. 
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normal distribution and a Poisson distribution with expected value A, respectively. 
The symbols ~ ,  o and O are used with respect to «-*■«>. Also we write ( d ) ~  
= d ( d —\)...(d —i+ l ) .  A sequence co(n) is called slow if for any positive e, a>(ri) =  
=  o(nc).
2. Main results
First o f all we formulate a result about the distribution o f the random variable 
Xt when i is fixed (i.e. i does not depend on n), which was proved in [8].
T heorem  1. Let d=d(n) be a slow sequence.
I f  pdn-+c>0 then X J2
I f  p [(d )p ;]1/‘A -c > 0 then X t i —2 , 3 , . . . ;
I f  p[(d)in]1'i=ü>(n) —►oo and oj(n) is slow then
1), / =  1,2, . . .
w/7/z an=co(n)’/i\. □
Note that under assumptions o f Theorem 1, E(Z,) tends either to a positive 
constant or slowly to infinity. The next two results are generalizations o f Theorem 1 
to the case i= i(n ). Also d = d (n ) need not to be slow.
T heorem  2. L e t d=d(n), p = p (n ) and /= /(« ) =  2 besu ch tha t d= o(n ), 0 <
< p = -L  and Í—  p - ') p =  o( l )  fo r  any r =  1 , 2 , .... I f  E(T;)->-oO  t/ien Xi ^ & >(c). 
2 U  /
R em a r k . It would be enough to assume that there is a positive e so that p  s  1 — e 
for every n. On the other hand Xi(Gp)= X i _ i(G1-.p), so the assumption is n0
restriction at all.
P r o o f . Consider the /c-th factorial moment o f X;, i.e. Efc(Ti)=E((T;)t), k =  
=  1 , 2 , . . . .  It is easily seen that
Ek(Xt) =  E' +  E",
where E'k is the expected number o f ordered fc-tuples of vertices o f degree i in Gp, 
which induce an independent set in the initial graph G. Notice that E'k counts the 
L-tuples o f vertices o f degree i in Gp which induce at least one edge in G. Obviously,
[ n - ( k - l ) ( d + l ) ] k { j J  pKqV-W  i p  «‘ ( f y V V ' ' -0 * 
so
(1) E'k =  ck +  o(l).
Let (vx, . . . ,  vk) be a /c-tuple counted in Ek which induces in G a graph with t nontriv­
ial (i.e. with at least one edge) components and assume that those nontrivial compo­
nents contain h vertices in total, l s t s j ^ y j ,  2 t^ h ^ k .  Then the number o f edges
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in a subgraph o f Gp induced by the vertices vlt v2, . . . ,  vk and their neighbours is at
f(2 /— l) +  (fc—h)i s  k i—{h — t ) i+ \  
since z s 2 and t s l .  Thus
%  =  0 [ Z  „ k - h + t r f h - t  p k i - ( h - t ) i  + l  q k ( d - i ) - k ( k - l ) / 2 j  _
- o[2w (4pT ' í') -<’(1)
by the assumptions. This together with (1) gives Ek(Xi)= c k+ o  (1), k — 1, 2, . . . .  
From this it follows that Xt has asymptotically Poisson distribution with mean c 
(see [3, p. 99]). □
With regard to the approximation of Xt by a normal distribution the following 
is true.
Theorem 3. Let d= d(n ), p=p(ri), i = i (n)s 2 and e  be such that 0 < £ < 1 ,  
d= o(n e), 0 and P  =  o(n~c) fo r any r =  1, 2 , . . . .  I f  E(Zf)=co(zz) —
-*°o co(«) is slow then
Xi~a)(n)
^•(o, 1).
Proof (Sketch). Since the normal distribution oV(0, 1) is uniquely determined by 
its moments it suffices to prove
(2) lim Ef *igi").Y 4=.( y co(n) J 1^ 271u
where r =  1,2,  ... .  Similarly as in the proof o f Theorem 2 we are able to show that 
(3) E*(X,) =  ű>(h)*+«>(«-')
where 0 < s '< s .  Since the r-th moment o f Xt satisfies
E(A7) =  Z S ( r , k ) E k(Xd, r s  1
k=l
where A:) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind, so by (3), 
E(X-) =  o(n~c')+  Z  s (r> k)co(n)k, r S  1
k = 1
which gives (for details see e.g. [9, p. 53])
( 4 )
X ,-co(n ) V
] / w ( n )  J o(l) +  o)-^2 Z ^ -r e -^ ik -c o y .k = 0
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Because eo=co(n)->-°°, the right-hand side of (4), which is the r-th moment o f a 
standardized Poisson distribution with mean co, converges to the r-th moment of 
./F(0, 1) and (2) is proved. □
Remark. In many applications the initial graph o f a random graph is almost 
regular in the sense that there are few vertices with the degree smaller than d. As an 
example take the k-dimensional lattice L„(k) with vertex set {x = (x l5 ... ,  xk): OS 
— Xj integer, /=  1, . . . ,  k)  and with an edge between x and y if  and only 
if
2  \xj - y j \  =  !• 
j=i
Obviously, there are nk vertices in Ln(k) and nk — (n — 2)k o f them have degree 2k 
(these are the “interior” vertices) whereas the “boundary” vertices have the degree 
smaller than 2k. But there are only o(nk) such vertices.
We are still able to cover the “almost regular” case by adding some assumptions 
to Theorems 2 and 3 which ensure us that the number o f “different” vertices is small 
in a sense. Let m —m{n) be the number of vertices in G with the degree smaller than 
d = A (G ).  The extra assumptions are:
m = o{n) and qS(G^ ~d =  o{ 1) for any r = l ,  2, . . .
in Theorem 2, and
m —o(nE) and qS(-G)~d =  o(n~c) for any /• =  1, 2, ...
in Theorem 3.
3. Applications to the «-cube
W e define n-cube Qn as the «-dimensional binary lattice, i.e. Q „=L2(n). Notice 
that Q„ is an «-regular graph with 2" vertices and «2'1_1 edges. Let Q„ p stand for a 
random subgraph of the «-cube On. We will present some available results about the 
distribution of the random variable with respect to different values of
the edge probability p. We think o f p  increasing from p  — 0 to p =  1.
To begin with let
(5 ) p  =  c(;22',/‘)_1
where z =  l, 2, ... is fixed and c > 0  is a real number. Then by Theorem 1, X J2~~  
and i s 2, where
(6) 2=c'/i \ .
N ow  let us assume that i= i(r i)—°° but i= o (n )  and put
( 7 ) p  =  i  (  ne2^n _  log l 7 -  c) / ‘)  ~ 1
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where — Logarithms will always be to base 2. Then by Theorem 2, X l ~*-
~ -^ (A ) where
(8) A =  2cj /2 n .
As a matter of fact, taking into account that for i= o (n )
we get by (7)
E(2Q~2"
In both cases considered above the edge probability p  is very small, i.e. tends to 
zero very rapidly as n —°° . As the next step o f our considerations assume that for 
a given c and s, where 0 < c < ° ° ,  0 < e < l ,  the probability p = p (n ,  c, z) is a solution 
of the equation
(9) p e( l - p y - e =  h (n ,c ,e)  
where
(10) h(n ,c ,e ) =  y  £e(1— ey~ c( c y  n)1,n.
Then putting i= i(n ,  e)=[zn\, by Theorem 2, we have Xi'^*&>(X) where
(11) A =  c//27ie(l — e).
Since it does not follow immediately we sketch the proof. Taking into account that
( n 'i s - t" ( l-£ )-< 1~t>"




]/ 27re (1 — s)n
r 2/>«(i-/>)*-« y
l  eE( l —£)1~£ ) '
Now we want E(AfL£nJ) to tend to A given by (11). Thus it suffices to find a solution 
of the equation (9).
Some information about possible solutions p x(n, c, e) and p 2 (n, c, e) of (9) 
can be given at once. If we take into account a function
f (p )  =  p c( l - p y ~ c- h
where h=h(n, c, e) is given by (10) then it is obvious that the maximum of f ( p )  
is reached for p  =  e. Therefore one can check that for sufficiently large n, p l (n, c, z)-
~cx and p z(n,c,z)-+c 2  where cx and c.,- 1 +£ For instance, if i ■liJ
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Finally let us put
(12) p = 2- 1-U losn- cVn
where j =  0, 1, 2, ... is fixed and -<» +=° is a real number. Then for i —n — j ,
by Theorem 2, where this time
(13) A =  277!.
in particular, if j = c = 0 then for p = -i- we have Xn^ 3 P ( l) .  Of course, by sym­
metry, the same assertion is true if  we replace X„ by X0. This special case was proved 
by Erdős and Spencer [4],
N ow  if  we replace in (5), (7), (10) and (12) c by co(n) in such a way that Á =  /. (co) 
given by (6), (8), (11) and (13), respectively becomes a slow sequence and A(co)—“> 
then by Theorems 1 and 3 we have that (Xi—J.(cü))/yA(co)^,Ar (0, 1). Also, by 
symmetry, replacing in (5), (7), (9) and (12) p  with q — \ —p  one can obtain suitable 
distributions of the random variable Xn _;. All these results agree with our intuition 
that for every /=  1, 2, . . . ,«  — 1 the number o f vertices of degree i increases first and 
then decreases in the process o f  the evolution of a random «-cube Q„,p.
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In the paper there is considered an abstract differential equation
with conditions
S 2x  = f
S q X  =  x q,
Ax =  x A .
1. Introduction
Operational calculus is a set (L°, L 1, S, Tq, sq, Q), where L 1  a  L°, L 1, L° are 
linear spaces. Operation S a ^ i L 1, L°) called a derivative is a surjection. The set Q 
is a set o f indices q for the operation Tq£fifi(L°, Ll) and for the operation sqa 
£.£? (L \ Ker S) such that
S T J  = f  for f £ L \  q£Q,
TqSx =  x —sqx  for x^L 1, q£Q.
Operation Tq is called an integral. Operation sq is called a limit condition (see [2, 3,4],
[8, 10, 11]).
Let be given a family {Tq}qeQ of integrals and a family o f limit conditions.
It is easy to see that fixed derivative S  and its corresponding family o f integrals {Tq}q € Q 
induces a family of limit conditions {s’J ?£Q.
2. The abstract differential equation
D efinition (see [4, 3]). We denote
L2  =  {xdL 1: S x tL 1}.
Let A : L2—Ker S  be a linear operation.
Theorem 1. The abstract differential equation 
(1) S2x  = / ,  x £ L \  L°
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 44A40; Secondary 34B05. 
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with conditions
(2) sqx  =  xg,
(3) Ax =  x  A
(a) has at least one solution i f  operation ATq\KcrS is a surjection onto Ker S ;
(b) has at the outmost one solution i f  operation ATq\KerS is an injection',
(c) has only one solution i f  operation ATq |KerS is a bijection onto Ker S.
Proof. Operating on the equation (1) with the operation Tj and applying the 
axioms o f the operational calculus and condition (2) we obtain
x =  Tqf  +Tqc +  xq, cCKer S.
From condition (3) we have
Ax  =  AT 2 +  ATqc +  Axq — x A.
We have obtained an equation
(4) ATqc =  g, x A- A x q- A T q2f = g £ K e r  S 
with an unknown c.
The statement o f the theorem follows directly from equation (4).
Corollary. I f  operation ATq|KerS is a bijection onto Ker S then the abstract 
differential equation (1) with conditions (2), (3) has only one solution given by formula
(5) x  =  T jf+ T q(ATq\KqrS) - l g + x q 
where g = x A- A x q- A T j f
Theorem 2. I f  the following assumptions are satisfied
(i) L 2, L \  L° are commutative algebras with unity ec Ker S on the field f ;
(ii) S’(cx) =  c(S’x), Tq(cf ) =c(Tqf  ), sq(cx) =  c ( s qx) where er Ker S, xCL1, 
f e L ° ;
(iii) A{Tqe)=e',
(iv) A (cf)  =  c (A f),  f ^ L 2, cc Ker S, then three operations S ,Tq, s q defined by the 
formulas
(6) S u É L s 2u , u £ L 2,
(7) Tqf = T j f —\A(Tjf)]Tqe, f i l A
(8) squ =  squ - [ ( s qu){Ae)]Tqe +  {Au)Tqe =  squ +  [ A u - ( s qu)(Aej\Tqe, uf_ L2
satisfy the axioms o f  operational calculus. Operation S  is a derivative, operation Tq is an 
integral, operation sq is a limit condition.
Proof. Operations S, Tq, sq are linear operations. We must show that 
§Tqf  — f  and f qSu =  u—squ, /€ T °, u£L2.
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From the fact that operations S, Tq, sq satisfy the axioms of the operational calculus 
and from the assumptions we have
S T qf =  S 2  T 2f -  s -  {[A( T~f )]Tqe) =  f-[A (T?f)](S*Tqe) =  / .
Further we have that
TqSu Tq S 2 u - [ A ( T 2 S 2 u)\Tqe =  u - s qu - T qsqS u - [ A ( u - s qu—TqsqSu)]Tqe
= U ~ Sq U -  (sq Sli) Tqe — (Au)Tqe +  [(j,  u)(Ae)] Tq e + (sq Su)[A (Tqe)] Tq e =
=  u - s qu -(A u )T qe+[(squ)(Ae)]Tqe =  u - s qu.
Operations S, Tq, sq satisfy the axioms o f the operational calculus.
Theorem 3. I f  the assumptions o f  Theorem 2 are satisfied then the abstract dif­
ferential equation (1) with conditions (2), (3) has only one solution given by the formula
(9) x =  Tqf — [A (Tqf ) \  Tqe + x q—[xq(Ae)]Tqe + x ATqe.
Proof. The proof o f Theorem 3 follows directly from Theorem 2 and from the 
theorems of the operational calculus.
Remark 1. If A^LsqS  then we obtain initial value problem. In the case o f The­
orem 2 for A =  sqS  we have Ae=0.
Remark 2. If A =  sqi then we obtain two-point boundary value problem con­
sidered in [9] (/i =  2).
The operational calculus obtained in Theorem 2 enables for instance to solve 
abstract differential equations of the type
( 10) 2  RiSilu = /
(=0
with conditions
(11) sqS2'u =  uiq, A(S 2 'u) =  uiA for i =  0, 1, ..., n— 1
applying the methods presented in [ 1 —4,8,10,11 ]. Coefficients of equation (10) can be 
scalars (numbers), commutative or non-commutative operations with derivative S  
and integral Tq and operation A .
3. Exam ples
1. The differential equation
{ 4 Í '  = </<>»
with conditions
*(1) =  *!, x(a)+x{b) =  xab
where x€C2((l, ° ° ) , /?), /€C °((1 , °°), R), a ,b £ (  1,°°) has only one solution.
2*
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The derivative S, the integral Tq=T,0, the limit condition sq=.i , 0 appearing 
above are defined by the formulas
T", / « { j J Q - d z ) ,  (see [4])
*r„« =  Mi<>)}, /€ C °« l,o o ) , R), u eC * (( l ,~ ) ,R ) ,
t0=  1 and operation ATto  ^ ([j is a bijection onto K er^ t-^ -j, where
A x ^ {x (a )+ x (b ) } ,  x eC 2«  1, ~ ) ,  R).
2. The partial differential equation
~ —j— —"1 u =  0 (see Example 5)
V ox  oy  )
with conditions
u(x, 0) =  0,
If u{pc, y) dx dy  =  0
d = < o, i > x . ( o. | - \
where M£C3(flx (.y i, y2), R), 0, —, 1 £ (yx, y2) apart from a zero solution has the 
solution u =  a(xy —y 2), a£R.
Operation ATqc =  J J  y(p(x—y ) d x d v  is not an injection,
D=<O,l>X^O,-0
v  ( d d
reKerb r + äF
j ,  cp^C'iR, R) and c= (p{x—>’).
3. In the case when A ==sqi the examples are given in [9],
4. There are many examples of operational calculus such that operations S, Tq, 
sq satisfy the assumptions o f  Theorem 2. Applying operation — instead o f opera­
tion S  and linear functional on ^ ( (0 , 1)) instead o f A in Theorem 2, we will get the 
operational calculus considered in [7, 8],
d 2
In [8] there are given operational culculi for the derivative S =  S 2 = — given
a fixed A.
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5. In the case o f operational calculus with the derivative
o f . . / . .  „  \i df /  xí k 3li(Xi , JV25 • • •> Xtl) ^
S { u ( - ^ 1  ? - ^ 2  5 • • • 9  - * 7 i ) }  —  I k>i ~ d x -  J
T ^ { f ( x 1 , X 2 , . . . , X n) }  =  i - ^- -  f  f i x  1 - ^ - ( x n - x ) , . . . , X n. 1 -----^ - ( x „
t "n *0 ' ” 11
the inteural
and the limit condition
.... X,,)} =  jw - ^ j-J -(xn- X 0n), X®)}
where
u Z L ' ^ C ^ R - ' x i x ^ x Z ) ,  R),
fZ L tí =  C 1 (R"~1 X(x*, x„2>, R), x% (xl,  4 ) ,  bxR
for i = l , 2 ,  bnX 0 (see [6]) the derivative S, the integral Tx«, the limit condi­
tion sxo are defined by formulas
J q { « (* ! .* » . •••> X,,)}
df U I Xi X«), ^ - ( x „ - x n°), X«) +
+ -
(where «did, /€ L °) if operation y4: L2 — K eri ^  b,-^—
V ;= l  OXi .
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w i t h  c o n d i t i o n s
M * l >  x a, . . . ,  Xn. u  X®)} =  {(р(хг , X2, . . . ,
{  f  M(-V l- y - ( x " - T) ’ — у у - ( Х - т ) ,  t j  c/xj =  Ф,
u<LL\ f£ L ° ,  <p£C3(R,R), ф£Кег 
h a s  o n l y  o n e  s o l u t i o n  g i v e n  b y  f o r m u l a
{ » K ,x 2, ..., x„)} =
=  i i  f  К  -  0 /  (-*1 - у  K  - T ) , ..., x„_! — (x„ -  t), t)
l  Un v0 '  Kj L'/J '
dx +
+  (p[xi-^-(Xn-X°„),  X2- y - ( x „ - x “), Xn_ , --- ^ ( X „ - X » ) j -
2(xn —X®) Г ( bx[ W  -  X3) <p [ x ,  -  —  ( x „  -  X ® ) , . . .Ю 2 —  Ю 2  —  2 x ®  x\ + 2 x ®  x j
. . , X „ _ i
bn- 1
(x X
I n  t h i s  c a s e
X d |  f  ( x „  - t ) /  { x j  — —  ( x „  - t ) ,  . . . ,  x „ _  j. — ^ | - Х -  ( x „ - т ) ,  t J  с / т  j .
Au  =  { -  
11 „0„1 X
X
K ) 2 -  (x l)2 -  2x®x® +  2x®x*
f  « ( - ^ - у - т е - Д  ■ • • » х п _ ! — ^ 2 - ( x „ - t ) ,  x j  c / t J
s o  <4  s a t i s f i e s  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n s  o f  T h e o r e m  2 .
6 .  I n t o  t h e  s p a c e  C( N)  o f  r e a l  s e q u e n c e s  x = { x * } ,  k  = 0 ,  1 ,  2 ,  . . .  l e t  u s  i n t r o ­
d u c e  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  S  = A a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f o r m u l a
A{xk} =  {xk+1- x k}.
T h e  l i m i t  c o n d i t i o n  sko c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  A h a s  t h e  f o r m
=  K 0 } -
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The integral Tk 0  corresponding to the derivative A and the limit condition sko has the 
form
Tk0{x k}É L ,
0
k- 1




k =  k0  
k 0  <  k (see [5]).
L0- l
- 2  *i i=k
for A©
If operation A : C (N )-<-Ker A satisfies assumptions (in), (iv) o f  Theorem^? 
then on the basis o f Theorem 2 we can define the derivative S =  A2, the integral Tk o 










z  xk =  ß, k0 <  kk <  k 2
k=k1
A{xk} ^  1  J
10 k=k, >
Q =
(k 2 - k 1 + l ) ( k 1 - k 0) +
{k i—k ^ k i - k ^ A - 1)
satisfies the assumptions (iii), (iv) of Theorem 2.
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CIRCLE PACKING WITH MAXIMUM 
TOTAL PERIMETER
L. HÁRS
We consider a system o f circles drawn on the plane such that their interiors are 
pairwise disjoint and their radii belong to the fixed interval [/•, R], We will prove the 
following
T heorem . The maximum perimeter density o f  the circle packing is attained when 
all the circles have radius r, and they form a honeycomb system ( i.e. all the circles are 
as small as possible, and each one is tangent to 6  others, like the cells o f  the honeycomb).
Roughly speaking, by perimeter density or for short by density, we mean the sum 
of the perimeters o f the circles of the packing in a very large circle, divided by the area 
of this circle. More precisely, let p t denote the perimeter o f circle C; of the packing, 
and Dq the circle o f radius q centered at some fixed point O, then the perimeter den­





A similar theorem was proved for the usual density by A. Florian in [3],
P roof. T o prove our theorem, we start with the reduction procedure of L. Fejes 
Tóth and J. Molnár (see [1]):
First we make the circle system saturated by adding new circles to it until no 
room remains for any other one. This obviously does not decrease the density.
Second we construct the hyperbola cells around the circles, where each cell 
consists of the points closest to the given circle. It is proved in [1], that the dual of 
this cellulation consists of triangles with the following properties:
1. The vertices of these triangles are centers o f some circles o f our system;
2. These circles do not intersect the opposite sides o f the triangles to which they 
belong.
3. Only the circles centered around the vertices o f a certain triangle can have 
points inside that triangle.
Since these cells tile the plane, the maximum density relative to the triangles
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 52A45; Secondary 51M05. 
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gives an upper bound for the density o f the whole circle packing. Naturally, the 
(perimeter) density relative to a triangle means the sum of the length o f the three 
circular arcs inside the triangle, divided by the area of the triangle.
Third step. It is proved in [2], that in a triangle the maximum weighted density 
occurs when the circles centered at the vertices touch each other, while we move the 
circles, but do not change their size. In particular, this theorem applies to the perimeter 
density as well, if the circles are weighted by their perimeter. Thus we reduce our 
problem to consider the density in triangles o f the type showed by Figure 1, where 




Fourth step. We consider the density in this triangle when sidelength x varies. 
It will turn out, that the density is maximal, when x =  a.
Fifth step. We fix the two congruent circles, choose the unity equal to their radius, 
and let the third circle vary. We will show, that the density increases as the largest 
radius decreases. This proves that the density is maximal if all the three radii are 
equal.
To complete the proof we note that decreasing the three equal radii increases 
the density. Therefore three pairwise touching circles of radius r yield the only “best” 
cell, where the density is maximum. Fortunately, the honeycomb circle system can 
be cut into such cells, thus it is o f  maximum perimeter density.
Proof of Step 4. Using the notations o f Figure 1 the density to be considered is 
given by
( 1) S(x)
2 (a<x +  ß+ x y )  
(a +  l)(x  +  1) sin ß
Disregarding the constant factor
2
a +  1 ’ later on we use
Si(x) =
aoi +  ß +  xy 
(x + 1) sin ß(2)
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From the cosine theorem in the triangle of Figure 1 we get
2 a
cos y 1 -
(3) cos ß =  1
cos a =  1 —
(x + \ ) (x  +  a) 
2  ax
(x + l) (a  +  1) 
2 x
, sin y =
, sin ß
sin a
2 ^ax(x + a + 1)
(jc+l)(jc+a) ’
2 1/ ax(x + a+ 1) 
(jc+ 1 )(« + 1 ) ’
2}i ax(x + a+ 1)
( x + a ) ( a + 1) ’ (x +  u)(a +  l)
Here a, ß and y are functions o f x. Their derivatives are







sin y (x +  l ) (x + a )  \! ax{x +  a + \ )
1
-v+1 ]/ ax (x + a  + 1)
a 1
x +  a ^ax{x +  a + 1)
S,(x)sgn S;(x) =  sgn
( x + 1)2 sin2 ß
sgn S2 (x),
(5) S2(x) =  (aa.' +  ß' +  y +  xy')(x + 1) sin ß — (aoc +ß+xy)[s in  ß + ( x + 1) cos ß ■ ß'].
Applying (3) and (4) the term above in square brackets can be written in the form
2 a(2 x +  a +  1) 
siny(x +  l)(x  +  a ) (a +  1)
It is positive, therefore we can divide S 2 by it without changing the sign. Let us denote 
the quotient by S3,
c /  s 2 x ( x + a + \ )  .
S 3 (x) =  y -  2x +  a + l ----- ^(V +Sinr) +
(6)
( £ i+ l ■ n o\ ( rr+1 )
(2 x  +  a + l  ' l 2 x  +  a + l  )
We need the derivative o f S 3 (x), too. For this we calculate
2 x(x +  a + l )  .
7  ------ x(y +  siny) = y2x +  a -
2 (2 x + a +  l)2—4,v(x+fl+  I)
(2 x + a + l)2 - ] ■
+ y
, I- 2 x(x +  a I-1) 
L 2x+ a +1
— x (l +  cos y)] -sin y,
(7)
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( 8)
(9)
2 x ű~\- \ ■ s in ß -ß l  =
f a + 1
L 2x c i ]
sin a —a =
2(4x +  a + 3 ) a x ( x + a + 1) 
(2 .V + Ű +  l ) 2( x + l ) 2 / a x ( x  +  ű + l )  
2 (4.x 4" 3 ci T  1) ux (a -\- ci 1)
(2 x +  a +  l ) 2(x  +  a)2 ] /ax (x  +  a + l )
Putting these together we get
S'3 (x) =  y
( 10)
( a + 1  )2
\ 2x ; d - \  J
2 ]j ax(x +  a+ 1) ■ X(2x +  n + l ) 2( x + l) 2(x +  a)2 
X [8 (a + l)x 3+(7a2 +  34a +  7)x2 +  (a3+ 23a2 +  2 3 ű + l)x  +  (3a3+  10u2 +  3a)j. 
N ow  we show that S'fx) is negative. For this we need the following 
L e m m a .
(ID g(x) =  1 ( f - > )— 1 (1 —cos x) sin x  ^  x i f  0 ^  x s  — .
P r o o f  of the Lemma. Differentiating twice g(x)  we get 
g"(x) =  [2(7r —2) cos x  — 7r/2] sin x.
It is positive if 0 < x < x 0 =  0.812..., |c o sx 0= — ^   ^ ^0.688j, and negative if
x 0< x< 7r/2 . Thus g(x) is convex in (0, x0) and concave in (x0, n/2). The line y = x  
is the tangent of g(x) at x = 0 , and it is therefore under the graph of g(x) in (0, x0). 
The chord o f g(x) between x0 and 7i/2 is above the line y = x  and under the graph of 
g(x),  proving our Lemma.
According to the Lemma, the expression in (10) increases of we replace y by
() = + ____1 _2j/öx(xTö+T^
L ( 2  j ( x + l ) ( x + f l ) j  ( x + l ) ( x + f l )  ’
and then we get
S i(*) =  “  (2x4-0+ l)2(x+  l)2(x +  a f  ^ 8 ( a +  1)x3 + 2(3a‘+ 16a + 3)x2 +
( 12)
+  20 a(a +1 )x  +  [u3 (4 — 7r) +  2a2 (6 — ?r) +  n(4 — 7r)]}.
5 4(x) is negative for any x > 0 , so is S'fx). Consequently, S 3 (x) is a decreasing func­
tion o f  x.
N ow  we show, that S 3 (a)<0.  If x = a  then y =  a, and
(13)
S3 (a) =
2 a( 2 a + 1) 
3 a +  1
— a(a +  sin a) + a + 1 
3 a +  1
sin ß — ß +
-f- Cl a + 1 
3 a +  1 sin a —a)
2n2 2 a2
3 a +  1 a 3 Ö + T
sin a — ß + ci 1
3 a + l
sin ß.
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Referring to triangle ABC we get ß =  n — 2a, and from the sine theorem sin /? =  
•sin a. Applying these equalities and (13) we get
1
(14) S»(o) = 2 a2  +  3a +  1 3 a +  1 - 2 a
1
3a +  1
sin a — n.
Since x ^ n /2 —cos x  for 0 ^ x ^ n /2 ,  we have u S n /2 —cos u =  ic/2 — 1 +  
Substituting it to (14) we get
(15) S;i (U) =
— a2+ 3a  + : 
3 íj -f 1
[(rr -  2) +
íj + 1
+2a 3 a + l -sin a — n.
Since sin a s  1, we need only to show, that
(— a2 +  3 a +  1 )[(tt — 2)a +  7r] +  2a(l — a)(a +  1) — n(3a+  l ) (a +  1) <  0.
This is obvious if we carry out the indicated multiplications, resulting
— na3  — (n +  4)a 2  — 2a <  0.
Because S 3 (x) is decreasing and S 3 (a)<0 ,  <S3(x)*=0 for a S x S  1. S 3 (x) has 
the same sign as S1'^ ) ,  and it completes our proof o f Step 4, showing that the maxi­
mum density occurs when x  is the smallest possible, x= a .
Proof of Step 5.
Using the notations of Figure 2, we have to show, that the density
(16) T(x) = xö +  7r/2 — S 
/ x 2 +  2x
is decreasing for x ^ l .  Now
(17) sin ő = ----- —, ö' — -----------, -----
* + •  ( x + l ) ) /x2 +  2x
Fig. 2
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and
(18)
[<5+(.x-l)<5 '] / x 2 +  2 x -[7 r /2  +  ( x - l ) á ] -
x + ]
T'(x) = / jc2 +  2x
x 2  +  2 x
=  <5 2x +1 (A- - 1 )  y a2 +  2a  +  n/2 (x +1 )2
(a 2 +  2 a )3/2 (a  +  1) (a 2 4- 2 a )3/2
Let 71 denote T' divided by the (positive) coefficient o f ö in (18):
(19) 71(a) =  <5-
We need its derivative, to o :
(a — 1) y x 1 +  2a +  n/ 2  (a -f 1 )2 
(a+1)(2a+1)
71'(a ) =
, ,  „ A2 1
1/a2 +  2a + —-------------- )-7rA +  7r (a + 1 ) ( 2 a + 1 )
- 1 y  a2 +  2a
( 20)
(a +  1) y a 2 +  2a  ( x  +  1 )2 (2a +  1 )2
(a -  1) y ¥ + 2 ^ +  j ( x + l )2] (4a  +  3)
(a + 1 ) 2(2a + 1 ) 2
Let us multiply T[ (a) by the expression
The result is 
(21)
(a + 1 ) 2(2a + 1 ) 2 / a 2 +  2 a .
71(a) =  — (a2 +  2a)(7 a +  5) +  y  (a +  l ) 2 / a2 +  2a .
Its sign does not change if  we replace both terms by their squares (i.e. multiplying 
T2  by the sum of the two positive terms), and then divide the result by a2 +  2a . We get
(22) 71(a) =  ( x “ 49 ) a4 +  (tt—168)A3 +  ( y 7 r — 165] a 2 +  (^ 2 —50)a +  ^ - .
This is a decreasing function for positive values o f a , because all the coefficients of 
the powers of a  are negative. For a = 1 ,  T3 ( 1 )< 0 ,  therefore 71(a) is negative for 
A fe l.  So T[ is also negative and 71 is decreasing. In (19) we see that
71(1) = - | < 0 ,
and so 71 is always negative. These prove that T(x) is a decreasing function of a  for
A =  1.
Our proof is complete.
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This paper answers two questions (raised by Császár [1, 2]) concerning extensions o f a quasi­
uniformity for a prescribed extension of the induced topology.
Császár [1] raised the following problem: let (X, 'Ll) be a quasi-uniform space, 
2T the topology induced by aU, and (Y, if )  an extension o f (X, ST)\ find out as much as 
possible about the class o f those quasi-uniform extensions o f °U which are compat­
ible with the topology if. He showed (among other results) that* 1
a) ([1] 1-1) if there is an extension of °U compatible with i f  then each trace 
filter is round;
b) ([1] 2.2) if i f  is a loose extension of 2T, and each trace filter is round then 
there is an extension o f compatible with i f \
c) ([1] 3.1) if there is at least one extension of compatible with i f  then there 
exists a finest one among all such extensions.
§ 1. On coarsest extensions
The problem o f the existence of a coarsest compatible extension was left open 
(see [1] 9.3). We are going to give an example showing that there is in general no 
coarsest extension o f °U compatible with if, even if i f  is supposed to be a loose and 
strict extension o f ST. There is, however, a coarsest one among those extensions of 
°U compatible with a loose extension o f 2f  which satisfy an additional condition (see 
the theorem below); this extension will be of use in the counterexample.
T heorem . Let (X, YÍ) be a quasi-uniform space, ST the topology induced by °U, 
and (Y, i f )  a loose extension o f  (X, 2T). Assume that Y a X, and the trace filters 
s(p) ( p £ Y \ X )  are round. For p d Y \ X ,  Sds(p) and U£ aU, define V —V( p, S ,U ) a
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54EI5.
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(x, a)eV iff (x, a)eU (for x£ X, a f  Y); 
(p,a)ev iff a = p  or a iU (S )  (for a£Y);  
(q, a) eV  whenever q £ Y \ X ,  q X p  and a£Y.
Then
(4) { v ( p , s , u y .  Pe Y \ x ,  se* (P), u e w ]
is a subbase for a quasi-uniformity i r  on Y .'V  is the coarsest one among those exten­
sions of°U compatible with i f  fo r  which X  is far from Y \ X f
P r o o f . Let us first show that if  V = V (p , S, U) and V0  =  V (p , S, U0 ) where 
U lczU  then VfczV. Assume (b, c)eV0, (c,d)eV0. If b £ Y \ X ,  b f p  then 
( b ,d ) e V  follows from (3). If b = p  then, by (2), either c = p  or ceU 0(S ); in the 
first case, again by (2), d = p  or d eU 0 (S )a U (S ) ,  hence (b, d)eV; in the second 
case c£ X ,  thus (1) implies (c, d)e U0, i.e. deU (S),  and (b, d )eV  again. Finally, 
if  b e X  then (b, d)eV  is clear from (1). It is evident that each V(p, S, U ) contains 
the diagonal of YXY, so (4) is indeed a subbase for a quasi-uniformity, which will be 
denoted by H
According to (1), °U is the trace on I  o f a subbase for i f  [each Ue°U can be 
obtained from at least one V(p, S, £/)], therefore i f \ X = aU. (1) implies that V(X) =  
— X  for any element of the subbase (4), so X  is far from Y \ X .
By (1), the ^-neighbourhoods o f  a point x f X  form a base for the neighbour­
hood filter o f x  in the topology induced by i f  while (2) and (3) imply that the sets
form a neighbourhood subbase (in fact, a neighbourhood base) of p f  Y \ X  in the 
topology induced by i f  As s (p) is round, the sets in (5) coincide with those o f the 
form { p } ( j T  (Tes(p)), thus T" is compatible with the loose extension.
Take now another extension i f  o f  °U compatible with i f  such that there exists 
a Wae i f f  with W0 (X) =  X. It will complete the proof if we show that i f a i i f  
i.e. that each element of the subbase (4) for i f  belongs to iT
Take a V=V(p, S, U). Since iV  is an extension of °U, there is a W f i T  with 
Wy\X=U. i f f  is compatible with the loose extension, thus there is a with
W, (/?) =  {p }U S .  Put IT= WoOiynWx,  we claim that IVczV (whence VfiT).
Indeed: assume (b, c)dW; if  b f Y \ X ,  b f p  then (b, c)eV  by (3); if b = p  
then (b,c)e\V 2 and (2) imply (b, c)eV; finally, if b £ X  then it follows from 
(b,c)e\V 0  and W0 (X) — X  that c fX ,  so we have (b ,c )eU  form (b, c)eW1 and 
W J X ^ U ,  i.e. (b,c)eV  by (1).
E x a m p l e . Let N denote the set o f  the positive integers,
(5) W U F ( S )  {u ew ,  se s (p ) )
Y =  U{[2/r, 2 n + l] :  n<EN}, X  =  U{]2n, 2 n + l]:  n<EN}, 
U„ =  {(a, b ) f Y x Y :  \a -b \  <  1 /«}, Un =  0„\X.
This means that V (X )= X  for some V€ i i
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Let <>11 and m be the uniformities on Y, respectively on X, inherited from the Euclidean 
uniformity of R (i.e. {(7„: n£N} and {U„ : n£N} are bases for aH, respectively for 
<%.). Now if ST is the topology o f  ^  and EX denotes the Euclidean topology on Y then 
% is an extension o f °U compatible with EX. It is easy to check that EX is both loose and 
strict extension o f ST, with the trace filters generated by the filter bases
{]2n,2n +  /[: 0 <  t <  1} («6N).
Let V  denote the extension constructed in the theorem. We shall prove that ^  
has no extension coarser than both and consequently, there is no coarsest 
extension o f 6,ll for the topology ST.
Assume the contrary, i.e. let iV  be a quasi-uniformity on Y  such that ' J f c t f l f '  
and iV\X=°U  (we could also assume that IV is compatible with EX, but this is not 
needed in the reasoning below). Take a W£iV with W\ X=Ux, and pick a W0£ iV  
with W02c W  Now WodW, so there is a kgN such that ÜkdW 0. On the other 
hand, W ^ V  implies that W0  contains a finite intersection o f entourages o f the form
(4), i. e.
(6) n  V(2nt, St, Z t)c:W 0
i=i
with suitable j £ N, n(£N, 5’1^ s(2ni), ( I s i ^ j ) .  Choose an ngN different
from each and put x 0  =  2n+\/2k.  We have (x0, 2n)£Ük, so (x0,2n)Clk0; 
for an arbitrary x£X , (2n,x)£lV0  by (3) and (6); hence (x0, x)dW. This means that 
(x0 ,x )£ U 1 holds for each x£X,  a contradiction.
§ 2. On regular extensions
A quasi-uniformity °U on X  is called regular ([1] § 8) if for any there is
a £/„€<& suchthat U0 (x )a U (x )  whenever x£X.  If there is a regular extension o f  
the quasi-uniformity such that it is compatible with the extension (Y, EX) o f the 
topological space (X,EX(aU')) then
a) ([1] 8.5) is regular;
b) ([I] 8.1) EX is regular;
c) ([I] 1.1) for each p £ Y \ X ,  s(p) is round;
d) ([2] 2.1) for each p £ Y \ X ,  s(p) is almost Cauchy. (According to [2] §2, 
a filter s is almost Cauchy if for any U 6 JU there are a U0 Ea// and an S £ s  suchthat 
SczU(x)  whenever x £ X  and each member o f s intersects Ua(x).)
By [2] 3.1. the conditions a) to d) are sufficient for the existence o f a regular exten­
sion o f <11 assuming that Y \ X  is finite. [2] 5.1 asks whether these conditions are 
also sufficient in the general case; the example below shows that they are not.
E xa m ple . Let
*  =  0  ]n, n+ l/n [,  Y =  X UN.
n- 2
3*
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Let úll be the quasi-uniformity on X  induced by the quasi-metric
y - x  if x ^ y ,  [x] =  [y],
d(x, y) =  l/[x] if y  =  x, [x] =  [y],
1 if [x] *  [y]
where [x] denotes the integral part of x. If
Uk =  {(x, y): d (x ,y )  <  \/k}
then {Uk : /ctN} is a base for °U. 2T is the trace on X  o f the Sorgenfrey topology 
o fR . is regular, since for each k £N and x£X,  we have Uk(x)c:Uk(x). Let now
{]2 p, 2 p  +  t[{J ]2 p  -f 1, 2p +1  +  /[: 0 <  l/(2 p + l)}
be a base for the trace filter s (p) (p£ N). These filters are clearly round. The strict 
(in fact, the only) extension f f  of -T ( ' l l )  belonging to these trace filters is regular. 
Thus a), b) and c) are satisfied.
To prove that the trace filters are almost Cauchy, let p (N  be fixed, and take 
U tW ;  now U0 = U 2 p + 1  and an arbitrary S £ s(p )  will do: indeed, there is no x £ X  
such that each member o f s (p) meets U0 (x).
Assume that there is a regular extension iX of compatible with if. Choose 
a F €lF  suchthat V \X = U 1. Take a V0 Cf~ with F02cF , then a ITCF suchthat 
W (a)aV 0 (a) (a€T). Now W \X ^ U P for some p£N.  For 0<?< l/2 /7 , 2p  +  
+  t£ U p(Xo) where x 0  =  2 p + \ /3 p ,  i.e. 2p +  t£W (x0) and pelV (x 0 )(^V(t(x0). On 
the other hand, there is a tg> 0  such that y 0  =  2 p + l + t 0 £V0 (p), hence y 0 £V(x0), 
in other words, y0 dUi(x0), a contradiction, since d(x0, y0) =  1.
Remark. [2] Lemma 5.2 could have been used in proving that there is no regular 
extension. As a matter o f fact, this lemma was o f assistance in finding the example.
A dded in proof. The author prefers now the following terminology: uniformly 
regular for regular and regularly tame for almost Cauchy, cf. [3],
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A SUPPLEMENT TO THE GENERALIZED MARTINGALE 
FEFFERMAN INEQUALITY
N. L. BASSILY and S. ISHAK
Abstract
S. Ishak and J. Mogyoródi [4], [5] and [6] have generalized the famous Fefferman inequality [2] 
in martingale language. If (<t>, 'l') is a pair of complementary Young functions and 0  has finite power 
then the limit of E (Y„ Y„) exists and is finite, where (X„, and (F„, are martingales belong­
ing to the and -spaces, respectively. In the present note we identify this limit. Namely, we 
prove that under the additional condition that 0  has finite power, it can be expressed as a Lebesgue 
integral. Our result is that lim E(Yn Y„) is equal to
E (I  (X .-X t-M Y i-Y .- j)
and can be considered as a generalization of Garsia’s one (cf. [3], Remark 1.5.1), which was proved
X p  X **
in the case when 0 (x ) = ----, 'K(x)=----  and p - 1+ q ~ 1 = 1, where 1-=/>s 2.
P 9
1. Basic notions and definitions
Let {Q,sd, P) be a probability space and let X, YdL^Q, s í ,  P) be random 
variables. Let be a sequence of cr-fields of events. Consider the martin­
gales
Xn =  E(X\P„), Yn =  E(Y\^„), « s  0
where for the sake o f simplicity we suppose that JL=cr( 1J =  a / and To=T0= 0
n=0
a.s. We denote by d0  =  0, dlt d2, ... and d'0 = 0 , d[, d'2, ... the corresponding mar­
tingale differences.
Recall that (<P, xfi) is called a pair o f complementary Young functions if <P(x) =
X
=  J  cp(t)dt and cp(t) is a right continuous increasing function with cp(0) =  0,
0
x
lim (p(f)=°° and Xfi(x) =  f  \p(t)dt, where tj/(t) is the generalized inverse of
/ - ► o o  J0
<p(t) and !F(f) has the same properties as ip(t). The power p  o f  0  is defined by
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 60G42; Secondary 60G46, 
42B30,42B99.
Key words and phrases. Convex Young functions, martingale Hardy spaces, the /f-spaces of 
Garsia and their generalizations, Feffcrman’s inequality.
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X(D (Xs)the formula p =  s u p - , Concerning the details o f  the theory of Young func-
*=-o «*(■*)
tions we refer to [7] and [8].
Further, let (<P, 1') be a pair o f complementary Young functions. We say that 
the random variable X  belong to the Hardy space Xf(1) if  its quadratic variation
s = ( i  dty2
i =  1
is an element of the Orlicz space L®(ß, si, P). A random variable Z  is said to 
belong to L°(Q, si,  P) if for some constant 0 we have
E(<P(a-MZ|)) =§ 1
and in this case we define
||Z||* =  inf (a > 0 :  E(#(a-1 |Z|)) &  1).
It can be easily seen that || • ||0 is a norm.
I f  X^XC® then the Xf®-norm of X is defined as follows
ii* ii*  = iisii..
Suppose that XdX?0  and for any fixed n consider the random variable Xn. The 
martingale which corresponds to Xn (with respect to the sequence {tF„} of cr-fields) 
is X 0  =  0, X l 9  ..., X„_x, Xn, X n, .... Therefore, the differences of this martingale are 
da =  0, dx, . . . ,d n, 0, 0, ... and the corresponding quadratic variation is
$n ={2dffl\
i = 1
Consequently, if X£XC0  then so does Xn and
The Hardy space Xfx is defined separately, since the class of the Young functions 
<P does not contain the identity function <P(x)=x. The random variable X  belongs to 
the Hardy space X£x if S £ L X and in this case we define
1 1 * 1 1 *  =  I I S I I x -
It can be easily seen that || • is a norm. Also, if X^M\ then Xn^ .XCx and
l l * . l l * s £  1 1 * 1 1 * -
W e say that the random variable Y  belongs to the space XCV if  there exists a ran­
dom variable y£Lv (Q, s i ,  P) such that the inequality
holds a.s. for every « ^ 1 . Let
r p  =  {r-VZLv , E(\Y~Yny \^ „ )  ^  E(y\^n) a.s., V« ^  1}.
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If then we define its Jf^-norm by the formula
l | i l * v =  inf ||yUy.
y t r  y
It can be seen that || • H*-,, is a norm. For arbitrary k ^ n ^ l  we can show that
(cf. [1])
E(|7k-F „_1||#-n) S  E ( |F -i; i_1||^rn) a.s., 
and consequently, we see that if then so does Yk for every k and
Especially, with k = n  for arbitrary we have
E (K lf t )  =  \d'n\ =§ E(y|^,) where d'n =  Yn- Y n. x
and
We also define here the notion of the BMO-space (bounded mean oscillation). 
Let Y£L 1 (Q, stf, P) and consider the corresponding martingale (7„, J*,). We say 
that 7£BMO if the set o f  random variables
/?~> =  {y: y e L „ ,  E ( |7 -7 fl_1[|^„) =S E(y|JFn) a.s., V« ^  1}
is not empty. In this case we define
II^ IIbmo = in.f IIyllco­ver«,“ >
It can be easily seen that || • ||BMO is a norm. An equivalent definition o f  ||7 ||BMO 
is the following
l i r | | BM o =  ||sup E (|7-7„_1||^ I)||00.
näl
2. The results
In [4], [5] and [6] the following assertion has been proved. We formulate it as
L emma 1. Let (<P, T) be a pair o f  complementary Young functions and suppose 
that the power
p  =  sup
x>0
x c p  (x)
(h(x)
of the Young function <I> is finite. Here <p (x) stands for  the right-hand side derivative o f  
<I>. Then for every 1 we have
|E(7n7„)| ^  c J X J U J F J a v
Um E (XnYn)
and the limit
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exists and is finite. Moreover,
I lim E(XnYn)\ ^
where c& is a constant depending only on (P.




n-+ +  oo
exists and is finite and we have
I lim E(7n7 „ )[^ c ||Z i!^ ||F ||BM0.
'n-* + oo I
Here o Q  is a constant.
In the papers [4], [5] and [6] the authors did not show that under the conditions 
o f Lemma 1 the limit lim E(XnY„) is of the form o f  a Lebesgue integral o f some«-*■ + oo
random variable. Garsia in [3] has proved this fact in the case of Xc:/(\ and 7£BM O
X? x^
and also for X^XC0  and Y^JiL,, where <P(x) = - —■ and ¥(x)  = ----- with
P <1
p  T +  q * =  1 and (see, [3] Remark 1.5.1).
Namely, he proved that in these cases and
i — 1
lim E(XnYn) =  E ( 2 d id ft).
»- + ~ ;=i
Our aim is to show this result in the case of an arbitrary pair power (<t>, ¥ )  o f  Young 
functions such that both <P and ¥  have finite power. In this way we identify the limit 
lim E(XnY„) in all the possible cases and we show that it can be represented in then-+ + oo
form o f  a Lebesgue integral.
First we prove the following
Theorem 1. Let (<P, ¥ )  be a pair o f  complementary Young functions both having 
finite power p  and q, respectively. I f  X^XLq and Y^jYp then
H Z W d W ^ c J X W s r J Y W ^
i = l
and
lim E (X „ Y „ )= E (Z  d r f ) ,n- + ~ ;=i
where q , is a constant depending only on <P.
Proof. First we prove that for all n s l  we have
E(Y„7„) =  v  E(dtdl).
i = 1
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In fact, implies that d^L^iQ, .9?, P) since
=  141 ^  S€L*
Also, from Y£JYV we deduce that
U í-ÍJ - il  =  141 s  E(y|*j),
where is arbitrary. Consequently, d't £Lr  (Q ,s / ,  P). From these
E (X„Y„)= ÍE(44)  = E ( Í 4 4 ) .
i = l  i — 1
since for i ^ j  we have E (4 4 )  —0 given that by the Hölder inequality E (|4 4 l)  =
s 2 | |4 I I J 4 H ^ + ~ -
From this
!E(Zny„)[ á  E ( i  1441) =  E(S„S') =s E(550,
i = l
n
where « = 1 ,2 , . . .  is arbitrary and S 'a=  ^ d ’? . By Holder’s inequality EOS'S') ä
S2||5D *||S'||V.
Now ||S'||y is finite since Y^XYV and if both <P and W have finite power then 
Theorem 2 o f [1] implies that Y^XCy and the norms [| Y\\Xv and ||F||.*v are equivalent. 
Consequently, ||5,,||i/ =  ||F ||jr<f,<  +°°. Turning to the preceding inequality we get
|E(F„yj| ^  E ( i  1441) S  c 'J X W srJ Y W ^
i =  1
for every n. Letting « —+00 this implies that
Í I 4 4 I 6 L , ,
i =  l
i.e. the series
2  4 41=1
is absolutely integrable.
Since by Lemma 1 the limit
lim E(F„F„)= Hm E ( Í 4 4 )n— + °° n-*- + °° i = i
exists, which implies that
lim E(Fnr„) =  E ( 2  4 4 ) .
n- + ~ 1=1
This proves the assertion,
Especially, this assertion contains the case i>(x) = ---- ,
P n * ) =
XT'
q
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p _ 1  +  q ~ 1  =  1, where p  >  1 is arbitrary. It does not contain, however, the case p =  1, 
q = + o o  which corresponds to Xg 2/i\ and Y ( BMO. Although the result cor­
responding to this case is well-known (see, [3] Remark 1.5.1), for the sake of 
completeness we formulate it.
T heorem  2. L e t  X ^ ^  a n d  Y £ B M O .  Then
|E( Í  d-A)I ^  E ( 2  \dtd i \ )  =5 cWXW^ WYW BMO i 
i —1 i—1
a n d
lim E(Z„7„) =  E( 2 d , d l ) .
« -  +  CO i =  1
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Asymmetric generalizations o f such kinds o f topological structures will be investigated whose 
systems of axioms do not contain an explicit “Axiom of Symmetry” . The first steps in this direction 
were taken by Gantner and Steinlage [19].
In 1931, Wilson [63] and Niemytzki [49] brought the idea of asymmetry into 
topology: they dropped the Axiom of Symmetry from the definition o f a metric. 
Wilson used the expression quasi-metric1. Nowadays there are asymmetric topological 
structures in abundance; to name only a few : quasi-uniformities, quasi-proximities, 
syntopogenous structures.
Concerning topologies deduced from different kinds of structures, there are two 
lines of investigation in the case of asymmetry: (i) one can keep (as far as possible) 
the construction used for symmetric structures, and assign to a structure a single 
topology; (ii) one can apply the same construction to the dual of the structure, too 
(assuming that dual structures do exist), and assign to a structure a bitopology, 
i.e. a pair of topologies. (It was already mentioned by Wilson that a quasi-metric 
induces two topologies.)
We are interested in the second problem; this means that a certain symmetry 
in the asymmetry has to be required, namely that the set o f axioms for a kind o f struc­
ture should be symmetrical, so that a dual structure satisfying the same axioms could 
be defined. To illustrate this vaguely described requirement, let us take the proximi­
ties as an example: 5 is a proximity on the set X  if  it is a relation between subsets of 
X  such that (with 5 meaning non-(5)
Pl. &SX;
P2. if A S B then AC] B=f ) ;
P3. if A S B  and B'czB then A SB';
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E15; Secondary 54E17.
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P4. if A S B  and A S C  then AS ( BUC) ;
PS. if A S B  then B S A ;
P a . if A S B then there is a C such that A S C  and ( X \ C )  S B.
N ow  if  we drop Axiom PS (the Axiom of Symmetry) then S-1 will only satisfy P2 
and P a , thus the duals o f P l, P3 and P4 have to be added if d” 1 is expected to 
satisfy the same set of axioms:
P l “ 1. XSQ;
P3-1 . if A S B  and A ' a A  then A' SB;
P 4 -1. if A S C  and B S C  then ( AUB) S C.
In fact, PI to P4, P I_1 to P4_1 and P A make up the usual set of axioms for a quasi- 
proximity.
Consequently, several kinds o f asymmetric structures are outside the scope of 
this paper, their sets o f axioms being asymmetrical; see e.g. the proximities in the 
sense o f  Husek [26, 27], Matolcsy’s local syntopogenous structures [41], Leader’s 
topological J-spaces [38]; see also [17, 21, 22, 50].
Let us consider now the covering uniformities (i.e. uniformities in the sense of 
Tukey [59]); the definition o f an asymmetric version of this notion is problematic, 
since we have now no Axiom o f Symmetry. The reader might raise here the objection 
that this is only a seeming problem, for covering uniformities are in a one-to-one 
correspondence with uniformities (defined in terms o f entourages), and the asym­
metric generalizations of uniformities, namely the quasi-uniformities, are well-known.
This scheme is, however, unworkable for generalizations o f covering uniformities, 
as they cannot be completely described by generalizations o f uniformities, see e.g. 
[11]. Gantner and Steinlage [19] solved the problem for covering uniformities: they 
defined a covering quasi-uniformity on A as a family o f binary relations between 
subsets o f X  satisfying certain axioms. (Covering uniformities can be regarded as 
special covering quasi-uniformities by identifying a covering (€  with the relation 
{(C, C ) : Cg'^’}.) The aim o f the present paper is to modify their method, and obtain 
asymmetric versions o f certain generalizations o f covering uniformities.2
The notion of a bimerotopy/biuniformity will be defined in § 2. § 3 deals with 
the question of symmetry; symmetric bimerotopies will turn out to be more general 
than merotopies. In § 4, we seek to characterize those bimerotopies/biuniformities 
that can be obtained from quasi-(semi)uniformities through some natural construc­
tions. Bimerotopies defined on the same set will be compared in § 5. We introduce the 
notion o f  a binearness in § 6, then explain why a plausible definition o f biunifor­
mities is inadequate.
In the second part o f this series, the definitions given in terms o f bicoverings will 
be transcribed for micromeric relations, respectively near relations; then we shall 
introduce bimerotopic continuity.
2 Biperfect sjntopogenous structures [3—6] also describe quasi-uniformities in terms o f  fami­
lies o f  relations between subsets o f  X , but no generalization o f them seems to be suitable for treating 
generalizations of covering uniformities.
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st 0.5, 1.1 
(D ), (U ), -  0.1.
Relations
m, n, A 0.1 
<  0 . 1, 1. 1, 1.8 
<* 0.5,2.11.
§ 0. Preliminaries
A. Notations, terminology, basic definitions
0.1 Let a set Abe fixed. £P(X) denotes the power set o f X; A = A X is the diagonal 
of A'XA'. For a set A, R[A] =  {y\  3x£A, x  Ry } \  for x£X,  /fa=/?[{.x:}] (where R 
is a binary relation on X).  U p  is a binary relation onSP(X) then p = 0 >(X )X S P (X )\p .  
If * is a binary operation from S?(X) into SP(X), s i ,  ^aSP (X ),  p, q a 0 ,(X )X 0 >(X) 
then
s i (* )3 ä  =  { A* B:  A ds/,  B£&}, p ( * ) q  =  {(A * B , C  *D): A p C,  B qDj .
(This notation will be used for * =  U or D.) cl,*- and int*- denotes the closure, re­
spectively the interior in the topology ST. For s i ,  ÖßczSP(X), s i  refines 3d ( s i  is a 
refinement of á?, s i< 3 8 )  if  for any A£si,  there is a B^Sft containing A. The rela­
tions m, ncz&>( X ) x 0 >(X)  are defined as follows: A m B  means that A D B X 0  or 
A — B =  X\  A n B  means that A X 0 X B  or A = B = X  (the conditions X m X  and 
X n X  are of course superfluous if X x0).
Now we are going to list the definitions o f different kinds of structures; no one 
of them is new, some are known under other names, too. Selected references: [2— 12, 
14— 16,23—25,28,30—32,36,37,43,44,46,47, 51—53, 56, 58,59,62],
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0.2 The function c: 2A{X) -^ÍX(X) is a closure (on X) if 
C l. c0 =  0;
C2. cAz)A (AczX);
C3.  c(AUB)  =  cAUcB (A, BczX) .
The function i : SP(X)-~é?(X) defined by i/í =  T \ c ( T \ / l )  (AczX)  is the interior 
associated with c. The interior associated with the closure ca (a an arbitrary index) 
will always be denoted by ia. F is  a closed set in the topology cp induced by the closure 
c iff c F = F .  (G is open in cp iff iG =  G.)3 A closure c is topological if
CT. c(cA) =  cA ( A c X ) ,
i.e. iff c= clj-  (equivalently, iff i =int^-), where ST— cp. A bitopology is an ordered 
pair o f  topologies on the same set.
0.3 8 c~fX (X)XXti> (X) is a quasi-semiproximity if  it satisfies Axioms PI to P4 
and P I -1 to P4_1 (see in the introduction). The closure c6  induced by d is defined 
by cöA — { x : {x} ő Aj. dp denotes4 *the topology cf. If ö is a quasi-semiproximity then 
so is <5_1. We shall write c>- p for <5~lp =  ((5_1)p and <T for <5; 4 =  cäi, ij =  iái ( i = ± l ) ;  
similar conventions will be used for other structures and other operations, too. 
(S~p, Sp) is the bitopology induced by <5. A quasi-semiproximity d is a quasi-proximity 
if  it satisfies P a . If <5 is a quasi-proximity then (i) so is <5_1; (ii) c0 is topological. 
A  quasi-(semi)proximity is a (semi)proximity if PS is fulfilled.
0.4 A quasi-semiuniformity % is a subset o f SPfXxX)  such that
U l .  ^ ^ 0 ;
U2. if then l e t ;
U3. if U ew  and U c z V c X x X  then V£<%;
U4. if and V£_°U, then UClV^W.
As W is a filter on X x X ,  one can speak about (sub)bases for °U, in the sense of 
a filter (sub)base. If ^  is a quasi-semiuniformity then so is őlí~1 ={U~~í : U£&}. <*11 
induces a quasi-semiproximity such that A^l/'B iff for each U^ll  there arc x f  A 
and y £ B  with x U y .  We shall write for c^t ( z = ± l ) .  x^i^A  iff there is a U£°U 
with U x a A .  aUtp is the topology, aU'p) the bitopology induced by <?/. A quasi­
semiuniformity 6U is a quasi-uniformity if
U a . for any U ^ l  there is a with V 2 a U .
3 Following [5], if a letter denoting an operation on structures is used as a superscript when 
applied to a structure then it will be printed as a superior letter even when it stands by itself: thus the 
operation defined here will be referred to as “the operation p ’\  and p  can denote something else with­
out risking confusion. (Similarly, we shall later introduce an operation m, although a relation m has 
already been defined.)
4 The notations cp and <5P are not in conflict, since it follows from Cl that a closure cannot be
at the same time a quasi-semiproximity.
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A quasi-(semi)uniformity W is a (semi)uniformity if 
US. whenever t/640,
i.e. iff — If ^  is a uniformity (quasi-uniformity, semiuniformity) then °U' 
is a proximity (quasi-proximity, semiproximity).
0.5 A merotopy 931 is a subset of 3P(0‘{X)') such that
M l. 931^0, 0({93l;
M2, each #6931 is a covering of X;
M3, if #£931 and #  -= £0 then £06931;
M4. if #,£06931 then there is an (^ 6931 with £  <  # , £0.
(The second part o f Ml is needed if X = 0 ; the conclusion in M4 can be replaced by 
“#  (Pi) £06931”.) 93c931 is a base for 931 if each element of 931 is refined by some 
element of ©. S  is a subbase for 931 if the finite intersections of elements o f 931, in the 
sense ( (T), form a base for 931.5 If 911 is a merotopy then a base á? for 931" is defined by
at =  { # “ : #6931}, # "  =  U {C x C : C6#}.
931“ is the semiuniformity, 931"' the semiproximity, cw „ =  cm the closure and 931"'^  the 
topology induced by 931. For AczX  and # c ^ ( A ) ,  put stif/ l=  U {C 6 # : A m C ) .  
x6 imA iff there is a #6931 with st^ { x } c A .  A  merotopy 931 is a nearness if
MN. #6931 implies {iMC: C6#}69R.
A merotopy 931 is a covering uniformity if
M a . for any #6931 there is a £06931 with £0< *# ,
where £0< *#  (£0 is a star-refinement o f # )  means that for each Dd2> there is a 
C 6 #  with st,* D cC . M a  is equivalent to
M a '. if #6931 then there is a £069)1 such that for each xd.X, st3 {*} 
is contained by some C 6# .
Each covering uniformity is a nearness. If 931 is a covering uniformity then 931" is a 
uniformity; the operation “ establishes a one-to-one correspondence between covering 
uniformities and uniformities.
0.6 Remark. Several authors consider very general structures, where the axioms 
for quasi-semiproximities, quasi-semiuniformities, merotopies, or closure are further 
relaxed (this usually means dropping the “Union Axiom” [“Intersection Axiom”], 
i.e. P 4 + P 4 _1, U4, M4, or the cz part o f C3); see e.g. [8— 11, 13, 20, 24, 33, 35, 39, 
42, 48, 55, 60], We shall not investigate which o f our statements hold for such more 
general structures; the bimerotopies to be introduced will always be supposed to 
satisfy axioms corresponding to M l—M4.
The words base and subbase are often used in a different sense, see [31, 49].
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B. The connexion between merotopies and semiuniformities
0.7 The usual way o f giving the inverse o f “ restricted to the covering uniformities 
is through
(0.8) {U m° : Ud<%} is a base for °Um,
where 4^  is a uniformity and
(0.9) Um° =  {U x: x £ X ) .
Then aUmu= aU a uniformity) and 93lI"n=9Jl (93t a covering uniformity). Unfortu­
nately, neither of these equalities holds for semiuniformities and merotopies; to save 
at least one of them, (0.8) and (0.9) have to be modified:
(0.10) {Um: U .^aU) is a base for °Um,
(0.11) Um =  {A: A x A c z U } ,
where °U is a semiuniformity. The notation ŐW" is justified by the fact that (0.8) and 
(0.10) define the same covering uniformity if °U is a uniformity. (This form o f the 
definition is less usual, but still well-known, see e.g. [11].) For any entourage U, we 
have Umu= U ;  if  ^  is a semiuniformity then is a merotopy and űUmu= aU.
0.12 Császár [11] determined, based on an idea o f Sandberg’s [54], which mero­
topies are of the form where 6U is a semiuniformity. His result was given in terms 
o f micromeric systems; transcribed for coverings, we have: the merotopy 931 can be 
induced by a semiuniformity iff
M A j . for any '^ ’£931 there is a 931 such that if  S c X  and for any pair of 
points in S  there is a Df!3 containing both points then there is a CfJ-ß 
with S’c C .
According to Sandberg [54], a merotopy 931 is a covering uniformity iff it satisfies 
M A i and
M A j . for any <?(E931 there is a ©£931 such that if  A, and A m B  then 
there is a C with A U B a C .
(Sandberg’s result was also written in terms o f micromeric systems.) In other words, 
M a = M A j +  M a 2. Consequently, a merotopy o f the form °Um is a covering uni­
formity iff is a uniformity iff °Um satisfies M a 2.
§ 1. Covering quasi-uniformities
1.1 Let °U be a quasi-uniformity on X. The coverings that can be refined by a 
covering of the form Um° (defined for UfJU according to (0.8)) are called quasi­
uniform. Knowing the quasi-uniform coverings is not enough for reconstructing °U; 
not even the ^-quasi-uniform and the liU1-quasi-uniform coverings together con­
tain sufficient information on ŐU. Therefore, following Gantner and Stenilage [19], 
coverings will be replaced by certain relations on X: pcz 0>(X)X&, (X) is a bicover-
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ing (of X) (“conjugate pair o f covers” in [19], “dual cover” in [1]) if for any x£X,  
there is a pair {A ,B )£ p  with x^.AC\B. The bicovering p  is strong if  p c m .  For 
bicoverings p  and q, q refines8 p (q is a refinement o f p, q < p )  if A q B implies the 
existence of an (A' ,B')£p  suchthat A c  A' and B c B ’.
A subset 931 o f &>(2?(X)X0>(X)) is a covering quasi-uniformity [19] if the follow­
ing axioms are satisfied:
B l. 931^0; 0$93l;
B2. the elements o f SOI are bicoverings;
B3. if p£93i and p < q  then
B4. if p,q^WH then there is an /-£93l refining bothp  and q ;
B5. if p^Wl then there is a £^931 such that q is a strong bicovering and q <p ;
B A .  if pG931 then there is a #£931 such that A q B implies the existence of a 
(C ,D )£p  with stq 1 A c C  and stjBczD;
where
(1.2) s t 'S  =  0 { H :  3G, S m G q‘ H}  ( / =  ±1).
©c:93t is a base for $01 if  for any pG93t there is a refining p.
1.3 A one-to-one correspondence between quasi-uniformities and covering 
quasi-uniformities can be defined as follows [19]:
(1.4) 931" =  {pu: p e W }  
where 931 is a covering quasi-uniformity and
(1.5) p “ =  U { A x B :  A p B ) ;
(1.6) {Ub°: is a base for °Ub
where ^  is a quasi-uniformity and
(1.7) Ub° =  {(U~l x , Ux): xeX }.
Now 931“ is a quasi-uniformity, attb is a covering quasi-uniformity, 93i“fc=93t, aUbu= aU.
(1.6) and (1.7) are, similarly to (0.8) and (0.9), unsuitable for generalization, so they 
will have to be modified.
1.8 Let us first modify the definition of refinement. For a bicovering p, define a 
bicovering p d by
(1.9) A p d B o 3 ( A ' , B % p ,  A X B C A 'X B ' .
We shall say that q refines p  (q is a refinement o f p, q < p )  if q c p d; in other words: 
q < p  iff qf]n refines pC\n in the original definition. In particular, if  pP\n =  qC\n 
then p<q~=-~p.
8 This definition is only provisional, the final form will be given in 1.8.
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One can easily verify, using Axiom B5, which is equivalent, with either definition 
o f refinement, to
B5. if pgSR then p(Tm£SR,
that this modification does not change the definition o f a covering quasi-uniformity. 
From now on, q < p  is always to be understood in the new definition.
§ 2. Bimerotopies
2.1 D efinition. A set 93íczáa(áa(A )x ^ ,(A)) is a bimerotopy if it satisfies Axi­
oms B1 to B4 (see in 1.1; do not forget 1.8). A bimerotopy SR is a biuniformity if it 
satisfies B A . A bimerotopy SR is strong provided that B5 is fulfilled. (In particular, 
covering quasi-uniformities will be called strong biuniformities.) A base for id  is 
defined just like in 1.1.
2.2 Lemma. For a bimerotopy 'JR, p 0 R  iff pflnCSR. □
2.3 Remark. The above lemma means that it would be enough to consider 
only bicoverings contained by n (just as it would be enough to consider only strong 
bicoverings in the definition o f a covering quasi-uniformity); alternatively, if  we had 
kept the original meaning o f refinement then the following weaker version of B5 
ought to have been added to the set o f axioms for a bimerotopy:
B5„. If p£SR then there is a #£SR suchthat q a n  and q < p
(in other words: if p£SR then pflnClSR). Although our approach may seem to be 
the most inconvenient one o f  the three possibilities, it will later have some advan­
tages, too.
2.4 R emark. The simplest (non-equivalent) way of defining a bimerotopy would 
b e  to use the original definition o f refinement and take Axioms B1 to B4 (without 
adding B50); such a definition would have unwelcome consequences, which will be 
pointed out later.
2.5 Proposition. I f ‘HR is a (strong) bimerotopyIbiuniformity then so is SR_1=
2.6 Lemma. In the definition o f  a bimerotopy, B4 can be replaced by the following 
condition: i f  p, cy£Í0Í then p  (C\) q f M .  □
2.7 D efinition . <3 is a  subbase fo r  SR i f  {p i ( n ) . . . ( n ) p t : k ^ 2 , p f i ^  ( 1 ^ /s k )}  
is a  b a s e  fo r SR.
2.8 Lemma. For a bimerotopy SR, B A can be written in the following equivalent 
form :
B a . if  pfSR then there is a r/cSR such that A q B  implies (st“1 A ) p ‘l (stjB).
Proof. It is evident that the original axiom implies the new one; the converse 
follows from 2.2. □
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2.9 Remark. As p < p d< p  and p di= p d are evident from the definition o f d, 
bimerotopies could be defined as families o f  bicoverings satisfying the additional 
condition p = p d (just as merotopies could be, but usually are not, regarded as sys­
tems o f coverings #  satisfying the condition that S cC g'g’ implies Bd%>). Such 
a modification o f the definition would reduce <  to c  and simplify some axioms, but 
its drawbacks outweigh the advantages.
2.10 Lemma. I f  p = p d and q =  qd then p  (Cl) q = p D q .  □
2.11 Definition. If q satisfies the condition in 2.8, we shall say that q is a star- 
refinement of p (q<*p).
2.12 Lemma. Let p and q be bicoverings, S .T c zX ,  / = ± 1 .
a) stj, S ZD S.
b) I f  TczS and p < q  then stj, T e s t s ' .  □
2.13 Lemma, a) q-=fp implies q < p .
b) I f  r-F*q -~p or r<q<l*p then /•<*/>. □
2.14 Remark. Observe that it is enough to assume B A for p  taken from a base 
for sJJt; in this case, q can also be required to belong to the base. The first part o f this 
statement holds for subbases, too.
A bimerotopy is strong iff it has a base consisting of strong bicoverings; on the 
other hand, the next example shows that a bimerotopy with a subbase consisting of 
strong bicoverings is not necessarily strong.
2.15 Example. Let X = { \ ,  2}, p = { ({ l} , X ) ,  ({2}, {2})}, * = {({!} , {1}), (X, {2})}. 
Denote by the bimerotopy for which {p, q)  is a subbase. Now p  and q are strong, 
but 9Ji is not strong.
2.16 Lemma. I f  % is a quasi-uniformity then {Ub: U^aU) is a base fo r  the strong 
bimerotopy7 °Ub defined in (1.7), where
(2.17) Ub =  {(A, B): A x B c z U ,  A niB).
Proof. Ub< U h°, Ub°< (U 2)b. □
2.18 Definition. For an entourage U, let
(2.19) Uc =  {(A, B): A x B c z U } ,  Ub =  Ucr\m,
(i.e. Ub is defined by (2.17)), and
(2.20) I)* =  {({*}, {y} ) : x U y )  U {(0, 0)}.
For a bicovering p , let pu be defined by (1.5).
2.21 Lemma. I f  U is an entourage then Uc, Uh and U! are bicoverings. I f  p  is a 
bicovering then p" is an entourage. Furthermore, Ucu =  Ubu =  Uíu =  U.
7 In fact, as we know from [19], allh is a biuniformity, but, for the sake of completeness, we shall 
not use the results of [19], (On the other hand, it is quite obvious that %b is a strong bimerotopy.)
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Proof of Ubu =  U. If x  U y  then {x}Ub {x ,y } ,  hence x U buy,  conversely, if 
x Ubuy  then there are A $ x  and B^y  with A Ub B, thus AxBczU,  and therefore 
x U y .  □
2.22 Lemma, a) Let U and V be entourages and a =  c, b or f . Then (UC)V)a =
=uar\va, uc(n)vc=(unvy ,  uf ( o v f< ( u r v y .  i f  uav  then ua<zva.
b) Letp andq be bicoverings. Then (/; ( H) q)u—p"Piq". I f  p < q then p uciqu. □
2.23 Example. If A =  { 1,2}, ß = {3 ,4 } , X = A \ J B ,  U = A (J ( A x X ) ,  V =  
=  AD(X XB) ,  then Ub(C[)Fb <  (Uf]V)b.
2.24 Lemma. Let p  be a bicovering,
a) For x , y e X ,  {x} p d {y }  iff x p u y.
b) For x £ X  and z = ± l ,  stj, {x }= (pu)'x. □
2.25 Lemma. I f  °ll is a quasi-semiuniformity then
(2.26) {Uc: U£<%}, {Ub: Uf%),  { U ^ - . U ^ }  
are bases for bimerotopies. I f  SR is a bimerotopy then
(2.27) {/>": />€»!} 
is a quasi-semiuniformity. □
2.28 Definition. If Tl is a quasi-semiuniformity then let aUc, °Ub and aUs  denote 
the bimerotopies for which the systems in (2.26) are bases. If SR is a bimerotopy then 
denote the quasi-semiuniformity (2.27) by SR“. If aU =  SR“ then we shall say that SR 
induces Tl (Tl is compatible with SR). The quasi-semiproximity, the closure, the topo­
logy and the bitopology induced by SR“ will be said to be induced by SR (in other 
words, they are compatible with SR). will also be written as (z =  ±  1).
2.29 Theorem. I f  Ü is a quasi-semiuniformity then °Uh is a strong bimerotopy. 
I f  T/ is a quasi-uniformity then °UC and aU° are biuniformities. IJ SR is a biuniformity 
then SR“ is a quasi-uniformity.
Proof. 1° The first statement is evident.
2° Suppose that Tl is a quasi-uniformity. Let U^^U. Pick a with V3a U .  
To prove that °UC is a biuniformity, it is enough, according to 2.14, to check that 
VC<*UC. So assume A VCB. If x£sty} A and ygstj/cß  then there are At , A.,, B2, B t 
such that x£A1 VcA2 m A  and B m B 2 Vc B1^y. Choosing x f A 2C\A and y f  
€ B f ) B 2, we have x V x ' V y ' V y ,  hence x U y ;  this implies (sty»1 /4)X (sty „.#)<= U, 
i.e. (stpc1 A) Uc (stya B), showing that VC<*UC holds indeed.
3° The proof for °Ub is just the same; to conclude (sty» A) Ub (sty» B) at the end 
o f  the proof, observe that A Vb B implies A m B, thus we have (sty» A) m (sty» B) 
by 2.12 a).
4° We skip here checking that SR“ is a quasi-uniformity, since a somewhat stron­
ger statement will be proved in 4.12 b). □
2.3d Theorem. If°ll is a quasi-semiuniformity then ől f  u =  "?/“= <2C/U =  °U. □
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2.31 E xa m ple . Let X —{\ ,  2, 3, 4} and let {t/}  be a base for the quasi-unifor­
mity dl where U =A  U ({1 ,2 }x {3 , 4}). Then W  and %b are different biuniformities, 
while the bimerotopy W  is not a biuniformity. (In order to see aUc7 iallb, check that 
Uc does not refine Ub, since {1,2} Uc {3, 4}, but {1,2} UbJ {3, 4}.)
2.32 Remark. W  is not a biuniformity even when °U is the discrete uniformity 
on a two-point set. Nevertheless, this ill-behaved bimerotopy cannot be completely 
disregarded, since it has a certain extremal property among all the bimerotopies 
compatible with a given quasi-semiuniformity, cf. § 5.
2.33 Remark. If ^  is a base for the quasi-semiuniformity and a= c, b or f  then
{Ua : C/£á?} is a base for űUa\ this follows from the last statement in 2.22 a). Moreover, 
if Zf is a subbase for and a= c or s then {Ua\ is a subbase for ^  [apply
2.22 a), using C// (T Vs cz Us  ( (T) Vs]. The analogous statement for6 is false: take X, U 
and V from 2.23, and let i^ =  {(7, V}.
Conversely, 2.22 b) implies that if S  is a (sub)base for the bimerotopy 931 then 
{pu: n£S} is a (sub)base for 991“.
2.34 Lemma. I f p  is a bicovering, S czX  and / =  ±  1 then
st‘ S =  U  st' {x} =  (/>“) '[S] =  />'“[S]. □
xex
2.35 Proposition. Let  931 be a bimerotopy, A, B a X ,  x d X, i = ±  1.
a) A 501“' B iff (st} A) m B (pC-931); iff A in (st~1 B) (p£931); iff fo r  any 
there are C and D with A m C  p  D m B.
b) xd ilmA iff there is a p£93l with st} [ x } c  A.
c) I f )31 is a biuniformity then {st} {x}: p£93i} is the neighbourhood filter at x  
in the topology 931'“"’. I j  S  is a (sub) base fo r  931 then {st} {x}: pd 2} is a neighbour­
hood ( sub ) base. □
2.36 Remark. It is possible to assign to each bicovering p  a collection p a  
c £ P ( X x X )  by p =  { A x B :  A p B). Taking the projections o f the elements o f p,  
the bicoveringpHnor (p fln jU  {(0, 0)} can be reconstructed fromp, which is enough 
to describe bimerotopies (cf. 2.3); therefore bimerotopies could also be axiomatized 
as subsets of 3P(fiP(XxX)).
It will, however, turn out to be more important that the bimerotopies on X  can 
be identified with certain merotopies on X x { \ , 2 } .  (See in Part II.)
§ 3. The question of symmetry
3.1 Let r0> be a covering o f X. Then
(3.2) p v =  { ( C , C ) :  C d V }  
is a bicovering. If 931 is a merotopy then
(3.3) {pv : ^€991}
is a base for a bimerotopy; ^ ^ 2  iff p,e< p s , therefore 931 can be recovered from 
this bimerotopy by taking those coverings (ß  for which p,e belongs to the bimerotopy.
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Thus we shall identify the covering (€  with the bicovering p,e and the merotopy 
dll with the bimerotopy for which (3.3) is a base, i.e. merotopies will be regarded as 
special kinds of bimerotopies.
3.4 Lemma, a) A bimerotopy 9JI is a merotopy iff
US. for each pCpM there is a q 0 i i  such that q < p ,  and A =  B whenever A q B .
b) Each merotopy is a strong bimerotopy.
c) The operations “ defined in 0.5 and 2.18 coincide for merotopies. □
3.5 L emma. A merotopy is a covering uniformity iff it is a biuniformity.
P ro o f . Observe that iff then apply 2.14. □
3.6 E xam ple. A semiuniformity %  for which all the bimerotopies A/'", °l/c, 'iUb 
and °US are different. Let X = { 1 ,  2, 3, 4}, and let {[/}  be a base for ^  where
U =  A U({1, 2 }x{3 . 4})U({3, 4 } x { l ,  2}).
It is enough to check that if  p 1 =  Uc, p.2= U b, p 3=  Um, Pn~Uf  then p t is not a refine­
ment o f Pj whenever i < j .
3.7 Lemma. Jfdl is a semiuniformity then üUba üUm. □
3.8 P ro po sitio n . I f  'll is a uniformity then °Um=°Ub .
P ro o f , is obvious, so we have only to prove that aUmciaUc. For this
purpose, it is enough to show that if V‘i a aU and V^fU is symmetrical then
If A VcB then A x B c z V  and, by the symmetry of V, BxAczV,  thus8 
( A ( J B ) X ( A ( J B ) c U ,  i.e. (AÖB) Um ( A U B). □
3.9 If one starts from the definition o f a bimerotopy and—forgetting the mero­
topies—tries to introduce an Axiom of Symmetry then not BS but either o f the fol­
lowing axioms seems to be the natural choice:
BS'. 931 has a base consisting of symmetric bicoverings;
BS". If />£931 then /»-»CSW.
It is easy to check that BS' and BS" are equivalent (to prove BS"=*BS', apply 2.6).
3.10 D efin itio n . We shall call a bimerotopy symmetric if it satisfies BS'.
3.11 R em ark . Merotopies are symmetric, but a symmetric bimerotopy is not 
necessarily a merotopy (take °UC, °Ub or W  from 3.6).
3.12 P ro po sitio n . A biuniformity is symmetric iff it is a uniformity.
Proof. Let 931 be a symmetric biuniformity, and p£931. Take q<*p.  
By BS', 2.13 b) and 2.2, we may assume that q is symmetric and qtzn . Now if
8 Here we use A n  B, which can of course be assumed, e.g. by 2.2. In similar situations, A n B 
will always be assumed implicitly.
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A q B  then A d s i \ B  and B e s t “1 A follow from B q A, thus, by 2.12 a), q <  
^ { ( A U B ,A \J B ) :  A q B } <*/?. □
3.13 Remark. 3.12 could also be deduced from 3.8, using 3.14, 2.29 and 5.14.
3.14 P ro po sitio n . I f  SOI is a symmetric bimerotopy then SOI“ is a semiuni­
formity. □
3.15 E xam ple . Take X  and p 2 from 3.6. Let {p }  be a base for the bimerotopy SÖÍ, 
where =/7._,U{({1, 2}, {3, 4})}. Now SOI“ is symmetric, although 5D1 is not. (And SOI 
is a biuniformity, too.)
§ 4. Around the Triangle Axiom
4.1 The main purpose o f this section is to characterize those bimerotopies 
(biuniformities) which are o f the form or <%b for a suitable aU. As one can guess 
from 0.12, certain modifications of the Triangle Axiom B a  will play an important 
role in the solution o f this problem. We shall also consider two other modifications 
of B A that have nothing to do with the above mentioned question.
4.2 D efin itio n . The bimerotopy SOI is coarse, basic, respectively fine i f  there is a
quasi-semiuniformity ^  such that S0i=^e, respectively 501= ^ .
4.3 R em ark . By 2.30, SOI is coarse (basic, fine) iff 501=5D1"C (S0Í=SÜ1“\  Söl=SDt“-0.
4.4 On the model o f M A', consider the following axiom:
B a '. if SOI then there is a g£S0l such that for any x^X, (st“1 {x}) p“1 (stj {x}).
If B a ' holds for p  taken from a base then it holds for any p£50t. A bicovering q satis­
fying the condition in B a ' need not be a refinement o f p. (Example: p —Ub, q = U c 
with U  from 2.31.) All the same, it can always be assumed without changing B A' 
that q < p .  (Proof: replace q by q(P\)p. )  In contrast to the equivalence o f M A 
and M a ', we have here only:
4.5 P roposition . B a  implies B a '.
P r o o f . B2 and 2.12 b). □
4.6 E xam ple . A bimerotopy satisfying B a ', but not B A. Let Z  denote the set 
of the integers, J = Z X { 1 , 2}. Let {/•} be a base for SOI where
/• =  {(Aki, Bki): kCZ, /  =  1, 2}U{(F, F)},
Aki =  ({h€Z: h <  k } x { l ,  2})U {{k, /)}, Bki =  ({/z€Z: h > k } x { l ,  2})U{(/c, /)},
E  =  {( 1, 1), (1,2)}, F =  {(2, 1), (2,2)}.
For x = ( k , i )  we have stL1 {x} =  and st}{x }= B ti, thus B a ' is satisfied for 
p  =  r with q= r .  On the other hand, the pair (E, F)  thwarts B a .
4.7 L emma. B a  and B a ' are equivalent fo r strong bimerotopies.
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Proof. Assume B a ', take /?G9ft, and choose q for p, then r for q according to 
B a '. We may also assume that r<q.  As 931 is strong, s=rC ]m £(iOl. We claim that 
s c * p .
Let A s B ,  and pick x£AC\B.  It is enough to show that s t y ^ c s t y ^ x }  and 
s t jB c s t^ x } ;  let us prove e.g. the second formula. If y£stj B then there are C  
and D  with B m C s  D^y ,  choosing a point z£CC\D,  we have .^ c s ty 1 {z}cr 
c s t r_1{z} and Dczst] {z}cistj {z}, thus A q dD;  hence A q d{y}. Now y£stj{x}  
follows from x£A.  □
4.8 Since a pair o f points in a bimerotopic space may well be considered a natural 
counterpart of a single point in a merotopic space, the following axiom is also an 
analogue of M a ':
B a ". if pfABl then there is a q£SJl such that {x}qd {y}  implies 
(st-1 {*}) p d (stj {y}).
According to 2.24 a), it would be shorter here (and in other axioms to come) to write 
x q uy  for {x} qd {y},  but it seems to be incongruous to introduce entourages into an 
axiom concerning bicoverings.
4.9 Proposition. B a ' and B a " are equivalent.
Proof. 1° B a "=>Ba '. Use B2 and apply B a " to x= y.
2° B a '=>Ba ". For pfyM take q, and then for q take r < q  according to 
B a '. We are going to show that B a " holds w ith /•.
If {x} rd {y} then evidently ygstjjx}, and (by the choice of r) (sty1 {x}) qd 
qd(stj {x}); therefore (sty1 {x}) qd {y}, i.e. sty1 {xjcrsty1 {y}. From r< #  we have 
stj { y j c s t1 {y}, thus (sty1 {y}) /  (stj {y}) implies (sty1 {x}) p d (stj {y}). □
4.10 Before turning to the analogues o f M A t and M a 2> let us decompose 
B a  in a different way:
B A a. for each /?£9Jl there is a q£931 such that A q B  implies (sty1 A) p d B ;
B A b.for each p693l there is a such that A q B  implies A p d (s t\B).
It can be easily verified (using 2.12) that B A = B A a +  B A b. One of these axioms 
alone is not enough for 93Í to be a biuniformity.
4.11 On the analogy o f  M A t and M A2, let us introduce the following axiom s:
B A x.forany p£93i there is a ijr£93l such that if  A, BczX  and {x}qd {y}  holds 
for each x £ A  and y£B  then A p d B ;
B A 2- for any p£93i there is a qfÁM such that A q B m C  q D implies A p d D.
(In B A i , we could write A XBczq“, cf. 4.8.) It is again enough to assume the axioms 
for p  taken from a base. In B A , g is, in B ,/\2 q can be supposed to be, a refinement o fp.
Unfortunately, B A i +  B a 2 is not equivalent to B a : the biuniformity in 
2.31 does not satisfy B A j . (Nevertheless, these axioms will turn out to be o f service 
in characterizing coarse or basic bimerotopies.) We have only the following implica­
tions, none of which can be reversed:
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4.12 Lemma, a) Any o f  the axioms B Aa, B Ab and. B a ' implies B a 2.
b) I f  931 satisfies B a 2 then 931" is a quasi-uniformity.
c) I f  yji satisfies B A j and 931" is a quasi-uniformity then 9Ji is a biuniformity.
Proof, a) B A a=>B a 2 and B A b=»B a 2 : evident. B a '=>B A 2: i f  A q B m C  q D 
and xdBC\C then Aczst~x {x}, ÄcstJ {xj.
b) Choose q for pd  931 according to B A 2. If x quy q uz  then there are A , B , C , D  
such that x£A, y£B(AC, z^D  and A q B, C  q D.  As now B m C ,  we have A p d D 
from B a 2, thus x p u z. Hence (qu)2(zpu.
c) Let /?€931 and choose q according to B A j . Since 931“ is a quasi-uniformity, 
there is an r693l such that (ru)2c q u. Assume A r B. By 2.34, stj £  =  /•“[/?], thus for 
any x£ ,4 and z£stjf? we have x r uy r uz  with a suitable ydB,  therefore x qu z, i.e. 
{x} qd {z}. Now A p d (stj B) follows from the choice o f q; this proves B A b. □
4.13 Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a coarse or basic bi- 
merotopy 931:
a) 931 is a biuniformity;
b) 931 satisfies B a ';
c) 93i satisfiesB a 2 ;
d) 931“ is a quasi-uniformity. □
4.14 Lemma, a) I f  p  is a bicovering then p"s < p  --p"c.
b) I f  p  is a strong bicovering then p~=puh.
Proof, a) 1° If A p uf B then \A\=\B\ =  \ (or A — B =  0), say ,4 =  {x}and B =  {y),  
and x p uy,  i.e. {x} p d {y}.
2° If A p B  then AxBczp",  hence A p uc B.
b) The same argument. □
4.15 Theorem. A bimerotopy 931 is coarse iff it satisfies B A j .
Proof. 1° Assume 931=^, Uddt. If { x ) U cd{y )  for any x£A  and y£B  
then A X B c U ,  thus A U CB; this means that 5 A j. holds for a base (with q=p) .
2° Conversely, assume now that B A i is satisfied; we have to prove that 9J1=931“C.
If p£931“c then there is a U 0 )lu with Uc< p ,  i.e. there is a £^931 with quc< p , 
thus p£93? follows from q < q uc (4.14a)).
If p€93i then choose a q according to B A x. Now #“c£93l“c, thus p£_931“c will 
follow from quc< p . To prove quc< p , let A q ucB; this means A x B c z q u, which 
is equivalent to the condition imposed on q in B A i ; hence A pd B. □
4.16 Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a bimerotopy 931:
a) 931 is a coarse biuniformity;
b) 931 is a biuniformity satisfying B A j ;
c) 931 satisfies B A ' and B A t ;
d) 931 satisfies B A 2 and B A i . □
4.17 Remark. These results call the definition o f a biuniformity in question: 
perhaps B a ' or B a 2 could be chosen instead o f B A; in fact 5.11 will provide a 
strong argument for B a '. We shall try to justify our choice in § 6.
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4.18 The following modification of B a x will be needed for the characterization 
o f basic bimerotopies:
B AÍ for any pCÜßl there is a #£931 such that if  A m  B and {x} qd {y} holds for 
each x£A  and y f B  then A p d B.
It is again enough to take p  from a base; q < p  can be supposed. (It seems at first 
sight equally natural to write {x} (qC\m)d {y} instead of, or besides, assuming A m B; 
such an axiom would be, however, too weak: it is satisfied by any fine bimerotopy.)
4.19 Lemma, a) B a  x implies B a J .
b) B a ' =  B a ( +  B a 2.
c) I f  B AÍ holds fo r  93t and 931“ is a quasi-uniformity then B A' holds, too.
P roof, b) B a '=>B a 2. 4.12 a).
B a '=>B a [ .  A q chosen according to B a ' will also be good in B AÍ- Indeed, 
if  A m  B and {x} qA {y} for each x£A  and y£B  then, with a point z £ A D B  we have 
A ci s t~ 1 {z} and B cst*{z}, thus A p d B follows from B a '.
B A Í + B a 2=>B a '. By 4.12 b), 931“ is a quasi-uniformity, thus this implication 
will be a consequence of c).
c) Let p£93t and choose q according to B A Í. Take r£9Jl with (ru)3c q u; 
fix z £ X .  Now ((/■“)~1z ) x ( r uz ) c q u, i.e. {x} qd {y}  whenever xCfr“)~1z  and y£r“z; 
furthermore, ((ru)~1z) m (ruz), thus from B a ( we have ((/•”)“1 z) p d (ruz). B A' fol­
lows now from 2.24 b). □
4.20  Theorem . A bimerotopy is basic iff it is strong and satisfies B a [ .
Proof. 1° If 931 is basic then it is strong (2.29). For p = U b, B a ( is satisfied 
with q = p .
2° Assume conversely that 93Í is strong and satisfies B A j ; we have to show that 
93i =  93tub.
If p £ ‘H)lub then there is a f/£9Jl“ with Ub<p ,  i.e. there is a (^[93l such that q 
is strong and qub< p ‘, now 4.14 b) implies q < p ,  showing that p£93L
9JI c: 931"'' can be proved using a slight modification of the argument in the last 
paragraph of the proof o f 4.15. □
4.21 Remark. Observe that the strongness of 931 is not used in the proof o f 93ÍC 
aiD l“h, while B a [ is not needed when showing 93i“i’czM.
4.22 Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent for a bimerotopy 991:
a) 931 is a basic biuniformity,
b) 931 is a strong biuniformity,
c) 931 is strong and satisfies B a ';
d) 93Í is strong and it satisfies B A 2 and B a ( . □
4.23 Remark. The analogy between 4.16 and 4.22 becomes clear if  we add the 
redundant condition B to 4.22 b) and c): B a x of 4.16 is replaced by strong +  B a J 
throughout 4.22. (Compare also 4.15 with 4.20.) None of the three conditions in
4.22 d) is superfluous: strongness is needed since each coarse biuniformity satisfies
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B a 2 and B a J ; 4.20 shows that B a 2 cannot be dropped either; concerning B a J, 
see the example below.
4.24 E xam ple . Let |T |= 3 , and A p B  iff \A\=2 — \B\. Let {p} be a base for 931. 
Then 931 is strong, it satisfies B a 2, but it is not a biuniformity.
§ 5. Comparison of binierotopies
5.1 Definition. If 901 and 91 are binierotopies and 93lc91, we shall say that 91 
is finer than 9JÍ (or 931 is coarser than 91).
5.2 Proposition. For a quasi-semiuniformity °U, °UC is the coarsest one, while 
is the finest one among all the binierotopies compatible with °U.
P roof. In other words, we have to show that for any bimerotopy 931, 93l"cc  
c931c931“T
1° If p£93l“c then there is a 46 931 with quc< p ;  now q < q uc (4.14 a)) implies
p m .
2° Assume p£931. Then pu/<p  (4.14 a)) implies p£931“T □
5.3 P ro po sitio n , a) I f  931c 91 then 9)1“c  91”.
b) I f  then f ' c f c, ‘%bc : irb, <z'Vi . □
5.4 T heorem . The bimerotopy 931 is compatible with the quasi-semiuniformity ÍI 
iff ^ Cc9 V lcW f
Proof. 5.2 and 5.3 a). □
5.5 Theorem. The bimerotopy 931 is basic iff it is the coarsest one among the 
strong binierotopies compatible with 931“.
Proof. 1° Let 931 be basic, i.e. 931 =  93!“'’. Then 931 is strong by 4.20. If 91 is another 
strong bimerotopy compatible with 931“ and p£93l then there are a q£ 931 such that 
qubc p  and an r^Hl with rc m , ru<zqu. Hence rub<q"b< p , thus r< p  by 4.14 b), 
i.e. p£9l.
2° The converse follows from 4.21. □
5.6 Example. There is no finest one among the strong bimerotopies compatible 
with the indiscrete uniformity on X —{ \ ,2 ) :  take p1 =  {({l}, T), ({2}, T)}, p2 =  
{(T, {1}),(T , {2})} and let {/?,} be a base for 931,; if 9310931,1)931., and 93l~ is 
strong then {({1}, {1}), ({2}, {2})} =  m(T(p1( n ) p 2)693i, thus 931“ is the discrete 
uniformity, although 931J=93l2 is the indiscrete one.
5.7 Remark. A modification of the above argument shows that if there is a finest 
one among the strong bimerotopies compatible with a quasi-semiuniformity then 
°U is necessarily discrete.
5.8 Definition. A bimerotopy 931 is proper if 931 c  931”'’.
5.9 P ro po sitio n . A bimerotopy is basic iff it is strong and proper. □
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5.10 Theorem. A bimerotopy is proper iff it satisfies B A [ .
Proof. 1° Let 9JI be proper, and p£93t. Then p £ W ub, thus there is a q 0 R ub 
with which B a Í is satisfied (4.20). We may assume that q =  r“b where rfAlU. Now  
/•“c69Jl“ec93i, and B a [ is also satisfied with ruc instead o f ruh. [Indeed: if a= b o r c 
then {x} ruad {y}  is equivalent to x ruau y  (4.8), i.e. to x ru y  (2.21).]
2° The converse follows from 4.21. □
5.11 T heorem . The bimerotopy 931 satisfies B A' iff 931 is proper and 931“ is a quasi­
uniformity.
Proof. 1° B a ' implies B a [ and B A 2 (4.19 b)), thus 931 is proper by 5.10, and 
931“ is a quasi-uniformity by 4.12 b).
2° If SOI is proper and 931“ is a quasi-uniformity then 931 satisfies B a [ by 5.10, 
thus B a ' follows from 4.19 c). □
5.12 Remark. Neither B A nor B a 2 could replace B a ' in 5.11. Examples: 4.6, 
respectively i t /  for any non-discrete quasi-uniformity °U.
5.13 Corollary. Biuniformities are proper. □
5.14 Remark. If W  is a uniformity then there is exactly one biuniformity com­
patible with °U (3.8, 5.13). This statement would not hold, had we defined bimeroto- 
pies as outlined in 2.4.
§ 6. Binearness
6.1 After introducing the notion of a binearness, we shall only prove one simple 
theorem, which will give a reason for our preferring B A to B A' in the definition of  
a biuniformity. In subsequent parts of this series, we shall concentrate on bimero- 
topies and biuniformities, and do not intend to deal with binearness spaces.
6.2 D efinition. The bimerotopy 931 is a binearness if  it satisfies the following 
axiom :
BN. if pdM  then {(i^,L4, i^Z?): A p  B }^ R .
6.3 Notation. The relation on the right-hand side of BN will be denoted 
by i«0,/?.
6.4 Proposition. A merotopy is a binearness iff it is a nearness. □
6.5 Theorem. Each biuniformity is a binearness.
P r o o f . Let 931 be a biuniformity, and p£931. We are going to show that if q-=*p 
then q<\mP-
Assume C q D, and choose A and B suchthat st ~1CczA, st ]DczB,  A p B .  
For any x£D,  stj {x:}cstj ÖCÄ, thus x€ ilJtB (2.35 b)), i.e. Similarly,
C a i ^ A ;  hence C (imp)d D. □
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6.6 This natural generalization of the theorem stating that each uniformity is 
a nearness would not be true if a biuniformity had been defined as a bimerotopy 
satisfying B a '. Example: if 9JÍ is from 4.6 then, with the notations used there, 
iMr =  ( r \{ (£ ,F )} )U { (0 ,0 )} m
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LOCALIZATION OF ASSOCIATED AND WEAKLY 
ASSOCIATED PRIME ELEMENTS AND SUPPORTS 
OF LATTICE MODULES OF FINITE LENGTH
H. M. NAKKAR and D. D . ANDERSON
§ 0. Introduction
R. P. Dilworth [3] introduced the concept o f a Noether lattice as an abstraction 
of the concept of the lattice o f ideals of a Noetherian ring. He showed that many of 
the important theorems o f classical ideal theory held in them. E. W. Johnson and
J. A. Johnson [4, 5] introduced and studied Noetherian modules over multiplicative 
lattices, and hence many o f Dilworth’s ideas have been extended. Then D. D. Ander­
son [1] and H. M. Nakkar [7] studied multiplicative lattices and modules over them 
without chain condition. H. M. Nakkar and D. D. Anderson [11] introduced and 
studied the set Ass (M) o f associated prime elements and the set Ass (M) o f weakly
associated prime elements for a module M  over a multiplicative lattice L.
In this paper we study the localization o f associated and weakly associated prime 
elements. We show (Theorem 2.2) that a prime element [p]£S~lL belongs to 
Ass (S~1M )  if and only if p£Ass  (M)  and p ^ s  for any i  o f a multiplicatively
closed set S. We prove (Theorem 2.5) that the element B o f M  maximal with respect 
to S(B)  =  S(0) satisfies the conditions Ass (B) =  0 and Ass ([0, i?]) =  Ass (M ) — 0,
where 0 is the set o f elements p  o f Ass (M ) for which s^ßp for any s£S.  Section 3
is concerned with the introduction o f the support o f a module M,  denoted Supp (M). 
We prove (Proposition 3.7) that if IM is a finite join o f weak principal elements, then 
Ass((0: Im) )Q A ss (M)QSupp (M ) =  F((0: IM)) and that these sets have the same
minimal elements. We show (Proposition 3.8) that a compact element h£L  is M-  
nilpotent if and only if h ^ p  for every p£Supp(M ). In Section 4 we introduce 
relatively prime elements, and we prove (Theorem 4.5) that if Plt  . . . ,  Pn are rela-
n
tively prime in pairs in L and if M is modular, then the L-submodule [( A Pi) hi]
i = 1 n
of M is isomorphic to the L-module [J [PJm , /M]. In Section 5 we consider modules
i = l
of finite length. We characterize these modules in terms of elements of Ass (M ) and 
elements o f Supp (M ) (Theorem 5.4). We also show (Theorem 5.8) that if  M  is a 
Noetherian lattice module o f finite length, then the element 0 €M  has a unique pri­
mary decomposition 0 =  / \  Q(P),  where Q(P)  is /-’-primary in M,  and that the
P  6  A s s  (A T )
canonical mapping o f M  into JJ [Q(P), hi \  is bijective. In this case we have
P € A s s ( M )
5
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LongL(M )=  2  LongLp(M P). Finally we show that a Noether lattice L  is of
P£A ss(M )
m
finite length if and only if L is isomorphic to / /  [P[\ J], where n is an integer and
i = l
Pi9 P2, . . . ,  Pm are maximal in L.
For this study we use A-lattices given by Nakkar in [7] for establishing the theory 
o f localization with respect to multiplicatively closed sets.
§ 1. P re lim inaries
D efinition 1.1. A lattice module M  over the multiplicative lattice L is called 
a CG-lattice (PG-lattice) if  every element o f M  is a join of compact (principal) 
elements. Recall that M  is a A"-lattice ([7]), Definition 12) if it is a CG-lattice and for 
any compact element h^L  and any compact element II£M, the element hH is 
compact.
D efinition 1.1. A nonempty subset S  o f L is called multiplicatively closed if it is 
closed under multiplication and every element o f S  is compact in L.
D efinition 1.3. Let P be a prime element o f L. Then we say P is associated 
(weakly associated) with the module M if  there is a nonzero compact element H^M  
such that P =(0: H) (P  is minimal in F((0: //))). The set o f prime elements asso­
ciated (weakly associated) with M  is denoted by Ass (M)(Ass (M)) or simply by
Ass (M )(Ass (M)).
In general we adopt the lattice terminology o f [4], [5], [7] and [11] and the module 
(ox er a ring) terminology of [2] and [6],
Throughout this paper, L will denote a multiplicative lattice, M  will denote 
a lattice module over L and S' will denote a multiplicatively closed subset of L.
§ 2. Localization o f associa ted  and w eakly associated prim e elem ents
First we give the construction o f the localization with respect to multiplicatively 
closed sets, established in [7] for iv-lattices. Let M  and L be ^-lattices. For every 
element B of M  we define S(B)  =  V (B: s). Clearly B ~ D o S ( B ) = S ( D )  (B, D£M)
s i S
is an equivalence relation. Let [5] be the equivalence class of B and let S _1(M ) =  
=  { [ 5 ] : B£M).  The quotient lattice S -1L is a multiplicative lattice and the quotient 
module S ~ 1M  is an S _1L-module. They are again ^-lattices. If P is a prime element 
o f  L and SP =  {s£L: s is compact and s ^ P } ,  then we write LP(MP) instead of 
SP 1L ( S p 1M).  For more details the interested reader may refer to [7],
Proposition 2.1. Let L and M be K-lattices and let Band D be elements o f  Msuch 
that D ^ B . The S ~ 1L-module 5,_1([£>, B\) is isomorphic to the submodule [[D], [/?]] 
o f  the S ~1L-module S~'M.
P roof. Let Abe an element o f [D, B]. Let S { X ) =  \J (X: s) (5"(A)= V (Lb s))
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and let [Z]* ([A]) denote the equivalence class o f X  regarded as an element o f [D , B] 
(of M),  i.e., [^ ]*gS'-1([A -ß]) and [X]£S~'M.  Then we have S (X )  =  S(X)AB.  
Now let X b e  an element of M  such that S ( X ) ^ S ( B ) ,  then by Lemma 2.2 in [7] 
we have S(X) =  S(S(X))AS(B)  =  S{S(X)/ \B) .
Define 0: S ^ D ,  /?])-[[£>], [Z?]] by 0([.V]*) =  [T]. Then 0 will clearly be an 
5'“ 1L-module homomorphism provided that it is well-defined. Suppose then that 
[A]* and [T]* are any elements such that [T]* =  [T]*, then S(T ) =  S (F ). This 
implies that 5 (T ) =  S'(F) and hence [ T ]=[F]. Clearly 0 is injective. Now let [A] be 
an arbitrary element of [[£>],[#]]. Then by Lemma 2.2 in [7] we have S(D ) s  
rSS(X)^S(B)  and hence S(X)AB£[D, B]. It follows that ö([S'(A')AS]*) = 
= [ (^T)AJS]=[T].
T heorem  2.2. Let L and M be K-lattices, and let 0 be the set o f all prime elements p 
o f  L fo r  which s ^ p  for any s£S.  Then the mapping p>-*[p\ is a bijection o f  Ass (Af)Pi
(TO onto Ass
Proof. The mapping /?>— [p] is a one-to-one correspondence between the ele­
ments o f 9 and the prime elements of S~*L (Theorem 2.3 in [7]). Let p  be an element 
o f Ass (M )f ] 9 , then there is a compact element H^O  in M  such thatp  is minimal
in F((0: //)). By Lemma 9.2 in [7] we have [(0: //)]  =  ([0]: [//]). By Theorem 2.3 
in [7] we get that [p] is minimal in K(([0]: [//])), and hence [/?]£ Ass (5'_1M).
Now let [/?]£A s^s (S'_1M ), then there exists a compact element [H] o f  S ~ XM  such
that [/?] is minimal in F(([0]: [//])). We can assume that H  is compact in M  and p  
is prime in L (Lemma 11.2 and Theorem 2.3 in [7]). Since F(([0]: [//])) =  F([(0: H)]) 
then p  is minimal in F((0: H )) and hence Ass (M)C\9.
Proposition 2.3. Let L and M  be K-lattices and let 0 be the set o f  all prime ele­
ments P£ L for which s^ß P for any s£ S. Then
(i) The mapping Ph—[P] is a bijection o f  Ass (M)f)0 onto a subset of 
Ass (S -W ).
(ii) I f  PdO is compact in L and [P]£Ass then P£Ass (AI).
Proof. If P=(0: H),  where H  is a compact element of M,  then we have [P] =  
=  ([0]: [//]) in S ^ L .  Therefore (i) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2. Now let 
[P]£Ass Then there is a compact element H o f M  such that [P] =  ([0]: [//]),
therefore [P ][//]=[0] and hence P H ^ S ( 0). Since PH is compact in M,  there 
exists an element s£S  such that s P H = 0 (Lemma 1.2 in [7]). This implies that 
P ^ ( 0 : s H ) .  Since P£0 we get P = ( 0 : s H ) and hence P£Ass (M).
Corollary 2.4. Let L be a K-lattice, let M  be a Noetherian L-moduIe and let 
9 be the set o f  all prime elements p  o f  L for which s f p  for every sZ S. Then the map­
ping /?•—[/?] is a bijection o f  Ass (M )D 0 onto Ass
Theorem 2.5. Let L and M  be K-lattices, let 9 be the set o f  elements p  o f  Ass (M ) 
fo r  which s^ßp for every s(i S, and let ijj be the set o f  all elements D o f  M  such that
5*
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S (D )  =  S(0). Then \jj has a maximum element and this maximum element B satisfies 
the following conditions:
Ass (B) =  0 and Ass ([0, B]) =  Ass (M) — 0.
Moreover, if  the greatest element I o f L is compact, then B is the unique element 
o f  M  which satisfies these conditions.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 3.2 in [7], we have 5 (  V />) =  5 ( V 5(£>))=
D d p  Dil)/
=  5 (5 (0 ))= 5 (0 ). This implies the existence of the maximum element B of \jt. Since 
S(B)£i//, we have S ( B ) = B .  Now let p^L  be an element of Ass([0, B]). Then
there exists a compact element H  in [0, B] such that p  is minimal in F((0: / /) ) .  
Since M  is a CG-lattice, the element H  is compact in M,  thus p£ Ass (M). On the
other hand, by Lemma 9.2 in [7], we get 5 ( /? )^ 5 ((0: //)) =  (5 (0): 5 ( / / ) )  =  
=  (5(0): 5(0)) =  /. Since p ^ I  there exists an element s £ S  such that s ^ p .  This 
implies that Ass ([0 ,5])gA^ss (M) —0. Let p£Ass(B) and let H  be a compact
element of M  such that H ^ B  and p  is minimal in F ((/?: / / ) ) .  If s is an element o f 5  
such that s^p,  then by Lemma 1.2 in [8] there exists an integer 1 and a compact 
element t£L  suchthat t 0 p  and ts"^(B:H).  It follows that tH ^ S ( B ) = B ,  and 
hence t ^ ( B \ H ) S p ,  a contradiction. Since (B: H )  =  S((B: H))=(S(B): S(H))  =  
=  (5(0): 5 ( //) )  =  5 ( (0 : / / ) ) ,  then p  is a minimal element in F ((0: / / ) )  and hence 
p£A ss(M ). This implies that Ass (B)Q6.  By Proposition 2.5 in [11] we get that
Ass(B)  =  0 and Ass ([0, 5 ])  =  A ss(M ) — 0.
Finally, let D  be an element of M  such that Ass(Z>) =  0 and Ass([0, -£>]) =  
=  A ss(M ) — 0. By Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 we get Ass (5 _ l([0 ,/>])) =  
=  Ass ([[0], [D]]) =  </>. By Proposition 2.10 in [11] we have 5(0) =  5(/>). Therefore 
D ^ B .  If D ^ B ,  then [D, B ] ^ { 0 }  and hence Ass ([£>, B])^(j). Since Ass([Z>, 5])Q  
gA ss([D ,7 ])= A ss(/? ) =  0, then ^ A s & (S ~ 1([D, /? ]))= Ass ([[£»], [5]]) and hence 
[D ]?í[5]. This means that S(D)?±S(0), a contradiction.
Corollary 2.6. Let L and M  be K-lattices and let 0 be an arbitrary finite subset o f  
A ss (M ) such that every element o f  Ass (M) — 0 is not contained in an element o f  0.
Then there exists an element B  o f  M  such that:
Ass (B) =  0 and Ass ([0, B]) =  Ass (M) — 0.
Proof. This follows immediately if we take S = { h £ L :  h is a compact element 
such that h ^ p  for any p  60}.
Corollary 2.7. Let L and M  be K-lattices and let P be an element o f Ass (M). 
I f  P is minimal in Ass (A/), then there exists an element Q o f  M  such that Ass (Q) =  
=  {P} and Ass ([0, (?]) =  Ass (M ) — {P). Moreover, i f  the greatest element I  is com­
pact, then Q is P-primary in M .
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P ro o f. This follows from Proposition 4.2 in [11].
P roposition  2.8. Let L be a K-lattice in which the greatest element 1 is compact, 
let M  be a K-lattice and let B be an element o f  M  such that every element o f  Ass (B) is
minimal in Ass (B). Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The set Ass (B) is finite.
(ii) The element B has a primary decomposition in M.
P roof. (i)=>-(ii). By Corollary 2.7 there exists for each p^Ass(B)  an element 
Q(p)  o f [B, Tm] such that A^ ss (Q{p) )={p)  and Ass([B, Q(p)])=Ass ( B ) - { p ) .  Let 
us write D =  /\  Q(p).  We shall show that D = B .  By Proposition 2.5 in [11] we
A s s ( B )/
have for each pg Ass (B ):
Ass ([B, D]) g  Ass ([B, Q(p)]) g  Ass  (B ) - { p }.
It follows that Ass ([B, D]) =  (j> and hence by Proposition 2.10 in [11] we get D = B .  
(ii)=Ki). This follows from Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 4.2 in [11].
§ 3. The support of a module
D efinition 3.1. Let M  be a AT-lattice. The set o f prime elements p  o f L such that 
Mp s* {0} is called the support o f M  and is denoted by Supp (M ).
Proposition 3.1. Let M  be a K-lattice.
(i) I f  B is an element o f  M, then Supp (M) =  Supp ([0, B])USupp ([B, IM]).
(ii) I f  / Af=  V Ba fo r  a  family o f elements o f M, then Supp ( M ) -
=  U  Supp ([0, BJ).
ol£ J
Proof, (i) Let p  be a prime element o f L. Clearly, SP(0)=SP(IM) if and only if 
S p(0) =  Sp(B) and Sp(B) =  S p(IM). This means that M p =  0 if and only if 
[[0], [B]] =  {0} and [[B], [/M]] ={0}, and hence if and only if ([0, B])p =  { 0 }  and 
( [ £ , / m])p= { 0}. (ii) Let p€Supp(M ). Since [ /„ ]=  V [* J  in M p and [/M]^ [0],
a Z J
then there exists an element Ba such that [B^J^fO] in Mp. It follows that p£  
iSupp ([0, BJ). By (i) we get Supp (M )g  (J Supp ([0, BJ).
a €  J
Proposition 3.2. Let L and M  be K-lattices and let p  be a prime element o f  L. 
Then pgSupp(M ) i f  and only i f  p = q  for some qdAss  (M).
Proof. Let pCSupp (M ). Then there is a compact element H  o f M  such that 
[ //H [0 ]  in Mp. Since [/] ^([0] :[ //]) =  [(0: H)]  (Lemma 9.2 in [7]) we get p ^ ( 0 :  H). 
By Zorn’s Lemma there exists an element q o f A ss (M )  such that q S p .  Now let
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^6 A ss (M )  and let p  be a prime element of L such that p = q .  Since q f s  for any 
s £ S p then by Theorem 2.2 we get [c/]iAss (Mp). Therefore MpA {()} and hence 
p iS u p p  (M).
C orollary 3.3. Let L and M  be K-lattices and let the greatest element I  o f  L be 
compact, then M = {  0} i f  and only i f  Supp(M ) =  0.
P roof. This follows from Proposition 2.10 in [11].
For any element b of L, V (b) will denote the set o f  all prime elements o f L  con­
taining b.
L emma 3.4. Let L and M  be K-lattices. Let b be an element o f L and let A be a weak 
principal element of M. Then
(i) Supp ([b, I]) =  V(b), and
(ii) Supp ([0, A]) =  V((0: A)).
P roof, (i) Let p  be a prime element of L. We note that pdV(b)  if  and only if  
[b\ A[I]  in Lp and hence if  and only if ([b, I])pA{0).  (ii) Since the L-submodule 
[0, A] o f  M is isomorphic to the L-submodule [(0: A), /]  of L we have Supp ([0, A]) =  
=  Supp ([0: A), /]) =  F((0: A)).
C orollary 3.5. Let L and M  be K-lattices. Let {A0} a-J be a collection o f  weak 
principal elements o f M  such that IM= \ J  Ax. Then Supp (M )= (J F((0: AJ).
a £ J  aZJ
P roof. By Proposition 3.1 we get
Supp (M)  =  U  Supp ([0, AJ)  =  U V((0:AJ).
L emma 3.6. Let M  be a CG-lattice. For any weak principal element A o f  M  and 
any compact element h o f L, the element hA is compact in M.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1 in [10],
P roposition 3.7. Let L  and M  be K-lattices and let IM =  A1V. . .VA„,  where 
A1, . . . , A „  are weak principal in M. Then Ass((0: 7W))C Ass (M )C Supp (M) =
=  F ((0  : Isí)). Moreover, these sets have the same minimal elements.
P roof. Clearly V((0: !„)) =  V((0: V A,)) =  V ( f  (0: A ,)) =  IJ V((0 : Af) =
i = l  i = l  i = l
=  Supp (M). Now let p i  Ass ((0 :IM)) and let h be a compact element o f L such that
n
p  is minimal in F(((0 : Im) : h'j). It follows that p=s /\  (0: hAt). By Lemma 3.6
;=i
hAi ( i = l ,  . . . ,« )  is compact. Therefore p£Ass(M).  Finally, let p be a minimal ele­
ment o f  V((0: IM)). If Q is a compact element o f L such that Q ^ p ,  then p=5 
&((0: IM): Q) and hence p i  Ass ((0: / M)).
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D efinition 3.2. Let b be an element of L. b is called Af-nilpotent if there exists 
an integer n&l such that b"IM = 0.
Proposition 3.8. Let L and M be K-lattices. Let IM be a finite join o f weak prin­
cipal elements o f M  and let h be a compact element o f  L. Then h is M-nilpotent ij and 
only i f  h s p  for every pgSupp (Af).
Proof. Since hn^(0:  IM) and F ((0 :/M)) =  Supp (M),  then h ^ p  for every 
pgSupp(M ). Now suppose hn^( 0 :I M) for all integers n ^  1. Then by Lemma 3.1 
in [11] there exists a prime element p  of L such that p ^ ( 0: IM) and p ^ h .  Therefore 
/?£Supp(Af) and p%h.
§ 4. Relatively prime elements
Definition 4.1. Let a, b be any elements of L. Then a and b are called relatively 
prime if aWb=I.
The following proposition, whose proof will be omitted, shows some o f the 
properties of relatively prime elements.
Proposition 4.1. Let a , b , d x, ..., d„ be arbitrary elements o f L.
(i) IJ a, b are relatively prime, then as, b' are relatively prime for any positive 
integers s and t.
(ii) IJ a is relatively prime to each o f the d, (1 ^ i^ n ) ,  then it is relatively prime to 
dt d2...dn.
(iii) IJ dx, d2, . . . ,  d„ are relatively prime in pairs, then d1Ad.i A ...A d„= d1 d2... 
...dn.
Proposition 4.2. If Px, P2, P„£L are relatively prime in pairs, then 
PxIMt\ ...l\P nIM =  (Px ... P„)Im — ( A A . - . A / ^ V
Proof. It suffices to prove the first equation by induction by n. For n = 2 we 
have P1P J Ms P 1/ MAP!/Ai=(P,VP.)(P,/MAP2/M) s F i / l / M. Assume that P J a/ A...  
. ..AP„_1Im=(P1...P„-x)Im. Since Pl ...Pn_1, Pn are relatively prime, then 
Pi^MA...APn_1IMAPnIM=(P1...Pn- l)IMAPnIM=(Pl ...Pn_ 1Pn)IM.
Proposition 4.3. Let M  be a modular L-module and let Px, ..., P,f L be rela­
tively prime in pairs. Then fo r  any element B o f M  we have
A (BypiiM) =  B j ( A  PJM).
i=i i=i
Proof. We shall prove the result by induction on n. For n =  2 we have
{ B J P J ^ M B J P , ^ )  =  B J K B J P J ^A P f i ^  =  /?V[((P1VPJ5VP2/a,)A.P1 Im] =  
=  BJ[{Pl B'JPJ,A) \ P l IM] =  B J i f iB J C f i lu A P J u ) ]  =  B J { f i IMA P I M).
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A (BMPiIM) =  "a  (B V P M M B V P Jn )  =  [D J( "/\ P<h,j\f\(B'JP„1M) =
i= l  i= l  1=1
=  (5 V (P 1 .. .F n_ 1) / Jlí)A (5 V F n/ M) =  ŐV[P1 =  7 ? V (/\ A A í)-
i= l
P roposition  4 .4 . L et P1? P2, PnCL be relatively prime in pairs. Then for any 
element B1, ...,  Bn o f  M  there exists an element B o f M  such that B\l PiIM~ B i\! 
V P J m for  any i =  1, 2, ... ,  n.
P ro o f . Let B =  V Pi - Pj-iPj+i - PnPj■ Since P1...Pi_1Pi+1...P„V7j=7 we 
J =i
have
B V P f u  =  V P1 . . . P j - 1Pj+1...PnBj f P i IM
j =i
P1 . . .Pi_1Pi+1...PnBiWPi IM =
=  ( A ... A - jA ^ ... PfJP^B^Pt IM =  P;V ^ /M.
T heorem  4.5. Let M  be a modular L-module and let PL, ..., P , fL be relatively 
prim e in pairs, then the canonical mapping f : B*-+(B\I PXJM, ..., BdPnIM) is an isomor-
n n
phism o f  the L-submodule [(A  A) 7M , Ail ° f  AL onto the L-module ] ]  [A7M,7M].
1=1 i= l
P r o o f . It is clear th a t /is  an L-module homomorphism, and by Proposition 4.3 
and Proposition 4.4 we get th a t/is  injective and surjective.
§ 5. Modules of finite length
R emark  5.1. Let L be a multiplicative lattice in which 0 is a prime element. If 
L satisfies the D.C.C. and if  every nonzero element of L contains a nonzero weak 
join principal element, then L = {0 , 1}.
T heorem  5.2. Let L be a CG-lattice and let M  be a Noetherian L-module. Then 
there exists a chain o f  elements {B0 , B 1, ... ,  Bn} o f  M  such that:
(i) B0= 0 M, Bn =  7m, Bi =  Bi_i y  At , where At is a principal element o f  M  for
7=1,  2,
(ii) For any z / { l ,  2, . . . ,  n) there exists a prime element P fL  such that the L- 
submodule [Bi- 1, P,] o f  M  is isomorphic to the L-submodule [P;, 7] o f L.
P ro o f . See Theorem 2.11 in [11].
P roposition  5.3. Let L b e  a K-lattice, let M  be a Noetherian lattice module and let 
{B0, I f , . . . ,  P„}, {I\ , P2, . . . ,  Pn} be chains satisfying the conditions o f  Theorem 5.2. 
Then Ass (A7)gi{A, . . . ,  P„} ü  Supp (A7).
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P roof. By Corollary 2.12 in [11] we have Ass (M)Q{P1, Pn}. Now let 
Pfi{Px, ..., P„}, then by Lemma 3.4 we get PfiV(P,) =  Supp ([P,, /]) =  
=  Supp ([#;-!, ß i])gSupp ([0, ß ,])eSupp (M).
Theorem 5.4. Let L be a K-lattice and let M  be a Noetherian lattice module. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M  is o f  finite length.
(ii) Every element o f  Ass (M) is a maximal element o f L.
(iii) Every element o f  Ass (M) is a maximal element o f  L.
(iv) Every element o f  Supp (M) is a maximal element o f  L.
Proof, (i) =>(ii). Let {B0, . .., Bn} and {Px, . . . ,  Pn} be chains satisfying the con­
ditions o f  Theorem 5.2. For l ^ / s n  the L-submodule [Bi^1 , B i] of M is isomorphic 
to the L-submodule [P;, I] of L. Since M  is of finite length, then [7-, I] satisfies the
D.C.C. By Remark 5.1 we get that Pt is maximal. Proposition 5.3 implies (ii). (ii)^- 
=>(iii). This follows from Theorem 2.15 in [11]. (iii) =>-(iv). This follows from Propo­
sition 3.2. (iv)=>(i). If all the elements o f Supp (M) are maximal, so are the P, (Propo­
sition 5.3). Hence the [/], 7] are simple L-modules. This implies that every [Z?t_ x, B(] 
is simple and therefore M is o f finite length.
Corollary 5.5. Let L b e  a K-lattice and let M  be a Noetherian module. I f  M  is 
o f  finite length, then Ass (M) =  Supp (M).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.5 in [11] and Proposition 3.7.
Corollary 5.6. Let L b e  a K-lattice, let M  be a Noetherian module and let p  be 
a prime element o f L. For M p to be a nonzero Lp-module o f  finite length, it is necessary 
and sufficient that p  be a minimal element o f  Ass (M).
Proof. Let p  be a minimal element of Ass (M). Since pgSupp (M) (Proposition 
3.2) we have Mp^ { 0} as an Lp-module. By Corollary 2.4 we get Ass (Mp) =  {[p]}. 
Since Mp is a Noetherian Lp -module (Theorem 1.3 in [7]) and since [p] is a maximal 
element of Lp, then Mp is o f finite length (Theorem 5.4). Now let M p be a nonzero 
Lp-module of finite length. Then p^Supp (M). By Proposition 3.2 p  contains an 
element of Ass (M) =  Ass (M) (Theorem 2.15 in [11]). Let q be a minimal element
of Ass (M) such that q ^ p .  By Corollary 2.5 we get [p], [#]$Ass (Mp). By Theorem
5.4 we get [p] =  [q] and hence p = q  (Corollary 4.3 in [7]).
Remark 5.7. Let L be a L-lattice in which the greatest element I is compact, let 
M be a L-lattice, let n be a positive integer and let p  be a maximal element of L. If 
pn JM7^Im then p" IM is p-primary in M.
Theorem 5.8. Let L b e  a K-lattice in which the greatest element I is compact and 
let M be a Noetherian lattice module o f  finite length.
(i) The element 0£M  only has a unique primary decomposition on M  indexed 
by Ass (M) (necessarily reduced); let 0 =  f\ Q(p) be this decomposition,
A s s ( A f )
where Q(p) is p-primary in M.
(ii) There exists an integer n0  such that for all n S « 0 and all p f  Ass (M), 0 (p )  =  
—PnI\f •
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(iii) For all pd  Ass (M), the canonical mapping o f  M  to M p is surjective and Q (p ) 
is the maximal element o f M  such that S p(Q (p)) =  Sp(0).
(iv) The canonical mapping o f  M  into ] ]  [Qip), IM] Is bijective.
/iC  A s s (M )
Proof. A s every element pd  Ass (M ) is minimal in Ass (M),  then (i) follows 
from Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 4.11 in [11]. By Corollary 2.3 in [9] there exists an 
integer n0 such that p nIM — Q(p) for all pdAss  M )  and all «£/?„. But as p  is a 
maximal element, p"IM is ^-primary in M , and as f\ it follows from
p £  A s s ( A f )
(i) that necessarily p nIM — Q(p) for all pdAss'(M);  whence (ii). (iii) This follows from 
Theorem 2.5. As the p ", for pd  Ass (M), are relatively prime in pairs, then (iv) follows 
from Theorem 4.5.
Corollary 5.9. Let L be a K-lattice in which the greatest element I is compact, 
and let M b e a  Noetherian lattice module offinite length. Then
Long/, (M) =  2  LongLp (Mp).
p £  A s s (M )
Proof. This will follow from Theorem 5.8 if  we prove that longLp(Mp)=  
=  Long/. ([Q(p), IM]). In fact the mapping qr. Ah—[A] is an isomorphism of 
[ 0 { p ) , I M] onto Mp. Let [B] be an element of M p, then B\lQ(p)d[Q(p),  IM] and 
Sp ^ (B \l Q(P) ) = S p(Sp(B)\l S p(Q(p))) =  Sp{Sp(B)V Sp(0)) =  Sp(B). This means that 
cp is surjective. Let A , Y d [ Q { p ) , I M] such that Sp( X ) = S p(Y).  Since X s  
^ SP(X) =  S P( Y ) there exists an element s£ S p such that s X ^ Y  (Lemma 1.2 in
[7]). Let n be an integer such that p"IM^ 0 ( p ) .  Then X = ( s \ / p n) X = s X \ l P nXs.  
S s X V 0 ( p ) s Y .  Similarly it follows that Y ^ X  and therefore cp is injective.
Remark 5.10. Since every modular module, over a Noether lattice, in which the 
greatest element is a finite join o f  principal elements is a Noetherian module (Propo­
sition 2.11 in [9]), most of our results hold for them.
Theorem 5.11. Let Lbe a Noether lattice. The following conditions are equivalent-
(i) L satisfies the D.C.C.
(ii) All the prime elements o f  L are maximal elements.
(iii) All the elements o f  Ass (L) are maximal elements.
If these conditions are fulfilled, L has only a finite number ofprim e elements, all o f  
which are maximal and associated with the L-module L. Further, L is a semi-local 
lattice and its Jacobson radical J(L ) is nilpotent.
Proof. (i)=>(ii). Let P be a prime element o f L. Then [P, I] is a Noether lattice 
satisfying the D.C.C. By Remark 5.1 we get that P is maximal in L. Clearly, (ii) 
implies (iii). (iii) =>(i) By Theorem 5.4 we get that L is an L-module o f  finite length and 
hence L satisfies the D.C.C. Now suppose that any of the three equivalent conditions 
holds. Since every prime element of L belongs to Supp (L) and Ass (L) =  Supp (M) 
(Corollary 5.5), then Ass (L) is the set o f all prime elements o f L, and all o f  them are 
maximal and associated with the L-module L. Since )/Ö =/(L ), th en /(L )is  nilpotent.
Corollary 5.12. L et L be a Noether lattice. Then L is offinite length i f  and only
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m
i f  L is isomorphic to ] /  [P f  /] , where n is an integer and I \, ..., Pm
i=i
mal in L.




exists an integer n such that (J(L))n =  0. This means that (A  //)"=0. Since the
i =  i
elements {zy, P£} are relatively prime in pairs, then A P" =  0. By Theorem 4.5
i = o
n
we get that J]  [/j", /]. Now since [P", I] is o f finite length (Theorem 5.4),
i =  l
then L is of finite length.
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Consider the system of difference equations on Z — — 1, 0, 1, ...} 
x ( n + 1) =  f(n,x(n ) ,  y(nj) 
y ( n + 1) =  A(n)y(n) +  g(n, x(n), y (n))
where f ( n , x , y )  is a function o f Z x R lX R k into R 1, g ( n , x , y ) is a function o f  
Z x R ' x R k into Rk and A(ri)is an invertible matrix for all n£Z with bounded inverse. 
Consider also that f ( n ,  x , y ) —x, g (n ,x , y )  are small Lipschitzian in x and y  and 
the system
(2) y ( n + 1) =  A(n)y(n)
has an exponential dichotomy.
In [7] we have proved that there exists a summable manifold v(n,x) for (1). Now  
for each using this result we prove that there exists a homeomorphism o f the 
(x,y)  space n£Z sending the solutions o f (1) into the solutions of the linearized 
system
x ( n + 1) = f ( n ,  x(n), v(n,  x ( # ) |
 ^ y ( n + \ )  =  A(n)y(n).
The results obtained in this paper are the discrete analogous o f those o f Palmer
[3]. In the continuous case related results in this direction are included in [4], [5], [6].
In subsequent papers we are going to prove analogous results for the discrete
case.
System (2) is said to possess an exponential dichotomy on Z  if there exist a pro­
jection P ( P 2= P ) and constants ^ > 0 , 0 < p < l  suchthat
m
(4)
\X{ri)PX-l (m)\ Kpi(n- m\  n 
\ X ( n ) ( I - P ) X ~ 1(m)\ =  K p*m~n\  m ^  n 
where X(n) is a fundamental matrix of (2).
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 39A10; Secondary 39A11. 
Key words and phrases. Difference equations, linearization near the summable manifold, 
Lipschitzian conditions, exponential dichotomy, homeomorphism.
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A  bounded function v(n, x) o f Z x R '  into R1 determines a summable manifold 
for (1) if  for any solution x(n) o f  the equation
x(n + 1) = / ( n ,  x ( h) ,  v(n, x ( n ) ) )
we have that x(n), v(n, x(nj) is a solution o f (1) on Z. Moreover if  x(n), y(n) is a 
solution o f (1) such that sup (|_y(n)|, then y{ri) =  v(n, x(n)) for all n£Z.
Main results
First we state our proposition.
Proposition. Suppose f ( n ,  x, y ) is a function o f Z x R lX R k into Rl such that for 
all x , x d R l, y , y £ R k, n^Z we have
(5) \f(n, x, y ) - f ( n ,  x, y ) - x  +  x\ ^  ? i|x -3c| +  iV |y -y |.
L et A (n) be an invertible matrix fo r  all n£Z  such that
(6) M -H«)! s  M , M  >  o
and (2) has a fundamental matrix solution X(n) which satisfies (4). Suppose also that 
g ( n , x , y ) is a function o f Z x R lX R k into Rk such that for all x , x £ R ‘, y , y £ R k, 
n d Z  we have
(7)
Then i f




q2 -< min \ P2(1-P)  
\  4 K
N  min P d  ~pe)  32Kq2 ’
p 3 n
8 Kq.z ’ 2 J
where p , K  are the constants given in (4) and e is the base o f the natural logarithms, there 
exists a function
H(n, x,  y)  =  (H fn ,  x, y), H f n ,  x, y)) 
o f  Z X R lX R k into RlX R k such that
(i) fo r each fixed n£Z, I f  (x, y) =  H(n,  x, y) is a homeomorphism o f  R lX R k,
(ii) i f  x(n),y(n) is a solution o f  (1) then I f  (n, x(n), y{n)), H.fn, x(n), y(n)) 
is a solution o f  (3),
(iii) i f
L(n, x, y)  =  {Lfin, x, y), Lfin, x, j))  =  H ^ f  x, y)
and z(n) ,w(n ) is a solution o f  (3) then Lfin, z(n), w(n)), L f  n, z(n), w(n)) is a 
solution o f  (1).
For the proof of the above proposition we give some lemmas.
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Lemma 1. Let A(ri) be an invertible matrix for n<iZ satisfying (6). Let also the 
functions f g  satisfy (5) and (7) correspondingly, and the constant q l , N, q2 satisfy
0 < 7 V < y ,  0< < 72M < y .
Then for any (m, f  t )  m£Z, ££Rl, z£ Rk there exists a unique solution x(n) =  
= x (n ,m ,^ ,  t ) ,  y(n )=y(n , m, z) o f  (1) such that x(m) =  f  y(m) =  z. Moreover, 
the functions x(n),y(n) are continuous in (£, i) for each n, m£Z.
P roof. Suppose m is fixed. Let n^m .  Obviously, the solution x(n), y(n) of (1) 
such that x(m) =  t;, y(m) =  z exists and it is unique. We also have that the functions 
x(n), y(n) are continuous in (<!;, t )  for n^ni  since the functions f  (n, x, y), g(n, x, y) 
are continuous in (x, y ) for every ndZ.
Let now n<m .  Consider the set I= {u , u + \ ,  . . . ,  m) for fixed and a
constant q such that
(8) q <  min {1 — 2qx, 1 — 2N, M ~ k — 2q2}.
We choose any bounded sets B ^ R 1, B2czRk. Let Si be the space of all functions 
x: I X B iX B 2-+Rl which are continuous in BxX B 2 and
|x| =  sup (|x(n, <!;, r)|qm~", n£l, B z £ B 2}
S2 be the space of all functions y: IX B 1XB., — Rk which are continuous in (£, t )  and
M =  sup {\y(n, t;, t ) | qm~n, n£l, ^ B t£ £ 2} °
and 5" be the space o f all functions z: IX B 1XB2-^RlX R k suchthat z(n, r) =  
=col (x(n, t), y(n, £, x)) where x^S^, y(:S2. Consider \z\ =max {|x|, |y|}.
Obviously, S  is a Banach space. Let TY, T2 be the operators which are defined on S1, 
S2 correspondingly as follows:
771 — 1
(9) Txx(n, £ ,  t )  =  Z -  2  f { s ,  x(s, z), y(s, £ ,  t ) ) - x ( j ,  £ ,  t )
S =  71
m—1
(10) T2y(n, ^,z) =  X (n )X ~ 1( m ) z -  2  X(n)X~1( s + \ ) g ( s ,  x (s ,£ ,z ) ,  y(s ,£ ,z) ) .
s = n
Let Zi, z2£S  and z fn ,  r)= co l (x fn ,  £, z), y fn ,  f , t)), z2(n, £, t) =
=col (x2(n, £, t), y 2(n, z)). From (5) and (9) we have
I Tixfn,  Z, z )—T1xi (rt, £, t)|
•  777 — 1








(11) \T1xl — T1x2\ == ■ * (qi\x1- x 2\ +  N \y1- y 2\) <  \z1- z 2\.
\ C\ L (j
From (7), (10) and since from (6) |A'(n)T_1(s,+  l ) |^ M :s_'’+1, s > n  we get
m — 1
qm~n\T2y 1(n, x ) - T 2y 2(n, £, t)| sS 2  (Mq)s~nMq2(\x1- x 2\ +  l ^ - ^ l ) .
s = n
Therefore we have
(12) |r2j ! - r 2j 2| -  2 ^ M q  (1X1 -  1 +1J7! -  -fal) -  " \ - M q ' IZl ~  Zgl'
Let T  be the operator on S  defined by Tz(n, £, t) =  co1 (TiX(n, x), T2y(n, x)). 
So from (8), (11), (12) we have that T is a contraction on S. Hence there exists a 
unique z£ S  suchthat T z = z .  From (9) and (10) if z(n, r)= co l (x(n, x), y(n, x)) 
we have that x(n)—x(n, l;, x), y(n)=y(n , x) is a solution o f (1) on I  such that 
x(m ) =  i;, y(m) =  x. Let now x(n), y{n) be a solution of (1) such that x (m )={, 
y(m ) =  x. Then we can easily prove that
m — 1
x(n) = £ -  2  f ( s> *(s), y(s))~x(s).
s = n
Using the variation o f constants formula [2, p. 11— 12] we get
m — 1
y{n) =  X ( n ) X - x(m )x -  2  X(ri)X~1(s +  l)g (í, x (i), y(s)).
s —n
Hence from the last two relations we have x(n)=x(n), y (n )= y (n) for all nfl.  
So the solution x(n), y(n) o f  (1) such that x(m) =  /;, y (m )=x  exists and it is unique 
for « £ /. We also have that x(n), y(n) are continuous functions in B1X B 2 for n£l.
Now using the above argument we can easily prove that the solution x(n), y(n) 
o f  (1) such that x(m) =  t;, y(m) =  x, Bl5 x£B.z exists and it is unique on every set 
I = { v ,  v + l , u ) ,  v£Z, vS u ,  so exists and it is unique for all n S m .  We also have 
that x(n), y(ri) are continuous in B1x B 2 for all nXm. Since m is arbitrary and 
B A B ,)  is any bounded subset o f Rl (Rk) the proof o f the lemma is completed.
The following lemma is a type of the discrete Gronwall lemma [1, p. 68].
L emma 2. Let c(n), k(n) be functions o f  Z  into R + such that -
c(n)^wp", u’>0 , k \n,+y  = h  k(n)^p, p (  1 + ju)< 1  for all k(n)
positive solution y(n) o f  the inequality
c ( n + 1) 
c(n)
n£Z.
= p , 0 < P < 1 ,  
Then for any
o o
y ( n ) ^ c ( n ) +  2  k(s)y(s)
s = n + l
(13)
such that
IIl II =  sup {y(n)p~n, n£Z}
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we have
(1 ~ p f
(1 ~P~PP)2
w.
P roof. Consider the equation
(14) x(n) =  c(n )+  2  k(s)x(s), n£Z, m£Z, m >  n.
s = n -(-1
From the proof of Lemma 1 [7, p. 458—459] we have that
(15)
is a solution of (14). The sum
x ( n ) = c ( n ) +  2  c(s)k(s) [J  (1+*(/>))
s =  n + 1  v = n + 1
z  c(s)k(s) n  o + * (w ))
s  =  /t + 1  v = n + 1
converges for any n£Z  since
c ( s +  !)&(.? +  1) (1 +  &(*)) S  p ( \ + p )  <  1.
c(s)k(s)
Therefore from (15) if m -+°° we have that the function
(16) x(n) =  c(n)+ 2  c(s)k(s) [J  (l+ £ (i;))
s =  n +  l  v = n + 1
is a solution of the equation
x(n) =  c(n) +  2  k(s)x(s).
s = n + l
From hypothesis and (16) we have
So we have 
(17)
xW ^ ^ + w /id + r-1 2  p s( ' + p Y  =  -,W/)n(n /V
s = n + l  1 — P \ *  I P )
* S
w ( l - p )
1 - p ( \ + p )  ■
Consider a positive function y(ri) which satisfies (13) and Then we have
So we obtain
y ( n ) - x ( n ) ^  2  k ( s ) ( y ( s ) -x ( s ) ) ^  2  k(s)y(s).
s = m + 1  s = n + l
y(n )p  " S  x(n)p " +  2  PP* "P ’y (s)-
s = n-1-1
6
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Therefore we have
IMI ^ 1 - Pl - p ( l + H )
So from (17) the proof o f the lemma is completed.
Let E  be a vector space and h be a function o f Z  into E. In the following we use 
the norms
IIAII =  sup {\h{n)\p ", n£Z}, 0 < />  <  1
II/i||+ =  sup {\h(n)\p~n, n s  0}, ||A||- =  sup {\h(n)\pn, « S O ) .
Lemma 3. Consider the set N = {0 ,  1, ...}. Let f ( n ,  x), k(n, x) be functions o f  
Z x R 1 into Rl such that fo r  n£Z
(18) \k(n,x1) —k ( n ,x 2) - x i + x 2\ ^ v \ x i - x 2\, v >  0, x1, x 2£ R t.
Suppose that there exists a solution x(n) o f  the equation x(n +  \ )= f (n ,  x(n)) such 
that
sup { |/(n , x(n)) — k(n, x(n))\p~", n£iV} 0 < p < l .
Then i f  u < l —p there exists a unique solution z(n) o f
(19) x ( n + 1) =  k(n, x(n))
such that
sup {|z(n) — x(n)\p ", n£N}
Moreover i f  k(n, x )= k (n ,  x, £), x (n )= x(n ,() ,  f ( n ,  x )= f(n ,  x, £) are continuous 
with respect to l, for all n£_Z, £ belongs to an Euclidean space S such that the constant v 
is independent o f  £ and
sup {|f (n ,  x(n, £), £ ) - k ( n ,  x(n, £), £)|/>~", n S  0} <°°
uniformly with respect to £ then the solution z(n )=z(n ,  £) is continuous with respect to 
l, f o r  all ndZ.
P roof. Let
M  — sup | | / ( n ,  x(n))—k(n, x(»))|/?~", n£iV}.
Consider the space E  o f  all functions z: N-+R1 such that
sup {\z(ri) — x(ri)\p~n, ndN }  <°°  
and the operator T on E  given by
(20) Tz(n) =  x (n )~  j?  Ic(s, z ( s ) ) ~ z ( s ) - f ( s ,  x ( . S ' ) )  +  x ( v ) .
s=n
So from (18) we have
\Tz{ri)-x{n)\ =  2,  |H V’ z { s ) ) - z { s ) - k ( s ,  x(s)) +  x(s) +  k(s, x ( s ) ) - f ( s ,  x(.v))| ^
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So T is in E. We also have from (18) and (20)
\\T z 1 - T z 2 \ \ + ^ - ^ j \\z 1 - z 2\\+ .
Therefore T is a contraction on E  which is a complete metric space by d (z l , z2) =  
=  1 ^ —z2||+. So there exists a unique z£E  such that T z= z .  Obviously, z(n) is 
a solution of (19) such that ||z—x ||+<°°.
Now we prove that this solution is unique. Let zt(«) be another solution o f (19) 
suchthat Hzj — aí| + <°°. Consider m ~ 2 k + \ ,  kdN. From the proof o f Lemma 2 
[7, p. 459—461] we get for /«>/?
til —  1
(21) zL(/i) =  z1( m )+ z (n ) - z (m )  +  2  Z i(s)-k(s ,  z1( s ) ) - z ( s )  +  k(s, z(s)).
s  — n
From the relation
sup {\z(m)— z^m)! p~m, m — 2 k + \ )  S. sup (|z(/i) — zl (n)| p~n, n£N} =  \\z — z1\\ + 
we have
|z(m) — z^w)] S  pm||z — zx||+, m = 2 k + \ ,  k S  0.
So for m — o° we have that |z(/n) —z l (m)\ tends to zero. Therefore from (21) we get
Zi(n) =  z(n)+  2  Zi(s)~k(s,  z,(.v))-z(.v) +  /c(.y, z(.v)).
s  — n
Then from (18) we obtain
|z1(n )-z (n )l ^  -JZ—  lk i - z l l+, so l|z1- z [ |+ g  ■Hzt - z | | +.
Therefore zi (n)=z(n) for all ndN  since y < l — p. So the proof of the first part of 
the lemma is completed.
Suppose now k(n, x, Q, x(n, x , £), f(n, x, 0  are continuous with respect to £ 
for all ti£N. We replace E by the set o f all continuous in 5  functions z: N x S - * R l 
such that
(22) sup {|z(n, C)—x(n, £)\p~n, n£N}
Using the same argument as in the first part of the proof of the lemma we can easily 
prove that the operator T  defined by
Tz(iu 0  =  x ( n ,  0 -  2  k ( s '  Z(-F 0» í) - z(j, 0 - / ( j . •*(•*. 0» 0
s=n
has a unique fixed point z. We also have that z(n, £) is continuous with respect to £ 
for all n£ N  and it is the unique solution of the equation x (n +  l)= k (n ,  x(n), C) such 
that (22) holds. Using the same argument to prove the continuity in Lemma 1 and by 
an easy generalization o f Lemma 2 [7, p. 459] the solution z(?i, f) can be defined for all 
n£Z, and it is continuous with respect to for all n£Z. Thus the proof
of the lemma is completed.
The following lemma is a generalization of Theorem 5 [8, p. 344].
6*
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Lemma 4. Let A(n) be an invertible matrix for  «SO such that (2) satisfies (4) 
on N. Consider h : N —Rk such that ||/;||+ =sup {\h(n)\p~n, n£ N }<™  and F: NX  
X Rk Rk such that
(23)
where q- 1 - P
\F{n, x)\ S  q\x\ for all n£N, x£R k 
\F(n, x ) — F(n, x)| S  q\x — x\, n£N, x , x f R K,
. Then i f  x(n) is a bounded solution o f  the equation
4 K p -1
(24) x (n +  1) =  A(n)x(n)+h(n) +  F(n, x(n))
such that x(())~^f Rk we have
(25) \x (r i ) \^ 2  tf|*(0)| +
2 K p - 1 n£N.
P roof. Let E be the set o f all functions x: N-+Rk suchthat
\x ( n ) \ ^ 2 [ K \ ^ \ + ^ — \\h\f]p", n£N.
Consider
z (n )= X (n )P X ~ 1(0)£ +  " £  X(n)PX~1(s+  l ) h ( s ) -  2  X ( n ) { l - P ) X ~ ' { s +  l)h(s).
s =  0 s = n
Since ||h|| + <°° it is easy to show that
(26) \z(n)\ s  [k !I*H‘ « € * .
Define the operator T  on E  as follows:
Tx(n) =  z(n)+ 2  X (n )P X ~ \s  +  l)F(s, x(s))~  2  X ( n ) ( I - P ) X ~ 1( s +  1)F(j , x (í )).
s= 0  s=n
From (23), (26) and since -  we can easily prove that T  is in E.
Using (23) if xt , x2dE  we obtain
\Txx (n) -  Txfin)| S  2^ _  g ||x ,- x 2\\ +p ”, n & 0.
So T  is a contraction on the Banach space E. Therefore there exists a unique x£E  
suchthat Tx = x. We have that x(n) satisfies (25) and it is easy to show that x(ri) is a 
solution of (24). Now if  we replace E  by the set o f all bounded functions on N  and 
using the above argument we can easily prove that there exists a unique bounded 
function x(n) on N  such that Tx =  x. So, x(n) =  x(n), n£N. Using the proof of 
Theorem 2 [8, p. 340] we have that the bounded solution x(n) o f (24) such that x(0) =  
=  £ is a fixed point for the operator T. Hence x(n) =  x(n)=x(n), n£N  and the proof 
o f  the lemma is completed.
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Lemma 5. Suppose (2) satisfies (4) on Z. Consider a function J  (n) o f  Z  into Rk 
such that | /  (/;)|=/( for all n£Z. Then the system
y ( n +  1) =  A (n)y(n)+ f(n )  
has a unique bounded solution y(n), such that
\ y ( n ) \ S - ^ ! L ,  n e z .
We omit the proof because this lemma is a special case of Lemma 3 [7, p. 461],
L emma 6. Consider system (1) where A (n) is an invertible matrix such that (6) 
holds and (2) has a fundamental matrix satisfying (4) , / and g  are functions satisfying (5) 
and (7) correspondingly. Consider also that \g(n, x, y ) \S p ,  /o O , n£Z, x f  Rl, 
y£ R k.
Let x(n)=x(n, m, t), y(n)=y(n , m, f  i )  be the solution o f  (1) such that 
x(m) =  f  y(ni) — T and let q(n) be a solution o f  (2). Suppose that
1 . Í, „ 1 1 . í p 2( l - p )  1 1
P ^ 2 ’ ^ < m i n ( l - 2 p . j j ,  ty, <  min |  ^
Im I p 3 1N  <  min i ——— , — I 8Aq2 2
Then for each (n, m, f  i)  such that y(n, m, Q, T) — q(n) is bounded for n^O there 
exists a unique solution x(n) =  x(n, m, c, t), y = y ( n ,  m, f  t) o f  ( \)  such that
||x—x|| + < °° and sup {\y(n) — ?(n)l» n£Z} « » .
Moreover, x(n),y(n) are continuous with respect to £, r for each n, mf_Z and satisfy 
the inequalities
4NK\x(n)—x(n)\ S --------— y(m )\pn~ n ^  m
(27)
\y(n) — y(n)\ =  4K \y(m ) — y(m)\p"~m, m.
P ro o f . Consider the set E of all functions w such that \w(n) — q(ri)\-^ 
n£Z, || w—y|| + < °°. Let w£E. Consider also the equations
2 Kp 
1 - P * ’
x ( n + 1) = f ( n ,  x(ri), y(n))
(2o)
x ( n + 1) =  f ( n ,  x(n), w(n)).
It holds
su p {|/(n , x(n), y ( n ) ) - f ( n ,  x(n), w(nj)\p~n, n S  ()} S  A I||w -iy||+.
So from Lemma 3 there exists a unique solution z(n) o f (28) such that ||z—x ||+ « » .  
From the proof of Lemma 3 we have for 0
z(n) =  x ( n ) -  2  f { s ,  z(i), w (.v)) z (.v) f(s ,  x(s), y(s)) +  x(s).
5=n
(29)
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From Lemma 5 equation
v { n + \ )  — A(n)v(n)+g(n, z(n), w(n)), n£Z




W(n) =  q(ri)+v(n).
(30) W{n+ \ ) =  A(rt)W(n)+g(n, z(n), w(n)).
We prove that W is in E. We get
\W (n)-q(n)\  g  -y ^ ~ 2- , n£Z.
Consider the function u(ri) =  W (n)—y(ri)=W (n)—q(n)+q(n)—y(n). So the function 
w(«)is bounded for 0. We also have that »(«) is a bounded solution of
u(n + 1) =  A(n)u(n)+h(n),
h(n) =  g(n, z(n), w (n ))-g (n ,  x{ri), y(n)), n 0.
From the proof of Theorem 2 [8, p. 340] we obtain
u(n) =  X(ri)PX~1(0)u(0) +
+ 2  X ( n ) P X - i ( s + l ) h ( s ) -  j g  X ( n ) ( I - P ) X ~ i (s+ l)h(s) .
s = 0 s —n
Since
\h(n)\ si q2(\z(n)-.x(n)\ +  \w (n)-y(n)\)  
we have ||/j|| + <°°. So
2K\\h\\ + d ~ 1 d "
(31) |n(n)|^A j>»|«(0)|+  1 1 , « =  0.
Therefore ||!r|| + <  co # Hence W  is in E.
The space E  is a complete metric space by giving the metric d(w1, u'.j =  
=  |1 vtq — tVgH, w1,w 2£E. We prove now that W  is a contraction in E. Consider 
z i , z2, Wx, W2 which correspond to uy, w2. From (30) and Lemma 5 the function 
u1(n)=WL(n)— W2(n) is the unique bounded solution o f the equation
x ( n +  1) =  A(n)x(n) +  h1(n), n£Z
where h1(n)=g(n, zx(n), w ^ n ^ -g ^ i ,  z2(n), w2(n)). It holds
(32) Ul(n) =  2  X(n)PX~1(s +  1 )h1(s)~  2  X (n)(I—P )X ~ 1( s + l ) h l (s).
s=  — oo s = n
From (5) and (29) we obtain
\ z i ( n ) - z 2(n)\ S  2  ?iki(-5,)-Z a (i) l+ A r|n’1(j)-M'S!(i)|.
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So we have
|z i (« ) - z 2(n)| 0i 2  |z1(a' ) - z20')I +
Npn
1 01 s = n + l
Therefore by Lemma 2 we get
(1 ~ P )N
( l - 0i ) ( l - p )
(33)
From (4), (7), (32) and (33) we take
2Kp- ' q ,  ( (1 - p )N
p 1(1 — p —pc(34) W i - r n




1 - p  (  - p - p c f ( \ - q i )
+ 1] II Wi Wall •
_  1 , o - ( l— p) , 2Kp 1q„ 1 ,
From » < —- and -----— —  we have —  --------- =— . We also have
y  2 11 4 K 1 —p 4
1 1 1
(1 - p - p c f  1 -0 1
since i / j d — 2/?. Therefore from 8Kq, 
2Kp~1qi N
we get
( 1 - / > - / 7 c)2( 1 - 0 i)
So from (34) IF is a contraction on E. Hence there exists a unique y £ E  such that 
lV (y )= y .  From (30) we have that.y(«) is a solution of
y(n + 1) =  A (n)y(n)+g(n , x(n)y(n))
2Ku
such that \y{n) — q(»)\ — -2 , nGZ and x(n) is a solution of the equation
* (« + ! )  =  /(« »  x (n ) ,y ( i0)
suchthat ||x—x|| + <°°.
Now we prove that the solution x(n),y(n) is unique. Let x x(n), y^n )  beanother 
solution of (1) such that lLi(n)—# ( « ) ! ——5-, «CZ and ||Xi—x|| + < °° . So we 
have
sup{|ji(n )-j> (n)|, n6Z} < » ,  | |* i - * | |+
We also have that yi(ri)—y(n) is a bounded solution for n^O of the equation
(35) m(/i +1) =  A(n)u(ri) +  h2(ri) +  F(n, u(n))
where
M « ) =  *i(«X y i (n ) ) -g (n ,  x(n), y^n)),
F(n, u) =  g(w, *(n), >>(n) +  w )-g (« , x(n), y(n)).
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From (7) and since H^ — x|| + <°° we have
\\h2\\+ =  q2\\xx-x \ \  + < “ •
From (7) for n, u, ü£R k we get
|F(n, u)\ S  q2\u\, \F(n, u ) -F (n ,  ü)| ^  (j 2\u -ü \ ,  n^N.
Therefore from Lemma 4 if  u(ri)=y1(n)—y(n) we get
(36) \ u { n ) \ ^ 2 [ K \ u m + ^ ^ - \ \ h 2\\+) p n, n^N.
From the proof of the uniqueness of Lemma 3 we obtain
Xi(n)-x(n) =  -  2  f ( s> h h ) ,  >’i(.v))-,vi(.v)-/(.v, x(.y), j (j)) +  x (j).
s = n
By (36) we get ||k| | « »  and using the same argument to prove (33) we have
(37) X i - X  ^ (1 - p ) N W y i - y h  c = <h( l - p - p c ) 2( l - qi) U' L ~ l - ( h
We also have that y i{n )— y(n) is the unique bounded solution on Z  of the equation 
w (n + l) =  A(n)u(n) +  g(n, xx{n), yx (n))-g (n ,  x(n), y(n)) =  A(n)u(n)+h(n) 
which is
y i(n )-y (r i)  =  «(«) =  " 2  X(n)PX-1{ s + \ )h { s )~  2  X (n )(I~ P )X ~ 1(s+l)E(s).
s  =  — 00 s=n




-( llx -x j+ lln ll) .
So from (37) and using the same argument to prove that IF is a contraction we have 
that ||n|| =0. Hence y i(n )=y{n ), X i { r i ) = x ( r i ) ,  n dZ  and the proof of the uniqueness 
is completed.
We prove now inequalities (27). Consider (35) where
lh(n) =  g(n, x(n), y ( n ) ) -g (n ,  x(ri), y{n)),
F(n, u) =  g(n, x(n), y (n )+ u )~ g (n ,  x(n), y(n)).
Let
WKWm =  sup {\h2(n)\p-<n- m\  n S  m)  
for fixed m£Z. Since \\h2\\m^ q i \\x—x\\m from Lemma 4 we get
(38) \y{ri)-y(n)\ =  2x \ \ y { m ) -y { m ) \  +  --^— - | | x - x | |mj p"~m.
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From the relation
x(n) =  x(n )~  y  f { s ,  x(s), y ( s ) ) - x ( s ) - / ( s ,  x(s), y(s)) +  x(s)
S =  It
we have
P_("-m)\x (n)-x(n)\  ^  2  qiP*~H\\x -x \\m+  2
Therefore since /;t<  1 —2p we get
(39) \\x-x\\m = -,— ~ - - \ \ y - y \ \ m =  \\y-1 p — <h l’
So from (38) and since p P— and N <-~—— we have 2 %Kq2
\\y y\\m = 2K\y(m)-y(m)\  + y  \ \y-y\ \m.
Therefore we obtain
(40) ' \ \y -y \\m^ A K \y { m ) -y (m ) \ .
So from (39) and (40) the inequalities (27) are hold.
It remains to prove the continuity of x(ri), y(n)  in (£, i) for all n ,m £Z .  Let m 
is fixed and B be a bounded subset of the (£, z) space. Consider the space E  o f all 
functions w(n, £, t )  which are continuous in (£, z) and satisfy
\w(n, g, x) — q(n)\ g
sup sup {Iw(n, £, z) — y(n, x)\p~n} < » .B nso
According to Lemma 3 if w£E  there exists a unique solution z(n)=z(n, £, t) of
x ( n + \ )  = / ( « ,  x(n), w(n, <*;, t))
which is continuous in f? for all n£Z and satisfies
sup (|z(n)—x(n, t) |/7“", n £ A }< °° .
From Lemma 5 we have that the equation
v ( n + 1 ) =  A(n)v(n) +  g(n, z(rt, z), w(n, £ ,  t ) )
has a unique bounded solution v(n, £, z). Using the same argument as in Lemma 1 we 
can easily prove that v(n, t) is continuous in (£, x) for all n£Z. Put
W(n, t )  =  q(n)+v(n ,  £ ,  t ) .
Since 5  is bounded we have ^(0)—_y(0, £, t) is bounded in B. Therefore (31) holds 
and we can prove that W  is in E. We also have that W  is a contraction on E  using 
the metric
d(wu Wz) =  sup {K (/7, £, t ) - w 2 ( h , z)\p~", n£Z, (£,z)£B}.
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So there exists a unique y d E  such that W (y )= y .  Using the same argument as in 
the first part of the lemma we find the solution x(n), y(n) o f (1) which is continuous 
in B for n£Z. Since B is an arbitrary bounded subset o f the (£, x) space and m is also 
arbitrary we have that x(n), y(n) are continuous in RlX R k for any n, m £Z.  Thus 
the proof of the lemma is completed.
L emma 7. Consider that all conditions o f  Lemma 6 are hold. Then i f  x(n) =  
= x (n ,  m, t), y(n)=y(n , m, £, t) is a solution o f  (1) such that x(m) =  f  y(m) =  x 
there exists a unique solution x(n) — x(n ,m ,^ ,x ) ,  y(n)=y(n , m, f  t) o f  (1) such 
that sup {|y(«)l> «(UV}<°°,
sup {\x(ri) — x(n)\pn, iiS O }< » >  and sup {\y(n) — y(ri)\, n ^  0} < « ,
We also have for m ;= n
ANK\x(ri)—x(ri)\ ^ --------\y (m )~  y(rn)\pm~n
\y(n)~y(n)\ 4 K \y (m ) -y (m ) \p m- n
and the functions x{n),y(n) are continuous in ( f  x) for all n,m£Z.
Using Lemma 6 and the same argument as in the Remark [3, p. 252] we can 
easily prove the lemma.
Now we prove the main result of this paper.
P roof of the proposition. Let x(n), y(n) be a solution of (1) such that x(tn)=  
y(m ) =  x. By Lemma 1 this solution is defined and it is unique. By Lemma 7 there 
exists a unique solution x(n), y(n) of (1) such that
\\x— sup { \y (n )— y(n)\, and sup {\y(n)\,
We have 4 - < l —2p  since 
4
Hence we have q ^ l —lp  since . So
from Lemma 6 if we take q(n) =  0 there exists a unique solution z(n), w fn )  of (1) 
such that \\z — + sup {|w’1(n)|, «£Z }<°°.B y Lemma 5 the equation
v ( n + 1) =  A(n)v(n) +  g(n, x(n), y(nj)
2 Kphas a unique bounded solution v(n) such that \v(n)\ \ i m£Z. Therefore the
function w(n)=y(n) — v(n) is the unique solution o f (2) such that
(41) \ w ( n ) - y ( n ) \ s n £ Z .
Take H fm , f  x)=z(m), Ho(m, f  x) =  w(m). From Lemma 6 we have that z(ni) 
is a continuous function o f (x(m),y(m )) and x(m), y{m) are continuous functions 
o f (f ,  x). So z(m) is continuous in ( f  x). We also have that w(m) is continuous in (£, t) 
and from (41) we get
\H2(m, f  x)—x\ S  [2A^ ,-.
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It holds
H^n, x(n), y(n )) =  z(n), H,(n, x(n), y(n)) =  w(n), rffZ.
Let now z(n), w(ri) be a solution o f (3) such that z(m ) = £, w(m) =  x. (The rela­
tion 2/7H— — holds since /?<<?“ '. So from e - > 2 + e  we set 2/? + —— =-2 +  e, 
P- P-
1 —ple
which implies that 1 >~pi (2 +  e —2p). Furthermore we have ---- -— >/?2( 1 —p)  and,
since q.,<  ^ ^  . we find q.,< * ^ — . Therefore from Proposition 1 [7, p. 462]
4Á  “ oA.
there exists a summable manifold v(n, x) for (1)). We apply Lemma 6 for the solution 
z(n), v(n, z(/t)) o f (1) taking q(n) =  X(n)PX~1(n)w(n) and we find the unique 
solution z(n), w(ri) o f (1) such that
|z — z\\+ <°=, sup {|h>(m) — X(n)PX  1(n)w(n)|, n€Z} <°°.
Now using the same argument as in Lemma 6 for the solution z(n), w(n) taking 
q(n)=w(n) we find the unique solution x(n), y(n) o f  (1) such that
| |x - z | | -  sup {\y(ri)-w(n)\, n£Z}  <°°.
Take Lx(m, q, x) = x(m), L 2(m, Q, x)=y(m). Then we obtain
Li(n, z(n), w(nj) =  x(n), L,(n, z(n), w(n)) = y(n).
Using the same argument as in [3, p. 254—255] we can easily prove that L noH n — 
=  //„oL„ = the identity for any n£Z. Thus the proof o f  the proposition is completed.
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СЕМЕЙСТВА ЭКСПОНЕНТ И УПРАВЛЯЕМОСТЬ 
ПРЯМОУГОЛЬНОЙ МЕМБРАНЫ
С. А. АВДОНИН, С. А. ИВАНОВ и И. ЙО
Рассмотрена задача управления колебаниями однородной прямоуголь­
ной мембраны. Управление входит в граничные условия типа Неймана. Изу­
чен вопрос и существовании, единственности и гладкости решения; при этом 
указаны пространства Соболева, в которых полученный результат неулучшаем. 
Далее доказано, что для одномерных управлений* 1 эта система не является приб­
лиженно упрявляемой ни для какого конечного времени. Методом исследова­
ния является сведение задачи управления к проблеме моментов относительно 
семейства экспонент. Доказаны новые свойства этих семейств.
1. Пусть а, Ь, T"6R+, ß  =  (0, а)х(0, b), (x,y}Çfi, ГС[0, T'], Г =  r)ß, Гх =
=  (0 ,я )х {0 } , Г0 =  г \ п ,  0  =  О Х (0,Г ), 2  =  Г Х (0 ,Г ), ^1 =  Д Х (0 , Т), z 0 =  
=  Г0Х(0, Т).
Рассматриваемая система описывается следующей начально-краевой за-
дачей
(fiz f i z (fiz





здесь V—внешняя нормаль к Г,
(Г) u i ®  := £ 2(1Х) =  £ 2(0, Т ; £ 2(ГХ)).
Ниже мы рассмотрим также случай (1"):
(1") u(s, 1) =  v ( t ) ô ( s - s 0), pÇ£2(0, T), s„e(0, a).
Начальные условия возьмем нулевым (для гиперболических систем в силу 
обратимости времени это не ограничивает общности решения проблемы упряв- 
ляемости):
(2) z =  z, =  0 при t =  0.
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1 Распределенных на границе или точечных.
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2. С целью построения решения начально-краевой задачи (1), (2) и иссле­
дования управляемости рассмотрим следующую задачу на собственные зна­
чения:
(3) — Л ( р  =■ l ( p  BÍ2, <р|г0 =  О'
Собственные значения этой задачи
дер 
dv г, =  0.
(4) /и, hÇN,
а собственные функции
(5) 9 тп(х, у)
2 . п n i  1 )
sm — тх cos — I и —— I у a b \ 2 )
образуют ортонормированный базис в L2(Q).
Для дальнейших построений удобно ввести следующие пространства. 
Положим
К := Z \{0 } , œmk :=(sgn к) У2mW, (m£N, кеК) ,
П :=  {с =  {стк} : стке С. т£ N. ке К. ||с||г2 :=  2  l c J 2K * l 2r < “ } 0-6R ).
т , к
Щ ■■= {f\f( ,x , у) =  2  fmnVmnix, у)', т, п£N, ||/ | |^ г := 2 1./ш„12|ю.п„Г <00}-
tn, /I  т, п
При г а  о ряд 2  fmnVmn понимается в смысле сходимости в L2(ß), при г <  0
т , п
— как обобщенная функция. Справедливы соотнощения (связь Wr с простран­
ствами Соболева)
(6) Hr(Q)aWrczHr(Q), г ё О ,
(7) Щ- =  Н'(0), - J
1
Действительно, для четных положительных г (6) следует из равенства 
Dom  (— A)'12 — Щ. (r =  2p, ре  N). Теперь для произвольных г - -0 (6) получается
с помощью интерполяции [1,гл. 1]. Поскольку Hr(Q) =  H r{Q) при 0 —
[1, гл. 1] и W_r =  (WrY ((ИД'-двойственное к ÍVr), то верно и (7).
Т еор ем а  1. Пусть
/ =  2  f m n t y m n i  8  2  ё т п Ф т т  ^ т к  ^ т к  f m \ k \  Т  8 т \ к \  Л7, H ÇN, к  (- К .
т , п т , п
Тогда { / , g}eWr+ i® Wr=:Jfr тогда и только тогда с — {cmj € / r2. При этом 
отображение { /, g} —с есть изоморфизм пространств Жг и 1}.
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Доказательство непосредственно следует из определения пространств Жг 
и / 2, ортонормированной базисности {</>,„„} в L 2(Q) и соотношений
С А- С  ^т п  1 т , — п
2 '
Аналогичное этой теореме утверждение доказано в [7] и в [8].
3. Теперь мы дадим корректное определение решения начально-краевой 
задачи (1), (2) и докажем теоремы существования, единственности и регуляр­
ности для случая (Г) и (1"). В духе метода транспонирования [1] возьмем 
t/iÇL2(0, T; Wr) (г достаточно большое, фиксированное) и рассмотрим вспо­
могательную начально-краевую задачу
fmn
 ^m. — п
И»* Smn
( 8)
w„ — Aw — ф в Q 
r)w
WТо О, í)v
О при t =  Т.
Отображение ф->- J  uwdsdt  («£<?/ фиксированное) при достаточно большом
Ti
г является, очевидно, линейным непрерывным функционалом над L2(О, T; 1¥г). 
Следовательно, существует единственный ze (L 2(О, T; lVr))' =  L2(0, T; lV_r) та­
кой, что
(9) J  zi/у dx dy dt 
Q
(ser,).
Поэтому в качестве решения задачи (1), (2) мы принимаем такой z e L 2(О, Т\ ИСГ), 
который удовлетворяет интегральному тождеству
( 10) f  z(w„ — A tv) dx dy dt 
Q
для любого \j/eL2(0,T-, Wr) (w определяется по ф с помощью (8)).
Для случая (1"): u(s, t) =  v ( t)ô (s—s0) все предыдущие рассуждения остаются 
в силе (г надо взять больше, чем раньше); интегральное тождество примет вид
(П)
т
Известно [3, гл. 4], что для случая (Г), (10) можно взять г= 0 , т. е. существует 
единственное решение z£ L 2(Q). Можно также указать наименьшее г для случая 
(1"), (11). Ниже мы докажем точные теоремы, которые интересны самостоя­
тельно и важны для исследования управляемости.
Будем искать решение задачи (1), (Г), (2) (или что то же самое (10)) в виде
z(.v, t)= 2  zm„(t)(pm„(x, у) (ш, ne N).( 1 2 )
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Для определения коэффициентов zmn(t) положим в тождестве (10) w ( x , y , t ) — 
— срт„(х, y)f(t) ,  где /  — произвольная функция из С2[0, Т] такая, что / ( 7 0  =  
f(T) =  0. Получим
г т




Ит (0  =  f  u(s, f)<pmn(s) ds =  —==■ f  u(x, Osin — mxdx. 
г, У ab о й
Используя произвольности функции /  имеем
_ /А Г sin А п Л '“ *)*-<'> = J --- 7 г----О \  ' - m n
(13)
Положим
zm„(t) =  f  cos ( t-T )u m(r)dr
w,„(t) í/t ,
(m , 7)6N, ?6[0, T]).
(14) LkO)'-=i«>mkZm,\k\(t) +  zm,w (t) (m£N, k£K).
Равенства (13) можно записать в виде
(15) U ( / ) =  / ( / и€N,  *6K).
0
По Теореме 1
(150 UM-, 0, zt(.,/)} ||,rx  llf(Olli;.
Т еор ем а 2. (а) Для любой uÇ6U= Lz (0, Т; Ь2(Гг)) существует единствен­
ное решение z задачи (1), (!'), (2) такое, что
{z ,z ,}eC ([0 ,T ];  Ж), Ж : ^ Н 3/*(й)® Н ~11\ й ) .
(Ь) Для любой р > — 1/4 существует uÇ °U такое, что
{z( • , Т), г , ( - ,Т ) } $ Ж р,
при всех Т >0.
Т еор ем а  3. Для любой vÇ_ /ДО, Т) существует единственное решение 
задачи (1), (1"), (2) такое, что
{z, z,}€C([0, Г]; Жг) при г < —3/4.
Доказательству Теорем 2, 3 предпошлем ряд лемм.
4. Л ем м а 1. Константа Карлесона őm множества {vmk: k f K)  (m-фикси­
ровано), vmk:=comk +  i/2, удовлетворяет оценке lo g ——-< /w .
” т
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Напомним, (см. напр. [5]) что константой Карлесона счетного множества 
<т с  С+ := {v|Im v>()} называется величина
à {а) := inf U
fiía v - Д
Доказательство Леммы 1 приведено в конце работы (Приложение).
Л е м м а 2. Для любых Тх, Г» (0 s  Тг <  Т2 <  °°) н любой / Ç А2 (7’,, 7Д
(16) K /,eto”«‘,)t«(T1.r,)l2 -< í m  W/Whm. Tt ) ,  («€N).
fc € К
Д о к а за тел ь ств о . Известно [5], что для счетного множества ir c C + и 
любой /Ç L 2(0, °°) справедлива оценка
Z  | ( /  '’'"Ото.~));2 1 т /II2 S  f l + 64  lo g — !— ) ||/||Ь(о,~).
Применим э т о т  результат к <т =  (vmfc : mÇN, А+К} и используем Лемму 1. 
Продолжая /  нулем с [Д , Т2] на (0, °°), получим
2  К/’ е )/.г(7',.Т2)1" )^ ,,г ll/llL2(Ti,Ta)-/te к
Так как отображение f ( t ) —f ( t ) e c' является изоморфизмом L2(Тх,Т 2), то 
отсюда верно и (16).
Д о к а за тел ь ств о  Теоремы 2, пункт (а). В силу (15) |Çm/t(OI =  
=  К»,,, y a‘mkT)iMо,pl- Поэтому
2  ko„lJt| - 1 /2 |ç„ lk( 0 l 2 =  (IIC íO IIÍ-, J  = 2 2  l ^ mk| - 1 /2 | ( « m, e i“ ”"‘TW , , ) l 2-
tu ,  к  '  m  =  l  k e  K
Из очевидного неравенства |comt|_1/2<; 1 j)lm и Леммы 2 имеем
IIC(0II2- i/4 -< 2  I «mil Ь,о. о = -Jr ll«H‘im = 1
Поэтому в силу (15') для любого
{z(-, о, z,(-,/)}€^ Г_1/4с .?Г
(в силу (6), (7)). Покажем непрерывность {z( ■, /), z,( ■, /)} по / в норме ,3fL1/4 
или, что то же самое, непрерывность £(/) в норме /£1/4 :
iw„lk(r + Ä-t), ,(т)с/т — У е““""*" г)мт (т)Дт|2.||С(Г + А)-С(/)||,-1/4 - 2'1°,т*|-1'2| /  ^
ш, к Q о
Далее,
(e“° ^ h- \ ) e lt0mk,(u„, е ^ ^ + е 1^ ^ ,  ela- k\ 4,.,+h).
Ü О
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Следовательно
||Ç (/+ /0 -£ (0 ll2 s
2 2  K J - 1/2{l(nm, е ,ЮткТ)ьЧ о,г)12 к ,ШтЬ -  1 |2 +  |(м т , е,ШткТЬ (м+/.)12}- 
т,к
Снова используя Лемму 2, аналогично доказанному выше имеем
2  lcomfcl_1/“ l(Mm’ еШтк')ьЧ,.,+ю\~ "< IM|Í«(r,t+A; £«(;-,))•
m, А:
2’l"J-1/2l(^ i^“mkTW,ol24i'i“mk',-i|2= J 2 ■■•+ 2 2 •••>
m, к  m =  1 |fc|^iV m — N + 1 |fc|>jV
где N£  N выбрано так, что
2  2  | ö J - 1/2K » „ f H > ( 0 , , ) l 2 < £ /1 2
m = JV + l |*|=-A
(e=»0 произвольное).
Далее выберем h таким, что
2  2  K J - 1/2I(H,„, <  4 ’
m = l J
g
llMll/.2(í,í + /i; L2(Ti)) < J  •
Тогда ||£(/+/г) — C(0II-i/4< £ - Тем самым утверждение (a) Теоремы 2 доказано.
Для доказательства пункта (Ь) нам понадобится следующая
Л ем м а  3. Для любого Т > 0 найдутся положительные постоянные а, ß 
зависящие только от a, b и Т  такие что
2  _ \(е^ )^т\ eiow)r2(o,r)l2 В ß |ш, (mÇN).
0<п<а /т
Доказательство дано в конце работы (Приложение).
Д о к а за тел ь ств о  пункта (Ь) Теоремы 2. Выберем и таким, что
и,„(О = ате‘<-*/а)т', 2  kml2
m = 1
Тогда, очевидно, При этом
И - ,Т ) ,  Г ,(.,Г )||*  > 11С(Т)||2 =  2  l«mJ 2pICmk(T)l2 =
m, k
=  2  2 М 2^ Ч е ‘(п,а)т\ е ‘^ \ . (0,Т)^
m =  1 fc 6 К
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Пусть o j. Тогда |слт*|2р>-/н2р и в силу Леммы 3
m = 1 0~=n«xŸm m = 1
Числа am можно выбрать так, что 2  |ат12/и1,2+2р=0°- Тогда получим:
т =  1
{ z ( - , Г), z , ( - , Т)}$Жр. Так как с ростом р  пространства Жр сужаются, утвер­
ждение верно при всех /?=— — . Теорема 2 доказана.
Зам ечан ие 1. Теорема 2 справедливо и для случая, когда Г± =  Г, Г0=  Ф 
— управление на всей границе. Для доказательства надо разбить задачу на 
сумму 4 —X, в каждой из которых управление действует на одной стороне. 
Незначительное изменение вида (рт„(х) и не влияет на ход доказательства и 
справедливость полученных результатов.
Зам ечан ие 2. Эта теорема усиливает результат [4], где доказано, что
V J > 0 , V e>0: zÇ //3/4- £(fi).
Д о к а за тел ь ств о  Теоремы 3. Если и(х, t )= v ( t )ö (x  —х„), 0 < х 0< я , то
. . 2 пт , . . .
um(t) =  —==r-sin------x0v(t) = : y mv(t),
\  ab «
im* (О =  У,,, f  e“°mk('~T)v(r)dT.
0
Поэтому
ltm*(OI ■< \(1\ е ш- * \ но,0 \.
Следовательно
2 1 l"mfc|2r|C,„fc|2 -< 2  2  К.кГ10% е'"т,<Т)ы(0,()|2-
m, к m =  1 к Ç К
Пусть r ^ o . Тогда |ct>OTfc |2|" -< w2r и воспользовавшись Леммой 2, получаем
Ili (Oll/* <  2  n P j™  IWI£*(0,r), т.е. ||С(0!1Н1М1х.цо,о при 2r + 1/2 <  — 1 (т. е.
г m l
—3/4). Значит для любого /^ 0
{z( •, t), z,( •, ?)}£ =  И£+1® Wr при /• <  -3 /4 .
Доказательство непрерывности в норме Жг по t проводится так же, как и в 
Теореме 2. Теорема 3 доказана.
5. Перейдем к изучению проблемы управляемости. Мы здесь ограничимся 
рассмотрением системы (1) при одномерных управлениях вида
(17) н(х, 0  =  b(x)v(t), b£L2(0, а)—фиксированный
г
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(18) и(х, 0  =  : =  ô(x—x0)v(t),  х0£ (0, fl);
управление vÇL2(0, T).
Введем множество достижимости: множество конечных состояний системы 
(1), (2), когда управление v пробегает все L2(О, Т ):
R(T) := {{z( •, T), zt( - ,T ) } :  v£L 2(0, Г)}.
Мы доказали, что для случая (17) Ä(7’)c ^ fL 1/4, для случая (18) R (Т ) а , 
-3 /4 .
Систему (1), (17) назовем приближенно управляемой за время Г, если 
R (T )= y f_ 1fi  (замыкание по норме
Аналогично для системы (1), (18): R (T )= M ’r, r -< —3/4 (замыкание по 
норме Жг). Эти определения согласуются с общепринятыми, и корректны в 
силу Теорем 2, 3.
Обозначим через R (Т)  множество векторов £ (Т), соответствующее R(T). 
В силу Теоремы 1 приближенную управляемость можно переписать в виде
для (1), (17);
R(T) =  l l v




Коэффиценты Çmk(T)  определяются формулами (см. (15)):
(19) t mk(T) =  ßm f  еш^ т~г\{1 )  dt, ß m : = - ß =- f  b (x )ú n ^ -m x d x
«Г Уab J  «
для (1), (17);
(20) Çmk(T) =  ym f  cil
для (1), (18). Чтобы избежать повторений мы будем проводить дальнейшие 
рассмотрения, в основном, для случая (1), (17). Положим
cmk:=\comk\ - ViU { T ) e - iaí"*T 
и запишем равенства (19) в виде
(21) стк =  (p ,eJi4o,T ). Ici- К,
где
Множество векторов с = { с тк}, соответствующее R(T), обозначим R(T).
Очевидно, что R (T ) œ / 2 и  R(T) =  l i_lli тогда и только тогда R(T) =  I2. Семей­
ство векторов {етк} (т£ N , lcd К) обозначим через <8. Будем говорить, что 
семейство S  слабо со-лииейно независимо в L2(0, Т) и писать ßd(w — со),
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если из условий
R
а  —  { а тк}( : 1~’ 2  2  (/’ a mke m k)L2(0, T) ОIH—1 |к| «Я
при Ä — °° для любой f  (; L~(0, 7') следует, что а =  0.
Л ем м а 4. Для системы (1), (17) Р (Т )=Л ?-гц тогда и только тогда, 
когда
Д ок азател ь ств о . Как было сказано выше R (T )= Sf_1/i<=>R(T) — l 2. 
Пусть ê \ ( w  — w), т. с. существует а £ /2, а ДО такой, что
2  2  U\ аткетк)ьч»,г) -  0 при R — (y/<EL2(0, Г)),
2  2  a m k ( f >  е т к ) ь г(0, Т )  О ( /? -► < » ) .
ш = 1 |Л|=5К
Поскольку {(/, <?„",*)}€/2 V /6 /;-((), Г), то имеем 2  ämk( f e mk)= 0 ,  т. е. (с, а)(2 =  0
^ ш,к
V/€Z-2(О, Г). Иными словами a ± R (T ) .  Приведенные утверждения легко обра­
тимы. Лемма 4 доказана.
Сейчас мы займемся исследованием свойства (w — со) семейства S. Точнее 
говоря мы покажем, что для любого 7’Ç(0, °°), g$(w  — со) и поэтому R(T)?e  
Для этого нам понадобится обобщение результата Д. Л. Русселя [6].
6 . П редл ож ен и е 1 [6]. Пусть семейство {е" " }, pÇacrC, образует базис 
Рисса в L2((), T); <tv=  {Д})=1с  С, Я7- ^ Хк, apu j  Д к, <х5П<г=0. Тогда семейство 
{a,,?'"'}, /<С<тU <т5 образует базис Рисса в //'(О, Г). Здесь а„ — нормировочные 
константы, чтобы сделать семейство почти нормированным в H s(О, Т); 
можно взять а,, =  ( ] + |д |2) -5/2.
П редл ож ен и е 2 [7], [8]. Пусть Y„, nCN-семейство N„-Mepmix подпрост­
ранств L2(О, Т) вида
яп
К  =  V ехр(/д„„,0, jV„ < о о
Ш=1
(V := замыкание линейной оболочки); Y^—s-мерное подпространство Y0 =
S
=  V СХР (//<; 0 , причем
W í = l п {д,„„}Г= l!'m = l = 0, P j *  Pk ( j *  k).
Если семейство {Y„}^=1 образует базис Рисса из подпространств в L2(О, Т), 
то Y0 U {Т„},7=1 — образует базис Рисса в H s(О, Т).
Напомним, что базисом Рисса из подпространств называется полное 
семейство подпространств, изоморфное ортонормированному.
Докажем теперь факт о зависимости семейства g.
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Т еор ем а 4. Для любого Т >  0 и любого N£ N существует {cmk}m=i, &£к 
такой, что
1) 2 c mkei<0^  =  0 eL 2(0,T).
т,к
2) 2 Ы > т* Г < “ -
т, к
3) сш& =  0 при т Ш та.
Д о к а за тел ь ств о . Будем считать, что среди {а>тк} нет общих точек, иначе 
теорема тривиальна. Это имеет место при a2/b2$Q- Фиксируем N > 0 , Г > 0  и 
выберем М (- N таким, что Т^2ЬМ. Утверждение теоремы достаточно про­
верить для Т=2ЬМ.  Вместо а>,„к рассмотрим vmk= œ mk+i/2. Если теорема 
верна для {vmt}, то она, очевидно, верна и для {сотЛ}. Положим ак := {vmt}£f=1, 
к£К; a0:={vM+lik}k=1, где s достаточно велико, например, s > N + 2 M ;  Yk =  
=  V e‘v< (kÇ_Z). Через ôk обозначим константу Карлесона множества^. Нам
víak
нужна
Л ем м а 5. (а) Семейство подпространств {УД, k ÇК образует базис Рисса 
в замыкании своей линейной оболочки в Ь2(0, °°).
(b) Ортопроектор Р, из \/  {ТДк£К на L2(0, Г) есть изоморфизм.
М ».“)
(c) Существует е > 0  такое, что для всех kfZ. и любого vÇак выполнена 
оценка ôk^ c |v|-M.
Лемму 5 мы докажем ниже, а сейчас закончим доказательство теоремы 4. 
Из (а) и (Ь) Леммы 5 следует, что {F J ^ k-базис Рисса в /,2(0, Т). Тогда 
в силу предложение 2 {Yk}k(íZ — базис Рисса в Я'(0, Т).
Разложим элемент eiv°(, v0 =  vM+2il, не входящий в по этому ба­
зису:
= 2  К, К  = 2  Кеы.
к € Z v € <xk
По свойству базиса Рисса [5]
k í Z  I
Известна оценка [5]:
* Ш К - л (" УКеЫ-




1+ 64  l o g -  яе<г
О
|СЯ|2,
где <5 — константа Карлесона счетного множества <т. Поэтому из (Ь), (с) Леммы 5 
имеем
2 II 2  ( W „ e Ы\\Ъ(0,^  =2 II 2 (ivybveM| |Ь(0,Г ) :
2 -
к £ Z  v 6 (Тк
51
fc 6 Z
kez 1+64 log 4 -  ve"'
2  lbv|2M2s>- 2  2  l^vl2|v2 I 2s —3M
k £  Z  v6cr.
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Мы видим, что ряд hk—ei'’a' удовлетворяет всем требованиям Теоремы 4: 
ki z
1) 2  h k — e ,v° ' =  0 ,  
ke z
2) коэффициенты разложения по e‘Vmk' сходятся с весом |vmk|2JV,
3) в разложении встречаются элементы лишь первых М + 2  серий, т. е. 
т0= М +2.
Осталось проверить Лемму 4.
(a) Положим iSm:={vm*}t£K; т =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  М. Числа vmk лежат на прямой 
Im z=1/2 и отделимы. Поэтому константа Карлесона множеств Sm положи­
тельна [5]. Ясно также, что диам<т£—0 при |£| — °°. Поэтому (а) следует из 
теоремы В. И. Васюнина [5].
(b) Известен критерий того, что РТ — изоморфизм [5]. Это условие Макен- 
хоупта:
sup туг f w  Jx 
/ = [</,*>] Ml / I w dx
где
w = IFI2, F = v.p. JJ JJ О ~Ф),
к  6 К V £  а к
F — целая функция экспоненциального типа с индикаторой диаграммой ши­
рины 2ЬМ =  Т.
Введем, следуя [9] функцию F„(z)=cos j (zb )2 — р 2. При ц = ц т:=пт/а  нули 
Fß совпадают с {u)mkj, k f  К, и |F(z — //2 ) |х  1 при z К Поскольку F(z) =  
=Fßl( z —i/2)...FllM(z—i/2), то |F (z ) |x l при z- R и условие Макенхоупта вы­
полнено.
(с) Из явного вида сотк имеем \а>тк— wjk\ > -  \ / \ к \ .  Тогда
Vmk-Vjk 2 
V m k - V j k
\(*>тк-Щк\* . 1
l+ l"m k-"jk |2 ^  l^l2
(т 9* j ;  m , j  — 1,2,
Отсюда
<5*:= inf II




Для одной группы ak : |v |x |& | (v£ak) поэтому (с) доказано.
7. Применим полученные результаты к исследованию управляемости сис­
темы (1) +  (17) или (18).
Т ео р ем а  5. Для любого 7’> 0  система (1), (17) и система (1), (18) не 
являются приближенно управляемыми.
Д ок а за тел ь ств о , (а) Рассмотрим систему (1), (17). Покажем, что 
$(и> — ш). Это очевидно, если хотя бы один коэффициент ßm =  0. Пусть все 
5^0. Возьмем произвольное Т > 0  и построим последовательность {стк}, удов­
летворяющую 1) — 3) Теоремы 4 при N =  1. Положим amk= c mk\wmk\l/i/ ß m. В
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силу 2), 3) Теоремы 4 {amk} f j 2, а в силу 1)
2 атк^ тк =  2  emk\<Omk\1,ißm1ßm\a>mk\~1/ie"amkt =  О В L2(0, Г).т,к т,к
Отсюда следует, что семейство S  гг — w-линейно зависимо (даже ш-линей- 
но зависимо — определение см., например в [12]).
(б) Для системы ( 1 ), ( 18) надо вместо S рассмотреть семейство &“= ут \ штк\г е1<°тк\  
3/4. Далее по {стк}, построенной по теореме 4 взять атк =  стк\штк\~гу~1
(предполагаем, что все ут 5^0, т. е. sin л т -^ -^ О  \/т , иначе <?, очевидно, ли­
нейно зависима). Получаем w-линейную зависимость семейства S'. Теорема 
5 доказана.
Управляемость системы (1) при ud‘W = L 2(0, T; L2(/])) ( / /= { 0 ,  н } х  {0}) 
исследовалась в [9]. Результаты об управляемости системы (1) при разных 
управлениях есть в [10].
Можно доказать, что при ßm 0 и отсутствии кратных точек в спектре
для системы (1), (17) [J R( Т) =  Ж- г/4 (и аналогичный результат верна для 
т=»о
системы (1), (18)). Результат такого типа справедлив для гиперболических сис­
тем общего вида в произвольных областях.
8. Приложение. Д о к а за т ел ь ст в о  Леммы 2.
Проверку утверждение будем производить для ä mk =  sgnkj'm2 +  k 2 и а =  л. 
Это сделано в целях простоты выкладок и доказательство леммы для со,„„ 
требует незначительных изменений. Положим / т (t) — é mt, ck= ( f m, e“°mk,)LÍ(0 г). 
Тогда, введя <xmt =  wmk—m имеем
dt =  — 1 — (1 - e- te- r) =  - е ~ ^ т/2-T - sinocmkT/2jocmkT/2.
о  t^ ink
Покажем, что при к лш/Т  аргумент синуса amk 7/2 меньше л/2. Действи­






a mk Т  _
2 ^  2 •
П оэтому для таких к из элементарного неравенства sin х /х>2/л, х 6(0, л/2) 
имеем
sin«mtr/2 2 Г2 m «
a„fcT/2 ' -  U  J '
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Теперь оценим сумму квадратов коэффициентов





9. Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о  леммы 1. Для простоты выкладок будем считать, 
что vmB= j  +  sgn п Упг +  п2, г д ел /—фиксированное число из N, h£ Z \ { ü}=K .
Для случая
+ sgn п
доказательство требует лишь небольших очевидных изменений.
Постоянную Карлесона ô,„ множества {v„„,}, пс:_ Z \{0 } , запишем в виде
Откуда
1Я, = sup / /
" к * п
log öm2 =  sup 2  log
" к*п
in k  ^ m u  
in k  V m n
V/nk V/tm
=  sup 2  l°g 1 "I________ ______ ________ __  —  .
ntz\{o} k^n (sgn к [m 2 +  lc2— sgn к У тг+ п 2)2
Будем для определенности считать, что / г>0 и оценим S„— 2  l°g í 1 (оче-
к  7±п
видно S - n= S n). Представим «S',, в виде
— ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) log [ ] — si+sü+sü,
к = — <=*> к  =  1 к  = п + 1
и оценим каждую сумму в правой части отделно.
0 S N j l o g ( l + T ) < - ,
2) Случай л<ш.
а) Тогда запишем S 2 в виде
SÜ =  2  log
Р = 1 (У т2+ п 2 —У т2+ {п—рУу
и проверим, что для некоторого с > 0
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Действительно :
I/ш2 +  и3 ^  -С^  ■■+ У тг + ( п —р)~>п
ч=> /?г2 +  и2 л — ^— \-m2 +  ri2—2 n p+ p2 +  2 Cjf; ÿ т? +  (п— р)2 ■1П~ ,л'
<=> 2п ^  ^—f/?4— )//я2 +  (и —/>)2 «= 2/7 ^  c'2n +  n +  2cn У 2 о  1 =  с2 +  2с )/2.
Поэтому
»-I
2  ]°е 1
Р=1 (Уиг2 +  и2 — j/m2+ (и—р )2)2 .
"~1 f /и2 )
„ - " ' ■ • I 1
<  J)  log i l + - ^ Г | =  f  log í 1 + - ^ г )  í/.v 4-0(log /и) ES ct у ш (ЗнДО , °°)). 
р=1 V cpi ) J V ex4 *;
Мы заменили сумму интегралом, так как из за монотонности функции log т 
имеем
J 108 (1 + Тр) - / 108 (1 +тд)с1х - ,og (1 + тт) “ 0 <|0Е
За) Теперь оценим 5'® =  ( 2  +  2  )  1о 8  [ ]= < S 2 + < S 'il-
k  — n -^ l  к = т + 1
2  1оё
к = п + 1
1 +
I
=  2  log
р=1
поскольку, аналогично 2а)
(|/ w2+ к2 — |/ ш2 +  п2)2 
1
(|/ /и2 +  (п + р )2 — / т 2 +  п2)2
ci ) т,
Ут2 +  (п + р )2~У т 2 +  п2 ш ср*1
о- т~2 +  и 2  +  2 « / ;  +  р 1 '  — ^ — h  т 2 +  í r  +  2  — /  л / 2  +  / г
т2 т
<=> 2 / 7 + / ;  S  +  2 с / /  V 1 +  п 2/ ш 2 <= 3  &  с 2 +  2 с  ) /2 .
Покажем теперь, что
2" log ()/ /и2 +  &2 — |/ /772 +  и2)2
1.
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(к m®+ (т + р )2~У  т2 +  п2)2
и проверим, что
Зс >  0 : (/т2 + (т+ р )® — / т* +  «2 £  с/;
/и2 +  т 2 +  2ш/>+ р 2 S  с2/?2 +  ni2 +  и2 +  2с/; |/ т2 +  п-
1<= 2т + р Ш. с2р + 2с У т2+п2 <= с ^  I, с /2  =И 1 <=* сб 0, —— .
{ У2 )
Таким образом при /к ш  мы получили оценку Sn^ с 2 Ут. Покажем, что при 










( J т2 +  п2 -  У т2 +  ,т2)2 
1
(У т2 +  п2 — У т2 +  (п — р)2)2
Ут2 + п2 — Ут2 + (п—р )2 s ср ( 1 S /; S  и — 1, пг S  п) о
т2 +  л2 ■£ с2р г +  т2 +  п2 — 2пр + р 2 +  2ср Ут2 +  (п—р)2 ■
ЗЬ)
<=> 2п ä  с2р + р  +  2с Ут2+ ( п - р ) 2 <= 1 s  с2 +  с • 2 Т 2-
1
2  1о8





([' т2 + к 2 —У т2 +  и2)2 
1
( / т 2 +  (п + р )2 — У т2 +  и2)2
const.
так как
Ут2 +  (п + р )2 — Ут2 +  п2 ё  ср ( /  5  1, т ^  п) о
т2 +  п2+ р 2 +  2пр 1  с2р 2 +  т2 +  п2 +  2ср Ут2 +  п2
о р  +  2п ё  с2р +  2с Ут2 +  п2 <= 1 ё  с2 и 1 ё с ) / 2 .  
Лемма 1 доказана.
В данной работе мы использовали идеи работ [7], [8], [10], [14]. Аналогичными 
проблемами связаны интересные работы В. Коморник ([13]). Он применяет дру­
гой подход.
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After introducing the notion of microineric relations and near relations in a bimerotopic space, 
we prove a theorem on extending a biuniformity to an extension o f the induced bitopology.
Continuing the investigations of [5] (where §§ 0 to 6 and a list of symbols can be 
found), we deal with the following topics:
§ 7. Micromeric relations, analogous to the notion of micromeric systems, on 
which the original definition of a merotopy was based [12],
§ 8. Near relations, corresponding to near systems [11].
§ 9. Nearness of one collection of sets to another. (Leads to several open ques­
tions not explicitly stated.)
§ 10. Definition of bimerotopic continuity.
§11. Under what conditions can a biuniformity be extended to an extension of 
the induced bitopology? (We obtain only partial results; the complete answer is 
unknown even for quasi-uniformities, cf. [6—8].)
§ 7. Micromeric relations
7.1 Notations. For s i t z ^ ( X ) ,  pcz&>( X ) X i i { X )  and 9 lc s).f where ip = 
= 0>(&(X)) or ^==.^(ät>( X ) X ^ >(X)),  let
sec.c/ =  {SczX: yAesi,  AOS X  0},
sec p  =  {(A, B): A, BczX, (C p D => (A n C )U (ß n D )  X 0)},
sec 91 =  {ße%X. Va€9i, oc (Iß X 0}.
For ,<i, ®c:&(X),  we shall write s i  C (id {si  is coarser than XU, fid is finer than si)  
if any element of s i  contains an element of fid.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 54E15; Secondary 54E17, 
54E55.
Key words and phrases. Bimerotopy, biuniformity, merotopy, micromeric relation, near relation, 
base [in different senses], near [one collection to another], quasi-uniformity, bimerotopic continuity, 
restriction of a bimerotopy, bitopology, (completely) regular bitopology, (fine regular) extension of 
a bitopology, trace filter pair, round filter pair, extension of a biuniformity.
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no. 1807.
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7.2 It is well-known (see e.g. [11]) that merotopies can be described not only with 
coverings, but also in terms o f micromeric systems (i.e. systems containing arbitrarily 
small sets) or of near systems. If 9JÍ is a merotopy on X, and we denote by fßJld 
c á s (áí’(A')) the collection o f all the 'JJ1-micro meric systems, respectively by villi the 
collection of all the iDZ-near systems then the equivalents of the System o f Axioms 
M l — M4 and the relations between 9JÍ, pHR and vs33Z can be uiven as follows (cf. [11] 
§3):
/ /Ml.  0 j//9JI, //931 ^  0;
//M2. for any x£X,  {{•*}}€//9JZ;
//M3. if á?£//9Jl and J 'C r f then stf£pDR;
//M4. if sd ö  38dpHU then sd(pRl or dS p^HA.
vMl.  {0}$vTO, vf>3V0;
vM2. if O s /  ^  0 then 1Í;
vM3. if á?£v9JÍ and then s4 £ v9Jl;
vM4. if .s/(U)á?£v93í then .c/£v9Ji or ^£v9Jl.
IBcz/ßR is a h/we for pHA iffor any jrf£pDR there is a ^£23 with The notion
o f a base for $1 was defined in 0.5.
(7.3) sec 932 is a base for //9J2;
(7.4) sec //932 is a base for 932;
(7.5) .s/ £ v9JZ iff {A V I: A e s d }0 R ;
(7.6) ^69Ji iff { A \C : Cf VHv W:
(7.7) s / £ p  532 iff sec .VG v932;
(7.8) j / 6 villi iff sec s/dpHA.
7.9 Given a h/merotopy 932, we intend to introduce the notion o f HR-micromeric 
relations, respectively o f HR-near relations (the collection of all such relations will be 
denoted by /hJJf, respectively by v9J2) in such a way that Axioms B1—B4 of a bime- 
rotopy could be transcribed analogously to //M l—/<M4 and vM I — vM4. We shall 
use a roundabout method, which makes it possible to deduce the definition of micro- 
meric/near relations from the definition of micromeric/near collections, instead of 
just taking formal analogues o f (7.3)—(7.6) and checking that they yield reasonable 
consequences.
Let X = X x { — 1, 1}. To any relation pcz0>(X )X 0 >(X)  we assign a system 
p a & ( X )  as follows:
P =  { (4 X {-1 ])U (5 X {1 }):  Ap B) .
For any sdcz&fö),  there is exactly one p  with sd~ p .  If p  is a bicovering then p
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is a covering o f X  (but not conversely). Moreover,
(7.10) p < q ^ p < q ,
(7.11) /> <  q, / ) C n U { ( 0 ,  0 ) }  =>/3 <  q.
Given an Wc&(.?(X)Xi?(X)) ,  put
9 Í  = {p: p £ t t } .
In this way we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between 0’(0>(^>(X)Xi^>(X))) 
and &(&(ff>(X))).
7.12 Lemma. 7/931 is a bimerotopy on X then 931 is a merotopy on X.
Proof. M I is evident from B1. We have already observed that M2 follows from 
B2. (7.10) and B3 imply M3.
In order to check M4, take p, #€9Ül. Then p, #€931, so by B4 there is an /€931 
such that r<p  and r < q ;  we may assume that rczn  (cf. e.g. the Footnote to the 
proof o f 3.8). Now r < p  and f < #  follow from (7.11). □
7.13 Remark. It is not true that 931 is a covering uniformity whenever 931 is a 
biuniformity (or even a strong biuniformity):
Let °Uso denote the Sorgenfrey quasi-uniformity on T = R . i.e. let
{Uc =  { ( a - ,  y): x  ^  y  <  A + e}: e  >  0 }
be a base for a!/so. Now 931 is a strong biuniformity, but the merotopy
931 is not a covering uniformity.
7.14 Lemma. Let 931 be a bimerotopy. I f  33 is a base for  'Hi then S  is a base for  931; 
conversely, i f  ©  is a base for  931 and U  ©  c  n then ©  is a base for  931.
Proof. (7.10) and (7.11). □
7.15 Lemma. A merotopy 91 on X  is o f  the form  931 with some bimerotopy 931 on 
X  iff it satisfies the following conditions:
( i )  i f  a €  X  and ^ € 9 1  then there is a C g i ?  such that ( a ,  i ) f C  ( / = ± 1 ) ;
(ii) there exists a base S  fo r  91 such that for any there are x fi  X
( / = ± 1 )  with ( a , , / ) € C  ( / =  ± 1 ) .
Proof. Define 931 by 91 = 931.
1° If 931 is a bimerotopy then (i) follows from B2, (ii) from 2.2 and 7.14.
2° Conversely, assume that 91 is a merotopy satisfying (i) and (ii); we have to 
check that 931 is a bimerotopy. B1 is evident. B2 follows from (i), B4 from M4 and
(7.10).
To prove B3, let p€931 and /?<#. Now />€9l, and, according to (ii), there is a 
'ifC91 such that and for any there are x f iX  with (a„  i ) f  C. Tak­
ing /• satisfying r =  (€, we have r€93l, and the above condition on ^  means r c n l l  
U{(0, 0)}. Now /  =  implies, according to (7.10), that /•</?, i.e. from /•</?<#  
we have /•-=:#, and then r< q  follows from (7.11). #€91 by M3, hence #€93!. □
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7.16 Lemma. A merotopy 91 on X  is o f  the form  9JI with some bimerotopy 9JI on X  
iff it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) ' i f  x i X  then {{(*, -  I), (x, l ) } } ^ « ;
(ii) ' there exists a base 23 for p9i such that for  any 0 /-A {_ ,p /f if  there arc x f  X  
( /=  ±  1) with (xh i)£ A ( /=  ±  1).
P roof. According to 7.15, it is enough to show that (i)<=>(i)' and (ii)<=>(ii)', 
which follow easily from (7.3) and (7.4) applied to 94. [For the proof of (ii)o-(ii)', 
observe that it is enough to take a base on the left-hand side of (7.3) and (7.4).] □
7.17 Remark. The condition 0 X C  (0XÁ)  can be clearly dropped from (ii) 
and (ii)' if AV0.
7.18 According to 7.12, 7.15 and 7.16, the bimerotopies on X  can be identified 
with merotopies on X  satisfying certain conditions. Given a merotopy 9J1 on X, we
can take first 9JÍ, then p9Ji, finally the system of relations p9JÍ for which psM =  f)Jl 
holds. The elements o f this psJJÍ will be the SO l-micromeric relations we were looking for.
For u, v(ZlP(X)X0>(X),  let us write uC.v (ii is coarser than v, v is finer than u) 
if  A u B  implies the existence o f an (A',B')£v  with A^>A' and B ^ B '.  (In other 
words, u d v  iff u\Zv.) The notion of a base for p9Jf is defined just like in 7.2: 23 
is a base for //9Ji (where 9Ji is a bimerotopy) if 23cp9Jt, and for any vf /bill there is 
a r/(E23 with u\Zv. Evidently, 23 is a base for /i9Ji iff 23 is a base for g93i, so it follows 
from (7.3), (7.4) (applied to 9JÍ) and 7.14 that (7.3) and (7.4) remain valid for bimero­
topies. In fact, we have:
7.19 Proposition. I f  23 is a base for the bimerotopy 9J1, U 23cn and 23c23'c9Ji 
then sec 23' is a base for  /i9Ji. Conversely, //' S3 is a base for fJR then sec 23 is a base 
fo r  9JÍ. □
7.20 Theorem. 9.1\a& {fP(X)Y,& ,(X)) is a bimerotopy iff p9Ji satisfies the follow­
ing axioms:
pB\.  0<í/<9JL /(9JÍ7Í0;
//B2. for any x f  A, {({.y}, {.v})} 4/(911;
/iB3. i f  udpW and a □  v then vc f ) ) l ;
/iT34. i f  ;/U v£ /(91I then uc /(91i or iA/(9Jc;
pB50. i f  uc /hill then there is a vf //9JÍ suchthat v a n  and v C it.
Pro o f . Straightforward from 7.12, 7.16, 7.17 and 7/CZ vou \Z  f. (pB2 is equiv­
alent to (i)', and /(B50 to (ii)'.) n
7.21 Remarks, a) Compare pB3 and pB50 with 2.3.
b) gB50 means that, similarly to the case o f bicoverings, it would be enough to 
consider micromeric relations contained by n.
c) {(0,0)}ep99L
d) The second part o f  juBl is needed if X= 0; it could be replaced by c).
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7.22 Let ©l0 be a merotopy on X. In 3.1, we identified 9Ji0 with a bimerotopy on 
X  satisfying BS. In order to make the present argument clear, we shall use a different 
symbol, namely ©l, for denoting this bimerotopy. We can take now pSJl0(=&(&(X)), 
respectively n'$)lcz0>(&>(X )X 0 >(X)). It is easy to deduce from 7.19 that 
{p tJ : s i £/i©l0} (with defined by (3.2)) is a base for /fiöl.
§ 8. Near relations
8.1 Similarly to the method used in 7.18, we define v©l (the system o f the ©l-
near relations) through vilJi -  v©f. v©l is connected with ©1 and /fiöl by the formulas 
below, which follow immediately from (7.5)—(7,8):
23cv©l will be called a base for v©l if for any i€v©l there is an j£23 with iC i .
8 .6  T heorem . © lc á a(áa(.V)X^a(A')) is a bimerotopy iff v©l satisfies the following
vBl. {(0, 0)}fj v©l, v©1^0;
vB2. i f  f){A{JB: A sB}?±0 then j £ v © 1 ;
vB3. i f  ifi v©l and t[Zs then /fi v©l;
vB4. i f  J (U )f€v© l then ifiv©l or t£v©l;
vB50. i f  X X 0  and ifiv©l then j U{(0, X), (X, 0)}£v©l.
P roof. Starting from 7.15, proceed on the analogy o f 7.16—7.20. (We do not go 
into details, because the argument is even simpler than for //©l.) □
8.7 R em ark . It follows from vB3 [/tB3] that a base for v©l [/fiD!] uniquely deter­
mines ©l.
8.8 P roposition . I f  23 is a base for  /fijjf then {sec u : «6 23} is a base for  v©l. 
Conversely, i f  23 is a base for  v©l then (secs : ifi 23} is a base for  /x©l.
P roof. Using (8.4) and (8.5), show first that the statement holds for 23 =  /t©l, 
respectively for 23 =  v®i. □





ifi v©l iff { (* V I ,  X \ B ) :  A s B } 0 ) l -  
p f  ©l iff { (T V f, X \ B ) : A p B }$  v» l; 
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8.9 It is possible to transcribe the axioms for special kinds o f bimerotopies; 
e.g. B5 (strongness), BS (merotopy) and BS' =  BS" (symmetry) can be written as 
fo llow s:
,uB5. if then there is a v£pM  suchthat v e m  and C m ;
vB5. if AV0 and j GvSOI then j U{(T, X \ A ) :  TcZ}€v9Jt;
pBS. for each u£/.ß)l there is a u£/dDl such that C » ,  and A =  B whenever 
A v B;
pBS" if udfßJl then u~1£p9JÍ; 
vBS" if s£ v9Jl then y^vSO l.
The condition “for each v9Pi there is a i£v9Jl suchthat C l ,  and A = B  when­
ever A t B” will not do as vBS, see 8.13. The analogoues o f BS', namely the conditions 
“there is a base for piDi [v3Jl] consisting o f symmetric relations” are equivalent to 
each other, but not to BS'. (Example: from 3.6 is symmetric, but it does not
satisfy the above conditions.)
8.10 Proposition. For a bimerotopy SOI, A '!)("' B iff {(A, 0), (0, 2?)}£vXR. 
Proof. According to (8.2), it is sufficient to show that
(8.11) p = { ( T \ T ,  X), (X, x\B)}em 
tY A 5 B  where <5=9JT'. As A S B  is equivalent to
(8.12) U =  ZXT\TXB€9J1",
we have only to prove the equivalence of (8.11) and (8.12).
As U —p u, p£9Jl clearly implies C/69JI“.
Conversely, assume that UCM". Now Uc< p  can be easily checked, thus 
follows from t/c£ä)l“c. Hence by 5.2. □
8.13 Near relations seem to give a less satisfactory way of describing bimero­
topies than either bicoverings or micromeric relations. To support this statement, let 
us make two observations:
a) According to 2.3 (respectively pB50), a bimerotopy can be completely de­
scribed by bicoverings (respectively micromeric relations) contained by n. The anal­
ogous statement for near relations is false, even in the case o f strong biuniformities: 
take all the non-discrete quasi-uniformities aUx, fy* and on a two-point set; now the
-near =°Uci -near relations contained by n are the same for i =  1, 2, 3.
b) Let 9Jt0 and sDi be as in 7.22. Then { p rJ: s i  £ villi,,} will never be a base for v®i 
(except when X=0).
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§ 9. Nearness of two collections
9.1 Let 93t be a bimerotopy on X, and sä, 36a3P(X). We shall write sä 9Ji" 36, 
and say that sä is near (931-near) to 36 if for any /i£93?, there are Cgsec sä and 
ü t  sec 36 such that C p  D. (9Jt can be replaced here by a base.) We have:
(9.2) .sä 93t" 36 iff sec xsec  36£p'M;
(9.3) s4W!'36 iff {(A, 0): A£sä}U {(0, B): B<E^}€v9Jl;
(9.4) A W  B iff {A} air {5}.
By (9.4), the relation 93i" determines 93t“'. Moreover, if 31 is a uniformity then sä Qlc" 36 
iff säö36  is a near collection in the sense of 7.2, so if  altl and are both uniform­
ities such that aUy'=aU%t then — this means that, under suitable restrictions, 
931" can determine 931 itself. One may wonder whether Süt" contains in general enough 
information to recover 931, or at least 93T. By (9.2) and (9.3), knowing 931" only means 
that we know those near (respectively, micromeric) relations that satisfy an additional 
condition.
If 931 is a fine bimerotopy (see 4.2) on X A 0  then sä 931" 36 iff ( D sä) 931“' ( D 36) 
(with the convention fl0  =  X), so 931" conveys now exactly as much information as 
931“', thus not even 931“ can be recovered from it. 931" is in fact insufficient even for 
determining much better bimerotopies:
9.5 Example. On Z = R , let
{{Óv, y): y  < x + b): e > 0}
be a base for the quasi-uniformity 31. With 9'ft. =  3lc =  3lb, sä 931" 36 iff
(9.6) — °° inf sup A — sup inf B <  -f-1».Aist Bíís
Let °UX be the inverse of >U under the mapping x*-+x3. Now % and 3ly are clearly 
different, but, with 93?t= 311= ■> ^  931" 36 is also equivalent to (9.6).
9.7 The above example shows that one can put a non-trivial intermediate notion 
between quasi-uniformity and quasi-proximity, namely 3/°" (or perhaps 3/hn). Such 
a definition gives rise to several natural questions, which are yet to be investigated.
§ 10. Continuity
10.1 D efinition. Let (X, 931) and (Y, 91) be bimerotopic spaces, and / :  X-*Y. 
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10.2 Notations. For A , B a X ,  C,DczY, pcz&>(X )X 0 >(X), q<zSP{Y)XSP{Y) 
and f :  X-»Y, let
f(A, B) =  f[B ]) ,  f ~ x(C, D ) =  ( / _1[C], f~ '[D]),
fp =  { /(T , B): A p B), f ~ xq =  { /" H C  D): C q D}.
10.3 Proposition, f  is (331, yiYcontinuous iff any o f  the following conditions holds:
(i) i j  qiSSl then f ~ xq<i9JI;
(ii) if u^pSfl then ju(z pY i;
(iii) if then fs^vSSl. □
10.4 Having defined continuity, one can consider the category of bimerotopies, 
its subcategories (biuniformities, coarse/basic/strong/etc. bimerotopies) and their 
relations to other categories (bitopologies, quasi-uniformities, merotopies, etc.). 
This will be the topic o f the third part of this series2. It will be sufficient here to make 
some simple observations:
a) The relation finer/coarser introduced in 5.1 tallies with our definition of 
continuity. 91 is finer than 9JÍ (i.e. 9Jlc9í)iff /t99iz)/í9í iff v9Jlz)v9t.
b) The restriction B \X  o f  the bimerotopy iff on Y to I c h  can be given as 
fo llow s:
(10.5) 9 l|T = {^ |T : ^€91} 
where
p \X  =  { (A f \X ,B f )X ) :  A p  B).
Moreover, we have
(10.6) /t(91|T) =  {u\X: w€/t91} = p B D ^ ( ^ ( X ) X ^ ( X ) ) \
(10.7) v(9I|Z) =  \BnSP{S?{X)X&(X))\
(10.8) (91|J)“ =  9tu|X.
Using the notation o f (10.5) for arbitrary collections o f relations, © |T  is a base for 
9I|T  whenever © is a base for 91; similarly, if © is a base for pB  then S |T  is a base 
for ^(9t|T).
§ 11. Extending a biuniformity
11.1 Given a biuniform space (X, 9JÍ) and an extension (T; ST~X, ST1) of the 
induced bitopological space (X; 9 9Jl‘"p) [i.e. (X; 9JÍ~“íp, 99l“'p) is a subspace 
o f  (T; ST~X, ST1), and X  is <^ '-1-dense as well as ^ -d en se], we are looking for an 
extension 91 of 991 compatible with {ST~1, ST1) [i.e. 9i|T=9fR, 9l""p =  ST'1 ( i= ± l) ] .  
We investigated the analogous problem for quasi-uniformities in [6, 7]; the results
2 Added in proof. The third part will probably never be written; instead, we shall discuss the 
category of bimerotopies in [16], where it will not be considered per se, but as a device for solving 
a problem in categorical topology.
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obtained there cannot be applied to the present situation, since the existence o f an 
extension of 931“ does not guarantee that there is an extension of 93?, too (see 11.45). 
Let J Y fa ) denote the ^"'-neighbourhood filter o f the point a£Y, and
F ‘(a)  =  o V ‘(a) I A' =  (SOX: s t o r ‘(a)}.
(F ~ x(a), ,F1(a)) is called the trace filter pair o f a.
A bitopology is completely regular if it can be induced by a quasi-uniformity 
(equivalently: by a quasi-proximity or by a biuniformity), cf. [9,15, 10, 3]. 
is regular [13] if any ^"‘-neighbourhood o f a point contains a "'-closed ^ -n e ig h ­
bourhood ( /= ± 1 ) .  Completely regular bitopologies are regular.
11.2 Definition. In a biuniform space (X , 931), the filter pair {,F~X, F x) is round 
(931-round) if for any S d F '  and /£{— 1, 1} there are an SadÍF‘ and a p£93? such that 
stp S0<zS.
11.3 Remark, ( F ~ x, F 1) is 931-round iff it is 931“-round ([6] Definition 1.1 a)),
i . .. iff is 93t“‘-round (93l“ti-round) in the usual sense for i=  ± 1 , cf. [14, 1, 2, 4, 6].
11.4 Proposition. If (X, 931) is a biuniform space, and 931 can be extended to the
extension (Y; ST~X, ST1} o f  (X ; 93l—“,p, 93?“'p) then
(i) {ST~X, F 1) is completely regular;
(ii) (,F~x(a), .F1(a)) is round (a£F);
(iii) ß r~1(a)XFrl(a )epm  (a£Y).
Proof, (ii) By (10.8) and 11.3, [6] Theorem 1.1 b) can be applied. (But one can 
also give a straightforward direct proof.)
(iii) Denote by 91 an extension compatible with {IF*1, F 1), and let a point a£Y
be fixed. For q£9l take /£9I with r<*q.  Then st“1 {a} qd st) {a}, so 2.35 c) implies
that jY ~ 1{a)XJ/'1{d)^p<il  (7.19 is to be applied here to i8' — {pi : />£9I}). Now  
F ~ x( a ) X F x (a)gju931 follows from the first part o f (10.6). □
11.5 The conditions in 11.4 will turn out to be sufficient in a special case, namely 
for fine regular extensions. Recall from [6] that if we are given round Cauchy trace 
filter pairs (F ~ x(a), F x(a)) (a£Y) in a quasi-uniform space (X, °U) (^-Cauchy means 
that the product o f the filters is ^ c-micromeric) then there do exist regular bitopolo- 
gical extensions associated with these trace filter pairs; there is a finest one among 
these extensions, called therefore fine regular, which is in fact completely regular 
(cf. [6] Lemma 2.3, Theorems 2.1 and 3.1).
A base for the neighbourhood filter JY^a) in a fine regular extension can be given 
as follows:
(11.6) {N’sia): S e® ‘(a)} 
where US'(a) is an arbitrary base for F'(a), and
(11.7)
([6] 2.1 (4) and (5)).
N ‘s(a) =  {a}U{b: S£sec F ’-'(b)}
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11.8 Theorem. Let (X , 9JI) be a bimiform space, and (F; ST~X, ST1') a fine regular 
extension o f  (X; 9Jt_“tp, 93T,p). Then 9JI has a biuniform extension compatible with 
{dT -1, 2TX) iff the trace filter pairs satisfy 11.4 (ii) and (iii).
11.9 Remarks, a) It follows from 11.4 applied to the special case Y = X  that 
neighbourhood filter pairs always satisfy (ii) and (iii), so it is enough to assume these 
conditions for the points o f Y \ X .
b) [6] Theorem 3.1 can be deduced from 11.8 (applied to °UC), but not conversely. 
11.10. Proof of 11.8. Necessity. 11.4.
Sufficiency. We may assume that IV-0. Let denote the family o f all those 
functions / :  F —^ (T ) for which
(11.11) f { a ) d & !(a) (a£Y).
Consider the system
(11.12) 93 =  { q ( f ~ \  f \ p ): f e v  (i  =  ± i ) ,  p m } ,  
where, with q standing for q { f ~ x, / \  p),
(11.13) A q B  iff 3 Z c F , |Z| S  1, 3 (A°, B°)£pdf)n,
(edZ  => A °cz f~ 1(e), B ° c f x(e)),
A (z Z U s ~ 1(A°), B czZ U s1(B°),
and
(11.14) s‘(E) =  s f f ~ ‘, p \  E) =  {b£Y: (stj, E) m /- '(h )} ,  
in other words,
(11.15) hV'(£)<=>3F, G, E m F p' G m f~'{b).
For an arbitrary index a, let q ^ q i f f f i ,  ffi, Px) and six(E )= s i( f - ‘, p x ; E).
1° IB is a base for a bimerotopy. Each q£ © is a bicovering of F, since for any 
a £ Y  there are, according to 11.4 (iii), sets ^ ( a ) V ( a )  with g~1(d) p A g fa ) ,  and 
then {a} qd {a} is shown by taking Z = { a }, A ° = f ~ 1(a)C\g~1(a) and B °—f 1(a)C] 
C\g1(a). (A° n B° follows from (11.11).)
If p < P i  and
(11.16) f l{ a )a f i (á )  ( a £ Y , i = ±  1)
then q < q x. (indeed, assuming A qB, take Z, A° and B° according to (11.13). Now  
A q l B will follow from the fact that the conditions in (11.13) are satisfied with the 
same sets Z, A° and B° for qx, too: A° (pff]n) B° follows from p < p x\ (11.16) 
implies that A ° c f 1~1(e) and B°<zffi(e) if  e£Z ; finally, we have d c Z U í f ' Í T )  
and BczZUs\(B°) from si(E)czs[(E), which is an immediate consequence o f (11.14), 
stj, F e s t ő i?  and (11.16).) Hence 53 satisfies B4, because S0Í does so, and the sets 
f ‘(a) are taken from filters.
Let 91 denote the bimerotopy generated by 23,
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2° 91 is a biuniformity. For fixed, take p 0, p i and /„' such that
(11.17) /70€9Ji, A,
(11.18) /„'£<*>' ( i  =  ± l ) ,  f - ' ( a )  p i  f t ( a )  (aeY ),
(11.19) f ‘(a )cz f(a )  (a£Y, /  =  ± 1 )
(the conditions on /<j can be fulfilled, since 11.4 (iii) was assumed). Is obvious;
we claim that q0<*q.
To show this, take A q 0 B\ then what we have to prove is
(11.20) 3 (s t-1 A) q* (stj0 B).
As A qti B, we can take Z, A% and B% such that
( 11.21) 0 ^ A ° p d B ° ^ 0 ,
(11.22) e £ Z ^ A ° c z f 0- l (e), B ° a f t ( e ) ,
(11.23) A czZ ö s ö H^Ő), B c Z ö s l ( B o0).
We are going to show that the conditions for (11.20) are satisfied with the sets Z  and 
] if Z = 0 ,  o \B° if Z =  0,
J 0~ \e )  if Z  =  {e), B° =  \fZ(e) if Z  =  {e},
i.e. the following four statements have to be proved:
(11.25) 0 ^ A ° p d Bo ^ 0 ,
(11.26) eeZ=> A ° c z f - 1(e), B ° c . f 1(e)
[(11.25) follows either from (11.24), (11.21) and (11.17), or from (11.24), (11.18) and
(11.17), according as Z = 0  or not; (11.26) is evident from (11.24) and (11.19)], and
(11.24)




We shall only deal with (11.28), since, for reasons o f symmetry, (11.27) can be proved 
in the same way.
Take now a point
(11.29) dest\0B.
The proof o f 2° will be complete if we show that
(11.30) d e Z U s f B 0).
According to (11.29), there are sets C, D and a point c such that
(11.31) cZBOC, C q0 D, ddD.
8 In order to make the proof easier to read, numbers in italics will be assigned to formulas not 
yet known to be true.
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We can now choose Z ', C° and D° satisfying
(11.32) 0 *  C° p d0 D° *  0,
(11.33) e€Z ' C ° = f r 1(e), D° =  /S(e),
(11.34) C cZ 'U io 'H C 0), D czZ 'ö s l(D °) .
[The equalities in (11.33) can be achieved using the method of (11.24); (11.32) remains 
valid in consequence o f (11.18).] Moreover, (11.22) to (11.24) imply:
(11.35) e£Z=* B° — f l  (e),
(11.36) BczZUsKB0).
If c<EZnZ' then, by (11.33) and (11.35), B °= D ° ,  thus (11.24), (11.36) and 
Z = Z '  (which follows from |Z |, |Z ' |s l )  imply D a Z O s\(B °) ,  i.e. (11.30) holds 
now in consequence o f (11.31) and s\(BP)(zsl (B°) [where the last formula is clear 
from (11.17) and (11.19)]. Therefore we have only to deal with the following three 
possibilities [cf. (11.33) to (11.36)]:
(i) cesl(B0)f)süH C0);
(ii) c£sl(B%  / 0- 1(c )= C ° ,
(iii) fo(c) =  B°, c£s^ (C °).
In the first case, (11.15) gives us sets F, G, F' and G' such that, recalling also
(11.18),
B° m F p 0 G m f 0~ \c ) pd0 ß ( c )  m F' p 0 G 'm  C°.
By (11.17), this means F p f G' (cf. the definition o f <*), hence we have
(11.37) 3 F", G”, B° m F" Pl G" m C°,
which clearly holds in the remaining cases, too (even with p0 instead o f p x).
If d£Z '  then, by (11.33), C°=f<p1(d), thus (11.30) can be obtained from (11.37),
(11.19) and (11.15).
On the other hand, if d$_Z' then (11.31), (11.34) and (11.15) give sets F'" and 
G'" such that
D° m F"' p0 G"'m f u d(d).
Now (11.37), (11.32) and (11.17) imply F"pd G'", so we have (11.30), just like before. 
3° 931 is the trace o f ‘HI. We are going to show that, with q0 chosen as in 2°,
(11.38) q0\ X ^ p ^ q \ X .
a) Let us first prove p < q \X .  Assume A (p f )n )B .  Then the conditions in (11.13) 
hold with Z = 0 , A °—A and B°=B. (Recall that x£f'(x )  whenever x£X.)  Thus 
pClnczq, and therefore p < q \ X  (cf. the definition o f  q\X).
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b) To prove the first part o f (11.38), assume A' (qa\ X ) B Then there are A and 
B such that A' =  A D X , B '=B C\X  and A q 0B. Take A° and B° as in 2°. If x£B' 
then either x£sl(B°), implying that (with suitable sets Fand G)
B° m F p 0 G m f f f x )  p d0 f t (x )3 x ,
and so
(11.39) xZstlPlB°,
or F ° = /01(x)3x, i.e. (11.39) holds in any case. Now (11.39) and its counterpart for 
Ä  mean
A ' c s t p A 0, B ' a s t ^ B f
hence A 'p dB' [since (11.24), (11.21), (11.18) and (11.17) imply A°p[B°].
4° 91 is compatible with (,Z_1, STV). Instead o f giving a direct proof, it will be 
easier to recall a construction from [6], The condition 11.4 (iii) implies that J5'_1(a)X 
X ^ 1(a)£p<2lc, where <% =  W  [cf. 5.2 and 11.2 a)], so the trace filter pairs are °U- 
Cauchy; they are also G round by 11.3, thus [6] Theorem 3.1 can be applied, and 
according to [6] 3.1 (1)—(3),
f \  U): (i =  ±  1), U£W}
is a base for a quasi-uniformity 1F compatible with FTX), where
(11.40) a V (f~x, f 1, U) b iff either a =  b
or B x tP ia ) ,  3y € f ~ x(b), x U y .
Now it is enough to prove that 91"=tF  This follows from 
( 1 1 - 4 1 )  q l d V = V ( f - \ p ,  p u)<Zqu,
where q0= q ( f ~ 1, f x,Po) and p 0<*p.
a) To prove Vctq", assume a V b  and aX b.  Then there are x € / 1(a) and 
y £ f ~ x(b) such that x p u y, i.e. that [x )p d {y). Taking Z = 0 , A° =  {x} a n d F °= {y }, 
we see from (11.13) that {a }q {b } ,  so a q ub. Hence Vczqu, indeed.
b) Assume now aq^b, a x b .  Then {a}qd {b}, so we can take Z, A° and B° 
according to (11.13).
If a$Z  and h^Z then there are F, G, F', G' such that
f x(a) m F p 0 G m A° p d0 B° m F' p 0 G 'm  f ~ x(b),
so F p dG', therefore the right-hand side of (11.40) holds for U = p u with x £ f x(a)C\F 
and y£G' F\f~x(b).
If a £Z  and b $ Z  then we have
f x(a)z>B° m F 'p 0 G 'm  f ~ x(b),
and now we can take x ^ f l (a)C\ F' and y£G' C]f~x(b). The remaining case a<l Z, 
b £ Z  being analogous, this completes the proof o f (11.41). □
11.42 P roposition . Under the assumptions o f  11.8, the biuniformity constructed in
(11.12)—(11.14) is the finest biuniform extension o f  931 compatible with (ST~X, .T1).
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P r o o f . Let 91 be the extension from 11.8, and 91 another extension o f 9J1. Given 
a<f£9t, we need a g£9l suchthat q < q .
Take q0 and ql from 91 such that q0 <* qx <* q. Now q < q  will hold with
(11 -43) p  =  q01X, f ( a )  =  stf {a}C\X.
Indeed, assume A q B, and choose Z, A° and B° according to (11.13).
a) If Z = 0  then ßcj'(ß°), so for each b£B,
sti B ° z>stp B° m f - x{ b ) a s l ^  {b};
hence B a s l i  B°, and analogously AczslZ1 A°. Now A °p d B° implies A°q$B°,  
so A q d B.
b) If Z={<?} then A ° (z f~ 1(e) and B°czfi (e), so by (11.43),
{<?} U A ° a  s tc1 {e}, { e } U 5 ° c s t l  {<?}, 
implying (cf. B a ') that
(11.44) ({c}U A°) q* ({c}U B°).
N ow  just like in a), B \ { e } a  s1(B°)cz stl B°, and an analogous statement holds for 
A, so
A c  stf,1 (M  U A°)> B c istl (M  U B°), 
therefore A q dB follows from (11.44). □
11.45 E xam ple. Let T '= R \{0 } , T = R , ^ = ^ S0|Z (with 45fs0 from 7.13),
(J7"-1 , ^so)- Now (,Z_1, ST1) is a fine regular extension o f {°U~,p ,°Utp),
the trace filter pair (jF~'(0), J*1^ )) is round, # '-1 ((3)X^’1(0)€/t®c» but ( f^ fc, there­
fore can be extended to (2T~X, (in fact, allcs0= aUbsa is the only possible ex­
tension), but l)Ub cannot be.
11.46 R em ark . It is most likely that several other results from [6—8] can be 
generalized to biuniformities. We do not intend to carry through such a programme.
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DIGITAL MODELLING OF CHAOTIC MOTION
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Summary
The effect of digitalization on the modelling o f  chaotic (ergodic) motion is investigated. The 
quality Q o f the digital model is defined as a non-negative scalar function of the computation pre­
cision C  (number of cells on unit length). The arbitrary upper bound Q(C) =  1 (corresponoing to 
an ergodic digital model) means, that the strict monotonic increase of the function Q (C) is a sufficient 
condition for the convergence o f the digitalization procedure. Computational formulas for Q(C)  
are derived and illustrated. On the basis of the probabilistic approximation of the digital model the 
mixed precision method is introduced for practical applications.
0. Introduction
In the research field o f chaotic motion the examination of specific dynamical 
ystems is still of considerable interest. This systems display ergodic behaviour in 
certain regions of the phase space. The examination is usually carried out by simula­
tion, i.e. by the application o f numerical models running on digital computers. De­
spite the fact, that many results in engineering mechanics are based on data produced 
oy such digital simulation, it has not been investigated yet, in which sense are the 
ergodic properties of the dynamical system preserved in the digital model. It was 
registrated only, that the simulation results display extreme sensitivity to the change of 
pomputation precision.
The aim of this paper is to define a scalar quantity, which serves as a measure of 
resemblance between the ergodic dynamical system and the digital simulation. This 
scalar will be denote by Q and called the model quality.
In Sections 1 and 2 computational formulas for the model quality are derived 
and illustrated. In Sections 3 and 4 a discrete random approach is made to the digital 
simulation in order to separate the effects o f digitalization. In Section 5 the mixed 
precision method is introduced for the practical applications in digital simulation. 
Section 6 discusses strange phenomena arising in two dimensions which can be ex­
plained on the basis o f the previous results.
The applied method and the derived formulas permit us to follow the challeng­
ing transformation o f a deterministic process (digital simulation) into a random one 
(ergodic dynamical system). The amount o f information necessary to describe the 
deterministic process increases rapidly with the computation precision. An outside 
observer, unaware o f this information, might call the process random. Above a cer-
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 58F13, 68U20; Secondary 
58F11, 68Q99, 70K50.
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tain computation precision we are compelled to be such “outside observers” because 
the necessary information exceeds any computer memory. Quite surprisingly the for­
mulas derived from the discrete random approach (which represents the outside 
observer’s point o f view) fit the model fairly well. This illustrates, that the origine o f  
chance is (at least partly) our lack of knowledge.
1. Basic notations
D efinition 1. The vector function \ ( t )  describing the continuous, differentiable 
motion of a material point in the «-dimensional Euclidean space R" is wanted in 
engineering mechanics usually as the solution trajectory o f the first order differential 
equation
(1) x(i) =  f(x)
where t denotes time, dot denotes differentiation with respect to t.
Definition 2. The 2«-dimensional phase space R2'1 of the trajectory a (?) is 
spanned by the components o f  the vectors x and x.
D efinition 3. The trajectory x(t)  is called chaotic if  it remains whithin a bounded 
region of the phase space without converging to any periodic trajectory.
The efficiency of the methods for the numerical solution of the differential equa­
tion (1) were studied in [1], Chaotic motion in the presence o f random external noise 
is discussed in [2] and [3].
D efinition 4. The intersection of a subspace R2"-1 o f the phase space with the 
trajectory x(t)  is called the Poincaré map of the trajectory. The Poincaré map is 
identical with a vector series in R2"-1 defined by the recursive formula a ^ F fa j- i) ,  
which can be interpreted as an iteration procedure, as well.
For the sake of simplicity we will treat cases with scalar (« =  1) mappings F o f the 
one-dimensional unit interval onto itself:
(2) a - F ( a ) ,  a , F ( a ) e [ 0 ,  1],
We do not restrict the generality severely with this simplification, because Poincaré 
mappings of type (2) have been used for the analysis o f  a wide range of physical prob­
lems in higher dimensions, see [4], [5], [6] and [7]. The definition of the model quality 
will be valid for arbitrary dimensions.
According to Definition 4 mapping (2) defines the iteration procedure
(3) Ű; =  F ^ i - i )
which is the subject o f the forthcoming investigations.
D efinition 5. The computation precision C  is equal to the number o f cells on 
the unit interval. A cell is a semi-closed interval (containing its starting point) o f length 
1/C. The starting point o f  the k-th cell is at (k —1)/C.
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D efinition 6. Iteration (3) is called ergodic according to [8], if for any integrable 
function h(a) the equation
(4) lim — 2  ll(ai) =  f  h(a)d/i(a)
11 i=o 0
holds for /i-almost all values of the initial value a0. The measure n(a) which is pre­
served by the mapping M  is a probability distribution.
Ergodicity means in this case, that the position o f the members a{ is a random 
variable with stationary distribution. Ergodicity is characteristic for iterations corre­
sponding to chaotic motion.
Definition 7. The digitalization aD of the unit interval a£[0, 1] is a (one-way) 
unique mapping:
where
aD =  k(a)
k(a) =  (int (Ca))/C-M .
The digitalization I D of a part-interval I is carri. d out by the digitalization o f its 
endpoints:
l  =  [a\d>], 1D =  [k(al), k (a2)].
The digitalization FD(a) of the mapping F(a) is called the digital model o f  the 
continuous motion \  ( t) and is given by
FD(a) =  k(F(k(a))).
The digitalized mapping FD(a) defines the digitalized series a? by
a? =  FD( a t i ) .
Remark. The a's with the upper indices (a1, a2, etc.) have nothing to do with the 
series a; or a?. This notation is used for constants in the unit interval.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the convergence of digitalization, i.e. to 
analyse, whether by increasing C  the digital model becomes any better or not.
This question is independent o f the problem in [1] and can be regarded as a spe­
cial case of the problem in [2] and [3], since the digitalization can be interpreted as 
a special random perturbation.
In order to carry out our investigations we will attempt to define the quality Q 
of the digital model as a non-negative scalar function o f the computation precision
C. The arbitrary upper bound Q (C )S  1 means, that the strict monotonic growth 
of the function Q (C ) is a sufficient condition of its convergence. The analysis o f  the 
function Q(C) will lead to some hints for the practical applications.
Definition 8. An event A is the visiting of an interval I by the series a , .
Definition 9. The digitalized event AD is the visiting o f the digitalized interval 
ID by the digitalized series a?.
Events defined above will be used to compare the digital model with the origi­
nal one.
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Definition 10. The model quality Q  is defined as





A =  control event, defined arbitrarily in the sense o f Definition 8.
P(A)=  the probability assigned to the event A by the measure ju(a).
P (AD) =  the probability o f the digitalized control event AD in the digital model.
Definition 10 is a simplified version o f the definition in [10].
Although the von Mises definition [9] o f randomness is generally rejected [17], 
the concept of sample space (Kollektiv) introduced by him in the same book is of 
fundamental importance. In our case several different sample spaces may be defined 
in which we are looking for the occurrence o f the control event. Depending on which 
definition we accept, the resulting probabilities will be quite different. We present two 
alternatives:
Definition 11a. The sample space is the set o f infinite iteration sequences, the 
initial cells of which are selected randomly with equal probability from among the C 
possibilities in the digital model.
Remark. The stationary probability distribution n(ci) guarantees, that during an 
infinite time-interval the series ai visits any part-interval of the unit interval, therefore 
P(T) =  1, Q =  P(AD).
Definition l ib . The sample space is the set of single iteration steps during 
infinite iteration sequences, the initial cells o f  which are selected as in Definition 
11a in the digital model.
Remark. In the case o f Definition 1 lb not only the existence, but the exact form 
of n(a) is needed to calculate the model quality.
All forthcoming investigations will be based on Definition 11a.
Definition 10 demonstrates, that the model quality Q depends not only on the 
computation precision C, but on the control event A, as well. Since A is defined 
arbitrarily, this may leave some doubts as to the reliability of our definition. To an­
swer this doubts we mention two arguments:
For the comparison o f a set of digital models only the relative value of Q (C ) 
is interesting, therefore we may compare them on the basis o f any constant 
control event.
In the following examples we will consider a very general control event A*. The 
values Q*(C) computed on this basis might be regarded as absolute measures of  
model quality.
Definition 12. The symbolical dynamics is an oriented graph, uniquely deter­
mined by the mapping (2) and the computation precision C. The graph is indicating 
all possible transitions between the cells in the digital model during the iteration (3).
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The construction principles of the symbolical dynamics will be illustrated in the 
first example (Fig. 1). The model quality Q may be directly computed by using the 
measure n(a) and the symbolical dynamics .
2. Example I: The linearized Lorenz-model
We will examine the so-called diadic mapping
(5) F(a) =  (2 ■ a) mod 1.
According to [6], this mapping is a linearized form o f the Lorenz model. It is shown 
in [11] that mapping (5) induces the uniform distribution
(6) n(a) =  a.
Definition 13. The random control event A* is defined by letting A* occur when­
ever a member o f the infinite series a; lies within the random interval 7. The length s 
and starting point a of this interval 7 are random variables, defined by
(7) P(.v<E[a\a2]) =  a2- a \  a \ a 2,s£[0, 1], a2 S  a1
(8) P(ä£[öT a2]) =  —— — , a1, a2, <7£[0, 1 —.?], a2 S  a1.
1 — s
Remark. The above choice of the random interval 7 is equivalent to 
(7*) choosing its length uniformly in the [0, 1] interval, then
(8*) depending on s ,  choosing the starting point a uniformly in the interval [0, 1 — $].
The computation of Q (C) based on A* is easier to understand if we first investi­
gate a simplified version Au illustrate the computation procedure in detail, and than 
generalize the control event in two steps. The other reason for this stepwise intro­
duction is, that computational formulas for Ax and A2 are simpler and can be ap­
plied in practical cases, as well.
Definition 14. The random control event Ax is defined by letting Ax occur, when­
ever a member o f the infinite series n, lies within the random interval 7. The length s 
and starting point ä of this interval are defined as
.9 is a constant with s S \ / C
U is defined by (8), i.e. uniformly distributed over [0, 1 —.v].
The computation will be specialized for C =  3. The construction principles o f the 
symbolical dynamics are illustrated in Fig. 1 for this case.
Definition 15. If a cell is contained in the digitalized interval 7° (see Definition 7) 
then it will be called “activated by 7”.
If there is a property of the mapping F(a) which holds in each point o f the inter­
val 7, then this property will hold over the full activated cell in the digitalized mapping
9
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al a2 q3
I------31------ 31------- 3
□  UJ 0
bl
Fig. 1. Symbolical dynamics. Continuous mapping (al), Discretization C =3 (a2), Cell mapping (a3), 
Iteration (a4), Graph (a5). Examples for C =  16 (bl) and for C = 17 (b2)
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(see Definition 7). E. g., if /  represents the escape gate from the strange attractor in 
transient chaos discussed in [5] and [12], then this gate will be extended for the full 
activated cell.
We will use the following shorthand notations for some events:
V =  The series at visits /;
V, =  The series a f visits the /-th cell;
(9) Ej =  The /-th cell is activated by /;
N(a', a2) =  ä 6 (a \ a2), a1 S  a-;
T(al, a2) =  s f ( a l, a2), a1 S  a2.
Using this notations:
(10) A1 = V O N [0 ,  1 - j ]  
with probability
(11) P (AJ =  P(V)P(N[0, 1 - i ] )  = 1 1  =  1.
This is in full accordance with our previous statement, that the control event has 
always probability 1 in the continuous model if we accept Definition 11a. The digita­
lized control event can be written according to Definition 9 and notation (9):
(12) A° =  U {EifWi).
i = l
Since the events £) are mutually exclusive and independent of the events Vt the prob­
ability of Af  can be expressed as
(13) P(A?) =  ZP(E,)P(fQ .
;=l
Using the definition of the activated cells (Definition 14) and the notation (9) we get:
Ex =  N[0, 0],
The probabilities for these are:
P(£.) =  0,
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The probabilities of the Vt events may be computed by using the symbolical dynam­
ics in Fig. l/a5. We mention again, that a uniform choice of the initial cell is as­
sumed (Definition 11a) therefore the relative frequency computed on the basis of three 
distinguishable trials is equal to the probability:
P(K) =  j ,
(16) P(K) =  J ,
pr c ) - j -
Substituting the equations (15) and (16) into (13) yields
(17) P H f) =  o . I + T L ‘ 3 +  1
4 s 
3 1 — s
Remembering Definition 10 and the remark after Definition 11a, we arrive at 
C orollary  1. For I he linearized Lorenz model we have:
0(3) =  f
s
1 —s '
This formula is easily generalized for an arbitrary value of C, under the restric­
tion j^ l/C , yielding
T heorem  1. In the case o f  the control event A1 we have
(18) 2(C ) =  2  P(K).
1 — S  j = 2
R em ark . The above formula and all further equations in this section are valid 
for any mapping o f type (2) satisfying (4). The figures illustrate results connected 
with the diadic mapping.
The function 0 (C ) was computed on the basis of (18) for (5) and is illustrated 
with continuous j= 0 .0 5  line in Fig. 2. Formula (18) confirmes that the sign of the 
difference f unction
(19) d0(C ) =  0 ( C ) - O ( C - l )  
does not depend on s, provided s ^ l /C .
It may be of interest to note that in the investigated range of v the maximum of  
0 (C )  is a linear function o f  C:
(20) Qma*(C) =  ( C - l ) j ^ - .
This function is marked with dotted line in Fig. 2. The fact, that the model quality 
cannot reach the value 1 under this circumstances is explained by considering that
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Fig. 2. Model quality (.v —const, lines) computed on the basis of the A1 control event
there is a certain probability that the interval I does not activate any cell o f  the digital 
model.
If the value of .r exceeds 1/C then this probability equals zero. This case will be 
investigated by using control event Az.
Definition 16. The random control event A2 is defined by letting A2 occur, 
whenever a member of the infinite series at lies within the random interval I. The 
length .y and starting point a o f this interval are defined as
s' is a constant with
a is defined by (8), i.e. uniformly distributed over [0,1 — j].
In this case there is an integer AT with
AT AT d-1
(21) —  - — , O ^ A T S C - I .
Our former shorthand notations (9) need to be supplemented:
AT
AT+ 1
H =  ■— TS------ s,
( 2 2 )
J-1
U  Vi+k, if y > 0 ,
j-1
E{ =  n  Ei+k, if j  > 0 ,
k = 0
VJ =  E{ =  {0}, if j  =  0,
{0} stands for the empty set.
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The brief verbal explanation o f these symbols i s :
Symbol VjJ means, that the series a; visits any one o f  the cells of j  subsequent 
cells, starting with the z’-th cell. Symbol E\ means the simultaneous activation o f the 
above mentioned cell group by 7. (7 covers the starting points of these j  cells.)
The digitalized control event A% is described by the generalized version o f (12):
C - M  + l  C - M
(23) t 2° =  [ u  c e f n i f O M  U (i??,+1n ^ M+1)].
; =  2 i =  2
Due to the uniform choice o f  the random interval 7, the activation of cell 1 has 
probability zero, therefore this term (z'=l) is excluded from our formulas.
In order to compute the model quality, the components o f the control event and 
their probabilities have to be determined. Using (22), these can be expressed simi­
larly to the equation (14):
(24)
Efí+ i  =  N
i —2 i —2
~C ~' C
i - 1 i - l l
c Su c J
We get the analogons o f  (15) by (8):
(25)
P (Ef)  = ■hil - s  ’
P ( £ M  +  1 ) = ht
1 — s
This results in a form for the model quality as fo llow s:
T heorem 2. In the case o f  the control event A2 we have:
v C - J Í + 1  ?  C ~ M
(26) 0(C) =  P(AS) =  - j - ? -  2  P +  2  P ( V i M + l )-
t —  S  i =  2 t  S  j r= 2
Setting P(IjJ) =  l for all probabilities in (26) the maximum of the model quality 
may be computed:
(27) ß max(C) =  1 
which confirms our formulas.
The curves for s=constant, computed on the bagis of (26), are demonstrated in
Fig. 3 (i=z-0.05, z'=l, 2, . . . ,  20). The upper limit <2(C) =  1— — is due to the
unstable fixed point at 0 o f  the dyadic mapping.
Now we return to the original, general control event A*. Using the notations
(9) we can generalize (10):
(28) a * = u n r [  o, i)rw v [o , 1 - * ] .
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Fig. 3. Model quality (s =  const. lines) computed on the basis of the A% control event
Naturally:
(29) P ( A * ) = l ,  Q *(C )^  P(A*D).
The digitalized control event A*D is described by
(30)
C - l  C - M  +  l  C - M
a *d =  u  {[ u  (£ ff n ^ M) ] u [  u  ( ^ +1n ^ Af+1)]}
M =0 i—2 >=2
with components 
(31)
E? = N{^~ ' •V"f^|n:r
\ M  M +  1 ) 
L c " ’ C ) ’
Since the events N depend on the value of s, the probabilities P(E{) can be com­
puted by integration:
M + l
p (£ ? ')=  f  - j z j d s *
(32)
P(£f'+1) - ds.
The value ds denotes the density function of s, i.e. the probability P(T[.y, j+riv]) 
according to (7). The model quality Q*(C) on the basis of A* can be expressed now
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by considering (29):
(33)
Q*(C) 2  fM=0
C
S  o
M +  l
C-M+1 1 c-2  r £ V, C-M 1
ds 2  P(^M) + 2  \ f ~ - d s  2  P ( V i M + 1 ) \i = 2 J M= 0 1 s i=2 1
C
Since the conditional probability P(y4*ß|,s=.s0) is equal to P(/f°), and the latter 
is expressed in (26), the formula (33) can be interpreted as the integration of (26) 
according to the uniform distribution of After carrying out the integration, substi­
tuting K = C  — M  and remembering (29), we can arrive at
Theorem 3. In the case o f  the control event A* we have
(34)
Q*(C) =  -f-
(A '- l ) (K- 1>(Ä'+l)(K+ 1) \ K + l
2  P(KC- K)
' i — 2R2K
, 2(C— 1) , 0 
 ^ C7- 112'
The surprising last member is due to the fact, that P(j = 1) =  0, therefore the 
last member (A f= C —1) had to be drawn out o f the summation and computed 
extra. The function Q*(C) solely depends on mapping (2) and the computation preci­
sion. It is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the mapping (5). The function Q*(C) is readily seen 
to be non-monotonic.
Fig. 4. Model quality Q*, computed on the basis o f the A* control event
3. The probabilistic approach
Although the direct computation of the model quality Q(C) in the previous sec­
tion provided much information about the effects o f the digitalization procedure, 
a theoretical and a practical question remained unanswered:
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(a) Are the fluctuations in the Q(C) function solely due the to irregular development 
of the symbolical dynamics?
(b) When running a model on a computer, with maximal computation precision, 
what is the safest way o f improving the model quality?
The clue to both questions is the probabilistic approximation (not to be confused 
with stochastic approximation) of the digital model. This may sound as a contradic­
tion, because the digital model is a deterministic approximation of the continuous 
(random) motion, and seemingly we got back to the original problem. However, this 
is not the case, because we will apply a discrete random approach. This approach 
enables us to exclude all effects o f the symbolical dynamics (question (a)) and to 
give analytical estimates about the behaviour of the Q(C) function for high values of 
C  (question (b)).
The basis of the probabilistic model is the discretization o f the probability distri­
bution n(a) defined in (3). We will regard /i(a) as the distribution of a continuous 
random variable to which the discrete random variable oc is associated in the follow­
ing w ay:
,35) Pi =  P ( a = ^ ) , ^ ( i ± i - ) - „ ( d . )  ( - - 1 , 2
The iteration procedure (3) will be substituted by a sequence of drawings distin­
guishable balls B' from an urn with replacement, where the probability of drawing 
the i-th ball is P(. We carry on doing this as long as we are drawing different balls. 
If a ball appears the second time, we stop. Such sequences form the sample space. 
There are infinite independent sequences, therefore this sample space is different from 
the one defined in Definition 11a.
In the probabilistic approach we will treat the simplest control event Alt defined 
in Definition 14. The probabilities o f the events Et are (similarly to (15)):
(36) P(E,) =  - J — , s S l / C ,  i =  2, 3, ..., C.
1 — s
The probabilities P(Vj) cannot be computed on the basis o f  the symbolical dynam­
ics, since the form of the mapping is not known. (It was our aim to exclude the 
effect o f the symbolical dynamics.) The length t of the above mentioned sequences 
(elements o f the sample space) will be denoted with the discrete random variable:
(37)
p(/* = o = Pi= i p r  J'[P i3--- í  pí">(pí‘+ pí*+...+ps-*)]-].
»1=1 ‘i = i  ít - i = i
i . ^ i ,  ‘t - i ^ ' i - ' i * - ■ • t i e - 2
If our sequence ends before we saw the ball B\ then its logical value is 0, since 
we are interested in the probability P(V/) of the sequences where B‘ was observed. 
Formula (37) describes the probability of the sequences o f length t. If we exclude the 
sequences not containing B‘, and sum up their probabilities from t =  2 to C + l ,  
then we will get (1 — P(J )^). Since formula (37) is a product o f probabilities, exclud­
ing the sequences containing B‘ may be done simply by setting
P[ =  0(38)
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into (37). According to this considerations:
(39) P (fj)=  1 -  Z ? i  ( P Í - 0 ) .
1 =  2
N ow  we can substitute into the equation (18)
(40) 0 ( 0  = J ( 1 - 2 ’1 Pi) (P{ =  0).
1 —  S  i - 2 r — 2
To compute (40) we have to know the values P[, which can be computed using 
(35) for any specific ß{a).
4. Example II: Resonance with periodic distribution
We will investigate the periodic distribution
(41) n(a) =  a — -J— cos (87u/)+ 1.
O K
The function Q(C) is illustrated in Fig. 5 for  ^=  0. 01. Now the difference function 
(19) does not depend on s.
Fig. 5 demonstrates, that the non-monotonity of the function is not only due to 
the irregular change o f the symbolical dynamics. The valley in the function is due to 
a special interaction between the probability distribution and the computation preci­
sion. We could call this phenomenon resonance, because the valley is at double fre­
quency of the density function. Similar phenomena may occur in practical computa­
tions, because the investigated density functions are often non-smooth, non-con- 
tinuous. This answers now question (a) of Section 3.
Fig. 5. Model quality and Shannon entropy (dotted line, divided by 100), computed on the basis of 
the A, control event, using the random approach
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It may be of interest, that the diagram of the Shannon-entropy H  ([15]) of the 
variable a as a function o f C  (dotted line in Fig. 5) very closely resembles the diagram 
of Q(C). This fact is explained if we take into account, that the first reoccurrence 
time may be regarded as a special case k =  I of the first reoccurrence o f a k>tuple in 
a random series. This explanation is based on a conjecture of T. Nemetz.
5. The method of mixed precision
We will now proceed to answer question (b) at the beginning o f Section 3.
For the uniform distribution it is shown in [3], that the expected value E(ß) of 
the first reoccurrence converges to
(42) E(/i) =  ]/0.5;rC.
C-+ CO
D efinition  16. The cycle length y is equal to the number of steps between the 
first and the second observation of the same ball B'.
R em a rk . The second observation means, that the sequence ends. This integer 
was denoted by t.
Using the formulas for conditional probability we can derive from (42), that the 
expected value of the cycle length y i s :
(43) E(y)=0.5E(/I).
Both results are in very fair accordance with the empirical data collected during over 
105 trials, thus the probabilistic approach is empirically justified, and the results 
derived from this approach may be regarded as explanation to the behaviour of the 
digital model.
Equation (43) may be the clue to the extraordinary stability o f the cycles in the 
digital model. Regarding the symbolical dynamics as a random graph, the equation 
(43) indicates that the order o f magnitude o f cells visited by one cycle is with high 
probability equal to C. This stability makes it impossible to improve the model 
quality significantly by small random perturbations o f the iteration.
The best way to improve the model quality is to vary the computation precision 
during the iteration. If we change the value of C, then the iteration will jump to a 
totally different symbolical dynamics, and the model quality will rapidly converge 
to 1. However, it is necessary to know when to change C. It is advisable to wait 
until the iteration falls into a cycle. To notice this we have to know the approximate 
time, when the iteration enters the cycle. This approximation is given by (4), and may 
be multiplicated by a small safety factor in practical applications. If the cycle is 
completed the value o f C  is to be changed.
Since a slight change o f C  is impossible in practical cases (high precision), we 
imitate this by applying numerous constant local perturbations to the symbolical 
dynamics. A slight increase o f C  is imitated, for example, by using the perturbed dis-
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Crete mapping F(a) defined by
F{a) if a <  0.5 or a —
(
Many similar mappings (containing only local perturbations) can be constructed and 
used cyclically during the iteration.
Since this perturbed mappings can be regarded as imitations of different compu­
tation precisions, the described method can be called the mixed precision method and 
answers question (b) o f Section 3.
The mixed precision method presents an alternative for generating long binary 
sequences without cycles. The problem is usually discussed in connection with so- 
called shift-registers [16].
The mixed precision method improves Q(C) nearly to the maximum.
In this section we try to illustrate only the problems and strange phenomena 
arising during digital experiments in two dimensions, without presenting further 
theoretical results.
First we investigate the iteration procedure consisting of two independent one­
dimensional mappings:
This mapping is the well-known logistic mapping, the ergodicity o f which is 
discussed in [3] and [18]. The values x, and _y; are therefore independent random 
variables, and if we plot the points Pt(x(, y;) on the unit square the figure should look 
likeFig. 6/a where the pairs (x ;, y,) are completely independent. Flowever, fromanum- 
ber o f starting points P„ the picture is totally different (Fig. 6/b). The computations 
were carried out at C =  2 ■ 105 precision. The explanation of the appearance o f the 
strange functions lies in the symbolical dynamics and the equation (53). This equa­
tion indicates, that even at very high precision only very few, huge cycles coexist in the 
symbolical dynamics. The probability that both x  and y  will be started from the 
attraction territory of such a big cycle is not negligible. In this case, after entering the 
cycle, there will be a constant functional relation
6. Examples in two dimensions
(45)
F(a) =  4a (1 — a),
y i + 1 =  F(yi),
* i + i  =  F  (x,).
(46)
y  =  Fn(x), 
x - F~"(y)
between the x and y  values, n denoting their distance in the cycle. The line in Fig. 
6/b is the y = M 2(x) line.
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Fig. 6. Asymmetric trap of two-dimensional motion
Even more interesting is the case of the
(47)
*i+i =  F(yd,
y i+l =  F{x;)
mapping. Fig. 7 illustrates the picture on the unit square. (This is not typical, but 
occurs at a number o f starting points.) If the two starting points enter the same cycle,
Fig. 7. Symmetric trap of two-dimensional motion
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then the 
(48)
a- =  F"(y), 
y  =  F"(x)
symmetric relation holds. Fig. 7 illustrates the case « =  2.
This phenomena, although strange and interesting, are disturbing when investi­
gating a real model, because the functional relations (46) and (48) do not hold in the 
continuous model. They may be very disturbing when examining simultaneously the 
trajectories of a dynamical system to detect the global behaviour [14], because eq. 
(47) may be regarded as two simultaneous (independent) solutions o f a one-dimen­
sional problem. To get a clear picture of the dynamical system we have to destroy 
this phenomena, and this can be done efficiently by the mixed precision method. In 
higher dimensions, or, when following simultaneously more trajectories it is essential 
that the precisions applied for the computation o f the different trajectories (or dimen­
sions) should be different. This is a supplement to the former description o f  the mixed 
precision method.
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Theorems of the following type will be proved: if a compatible/continuous uniformity/proxim- 
ity given on a subspace of a topological space can be extended to a compatible/continuous uniform- 
ity/proximity on the whole space then, under suitable conditions, it has an extension satisfying 
some additional requirements.
Throughout this paper, X = (X , 3~) is a completely regular (not necessarily T0) 
topological space, and S a subspace of it.
Generalizing results due to Gantner [10] and Úry [22], we shall give necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence o f a compatible extension to X  o f a uni­
formity on S  such that the weight, the covering character and the point character o f the 
extension do not exceed prescribed cardinals; one o f the conditions will require 
that there should exist an extension at all (Theorem 1.8). We shall also prove a simi­
lar result for continuous extensions of uniformities (Theorem 1.11).
§ 2 contains analogous statements (deduced from the results of § 1) for exten­
sions o f proximities (Theorems 2.1 and 2.3).
N otations a n d  term ino lo g y . Uniformities will be described in terms o f cover­
ings. Lower case letters u and v will be used for denoting coverings. <  means refine­
ment, <* star refinement in the stronger sense, < (*) star refinement in the weaker 
sense, i.e.
u ■<* v iff St (u, u) <  v, 
u < (+) v iff {St (x, u)\ x £ X }  <  v,
where (with AczX):
St(x, u) =  U {5: x£Bdu}, S t(A ,ú )=  IJ St(x, u),
x £ A
St(w0, u) =  {St(/4, u): A£uü)
(the last notation will also be used for an arbitrary family uu o f subsets in X). More­
over,
u (f l)u  =  {AC\B: A£u, B£v}.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985). Primary 54E15; Secondary 54E05.
Key words and phrases. Uniformity, proximity, compatible/continuous uniformity/proximity, 
weight o f a uniformity/proximity, covering character, point character, complete uniformity, pre­
compact, extension of a uniformity/proximity.
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no. 1807.
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u\S  is the restriction of the covering u to S. Analogous notation will be used for 
restrictions of uniformities, and o f filters.
Let f be a filter in X, and a uniformity on X. f is called -round [12] if  for any 
,F£f there are F06f and suchthat St (F„ i/)cf.
A uniformity, proximity, or pseudometric on X  is continuous [1] if it induces 
a topology coarser than ST. S  is P-embedded in X [ 19] in case every continuous pseudo­
metric on S  can be extended to a continuous pseudometric on X.
§ 1. Extensions of uniformities
1.1 The weight [21] o f the uniformity °U, denoted by w(°ll), is the smallest infi­
nite cardinal x for which JU has a base (equivalently: a subbase) of cardinality ^  x. 
Úry [22] proved:
T heorem. I f  W is a compatible uniformity on the closed subset S, w (d /)^ x , there 
exists a compatible unijormity y  on X  such that vv('F') — afJd S is P-embedding in 
X  then ŐU has a compatible extension °li to X  with w(fU)Hx.
If S  is P-embedded then each compatible uniformity has a continuous extension 
[1] (induce the uniformity by a family o f pseudometrics; extend this family; take the 
induced uniformity). Therefore it will be a generalization of the above theorem if we 
only assume that the uniformity ^  itself has a continuous extension (Corollary 1.8).
1.2 The covering character [11] o f a uniformity °li, denoted by cc( ?/), is the smal­
lest infinite cardinal x for which there is a base (equivalently: a subbase) á? for °U 
suchthat |w|<x whenever According to Gantner [10], the remark after 3.22,
we have:
T heorem. IfGCH  holds, x is an infinite successor cardinal, ÚU is a compatible uni­
form ity  on S, cc (^ )S x , and 'll has a compatible extension to X, then it has a compat­
ible extension °U with c c ( t ) s x .
A slight modification o f  the proof shows that this result holds for arbitrary 
infinite cardinals, i.e. the conclusion can be written as cc (^ )= cc (^ ). We shall see 
(Corollary 1.9) that GCH can also be dropped. GCH is, however, essential in the 
original proof, since it makes use o f the following lemma, which is not true without 
GCH (cf. [15] Theorem 2).
L emma ([9] 3.10; see also [13, 14 ]).// GCH holds, is a uniformity, x is an infinite 
cardinal, iC/JU and |u |< x  then there is a v^^ll suchthat v <* u and |r|-<x.
Let us also remark that the following weaker form of our Corollary 1.9 is essen­
tially contained by [10] § 2:
P roposition. I f  x is an infinite successor cardinal, and each compatible uniformity 
iC on S  satisfying cc( 'C )^ x  can be extended to a compatible uniformity on X  then 
each uniformity % o f this type has a compatible extension aU with cc(W )Sx.
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Thus, instead of GCH, it has to be assumed here that several uniformities other 
than can be extended, too; in this respect, the proposition is very similar to Theo­
rem 1.1.
1.3 We shall consider one more cardinal invariant of uniformities. For a cover­
ing u of X, let ord u denote the smallest (possibly finite) cardinality X for which no 
point of X  is contained by X different elements of u. Now the point character [8] of the 
uniformity °U, denoted by pc (fU), is the smallest (possibly finite) cardinal x for which 
there exists a base FA for Öl such that ord «<% whenever u^SA.
Lemma, a) For k é o , pc (°1l)^x iff there is a subbase If for °U such that ord u <  
whenever
b) IJ uU = sup \fllx, then w (U )S w(f'Uf)w(°llf), cc (fU)^cc ifUf) cc (fil2),
pc ( f )  sp c  (^j) pc {°llfi.
c) 1] °U = F \S  then w ^ ^ ^ w ^ F ), cc (fll)^cc (F ),  pc (^ )sp c  {F ). □
Remarks, a) In the earlier definitions of the point character [15, 16], one writes 
ord u S x  instead of ord and/or “contained by more than X” instead of “con­
tained by 2” ; these definitions give a less fine classification of uniformities than the 
one we have taken from [8].
b) It is not at all evident that there exist uniformities with arbitrarily large point 
character, see [20, 15],
c) For —1 Sn<cu, Ad°ll=n iff p c (^ )= «  +  3 (where Ad is the large dimen­
sion from [11]).
1.4 We shall need a construction that assigns to a uniformity on X  and to an­
other uniformity o n S a  third one on X. For two systems of sets u and v in X, let
(1) v +  u =  nUSt (w, v).
If is a uniformity on S  and F  a uniformity on X  then define
(2) 1F+<Al =  {w: 3v£F, 3u ^ ,  v + u  < iv}.
Under suitable conditions, i r + aU, will be a uniformity on X. Observe that if iijcu 
and then v1+ u 1< v + u ,  therefore it is enough to take v and u in (2) from bases
Lemma. Assume that F  is a continuous uniformity on X, °ll is a uniformity on S,
and
(3) < % < zr\s .
Then
a) F+°U is a continuous uniformity, and it is an extension o f °ll\
b) i f  S  is closed, F  and °U are compatible then so is F  + 'll',
c) i f  F  and aU are complete, and the conditions o f  b) are fulfilled then F + aU 
is complete, too;
d) tv ( f + f ) S t v ( f ) tv (f);
e) ccOU+^ÜO^ccfTOcc^);
f) pc(T" + őH )S p c(F ) + pc (fill).
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R emarks, a) It follows from (3) and the continuity of Y  that °U is continu­
ous, too.
b) A similar construction for metrics was given by Bing [3]. In [6], we defined 
Y + aU in terms of entourages, and proved lemmas more general than a) and b) of 
the above lemma. For the convenience of the reader, we shall give complete proofs 
instead o f relying on [6], (Let us note that the proof o f the Triangle Axiom will be 
more cumbersome than with the technique o f entourages.)1
c) The inequality in f) is not sharp if pc ( Y )  and pc are finite. (The same 
holds for Lemma 1.3 b)). Instead of e), cc ( Y  +  4äf)=cc (Y ) is also true.
Proof, a) 1° Given v d Y  and u d^ , choose u1,u ad<^  suchthat w0<*rq<*«. 
By (3) there is a vxd Y  with ui |S'=M0. Pick now a v0d Y  such that v0^ *v1 and 
u0<*u. We claim that
(4) v0+ u 0 <* v + u .
Therefore Y + aU is a uniformity (since the other axioms are evidently satisfied).
To prove (4), take an Ad r0+w„ ; we have to find an element of v +  u containing 
St (A, v0 +  u0).
If St (A, vo+ u o)D S = 0  then St (A, v0 +  u0) =  St (A, v0) and Adv0, so v0<*v  
implies that St (A, v0 +  u0) is contained by an element o f v c v + u .
Otherwise, pick a B dv0 +  u0 such that B D A + ß + B C iS ;  in case A D S + 0 ,  
let B =  A. Now
(5) BczSt(H0, i>0)
with a suitable H0du0 (since either B is of the form St (H0,v 0), or Bdv0, and then 
we can take any H0du0 meeting B). As u0< *u L<*u, there is a Hdu  suchthat
(6) S t(S t(ff0,i/o), U o ) ( z H .
It is now enough to check that
(7) St(T, v0 +  u0)czS t(H , v),
since the right-hand side o f (7) belongs to St («, v ) a v  +  u.
In order to prove (7), let us first observe that if
(8) T  = St(St(H0, v 0) , v 0)
then A crT  [if B =  A then A is already in St (H0, v 0) by (5); if B +  A then A C \S = 0 , 
hence Adv„, and A a T  follows from (5) and A D B  +  0], Thus (7) will be proved 
if we show that C dv0 +  u0 and CIT7V0 imply C c S t ( / / ,  v).
If C dv0 then (8) and v0<*v  give C c S t  (//„ , r )c S t  (H, r).
On the other hand, if Cd. St (u0, r„) then
c c  St (St (St (T, v0) (T S, u0), v0).
1 A d d e d  In P r o o f . The two constructions will be compared in [23] 2.4.
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From v0<*Vy and (8) we have S t(T ,v0)<zSt(H u, v 1), so iij|S=w0 gives
C c S t(S t  (St (//„, m0), w0), o^)»
and then (6) implies C a S t (H , v0), i.e. CczSt (H, v) again.
20 f + ®  is continuous because we have tF+ °UertF from d+ mdd.
3° u < v+ u \S ,  hence iF  +  *%\S<z<%. On the other hand, if n0 and u0 are chosen 
as in 1° then f0+ i/0|5’< m, thus tF + ^ IF z)^ . Therefore ’f ' + aU is indeed an exten­
sion o f °U.
b) Let S  be closed, tF  and ’ll compatible. As tF + ^  is continuous, the compat­
ibility will follow if we show that for any a £ X  and u£lF there are and
v0£t~  such that
St (a, F0 + w0)c:S t(a , v).
If then take n0£tF  suchthat u0< u  and St (a, vu)D S = 0 .  Now an arbi­
trary u0 will do.
If a £ S  then choose v^ 'f , mx, Ug£tfl and finally t^ tF  with the following 
properties: vx-<*v, St(a, w jc S t ia ,  tx), m0 <* nx, vQ\S <  u0, v0 <  v±.
c) Assume now that tF  and °U are complete. To prove that i r -\-aU is complete, 
too, it is enough to show that each f~ +^-round tF-(-^-Cauchy filter has a cluster 
point. Let f be such a filter.
If some element of f does not meet S' then, as f is round, there are F£ f, ux6tF 
and UyZ.fy suchthat
(9) S tfF .M - iO n S  =  0.
This implies that f is tFCauchy. Indeed, if v £ V  then, as f is tF +  ^ -Cauchy, there 
is an F0Z f n(u0 +  M,) where u0 =  r (n )u 1; by (9), Fon F  =  0 (because FoC\F^0  
and f0 +  m1< u1 +  i/1); therefore (1) implies that F0£ fn u 0. Now f is convergent 
because tF  is complete (recall that, by b), tF  and tF  + aU induce the same topology).
On the other hand, if each element of f meets S  then f|S is a filter, which is tF +  
+  ^ |F-Cauchy, and so ^-Cauchy by a). Since ‘’ll is complete, f|S  has a cluster point; 
hence f has a cluster point, too.
d) and e). Evident.
f) Given and v ^ V ,  we need U g d ^ U  and u0£tF  such that m0< m, v 0 < v ,
and
(10) ord (v0 +  m0) <  pc (tF) +  pc I’ll).
First choose Uyd.°ll with wx<w and ord i/x< p c  (‘’ll). Now we can take a uniform 
strict shrinking of wx (cf. [11] IV. 19), i.e. there are u0,u 2£ ‘ll and a surjection cp: Uy — 
~*Ug such that
(11) St (<?(/(), w2) c T  (A € uJ.
Clearly, u0<u. According to (3), there is a v20 r  with u2|S = m2. Choose u0€iF 
suchthat u0<u, f0< * f2, and ord t>0<pc (tF). To prove (10), it is enough to show
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that
(12) ord St (u0, vu) ~  ord ux
(cf. (1) and the inequalities for ord v0 and ord ux).
Let bdX  be fixed. If St (b, uo)n S '= 0  then no element o f St(w0, v0) contains 
b. Otherwise, we may choose a point cdS t(b , u0)n*S'. Now if bdSt(cp(A), u0) for 
some A dux then cdSt (cp(A), v2), hence cdSt (cp(A), u2)c:A. This means that if 
b is contained by x different elements o f St (u0, v0) then c is contained by at least x 
different elements of ux, so (12) holds indeed. □
1.5 Lemma ([10]) § 2, weaker results in [2, 19]). Let aU be the fine uniformity o f  the 
topology FT, and xScu. Then
38X( Y )  =  {adTl\ |w| <  x} and =  [ud38x(Y ):  u is locally finite}
are bases fo r  the same uniformity, which is compatible with ST.
Notation. The uniformity furnished by this lemma will be denoted by 'UlfiST).
Proof. If ux,u 2d38x(Y )  then ux (D ) u2d38x(Y ) ,  and similarly for 38lf(3T). 
We are going to show that for any udSdx{ST) there is a u0d38f(Y )  with w0«A*>w. 
This implies that 38X{Y )  and 38lf(£F) are bases for the same uniformity.
As ud°U, and °U is fine, there are locally finite coverings ux, u2d°U such that 
u2<*ux-^u ([11] VII. 4). For each Adux, choose a (p(A)du with Aczcp(A). Assign to 
each point x  a <jj(x)dul such that St (x, w.,)c:i/f(x). If Bdu2 then iJ/[B] is finite, 
because B d\j/(x) (xdB ) and ux is locally finite. Let
u0 =  {U{-B€wa: V ['A[^]] =  u' } : u'd u , \u’\ - co}.
Now u0 is clearly locally finite; u2< u0 implies that u0d ^ \  \u0\< x  follows from 
|z/|<%. Hence u0d& x(Y ).
If y£St (x, Uq) then there are B, Cdu2 such that xdB, ydC , cp[^[B]] =q)[ip[C ]]. 
Thus cp(fi/(x)) =  (p(}l/(z)) for some zdC , and therefore
y d C d S t(z ,  u2)d\jj{z)d(p(\lf(z)) =  q>(^{x)).
This means that St (x, un)d(p(il/(x))du, therefore
°UX{2T} is compatible with £T, because and 4i,0)(7’) is the
precompact reflexion of °U. □
1.6 We shall need only a weaker form o f the following lemma, whose proof is 
straightforward:
Lemma. For any uniformity °U, there is a base 38 consisting o f open coverings such 
that \38\^w{Tl), |w |< cc(ŐU) (ud38) and ord zi<pc (‘fit) (ud38). □
1.7 Lf.mma. I f  Y  is a continuous uniformity on X, S is dense, and all = Y \ S  
then w(°U) =  w (Y ) ,c c (aU)—c c ( Y )  and pc (alt) =  pc (Y ) .
Proof. S  being dense in the original topology, it is also dense in the coarser topo­
logy induced by Y, thus we may assume without loss o f generality that Y  is com­
patible. By Lemma 1.3 c), it is enough to prove that w (alt)'^w (Y ), etc.
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Recall that "f can be obtained from °U in the following way2: Denote by f(a) 
the trace on S  o f the neighbourhood filter o f a^X. (f(a) is a Cauchy filter.) Take an 
arbitrary base 36 for aU. Let
s{A) =  {b<iX-. Tef(fc)} (Ac= S),
u° =  (j (T): A</u} (u£W), 36° =  {m°: u£36}.
Now 36° is a base for f .  Starting from a suitable 36, one can immediately see that 
iv(^)Sw (lC ) and cc (^)& cc (if) .
To prove pc (4i0 =  pc ( f ) ,  it is enough to show that if u^dl and u0 is a uni­
form strict shrinking o f ux then
(1) ordw oSordU i.
Let b£X  be fixed. Using the notations of the proof o f Lemma 1.4 f), let us take an 
F d\(b)f)u2 (there is such an F, since f (b) is Cauchy), and pick a c£F. Now if 
b£s(cp(A)) for some A^ux then F f)(p (A )f0 , and so 1.4 (11) implies c£A , show­
ing that (1) holds. □
1.8 Lem m a . 1/ 33 is a uniformity on S, and it has a continuous extension to X  then 
there exists a continuous uniformity "fx on X  such that \ \ f f x)^ w (¥ ),  cc ( i] )^ cc (fit) ,  
pc (rx)^ (ox and lUcz-r^S.
P ro o f . Lett^ denote the fine uniformity o f 3T. Take a base 36 for such that 
\36\^w(6/) and |» |< x  (u£36) where x =  cc(% ) (Lemma 1.6). As has a con­
tinuous extension, which is necessarily coarser than y 0, there is for each u£36 a 
u f y o such that u =  i/, |5'. Now
u <  ul =  { /H J (T \S ): A eu }€ ro,
and u'ú\S=u, |mó' |< x (u£38). According to Lemma 1.5, there are u'^ QdlX(2T) such 
that u"c*u"_ i ,  |w"|<x and ord u"<cox (u^36, 1 S/i<cu). Let
{u": u3.36, 1 S  k <  a)}
be a subbase for the uniformity ifx. aUczifx\S  is clear. ifx is continuous on X  because 
13[cztWx( y ) .  Moreover, w(if)^a>\36\ ^w(W ), cc ( i ] ) ^ x  =  cc (61) (as one can take 
subbases in the definition o f vv and cc), and pc (if[)S .w x (Lemma 1.3 a)). □
T heorem . Assume that xxS co , x 2 =  °>> and °ll is a compa ib'e uniform­
ity on S. Then aU has a [complete] compatible extension ŐU to X  such that w (3 /)^ x x, 
cc (őÜ)^x.1 and pc (^ i)^ x 3 iff the following conditions hold:
(i) w(°U)^.xx, c c ( ^ j s x 2, pc(^ )^> i3 ;
(ii) there exists a [complete] compatible uniformity i f  on X  such that w ( i f )^  
SK „ cc ( i f ) ^ x 2;
(iii) °U has a compatible extension to X ;
[(iv) the compatible extension of°U to cl S  is complete].
2 See [12] or [5], where this construction is described with entourages, or [18], where coverings 
are used, but only the special case of the completion is considered.
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I f  S  is closed then (iii) and (iv) can be replaced by
(ni)' ,JU has a continuous extension to X;
[(iv)' °U is complete].
R emark. It is correct to speak of the extension o f "ll to cl S  in (iv), since there 
cannot be more than one compatible extension, and the existence of an extension is 
guaranteed by (iii).
Proof. The necessity o f  the conditions is evident.
1° Assume first that S’ is closed, and (i), (ii), (iii)' [and (iv)'] hold. Let i f  be the 
uniformity furnished by Lemma 1.8. Using Lemma 1.5 one can obtain a compatible 
uniformity ifzD iV  with w {ilf )^ x l5 c c ( l f ) s x 2 and pc{If)^a>1. Taking tC=  
=  sup { I f , iV i}, we have w {ir )^ x x, cc { 'f ')S x 2 and pc (:V)^co1 from Lemma 1.3 b). 
Moreover, “V  is compatible, "UclI/ '\S [and V  is complete, because it is finer than 
Of and they induce the same topology]. Lemma 1.4 can now be applied to "V 
and 'll.
2° If S  is an arbitrary subspace then apply Lemma 1.7 and 1°. □
Corollary. I f  S  is closed, % is a compatible uniformity on S, w{al l ) ^ x := o j, 6ll 
has a continuous extension to X, and there is on X  a compatible uniformity of weight ^=x 
then °ll has a compatible extension o f weight S x .  □
1.9 Corollary. I f  the uniformity °U on S has a compatible extension to X  then 
it has a compatible extension °U with cc ('ll) =  cc ( ll) .  □
1.10 It follows from Theorem 1.8 that if a compatible uniformity on a closed 
subspace has a continuous extension to the whole space then it has a compatible 
extension, too. (Instead o f using Theorem 1.8, it is enough to take +  where"/]] 
is the fine uniformity o f ST)
T heorem. For a closed subspace, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) each compatible uniformity has a compatible extension;
(ii) each compatible uniformity has a continuous extension;
(iii) each continuous uniformity has a continuous extension.
P roof. (iii)=>(ii). Evident.
(ii)=*(i). See the foregoing observation.
(i)=>(iii). Let °U be a continuous uniformity, and °U0 the fine uniformity on S. 
Take a compatible extension "V o f 11$. Then aUa"V'\S, so "V+ty is a continuous 
extension of °U to X  by Lemma 1.4 a). □
R emark. (ii)=>(i) could also be deduced from [10] 3.6 combined with [1] Theo­
rem 2. (Or from [22] 2.5—2.6.)
1.11 The analogue o f Theorem 1.8 for continuous uniformities is much simpler:
T heorem. I f  the continuous uniformity °ll has a continuous extension then it has 
also a continuous extension 'll such that w(alí) =  w (őll), cc (®)=cc (ftl) and pc (^ ) =  
ScOj pc {'ll).
P roof. Lemmas 1.8 and 1.4 a), d), e), f). □
R emark. A somewhat weaker statement can be easily deduced from [9] 3.4.
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§ 2. Extensions of proximities
2.1 A collection SP o f subsets of X  is a base [17] for the proximity <5 on X  if  for 
any pair o f far sets A and B there is a P£3P such that AczP  and P(~)B =  0 . The 
weight [17] o f ő, denoted by w(<5), is the smallest infinite cardinal x for which there 
exists a base o f cardinality S x . If °U is the precompact uniformity associated with <5 
then w(l% )=w(S) [17], Let w(&~) denote the weight o f the topology 2T. If 5 is com­
patible with 2T then w($~)Sw(ő); ST can be induced by a proximity ő with w(&") =  
=  w(d) [17],
Theorem. The compatible proximity ö on S  has a compatible extension e to X  
suchthat w (e)^ x  iff w (S )S x, w (T )S x , and 5 has a compatible extension.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.8 to the precompact uniformity associated with 5, 
taking xt =  x, x2=co and x3 =  col ; use the foregoing observations. □
2.2 If a compatible proximity given on a closed subspace has a continuous exten­
sion then it has a compatible extension, too. (Apply the observation made in the first 
paragraph o f 1.10.)
Theorem. For a closed subspace, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) each compatible proximity has a compatible extension;
(ii) each compatible proximity has a continuous extension;
(iii) each continuous proximity has a continuous extension.
Proof. (iii)=>(ii). Evident.
(ii)^ (i). See above.
(i)=>(iii). Let S be a continuous proximity on S, Tl the precompact uniformity 
associated with S, and aUl the precompact reflexion o f the fine uniformity on S'. Clearly, 
aUc.aU1. By (i), there is a (precompact) compatible extension y  of °UX. Consider now 
y + ‘U, apply Lemma 1.4 a), and take the proximity induced by y + W .  □
Remarks, a) Given a proximity 5 on S' and a proximity e on X, one can define 
a proximity e +  <5 on L  in an obvious way, through the associated precompact uni­
formities. A direct construction o f e+<5 will be given in [7], as a special case o f a 
construction for syntopogenous structures.
b) The statement that i f  X  is normal and S  is closed then any compatible prox­
imity on S has a compatible extension [10, 4] can be deduced from (ii) =>(i) o f the above 
theorem. This question will also be discussed in [7],
2.3 Theorem. I f  the continuous proximity 5 has a continuous extension then it has 
also a continuous extension e with w(s) =  iv(c)).
Proof. Theorem 1.11. □
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ON THE DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE SUPREMUM 
OF WEIGHTED QUANTILE PROCESSES
MIKLÓS CSÖRGŐ1 and LAJOS HORVÁTH2
Summary
The asymptotic distributions o f the supremum of weighted uniform and general quantile 
processes are studied. We show that these two processes are near to each other in weighted metrics 
and that the limiting distributions o f the supremum of these weighted quantile processes are the same 
when their asymptotic distributions are determined by Gaussian processes.
1. Introduction
Let Xx, X2, ... be independent identically distributed random variables (i.i.d.rv) 
with an absolutely continuous distribution function F, having a positive density 
function /  on the open support o f F. We denote the continuous inverse o f F by Q, 
the quantile function o f F. Let be the order statistics of Xt
(7=1, ... ,  ri), and define the empirical quantile function
(1.1) Qn(s) =  Xk n, ( k - l ) /n  <  j ^  k/n (k =  1, ..., n).
The quantile process q„ is defined by
(1.2) e„(s) =  n ^ f(Q (s))(Q (s)-Q n(s)), 0 <  j  <  1.
Let t/1 =  F(.Y1), U2= F (X 2) , __  Then ... ,  £/„ are independent uniform­
e d )  rv with their corresponding order statistics Ul nS  (/2i„ S . . .S ( /Ji„ and empirical 
quantile function
(1.3) Un(s) =  Ukin, ( k - \ ) /n  <  s ^  k/n (k =  1 , n).
The uniform quantile process u„ is then
(1.4) un(s) =  n1,z(s—Un(sj), 0 < i S l .
The idea of studying the quantile process q„ via computing its supremum dis­
tance from w„ was introduced by Csörgő and Révész (1978). Assuming the condition
1 Research supported in part by a NSERC Canada operating grant.
2 Research done while at Carleton University, also partially supported by NSERC Canada 
grants o f M. Csörgő and D. A. Dawson and by an EMR Canada grant o f M. Csörgő.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 62G30; Secondary 60F17. 
Key words and phrases. Quantile process, weighted metrics, weak approximation, Wiener 
process, Poisson process.
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C l (i) F is twice differentiable on its open support,
(ii) f(Q (s)) >  0 , 0 < 5 < 1 ,
1 r m ) ) \(iii) sup 5 (1 -5 )
0<s<l /  (Ő(á)J
they proved a fast enough rate o f convergence to zero for
sup
l/(n + l)^s^«(w+l)
so that appropriate Gaussian approximations for un became also valid for q„ .
There have been many papers studying also the asymptotic distribution of weigh­
ted empirical and quantile processes. For a review we may for example refer to Chap­
ter 5 o f  Csörgő (1983). In our Section 2 we will study the asymptotic behaviour of 
weighted uniform quantile processes, while in Section 3 we will do the same for gn. 
We will point out that the weighted supremum norm behaviour o f u„ and that of q„ 
can be the same or it can be also different, depending on the weights used and also 
on the part of the unit interval where the supremum is taken. We determine also the 
exact order in probability o f weighted differences of q„ and n„.
Without loss of generality we are assuming that the underlying probability space 
(Q, sd, P) is so rich that it accommodates all the rv and processes introduced so far 
and also later on.
For the sake of simplicity our results will be proved only on the intervals 
[ l / ( « + l ) ,  1/2], [ l/(n + l) , k jn ]  and [k jn , 1/2], Their counterparts on the other 
halves [1/2, n /(n+l)], [1 — m jn , n /(n + 1)], [1/2,1 — m jn] can be easily formulated, 
and hence also on [ l / (n + 1), n /(n + 1)] and [kjn , 1 — m jn]. The latter results will be 
discussed in remarks after the appropriate theorems.




1 (n a; 1), kn and k jn  -  0 (n -c o ),
(1.6) 1 =  mn is n (n S  l), m„ and m jn  — 0 (n
2. Uniform quantile process
Generalizing a method and earlier results of Csörgő and Révész [8], [9], Csörgő 
et al. [4] obtained the following approximation.
Theorem 2.1 ([4]). We can define a sequence o f Brownian bridges {Bn(s); 0 ^ 5S  1} 
such that
(2.1) sup «t |Mn(5 )-5 „ (5 ) |/(5 ( l-5 ))1/2- t =O p(l), n -■»,
l / ( n + l ) s s S n / ( / i  +  l )
fo r  every 0 ^ t<1/2.
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A new direct proof o f Theorem 2.1 can be found in [6], Introduce the integral
1/2
l(q , c) — J  .v_1 exp {—ccf(s)/s} ds. 
u
Whenever I(q, c)<°° for some c > 0  and q is a positive nondecreasing function in a 
neighbourhood of zero, then
(2.2) q{s)ls'l2 -oo  (jjO).
Csörgő et al. [4] proved that Theorem 2.1 implied the following results.
T heorem  2.2 ([4]). Let q be a positive nondecreasing function in a neighbourhood 
o f  zero. Then, as n —►OO 5
sup \uK(s)\lq(s)— ~ sup |Ä(i)|/0CO
1/(b + 1)SsS1/2 0SSS1/2
i f  and only i f  I(q ,c )< °°  for some c> 0 , where B is a Brownian bridge.
T heorem  2.3 ([4]). Let q be a positive nondecreasing function in a neighbourhood 
o f zero, and let {k,,} be as in (1.5). Then, as n-+°°,
sup \un(s)\/q(s) — -  sup \B(s)\/q(s),
kJnSsSl/2 OSsSl/2
i f  and only i f  I(q, c)<°° fo r some c> 0 .
T heorem  2.4 ([4]). Let q be a positive nondecreasing function in a neighbourhood 
o f zero, and let {k„} be as in (1.5). Then, as n —►co f
sup \u „ {s)\lq (s)-^  c0,
1/(b + 1)Ss=5Ic„/b
where c0 is a nonnegative constant, i f  and only i f  I(q, c)<°° for some c >  0.
In [4] we called the functions q in Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 E-F-K-P upper 
class functions. For a discussion o f these functions and their relationship to other 
integral tests we refer to the latter paper.
In this paper we will work with weight functions of the form svL (s) 
(— oo <  v<°°), on (0, 1/2], where L(s) is slowly varying at zero, i.e., it is measurable, 
positive and
(2.3) lim =  1 for all A >  0.s»o L(s)
For the sake of further motivation we mention that Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 
remain true if q is a regularly varying function at zero (q(t) =  t'L(t), where L  is 
slowly varying at zero). Thus, in this case, we can drop the monotonicity required o f  
q (cf. Propositions 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 in [5]).
On can easily verify that finiteness o f l(s 'L (s), c) for some o O  implies
(2.4) j vL ( j ) / í 1/2 —  o o ,  J iO .
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The latter in turn implies that —° ° < v ^ l/2 . When —° ° < v < l/2 , then c0 in Theo­
rem 2.4 is equal to zero for all slowly varying functions L. Hence on multiplying the rv
sup \un(s)\l(s''L(s)) 
l / ( n  +  l ) = 5 s S * „ /"
by an appropriate sequence o f constants tending to °° as we can hope for
a non-degenerate limit distribution.
In order to give the next result we define
(2.5) Fv =  sup |1T(j)IAv, v <  1/2,
O S s S l
where {JT(.y); 0 ^ 1 }  is a standard Wiener process.
Theorem 2.5. Let L  be as in (2.3) and {kn} as in ( 1.5). Thenforany —° ° < v < l /2
(2.6) (k J ri)v~1/2L (k J n) sup \un(s ) \ / ( s 'L (s ) ) -^  Y„
as n
The latter theorem was proved by Csörgő and Mason [7] in the special case of 
T (a) = 1 and 0 S v < l /2 .
Remark 2.1. By symmetry of u„ obvious counterparts of Theorems 2.2, 2.3 and
2.4 hold true over the subintervals [1/2, n /(n + 1)] and [1/2, 1 — m jn], In case of 
Theorem 2.5 we have
(2.7) (m Jny-V *L (m Jn ) sup |M„(j)|/((l - i ) vL ( l - j ) )  -  Yv,
l - m n/ n ^ s ^ n / ( n  +  l )
where {m„} is as in (1.6). By Satz 4 in Rossberg (1967) the left rv of (2.6) and (2.7) are 
asymptotically independent.
We note also that
(2 .8)
sup \u „ ( s ) \J ( (s ( \- s ) y L (s ( l- s j) )— * sup \B (s)\l((s (l-s ))vL {s ( l - s ) ) ) ,
fcn /w = ? s < l —mn/n  0 < s < l
provided/ ( ävZ,(j), c)-=°° for some c > 0 , and {k„}, {/«„} respectively are as in (1.5) 
and (1.6). It is easy to see that we can also replace k jn  by l / (n + l)  and 1 —m jn  
by « /(« + 1) in (2.8).
The standard deviation of a Brownian bridge {B (s); is ( j ( l — j))1/2
and the thus standardized uniform quantile process is | m„(j) / ( í (1 —i))1/2; \/(n f  1) =  
^ s^ n /(n  + 1)}. The latter is then a natural enough process to be studied on its own. 
Eicker [12] and Jaeschke [14] initiated such studies, and further variations will also be 
given here.
Let
(2.9) a(x) =  (2 log x)1/2
(2.10) b(x) =  2 log x +  (l/2) log log x  —(1/2) log n 
and
(2.11) c(x) =  lo g ( ( l -x ) /x ) .
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Define V to be the maximum of two independent rv whose distribution function is
exp (— exp (— x)), —
Theorem 2.6. Let {k,,} be as in (1.5). Then, as n —
(2.12) fl((l/2) log n) sup \un(s)\/{s(l - s) ) ^ - b { ( \ / 2 )  log n ) -2 ~  V,
l / ( n  +  l ) S s S l / 2
(2.13) a ((1/2) logkn) sup Iw„(w)|/(w( 1 - j ) ) ,/2-h (( l /2 ) lo g  F
ll(n +  l ) ^ s ^ k j n
and
(2.14) a {(l/2 )c (k jn )) sup |u„(í )|/(t(1 -5 ))1/2-  b ( ( l /2 ) c ( k J n ) ) - ^ V
k J n ^ s ^ l / 2
R emark 2.2. A general two-sided version of Theorem 2.6 can be formulated as 
follows: Let l / (n + l^ e ^ n ) ,  s2(n)^n/(n + 1), £j(n)< 1 —e2(n), and assume that 
( l - f i i ( n ) ) ( l - e 2(n))/(ei(rt)e2(rt))-°°. Then, as
ö((l/2)(c(e1(/i)) +  c(e2(n)))) sup |m„(t)|/(j (1 - í ))1/2-
- fc (( l/2 )(c (ei(n))+c(82( n ) ) ) ) F
A proof of (2.15) is along the lines o f that of Theorem 2.6. On choosing special forms 
for Ei(n) and e2(n) the normalizing sequences take up their familiar forms. For 
example if e1(/i) =  82(n) =  l/(/i-)-1), then we can choose a(logn) and b(logn) as 
normalizing sequences in (2.15) (cf. Theorem 5.5.1 in [10]).
R emark 2.3. A natural question is to ask for Theorem 2.6 like results for 
|w„C-v)|/(w1/2Z-(w)), where L satisfies (2.3). This, however, is impossible in general, due 
to Theorem 2.4. For example, let T (i) =  (log log (l/.s)W2, then Theorem 2.4 holds 
with c0 =  21/2.
Considering now the special case of L ( i )= l  and using the observation that
|wn(»IA1/2 =  |w„(.v)/(a-( 1 — w))1/2— zv„(.y)/(A--1/2 Z(.v))|,
where L(s)-»2  as j |0 , we obtain the following results: if
(2.16) (k„/n)(log log kn)1/2 — 0, 
then
«((1/2) log kn) sup \u„(s)\/sll2- b ( ( l /2 )  log kn) F,
lKn +  l ) s s m k J n
and if
(2.17) (kJn)(\og  log k„y'2 ->=», 
then
2(n/kn) sup |m„(j)IA1/2- £ ^ T _1/2.
lKn +  l ) s s mk„ l n
These statements follow immediately from Theorems 2.5 and 2.6. An.example for 
(2.16) is kn= if ,  0 < a < l ,  and with kn=n/\og log log n we have (2.17).
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R em ark  2.4. In general the suitably normalized rv
sup I (-s’) I /(-y (1 — ^ ))1/2, sup |«„(j)|/(j ( 1 - j))1/2
l l ( n + l ) ^ s ^ . k nln l —m j n ^ s ^ n l ( n + l )
are not independent for all sequences {k„} and {mn} satisfying (1.5) and (1.6). For a 
detailed discussion we refer to Csörgő and Mason (1985).
Let now
(2.18) Zv =  IS i-lIV  sup sup \Si+ i- u \ /u \  1/2 <  v
t<USii +1
where the {S',-; /S i }  are partial sums o f i.i.d. exponential rv with expectation 1. 
If l / 2 < v ^ l ,  then
Zv =  |S1- l | V  sup (|S i+1- / | / / vV|Si+1- ( /+ 1 ) | / ( /+  l)v).
co
The next theorems are generalizations of earlier results of Csáki [1] and Mason 
[15] [16].
T heorem  2.7. Let L be as in (2.3) and l /2 < v < ° ° .  Then, as n — °°, 
n1l2~vL (l/ri) sup \un(s)\l(svL (s))— -~Zv.
l / ( n  +  l ) S s S l / 2
T heorem  2.8. Let L be as in (2.3) and {kn} as in (1.5). Then, fo r any l/2 < v < c ° ,  
as n-+°°,
(kJh y~ 1/2L (k J n )  sup \un(s)\l(svL ( s ) ) - ^  Y ^ v. 
k j n m s s l l i
T heorem  2.9. Let L be as in (2.3) and {kn} as in (1.5). Then, fo r  any l/2 < v « = ° , 
as n —oo,
(2.19) n1/2_vZ.(l/n) sup \u„(s)\/(svL ( s ) ) - ^  Z v.
l K n + l ) S s m k J n
R em ark  2.5. By symmetry o f  w„ obvious counterparts o f Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 
hold true over the subintervals [1/2, n /(«+ l)] and [1/2, 1 —m jn]. In case of The­
orem 2.9 we have
(2.20) n1/2~vL(l/ri) sup |ks(j)|/((1 - * ) vL(1 - j) ) - ^  Z v,
1 — mn//i ^  s  ^  n/(n -f 1)
where {m„} is as in (1.6). By Satz 4 in Rossberg (1967) the left rv of (2.19) and (2.20) 
are asymptotically independent.
R em ark  2.6. Let IA( ■) be indicator function, and define the following Poisson 
process
m  =  i  //<* .*„]( o.( 2 . 2 1 )
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Then it is immediate that for Z v o f (2.18) we have
Z v =  sup \N(t) — t\ftN(t))y, 1/2 <  v S  1.
$!<*< oo
R emark 2.7. All the results of this section have immediate counterparts when 
replacing |m„| by un or — u„.
R emark 2.8. Using the methods of this section one can obtain similar results 
for the empirical process.
3. General quantile process
In this section we first study the quantile process q„ via computing its weighted 
supremum distance from u„. We want to see how much q„ can look like n„ the weigh­
ted way.
T heorem 3.1. Let F satisfy the condition C l, and let L be as in (2.3), {A:,,} as in
(1.5). Then, as n—°°
(3.1) sup \q„(s) - u„(s)\ =  O p(«-1/2loglogii),
l/(n  +  l)= s*31/2
(3.2) sup |e„(i')-M„(ó')| =  Op( « - 1/2loglog(n/k„)).
l n / » i s s l / 2
With 0 - =
(3.3) sup \Qn( s ) - u n(s)\/(s'L(s)) =  0 P(n''-1l*/L(\/n))
l / ( n  +  l ) 3 s 3 1 / 2
and
(3.4) sup \Qn( s ) - u n(s)\/(svL(s)) =  Op(k - vnv- 1'2/L(kJn)) as n
k J n ^ s ^ l /2
We show in Theorem 3.7 that the rates in Theorem 3.1 are essentially optimal. 
Theorem 3.1 immediately implies the following results.
T heorem  3.2. Let F satisfy the condition C l, let {k„} be as in (1.5), and let q be 
a positive non-decreasing function in a neighbourhood o f  zero. I f  I(q, c)<°° for some 
o 0 ,  then, as
(3.5) sup \Qn(s ) \ lq (s ) -^  sup \B(s)\lq{s),
l / ( n  +  l ) 3 s 3 1 / 2  0 3 * 3 1 / 2
(3.6) sup |e„ (j) |/? (i)-^ - sup |Ä(j)|/^(j),
k J n S s S M  O S J S l / 2
and
SUP |0„ ( j ) |/^ ( i ) -^  c„,
1/(b + 1)SJ3*„/b
where c0 is a nonnegative constant.
u
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The problem of
(3.7) sup |ß „(j)-5„(j)|/9 (j) =  Op(l), n-+°
l/(n+l)ässl/Z
where Bn are the Brownian bridges o f Theorem 2.1, has been studied in a number of 
works under various conditions on F. An answer essentially amounts to saying that
(3.7) holds true with any q for which we have I(q, for all o 0. For a discus­
sion o f  these results we refer to Csörgő [3].
The results in Theorem 3.2 remain true if  q is a regularly varying function at zero 
and in this case we can drop the monotonicity required of q (cf. Theorem 3.3 in Csörgő 
and Horváth [5]).
The next theorem is a parallel o f Theorem 2.5.
T heorem 3.3. Let F satisfy the condition C l, let {k,,} be as in (1.5), and let the 
function L be as in (2.3). Then, as n—°°, fo r any — °° <  v<  1/2
(■k J n y -1/2L (kJn ) sup |0„(j)I/O'vT(j) )— -  Tv.
l/(rt +  l ) ^ s ^ k j n
R emark 3.1. It is easy to see that in Remark 1 un can be replaced by g„ under the 
conditions of the present section.
The following theorem contains Eicker—Jaeschke type results for Qn.
T heorem 3.4. Let F satisfy the condition C l and let {kn} be as in (1.2). Then, as
n-*°°,
(3.8) a ((1/2) log n) sup IQn - s ) ) 1/2-  ft ((1/2) log n) — ~ V,
l/(« + l)Ss=Sl/2
(3.9) «((1/2) log kn) sup \en(s ) \ / ( s ( l- s )y /* -b ( ( \ /2 ) lo g k n) ^ V ,
l/(n+l)isst„/)i
and
(3.10) a((\/2)c(k„/n)) sup IQn(s)\ j(s (1 -  ,v))1/2 -  ft ((1 /2) c (k jn )) — -  V.
fcM/n^s3*l/2
R emark 3.2. The comments we made about u„ in Remarks 2.2,2.3 and 2.4 remain 
valid also for q„.
Turning now to heavy weights for gn, first we deal with its behaviour on
[Kin, 1/2].
T heorem 3.5. Let F satisfy the condition C l, let l /2 < v < °° , {kn} be as in (1.5), 
and let the function L be as in (2.3). Then, as n ^ <=°,
(k jn )v~1/2 L (k J  n) sup \ q „ ( s ) \ J ( s vL ( s ) ) — + Y ^ v.
k J n ^ s ^ l / 2
We have seen so far that the weighted sup-norm behaviour of un was inherited by 
q „ ,  given only the condition C l. On the other hand (3.3) and (3.4) give only
(3.11) nll2~vL (l/n ) sup |ß„(A)-M„(j)|/(jvL(s')) =  0 P(1).
l/(n+l)asgS„/n
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Hence our next question should be whether Op( l ) o f (3.11) could possibly be replaced 
by op(l). Obviously, the latter will be sorted out by the nature of the tail behaviour 
o f Q at zero. We introduce the following condition:
C2 lim a(1 —s)
s  to
i m * » !
/ 2(<2(t>)
=  y-
T heorem 3.6. Let F satisfy the conditions C l and C2, let l / 2 < v < » ,  \k n) 
be as in (1.5), and let the function L be as in (2.3). I f  y =  0 in condition C2, then, as
n -*■<»,
(3.12) n1,2~vL(l/ri) sup |o„(.v)-u„(.v)|/(.vvL(.v)) =  op(l).
Combining now Theorem 3.5, (3.12) of Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 2.9, we get
Corollary 3.1. Let F satisfy Cl and C2 with y = 0, let I /2 < v<°°, {k„} be 
as in (1.5), and let L be as in (2.3). Then, as
«V«-»L(1/m) sup \q„(s)\/(s',L(s))— ' Z v,
l / ( n  +  l ) 3 s s f c „ / r t
and
n1/2~vL (\/n )  sup \Qn(s)\/(svL (s))— ~ Z v.
1/(m + 1)Ss31/2
Next we consider the case when y o f condition C2 is not zero.
T heorem  3.7. Let F satisfy the conditions C l, and C2 with y > 0 .  Let 1/2 <  
{k,,} be as in (1 .5), and let the function L be as in (2.3). Assume also that 
f  (Q(t)) is a regularly varying function at zero and í ( l  — 0 /  ( ő ( 0 ) / / 2(6 ( 0 )  ‘s 
continuous on [0,1]. Then, as n-*°°, we have
(3.13)
nl/2
log log (n/ka) sup le„(.r)-M„(5)|— - y ,k j n s s  31/2
(3.14) kvnn1li ~'’L(kn/n) sup \ q „( s ) ~  un(s)\/(svL(s))-
kjn&s^ll2
• y  2
* 1 / 2 — v/2 5




1—-T"-"-'--  SUP |0„(j)-M„(j)|log log n l/(n + l)3sSl/2
1 -s,
(3.16) P(n1/2~vL (l/n ) sup \Q„(s)-u„(s)\/(svL(sj) >  e} ^  1 —5,
l/(n+l)Ss31/2
whenever n S n 0.
It follows immediately from (3.16) that the asymptotic behaviour of the rv
(3.17) sup \Qn{s)\l{s'L(s))
l/(/i + l)==s i^/2
11*
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can be completely different from the uniform case (cf. Csörgő and Horváth [5]). 
Properly normalized, the limit distribution o f the rv in (3.17) depends on the three 
domains of attraction o f the extreme value distributions. For details we refer to Hor­
váth [13].
4. Proofs of results of section 2
The first result here is 7 o f Corollary 1.2.1 o f De Haan [11]. It will be used fre­
quently throughout.
Lemma 4.1. Let e ^  0, and L be a slowly varying function at zero and consider 
seL (s). Then there exists another slowly varying function at zero, L*, such that seL*(s) 
is a strictly monotone function and
(4.1)
also
r L*(s) lim ■ ■ . =  1.
s;o L( s )
Using Karamata’s representation, De Haan [11] in his Corollary 1.2.1 proved
Lemma 4.2. Let L b e  a slowly varying Junction at zero. Then
L(s)
lim sup 0, 0 <  a ^  b
LQ.S)
P roof of Theorem 2.5. First we show that
(4.2) sup L (k jn )/L (s)  =  0 (k En) for all e >  0, n-*^>.
l/(n+l)Sssfc„/n
Applying Lemma 4.1 to .r_£.L(.y), g>0, we get that s~FL*(s) is a monotone decreas­
ing function. Hence
(k J n )-cL* (k jn )  ,v
s - FL*(s) (kjn)~ ■ =  2k J  ! / (« + !)  S i S  k jn ,
and the latter with (4.1) implies (4.2).
Now using Theorem 2.1 with t =  1/2 — v and (4.2) with s =  (l/2  — v)/2 we get
(4.3)
(k J n y - ll2L (kJn) sup |m„(j)-5 „ H ’)|/(s'vT(í )) =
ll(n + l)^s^kjn
sup L(k„/n)/L(s)) =  O J k f ^ 2) =  0p(l),=  O p (* r1/2 ll(n + l)^s^kjn
if  0 < v < l/2 .  When v^O, we let 0<<5<l/2, and note that
( k jn y -v *  35 (kn/ri)ő~1,2/ss~v, 1 /(n + 1 ) S j S k jn .
(k jn )v~1/2L (k jn )  sup \un(s)-B „(s)\/(svL(s)) ts
l/(n + l) s^ f^cn/n
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In order to complete the proof o f Theorem 2.5, it suffices to show that
(4.4) (k J h)v_ 1/2L (k J n) sup \B (s)\/(s'L (s))-?~  Yv.
l /(n + l)3 s s fc „ /n
Let 0<<5<l/2. Applying Lemma 4.1 to s~cL(s), e< 0 , we get that s~eL*(s) is 
a monotone decreasing function, and therefore
sup L*(k J ri)j(t~cL*(tkJnj) =  L*(kJn)/(ő^L*(őkn/n)) -  5% n
1 lkn^ t^d
Since by (4.1)
sup L*(tk„/ri)/L(tkJn) =  sup L*(m)/L (m) — 1, n —°°,
1 lkn^ t^ő lln^u^őkjn
therefore
(4.5) sup teL(k„/n)/L(tkJri) =  0 (1 ) , n 
i lknmtss
Using Doob’s transformation (1L(/); i^O) = { (? +  \)B (t/(t +1)); iSO} we get 
(kJn y~ 1,2L(kJn) sup |S(j)|/(j»L(í )) =  (k J n y -^ L (k J n )X
ll(n + l)^s^kjn
=  (kJn)'-'/*L (kJri)x
W
X sup
(l/fc„)(l-k „ /n )3
('tV )I
=  (kjriy ~1/2L (k jn )  sup ■ =
l / « S s 3 f c „ / ( n  —kn) S  (  1 i  s) L.(.V ( .V :~  1 ) j
=  L (k jri)  sup
1 l k n s t s n l ( n - k n )  ^
a=  sup
l/*„S»Sn/(n-Ic„)
m o  i
/v
£r>(4 )
. . , )1 - v r ( tk,[ knT + 1 ] 1 n |
{ n tk„ +  n )
L (k jn )
- ) “ ' 4
tk„ \
l  n tk„ +  n )
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Next by Lemma 4.2
sup
(4.6)
L ( « £ ]
L it *■
1 1
l' n tk jn  + 1  )
- 1 sup
l l n s u s k j ( n - k n)
L(u)
SUP I 7/1 \
l /n S u = * „ /(n -fc„ )  1 /2 S X S 1  ■
sup L(u)
A lso, it is easily verified that 
(4.7) sup l i - ^ - t + l )  — 1
H k n
L (u /(u + 1)) 
=  o (l), n -* » .
=  o (l), n —oo.
Hence, by (4.6) and (4.7) it is enough to show that
\W(t)\ L (k jn ) 3(4.8)
l lk „ S t^ n l ( .n  — k n) t L ( t(k jn ))
By Lemma 4.2 we have with 0 <  5 <  1 /2
L (k jn )






L {t(k jn ))
W (t)\ L (k jn ) 3
— o (l), n
\W(t)\
sup
ö t^^nl(n—kn) 1 L (/c /^u)) ö^t^l t
N ow  in (4.5) we let e = l/2 ( ( l /2 )  — v) and get
\W(t)\ L (k jri) |1L(/)|)(4.10) sup
l l k „ m t m s  1 L (t(k jn ))
By the law of the iterated logarithm for the Wiener process we have
lim sup |lL(i)|/tv+E =  0, a.s.,
310 omtss
and hence by (4.9) and (4.10) we get (4.8).
For the proof of Theorem 2.6 the following lemma is needed.
L emma 4.3. Let 0 ^ s 1(n), £ ,(«)<  1, s1(n ) < l—e2(n) and assume that
(1 -£ ! (« ) ) ( !  — e2 («))/(ßi (/0 e2 («)) -♦ »  as n-~°°. Then
ß ((1 /2) (c (fii (n)) +  c (e2 («)))) sup |/7(.s)|/(.y(l — a))1/2 —
£,(n) S^^ l —£2(/j)
-  b ((l/2 X c(£l(n)) +  c ( e , ( n ) ) ) ) ^  V.
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P ro o f . The proof o f this lemma is along the lines o f Corollary 1.9.1 in  Csörgő 
and Révész [10]. There is, however, a misprint in their proof. We have to use the 
transformation e2t= s /(  1 —.?) in order to get the Ornstein—Uhlenbeck process.
P ro o f of Theorem 2.6. Choose any 0 < t< 1/2 in Theorem 2.1. Let e(n) =  
=(log n)3/n. Then
(4.11)
«((1/2) log«) sup |« „ (j) -^ n( í) |/0 ’( l~ j ) ) 1/2
e(n)^j£l/2
-  2 a  n ü a lta f  ^  f ‘x SUP l«-.(i)--ßi.(-y)l/(i(1- i ) ) 1/2_r =  «p(1), K
^lOg n )  l/(n + l)ss^/j/(n + l)
Next consider
I sup |m„(5)|/(í (1 -5 ))1/2-  sup |ö„(j) |/( í (1 - j ) ) 1/2|/a ((l/2 )lo g («£(«)))
l/(n + l) s^ c^(n) l/(n + l) s^ £^(/i)
(4.12)
— sup |Mn(5 ) -5 „ ( j ) |/ ( ( j ( l - i ) )1/2«((l/2)log(ne(/i)))) =  op(l)
l/(« + l)^s^n/(«+l)
by Theorem 2.1. Let now £i (h) =  1/(«+1), e2( n ) = l—e(«) in Lemma 4.3. We obtain
(4.13)
and therefore by (4.12) we get also
(4.14)
Consequently, by (4.13)
sup \Bn(s)\j((s(l - j))1/2u((1/2) log ( h e ( h ) ) ) ) - ^  1,
l/(n+l)SsSe(u)
sup |w„(j)|/((j ( 1 - í ) ) 1/2ű(( 1/2) log («£(«))))- ^  1.
ll(n + l)^s^e(n)
(4.15) «((1/2) log n) sup \Bn( s ) \ / ( s ( l h((l/2) log n ) - ^  — ,
l/(H + l)SSS£(n)
and by (4.14)
(4.16) «((1/2) log rí) sup |u„(í )|/(í (1- j ) ) 1/2-h ( ( l /2 )  log n ) - ^ -< » .
l/(n-f l)^s^e(n)
Hence, in order to prove (2.12), by (4.11), (4.15) and (4.16) it suffices to show that
(4.17) «((1/2) log rí) sup |ő„(í )|/(í (1 - s ) ) ^ - b { ( \ l 2 )  log n )-±~  V.
Let El (ri)=e(n) and e2(«)=  1/2. Then Lemma 4.3 gives (4.17), on account o f  
c (e2(h) ) = 0, and
*((1/2) log n )-6 ((l/2 )c ((lo g  n)*/n)) -  0,
a ((1/2) log n)
« ((l/2 )c  ((log n)3/  «)) 
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In order to prove (2.13), first by Theorem 2.1 with 0 < t< 1/2 we get 
a (0 /2 ) log kn) sup |5 B0 ) -M n0)l/(J (1 -J ))1/2 =
(log k j l n ^ s ^ k j n
(4.18) =  0 (a ((l/2 )  log k„)(n/logk„)x sup |ß „ (^ ) - k„(í )|/(í (1 - s))1'* - ' )  =
l/(n + l)SsSl/2
=  Op (a ((1/2) log k„)(njlog kn)T"~z) =  oP(l).
Again by Theorem 2.1 with r =  0 we get
sup |5 „(í ) - m„(j)|/((í (1 ~ v)) i/2ű ((1/2) log log kn)) =
. .  im  l/(n+l)SsS(logfc„)/n
(4.19)
=  ( l / fl((l/2) log log /c„))Op( 1) =  oP(l).
By Lemma 4.3 we have also
sup |5 0 ) l / ( ( j ( l - - i ) )1/2a((l/2 ) log ( n k j ( n - log k „))))— -  1,
l / ( n + l ) a s S ( l o g  kn)ln
and since by Lemma 4.2
we get 
(4.20)
a ((1/2) log (nk,J(n -  log k„) j)
l im ---------- ;-------------------- ------ — =  1,
«((1/2) log log kn)
sup |5 (s ') |/((í(l-^ ))1/2ű((l/2)logloglc„))—  1.
l/(/i +  l ) ^ s ^ ( l o g  kn)ln
Hence by (4.19) and (4.20) we get
(4.21) sup lw/JCy)I/((s'(l —•y))1/2<3(( 1/2) log log &„))—^— 1.
l/(n  + 1 )  ^  s  ^  (log  kn)ln
Since with any 0 we have
Ka{{ 1/2) log /;„)«(( 1/2) log log kn) -  h ((l/2 ) log /c„) -~ -o o , 
by (4.20) and (4.21) we get
(4.22) a ((1/2) log kn) sup \B ( s ) \ / ( s ( l - s ) ) ^ -b ( ( l /2 ) lo g  kn) ■
l / ( n +  l ) a s a ( l o g  kn)ln
and
(4.23) «((1/2)lo g k„) sup \un( s ) \ / ( s ( l- s ) )1'2-b ( ( l /2 ) lo g k n)-
l/(n  +  l ) ^ s ^ ( l o g  kn)ln
Using now (4.18), for the sake o f verifying (2.13), by (4.22) and (4.23) it suffices to 
show that
(4.24) «((1/2) log kn) sup \B (s )\/(s (l-s )y /*  - b ( ( \ / 2 ) \ o g k „ ) ^ V
(log  kn) l n m s s k j n
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On account o f Lemma 4.3 we have
and because
and
a Í0 /2 ) l o g - V  " w * " -) SUP \B(s)\l(sV s ) Y ,2~
\ t i  K n  lOg k n  )  ( l o g  k n ) I n ^ s ^ k j n
- b [ (  1/2) l o g n ~ l0g M  V,V °  n -k „  log kn )
in n ) ioc kn ”-logM «((1/2) log K ) - 1
{V'-> 05 n -k „  log kn ) a in«) loc k" n ~ logM
l ( S n - k „  log kn )
0,
we also obtain (4.24).
Now we prove (2.14). First assume that for some 0 < t < 1 /2  we have 
(4.25) a ((1 /2) c(kJn))JkT„ 0.
Then for the same 0 < t < 1 /2  we have
(4.26)
«((1/2 )c {k jn ))  sup |?r„ (.r)-/?„(■?) I/(.v(l-.s'))1/2 ==
kJn^s l^/2
— nT sup \u„(s)-B n( s ) \ / ( s ( l- s ) y /2- 1 =  oP( 1)
K n l / ( n + l ) S S S l / 2
by (4.25) and Theorem 2.1. The latter implies (2.14) by Lemma 4.3, provided (4.25) 
holds true.
If (4.25) does not hold, then assume that for any 0 < x < l/2  
lim sup a (( l/2 )c (k jn j)/k rn >  0.
The latter combined with (1.5) implies
lim sup (log log n)1/2/^n >  0-
n - +  c o
Hence it suffices to show that for any subsequence {/;,„} such that
(4.27) lim inf (log log nm)1,2/k T„ >  0
m  —  c o  m
we have
(4.28) a ( ( \ /2 ) c (k jn m)) sup \u„m(s)\/(s(l — s))112 — b ( ( l/2 )c (k jn m)) V.
By (4.27) we get
(4.29) (log n j /k . co .
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Obviously then we have
and hence by (2.13) 
sup
l/(nm+ l ) s s s f c „  In,,
a ((1/2) log k„m)
0 ( 1),(log log log nm)l/2 
\un js ) \ l ( s ( \- i ) ) 1/2 =  Op ((log log log nm)1/2).
Consequently by (2.12) we get
(4.30) a ((1/2) log nm) sup \u„m(s)\/(s(l — s'))112—b ((1/2) log nm) — V
kn /«m S S S l/2
Elementary calculations show that 
a(( 1/2) log nm)
a((\/2 )c(knJ n m))
- 1 0,
a((l/2) log nm) 
b(( 1/2) log nm)-b ( ( \ /2 )c (k nj n J )  -  0, 
and hence (4.30) implies (4.28). This also completes the proof of (2.14). 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. First we show that
W  In)(4.31) max i isisk„ L(i/n) =  0 ( 1).
We apply Lemma 4.1 to .f'L(s), e>0, and get that scL*(s) is a monotone increas­
ing function. Hence
( \/n)L*(\/n )
( i/n)EL*(i/n) S  1,
l S / S  n,
and by (4.1) we have also
L*(i/n) L*(s)
m.ax f ■<- =  sup . -
* —* — *n ■L(l/n) l/nssskjn k  (A')
This also completes proof o f  (4.31). Next consider
1, n -*■».
n L (l/n ) _  i /2_v L (\/n ) _  C(!c1,2~'’+e) — c(l) n 
(kJn y-v* L (k J n ) -  K  L (k jn ) ~  ° } ’
where the latter 0 (  •) term is by (4.31). Consequently, Theorems 2.8 and 2.9 together 
imply Theorem 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 2.8. We observe that
(4.32)
because
( k jn y  sup =  0 (1 )
kjn^s^ 1/2 •’ ■L-'KjS)
(kn/n)eL*(k„/ri) S  scL*(s), k j n  1/2,
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and
sup L*(s)/L(s) =  0 (1 ), n -+°°,
ynSsSl/2
by Lemma 4.1. By (4.32)
(k J n y -^ L (k J n )  sup
k J n S s m l l i  *» a-A-v
o [{kjri)'- 1/2 —e \un( s ) - B n(s)\
k j n s s s l l i  s
where 0 < e-=1/2. Let now t = e  in Theorem 2.1. Then
|nn( j ) - 5 n(i)|
)•
0k j n y - 1/2- ‘ sup
k j n s s s l l 2  S
^  (kjri)~‘ sup =  0 p (k - ' } =  0p(1)
l / ( n  +  l ) ^ s S l / 2  •>
In order to prove the statement of Theorem 2.8, it suffices to verify 
(4.33) (k J n)v~1/2L (kJ  11) sup \B (s ) \ /(s 'L (s )) -^  Y ^ v, n -
kJn^s l^/2
The latter in turn is proved along the lines of (4.4).
P roof of Theorem 2.9. With /1>0 we have
i ( l / » )
(4.34)
sup (ns)~2c
l / ( n  +  l ) S s S k n /n
+ A ~ e sup r
A S I S k „
L(s) 
L (\/n )




=  o (\) +  A - cO (l)  =  o (\), n -o o ,
by Lemma 4.2 and (4.31). 
By (4.34) we have
=  /i1/2_v
n'/2* vL (l/n) sup |m„(í ) |/(í vL(t)) =
l/(n+l)^sSkJn
sup |m„(j )IAV +  H1/2~V sup (|i/n(j)|/jv) - 1
ll(n + l)^s^kjn ll(n + l)^s^knln
=  n1/2_v sup |n„(^)IAv +  o (l)« 1/2 v+£ sup |m„(j)|/j v c.
1/(/i+I)SsS I >  l l ( n  +  l)ssskjn
Hence Theorem 2.9 will be proved if we can show that 
(4.35) n1/2_v sup \un(s)\/sv-^-* Z v.
l/(n + l)ásSfc„/n
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W e observe
(4.36)
" 1 s, " 1S„+1 lSi*k„ /v Sn+1
+
S n  + l
— 1
max 1 +iv
«1_v(*„/«)1_v =  op(l), n
where {S',-; / s i }  are partial sums as in (2.18). By the law of the iterated logarithm 
for partial sums
(4.37)
It is easy to see that
sup ISj—i \ l f  =  op(l), n -*
n1/2_v sup |m„(í )|/jv =  «1_v{ sup |{7Jin—j |/jvV
ll(n + l)^s^knln 1/(/j + l)=s^l/n
mra,X1 , SUP lC/i + l ,« - Ml/«VV SUP |C/[4n] + i-w |/H V}.
Since for each n
(4.38) {SJSn+1; l s / s n j i f l / , , , ;  1 s  / s  «},
and by (4.36)
H1- ’W S „ +1- / /n )  S;- /sup
i s i s f c „ + i (//n)v oP(l),
we obtain (4.35) by (4.37).
5. Proofs of results of Section 3
P ro o f of Theorem 3.1. By a two-term Taylor expansion we get
u2„(s) f s ( í - s )
q„(s) =  u„(s)-(l/2)n- 1/ 2 . n(s) f
i —.S’) 1 I
(5.1)
where
By Wellner [20] 
(5.2)
^ ( 1 - 5 ) Qn ( s )  ( 1  0 n ( . ? ) )  J
J o  (s) ( i - e  ( s ) ) f ' {Q^ } \  m s ) )  )X p )( „ ( )) /2(e(0n(j})) j \ f ( Q ( o H(s ) ) )y
Un(s)As <  6„(s) <  Un(s)\/s, 0 <  j  <  1.
í ( 1 - í )
X
sup =  0 P(1), n -►»,
l/{lt+l)isSn/(»+l) 0n(s)( I —0„(s))
and by C l (iii) and Lemma 4.5.2 o f Csörgő and Révész [10]
/ ( ß ( i ) )sup
l / ( n + l ) s s s « / ( n  +  l )  f(Q(ßn  (•?)))
=  0 p(l), n - ° o .(5.3)
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By Theorem 2.6 we have
(5.4) sup u2„(s)/s =  0 P(log log n), n
l / ( n + l ) 3 s S l / 2
Now (3.1) follows from the above lines.
By Theorem 2.6 again
(5.5) sup ul(s)/s =  Op
k  / / iS s ^ l /2
b(c{k jn j)
a(c(kjn))
=  Op (log log (n/k„)).
Thus (3.2) follows by (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) and (5.5).
Since we have (5.2), (5.3) and condition C l, by (5.1) we have that for the proof 
of (3.3) and (3.4) we only have to verify
(5.6)
and
sup u2n(s)/(s1+yL(s)) =  Op(nv/L(l/n))
l / ( n + l ) 3 s 3 1 / 2
(5.7) sup ul(s)l(s1+'L(s)) =  0 P((kJ  n)~v/L(kJn)),
*„/n3 SS 1/2
respectively. Theorem 2.7 implies (5.6), and (5.7) follows from Theorem 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. By (3.1) we have for any <5£(0, 1/2) that
(5.8) sup le„(j)-n„(j)|/^(j) =  oP(l) , n -c o .
<5^ s^ l/2
By (3.3) with v =  l/2  and L (s )= l we get, as «-*■»,
(5.9) sup \Qn( s ) - u n(s)\/q(s) =  1/ inf ( j - ^ ^ O p O ) .
l/(n + l)3sä<5 'l/(n + l)3J3<5
Using now (2.2) via choosing <5 small enough, by (5.8) and (5.9) we get
(5.10) sup le„(j)-M„(j)l/?(j) =  0P(1), n - ° ° .
l/(n + l)Ss31/2
Hence by Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we obtain (3.5) and (3.6).
P roof of Theorem 3.3. By (3.3), in the case o f 0 <  v<  1/2,
(k J n y -1,2L (kJn) sup |e „ ( j ) - un(s)\/(syL(s)) =
l l ( n + l ) s s s k „ l n
— 0 P((kJ  n)v_ 1/2 «V-1/2 l  (k J  n )/L (\/ n)).
Using now (4.2) and the latter statement we get
(5.11) (kJ  n)v~ 1/2 L (k J  n) sup |ö„(í ) - m„(j)|/(j vZ.(í )) =  op(l).
ll(n+l)^s^kjn
We note that for 0 < ő < l /2
(k jn ) ' -1'2 == (k J n Y -^ /s6- ' . l / ( n + 1) S í S  k jn .
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Hence by (5.11) with vsO  we get
(kJn)v~l/2L (kJrí) sup \Qn( s ) - u n(s)\/(svL(s)) ^
ll(n+l)^s^kjn
== (k jn )ö~1/2 L(k„/n) sup \ß„(s)-u„(s)\/(slL(s)) =  op(l).
ll(n + l)^s^kjn
Consequently, (5.11) is now proved for —° o < v < l/2 ,  and Theorem 3.3 follows by 
Theorem 2.5.
P roof of Theorem 3.4. The proof of this theorem is similar to that o f Theo­
rem 2.6. Hence we will give its short outline only.
We start with proving (3.8). Let e(«) =  (log rif/n. Using Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 
we get
(5.12) a((l/2) log n) sup |en( j ) - 5 n( j ) | / ( j ( l - s ) ) 1'2 =  oP(l)
and
sup \g „ (s)\/(s (\-s ))1/2-
l/(n+l)SsS£(n)
sup |ß „ (j)|/(j(l -5 ) )1/2!/a((l/2) log (ne(n))) =  op( 1).
l / ( n  +  l ) ^ s ^ e ( n )
By (5.13) and (4.15) we have
(5.14) a((l/2 )logn ) sup lß„(s)l/(s(l- s ) ) ^ 2- b ( ( l /2 )  lo g n)— *
l/(n-f l)^s^e(n)
Consequently (4.15), (5.14), (5.12) and (4.17) give (3.8).
In order to prove (3.9), we first note that by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we get
(5.15) u((l/2) log kn) sup |£ „ ( s ) - e „ ( j ) |/ ( j ( l - j ) )1/2 = 0 P(1)
( lo g  kn) ln m s m k j n
and
(5.16) sup |5 „(j ) - 0 „ ( j)|/((j (1 - s ) ) 1'2a{(\l2 ) log log kn)) =  op( 1).
l/(«+l)^s^(log k n) l n
On using now (5.16) and (4.22) we obtain
(5.17) a ((1/2) log kn) sup \gn(s )\/(s ( l- j))1/2-6((1/2) log k„)— ~
l/(n4-l)^s^(log k n ) /n
Hence (4.22), (5.17), (5.15) and (4.24) yield (3.9).
Finally we prove (3.10). First we assume that for some 0 < t<  1/2 we have
(4.25). In this case by Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 we conclude
(5.18) a (( \/2 )c (k jn )) sup |ß„(^)-5„(j)| =  oP(l),
k „ ln S s ^ l l2
and hence Lemma 4.3 results in (3.10). If (4.25) does not hold, then the same argument 
as was used in the proof o f (2.14) gives that (3.8) and (3.9) imply (3.10).
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Proof of Theorem 3.5. From (3.4) we get
(kJ«)”“ 1/2 L (kJ n) sup Ií?„(.v) - u „ ( í ) | / ( í vL ( . s-)) =  Or(k„ 1/2) =  oP( l)
kjn^s^ 1/2
and therefore Theorem 2.8 yields the result.
P roof of Theorem 3.6. When y= 0 , then in (5.1) we have
(5.19) n , *  f'(Q(0n(s)))sup 0„(j)(l-g„(j)) - =  Op(l)
l K n + l ) & 3 S k J n  f  { Q { V n { s ) ) )
and by (5.2) and (5.3) we get
«’/2_VL(1/«) sup |ßn(j ) -« „ (j ) |/ ( ivL(j)) =
l l ( n + l ) ^ s ^ k j n
=  op(n -vL(l/n)  sup u2n(s)/(s1+vL(s))).
l/(n+l)SsSfc„/n
Thus Theorem 2.9 implies (3.12).
P roof of Theorem 3.7. We use (5.1). By Smirnov (1949) we have, as «-*•=*>,
(5.20) sup |0 „ ( j ) / i - l |  =  Op(l).
k j n s s s l l i





k J n m s S l / 2
sup \f(Q(s))lf(Q(dn(s)) )- l \  =  Op(l)
k j n ^ s ^ i  1/2
P {Q {s))
By Theorems 2.1, 2.6 and Lemma 4.3 we obtain





Jc / 1 \
klnSsmllZ S)
SUD lgnW-“H(j)l lBn(j) + r/„(5-)|
k J n s F s  1/2 ( j ( l - j ) ) 1/2 ( 5 ( 1  - J ) ) l/2
For any e > 0  we have, as n—°°,
=  Op ((log log (m/^ ) ) 1/2) .
sup le„(j)-M„(j)| =  Op(n 1/2).
cSsS 1/2
(5.24)
For any e > 0  there exists a <5>0 suchthat
sup
O S s S l
„  , f ' ( Q ( s))y - s ( l - s )  —
f 2(Q(s))
s.(5.25)
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Hence by (5.23), (5.24) and (5.25) it suffices to consider
(1/2 )n~ll2y sup B2n(s ) / ( s ( l - s ) ) .
kjn^s^e
N ow  Lemma 4.3 implies (3.13).
Using again (5.1), we prove (3.14). We have for all £ > 0
and
(1/2) 1/2 sup |e„(j)-w„(j)|/(jvZ (i)) =  0 P(n 1/2)
eSsSl/2
sup u2n(s)l(s1+vL(s)) =  Op(l).
cSsS 1/2
Hence it is enough to consider
(5.26)
By Theorems 2.1 and 2.8 we have
(5.27) (A .)  L (k jn )  sup 
\ ft /
(1/2 )yn~1/2 sup u%(s)/(s1+vL(sy).
*n/nSs=sl/2
\u«0)-B«(t)\ W M  +  B„(t)\ =  0 P(kn “),
i/2 i1/2-a t1/z+v+xL(t)
where 0 < a < l/2 . Now, similarly to the proof of (4.33), it is easy to see that we have
(5.28)
L (k jn )  sup B2n(s ) / ( s^ L (s ) )  =
\  t l  /  Jt„/nSsSl/2
= (1/2)7 L ( k jn ) {  sup \B{s)\l{S^ 2L ^ { s ) ) f ^  (y/2)n% -v/2-
\  n  }  fc_/nSsSl/2
By (5.27) and (5.28) we get (3.14).
In order to prove (3.15) we again use (5.1). First we note
(5.29) ^  f ' ( Q ( 0 n ( s ))) rsup en(s)(l-0„(s) )— — — — — *- y.
ll(n + l)SsSkJn  f  (Q (ß „(■?)))
By Wellner [20] and the regular variation of f ( Q ( s )) at zero we have that for any 
<5 =-0 there exist c > 0  and n0 such that
(5.30) p ( inf . 5(1~ S) l - ö
[ m + v i s ^ j n  0 „ ( S ) { \  - 0 M )  f ( Q ( 0 n(s)))
if  n S n 0. By Theorem 2.6 we have
(5.31) sup ul{s)j{2s(\ — s) log log n )— 1.
l/(» +  l ) S s S 4 >
N ow  (3.15) follows from (5.1) and (5.29)—(5.31).
The proof of (3.16) is similar to that of (3.15) and hence it is omitted.
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MONOTONICITY PROPERTIES OF THE ZEROS OF DERIVATIVE 
OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS
ÁRPÁD ELBERT, | PÁL KOSIK | and ANDREA LAFORGIA
where Jv(x) and Yv(x) denote the Bessel funtions of the first and second kind, respectively. Since the 
notation cvk does not reflect the dependence on the values o f  a it is useful to define the function /„« 
as in [3]. The sequence / vlyv2, ... is used to denote the sequence o f  the zeros of Jv(x) corresponding 
to a =  0. Now for any x £ (k — 1, k), where k is some natural number, let /„* =  cvk with ot — (k - x ) n .  
The correspondence between j vx and cvk is one to one.
In this paper we define the new function j'vx as the zeros o f  the derivative (d /d x )C jx )~  
=  C'v(x) and we investigate the behaviour of this function establishing new properties o f the 
functions and j VH.
For vsO  we use cvk to denote the kth positive zero o f the cylinder function
where / v(x) and Fv(x) are the Bessel functions o f the first and second kind, respec­
tively.
In [2], [3] we introduced the notation j yx to denote the function cyk as 
follows: let x =  k — a./n, then j vx= c vk for k =  1 ,2 ,—
We know that the function j \ x is increasing with respect to both variables. For 
fixed x this follows from the Watson formula [9, p. 508]
where K0(u) is the modified Bessel function of order zero, v/hich is positive on (0, °°). 
On the other hand for fixed v we have proved in [2] that Jvx is strictly increasing with 
respect to x. For later reference we express this property in the form
Summary
For vsO  let cvk be the kth positive zero of the general cylinder function 
C J x )  =  cos y.Jv(x) -  sin y.Yv(x), 0 S  a <  i
1. Introduction
Cv(x) =  Jv(x) cos a —Fv(x) sin a, 0 s  a <  n
( 1 . 1 )
( 1-2) Á *' =- j y X, x '  >  X >  0 , V >  -  X.
Work sponsored by the Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche —  Italy.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classifications (1985 Revision). Primary 33A40. 
Key words and phrases. Zeros o f Bessel functions, concavity, convexity.
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In a similar but more complicated way, we shall introduce the function j'vx for the 
positive zeros c'vk of the function C' (x) =  (djdx) Cv (x).
Concerning the sequence {j'v,x+k+1— j'v,x+k)k=i L. Lorch, M. E. Muldoon and 
P. Szegő in [6] and J. Vosmansky in [8] have proved, that for fixed x > 0  and vsO, 
this sequence decreases. This result suggests that j'vx is concave in x for fixed v =s0. 
However, we are able to prove this result only in the particular case v =  1/2.
Finally we investigate the determinant
and we show that under some restrictions A <  0.
This result gives some information on the connection between the zeros o f Cv(x) 
and C'(x). We mention that the last author has studied similar properties for c',k
In [4] we have introduced and studied the function j'vx as the zeros o f  the function 
C[(x). There we assumed that y'x> |v |. Now we are interested only in the case vfeO 
and we will give a modified definition of j'vx more suitable for our investigations. 
This will be made in three steps.
Step A. For a =  0 we have Cv( x ) = /v(x). If v > 0  the zeros of / v(x) are denoted 
by 0, y'vi > 7v2 > • • ■ • By Rolle’s theorem we have that the elements of the sequence f yl, 
jy  2, ... of the zeros o f J'v (x) satisfy the chain o f inequalities 0 <j'vl < /v, < / '2 < / v2 < . . . .  
Moreover, by [9, p. 486] it follows the more stringent inequality v< j'vl < yvl.
Step B. Now, let 0<a<7r. Since lim Tv( x ) = — we get lim Cv(x) =
=  + “  and, consequently Cv(x )> 0  on some right neighbourhood o f x  =  0. Let us 
suppose that the equation C'(x) =  0 has a solution fvl on the interval 0 < x < v  
(see Fig. 1). Then by a result o f Muldoon and Spigler [7] this may happen only in the 
case 0<a<7r/6 (see Fig. 1). Another result o f these authors in this paper states that
(1.3) A =  A(d) =
[5],
2. The function j'vx
5- •
0 2
Fig. 1. The function Cl/2 (x) with small a.
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the function Cv(x) may have a zero on 0 < x ^ v  only if 57i/6<a<7t. Therefore if 
0 < r ;i S v , then Cv(x )> 0  on the interval 0«=x^v and for the first zero o f C v(x) we 
have cvi> v  or, with our notation j vx>v ,  where x = l —a/n.
We recall that the function Cv(x) is a solution o f the deferential equation
(2.1) x2y" + x y '  +  (x2 — v2')y =  0.
Hence if c'vl =  v then C"(clti) =  0 arid c'vl =  v is a double zero of C'(x). If
then from (2.1) we have C"(c'1)> 0 , that is Cv(x) has a local minimum at x  =  c'vl-
On the other hand the differential equation (2.1) can be rewritten in the form
(2.1') x(xy')' =  (v2—x 2) y
implying that xC'(x) is an increasing function o f x  on 0 < x S v  because Cv(x )> 0  
on (0, v] in our case. Consequently we have C'(v)=-0, hence the function C '(x) must 
vanish again on (v, cvl). But it vanishes exactly once because by (2.1') the function 
xC'(x) is strictly decreasing on (v, cvl). Let c'v2 be this second zero of C'(x). We de­
note c'2 by j'vx, so it is clear that v < /'x< /vx with x =  1 —aIn. By similar argumenta­
tion we have that between the consecutive zeros j vx, yV(X+J of the function Cv(x) there 
is exactly one zero o f C'(x) denoted by j'VyX+1 which satisfies the inequalities yVJt<  
<Á,H+i<jv.x+i where x=k-<x/n , k =  1, 2, . . . .
Step C. Let us consider now such function Cv(x) which decreasing on (0, cvl]. 
This is for example the case when ct =  n/2, i.e. Cv(x )=  —Tv(x). Then the zeros o f  
C' (x) are c'vl, c'2, ... and they satisfy the chain of inequalities cvl< c '1< c v2< c '2< .... 
Now we have c'vl> v :  This is clearly true if cvl> v  and by the above mentioned re­
sults o f Muldoon and Spigler the case Cvi^V is possible only if x£(5n/6, n), hence 
c'x cannot be on the interval (0, v] because then it would be a£(0,7r/6). Let j'yx be 
defined by the relations j yx =  c'vk, x =  k +  l —a/n, k =  1 ,2 , . . . .
Summarizing the properties o f the function j'vx just defined we have
(2-2) f vx >  v
(2.3) Á .* -i <  j'vx <•/»*> provided that j VwX_1 exists.
The advantage of this new definition of j'yx lies first of all in the validity o f  the 
relations (2.2) and especially in (2.3) because the second inequality in (2.3) does not 
hold always using the old definition (see Remark 2.4).
Now we have to deal with some properties o f newly defined function j'vx.
Lemma 2.1. Let /'  be a zero o f  the function C' (x) =  (d/dx)Cv(x), (v^O) satisfy­
ing the inequality / '> v . Then there exists a x > 0  such that j '= j 'vx.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that during the definiton of j'vx above we have taken 
into consideration all the possibilities. Suppose the contrary.
Looking over the definition we find that a missing function Cv(x) should be mo­
notonic on (0, v) and not monotonic on (0, cvl], i.e. not monotonic on [v, cvl]. Then 
there would be at least one zero c' o fC '(x) such that v < c '< e vl. By (2.1') the func­
tion xC'v(x) is decreasing on [v, cvl] and Cv(v)>0. By our assumptions the function 
Cv(x) is monotonic on (0, v] and signC'(x)=sign C'v(v )=  1 there. Among the func­
tions Cv(x) with 0^a<7T only f ( x )  is increasing on (0, v]. But the zeros o f  J'v(x)
l*
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have already been defined as j 'vl, /'2, .... This contradiction shows that our defini­
tion takes into account every C v (x) and the proof is complete.
Let the function ä =  ä(v) be defined by
<2-4) =
In [7] the authors have shown that the function J' (v)/Y' (v) increases from zero 
to y 3)3 as v varies from 0 to °°. By this and (2.4) the function a(v) increases, ä(0) =  0, 
lim ä(v) =  7r/6. Let the function x =  x(v) be defined by
V —► +  c o
(2.5) x =  x ( v ) = l
n
hence x(v) decreases and the relations x(0) =  1, x (v )>  lim x(v) =  5/6 hold.
V-P- + QO
Now we can formulate the next result.
Lemma 2.2. The function f vx is defined i f  x > x (v ) and v^O, where x is the same 
as in (2.5).
P ro o f . The function/^ was defined above for every v>0. In the case x > l  the 
values /ViZ_ i, j vx are consecutive zeros of Cv(x), hence by Rolle’s theorem the value 
j'vx exists for all v>0. Thus we have to consider only the case 0 < x < l ,  i.e. x =  l —
— a/n. This case is dealtin Step B. Hence/'* is the second zero of C'(x) =cos a /'(x )  —
— sin aT/(x) and the relations v<y(x<yvx =  cvl hold. By (2. T) the function xC'(x) 
is decreasing on [v, cvl], so we have C ((v)=cos a /v'(v)—sin oíTv'(v) > 0 and there­
fore
(2.6) co tan a >  .
Sy(v)
Comparing (2.6) with (2.4) we find a < ä (v ) and by (2.5) x = l — a/7t>l —
— ä(v)/7r=x(v) which was to be proved.
Let us consider the particular case v = l/2 .  Then C1/2(x) =  |/2/7rxsin (x +  a) 
and j i /2j x is solution o f the equation
(2.7) sin ( j '+ a ) —2 f  cos (y" +  a) =  0.
By our notation x ~ k  — a/n, k = l ,  2, . . . ,  hence a =  kn — xn and the equation
(2.7) becomes
(2.8) sin (xn — j ' ) + 2 j 'cos (xrr— j ' )  =  0.
From [1, p. 468] ./í/2,i =  1.1655..., therefore if  we put
(2-9) Sx =  xn - j i /2,x
we obtain n /2 < ő1<3n/4  and from (2.8) it follows
n xy  <  í>x <  7T
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and
( 2 . 10) x =  —-— tan öx-\—  ö„. 
2.71 71
The function on the right-hand side of (2.10) is convex on 7r/2<<5x<7t and it has 
the minimum at őx =  3n/4 where it takes on the value %0= 3 /4 +  l/2n which belongs 
to the interval (0, 1). Thus the function <5X is defined for x > x 0 and the relations
( 2 . 11 )
3n
~4





X -* - o o
71
2
hold. Now we collect the results concerning the function /i /2_ x in a lemma.
L emma 2.3. The function j'i/2, x is defined for  x>%„ =  3 /4+  1/2tt =  0.90915... and 
satisfies the limit relations
lim 7'i/8>x - 1/2, lim j [ /2,x = °° .
X  —  X 0  - f  0  X  — oo
Moreover, it is strictly increasing and concave.
P ro o f . By (2.9) and (2.10) j \;2,x= x n  — (5x= l/2 ta n  Sx hence by (2.11) the limit 
relations for fn 2,x are clearly true. On the other hand by (2.10) the function őx is 
decreasing convex function o f x. Hence j'1/2iX is increasing convex function. This com­
pletes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
R em ark  2.1. We have seen above that the function dx =  x n —j[i2,x is decreasing 
convex and lim öx=n/2.  The following questions arise naturally. Let övx= j vx—f vx.
X —► - f  CO
If v ^ 0  is fixed, is the function <5VX decreasing and convex?
R em ark  2.2. We conjecture that j [ x is concave with respect to x for all positive v. 
This conjecture is supported also by the property proved in [6] and [8] that the sequence 
{-/v.x+k+i- ?v,x+k}r=o is completely monotonic, i.e., among other things it is de­
creasing.
The next result also supports the new definition o f j'vx.
T heorem  2.1. The function j'yx is continuous with respect to both variables v and x 
with v > 0  and x>x(x)  where x is defined by (2.5). Moreover, it satisfies the inequal­
ity
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P r o o f . Let the value o f  x  be fixed. Then the function j'vx is a  solution of the non­
linear integro-differential equation [9, p. 510]
(2.13) _//2cosh 2 i —v2 K0(2j' sinh t)e~2'" dt.
The right-hand side is Lipschitzian with respect to j '  provided j '  ^  v and / '> 0 . Here 
we are concerned in values j'vx> v > 0 .  Hence the initial value problem for (2.13) 
has unique solution.
Let x » c 0, where x0£(0, 1) is the same as in Lemma 2.3. Then the solution of
(2.13) with the initial condition y'|v=i/2—./i/a,* is the function j'vx provided /'z> v > 0 .
In [4] we have proved that (d/dv)j'vx>  1 if j'vx> v ,  hence the condition j'vx> v  is 
satisfied when v ^ l/2 . The continuous dependence o f the solutions on the initial 
conditions ensures that the function j'm is continuous in both variables v and x for 
x > x ( v ) > x 0. Moreover we claim that
(2.14) j'vx. >  j'vx for x '  >  x >  x 0
as long as j'vx> v. To prove this relation we state first that j 'n 2 , x’>-j'ii2 , x ^~ 1/2. This is 
true because by Lemma 2.3 the function j[/ 2 ,x is strictly increasing as x increases.
Thus the uniqueness o f  the above mentioned initial value problem posed at 
v = l / 2  shows that the equality j'vX>=jiX never occurs if f ix> v ==-0 hence (2.14) 
is true.
Now we are going to prove that the value x0 in (2.14) can be replaced by x(v). 
Since j'vi>v  (see Step A above), (2.14) holds for x ' » i S l .  Now we should consider 
the case x , x '< l .
First we claim that the first zero y'vl o f Y'(x) is y ',3/2. Since for a =  n/2 we 
have C v(x) =  — Fv(x), and the parameter x may take on the values 1 /2, 3/2, 5/2, .... 
The value 1/2 is not possible because by Lemma 2.2 x  should be greater than x(v)  
and x  varies between 1 and 5/6. Thus we find y 'vl=/C , 3/2- Then by (2.14) j'Vi3 / 2 i  
and the relations
(2.15) / ;  (jc) > 0 ,  Y' (x) >  0, for 0 <  x  <  j'vl
hold.
For fixed v> 0  we suppose x (v )< x <  l. During the procedure in the definition 
o f  j'vx we have seen that this is the case in Step B when there are two zeros of C[,(x) on 
the interval (0, j vx), namely c'vl and c'v2 = satisfying the relations 0~ c^'vi <
< y Vx and C'(xj< 0  on (0, c'vl) U ( j 'x, j vx) and C ;(x )> 0 on (,c'yl, j'vx). Since Cv(x) =
=  cos aJv(x)— sin aYv(x) and a =  n — x n ^ 0 ,  T-j , therefore by (2.15)
(2.16) ^ C X v ) 7i [sin aJ' (x) +  cos aY' (x)] >  0
for 0 <  x  <//■!. Hence the function C'v (x) increases as x increases and v, x fixed. 
Consequently, the function j'vx increases and c'vl decreases as x increases. Taking into 
account also (2.14) we have found that (2.12) is true as long as j'vx exists.
By (2.15) C '(x )< 0 for oc =  k/2 and 0-=:'x<_/'1, therefore by (2.16) there is 
exactly one value a*£(0, n/2) or x*£(l/2, 1) with a* =  7t(l— x*) suchthat x=j'vx*
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is a double zero for C'(x) with a =  a*. Hence C'v(j'vx*)=C"(j'vx*)=0 and by (2.1) 
we find j'vx> =  v. Owing to (2.5), (2.6) this can happen only if oc* =  a(v) or x* =  x(v) 
which proves the limit relation o f Theorem 2.1. The proof is complete.
Remark 2.3. Since the right-hand side of (2.12) is Lipschitzian with respect to 
j '  for y V v , y '> 0  not only for v>0 but also for vsO , then the range o f the valid­
ity o f the relations above can be extended continuously to v^O as well. The complete 
situation for —2 ^ v ^ 2  and 0 < / '^ 5  displayed by Fig. 2 where the curves show 
the points which the value o f x  is common for.
R emark  2.4. The relation yCi=7v,3/2 is a good example to show the advantage 
o f our new definition for j'vx.
From [1] we know that yi/2>1=  2.975086 and the two first zeros o f .///2(x) are 
71/2,1=1 165561, ./Í/2, o =4.604217. The monotonic behaviour of j'vx with respect to x 
given by (2.12) would be broken if the first zero yi/2>i o f F//2(x) were denoted by 
7Í/2.1/2 'n accordance with the old and seemingly natural definition.
3. A determinantal inequality
The result o f this section is concerned with the monotonic character o f the func- 
tion /^./y^ with respect to v> and x '> x  fixed.
T heorem  3.1. Let v0s O  and x '> x > x ( v 0). Then the determinant A =  A(S) 
defined by ( 1.3) is negative i f  <5 > 0  for all v>v0.
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Proof. First we observe that by Lemma 2.2 j'v+5< x is defined for all S > 0  because 
the function x(v) is decreasing. Thus x(v +  (5)<x(v)<% and by (2.2) f y + ix > v  +  ö. 
Making use of (1.1) and (2.13) we get
A '(ö) =  =  2fvxj\+i,x' f  K 0(2jv+itX, sinh t)e~2iv+a),d t -
-2j yX'jy+x f  Q i f v + s . x ,  V +  Ő, t)K0(2.jy+Sx sinh t )e -2(v+a)t dt
where
Q(x, v, 0 x2 cosh 2 i —v2
By (1.3) it follows that A(0) =  0, moreover
^'(0) =  2jvx, j yx f  [Ku(2jvx, sinh t ) - K 0(j'yx sinh t)Q (jyx, v, t)]e~2vt dt.
0
We claim that A '(0)<0. Since cosh2i=»l for /> 0  and j yx> v  we have 
QUvx'i v> O5"*- Recalling that Á^0(w) decreases with respect to u and using the 
inequalities (1.2) and (2.3) we obtain j vx- = j vx>j'yx, hence K0(2j\x. sinh t)<  
^ K 0(2jyx sinh t) which yields T'(0)<0.
Thus the function A(ő) is negative on some right neighbourhood o f <5 =  0. We 
have to show that A( i5)<0 for all 0. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists 
such that A (S j)^0. Let (50 be defined by (50 =  min{<5: T(<5)^0}. It is clear that
t>0> 0 , A(<50) =  0, T(<5)<0 for 0<<5<(50. Hence A ' ( ő 0) ^ 0  and by (1.3)
J v x '  J v  + Ő 0 , «  JV X J V  + 5 q. x ' ">
and therefore
A (fio) 2Jvx' J v+Sq. x X
X f  [K0(2jy+do,x. sinh t ) - K 0(2fy+5otXú n h .t)Q {jy+dlítX, v + d 0, t)]e~2(-',+s<ht dt.
0
N ow  we have j y+ŐOlX> v  +  ön, hence Q (fv+SotX, v+ ö 0, t ) > l  for r > 0 and 
by y'v+4o,x'>/v+i„,x the inequality K0(2jy+iotX. sinh t )^ K 0(2j'y+lotX sinh t) follows 
and consequently A ' ( ő 0) < 0 .  But this contradicts to the inequality A'(S0) ^ 0  shown 
above. Therefore A ( ő ) < 0  for all 0, which was to be proved.
An equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.1 is the following
C o ro llary  3.1. Let x ,x '  he the same as in Theorem 3.1. Then the function 
jyx /j'yx decreases as v increases and v>v„.
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ON PROXIMITY-LIKE RELATIONS INTRODUCED BY 
F. RIESZ IN 1908
J. DEÁK
Abstract
We investigate the connexion between chainings introduced by F. Riesz to axiomatize the notion 
of nearness o f two sets and proximities in the wider sense (Cech proximities), and show how a theo­
rem on extensions of chainings (Theorem 1.7), whose proof was sketched out by Riesz, can be pre­
cisely formulated and proved.
According to Riesz [10], a function d: exp X —exp X is an accumulation 
( “ Verdichtung”) on the set X  if
A1 AczBczX  implies d(A)czd(B)\
A2 d(AUB)czd(A)\Jd(B) (A ,B c:X );
A3 4 M )  =  0 (*€*)■
The elements o f d(A) are the accumulation points o f  A. A1 and A2 together can be 
replaced by d(AVJB) — d(A)\Jd(B).
A relation g eex p  YXexp X  is a chaining ( “ Verkettung”) if (with q meaning 
exp YXexp X \ q )
ChO 0 q X; if A q B then B q  A;
Chi if A q B and B c z C a X  then A q C;
Ch2 if A q  B U C  then A q B  or A q C\
Ch3 { * }  Q M  ( x ,  y e X ) .
(The two conditions in ChO are not explicitly stated in [10], but it is clear from the 
context that they were meant to hold.) If A q B then A and B are said to be chained. 
C hi+C h2 can be replaced by the axiom A q  B U C  iff A q B or A q C.
In current terminology, an accumulation is nothing but the usual derived set 
operation in a separated closure space (called semi-separated or Tx closure in [2]),
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 54E05; Secondary 54—03, 
01A60.
Key words and phrases. Accumulation, chaining, (separated) closure, (separated) proximity, 
Riesz chaining/proximity, saturated chaining, topological accumulation, Lodato chaining/proxim- 
ity, compressed filter, continuity, separated screen, extension o f  a chaining.
Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant no. 1807.
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c(0) =  0;
if  AczBczX  then c(A)czc(B); 
c(AUB)czc(A)\Jc(B) ( A ,B a X ) ;  
C(W ) =  M  (x£X).
[In the definition of a closure, C3 is replaced by the weaker condition x£c({x}) 
(x £ X ), or equivalently by Aczc(A) (A a X ) .]  A one-to-one correspondence be­
tween accumulations and separated closures can be obtained in the following way: 
if  d  is an accumulation and c a separated closure on X  then a separated closure cd and 
an accumulation dc are defined by
N ow  cd = c  and dr =d .
A chaining q on X  induces an accumulation dg as follows [10]: 
x €de(A) iff { x }g A  (x£X, AczX)\
we shall also say that g is compatible with de. cdc will be denoted by ce. For any accu­
mulation d  on X, there are chainings compatible with it (more than one, in general); 
gd is the finest one, where
[The chaining g1 is finer than the chaining gz (or g2 is coarser than gx) if 
There is also a coarsest one, namely
A Qd B iff A gd B or A and B are infinite (A ,Bc:X).
Chainings are sometimes cited in the literature as something very similar to 
proximities, but (as far as we know) the connexion o f these two notions has never 
been worked out in detail: we shall deal with this problem in § 2 and § 3. In § 1, we 
shall solve a problem raised by Riesz (proximities will not be needed there). § 4 con­
tains some additional material, mostly without proofs.
The topic of the present paper is mainly o f historical interest; without the paper 
by Riesz, there would be no reason for introducing chainings, since the same idea (the 
nearness o f two sets) is much more conveniently described by proximities.
Notations and terminology. The zero filter exp X  is regarded as one of the 
filters on X. filb =  filx b is the filter on X  generated by the filter base b. A  filter f 
is f r e e  or fixed according as D f is empty or not; f is fixed at the point x  if  x£ flf. 
x is the ultrafilter fixed at x  (the fundamental set will be clear from the context). 
For aczexp X, sec a=secA- a is the collection o f all the subsets of X  that meet each 
element o f a. If a cex p  F  and SczX  then a|5’={TlT5': A£a} is the trace of a 
on S'.
cd(A) =  AUd(A) (A aX )-,  
x £ d c(A) iff x £ c (T \{x }) (xZX, A(zX).
A Qd B iff A Cl d(B) A- 0 or d(A)C\B *  0 (A,B<zX).
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§ 1. Chainings obtainable as restrictions to subsets of special types of chainings
1.1 After defining the accumulation induced by a chaining, Riesz introduces one 
more axiom for chainings, and then restricts his attention to such chainings. We shall 
say that the chaining g is Riesz if
ChR de(A)f]de(B) ?£ 0 implies A g B.
The finest Riesz chaining compatible with a given accumulation d  is gd, where [10]
(1) A g d B iff Ag*d B or d(A)Dd(B) ^  0.
Riesz raised the following problem: which chainings can be obtained as a restriction 
of a chaining of the type gd? (£>1^=0 Plexp A'Xexp X  is the restriction o f the chain­
ing q on Y to XaY.)  Let us observe that the answer to the analogous question for 
gd or gd is a triviality, since gd\X = g d\x and ^ |T '= ß j|X, where {d\X)(A) =  d(A)C\X.
In order to solve the problem, we introduce one more axiom: a chaining g is 
saturated if
ChS A g B  and AC\de( B ) = 0  imply A g A.
L em m a . IJ d is an accumulation on Y and X a Y  then gd\X is a saturated Riesz 
chaining.
P roof. First let us show that gd is saturated. As gd is compatible with d , what 
we have to show is that
(2) A g d B and A i } d ( B ) = 0
imply A gd A. By (I), (2) and the definition of gd, cl(A)C\B^0 or d (A )D d(B )^ 0;  
in both cases, d(A)^0,  thus A gd A follows from (1). It is an immediate consequence 
of the definitions that £>|.¥ is saturated, too (observe that dQ\X= d e\X).
The proof of the other part of the lemma is o f similar simplicity. □
E xam ples, a) A Riesz chaining that is not saturated. Let X  be the disjoint union 
of the infinite sets P and Q. Put A g B  iff either AC\P and B O O  or A H Q  and 
BPlP  are infinite, g is a Riesz chaining (it is Riesz, because dQ(A) =  0 for any Ac^X), 
but it is not saturated, for P g Q, PCld(!{Q) =  0 and P g P.
b) A saturated chaining that is not Riesz. Let T'=R, and d  the accumulation 
associated with the Euclidean closure. Put A g B  iff either A gd B or A(~]B is infinite. 
g is clearly a chaining compatible with d. It is saturated, since if A g B  and A(~)d(B) =  
= 0  then A has to be infinite. It is shown by the sets A = ]—l, 0[ and 2I=]0, 1[ that 
g is not Riesz.
R em arks, a) In the finest saturated chaining compatible with an accumulation 
d, A and B are chained iff A gd B or d(AP\B)?t0. gd is the finest saturated Riesz 
chaining compatible with d. gd is saturated and Riesz, so it is the coarsest saturated 
chaining as well as the coarsest Riesz chaining compatible with d.
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b) For Riesz chainings (but not in general), ChS is equivalent to 
ChS' if A Q B and A g*dc B then A g A.
It will be apparent from 1.3 and 4.2 that ChS is the better choice.
1.2 We shall see that the statement of Lemma 1.1 can be reversed, i.e. that the 
saturated Riesz chainings give the answer to Riesz’s question. The proof will be essen­
tially the same as the one sketched out by Riesz, but we shall use filters instead of the 
dual notion (which is currently called a grill, see later in § 3).
For A,B<^X  and a filter f on X,  we write (A,  5 ) 6 Sec f iff A, Bdsec f and 
f| A U B  is not a fixed ultrafilter. The filter f is g-compressed if  Sec f cr g.
L e m m a . For an arbitrary filter f, Sec f satisfies ChO, Chi and Ch2.
P r o o f . ChO and Chi are evident. To prove Ch2, assume (A, BUC)dSec  f. 
Then either B or C  belongs to sec f, say Bdsec f. As Adsec f, too, there is nothing 
to prove if ]\A{JB is not a fixed ultrafilter. So we may assume that ] \A U B = x  
with some xdAOB. Since \ \A \JB U C  is not a fixed ultrafilter,
(1) 0 $ f |C \M U 5 ),
i.e. each element of f meets A U C  in x as well as in some other point, Ad sec f, and 
by (1) Cdsec f, too, hence ( A ,C ) d Sec f. □
1.3 The following lemma is the key to the problem. (Concerning the analogous 
result for proximities, see [11, 12, 4].)
L e m m a . I f  q is a saturated chaining and A q B then there is a g-compressed filter f 
such that (A, B)d Sec f.
R e m a r k . ChS' would not be enough here, see the example after the proof. The 
statement of the lemma can be reversed: if A g B implies the existence of a -com­
pressed filter f such that (A, B )d  Sec f then g is saturated.
P r o o f . 1° As Sec f satisfies C hi, it is enough to prove the lemma for smaller sets 
instead o f A and B. So we may assume:
(1) if A H dfiB ) j í 0 then \A\ =  1
[because A can be replaced by {x} with some xdAC\de(B)], and similarly, reducing 
the sets that already satisfy (1), we have also
(F ) if de( A ) f ] B ^ 0  then |5 | =  1.
2° According to Ch2, if A g B then either A g B \ A  or A \ B  g B or APlB g 
q A D B .  Hence we may also assume that
(2) either A D B  =  0 or A =  B;
(3) if A =  B, A 0, B 0czA, A0 g B0 then Aor\Bg ^  0
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[(3) may be assumed, because if A —B contains disjoint chained subsets then the 
first part o f (2) holds with these subsets]. Observe that these further reductions o f A 
and B do not upset (1) and (T).
3° Consider those filters f on X  for which
(4) y i n s e ^ n s  (sef).
There are such filters, e.g. {T}. Using Zorn’s lemma, we may take a filter f maximal 
with respect to property (4). If f satisfies (4) then so does filx (f|/l Uf?), so the maxi­
m ally o f f implies that AUBei-
4° f| A is an ultrafilter. This is a consequence o f the following statements, which 
we shall prove in 5° and 6°:
(5) if A = A 1UA., then there is an / such that ^ ;(TS q B U S  (S£f);
(6) if E ^ A  and E U S q B U S  (S e i)  then Eei\A.
For reasons of symmetry, f|f? is an ultrafilter, too.
5° If (5) were not true then there would be sets SjCf such that AiUSj q B U S t 
(7=1,2). Now Ch2 implies /íflSjlTS^ Q B U S 1U S 2, a contradiction.
6° a) Assume first that AU B = 0. If the premiss o f (6) holds then fil* (f|2?U.S) 
satisfies (4), so EU B e i  by the maximality of f, and therefore Eei\A.
b) On the other hand, if A = B  and (3) is fulfilled then, according to Ch2, 
-ElTS'p/inS' implies E O S  q EO S,  since from (3) we have EP\S q ( A \ E ) U S .  
Hence fil* (f|£') satisfies (4), and so Ee f, again by the maximality of f.
7° A, Be sec f is clear from (4). i\AUB  cannot be a fixed ultrafilter; this is evi­
dent if A and B are disjoint, and follows from (4) and Ch3 if A =  B. Therefore 
(A, B)e Sec f.
8° It has to be proved that if (C, D )eSec f then C q D. As A U B ei,  we have 
(CU(AUB), DU(AUB))eSec  f, thus it can be assumed that C U D czA U B .  By 
Lemma 1.2 (applied twice), one of the pairs (ADC, ADD), (BUC, BUD),  
(A U C .B U D ) and (BDC, AD D )  belongs to Sec f, so we may assume (for reasons 
o f symmetry) that CczA  and either DczA  or DczB.
a) If D (zA  then (C, £>)6Secf implies that i\A is not a fixed ultrafilter, so 
\A\i*l,  and
(7) (C r)D )n d e(B )c A f )d e(B) =  0
by (1). As i\A is an ultrafilter, C, Desec f, i.e. C, D^sec^ (fM) means C, D ei\A ,  
so Cn/>€f|y4, and then (4) implies C U D  q B. q is saturated, thus form (7) we have 
C U D q C U D ,  therefore C q D.
b) If D (zB  then only the case A f)B = 0  has to be considered, since otherwise 
B = A , and so DczA. Just like above, C ei\A  and Dei\B , so there is an SCf 
such that S O A czC  and SClBczD, hence C q D  follows from (4). □
Ex a m ple . Let T be an infinite set, and z e X  fixed. Consider the accumulation d 
on X  for which d(A) =  {z) whenever A is infinite, and put q =  q%. q satisfies ChS’,
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for Q%a=zQ* =  Q. If / l= A ' \{ z }  and B =  {z} then A q B, but there is no ß-com- 
pressed filter f with (A, B)d Sec f, i.e. the statement o f  the lemma is not valid for this q.
Assume indirectly that there is such an f. Then f|T is a free filter, since f is fixed 
at z, and a ^-compressed filter cannot be fixed at more than one point. Therefore 
(A, A )£Secf, implying A q A, a contradiction.
1.4 L e m m a . I f  q is a chaining then every Q-compressedfilter contains a minimal q- 
compressedfilter.
P r o o f . Zorn’s lemma can be applied if we show that f=  p| f« is {^-compressed
* i l
whenever {f^: adl}  is a non-empty family o f  ^ -compressed filters, linearly ordered by 
inclusion.
Assume that (A, B)dSec f. Then f|T U 5  is not a fixed ultrafilter, so there is an 
r j . f i  such that A U B is not a fixed ultrafilter either (otherwise (JA D B  =  x 
would hold with x independent o f a, implying i \A U B  =  x). There is an o c f l  with 
A 6 sec fat (otherwise there would be sets S f  such that A r\S x= 0 ;  then S =  
=  U  S f  f and S f ]A = 0 ,  contradicting that A d sec f). Similarly, there is an ct.fi
with B dsec L 3. N o w  if is the coarsest one o f these three filters then (A, B)d Sec f ,^ 
thus A q  B. □
1.5 In an accumulation space (X, d), the d-neighbourliood filter n(x) o f the point 
x d X  (the same as the cd-neighbourhood filter in the usual sense) is defined as fol­
lows :
ylOt(x) iff xdA  and x $ d ( X \ A ) .
it(x) is fixed at x, and (by Ch3) only at x. Conversely, if a filter n(x) fixed at x  only 
is assigned to each point x d X  then there is exactly one accumulation d for which 
these are the neighbourhood filters:
xdd(A) iff A \{x }€ sec  n(x) iff ({x}, A)dSec n(x).
Ad  sec n(x) iff either xdA  or xdd(A).
L e m m a . (A. B)dSec n ( x )  i f f  either xdd(A)C\d(B) or xdAd\d{B), or xdd(A)P\B.
P r o o f . If (A, B)d Sec n (x) then, according to the foregoing observation, either 
one o f  the three possibilities in the lemma holds, or xdAOB.  In the last case, 
(A  U i?)\{x}6sec n(x), because n(x)|TUf?Ax. Consequently,either /l\{x}C sec  n(x) 
or ü \{ x } £ s e c  n(x), and so xdd(A)ClB or xdd(B )f]A .
Conversely, if xdACld(B)  then from ({x}, Zi)GSec n(x) we have (A, B)d 
gSec n(x). If xdd(A)C\d(B) then á( \ { x}, ß \{ x } £ s e c  n(x), and n (x )|(/f\{x })U  
U (i? \{x }) is not a fixed ultrafilter, because n(x) is not fixed at any point differ­
ent from x. Hence (A, B)dSec n(x) again. □
1.6 L e m m a , a) I f  d  is an accumulation on X  then gd = (J Sec n(x).
x i X
b) A chaining n is Riesz i f f  the dQ-neighbourhoodfilters are Q-compressed.
Proof. Lemma 1.5. □
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1.7 L emma, a) I f  q is a chaining and f is a Q-compressed filter fixed  at x  then 
n (x )c f  [where rt(x) is the de -neighbourhoodfilter o f  x],
b) I f q is a Riesz chaining then the fixed minimal Q-compressed filters are the same 
as the dQ -neighbourhood filters.
Proof, a) If Ndn(x) then x $de( X \ N ) ,  i.e. {x} q X \ N ,  so ({x}, X \ N ) $ S e c  f, 
which implies that X\A^^sec f (since {x}£sec f and x $ X \ N ) ,  therefore N d f. 
b) Lemma 1.6 b). □
T heo rem . Let (X, q) be a chaining space. Then there is an accumulation space 
(Y ,d ) suchthat X a  Y and Q =  Qd\X iff q is saturated and Riesz.
P r o o f . Necessity: Lemma 1.1.
Sufficiency: Denote by nx (x) the da-neighbourhood filter o f x. Take an F d L  
and a bijection f from Y  onto the system o f all the minimal ^-compressed filters such 
that f(x) =  nx (x) (xdX);  by Lemma 1.7 there are such Y  and f, and for each 
pd  T \T ,  f (p)  is a free filter. Assign to each ad Y  the neighbourhood filter
n(a) =  { S c f :  adS,  STlAEKn)}.
n(a) is fixed at a and only at a, so we have defined in this way an accumulation d  on 
Y. We claim that Q =  Qd\X.
If A q B then, by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.4, there is an ad Y  such that 
(A, B)dSecx f(a), and so (A, B)dSecy n(a), thus A gd B by Lemma 1.6 a), i.e. 
A (qJX ) B.
Conversely, if A gd B and A, B c X  then by Lemma 1.6 a) there is an ad Y  with 
(A, B)dSecr n(a), i.e. (A, B)dSecx f(a). f(a) is ^-compressed, so A q B. □
R em arks, a) X  is dense in the accumulation space (Y, d) defined above (i.e. for 
each adY, n(a)\X  is a proper filter).
b) We have much freedom in defining the neighbourhood filters n (a) (cf. [6] § 2). 
What we have chosen is (in case of open filters in a topological space) the loose (or 
simple) extension associated with the given trace filter system.
c) In general, there is no compact accumulation space (T, d) satisfying the con­
ditions o f the theorem, (d  is compact [2] if  any system N„dn(a) (adY) contains a fi­
nite covering of Y.) Example: take the discrete chaining 0 on an infinite set.
1.8 The following notion will enable us to add a supplement to Theorem 1.7: 
a chaining q is Lodato (the name will be justified by Proposition 2.7) if
ChL A q da(B) implies A q B.
L em m a . For a chaining q, each o f  the following conditions is equivalent to ChL:
(1) A q ce(B) implies A q B;
(2) cQ(A) q ce(B) implies A q B.
P ro o f . ChL =>(1): If A q c 6(B)  then by Ch2 either A q B  or A  q de(B); in 
the second case, A q B follows from ChL.
(1) =>-(2): Apply (1) twice.
(2) =>ChL: If A q de(B) then ce(A) q ce(B) by ChL □
2
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Proposition. Each Lodato chaining is Riesz.
Proof. If there is an x £ d e(A)C\de(B) then {x} q B, {x}czce(A), Bczce(B), so 
we have A q B from the lemma above. □
An accumulation d on X  will be called topological if  d(d(A))<zd(A) ( d e l ) ;  
this is equivalent to the statement that cd is topological in the usual sense, i.e. that 
cd{cd(A)) =  cd(A).
T h e o r e m . Let (X, «) be a chaining space. Then there is a topological accumulation 
space (Y, d) such that X czY  and Q =  Qd\X i f f  q  is saturated and Lodato.
Proof. Necessity: « is saturated by Lemma 1.1. To prove that g is Lodato, as­
sume A q da(B). This means that A gd d(B)f]X, therefore A gd d(B). According to the 
definition of gd, one of the following sets is non-empty: A(~\d(d(B)), d(A)C\d(B), 
d(A)Dd(d(B)). Now A gd B  follows from the assumption d{d(B))ad(B)\ thus 
A q B.
Sufficiency: If g is Lodato then de is topological, since x£de(de(A)) means 
{x} g d e(A), which implies {x} g A, i.e. xddg(A). By the preceding proposition, g is 
Riesz, so g satisfies the conditions in Theorem 1.7. It is enough to show now that the 
free minimal «-compressed filters are open, since then the construction in the proof 
o f Theorem 1.7 yields the neighbourhood filters for a topology (cf. Remark 1.7 b)).
Let f be a free «-compressed filter. We shall see that the filter g generated by the 
open elements of f is «-compressed, too; consequently, if  f is minimal then it is open.
Assume A g B ;  we have to prove that (A, B) ft See g. Since g is Lodato, 
CQ(Ä) g cq{B). f is «-compressed, so (ce(A), c0(B)) e See f. f is free, so this means that 
either ce(A)(j;sec f or ce(R)()sec f. A closed set belongs to sec f iff it belongs to 
sec g, so c^ T ^ secg  or ce(R )$secg; hence (A, R )^Secg. □
§ 2. The connexion between chainings and proximities
2.1 A relation dezexp AXexp X  is a separated proximity on X  if 
PO 0 ö X; if AÖB  then B S A;
PI if A Ő B  and B czC a X  then A Ő C ;
P2 if A S B U C  then A Ö B  or A Ő C ;
P3 {x}t>{j-} iff x =  y£ X .
[In the definition of a proximity  (in the sense o f Cech [2]), P3 is replaced by the 
following weaker axiom: for any xdX, {x} 5 {x}.]
Proposition. I f  g is a chaining on X then
A 5 qB iff A g B  or ADB  A 0 (A ,BczX)
defines a separated proximity on X. □
We shall say that g induces Se, or that g is compatible with 5e. For each separated 
proximity, there are chainings compatible with i t :
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2.2 Pro po sitio n . I f  ö is a separated proximity on X  then two chainings on X  are 
defined by
A q*s B iff there are A'czA and B'czB such that Ä  b B' and A'OB'  =  0;
A 6 s B iff either A Qg B or AC\B is infinite.
Q*d cr i f f  and a chaining q is compatible with S i f f  QgCZQCZQ .^
P ro o f. 1° It is evident that qg and i f  are chainings, and Qg(ZQg. Assume 
QgCZQ<ZQg ; we have to show that öe=ő.
a) Assume A 5 B. If A i l ß ^ ß  then clearly A S CB; if A and B are disjoint 
then A Qg B, thus A q B, and so A őQ B.
b) Let A őe B; we may assume again that A D B = 0 .  Now A q B, and there­
fore A Qg B. It follows from the definition of Qg that A ö B.
2° Assume conversely that Sä=ö;  we have to show that QgCZQCZQg.
a) If A Qg B then there are disjoint A'czA and B'czB  such that A' ő B',  i.e. 
A ' őbB'; therefore A' q B' and A q B.
b) U  A q B then either A q B \ A  or A \ B  q B or AD B q Af]B. In the first case, 
A q B \ A  implies A őe B \ A ,  i.e. A ö B \ A ,  so A Qg B \ A ,  and therefore A Qg B. 
The second case is analogous. In the third case, APiB  is infinite by Ch3, thus 
A Qg B again. □
2.3 If ő is a (separated) proximity on X  then a (separated) closure Cg is defined by 
x£cg(A) iff {.y} ő A. It is the closure induced by 6. In case <5 is separated we shall 
write dg for dCa.
P ro po sitio n . For any chaining Q,cöi)= ce . □
2.4 Lemma. I f  Qi and q2 are chainings inducing the same proximity, i? ,c  g 2, and 
is saturated then so is q2 .
P roof. Let A q2 B and Ar\dL,.,(B)—0. If A q2 A ilB  then evidently A q2 A, so 
we may assume that A q2 B \ A .  N ow A öe,, B \ A ,  i.e. A Öei B \ A  and (the sets being 
disjoint) AQt B \ A ,  so A qxB. Moreover, ö0l =  öe, implies dQl = dQ% (Proposition 
2.3), thus 4^ Pii/ei (/?) = 0; hence A qx A (since Qy is saturated), and so A q2 A. □
P ro po sitio n . I f  ö is a separated proximity then a saturated chaining os compat­
ible with ő is defined by
A Qg B iff A Qg B or there are C<z A C) B and D such that C Qg D and C  fWe (D) = 0 .
A chaining n compatible with 6 is saturated iff qs <z q . In particular, Qg is  always 
saturated.
P roof. 1° Qg evidently satisfies ChO and Chi. To prove Ch2, assume 
A Qg (By{JB.f. We have two possibilities:
a) If A Qg (B1ÜB2) then A Qg Bt with /=  1 or 2, implying AQgB,.
b) If there are C  and D as in the definition of Qd then taking C, =  C(Ti?,,
C i Qg D holds with /=  1 or 2, moreover and CiD<fJ(D) = 0. Hence
the sets C, and D  show that AQgB, with i = \  or 2.
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Ch3 follows from the observation that the set C  in the definition o f ga has to be 
infinite: if  C ga D  then there are C 'c C  and D ' a D  suchthat C' b D', C'C\D’= 0  
and (in consequence o f CClde(D)=0) C'C\ds(D ')= 0; C  and D' being disjoint, 
we have C'C\ca(D')=0,  thus [x }b D '  for each x£C ', and then P2 would imply 
C' 5 D' if  C  were finite.
2° gaczga is clear. If A gaB then either A ga B or, as we have just seen, A D B  
is infinite. Thus gac g a, and Proposition 2.2 gives that gs is compatible with <5.
3° To prove that ga is saturated, assume that E g dF and E f)des(F )= 0 ;  we 
have to show that E ga E. First assume E ga F. ga is compatible with S, so des= d 5, 
therefore E(~)da(F) =  0. Now the conditions in the definition of g0 hold for A =  
= B —E  with C =  E  and D=F.  On the other hand, if  E ga F then the sets C  [and D 
for the pair E, F will do for the pair E, E  as well.
4° If g is compatible with <5, and gad  g then g is saturated by the lemma.
Conversely assume that g is a saturated chaining compatible with <5; we have to 
prove that ga^ g .  Let A gs B. If A of B then A g B by Proposition 2.2; otherwise, 
take appropriate sets C  and D. C  o | D  implies C  g D; Cf]da(B )=0  means C(T 
D ds (B)=0,  thus C g C  (because g is saturated); hence A g B  again. □
2.5 A proximity b will be called Riesz if  cs (A) (T cs(B)tí 0 implies A S B, or equiv­
alently if  da(A)(Ada(B )^ 0  implies A b B .  (Such proximities are known in the liter­
ature under different names, see [12, 4, 7, 6].) b is Lodato (the terminology is estab­
lished in this case) if  one o f the following equivalent conditions holds: cs(A) b cs (B) 
implies A b B ;  A b ce(B) implies A b B ;  A b ds (B) implies A b B .  If <5 is Lodato 
then it is clearly Riesz.
P r o p o s i t i o n , a) I f  g is a Riesz chaining then Sg is Riesz, too.
b) A saturated chaining q  is Riesz iff be is Riesz.
P r o o f , a) Evident.
b) Assume that g is saturated and bg is Riesz. Let x£dQ(A)Cidc(B); we have to 
show that A q B. Two cases will be considered:
If x£de( B \ A ) then we have x£dös(A )r\dde(B \A ) ,  and so (be being Riesz) 
A Se B \ A ,  consequently A g B \ A  and A g B .
If x f d 0(AC\B) then A f)B  o {x} and AC\BC\de( fx ))ad li({x})=0; g is satu­
rated, thus AC\B q  AE\B, and A g B  again. □
2.6 L f m m a . 7/ oj and g.z are chainings, o1c .q2, dBl=det (inparticular, i f  bQl — 
=  SeJ  and qx is Riesz then so is g2. p
P r o p o s it i o n . Let b be a separated Riesz proximity and g a chaining compatible 
with b. Then Qg=Qs U Qdd is a chaining compatible with b, and g is Riesz iff gf<^g.
P r o o f , g f  is a chaining, since a union o f chainings is again a chaining. gdóczga, 
because ga is a Riesz chaining compatible with da [Propositions 2.4, 2.5 b) and 2.3J, 
and gáő is the finest Riesz chaining with this property,.Thus. ga a  gf ga , and so gf  is 
compatible with b by Proposition 2.2. It follows from the lemma that if  ga czg and 
g is compatible with b then g is Riesz. Conversely, if  g is a Riesz chaining compat-
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ible with <5 then g is compatible with dd, thus on the other hand, g$c:g by
Proposition 2.2, therefore gf<^g. □
Remark. According to Proposition 2.5 b), if  <5 is a separated Riesz proximity 
then e f c g j .
2.7 Proposition, a) A chaining g is Lodato iff it is Riesz and dQ is Lodato.
b) A saturated chaining g is Lodato iff 5a is Lodato.
Proof, a) Necessity: By Proposition 1.8, g is Riesz. To prove that Se is Lodato, 
assume that A 5 c dJg(B). Then A 5 Qde(B). If AC\de(B) =  Q then A g de(B), so 
A g B  and A SB. Otherwise take an x£drW s(ß); now {x} g B, therefore A ö B 
again.
Sufficiency: Assume that g is Riesz and 5e is Lodato. If A g dQ{B) then, by A2 
and Ch2, either A g de{BC\A) or A g de(B \A ) .  In the first case d ^ B f ^ A ) ^ ,  so 
we have BOA g B Pi A from the Riesz property, thus A g B .  In the second case 
A 5ß dög(B \A ) ,  so (since öe is Lodato) A d0 B \ A ;  as the two sets are disjoint, this 
implies A g B \ A ,  thus A g B  again. Hence g is Lodato.
b) Necessity: Part a) above.
Sufficiency: If Se is Lodato then it is Riesz, so g is Riesz by Proposition 2.5 b), 
and Part a) can be applied again. □
R em ark . If 5 is a separated Lodato proximity then g$ is the finest Lodato chain­
ing compatible with (5.
§ 3. A structure theorem for chainings
3.1 The aim o f this section is to describe all the chainings compatible with a 
given separated proximity more precisely than we did in Proposition 2.2.
Recall [3, 12] that a grill g on A is a family g c e x p Z \{ 0 }  suchthat A'z>A£g  
implies A f g  and A U B £g  implies A£g  or B£g. g is a grill iff sec g is a filter; 
f is a filter iff sec f is a grill; if a is a grill or a filter then sec sec a =  a, so there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between grills and filters. The grill g and the filter sec g will be 
said to be associated. The empty grill is associated with the zero filter, g is a grill iff 
it is the union of a collection o f ultrafilters (in general, there may be different ways of  
writing the same grill as a union o f ultrafilters); the associated filter is the intersection 
of the same ultrafilters (with an appropriate convention for the intersection o f an 
empty collection). A grill g is called free if it satisfies one of the following equivalent 
conditions: (i) g is the union o f free ultrafilters; (ii) each element of g is infinite; (iii) 
sec g is a free filter.
3.2 Let <5 be a separated proximity on X. We shall call a set A a X  5-large i f  there 
are disjoint sets B ,C czA  such that B 5 C. (A ci-large set is infinite.) d e l  is 5-small 
if it is not «5-large.
Take all those grills that consist o f 5-large sets; this collection is non-empty, be­
cause the empty grill belongs to it. The union o f these grills is again a grill consisting of 
<5-large sets, so there exists a largest grill consisting o f <5-large sets; it will be denoted by 
g((5). In other words g(<5) is the union of all those (free) ultrafilters whose elements are
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<5-large. ej (<5) may be different from the system o f all the <5-large sets, since the latter is 
not always a grill.
Let q be a chaining on X. A d X  is -large iff there are disjoint sets B, C d  A 
such that B q C. Let g(p) denote the system o f all those subsets of X  which contain a 
8e-small subset B such that B g B. g(g) is a grill; it is the union of all those (free) 
ultrafilters u which contain at least one 8e -small set (equivalently: which have a base 
consisting of 8e-small sets), and for which A q A whenever Adu. Observe that 
ö (ö )ng(<5e) does not contain any ultrafilter.
Lemma. Let g be a chaining on X, and A d X .  Then /4€g({?)Ug((5c) iff A be­
longs to some (free) ultrafilter u for which B q B whenever Bd u. □
Theorem. I f  5 is a separated proximity and g a free grill on X  then a chaining g(8, g) 
compatible with 6 is defined by
A q(S, q)B  iff A q*6B or AOBdQ (A, B dX ) .
Conversely, if  g is a chaining compatible with 5 then there are grills g such that
(1) Ö =  £?C^ , g)-
A grill g satisfies (1) iff g(e)c:gcg(e)Ug(<5).
Proof. 1° g(8, g) clearly satisfies ChO, Chi and Ch3. Ch2 is also easy to check. 
It is compatible with ő, since Qgdg(ő, g )cp£, where the latter inclusion holds be­
cause the elements of g are infinite.
2° ece(<5, g) iff g(e)c=g.
Indeed, assume first that g d g (8 ,  g), and take an Adg(g). Then there is a c>- 
small set B d A  with B q B. We have now B g(ő, g) B and B g$ B (since B is 8- 
small), thus Bdg, and therefore Adg.
Conversely, assume that g(e)c:g and A q B. If A g) B then clearly A g(ő, g) B. 
Otherwise AfiB  is a <5-small set such that AC\B q AHB. This means that AClBd 
£g(e), ^lus AfiBdQ, and therefore A g(S, g) B.
3° g (8 ,g )d g  iff gc=g(e)Ug(<5).
Indeed, assume first that g(8, g)czg, and take an A d g. Then Adu  with some 
ultrafilter uczg. Now B g(8, g) B foreach Bdu, thus B g B (Bdu). Hence v4£g(ß)U 
Ug(<5) by the lemma.
Conversely, assume that gcg(e)Ug(<5), and A g(S, g) B. If A g*d B then A g B, 
because g is compatible with 5. Otherwise /in/?6gcig(p)Ug(<5), thus A O B  g Af ]B  
by the lemma. Hence A g B. □
Remarks, a) Let 8 be a separated proximity. Then p>-*-g(e) is a bijection from 
the chainings compatible with <5 onto the grills smaller than g(Qg), and Qt-*g(g) U 
U g ((5) is a bijection from the chainings compatible with 8 onto the free grills larger 
than g(d).
b) If 81 d ő o and gjCga then q(8x, g1) c g ( á a, g^. Conversely, if  Qidg^ then 
<5eic ő C2 and g(ei)U g(áet)c=g(p2)Ug((5S2); if g1d g 1 and őei =  ő0, then g(<?j)c 
c  g (g2) (it is not enough to assume that dei= defi.
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§ 4. Miscellaneous
4.1 Continuity. L e t  (X, g) a n d  (Y, g') b e  c h a i n i n g  s p a c e s ,  a n d  f :  X-*Y. W e  
w o u l d  l i k e  t o  d e f i n e  t h e  ( g ,  / / c o n t i n u i t y  o f f ,  a n d  i n t r o d u c e  i n  t h i s  w a y  t h e  c a t e g o r y  
C hain o f  c h a i n i n g s .  T h e  m o s t  o b v i o u s  d e f i n i t i o n  ( c a l l  f ( g ,  / / c o n t i n u o u s  i f  A g B 
i m p l i e s  f [ A ]  / / [ # ] )  i s  n o t  s a t i s f a c t o r y ,  s i n c e  i n  t h i s  c a s e  t h e  c o n s t a n t  f u n c t i o n s  
w o u l d  n o t  b e  c o n t i n u o u s .  I n s t e a d ,  w e  c h o o s e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d e f i n i t i o n :  /  i s  (g, / /  
continuous i f  A g B  i m p l i e s  t h a t  e i t h e r  f[ A ] g 'f[ B ]  o r  t h e r e  i s  a n  i n f i n i t e  s e t  
C c T U / ?  s u c h  t h a t  C C \A ^ 0 7±CC\B a n d  /  i s  c o n s t a n t  o n  C. T h u s  w e  o b t a i n  a  
c a t e g o r y  C hain; o u r  d e f i n i t i o n  t a l l i e s  w i t h  t h e  n o t i o n s  “ f i n e r ”  a n d  “ r e s t r i c t i o n ”  
i n t r o d u c e d  e a r l i e r  f o r  c h a i n i n g s .  M o r e o v e r ,  t h e  c a t e g o r y  SProx o f  s e p a r a t e d  
p r o x i m i t i e s  c a n  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  a  f u l l  s u b c a t e g o r y  o f  C h a in ; f o r  t h i s  p u r p o s e ,  
i d e n t i f y  S w i t h
( W e  o n l y  p r o v e  t h a t  ( /  <5' / c o n t i n u i t y  i m p l i e s  (g, / / c o n t i n u i t y ,  w h e r e  g = g% 
a n d  g' — g§ < • L e t  f  b e  (<5, / / c o n t i n u o u s  a n d  A g B ;  i t  h a s  t o  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  e i t h e r  
f[ A ] g 'f[ B ]  o r  t h e r e  i s  a  s e t  C  a s  a b o v e .  I f  D=f[A]C\f[B]  i s  i n f i n i t e  t h e n  
f[A ] g 'f[B ] ,  s o  w e  m a y  a s s u m e  t h a t  D i s  f i n i t e .  I t  i s  e n o u g h  t o  c o n s i d e r  t w o  c a s e s : 
A = B  o r  AH B=0. A i s  i n f i n i t e  i n  t h e  f i r s t  c a s e ,  s o  t h e r e  i s  a n  x £ £ >  s u c h  t h a t  
C = / _ 1 [ { x } ]  Cl A i s  i n f i n i t e ,  a n d  t h e n  t h i s  s e t  C  h a s  t h e  r e q u i r e d  p r o p e r t i e s .  I n  t h e  
s e c o n d  c a s e ,  l e t  E=f~[D ];  n o w  o n e  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e l a t i o n s  h o l d s :  A S B \E ,  
A \ E  S B, AClESBClE.  I f  A S B \ E  t h e n  t h e  (5, / / c o n t i n u i t y  o f  f  i m p l i e s  
t h a t  f[A ] S' f [ B \ E ] ;  t h e s e  s e t s  a r e  d i s j o i n t ,  s o  f[A ] g' f [ B \E ] ,  a n d  t h e r e f o r e  
f[A ] g' f[B ].  T h e  c a s e  A \ E  S B i s  a n a l o g o u s .  I f  x ,y£E , x?±y t h e n  f r o m  { x }  /  { y }  
w e  h a v e  ^ n / _ 1 [ { x } ]  5 ß l T / - 1 [ { y } ] ,  s o  AD E S BC\E  i m p l i e s  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a n  
x£E  w i t h  T n / _ 1 [ { . v } ]  S 5 i T / _ 1 [ { x } ] ;  n o w  C = / _ l [ { x } ] f i ( T U ß )  w i l l  d o . )
C hain i s  n o t  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  c a t e g o r y .  ( T h i s  i s  n o  w o n d e r ,  s i n c e  SProx i s  n o t  t o p o ­
l o g i c a l  e i t h e r . )  T o  o b t a i n  a  t o p o l o g i c a l  s u p e r c a t e g o r y  o f  C hain, C h 3  h a s  t o  b e  r e ­
p l a c e d  b y  { x }  g { x }  ( x £ X ) .
4.2 Chainings and screens. ( C o n s u l t  [ 4 ,  5 ]  f o r  t e r m i n o l o g y ,  o r  s k i p  t o  4 . 3 . )  L e t  
u s  c a l l  a  s c r e e n  S  separated i f  n o  s £  S  i s  f i x e d  a t  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  p o i n t .  2  i s  s e p a ­
r a t e d  i f f  < 5 ( 2 )  i s  s e p a r a t e d .  I f  2  i s  a  s e p a r a t e d  s c r e e n  t h e n  ^ ( 2 ) =  | J  S e c  s  i s  a  s a t u -
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r a t e d  c h a i n i n g .  C o n v e r s e l y ,  i f  g i s  a  s a t u r a t e d  c h a i n i n g  t h e n  g c a n  b e  i n d u c e d  b y  
s c r e e n s ,  e . g .  g = g(2 )  w h e r e  2  c o n s i s t s  o f  a l l  t h e  m i n i m a l  n - c o m p r e s s e d  f i l t e r s .  F o r  
e a c h  s e p a r a t e d  s c r e e n  2 ,  á e ( g )  =  á ( 2 ) .  A  s a t u r a t e d  c h a i n i n g  i s  R i e s z  i f f  i t  c a n  b e  
i n d u c e d  b y  a  u n i p u n c t u a l  s c r e e n .
4 . 3  Extending a chaining. L e t  (X ,d )  b e a n  a c c u m u l a t i o n  s p a c e ,  X a Y ,  a n d  g 
a  c h a i n i n g  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  d\X. C a n  g b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  a  c h a i n i n g  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  
d ?  T h e  a n s w e r  i s  y e s ,  s i m i l a r l y  t o  t h e  c a s e  o f  p r o x i m i t i e s  a n d  c l o s u r e s  [ 6 ] ,  A n  e x t e n s i o n  
c a n  b e  o b t a i n e d  i n  t w o  s t e p s : Se c a n  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  a  p r o x i m i t y  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  d  [ 6 ] ,  
a n d  t h e n  g c a n  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  a  c h a i n i n g  c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  t h i s  p r o x i m i t y .  I n  f a c t ,  
m u c h  m o r e  i s  t r u e :
T heorem, a )  If(Y, S) is a separated proximity space, ( A ' , ,  gi) ( / £  / )  is a family o f 
chaining spaces such that XtczY, Qt is compatible with S\Xt (idI), and g^XjC]Xj = 
= Qj\*i D  Xj ( f j f j )  then there exists a chaining g compatible with S such that / / ;  =  £>; 
( / € / ) -
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b) (Generalizes [6] 5.1.) I f  (Y, c) is a symmetrical closure space1, (Xh d,) ( if I)  
is a fam ily o f proximity spaces such that X ^ Y ,  St is compatible with c\Xt ( i f  I), 
and Si\Xir\Xj=5j\Xir\Xj (i, j f l )  then there exists a proximity 6 compatible with 
c such that S\Xi = Si ( / £ / ) .
Hint for the proof, a) For A, B a Y ,  put A q  B i f f  A n's B or there is an /£ / such 
that (ACiXi) ^ (B O X i) .
b )  A  s i m i l a r  p r o o f  u s i n g  t h e  f i n e s t  p r o x i m i t y  5* c o m p a t i b l e  w i t h  c (A <5* B  i f f  
A(Ac(B)9^ 0 o r  c(A )i)B r£0, s e e  e . g .  [ 4 ] ) .  □
A cknowledgement. T h e  a u t h o r  i s  i n d e b t e d  t o  P r o f .  Á. C s á s z á r  f o r  b r i n g i n g  u p  
t h e  p r o b l e m ,  a n d  f o r  v a l u a b l e  o b s e r v a t i o n s .
A dded in proof. S e e  [ 1 3 ]  f o r  a  m o r e  d e t a i l e d  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  T h e o r e m  4 . 3  b )  a n d  
r e l a t e d  p r o b l e m s .
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ON THE ZEROS OF JACOBI POLYNOMIALS
P. VÉRTESI1
Abstract
We prove an asymptotic formula for the zeros of Jacobi polynomials for arbitrary a, ß s  — 1. 
Various applications are mentioned.
1. Introduction. Preliminary results
1.1 I f  a ,  / ? > -  —  1 ,  t h e  J a c o b i  p o l y n o m i a l s  P,fi’p) ( x )  o f  d e g r e e  e x a c t l y  n a r e  t h e  
o r t h o g o n a l  p o l y n o m i a l s  o n  [ — 1, 1]  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  w e i g h t  w ( a t , p ) ( x )  =  
=  ( 1  —  x ) “ ( l  +x)ß, n = 0 ,  1 , _ _  T h e y  s a t i s f y
( 1- 1)  P!*’ß)V) = ( nn Cl) ,
( 1 . 2 )  Pn(x’ß)(x) = ( -  l)nP(p-a)( - x ) .
I f  a =  —  1 ,  ß ^  —  1 ,  l e t
( 1 . 3 )
< - 1 ’ «  (x) = ~ ~  (x -  1) P £ P (x )  = ( x  -  1) ( -  1) " - ] P ^jfi ( -  x ) ,  ß ^ - \ .
B y  ( 1 . 2 )  a n d  ( 1 . 3 )  we have defined Pfi-ß> ( x )  for arbitrary a ,  / ?  =  —  I .
L e t  x | “ , , ! )  =  c o s  b e  t h e  n z e r o s  o f  P,fi-P)(x), n u m b e r i n g  s u c h  t h a t
(1-4) - l S x “ <  x<!:« < . . . <  x fr ■» == 1.
I f  a ,  ß >  —  1 t h e y  a r e  i n  ( —  1 ,  1 )  ( c f .  G .  S z e g ő  [ 7 ,  §  2 . 4 ,  1 ,  ( 4 . 1 . 1 ) ,  ( 4 . 2 2 . 2 )  a n d  T h e o ­
r e m  3 . 3 . 1 ] ) .
1.2 I n  m a n y  a p p l i c a t i o n s  t h e  l o c a t i o n  o f  t h e  z e r o s  i s  o f  f u n d a m e n t a l  i m p o r t a n c e .  
B y  [ 7 ,  ( 8 . 9 . 1 ) ] ,
k  7 r + 0 ( l )( 1 . 5 ) n(x.ß)ukn a ,  ß  >  —  1,
w i t h  0 ( 1)  b e i n g  u n i f o r m l y  b o u n d e d  f o r  a l l  v a l u e s  o f  k=  1,  2 ,  . . . ,  n, n —1, 2 , _ _
( H e r e  a n d  l a t e r ,  s o m e t i m e s  o m i t t i n g  t h e  s u p e r f l u o u s  n o t a t i o n ,  t h e  c o n s t a n t  c ,  c x ,  . . .  
a n d  t h e  s y m b o l s  0 ( 1) ,  o ( l )  m a y  v a r y  w i t h  a  a n d  ß.)
1 Research supported by Hungarian National Foundation for Scientific Research Grant No. 1801.
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F o r m u l a  ( 1 . 5 )  c a n  b e  a p p l i e d ,  e . g .  f o r  L a g r a n g e  o r  H e r m i t e — F e j é r  i n t e r p o l a t i o n  
( c f .  [ 6 ,  1 4 . 4  a n d  1 4 . 6 ] ) ,  h o w e v e r ,  i n  m a n y  c a s e s  w e  n e e d  s h a r p e r  e s t i m a t i o n s .  A  t y p i c a l  
a s y m p t o t i c  e x p a n s i o n  i s  a s  f o l l o w s :
s u p p o s i n g  — 1 / 2 S a c ,  ß= ^/2  a n d  0 < E ^0 fäß>S n  — E. H e r e  N = n + (a + ß + 1 ) / 2  a n d  
rikn = (2k+ix— \/2)n/(2N)  ( c f .  L .  G a t t e s c h i — G .  P i t t a l u g a  [ 3 ,  ( 4 . 2 ) ] ) .
2. Results
2.1 O u r  f i r s t  s t a t e m e n t  i s
Theorem 2.1. Let  a , /?^ —1, 0 <  I be arbitrary fixed. Then, uniformly in 
k  and n,
( 2 . 1)  =  +  with \Q% n \ ^ - j L  and \ ^ k ^ ( \ - £ ) n
where, as before, =(2k + a. — l/2)n/(2N).
Remarks 1 .  I f  w e  c o n s i d e r  ( 1 . 6 )  i t  i s  e a s y  t o  g e t  t h a t  t h e  o r d e r  o f  QÍl'P) g e n e r a l l y  
i s  t h e  b e s t  p o s s i b l e .
2 .  B y  T h e o r e m  2 . 1  w e  v e r i f y : Let a, ß>— 1 ,  0On = 0 ,  and dn+lin = n. Then
(2 .2) n(x,P)uk + l,n atz-P)°kn
£2_ ?n k  = 0 ,  1,  . . . ,  n, n ^  nu.
I n d e e d ,  b y  ( 2 . 1 )  a n d  ( 1 . 2 ) ,  6k+1- 0 k = n/N+O (l/(KN))  w h e r e  K:=
m m ( k , n  — k + \ ) ,  w h e n c e  w e  g e t  ( 2 . 2 )  i f  K 0^ k ^ n  — K0, n =  n0. I f  K < K 0 w e  c a n  
a p p l y  t h e  r e l a t i o n
( 2 . 3 )  l i m  nOil'P) = k  i s  f i x e d ,
n -*■ oo
( w h e r e  f k ] d e n o t e  t h e  k - t h  p o s i t i v e  z e r o s  o f  t h e  B e s s e l  f u n c t i o n  Ja(x)) a n d  ( 1 . 2 )  
( c f .  [ 7 ,  ( 8 . 1 . 3 ) ] ) .  ( 2 . 2 )  w a s  p r o v e d  b y  G .  I .  N a t a n s o n  [ 4 ]  a n d  G .  F r e u d ,  A .  S h a r m a  
[ 2 ,  L e m m a  2 ] .  O u r  p r o o f  i s  d i f f e r e n t .
3 .  I n  m y  p a p e r  [ 8 ,  4 . 8 ]  I  s k e t c h e d  t h e  p r o o f  o f  a  w e a k e r  v e r s i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1 )  ( c f .  ( 3 . 3 ) ) .  
P a p e r s  [ 1 ] ,  [ 8] ,  [ 9 ]  a n d  [ 1 0 ]  s h o w  s o m e  o t h e r  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1 )  ( o r  ( 3 . 3 ) )  w h e r e  f o r ­
m u l a  ( 1. 6 )  c o u l d  n o t  d o  t h e  j o b .
2 . 2  T h e  p r e v i o u s  t h e o r e m  w a s  b a s e d  o n  a  H i l b ’ s  t y p e  f o r m u l a  f o r  Pn(x’ p r o v e d  
b y  G .  S z e g ő  ( c f .  ( 3 . 1 ) ) .  H o w e v e r ,  u s i n g  a  f i n e r  e s t i m a t i o n  o b t a i n e d  b y  G .  S z e g ő  [ 6]  
( c f .  ( 3 . 5 ) )  w e  c a n  i m p r o v e  ( 2 . 1 ) .  N a m e l y
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T heorem  2.2. By the notations o f  Theorem 2.1,
( 2 . 4 ) Qkn
1 — 4 a 2
8
1 S  k  S  (1 —e)n,
uniformly in k and n.
B y  ( 2 . 4 )  6k^ t]k + ( l —4'x.2)/(SN2tili) i f  / ; — =«=, w h e n e v e r  K0^ k ^ ő nn, w h e r e  
< 5 , ^ 0  ( c f .  ( 1.6 ) ) .
3 .  P r o o f s
3 . 1  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.1. L e t  a ,  ß s  — 1 .  T h e n  w i t h  k(9) —
=  7t ~ 1 / 2 ( s i n  0 / 2 ) _ í t ~ 1 / 2 ( c o s  9/2)~ß~112, y= — ( a + 1 / 2 ) x r / 2  a n d  x  =  c o s  0 ,  w e  w i l l  
a p p l y  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e l a t i o n s :
( 3 . 1 )  P f^ fc o s  0 )  =  k^ J -  [ c o s  ( V 0  +  y )  +  ^  \  I ,
y  n L n  s i n  o  J n  n
( 3 . 2 )  ( c o s  0 ) ]  =  | / n k ( 0 ) [ - s i n ( l V 0  +  y ) + - 0^ ( 1)s i n  0
c
n
0 : ü  n - - - - ,
n
( c f .  [ 7 ,  ( 8 . 2 1 . 1 8 ) ,  ( 8 . 8 . 1 )  a n d  t h e i r  p r o o f s ] ) .
B y  ( 1 . 5 ) ,  i t  i s  e n o u g h  t o  p r o v e  ( 2 . 1 )  f o r  f c s A T 0 a n d  n ^ n 0. L e t  e  =  l / 4 ,  s a y .  T h e  
n e x t  f o r m u l a  i s  f u n d a m e n t a l .  W e  h a v e
(3.3) 0 £ »  =  n f c t )  +  - s j ^  n + e & ß ) ,  K 0 ^ k S ~ ,  n ^ n 0 , a , j ? S - l
w i t h  p r o p e r  i n t e g e r s  AT0S l ,  « £ n 0 a n d  M „ .  I f  a ,  ß >  — 1 ,  t h e  p r o o f  w a s  s k e t c h e d  
i n  P .  V é r t e s i  [ 8 ] .  H e r e  w e  g i v e  a  d e t a i l e d  a r g u m e n t  f o r  a n y  a, ß ^  — 1 ( c f .  t h e  p r o o f  
o f  [ 7 ,  T h e o r e m  8 . 9 . 1 ] ) .  L e t  ők = A/k  w h e r e  A > 0  w i l l  b e  d e t e r m i n e d  l a t e r .  I f  (pk = 
=  t]k + Sk/N  a n d  ißk =  t]k —  ök/N, t h e n  w i t h  a  p r o p e r  K0=K0(A), <pk <  i//t +15 a n d
6 k I k  . 3/1
y  - f f K - V k ’ ^ * “ 6" ^ * ’  l f  =  « S / 7 0 .
H e n c e  f o r  t h e  b r a c k e t  [ . . . ]  i n  ( 3 . 1 )  w e  g e t
( -  !)*[ •••]«=«,* = sin ők— y  s  j  sin ők 3w
( 3 . 4 )  A 0 =  k  =  — , n &  n0,
( - l ) k+1[...]«=^ ssindfc— s  y s in  ők
i f  A i s  b i g  e n o u g h ,  w h i c h  w e  s u p p o s e .  ( N o t i c e  t h a t  c1 d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  A.) S o  
s i g n  Pn ( c o s  <pk)=  —  s i g n  P„ ( c o s  >j/k) w h e n c e  P„ ( c o s  0 )  h a s  a t  l e a s t  o n e  z e r o  i n  (>pk, <pk). 
U s i n g  s i m i l a r  a r g u m e n t  i t  c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  P„ ( c o s  0 )  h a s  n o  z e r o s  i n  t h e  “ c o m p l e ­
m e n t a r y  i n t e r v a l s ”  [<pk-x,  t / r j  a n d  [cpk, i / / f c + 1 ] .  F u r t h e r ,  u s i n g  t h e  s a m e  a r g u m e n t  f o r
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( 3 . 2 ) ,  w e  g e t  s i g n  d/dd[Pn(cos $ ) ]  =  ( —  l ) fc i f  % ] >  i . e .  P„(cos 0) h a s  o n l y
o n e  z e r o  i n  (\J/k, <pk). D e n o t i n g  i t s  i n d e x  b y  k —M n w e  o b t a i n  ( 3 . 3 ) .
N e x t  w e  p r o v e  t h a t
( 3 . 5 )  0  i f  n ^ n a.
I n d e e d ,  b y  ( 1 . 5 )  a n d  ( 2 . 3 )  f o r  a n y  f i x e d  k, l i m  N O fä '=jj?\ w h e n c e
n-*- oo
( 3 . 6 )  N0i£n + Ei£ = Jia)> k  i s  f i x e d ,  l i m  e $  =  0 .
F u r t h e r ,  f r o m  M c M a h o n ' s  e x p a n s i o n
( 3 . 7 )  jj& = Nr/fö^+xíi^  w h e r e  zk3> =  0 (\/k)  u n i f o r m l y  i f  k  S  Kk
( s e e  F .  W .  J .  O l w e r  [ 5 ,  7 ( 6 . 0 3 ) ] ;  n o t i c e  t h a t  Nt]kn d o e s  n o t  d e p e n d  o n  n). B y  ( 3 . 3 ) ,  ( 3 . 6 )  
a n d  ( 3 . 7 )
Nihn + M„ n +  Ngkn + skn =  Nrjkn + xk i f  k = K2
w h e r e  K 2^ m a x (K 0, Kj). B y  a  p r o p e r  K2, 2\xk — Ngk„ — ekn\ ^ n  i f  n  =  n 0 > w h e n c e  
M „  =  0 ,  a s  i t  w a s  s t a t e d .  □
3 . 2  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2 . 2 .  T h e  p r o o f  u s e s  t h e  e s t i m a t i o n  gkn = 0 (l/kn )  a s  a n  
“ i n i t i a l  v a l u e ” .  I n s t e a d  o f  ( 3 . 1 )  w e  a p p l y
c /n ^ d ^ n  — S, x =  c o s  6, w h i c h  c o m e s  f r o m
f r p)(x)  -  }  - o h m i otß
~N~
/ 0/ t a n -  
/ _____
20
Jx(N9) + 61/2~xO(n~3/2), ^  Ö S  71 — Ő
( G .  S z e g ő  [ 6 ,  §  1 5 ,  ( 4 9 ) ] )  s u b s t i t u t i n g  Jx(N0) b y  t h e  f i r s t  t w o  m e m b e r s  o f  i t s  a s y m p ­
t o t i c  e x p r e s s i o n
+0 (z 2P ) ] _
Z -»O O ,
M 4 - U  =  A: =  1 , 2 , . . .
JJz)  =  1 - ^ { c o s  ( z + y) \ z \  i ) k ^ i a )  +
( 3 . 9 )
f nz 1 L*=0 z “
r  p-1 a
s i n  ( z  +  y )  2  (  * ) ' ' 2t  +  i ( a )  | / o r _ - 2 ( 7 - i \  72k + l x (J{Z r )
w h e r e
t k  =  U
k\&k
( s e e  [ 6 ,  § 2 ,  ( 1 4 ) ,  ( 1 5 ) ] ,  s a y ) .
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W r i t i n g  6k = rik + Qk, K0^ l c ^ ( l —s)n, n ^n ,
0  =  P„ ( c o s  dk) = ( -  l ) k
/ 0k 
/  t a n Tk(6k) i  aß
Yn { N 2 0k X
X j s i n  NQk 0 ( 1)k'~ +  c o s  Ngk
f 4or — 1 0(1)
l  8N9k +  k3 .
w h e n c e  { . . . }  =  0 .  S o  d i v i d i n g  b y  c o s  Ngk ( s l / 2  i f  K0 i s  b i g  e n o u g h ) ,
t a n  Ngk 1 —4a2
~ m T
If w e  u s e  tan Ngk = NQk+ 0 ( k - 3) a n d  \tlk 1- 9 k 1\ = \ek/(t]k6k)\^=0(nk-3), w e  
o b t a i n  Ngk—(l — 4ct.'2)/(8Nrik) + 0 (k ~ 3+ kn~2), w h i c h  g i v e s  ( 2 . 4 ) ,  w h e n  k ^ K 0, 
h S h 0 .  I f  1 ^ k < K 0, n S n 0, ( 2 . 4 ) i s  o b v i o u s .  □
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I n  t h e  p a p e r s  [ 1 ] ,  [ 2 ]  w e  h a v e  d i s c u s s e d  t h e  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  
D~ (x) +  2gD (x) +  [g2 +D (g) -  a] x  =  h
d e f i n e d  i n  t h e  M i k u s i n s k i  o p e r a t o r  f i e l d  b a s e d  o n  t h e  c o n v o l u t i o n  p r o d u c t  o f  c o n t i n ­
u o u s  f u n c t i o n s  a n d  o n  t h e  C a u c h y  p r o d u c t  o f  d i s c r e t e  f u n c t i o n s .
I n  w h a t  f o l l o w s  D  i s  t h e  s y m b o l  o f  t h e  w e l l - k n o w n  a l g e b r a i c  d e r i v a t i v e ,  g, h a r e  
g i v e n  l o c a l l y  i n t e g r a b l e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  [ 1] ,  a n d  d i s c r e t e  f u n c t i o n s  o f  [ 2 ] ,  a  i s  a  g i v e n  
n u m b e r  i n  b o t h  p a p e r s  a n d  x  i s  t h e  u n k n o w n  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  ( 1) .
I n  t h i s  p a p e r  w e  s h a l l  g i v e  a n  o p e r a t i o n a l  t r e a t m e n t  o f  t h e  a b o v e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
e q u a t i o n ,  b e i n g  d e f i n e d  i n  t h e  s p e c i a l  o p e r a t o r  f i e l d  M D b a s e d  o n  t h e  n u m b e r - t h e o r e t ­
i c a l  D i r i c h l e t  p r o d u c t  o f  d i s c r e t e  f u n c t i o n s .
P a p e r s  [ 3 ] ,  [ 4 ] ,  [ 5 ] ,  [ 6 ]  c o n t a i n  t h e  t h e o r y  a n d  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  t h e  d i s c r e t e  o p e r a ­
t i o n a l  c a l c u l u s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  D i r i c h l e t  p r o d u c t .  I n  C h a p t e r  1 w e  b r i e f l y  s u m m a r i z e  t h e  
r e s u l t s  o f  t h e s e  p a p e r s ,  C h a p t e r  2  c o n t a i n s  t h e  o p e r a t i o n a l  t h e o r y  o f  ( 1 ) .  W e  m o t i v a t e  
t h e  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  ( 1)  b y  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  ( 1)  i s  t h e  s i m p l e s t  s e c o n d - o r d e r  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a ­
t i o n  w i t h  n o n - c o n s t a n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i t s  i n v a r i a n t  —  i f  i t  e x i s t s  —  i s  t h e  
“ s i m p l e s t ”  o p e r a t o r ,  i . e .  i t  i s  a  n u m b e r .
I n  w h a t  f o l l o w s  Z  w i l l  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  n a t u r a l  n u m b e r s .
L e t  a={a(n)}, b={b(n)}  b e  a r b i t r a r y  c o m p l e x - v a l u e d  f u n c t i o n s  d e f i n e d  o n  Z .  
T h e  s y m b o l s  a(n), b(n) d e n o t e  t h e  v a l u e s  o f  t h e s e  f u n c t i o n s  f o r  a r b i t r a r y  f i x e d « .
L e t  E  d e n o t e  t h e  s e t  o f  t h e  d i s c r e t e  f u n c t i o n s .  I f  w e  i n t r o d u c e  i n  E  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
t w o  o p e r a t i o n s
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§ 1. Discrete Mikusinski operators based on the Dirichlet product
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t h e n  E  b e c o m e s  a  c o m m u t a t i v e  r i n g  w i t h o u t  d i v i s o r  o f  z e r o  a n d  c a n  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  a  
q u o t i e n t  f i e l d .
T h i s  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  d i s c r e t e  M i k u s i n s k i  o p e r a t o r  f i e l d  a n d  i s  d e n o t e d  b y  M D . T h e  
e l e m e n t s  o f  M D a r e  c a l l e d  M D- o p e r a t o r s ,  o r  s i m p l y  o p e r a t o r s .
The definition and properties o f  the “discrete” Dirac function. 
W e  d e f i n e  t h e  d i s c r e t e  D i r a c  f u n c t i o n  b y
w h e r e
8 (n, N )
5(N) = {5 (n, N)},
J O ,  f o r  n 9^  N  
1 1 ,  f o r  n = N, Nd  Z .
F o r  l a t e r  p u r p o s e s  w e  e n u m e r a t e  s o m e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  D i r a c  f u n c t i o n .  
P roperty 1 .  ö(N){a(n)} = {b(ri)},
( 1.1)
( 1.2)
b{n) a ( j V ~ )  f o r  N\n  
0  o t h e r w i s e .
öiNJŐiNo)  =  S(NrAQ, N , , N f Z .
Property 2.
( 1 . 3 )
h o l d s  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f
{a(n)}
S(N)  ’ N e z
( 1 . 4 ) a(n) =  0
f o r  t h o s e  v a l u e s  o f  n f o r  w h i c h  N i s  n o t  a  d i v i s o r  o f  n. I f  ( 1 . 4 )  h o l d s ,  t h e n
(1.5) j c  =  {a(nN)}.
T h e  f i e l d  K  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  n u m b e r s  c a n  b e  e m b e d d e d  i s o m o r p h i c a l l y  i n t o  t h e  
o p e r a t o r  f i e l d  MD. T h e  c o m m o n  u n i t  e l e m e n t  o f  K, E, M is  t h e  f u n c t i o n  < 5 ( 1 )  a n d  w e  
w r i t e
á ( l )  =  1.
M o r e o v e r ,
c<5  ( 1 )  =  c,
E v e r y  o p e r a t o r  o f  t h e  f o r m
c{a(n)}  =  { ca(n ) } :
_  W n ) }
{b(n)\
c£K, adE.
i s  a  f u n c t i o n  i f  b ( 1) ^ 0 .
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The operator function  <5 (e)
NiF o r  a r b i t r a r y  r a t i o n a l  n u m b e r  e = — -  w e  d e f i n e
N%
( 1.6) 5 ( 6 ) <5 mS(N2) ■
F r o m  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  f o r  e = N  w e  h a v e
$ ( « )  =  0 ( i V )  =  { * ( » ,  I V ) } .
I f
t h e n
A




I w J K N J
h o l d s ,  s o  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  ( 1. 6 )  i s  c o r r e c t .
Property 3. L e t  a, ß  b e  a r b i t r a r y  p o s i t i v e  r a t i o n a l  n u m b e r s ,  t h e n
( 1 . 7 )  6(<x)ö(ß) = ö(aß).
5 ( a )( 1. 8 )  á |
T h e  s e t  o f  t h e  o p e r a t o r s  d(e) i s  a  s u b g r o u p  o f  M D. 
The definition o f  the ring E*
(1.9)
L e t  E*c M d b e  t h e  s u b s e t  o f  M D w h o s e  e l e m e n t s  a r e  o f  t h e  f o r m
M « ) }X = 5  ( A O  ’
A T 6 Z ,  a£E.





M o r e o v e r ,  x£ E  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f
Ni
N2x  =  €E*, e =  - L - L ,  (Nt , N2 a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  p r i m e s ) .
a(n) = 0
f o r  t h o s e  v a l u e s  o f  n f o r  w h i c h  N1 i s  n o t  a  d i v i s o r  o f  n. I f  t h e  c o n d i t i o n  i s  s a t i s f i e d ,  




0 o t h e r w i s e .
3
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Definition o f the convergence in the ring E
L e t  {ak(n)}dE, (k=  1 , 2 , . . . )  b e  a n  i n f i n i t e  s e q u e n c e  o f  f u n c t i o n s .  B y  d e f i n i t i o n  
( 1 . 10)  l i m  [ak(n)} = {a(n)}
k-+ oo
i f  f o r  e v e r y  f i x e d  n
l i m  ak(n) =  a(n).
T h i s  c o n v e r g e n c e  c a n  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  i n f i n i t e  s e r i e s  o f  f u n c t i o n s  a s  u s u a l .  L e t
f ( z )  = 2  ßkZk, ßkd Kk= 0
b e  a n  a r b i t r a r y  e n t i r e  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  v a r i a b l e  z .  T h e n
( L l l ) f ( a )  =  2  ßk{a(n)}'\ adE, a0 =  1
k = 0
h o l d s  i n  t h e  s e n s e  o f  t h e  c o n v e r g e n c e  d e f i n e d  a b o v e .  W e  h a v e
r,k
h a v i n g  t h e  p r o p e r t y  
m o r e o v e r ,  i f  w e  w r i t e  
s o
( 1. 12)
h o l d s .
CO .
ea = y  —
Á  k\
eaeb =  ea+b, a, b£E,
ea = K ( « ) } ,
ea(l) = ea(1)
The algebraic derivation and integration
F o r  t h e  s a k e  o f  e a s y  r e a d i n g  w e  r e c a p i t u l a t e  s o m e  d e f i n i t i o n s  a n d  f a c t s  o f  t h e  
a l g e b r a i c  d e r i v a t i o n  a n d  i n t e g r a t i o n
(1 .13 )
D (f)-
D(a)  =  { — l o g  n ■ a(n)}, adE,
bD(a)—aD(b) a- - - - - - - ^2- - - - - - - ,  a, bdE, —dM D.
P roperty  5.
D
{ - l o g  j - f l ( n ) |
dE*, adE,0(e)
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Property 6.
( 1 . 1 5 ) D(ea) =  D(d)ea.
I f  f o r  a  g i v e n  x£ M D t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  ydM D s u c h  t h a t
D(y) = x,
w e  s a y  t h a t  x  i s  a l g e b r a i c a l l y  i n t e g r a b l e  a n d  w e  w r i t e
y  = f x .
P roperty 7 .  I f  x£M D a n d
D(x)  =  0
t h e n  x  i s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  n u m b e r .
T w o  a l g e b r a i c  i n t e g r a l s  o f  a n  o p e r a t o r  m a y  d i f f e r  o n l y  b y  a n  a r b i t r a r y  n u m b e r .  
T h e  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  a n d  i n t e g r a t i o n  i s  a  l i n e a r  o p e r a t i o n  o v e r  t h e  f i e l d  
o f  t h e  r e a l  ( c o m p l e x )  n u m b e r s .
The algebraic integration 
Property 8 .  T h e  o p e r a t o r
i s  a l g e b r a i c a l l y  i n t e g r a b l e  i n  M D i f a n d o n l y i f
e i t h e r  e  ^  N, N£  Z ,
o r  e  =  N  a n d  a (N )  =  0
h o l d s  t r u e .  E v e r y  a l g e b r a i c  i n t e g r a l  o f  ( 1 . 1 6 )  b e l o n g i n g  t o  E* i s  g i v e n  b y
( 1 . 1 7 )
w h e r e  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  e==N t h e  s y m b o l
a(N)
d e n o t e s  a n  a r b i t r a r y  r e a l  ( c o m p l e x )  n u m b e r .  W e  s h a l l  c h o o s e  t h i s  t o  b e  n u l l .  
F o r  e = 1  w e  h a v e  t h a t  a  i s  i n t e g r a b l e  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  a ( l )  =  0 ,  a n d
3*
f a - { ~ l S ^ } + c -
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The algebraic differential equation with constant coefficients 
L e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n
( 1 . 1 8 )  Dm(x)+am_1Dm- 1(x ) + . . .  +a0x  =  0 ,  m£  Z ,  a£K,  «' =  0 , 1 , . . . , / ? ? .
B y  P r o p e r t y  7  w e  c a n  s a y  t h a t  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  K  a r e  t h e  c o n s t a n t s  o f  t h e  f i e l d  M n 
a n d  ( 1 . 1 8 )  i s  a n  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  c o n s t a n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  W e  a s s u m e  
t h a t  t h e  n u m b e r s  at a r e  r e a l .
T h e  a l g e b r a i c  e q u a t i o n
( 1 . 1 9 )  um+am- 1um- 1+ ...+ a 0 =  0  
i s  c a l l e d  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  e q u a t i o n  o f  ( 1 . 1 8 ) .
P roperty 9 .  T o  e v e r y  r e a l  r o o t  ui o f  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  e q u a t i o n  ( 1 . 1 9 )  f o r  w h i c h
8 i  =  e ~ Ui
i s  r a t i o n a l  t h e r e  c o r r e s p o n d s  t h e  n o n t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n  ö(qí) o f  ( 1 . 1 8 ) .  T h e  g e n e r a l  s o l u ­
t i o n  i n  M d i s  o f  t h e  f o r m
( 1 . 20 )  x  = 2 y i s (ei), y £ K-
L e t
j U f = 7i ,  f o r  q£  Z,
Hi =  0 ,  f o r  Qii Z
s o  t h e  g e n e r a l  f u n c t i o n  s o l u t i o n  i n  M D h a s  t h e  f o r m
( 1 . 21 )  X = ZHiŐ(Q;).
i
The general inhomogeneous second order algebraic differential equation 
L e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n
( 1 . 2 2 )  D -(x)+ p1D(x)+p2x  = r, p 1,p 2,r e M D.
W e  a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  h a s  t w o  l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d ­
e n t  s o l u t i o n s  x x , x 2dM D.
T h e  o p e r a t o r
( 1 . 2 3 )  w = x xD (x2) —  x 2 D ( x j )
i s  c a l l e d  t h e  W r o n s k i  d e t e r m i n a n t .  O b v i o u s l y ,  w ^ 0 .  I f  i t ’ =  0  h e l d ,  t h e n  b y
w e  w o u l d  o b t a i n
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a n d  b y  P r o p e r t y  7  w e  w o u l d  h a v e
x 2 =  cxx, c fK ,
s o  xx, x.z w o u l d  b e  l i n e a r l y  d e p e n d e n t .
Property 1 0 .  ( 1 . 2 2 )  h a s  a  s o l u t i o n  xp£M D i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  t h e  a l g e b r a i c  i n t e g r a l s
Í  * i  r I' x 2r
J w ’ J w
e x i s t .  I f  t h e y  e x i s t ,  t h e n  a  p a r t i c u l a r  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 1 . 2 2 )  i s  o f  t h e  f o r m
t h e  g e n e r a l  s o l u t i o n  i s
( 1 . 2 4 ) x  = cxx x-\-c2x2+ xp, cx, c2^ K.
§ 2. Ou the differential equation (1)
I n  t h e  s e q u e l  w e  s h a l l  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  l i n e a r  s e c o n d  o r d e r  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
e q u a t i o n
( 2 . 1 )  DHx) + 2gD(x) + [g* + D (g ) -a \x  = h
w h e r e  a, g, h a r e  g i v e n .  W e  a s s u m e  t h a t  a i s  r e a l  a n d  w e  m o t i v a t e  ( 2 . 1 )  a s  f o l l o w s .
F r o m  t h e  e l e m e n t s  o f  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  t h e  ( c l a s s i c a l )  o r d i n a r y  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n s  
i t  i s  k n o w n  t h a t
( 2 . 2 )  y"(t)+ 2b(t)y'(t)+ c(t)y(t) = 0, IdR 
c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  t o  t h e  n o r m a l  f o r m
U"(t) + I(t)U (t) = 0
w h e r e
U(t) = y(t )  e x p  J  b(t )  dt. 
H e r e  I(t)  i s  t h e  i n v a r i a n t  o f  ( 2 . 2 ) :
( 2 . 3 )  =
W e  h a v e  t h e  s i m p l e s t  n o r m a l  f o r m  i f  I(r) i s  t h e  c o n s t a n t  f u n c t i o n .  D e n o t i n g  i t s  
v a l u e  b y  —y, w e  o b t a i n
c(t) = b -(t)+ b '(t)-y
a n d
( 2 . 4 )  y " (t)+ 2 b (t)y '( t)+ m t)+ b '(t) -y ]y (t)  =  0 .
( 2 . 4 )  c a n  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  t h e  “ s i m p l e s t ”  s e c o n d  o r d e r  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  
n o n - c o n s t a n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  i t s  i n v a r i a n t  i s  a  c o n s t a n t .
A n a l o g o u s l y ,  t h e  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  ( 2 . 1 )  d e f i n e d  i n  M D c a n  b e  r e -
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g a r d e d  a s  t h e  “ s i m p l e s t ”  o n e ,  s i n c e  t h e  i n v a r i a n t  o f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  h o m o g e n e o u s  
e q u a t i o n  i s  a  n u m b e r .  W e  h a v e
( 2 . 5 )  D2(v)-a v  =  0 ,
( 2 . 6 )  v =  xe^9.
H e r e  a n  i n t e r e s t i n g  s i t u a t i o n  o c c u r s .  B y  P r o p e r t y  8 ,  J  g  e x i s t s  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  g ( l )  =  0 .  
S o ,  i f  g{  1 ) ^ 0 ,  t h e  s u b s t i t u t i o n  ( 2 . 6 )  l o o s e s  i t s  m e a n i n g  a n d  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  n o  n o r m a l  f o r m .  
H o w e v e r ,  i n s t e a d  o f  ( 2 . 6 )  w e  c a n  a p p l y  t h e  s u b s t i t u t i o n
( 2 . 7 )  v = x e x p [ f  (g -g ( l) ) ]  
a n d  a n  e l e m e n t a r y  c a l c u l a t i o n  g i v e s
( 2 . 8 )  D*(v) + 2g(\)D(v) + [ g ( iy -a ] v  =  0 ,
w h i c h  i s  a n  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  w i t h  c o n s t a n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s .  F o r  g ( \) ^ 0
( 2 . 1)  c a n  s t i l l  b e  r e g a r d e d  a s  t h e  “ s i m p l e s t ”  e q u a t i o n  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d ­
i n g  h o m o g e n e o u s  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  c a n  b e  r e d u c e d  t o  a n  a l g e b r a i c  d i f f e r e n t i a l  
e q u a t i o n  w i t h  c o n s t a n t  c o e f f i c i e n t s  g i v e n  b y  ( 2 . 8) .
F i r s t  w e  d i s c u s s  t h e  h o m o g e n e o u s  c a s e  (h = 0 ) .  B y  ( 1 . 1 9 ) ,  t h e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  e q u a ­
t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1)  i s
u2 + 2g{\)u + g ( \ f - a  =  0 ,
h a v i n g  t h e  r o o t s
( 2 . 7 )  g i v e s
« 1,2 = - g ( l )± Y a .  
x  = vexp [ - f ( g - g (  1) ) ] .
S o  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  o p e r a t i o n a l  s o l u t i o n  i f  ( 2 . 8 )  h a s  t h e  s a m e  a n d  i t  c a n  b e  e a s i l y  
s e e n  t h a t
x g i E ' - i —  v£E.
P r o p e r t y  9  s h o w s  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  o n l y  t h e  t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n  i f  a < 0 .
L e t  a s 0 .  W e  e x t e n d  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t h e  <5 f u n c t i o n s  f o r  i r r a t i o n a l  a r g u m e n t s  b y
( 2 . 9 )  8 (g) = 0  (q i s  i r r a t i o n a l ) .
B y  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  P r o p e r t y  9  w e  o b t a i n  t h e  g e n e r a l  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1 )  i n  t h e  f o r m
( 2 . 10 )  x  = [c1ő(egm- r°) + c2ö(e<’w+r°)]ex p [ - f ( g - g ( ] ) ) } ,  cl t c ^K . 
I n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s
(2 . 11)
c~l = C l, f o r e * i ) — 'r\ Z ,
c~l = 0 , f o r eg(1)~ la^ Z ,
cl = ci, f o r e 9(1)+ ^ e z ,
cl == 0 , f o r e 9(X )+ r\ Z
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a n d  r e p l a c i n g  c1, c2 b y  cl,  i n  ( 2 . 1 0 ) ,  t h e  g e n e r a l  f u n c t i o n  s o l u t i o n  x£ E  w i l l  b e  
o b t a i n e d .  ( 2 . 10) ,  ( 2 . 11)  g i v e  n o t  o n l y  t h e  e x p l i c i t  f o r m  o f  t h e  s o l u t i o n s  b u t  a l s o  c o n ­
t a i n  t h e  e x i s t e n c e  c r i t e r i a  o f  t h e  n o n - t r i v i a l  o p e r a t i o n a l  ( o r  f u n c t i o n )  s o l u t i o n s .
I n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  w e  s h a l l  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  i n h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  (h 5+  0 ) .  F i r s t  w e  
a s s u m e  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  h a s  t w o  l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  
s o l u t i o n s  x1, x 2€ M d . T h e n ,  a s  w e  h a v e  s e e n  i n  t h e  f o r e g o i n g ,  u > 0 .  B y  P r o p e r t y  
10 ( 2 . 1)  h a s  a  s o l u t i o n  xp£M D i f a n d o n l y i f
f  xxh r x 2h
J W ’ J w
e x i s t  a n d
( 2 . 12) f  x ,h  f  x 2h
Xp = X2J  »V XlJ  w
S i n c e
Xl =  < 5 ( e 9(1) - , V / ( i ' " 9 ( 1 ) )
x 2 — ö(é
w =  D í - í i l x ?  =  Z ) '  d{e/a+g(-1)) ' S2(egW ^ )  e x p  [2  f  ( g - g ( l ) ) ]
i s  o b t a i n e d .  A p p l y i n g  P r o p e r t i e s  3  a n d  5  w e  h a v e
( 2 . 1 3 )  w = - 2 i a ö ( e 2gW) e x p [ - 2 f  (g -g ( \) )Y
B y  s u b s t i t u t i n g  ( 2 . 1 3 )  a n d  x 1, x2 i n t o  ( 2 . 1 2 )  a n d  i n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  f u n c t i o n
H  =
w e  g e t
( 2 . 1 4 )





I f  t h e  r a t i o n a l  a r g u m e n t s  o f  t h e  5 f u n c t i o n s  a r e  n o t  i n t e g e r ,  t h e n  b y  P r o p e r t y  8 
t h e  o c c u r r i n g  a l g e b r a i c  i n t e g r a l s  e x i s t  i n  M D a n d  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  ( 1 . 1 7 )  g i v e s
x p = - ^ exP [ - f ( 8 - g ( » ) ] i H(n)
H(n )
l o g - „9(1) + V “ l o g - ,9(1) - f “
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S i n c e
1 1
l o g ng 9 ( l ) +  )/a l o g
n
eam-fa
( 2 . 1 5 )
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _  _  2  ]/a
l o g n  — g ( l )  —  \  a l o g  n  — g ( l )  +  | / í t  [ l o g n — g ( l )]2 —  a
x ’ ~  e x p  í i i o e / l o f f - J -
O b v i o u s l y ,  xpcE  a n d  i t  d o e s  n o t  c o n t a i n  t h e  d f u n c t i o n s  e x p l i c i t l y .
I f  a n y  o f  t h e  ö f u n c t i o n s  h a s  a n  i n t e g e r  a r g u m e n t ,  t h e n  b y  P r o p e r t y  8 a n d  1 0  w e  
g e t  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  a  s o l u t i o n  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  H(ri) =  0  f o r  t h o s e  v a l u e s  o f  n, f o r  w h i c h
( 2 . 1 6 )  ( I o g n - g ( l ) ) 2 — a  =  0 .
F o r  s u c h  a  v a l u e  n = N  t h e  s y m b o l
H (N )  _  0 _
^ 2 ‘ 1 7 ^  ( l o g  N —g(\))2—a 0
d e n o t e s  t h e  n u m b e r  z e r o  a n d  f o r m u l a  ( 2 . 1 5 )  h o l d s  t r u e .
I f  t h e  h o m o g e n e o u s  d i f f e r e n t i a l  e q u a t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  n o t  t w o  
l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  s o l u t i o n s ,  t h e n  ( 2 . 1 2 )  l o o s e s  i t s  m e a n i n g .  H e r e  w e  d i s t i n g u i s h  t w o  
c a s e s .
I .  T h e  h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  h a s  o n l y  t h e  t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n .  T h e n ,  a s  w e  h a v e
s e e n  e i t h e r  0 ,  o r  a^O  a n d  t h e  n u m b e r s  e s l l ) + | / ‘l,  a r e  i r r a t i o n a l .
I t  c a n  b e  e a s i l y  s e e n  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 6 )  c a n n o t  h o l d  f o r  i n t e g e r  n, ( 2 . 1 5 )  h a s  a  m e a n i n g  
a n d  a n  e a s y  s u b s t i t u t i o n  s h o w s  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 5 )  i s  r e a l l y  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1 ) .
I I .  T h e  h o m o g e n e o u s  e q u a t i o n  h a s  a  n o n t r i v i a l  s o l u t i o n  xh, b u t  h a s  n o t  t w o  l i n ­
e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  s o l u t i o n s .
W e  m a y  a s s u m e  w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y  t h a t  xh= x 1. I f  x^ E ,  t h e n  t h e  s i t u a ­
t i o n  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  t h e  c a s e  I .  ( 2 . 1 5 )  i s  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  ( 2 . 1 ) .  I f  x±^ E, t h e n  t h e r e  i s  e x a c t l y  
o n e  v a l u e  N £Z  s a t i s f y i n g  ( 2 . 1 6 ) .  I f  II ( I V ) = 0  t h e  f o r m u l a  ( 2 . 1 5 )  i s  m e a n i n g f u l ,  w h e n  
w e  r e t a i n  ( 2 . 1 7 ) .  W e  o b t a i n  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 5 )  s a t i s f i e s  ( 2 . 1 ) .
( 2 . 1 5 )  i s  m e a n i n g l e s s  f o r  H ( N ) ^ 0 .  W e  h a v e  t o  s h o w  t h a t  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  n o  s o l u t i o n  
i n  M d a t  a l l .
N a m e l y ,  b y  i n t r o d u c i n g  t h e  s u b s t i t u t i o n
i n  ( 2 . 1) ,  w e  h a v e
x  =  x xu, u£ M d
d H u) + [ 2D^ í] + 2^ D ( u)
S i n c e
* i  =  á ( c 9 < 1 )" ^ )  e x p  [ -  f  ( g - g ( l ) ) ] ,
h_
Xi '
e s ( i ) + f ä . W Z ,
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a n  e a s y  c a l c u l a t i o n  g i v e s
D2( u ) - 2 \ /aD(u)




I f  u f M D w e r e  a  s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  l a t t e r  e q u a t i o n ,  t h e n  b y  a n  a l g e b r a i c  i n t e g r a t i o n  
w e  s h o u l d  h a v e  t h a t  i q  w o u l d  b e  a  s o l u t i o n  o f
D(u) — 2 j  a u = / H<5 (N) +  0 ,
t o o ,  f o r  c e r t a i n  c£K. B u t  t h i s  c a n n o t  h o l d  s i n c e  b y  P r o p e r t y  8
[ — J  HN)
d o e s  n o t  e x i s t  f o r  H (N )^  0 .  C o n s e q u e n t l y ,  ( 2 . 1 )  h a s  n o  o p e r a t i o n a l  s o l u t i o n  i f  
II(N )a O. T h e r e f o r e  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  t h e o r e m  i s  v a l i d .
Theorem. The homogeneous differential equation corresponding to (2.1) has only 
the trivial solution, i f  a < 0 .  Let  a s 0 .  The general operational solution and function 
solution o f the homogeneous equation are given by  (2.9), (2.10), (2.11).
I f  '\]n(zZ satisfying
(2.18) ( l o g  n—g { \ ) f —a =  0 ,
then the inhomogeneous differential equation ( 2 . 1)  has a function solution oj the form
(2.19)
where
f  =  e x p  [ - / ( g - g ( l ) ) ]  j
H =  he
H ( n )
( l o g  n - g (  1) ) ; 
/  (9- 9( 1»
? - a } '
I f  3nfZ, satisfying  (2.18) then (2.1) has a solution in M D i f  and only i f
H(n)  =  0
holds for those n that satisfy (2.18). A solution is given by (2.19) —  which is at the 
same time a function  —  where
H  ( n )
( l o g  n - g { \ ) f - a
denotes the number zero for those values o f n that satisfy  ( 2 . 1 8 ) .
The general solution o f  (2 . 1 )  is the sum o f the general solution o f the homogeneous 
equation and o fx p. Every solution o f (2.1 )  belongs to the ring E*.
A  s i m p l e  c o n s e q u e n c e  i s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g
Alternative T heorem. I f  the homogeneous differential equation has only the 
trivial solution in the ring E, then the inhomogeneous differential equation has fo r  every
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hOE exactly one solution in E. I f  the homogeneous differential equation has a non­
trivial solution in E, then the inhomogeneous equation has either no solution, or infinitely 
many solutions in E, according to h£E.
R emark. T h i s  A l t e r n a t i v e  T h e o r e m  d o e s  n o t  h o l d  i n  t h e  f i e l d  M D.
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DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES AND PROXIMITY OF u-POINTS 
FOR QUOTIENTS OF BLASCHKE PRODUCTS WITH NEARBY
ZEROS
G. A. BARSEGYAN and G. A. SUKIASYAN
O .  F r o s t m a n  ( [ 1 1 ] )  c o n s t r u c t e d ,  f o r  a n  a r b i t r a r y  s e t  Ka{w:  | w | <  1 }  o f  p l a n a r  
m e a s u r e  z e r o ,  a  B l a s c h k e  p r o d u c t  B(z) t h a t  t a k e s  w f i n i t e l y  m a n y  t i m e s  e x a c t l y  w h e n
K.
T h u s  P i c a r d ’s  t h e o r e m ,  l e t  a l o n e  t h e  f u n d a m e n t a l  t h e o r e m s  o f  v a l u e  d i s t r i b u ­
t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  w h i c h  m o s t  v a l u e s  a r e  t a k e n  e q u a l l y  o f t e n  a r e  n o t  v a l i d  f o r  B l a s c h k e  
p r o d u c t s .* 1
I n  t h i s  p a p e r  w e  s h o w  t h a t  t h e  q u o t i e n t  o f  t w o  B l a s c h k e  p r o d u c t s  w i t h  c o r r e ­
s p o n d i n g  z e r o s  c l o s e  t o  e a c h  o t h e r  a l r e a d y  o b e y s  t h e s e  t h e o r e m s  a n d  m o r e o v e r ,  i t  h a s  
t h e  “ p r o x i m i t y  p r o p e r t y ”  ( s e e  [ 3 ] )  i . e . ,  q u a n t i t a t i v e l y  s p e a k i n g ,  d i f f e r e n t  v a l u e s  a r e  
t a k e n  a t  n e a r b y  p o i n t s .  I t  w i l l  b e  s h o w n  t h a t  t h e  i m a g e  b y  s u c h  q u o t i e n t s  o f  s o m e  v e r y  
s m a l l  s e t s  a l m o s t  c o i n c i d e s  w i t h  t h e  i m a g e  o f  t h e  f u l l  u n i t  d i s k  a n d  e s t i m a t i o n s  o f  t h e  
d e r i v a t i v e  a t  s i m p l e  p o i n t s  w i l l  a l s o  b e  d e r i v e d .
L e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  q u o t i e n t  o f  t w o  B l a s c h k e  p r o d u c t s
w h e r e  2  U  - k . l ) <  + ° ° >
n = 1
B(z) =
IIn  =  l
n
ä„ an- z  
Wn\ 1 -ä„Z
B„ K - Z
\b„\ 1 —h„z
2  (1 —  | h , J ) <  +  ° ° ,  a„^bk f o r  a l l  i n t e g e r s  n ,k  a n d
n = l
( 1)
y  n\ ,
n = l  l - K \  '
W e  s h a l l  a l s o  c o n s i d e r  p r o d u c t s  o f  t h e  f o r m
n ^ =  n - h i T '  | z |< 1/j =  l  z un
w h e r e  \an\, | h „ | < l ,  a„^bk (n, k£N )  a n d  ( 1 )  i s  f u l f i l l e d .  W e  o b s e r v e  t h a t  t h e  l a t t e r  
c o n d i t i o n  i m p l i e s  t h e  a b s o l u t e  a n d  l o c a l l y  u n i f o r m  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h i s  p r o d u c t  f o r  
| z | < l .
1930 M athem atics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primary 30D30.
K ey  words and phrases. Distribution of values, Blaschke product, proximity property.
1 We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions and results of the theory of value 
distribution (see [2]).
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T heorem  1. Let  (c,)f=1£ C, c ^C j for i ^ j ,  q>2. Then we have fo r  B(z)
(2) y  ( i ”(r"’ y  ” i  (r*’ cd i = i  l  n(rn, 0) )  i=i n(r„, 0 ) 2  +  o ( l )  ( n  —  o o ) ,
where rn is a suitable sequence o f radii tending to  1 as nfir, c) = n(r, c) —
— n(r ,  c), ii(r, c) standing fo r the number o f  distinct roots o f the equation B(z) = c 
in the disc \z\^r.
I t  w i l l  b e  e s t a b l i s h e d  i n  t h e  p r o o f  t h a t  n(rn, 0 )~ A (rn) a s  n-+ <=>. T a k i n g  t h i s  
i n t o  a c c o u n t  (2) i s  e q u i v a l e n t  t o  A h l f o r s ’ f o r m  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  f u n d a m e n t a l  t h e o r e m ,  
( s e e  [2]). _ _
T h e  l a t t e r  i s  k n o w n  u n d e r  t h e  a s s u m p t i o n  l i m  ( 1  —r)A(r)=<*>. I n  o u r  c a s e  t h i s
r-*-1
l i m i t  e q u a l s  0  a n d  y e t  A h l f o r s ’ t h e o r e m  p r o v e s  t o  b e  t r u e  i n  o u r  s i t u a t i o n .
T heorem  2. Let cp(r)  ( 0 s » r <  1 )  be an increasing function tending to + ° °  as 
/ • - ► l ,  < p ( r ) < l o g  n(r, 0 ) .  Then we can find for B(z) a certain number ( to be denoted by 
<P(r))  o f  pairwise disjoint regions E fr)  ( /  =  1 ,  <P(r)) in | z | < r  having the follow­
ing properties.
( i )  <P( r „ ) - n ( / • „ ,  0 )  (n —*■ CO )  where rn is a suitable sequence o f radii going to 1 as
( i i )  In each region E fr )  the function B(z) is univalent ( though it may have multiple 
points in the boundary); the closure o f the image B fE fr j)  coincides with the closed 
plane minus a finite number ( to be denoted by K J o f  simply connected regions A)
(7=1,
( i i i )  i ? ( d ' ) S l / ^ ( / „ )  ( / =  1 ,  ,  <P(rn), j = l , . . . , K t) where q( ) denotes the
diameter with respect to the spherical metric o f  the region in question. (iv)
( i v )  2  K iS (2 + o(\))n(r„ ,0) (n-~°°).
i = 1
( 3 )  ( v )  d(Ei(r))^K(ps(r„)(\og n(r„, 0 ) ) / n ( r „ ,  0 )  ( n = l , 2 ,  . . . )
where d(  )  denotes ordinary euclidean diameter and / f  <  + ° o  is a constant.
P r o p e r t i e s  ( i ) — ( v )  s i g n i f y  t h a t  Et ( / • „ )  a r e  s m a l l  a n d  i n  m o s t  o f  t h e s e  r e g i o n s  B(z) 
t a k e s  a l l  v a l u e s  a£C  w i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  o f  a  s e t  o f  n e g l i g e a b l e  a r e a  a n d  t h u s  w i t h  
v e r y  f e w  e x c e p t i o n s  t h e  n - p o i n t s  a n d  h - p o i n t s  b e l o n g i n g  t o  E frfi  l i e  c l o s e  t o  e a c h  
o t h e r .  T h i s  i s  t h e  p r o p e r t y  o f  p r o x i m i t y  r e f e r r e d  t o  i n  t h e  t i t l e .
T h e o r e m  2  e x t e n d s  t o  B(z)  t h e  s t a t e m e n t s  o f  T h e o r e m s  1 . 1  o f  [ 3 ]  e x c e p t  t h a t  A(r) 
i s  r e p l a c e d  b y  n(r, 0 )  a n d  ( v )  i s  i n  a  s h a r p e n e d  f o r m  h e r e .  T h e o r e m  1 . 1  o f  [ 3 ]  i n c o r p o ­
r a t e s  a  n u m b e r  o f  i m p r o v e m e n t s  o v e r  t h e  b a s i c  t h e o r e m s  o f  v a l u e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h e o r y ,
L .  A h l f o r s ’  t h e o r y  o f  c o v e r i n g  s u r f a c e s  a n d  o v e r  t h e  r e s u l t s  o n  J u l i a  d i r e c t i o n s  a n d  
e x h a u s t i n g  d i s c s .  T h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  i n  [ 3 ]  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  c a n  a l s o  b e  e x t e n d e d  t o  B(z); 
t h e  p r e s e n t  s h a r p e r  f o r m  o f  ( v )  l e a d s  t o  a  b e t t e r  r e s u l t  i n  t h e  c a s e  o f  B(z)  c o n c e r n i n g  
t h e  d i s c s  o f  e x h a u s t i o n .
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T heorem  3. Let cv£C ( v = l ,  ...,q ) be distinct, ip(r) ( / • £ [ ( ) ,  1)) non-increasing and 
tending to 0  as /-  —  l .  For B(z) there is then a sequence / ' „  —  l  ( « — ° ° )  such that in the 




2  no(rn, cv) S  (q — 4)n(r„, 0) + o(n(rn, 0 ) )  ( h - ~ ° o ) ,
V =  1
|w ’, ( z v>* ) |  s r  c o n s t ^(r„)n(rn, 0) l o g  n(r„, 0 ) ( « =  1, 2 , . . . ) ■
A s  t h e  b o u n d  i n  ( 4 )  i s  e x a c t l y  t h e  o n e  g u a r a n t e e d  b y  t h e  t h e o r y  o f  v a l u e  d i s t r i b u ­
t i o n  f o r  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  s i m p l e  c v  - p o i n t s ,  T h e o r e m  3  c o n c e r n s  t h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  s i m p l e  
c v - p o i n t s  a n d  ( 5 )  s h o w s  t h a t  t h e  d e r i v a t i v e  i s  l a r g e  i n  m o s t  o f  t h e s e  p o i n t s .
T heorem  4. Theorems 1, 2 and 3 hold for Tl(z) in place o f B(z) provided that the 
number o f  zeros n(r, 0 ,  ÍI) has finite lower order, i.e. A = l i m  i n f  ( l o g  n(r, 0 ) ) /  
( - l o g  ( 1 - / • ) ) < + o ° .
F o r  t h e  p r o o f s  o f  t h e s e  t h e o r e m s  w e  f i r s t  e s t a b l i s h  s o m e  l e m m a s .  H e r e  a n d  i n  
w h a t  f o l l o w s  K  s t a n d s  f o r  c o n s t a n t s  n o t  n e c e s s a r i l y  t h e  s a m e  a t  d i f f e r e n t  o c c u r r e n c e s .
Lemma 1 .  We have fo r  B(z )  and every 1
( 6)
(7)
/  /1 — 2(1—r )  0
r 2n
I f
A - ( t e i<'’ )
B
f r  <"*>
td tp d t*  K ( l - r )  l o g «  ( l — ^ A  o ) ,  
t d(p dt S  K  l o g  n ^  1 — ^ —  — ,  o j  .
Proof. As
I f ( z )





(te:<f) t dcp dt S. 2  3- 2  +  2  +
KISi-o r0-=|o„|Sl-3(l-r) l-3(l-r)«=|an|3 l-( l-r) /2
( 8) + 2  f  f
1 —(1 — r ) / 2< | a n | i _ 2(1 — r )  0
1 1
-e 1 £ 3 te iv- b n
r 2tc
+ 2  f  I
n~1 1—2(1 — r )  0 1 - a nteiv l - E f i e “”
t dcp dt +
t d(pdt — / 1+ /2  +  /3 +  /4  +  /5 (r1^ r ) .
O b v i o u s l y ,  f o r  | a „ | ^ r 0 a n d  z£D(r) = {z : 1  —  2 ( 1  —  r )^ \z \S r )  w e  h a v e  \z—an\^ K ,  
| z — bn\^ K ,  / - 2 = / ' ,  h e n c e
(9) h ^ K  2  Wn-K\ f f d a ^ K ( l - r )
l ° n lSr0 B ( r )
w h e r e  da i s  t h e  a r e a  e l e m e n t .
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F i x  r0 s u c h  t h a t
K - K \ 1
r0% n\ l - | ű „ l  100  '
F o r  e s t i m a t i n g  / 2 w e  u s e  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  ( M < / i < / - 2 <  + ° ° )
( 10)
-/«HM ± P U  =  2» / - j *  s  2 » l o g . t N  J t - - \ a \2 fl B rx-\a \
W e  o b s e r v e  t h a t  f o r  r 0< | ö „ | S l — 3 ( 1 — / • )
( 11) \ z - b n\ &  \z—an\ — \an — b„\ >  - \ z - a n\.
I n  f a c t ,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  c h o i c e  o f  / • „ ,  w e  h a v e  
2 | a n- h J  +  K | s - i^ - ( l - K | ) + k | s - T^ - 3 ( l - A - ) + l - 3 ( l - r ) <  l - 2 ( l - r ) ,
2 k - 6 „ |  « =  1 - 2(1  - r ) - \ a n\ \ z - a j  ( zeD(r ) )
a n d  ( 11)  f o l l o w s .
B y  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( 1 0 )  a n d  ( 1 1 )  w e  g e t
/a  — 2  ^  k - h „ l  /
‘ 4 7 T  -
' ,o ' : l‘, J S l - 3 ( 1- r )  !  — 2(1 — r )
\a„-bn\
2 - (1 —  l " ( I l )  l o g  ■ r~\a„  I1 —  2 ( 1 —  r) r0< | a „ | S l ^ - 3 ( l - i O  1 l ^ « l  
A s  t h e  f u n c t i o n
(1 - x )  l o g  { (r-x )/(  1 - 2(1  — ; )  —  x ) }  
i n c r e a s e s  f o r  0 < x <  1 — 2(1  — / ) <  1,  w e  h a v e
\a„-b„\
1 — 2(1  —r)—\an\
( 12)  i2 = K ( \ — / • )  y
ro ^ l “ J  — ] - 3 ( l - r ) - k l
/ f ( l - / )  ( / - !  = 5  r).
('■ 1 =  > • ) -
L e t  u s  e s t i m a t e  n o w  J 4 .  T h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  ( 1 0 )  w e  e a s i l y  e s t a b l i s h  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y
t dtp c/t
<13) / /
2jt — log \a\ - A (0  Ä  ^  <  r 2 <  | a | ) .
DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES 4 2 }
O b s e r v e  t h a t  f o r  1 —  ( 1  —  / ' ) / 2 < | a „ |
\an- b n\ <  <  y  lz-fl.1 (*€2>(r)),
i . e .
( 1 4 )  \z~ bn\ £  | 2 - i J n | - | a „ - i n |  >  y  \ z - a n\ (z£D(r)).
B y  ( 1 3 ) ,  ( 1 4 )  a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  ( 1  —  x)  l o g  { [ . v  —  ( 1  — 2 ( 1  — / ■ ) ) ] j (x —r)} d e c r e a s e s  f o r  
x > l  —(1 — r )/2  w e  g e t
( 1 5 )
U - 2n 1 — 2(1  - r )  i - a - ^ L j  1 - K Ik  ( ! - | a„ |) lo g iaJ (1 2 0  r))M  ~ r
* K ( l - r ) y
l - ( l - r ) / 2 - i | o „ |  I -  \a n \
L e t  n o w ,  f o r  1 —  3 ( 1  —  r)<\an\ ^  1 —  ( 1  —  r ) / 2 ,
- K ( l - r )  ( „ S r ) .
< ) „ ( / • )  =  m a x \a„-bn I , 1 — r
-T.°)
A . M  =  { z :  | z - z » l  -  ö M( r ) ,  z „  =  - a " y  —  | ,
£ > ( a „ , /■ ) =  | r :  \z-a„\  = S  j < 5 „ ( r ) } -
W e  h a v e
/ ,s  2  fek-ftj f f  + f f r ^ r +  f f r A n - }
l - 3 ( l - r ) « = | a „ | S l - ( l - r ) / 2  I  D ( r ) \  D„(r) lZ  D „(r) lZ ö "l B í r )  lZ  ^"1
( 1 6 )
6k 2  { k - M  If T T ^ - i r + w )  (r i^ r ) .
o „ | a l - ( l - r ) / 2  l  D ( r ) \D ( a „ ,r )  lZ  f l ' 'l  ^l - 3 ( l - r ) « = | a „ | s l - ( l - r ) / :
S u p p o s e  f i r s t  t h a t  / • — ( 1  —  / • ) / 2 s | a „ | ^  1 —  ( 1  —  r ) / 2 .  L e t  u s  d e n o t e  b y  | / „ ( / ? ) |  t h e  a r c  
l e n g t h  o f  / „ ( / 0 = { z :  | z - a „ |  =  f ? } n / ) ( / )  f o r  ö„ (r)/2^R ^ \an\ +r. F r o m  g e o m e t r i c  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  i t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t
| / . ( / 9 |S * ( l - r ) ,  | a j - ( l - 2 ( l - r ) ) s  / ? ^ | a „ | 2 +  ( l -2 (1 -/•))*  (r, S  /).
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H e n c e
If Ja |a„|-(l-2(l-r))
D (r ) \D (a n,r )
+
z-a„ = 2  n
r JR r
/  ~ r + /
y i a „ l 2 +  ( l - 2( l - r ))2
lanl+ rI JR
( 1 7 ) l/'a„|3+(l-2(l-r))!
+ K-
R ^  2n l o g  2




1 —  r , ° ) j +
1 - r
an\ —(1 —  2(1  —r))
+  2 7 r l o g K I + ' *
y  l a n l 2+ ( l — 2(1  — r » 2
K  l o g  n ^  1 ~ 2 ~ ’ o )  0*4 ^  r).
I n  t h e  c a s e  1 — 3 ( 1  — / - ) - =  |ű r M| - = / •  —  ( 1  — r ) / 2  w e  o b t a i n  a n a l o g o u s l y  t h e  s a m e  b o u n d .  
F r o m  ( 1 6 )  a n d  ( 1 7 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
Iz ^ K { l - r )  Z  X
l-3(l-r)<|anl=il-(l-r)/2
( 1 8 )  X \a„-bn\i - k . l
y - i o g ^ i - L - i . o ) + I an- K \  l - K I +  ■
=  K { \ — r)  l o g n | l  — ~ ~ 2 ~ ’ o ) ( r* =  ')•
U s i n g  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  1 1 —  bnz\ ^ A T j  1 —  a„z\ (z£D(r))  w e  h a v e
I ^ K  Z \ a n- b n\ f  f
1 - 2(1-
t dcp dt
r ) J \ l - a nte<r
( 1 9 ) =  K Z \ an~b„\ f  t { f  Z  \ant\2k J(p} Jt S
n = 1 1 — 2(1 — r )  0 k=0
K  Z  \a«~h\ f  ■
" - 1 X — 2( 1— r )
t J t \ a „ - b ,
I ant\- Z  ,  , "  g  K { \ - r )  ( r ^ r ) .n=i 1 — | « B |
B y  a d d i n g  ( 8) ,  ( 9 ) ,  ( 1 2 ) ,  ( 1 5 ) ,  ( 1 8 ) ,  ( 1 9 )  w e  g e t  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 6 )  f o r  1 .
F o r  t-5< 1 —  2 ( 1  —  r) l e t  u s  d i v i d e  t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ 0 ,  r] i n t o  s u b i n t e r v a l s
[0, r] =  [1 — 2(1 — #•), /•]U . . .U[1 — 2"(1 — r), 1 - 2 " - 1(l — /-)]U[0, 1-2"(1 - r ) ] ,
w h e r e  n i s  c h o s e n  a c c o r d i n g  t o
1 —  2 n + 1 ( l  —r) <  rh S  1 —  2"(1  —  a-) .
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U s i n g  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 6 )  f o r  e a c h  s e g m e n t  [ 1 —  2m( l  — r), 1 — 2m 1( 1 —  / ) ]  ( m = l ,  ...,ri) 
w e  g e t
I f x < * " >
l-2"(l-r) 2k „ 1—2m_1(l—p) 2n
td(p dt = f  f  + 2  f  f
0 0 ln:=1 l-2 m(l-r) 0
t dq> dt S
^  K + K ^l—r) l o g  n i l — — x — ? o )  J  ( 2 " - 2 — ^  S
V 2 / m=1
^  K(\ —r)2n l o g «  ^ 1 — o j  S ^ l o g n ^ l — o j  ( r ,  ^  r ) .
T h i s  p r o v e s  L e m m a  1 f o r  m a x ( r 5 ,  r 6 )  =  r ' < / • < ! .
R em ark . F r o m  t h e  p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  1 ,  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  f r o m  t h e  b o u n d s  f o r  t h e  
i n t e g r a l s  f ,  7 2 ,  / 3 ,  / 4 i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( 6 )  a n d  ( 7 )  a l s o  h o l d  f o r  t h e  
f u n c t i o n  77 ( z )  s i n c e
L emma 2. L e t <p(r) ( / • £ [ ( ) ,  1)) be a non-decreasing function tending to + < = °  as 
/ • — l .  I f  <p(r) has finite lower order, i.e.
I i m ( l o g  < p ( r ) ) / l o g - j - ^ —  =  A  <  +  ° ° ,r ~ l  i —r
then for each l < c < o °  one can exhibit a sequence / ' „ - » l  (n-*°°) such that
< p ( \ - ~ ( « = 1 , 2 , . . . ) .
T h e  p r o o f  o f  t h i s  w e l l - k n o w n  t y p e  o f  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s  e . g .  f r o m  L e m m a  1 . 3 . 1  o f
[ 4 ]  a p p l i e d  t o  t h e  f u n c t i o n  (p(fu — \)/u) ( w £ l ) .
B e c a u s e  o f  i t s  i n d e p e n d e n t  i n t e r e s t ,  w e  f o r m u l a t e  t h e  n e x t  a u x i l i a r y  r e s u l t  as
.ugat
T heorem  5. With a suitable sequence rn — 1 (n-~ «•) thefunction B(z) satisfies the 
relations
( 2 0 )  A(r„)~n(r„, 0 )  (n - ° ° ) ,
( 2 1 )  L{r„) =  o(A(r„ ) )  ( n  - ~ ° ° ) ,
r n
( 2 2 )  f  L (t)d t log n(rn,0) (n =  1 , 2 , . . . ) .
0
P r o o f . A c c o r d i n g  t o  L e m m a  1.1 o f  [ 5 ]  w e  h a v e  (z  = tei'p)
n ( f ,  O )-A (t) = 2 -  f  x t - l o g  | 7 7 ( z ) |  < / < ? + / i L ( t )
2 7 r  a , ( L 0)  ^
w h e r e  Ax(t9 0) = {z: | z |  =  / ,  | Z ? ( z ) | < l } ,  \h\< / i ( 0 )  = c o n s t < « > .
4
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F r o m  ( 6 )  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t
/  u . /
( 2 3 ) l-2 (l-r) 4 j ( i , 0 )
dt l o g  \B{z)\ d(p + \h \L(t)jdt  ^
r 2k  i
/  /1 — 2(1 — r )  0
B'
~B~ (te^) t d(p dt S  A i ( l  —  r) l o g  h  ^ 1 — ~2~* (r' <  r)-
S i n c e  t h e  f u n c t i o n  n(r, 0 )  h a s  f i n i t e  l o w e r  o r d e r ,  i n  f a c t  ( 1  —r)n(r, 0 ) — 0  (r —  1 )  a s  i s  




l_2 (l-r ')  4,(1,0)
^ - l o g | 5 ( z ) | <7<p +  | / i | L ( i ) | ( / t
r n  2ir
K  f  f
1- 2(1- / - ' )  0
B'
~B~ ( te n tdcpdt  S  A : ( l - r - ' ) l o g « ( 1 - 2(1  - 0 , 0 )  (n =  1, 2 ,  . . . )
w h e r e  / £ - * -  1 ( n - * ° ° ) .
B y  t h e  m e a n  v a l u e  t h e o r e m  w e  f i n d  a n  r „ ^ [ l  — 2 ( 1  r'n] (n = 1 ,  . . . )
t h a t
| n ( r „ , 0 ) - ^ ( r „ ) l  = 2 7 1 /4,(r„,0) dr
l o g  | 5 ( z ) | d(p + \h\L(rn) = a
s u c h
—  l o g  7 2 ( r n ,  0 )  ( «  =  1, 2 , . . . ) .
D i v i d i n g  b y  n(r„, 0 )  w e  g e t  ( 2 0 )  a n d  ( 2 1 ) ,  w h i l e  ( 2 2 )  f o l l o w s  f r o m
rn rn
f  L ( t ) d t ^  f  L (t)d t  Ä  / f l o g  « ( 1 - 2 ( 1 - 0 , 0 )  ^  K\ogn(r„,0) (n =  1 , 2 , . . . ) .  
0 0
T heorem  6. Theorem 5 is valid for Tl{z) provided that- /z(r, 0, 77) /ja.v finite lower 
order.
T h e  p r o o f  o n l y  d i f f e r s  f r o m  t h a t  o f  T h e o r e m  5  i n  t h a t  ( 2 3 )  f o l l o w s  f r o m  t h e  r e ­
m a r k  m a d e  a f t e r  t h e  p r o o f  o f  L e m m a  1 .
Proof o f  T h e o r e m  1 .  B y  t h e  s e c o n d  f u n d a m e n t a l  t h e o r e m  o f  L .  A h l f o r s  ( s e e  [ 2 ] )  
w e  h a v e
( 2 4 ) 4  Í ,  "(r, cd \ 4  nfir, c)Á  l A(r) J  f ié í  A (r) 2 + li
H r)
A(r)
w h e r e  \h\=h(c1, . . . ,  c , j ) = c o n s t
T h e  i n e q u a l i t y  ( 2 )  o f  T h e o r e m  1 f o l l o w s  f r o m  ( 2 0 ) ,  ( 2 1 )  a n d  ( 2 4 ) .
P roof o f  T h e o r e m  2 .  T h i s  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p o s i t i o n  ( s e e  [ 3 ] ,  p p .  
4 1 4 — 4 1 5 )  c o n c e r n i n g  a  m e r o m o r p h i c  f u n c t i o n  w(z), a  r e g i o n  D—{z: | ^ |  = / }  a n d  
n = [tp(r)].
DISTRIBUTION OF VALUES 4 2 7
L e t  w(z) b e  m e r o m o r p h i c  i n  | z | < l .  I n  t h e  d i s c  \z \^ r  o n e  c a n  t h e n  f i n d  
d i s j o i n t  r e g i o n s  Ej(r)  ( / = 1 ,  <P(r) )  s a t i s f y i n g  ( i i )  o f  T h e o r e m  2  a n d  s u c h  t h a t
( 2 5 )  \* (r)-A (r)\ K ^ - + K c p ” (r)L(r)
(pin
( i=  1,  . . . , < ? ( / • ) ,  j =  l ,  . . . , * , ) ,
® ( r )  / ( O ' )
( 2 6 )  2  Ki S  2 T  ( r )  +  + K<p” (r)L(r)i =  I  VKf)
( 2 7 )  / £ ( / ) * + t f q » ( r ) r .i  =  i  0
P u t t i n g  w ( z )  =  . 0 ( z )  a n d  a p p l y i n g  ( 2 0 ) ,  ( 2 1 )  a n d  ( 2 2 )  t o  t h e  i n e q u a l i t i e s  ( 2 5 ) ,  ( 2 6 )  a n d
( 2 7 )  w e  g e t  t h e  s t a t e m e n t s  ( i ) ,  ( i v )  a n d  t h e  i n e q u a l i t y
( 2 8 )  2  d{E ,(rj)  S  K tp\rn) l o g  n(r„, 0 )  ( u  =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ) .
i  =  1
H e n c e  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  r e g i o n s  Et(r) s u c h  t h a t
d(Ei(rn)) = s  K<pH(r„) l o g  » ( / • „ ,  0 )  « ( / • „ ,  0 )
i s  o  ( / ; ( / • „ ,  0 ) )  ( «  —► oo )  a n d  d r o p p i n g  t h e s e  r e g i o n s  w e  g e t  ( 3 )  w i t h  a n  o b v i o u s  c h a n g e  
o f  n o t a t i o n .  T h i s  p r o v e s  T h e o r e m  2 .
Proof o f  T h e o r e m  3 .  I n  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  p r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  Y  i n  [6] i t  i s  s h o w n  t h a t  
o n e  c a n  f i n d  « „ ( / - ,  c v )  s i m p l e  c v - p o i n t s  zv<k ( v  =  l k=  1,  n0(r, c v ) )  i n
| z | ^ / -  s u c h t h a t
2  " ó i ' ' ,  O  =  i q - 4 ) A ( r ) ~ c o n s t  L { r ) ,/  =  1
Iw'iZv.k) I
c o n s t
^ ( ^ v . / c )  '
( F o r  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  EVtk s e e  [ 6 ] . )
T h e  s a m e  w a y  a s  i n  [ 6 ] ,  u s i n g  T h e o r e m  5  w e  o b t a i n  ( 4 )  a n d  ( 5 ) .
T a k i n g  i n t o  a c c o u n t  T h e o r e m  6 ,  T h e o r e m  4  i s  p r o v e d  a n a l o g o u s l y  a s  T h e o r e m s  
1 ,  2  a n d  3 .
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WELL-ORDERINGS WHICH ARE TIGHT RELATIVE 
TO A PRESCRIBED DISTANCE FUNCTION
I A. P. HUHN
i n
Abstract
It is shown that under certain conditions (that can naturally be formulated using the concepts 
introduced in the elementary arithmetic of ordinal numbers) the following property holds: Given 
a well-ordering of the set of all two-element subsets of the set H , that is, a one-to-one and onto mapp­
ing <p: { {x ,y } \x s* y , x , y £ H } - > - ß \ { 0} for some ordinal /?( = {a|a</?}), one can define another 
well-ordering >//: H-*-a (one-to-one and onto) such that, for arbitrary x ,y £ H ,  we have (y(y)S 
st//(x)+ <p({x, y)). To explain the title, it is suggested to think of <p as a distance function; then the 
last inequality expresses a certain tightness condition.
1. Introduction
R e c e n t l y ,  c o n s i d e r a b l e  a t t e n t i o n  h a s  b e e n  a t t r a c t e d  b y  t h e  p r o b l e m ,  h o w  t o  
o r d e r  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  a  g r a p h  i n  s u c h  a  w a y  t h a t  t h o s e  v e r t i c e s  c o n n e c t e d  b y  a n  e d g e  
b e  a s  c l o s e  a s  p o s s i b l e .  I n  [ 2 ] ,  s t a r t i n g  f r o m  a  n u m b e r  t h e o r e t i c  p r o b l e m ,  w e  a r r i v e d  
a t  a  r e l a t e d  q u e s t i o n  a n d  o b t a i n e d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e s u l t .  I f  t h e  e d g e s  o f  a  g r a p h  a r e  
l a b e l l e d  w i t h  d i s t i n c t  p o s i t i v e  i n t e g e r s ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  l a b e l l i n g  o f  t h e  v e r t i c e s  o f  G 
w i t h  d i s t i n c t ,  c o n s e c u t i v e  i n t e g e r s  S O ,  s u c h  t h a t ,  d e n o t i n g  t h e  e d g e  c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  
v e r t i c e s  x  a n d  y  b y  xy  a n d  d e n o t i n g  t h e  l a b e l  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  e d g e  a ( r e s p e c ­
t i v e l y ,  v e r t e x  x)  b y  d(a) ( r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  h ( x ) ) ,  w e  h a v e
( 1)  h (x )-h (y )  s i  d(xy)
f o r  a l l  e d g e s  xy  o f  G. F u r t h e r m o r e ,  t h e  v e r t e x  l a b e l l e d  w i t h  0  c a n  b e  c h o s e n  a r b i ­
t r a r i l y .
I n  t h i s  n o t e  w e  g e n e r a l i z e  t h e  a b o v e  t h e o r e m  i n  t w o  d i r e c t i o n s .  F i r s t l y ,  t h i s  
r e s u l t  c a n  c l e a r l y  b e  r e f o r m u l a t e d  t o  a  t h e o r e m  a b o u t  o r d e r i n g s  o f  t h e  v e r t i c e s .  O n  
t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  i t s  p r o o f  i n  [ 2 ]  i s  b a s e d  u p o n  a  c a r d i n a l i t y  a r g u m e n t .  T h i s  p r o v o k e s  
t h e  q u e s t i o n  w h e t h e r  t h e  t h e o r e m  r e m a i n s  v a l i d  i f  w e  a l l o w  d  a n d  h t o  t a k e  t h e i r  
v a l u e s  f r o m  a  s e t  o f  o r d i n a l  n u m b e r s .  I n  t h i s  n o t e  w e  g i v e  a n  a f f i r m a t i v e  a n s w e r  
( T h e o r e m  1 )  u n d e r  a  c e r t a i n  r e g u l a r i t y  c o n d i t i o n .  I t  i s  a n  o p e n  q u e s t i o n  w h e t h e r  
t h i s  c o n d i t i o n  c a n  b e  d r o p p e d .  T h e  p r e s e n t  p r o o f  e s s e n t i a l l y  r e l i e s  u p o n  t h i s  c o n d i ­
t i o n ,  a s  i t  i s  s h o w n  b y  t h e  c o u n t e r - e x a m p l e  o f  S e c t i o n  3 .
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S e c o n d l y  o b s e r v e  t h a t ,  i f  a l r e a d y  o n e  r e p e t i t i o n  i n  t h e  l a b e l s  o f  t h e  e d g e s  i s  a l ­
l o w e d ,  t h e n  t h e  t h e o r e m  i s  n o  l o n g e r  t r u e .  I n  f a c t ,  l e t  G c o n s i s t s  o f  t h e  v e r t i c e s  x ,  y, 
a n d  z ,  a n d  e d g e s  xy  a n d  y z  w i t h  d(xy) =d(yz) =  1 .  T h e n  t h e r e  i s  n o  l a b e l l i n g  s a t i s ­
f y i n g  ( 1 )  a n d  s t a r t i n g  f r o m y ,  t h a t  i s ,  s a t i s f y i n g  h(y)  =  0 .  T h i s  l e a d s  u s  t o  t h e  q u e s t i o n ,  
h o w  t o  m o d i f y  t h e  a b o v e  r e s u l t ,  i f  w e  w a n t  t o  a l l o w  r e p e t i t i o n s  i n  t h e  l a b e l s  o f  t h e  
e d g e s .  T h e o r e m  1 i s  g e n e r a l i z e d  t o  a n  a n s w e r  t o  t h e  s e c o n d  q u e s t i o n  i n  S e c t i o n  4 .
A  f e w  w o r d s  a b o u t  t h e  s e t  t h e o r e t i c  b a c k g r o u n d  a r e  s a i d  i n  S e c t i o n  5 .
2 .  T h e  m a i n  t h e o r e m
B y  a  g r a p h  w e  m e a n  a n  o r d e r e d  p a i r  G — (V, E ) ,  w h e r e  V  i s  a  s e t  ( t h e  s e t  o f  
v e r t i c e s ) ,  a n d  E  ( t h e  s e t  o f  e d g e s )  i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  t h e  s e t  o f  a l l  t w o  e l e m e n t  s u b s e t s  o f  V. 
A  p a t h  i n  a  g r a p h  i s  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  e d g e s  cx, c2, . . . ,  c„ s u c h  t h a t  t h e  c i D c i + 1 ,  i =  1 ,  
2 ,  . . . ,  n —1 a r e  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  o n e  e l e m e n t  s u b s e t s  o f  V.  F o r  s i m p l i c i t y ’ s  s a k e ,  w e  
d e n o t e  t h e  e d g e  c o n n e c t i n g  t h e  v e r t i c e s  x  a n d  y  b y  xy,  a s  b e f o r e .
A s  u s u a l ,  c o  d e n o t e s  t h e  o r d e r  t y p e  o f  t h e  s e t  o f  n a t u r a l  n u m b e r s .  I f  oc a n d  ß a r e  
o r d i n a l s  s u c h  t h a t  oc^ß, t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t s  a  u n i q u e  o r d i n a l  ^ s u c h  t h a t  a + £  =  / ? .  
T h i s  o r d i n a l  w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  b y  —a + ß. A n o t h e r  f u n d a m e n t a l  p r o p e r t y  i s  t h a t  E u c ­
l i d e a n  d i v i s i o n  c a n  b e  c a r r i e d  o u t  b e t w e e n  t w o  o r d i n a l  n u m b e r s ,  i n  t h e  s e n s e  t h a t ,  
f o r  a n y  o r d i n a l s  a a n d  ß, ß ^O ,  t h e r e  e x i s t  u n i q u e  o r d i n a l s  S a n d  e s u c h  t h a t  a  =  
= ßö + s a n d  e < / ? .  T h e  a n s w e r  t o  t h e  p r o b l e m s  p o s e d  w i l l  b e  b a s e d  u p o n  t h i s  f a c t .  
L e t  a  a n d  y b e  o r d i n a l s ,  t h e n  t h e r e  e x i s t  <5 a n d  s  w i t h  e<coy s u c h  t h a t  x = (oyS + e. 
D e f i n e  [ x ] y = coy ■ ö, a n d ,  i f  x  a n d  ß a r e  t w o  o r d i n a l  n u m b e r s ,  w r i t e  ot-<yß f o r  [ a ]  =  
= [ß]y a n d  w r i t e  x < 7 / i  f o r  [a]y^E[ß]y. N o v /  w e  a r e  r e a d y  t o  s t a t e  o u r  m a i n  r e s u l t .
T heorem 1. Let G = ( V , E)  be a graph, let & be a set o f ordinals, 0j  G, and 
let d: E ^G  be a one-to-one mapping. Assume that, for any ordinal y, and for any 
edges a,b£E  with d (a )~ yd(b), there exists a path a=cx, c2, . . . ,  c„= such that 
d(Ci)-Kyd(a) for all i. Then there exists a one-to-one mapping h: V-+&' to a set Gr 
o f  ordinals such that, fo r  any edge xycE with h(x)<h(y) ,  we have
- h ( x )  + h(y)  S  d(xy).
3 .  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  I
B e f o r e  p r o c e e d i n g  t o  t h e  p r o o f ,  w e  n e e d  s o m e  p r e p a r a t i o n s .  F o r  o r d i n a l s  
a ,  ß  ( a < / l )  l e t
[ a ,  ß)-= in\ot ^  n <  ß}-
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  l e m m a  i s  p r o v e d  b y  a n  e a s y  t r a n s f i n i t e  i n d u c t i o n  o v e r  y.
Lemma 1 .  Let a and y be ordinals such that y.-^oy. Then [y.,coy) is similar to
[0, oF).
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Now we turn to defining h. At the same time we introduce some more notations 
which we shall need in the sequel. We may assume that G is connected, as from this 
particular case Theorem 1 easily follows in full generality. Choose an arbitrary vertex 
x  and define h(x) to be 0 .
Now, by induction, let /?>0, and assume that for all a-=/J we have chosen a 
vertex z with h(z) = a. Define
Vß =  {zev |3<x(</?): h(z) =  «}
0 ,  =  {d(a)\a£E, aHVß =  0, a \ V ß *  0}
Iß =  min (9ß.
Then there is a unique edge x0y 0, x0€Vß, y&Vß such that
=  d(x0y 0).
Define
h(y0) =  ß-
The proof of Theorem 1 is divided into two parts. First we show (Lemma 2) 
that the occurrances o f the ordinals in the Ofs show a certain regularity. This will be 
exploited to prove Lemma 3, a modification o f Theorem 1 which is more suitable for 
a proof by transfinite induction, than the theorem itself. For an ordinal ß , call the set 
[[/?]y, [jSJy +  co’’) the oF-class o f ß and denote it by # y(ß).
Lemma 2. Let a and y be ordinals such that, for some £ with ocs£<a-|-cu1’, 
Let ß =  mm U  ff{ . Then V(f)^ y(ß)Q  (J 0«.
a^!;-<<x + cov 1 =2 £-=:a -f- cov
P roof. We proceed via transfinite induction over y. For y =  0 , the lemma is 
obvious.
Let y =  x + l .  Let ß ' ~ yß, and ß'£G. We have to show that ß'£ (J <9i .
1 SÍ-=« + í»v
First of all, let a0 be the smallest of those ordinals of satisfying and a Sa'.
Then there is a natural number n0 with a0^ a  +  cu* • n0. By the assumptions o f Theo­
rem 1, there is a path et , e2, ..., en of G with d(ek)= ß ,  d(e„) =  ß', and d (e ß ^ yß. 
Choose Ax€ {1, 2, ..., n} such that ekt has a point in Vao, but, for i > k x, e;n ^ o=0. 
Such a k1 exists, or else ß'c 1J U  proving the lemma. By the
3^£-<0fo l i  s < a  +  ioy
choice o f Aj, d(ekl)£(9aQ, thus ß^ d (ekl), whence ß ~ yd(ekl). By the induction 
hypothesis, (€x(ß)Q (J Gi . The induction hypothesis yields also that
r(ix(min (J (J 0..  Clearly ^„(min |J 0t) —
a0-f-<o*^d;-ca0-F<o*-2 + io*-2 ccq + ío^ ^ ^ ^ oCq + co** • 2
Iterating this argument, we obtain that (J <9$ contains n distinct
1 ^  <x0 -f <o* • n
<y*-classes. Nov/, if none o f these n classes contains d(ekl), then all o f them are in 
between T?x(ß) and r£x(d(ekf )  in the natural ordering of the co*-classes. As there are
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only finitely many « ’‘-classes between Tx(ß) and Vx(d(ekl)), we reach K ( d ( e kJ) 
after finitely many repetitions, whence we obtain that there exists a natural number 
nkl and an ordinal akl such that d{ekl)d(9ak and 0+(ax -nkl. Now, either
ß'd  U  which finishes the proof, or there exists a k2 such that ek C\VX. ^ 0,
but, for i > k 2, = 0 . Similarly as above, we obtain that there exist an ordinal
ako and natural number nk2 with y.k, a kl +  o f  ■ nk„ such that d(ekßd&ßk . Continuing 
this procedure, we obtain that there exist natural numbers s, kk, k2, ks, nkl, 
nki, nks, and ordinals cckl, ak2, ..., aks, such that ß'd.Oak and akis a 0+cox ■ nkl, 
kl +  a>*-nkt, ■■■,<xksS<xks_1 +  co*-nks (whence ak. ^ a  +  o)x(n0 +  nkl+  ...+ «* ,)), 
or else ß'd U A  for some i ^ s —l. In both cases ß ’d U 0% as claimed.
1 l ^ q < a  + coy
I f  y is a limit-number, then the statement is obvious from the induction hypothe­
sis. N ow  let {ß}y denote the remainder of the Euclidean division of ß by coy, that is, 
{/?}7 =  —[ßiy +  ß- Since O$0, all elements oftTcan be represented in the form l + ß .
L em m a  3. Let \ +  ßf(Px. Assume that
{i+»?io =m  < [ß]y} n  <p4 =  0
for  all <^6[a, a +  {ß}y+ 1). Then l+ j8^ a+Wy+1.
C o r o lla r y . Let \ +  ßd@x- Then 1+ $ 0 lt+fi:±l.
Before proving Lemma 3 we have to mention another well-known fact about 
ordinals, namely, that any ordinal can be written in the normal form
(2) coyi-Hx+coft-n2 +  ..• +  töVfc. nk
where k, nk, n2, ..., nk are natural numbers, nk, n2, nkA 0, and yk, y2, ..., yk 
are ordinals such that yt > y 2 =*... . This is an easy consequence of that Euclidean
division can be extended to ordinals (see e.g. [1]).
P r o o f  of Lemma 3. For ß =  0, the Lemma is obvious.
Let ß >0, let y be arbitrary, and let {ß},; have the normal form (2). Assume that 
Lemma 3 is valid for all /?'</?. We now prove it for ß. We may assume that k?±0, 
otherwise the Lemma is trivial. Define /n,- inductively,, by the following scheme, 
where D tj is the statement . . .
min (UCy a +  ohi • m1 +  ... +  (Dyi-i ■ mir. 1f o ) y‘ ■ / $ { <
<  a +  coyi ■ mx +  ...+coyi-i ■ mi_ 1 +  a>y‘( j + 1)) £  d +  [ß]y +  w y> ■ n1+ . . .+ co yi ■ /?;. 
First of all we show that
( * )  Ao» Ai> Din. cannot be false at a time,
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as indicated on the diagram. This shows that the definition of the m /s is correct. 
Suppose Dia is not true, that is,
min (U 04| a ^ £ < a + aiy>) < 1 + [ß]y + a>yi • n t.
Then every element ^ 0  of the ct>yi-class o f min (UCii |a S ^ < a  +  cuyi) is contained in 
some of the (P(’s for +coyi by Lemma 2, that is, if 1+/?'€#,,, (min (U 0 4|aS
s £ < a  +  a>yi)), and £0 is the smallest of those ordinals £ satisfying l+ ß '£ & ( , then 
£„<a +  (uyi. Now we have
\ +ß '  < l+[ß]y+a>y>-n i s l + W j + { ß } ,  = i + ß
thus the induction hypothesis can be applied for ß' (with in the place o f y). We 
obtain that +1. Hence l +  /?'$04o+l( for all t j^ {ß '}yi+ l .  Now
£o +  {ß'}n +  1 S  to + cuy> =§ a + cuy-
(the latter inequality follows from Lemma 1). Thus 1 +  ß'$.@*+n for all t]Scoyi. 
That is, ^ yi(min (U 0 4|aS<*<a +  aiyi) )n iU ,,  =  0 for all i/^a)yi. Therefore, 
nfin (U 0 4|a +  ci;yi^ £ < a  +  a>yi2j) is in a different coy‘-class, that is <ßn (minU<P4|a s  
E,o: +  (ay'))?í(6y,{m\n (U 0 4|a +  cuyi^<!;<a +  a)yi • 2)). Similarly, we obtain, in gen-
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eral, that the con--classes o f  the elements min (U 0 i |a +  a)Vl • /s£ < a -F c o yi • ( j + 1)), 
7 = 0, 1, are distinct, and, if all of DkJ, /'=  0, 1, are false, then all the
elements of these «»''’‘-classes are majorated (in the strict sense) by 1 +  lß]y -\-(X)yi • Hi . 
Since we assumed that [1, 1+[ß]y) n i ,i =  0 for all ££[a, a +  {ß}y+ 1), these taVl- 
classes are also minorated by 1 -H [/?]y - But this is a contradiction, for there are only 
nx distinct a)y‘-classes in the interval [1 + [ß]Y, 1 -t-[/?]y +  coVl ■«,). Thus we proved the 
statement (* )  in the case j =  0. The case / =  1 differs in that, at the end o f the proof, 
where we utilized that the coy‘-classes in question are minorated by 1 -j-[/?],, (which 
was one of the assumption o f  Lemma 3), we now have to apply that the corresponding 
co72-classes occurring in the case /= 1  are minorated by 1 +[ß]y +  coy‘ • nk, which is 
exactly the assertion o f Dlmi. The general case is now analogous, completing the proof 
o f the statement (* ).
Now let l+ / i  =  m in ^ Wiiiii+ +ioyt mfc. By Dk,„k, 1 +/r=£ 1 + [ß]y+a)7' • >h+ •••
... +  oo7k ■ nk =  l + ß  (the reverse inequality is also true, but it is of no relevance here). 
Thus 1 +  j? =  min(^ for some £ ä a  +  coyi ■ mx+  ...+coyk ■ mk <^x +  a>yi ■ n1+ . . .+ a > yk ■ nk =  
=  oc+{/?},,. Thus l + ß  has been chosen as for some £^<x+{ß} , whence 
1 + ß $  +1, completing the proof of Lemma 3. To get the Corollary just
choose y such that /?<coy and apply the Lemma.
Finally, we return to the proof of Theorem 1. Let h(x)<h(y),  h(x) =  a., d(xy) =
— l + ß .  It follows that x€Va+1, y$Va+1. Hence 1 +  ß=d(xy)€.Ga+1. By the Co­
rollary o f Lemma 3, l + ß $ ^(a+D+p+i, thatis l+ / l  =  min 6>( for some £ á (a  +  l) +  ß. 
Hence h (y)=£s(oc+  l)  +  ß =  ac +  ( l+ ß )= h (x )+ d (x y ) ,  equivalently, — h(x) +  h (y )^  
^d(.xy). This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.
Now we show that the present proof need not work for arbitrary one-to-one 
mapping d. Some another proof, however, still might provide the result without im­
posing the connectivity condition of Theorem 1. Consider the graph on the points 
a0, ax, a2, ..., aa , am+1, with the edges a0ax for a + l ,  0 ^a<cu +  2 and aLaa1. 
Let d(a0alx) =  a whenever a0a^  is an edge and let d(acoaß)= 1. Set h(a„)= 0. Then the 
above definition of h yields /i(a2) = l ,  h(a3)= 2 ,  ..., /j(a0))=co, li(a1) =  co + 1 and 
h(aCJ+1) =  co +  2. Now —h(a0) +  h(aa,+l) = w  +  2 x D + l = d ( a 0am+1), that is, the 
assertion of Theorem 1 does not hold for this mapping h. Unfortunately this is no 
counter-example to the assertion itself, as the mapping /;, defined by h1(a0) =  0 , 
hi(am+ i )= l ,  h1(ax)=a. for 2 ^a<o>-|-l, and hl (a1) = c o + 1 obviously satisfies
— h1(x )+ h 1(y )sd (x y )  as well as the assumption hl (a0)= 0 .
4. A generalization of Theorem 1
The following theorem gives also an answer to the second question posed in the 
Introduction.
T heorem 2. Let G = (V ,E )  be a graph, let & be a set o f  ordinals, and let 
d : E  — & \  {0} be a mapping satisfying the following conditions.
(i) For any ordinal y, and fo r  any edges a, b£E  with d (a )~ yd(b), there exists 
a path a —cx, c2, ..., cn = b such that d(Cj)<vd(a) fo r  all i.
(ii) For any ordinal y, the subgraph o f  G, spanned by all those edges e o f  G 
with d(e) — y, has at most n + l  points.
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Then there exists a mapping h:V-~0' to a set O' o f  ordinals such that, for any 
edge xy£E with h (x)<h(y)
(3) - h ( x )  +  h(y) S  d(xy)
holds, and, for all y£&' the set o f  all x£V  with h (x )= y  has at most n points.
Proof (sketch). The proof is analogous w ith that of Theorem 1. Therefore, we 
do not go into details, we only define the mapping h, but do not prove the inequality 
— h (x )+ h (y )sd (x y ) ,  except for the case of finite graphs. This special case is 
discussed in order to show how the condition (ii) is applied in the proof.
We first define a mapping li0 as follows. Choose x£V  with h0( x ) = 0 arbi­
trarily. Now, by induction, let /?>0 and assume that, for all a(</J), we have chosen 
a vertex z with /i0(z) =  a. Let Vß be the set of all these vertices z. Choose an edge 
x0y0€E  with x0£Vp, y^ V ß such that
(4) d(x0y0) =  min d(xy),
*£* ß 
yivß
x y Z E
and define
/'u (J ’o) =  ß-
Finally, let h(x), x£V  be the quotient of the Euclidean division of h0(x) by n.
Now we restrict our considerations to the finite case. We first show that, for 
any vertices x ,y ,
(5) h0( y ) - h 0(x) =s n ■ d(xy).
We may assume that h0(y)>~h0(x), that is h0(x) is defined by the above procedure 
earlier than h0(y). Let d (xy )= k .  We have to show that h(y) is defined not later 
than in the nk-th step after defining h(x) (defining li(x) is the 0-th step). Assume that 
this statement is not true, that is, after defining h(x), in nk consecutive steps y  is 
never chosen as the next element. Thus in this nk steps and in at least one more step 
k =  d(xy) is among the numbers for which the minimum (4) is formed. Hence the 
value of (4) is S.k in n k+  1 steps. Therefore one o f the numbers 1, 2, ..., k  must 
occur as the minimum (4) in at least n + 1 steps, which is impossible by (ii). Thus (5) 
is proved, and (3) is a weakened form of (5).
It is worth mentioning that this theorem has a consequence in connection with 
the original number theoretic problem of [2], Analogously to the main result o f [2], 
it follows that, whenever mx, m2, ..., m, are natural numbers such that the pairwise 
greatest common divisors diJ={m i,mi), i f i  are different from 1, then in order 
that there exist ax, a 2, . . . ,a r such that for any «-element subset K of {1, 2, ...,/•}
Pi {.v \x =  a, (mod /«,)} =  0
holds, it is sufficient that for any natural number a and for any subset LQ  {1, 2, ..., r } 
satisfying
V i, /€  L : (/«,, nij) =  a
we have \L \^ n +  1. We omit the proof. For a motivation of these number theoretic 
question the reader is referred to [2],
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5. Open problems
Problem 1. Is there any numbering of the edges for which the property formu­
lated in Theorem 1 is not valid? Characterize these numberings.
We think, the occurrance of graphs in Theorem 1 and in Problem 1 is incidental 
and there is some more fundamental property o f ordinal numbers lying behind Theo­
rem 1 and Problem 1. Our next problem concerns this property.
Imagine the following game played by coins which are marked with distinct 
non-zero ordinal numbers. The game is played between us and a slot machine in 
transfinite time, such that, for any ordinal number a, in the a-th moment a pair of 
moves is made. Before the game all the coins are in the slot machine. The slot machine 
opens the game by throwing out a set of coins. Then, provided the set o f coins at 
our disposal is not empty, we have to choose one o f these coins and insert it in the 
slot machine. In reply, in the next move, the machine throws out another set of 
coins, whereafter we have to choose a coin from the union of this set and the set of 
coins remained after our previous move, etc. In every move, the coin inserted is 
swallowed by the slot machine once and for all and will never again occur in the set of 
coins thrown out by the machine. Our aim is to get rid of every coin in not more 
steps than the number on the coin.
Problem 2. Can we win the game?
In this formulation the slot machine takes the place of the graph o f Theorem 1. 
It should be the subject o f a further study how exactly this problem is related to 
Problem 1. The present formulation even admits some ambiguity. To mention two of 
them, the answer might be different according to whether the moves o f the slot ma­
chine only depend upon time or they also depend upon the coin just inserted and 
according to whether we know the function describing this dependence or not.
In case there are only finitely many coins (then we may assume that the game is 
played in finite time), the answer is much easier: we can always win the game, no 
matter how the machine works. One winning strategy is the following (this is the 
strategy that our present proof o f Theorem 1 relies upon): In each move we get rid 
o f the coin wearing the smallest number, no matter when we received it. Another 
winning strategy is always to insert the coin which is the most urgent to get rid of, 
that is, for which the sum of the number on the coin and the time when we received 
it is minimum. (It is a good exercise to prove that this strategy also works.)
Problem 3. Find the general winning strategy in the finite case. Find at least a 
com mon generalization of the two strategies described above.
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Generalizing a method o f Edit Gyarmati we give a necessary and sufficient condition of 
new type, which provides, for any given quadratic field (imaginary or real), the possibility to decide 
in a bounded number of steps whether the unique factorization is valid or not in the ring of the in­
tegers o f the field.
Introduction
We denote by 1(d) the ring of algebraic integers of the extension o f the rational 
field by yd, where d  is an arbitrary squarefree rational integer.
For the imaginary case Heilbronn and Linfoot [3], [4] proved that there are at 
most ten 0, for which 1(d) is a unique factorization domain (UFD).
Their proof is not elementary using ideal-theory. Nine of these values were 
known, namely
(1) d =  - 1 ,  - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 7 ,  -1 1 ,  - 1 9 ,  -4 3 ,  -6 7 , -1 6 3 .
The problem of the existence of a tenth value resisted many efforts, till finally Stark
[6] proved that no such tenth d  exists.
For the real case, it is still undecided whether there are finitely or infinitely 
many d > 0, for which 1(d) is UFD, hence the determination of all such values of d 
seems to be much more complicated. For detailed references see [11] p. 404.
Edit Gyarmati [1] gave an elementary proof o f the fact that 1(d) is a UFD for 
the values enumerated in (1) (see also [2]). Her proof has also some interesting theoret­
ical consequences, which may give a base for an eventual elementary proof of 
Stark’s result (we also note that her paper appeared earlier than Stark obtained his 
result).
In our paper we shall generalize her method for both the imaginary and the real 
case and give necessary and sufficient condition o f new type for the property o f 1(d) 
to be a UFD. It is enough to check finitely many irreducible elements o f 1(d), whether 
they are also primes in 1(d). Some related problems are discussed in [7] and [8].
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification (1985 Revision). Primarv 12A25; Secondary 12A45, 
10E05.
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Notation and preliminaries
We shall denote the elements of 1(d) by small Greek letters, the rational integers 
by Latin letters. It is well-known that the elements o f  1(d) can be represented in the 
form:
a =  a +  bQ
where
For a we put
and
1 f d  if d =  2  or
9 =  ■
l +  &  if d -
’ a — b9 = 1 III
(X = , 1 -  a + b ----- y —~ =  a + b —bS
\a--db-\  if d
N( a) =  |aaj =  •
a'2 Tab — ^ b'2 
4 if  d =  1 (mod 4).
Let us recall that a f l ( d )  different from 0 and units are called irreducible if 
a =  ßy implies that either ß  or y is a unit, and it is called prime if a\ßy implies a\ß 
or a|y (or both).
a will always denote a unit, it, nt and g irreducible elements and p , p t, q , q t 
rational primes.
The main result
T H E O R E M . Let T be as follows:
( 2) T ={
—=  Y — d  if  d <  0, d =  2 or 3 (mod 4),
V'3
—L J — d if  d <  0. d =  1 (mod 4),
1'3
2
—=  V d  if d >  0, d  =  2 or 3 (mod 4),
1;5
—L ) d  i f  d >  0, d =  1 (mod 4).
V 5
Then 1(d) is a UFD i f  and only i f  the following condition holds:
(3) each p with 0 <  p  <  T  which is irreducible in 1(d), is also a prime in 1(d).
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Proof. Trivially 1(d) is a UFD if and only if all irreducible elements are prime. 
This immediately shows that condition (3) is necessary.
To prove the converse we need some lemmata.
L e m m a  1. I f  every rational prime is a prime in 1(d) or a product o f  l(d)-primes 
then 1(d) is a UFD.
Proof. The norm of an a different from 0 and from units has a factorization
N(a) =  PiPi...pn.
By assumption each p { is prime or a product of primes in 1(d). This implies that the 
factorization of
N(ot) =  |aä| — eotä. (e =  +1  or —I) 
is unique, hence the factorization of a is unique as well.




p\N(ot) or p\N(ß), 
and hence by assumption o f the lemma we obtain
p\y. or p\ß.
The following lemma plays a key role in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 3. I f  p is not a prime in 1(d) and T is the constant defined by (2), then 
there exists a /MO with
N(ß) =  pn, n s  T.
Proof. For a rational prime p which is not a prime in 1(d) we can find by 
Lemma 2 an xdl(d)  for which
p\N(y.), but p\a..
(i) Let first be
cl =  2 or 3 (mod 4).
Then d  is, by the definition o f the norm a quadratic residue (mod p), i.e.
z- — d =  pn
for some z and n. Let us form the following lattice:
X =  pu +  zv,
y  =  v,
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where u and v run through the rational integers independently. The area o f the fun­
damental parallelogram is
A = P 10 1 =  P-
For any lattice point ( x ; y )  we have
x2—dy2 =  p 2u2 +  2 p u zv+ z2v2—dv2 =  p (p u 2 +  2uzv)+v2(z2—d),
hence
In this case we have
(ii). If
p\x2- d y 2.
p\z2—d.
d  =  1 (mod 4),
and if 2 is prime or product o f primes in 1(d) then it is trivial that
p\N( d) but p \x
if  and only if
p\N(2d) but p-(2a.
Since
N  (2d) =  Ax2 +  4 x y  — 4 d - 1 y3 = 4x2+ 4 x y —d y2+ y 2 =  (2 x + y ) 2—dy2,
d  must be a quadratic residue (mod p) i.e.
z\ — d  =  pn
for some z0 and n. Trivially there will be
(z0- p f - d  =  pn !
for some nlt too, and since z0 or z0—p is odd (because p ^ 2 ) ,  hence
z0 =  2z + l  or z0—p  =  2z T l
for some z, where z is a rational integer. Let us form now the following lattice:
1 1
x =  p i t -  —p v + — zv,
1
where u, v run through the rational integers independently. The area of the fundamen­
tal parallelogram of this lattice is
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For any lattice point (x ;y ) we have:
(2 x +  y)2 — dy2 =  4p2u2+ p 2v2—4p2uv +  4puvz +
+  2puv — 2pv2z — pv2 +  v2z2 +  v2z +  l/4r2 — (d/4)v2 =
and since
p  |(2 z + 1 )2 — d = 4z2+ 4 z + 1 — d  =  4 z^ 2 +  z — ^  * j ,
hence
p\(2x+y)2- d y 2.
(iii) We want to find a lattice point (x„; y u) for which
\x l -d y l \  =  c0
is small but not 0.
(iii/a) Let first be 0. Then
x2 — dy2 =  c (c is a positive constant) 
is a circle in the coordinates
£ =  =  j —d y.
The points (£, i/) for integers u, v form a lattice in the (<!;, iy) plane in which the 
area A* of the fundamental parallelograms is ^ —d A or Y— dA', respectively. It is 
well-known (see e.g. [9] or [10]) that the circle
13
*
always contains a lattice point (£0, iy0) different from the origin. So we can choose 
2
c0=  —— A* which means that there is a ß in 1(d) with
Y3
N(ß) =  x l - d y l  =  p n ^ - ^ = p  ] ' -  d  or ^  J L . 1  p  j/_  d, 




d .if d =  2 or 3 (mod 4)
-  if d =  1 (mod 4).
(iii/b) For 0
x2 — dy2 =  ± c  (c is a positive constant)
5
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is a pair of hyperbolas which can be written in the form
The points
(x +  ^  dy)(x—Ycly) = ± c .
€  = x + y d y ,  tj =  x — ) / d y
in the (£, ?;)-plane form a lattice. The area A* o f the fundamental parallelograms can 
be calculated easily; it is 2 Yd A or 2 ~\jdA', respectively.
It is well-known (see again [9] or [10] e.g.) that there is always a lattice point 
(C0, J/o) different from the origin for which
I, , A* 
lío^ol =  7 ^ -  
y s
This means that there is a ß in 1(d) with
i.e.
N(ß) =  \x l~dyl\  = p n  sS 2p]/d
\f5
or P \ ' d
Í5
n ^ T
2 | / 3  ^  d =  2 or 3 (mod 4) 
j / ^  if d =  1 (mod 4).
L e m m a  4 . N (a)=p  implies that a is prime in 1(d).
P r o o f . We note that the irreducibility of a  is trivial, the stress lies on the prime 
property. Lemma 4 can be easily proved by ideal theory. An elementary but complicat­
ed proof was given in [5]. Now we give a simple elementary proof of the statement.
It is well-known that 0, 1 ,2 , — 1 form a complete residue system (mod a)
if  N (x )= p .
Thus we can find to any y, <5 an a and b such that
and
0 ^  a, b ^  p  — 1
y =  a (mod a), 
(5 =  b (mod a).
N ow  if alyd then a]ab which implies
i.e.
N(a) =  p\a2b2 
p\a or p\b.
Since this is possible only if  a =  0 or 6 =  0, we have
a |y  or a |d ,
respectively, w h ic h  shows that a is really a prime.
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Lemma 5. Condition (3) implies that any 0 is a prime or a product o f  
primes in 1(d).
Proof. I f  p is irreducible then it is prime by assumption. I f  p is reducible then only
is possible, i.e.
p  =  £7171
N( 7i) =  N(n) =  p,
but then, by Lemma 4, n and n are primes.
Lemma 6. Jf N (y)=pt,  where t is prime or a product of primes in 1(d) then also p  
is prime or a product o f  primes.
Proof. Let
t =  7C2 .. .  Cp q 2 • • • 5
where 7t; and qj are primes in 1(d). Lhen
yy =  pn17i1n27i2 . . . q 1q.i .
Since 7rj is prime, 
and hence
We obtain similarly that e.g.
TTily or |y,
jiily or *1ly-
sides by 7i \n\
qi\y and cp\y,
hence either p =  qy or we can reduce both sides by q\.
Thus we have either p —qt for some /, which means that p is prime, or finally 
ey'y'—p^  which shows, by Lemma 4, that p  is a product of primes.
Proof of the theorem
Now we are ready to prove our theorem. By Lemma 1 it is enough to verify that 
the rational primes are primes or product of primes in 1(d).
If p  is not prime (and p — 2 if d =  1 (mod 4)), then by the Lemma 3 there will 
exist a ß£l(d),  ß^O  with
N(ß) =  pn, n S  T.
For d ~= —12 or 20 and i /= l(m o d 4 )  2 > 7 \  because we have to test only 
p = 2, otherwise it is easy to show that 2 is prime or product of primes in 1(d) espe­
cially for
d  =  -1 1 , - 7 , 3 ,5 ,  13, 17
5 *
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1(d) is UFD. Trivially, T  is irrational if d ^  —3 or 5, hence we can write
n T  instead of n ^  T.
Factoring n among the rational integers and using Lemma 5 we obtain that n is 
prime or a product o f primes. Finally, by Lemma 6, we conclude that p  is prime or a 
product of primes.
Some applications
At present we do not see, though hope, that our theorem might give some infor­
mation about the number o f  real quadratic fields which are UFD.
As an illustration we prove that 1(d) is a U F D  for d — —61 and d =  93.
We shall use the well-known fact, that an odd p  is prime if and only if the
Legendre-symbol is —1, and 2 is prime if and only if d =  5 (mod 8).
" For d =  —67
r  = <  5,
hence we have to check only p =  2 and 3. Since
and
— 61 =  5 (mod 8)
m - -
these numbers are primes in / (  —67), which verifies that / (  —67) is a UFD. 
For d —93
F  =  1/ ^ -  =  fT M < 5 .
hence we have to check again p  — 2 and 3. 2 is prime, while 3 is reducible, but
7V(4+S) =  I—3| =  3,
thus /(93) is a UFD.
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MARKOVIAN MODELS OF URBAN TRAFFIC.
AN APPLICATION OF THE FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULA
Á. BELLAY
Abstract
If the time-parameter of a second order stationary process is replaced by the integral o f a real 
function of a stationary Markov process, then the spectral density of the resulting process is given 
by an integral transform, see [2]. The kernel o f this integral operator is calculated by means of the 
Feynman—Kac formula for some explicitely solvable models. Asymptotics of the integral operator 
is investigated as the randomness of this rescaling of time diminishes. Our studies are motivated by 
some theoretical problems related to a probabilistic description of vibrations of vehicles in urban 
traffic.
The following problem emerged from a mathematical study o f certain vibrations 
of vehicles caused by the unevenness of the road, see [I, 2, 3] for a more detailed 
explanation. Let C/(s), U£R denote the level of the road at a distance j£R  from 
the origin, and consider a vehicle moving with a random velocity, V = V (t)  at time
file as seen by the driver is just the composed process U (t )=  L7[5'(/‘)]. It is natural to 
assume that U is a second order stationary process o f zero mean and covariance 
/f(.y) =  E[í/(/--Kv) C/(/")], V is a nonnegative function of a stationary Markov process 
such that U and V are completely independent. It is easy to see that under such con­
ditions U is again a second order stationary process of zero mean and covariance K
if t^O, K( — t )= K ( t ) ,  where F, denotes the distribution function of S(t),  i.e. 
F,(.v) =  P[S(/)<.v] for m 0.
The empirical information we are a priori given is the spectral density,/, o f U; 
thus f  is a nonnegative even function such that
0. Introduction
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Therefore
(0.3) K(t) =  f  r(t, x)f(x) dx,
where r(t, •) is the characteristic function o f Ft ,
+ oo
(0.4) r(t, x) =  J  e'sxFt{ds).
0
Suppose now that K  is integrable, then it is the Fourier transform o f a symmetric 
real function / ,
(0.5) J(y)  =  — Re Í  e - u>K(t)dl,
71 o
consequently
(0-6) J(y)  =  -  f  R(x, y)f(x) dx,
71 - o o
where
+  OO 4 - 0 0  - f  o o
(0.7) R(x, y) =  R c J  e~ “yr(t, x) dt =  Re J  J  exp(isx — ity)F,(ds) dt.
o o o
Since the equations o f vibration are usually solved by methods o f Fourier analy­
sis, relevant information is contained in the spectral density o f the road profile as 
seen from the vehicle. The distortion given by (0.6) does really depend on the struc­
ture o f our velocity process, V, thus comprehensive models for the velocity process of 
buses in an urban traffic are o f great interest. Unfortunately, precise models do not 
allow us to make explicite calculations. The main purpose of this paper is to explore 
the possibilities of a pragmatic approach to this problem.
In the next section we introduce a fairly general Markovian model of the velocity 
process V. The Feynman— Kac formula reduces the calculation o f R to the Cauchy 
problem of an operator equation involving the generator of the underlying Markov 
process. This approach initiates a generalization o f the results of [4] to a large class 
o f  models. In some regular cases we can apply Fourier transform to eliminate time 
from the operator equation mentioned above. The resulting equation can explicitely 
be solved even in some nontrivial cases. The kernel of (0.6) is analytically determined 
in the simplest non-trivial case, and the first approximation to the integral operator 
(0 .6) is calculated as the variance of the velocity process V  goes to zero.
1. Markovian models
We are going to investigate the following class of models. Let cp =  (pt , f 0 
denote a uniformly stochastically continuous Markov family in a complete separable 
metric space, Q. The associated semigroup is defined as P ,g = P tg(u)=E[g((pt)\(p0=  
=  u], P; is a strongly continuous map of the Banach space of continuous and bounded 
complex valued functions on Q into itself. Let Cb(Q)-denote .the space o f such func­
tions, and let A: DÄ-*Cb(i2) denote the infinitesimal generator o f the transition
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semigroup introduced above. Stationary distributions, if any, are characterized by 
the stationary Kolmogorov equation:
(1.1) j A g d ß  — 0 for all g £ D A.
For definitions and elementary statements o f this section see Chapter 10 o f  [5].
Suppose now that the initial distribution o f cp, is a stationary measure /c of 
P(, and consider V(t) =  c(<p,) as the velocity process o f our vehicle. Notice that the 
model is specified by Q, A, p and c\ the static characterics / need not be explicitely 
given. Although it is not necessary everywhere, through this paper we assume that 
the a priori spectral density /  is twice continuously differentiable with compact 
support.
Introduce now
( 1.2) co(/, ii, x ) =  E [exp [ i x  f  c(<ps) cA)| ip0 =  h] ,
0
the conditional characteristic function of S(t) ,  then r —r(t, x) of (0.3)—(0.4) is rep­
resented as r(t, x)=Jco(t,u , x)p(du). In view o f the Theorem of Section 10.3 of
[5] we can identify co as the only exponentially bounded solution to the Cauchy prob­
lem co(0, w, x ) = l  for
(1.3)
<>0 ) (t, u, x)
Ft
=  A„co(t, u, x ) +  ix c(u)(o(t, u, A');
the superscript u of A indicates that A is acting on co as a function o f Q, while 
x£R  is fixed. Expectations like (1.2) for solving parabolic equations are usually 
referred to as Feynman—Kac formulae.
O f course, an equation like (1.3) cannot be solved in general. Nevertheless, the 
probabilistic interpretation of co suggests one further step towards reducing the prob­
lem to an easier one. Indeed, if (p has some good mixing properties, then S ( t )  =  
1
=  J  c((ps)ds is asymptotically normal, that is 
«
co(t, u, x) exp { ' » t x - j ^ x j as t -j- zo,
where v is the mean velocity, and <r>0 denotes the dispersion of S  per unit time. 
Therefore we expect that co is an integrable function o f time if x^O, thus
(1.4) R (x, y) =  R cJ w (x ,  y, u)n(du), 
where
+ oo
( 1.5) u’(x, y, u) =  J  co(/, u, x)e~',y dt.
0
On the other hand, multiplying both sides of ( l .3) by e i,y, and integrating by parts, 
we obtain an equation o f elliptic type for w, namely
(1.6) Auw(x, y, ii) +  i[xc(u)—y] vt'(.v, y, u)+  I =  0.
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In the next section (1.6) will be used to calculate the kernel function in a concrete 
example.
To reduce (1.3) to (1.6) we need that to is an integrable function o f time. Since 
r(t, x ) = fco(t, u, x)p(du), this question is closely related to the intcgrability o f K.
L e m m a  1.7. Suppose that
( i ) /  [sup |^f(i)|] dr <+°=>, 
0 sSr
and we have some <5>0 such that
(ii) J  F'(öt) dt <  +  °°,
o
then K  is integrable.
Proof. Let M (r ) denote the integrand of (i), and observe that |Äi(^)| ^Ä'(O) 
as / = 0 .  From (0.1) we get
ö t  +  ° °
1^(01 =  /  !A'(.r)| F,(ds)+ f  \K(s)\Ft(ds) ^  K(0)F,(5t) +  M(öt),
0  S t
which proves the statement.
Condition (i) is a little bit stronger than integrability of K. Since f "  is integrable 
by assumption, we have \K (s)\^C /s2 implying (i). The second condition is related 
to the velocity process. Let v —Jc(u)p(du) denote the mean velocity, assume that 
v > 0 .  The mean value o f S ( t )  is just vt, therefore (ii) is quite natural if 5 < v .  To 
ensure mixing of the underlying Markov process, we assume that it is geometrically 
ergodic in the following sense. There exists an a > 0  such that
(1.8) -  Rc J g A g  dp  is a f  |g|2 dp if f  g  dp =  0, g £ D^.
The presence of this spectral gap of size a implies not only the uniqueness o f the 
stationary measure p, but also the geometric ergodicity of ip, in L2(£2, p). If Q  is a 
finite set, then (1.8) is equivalent to saying that there is only one stationary measure.
Now we are in a position to formulate a general statement, the main result of 
this section.
Proposition 1.9. Suppose (1.8) and r > 0 . I f f  is twice continuously differen­
tiable with compact support then K  is an integrable function given by (0.3), where 
r(t, x )= Jco(t ,  u, x)p(du), and co is the only exponentially bounded solution to (1.3) 
with initial condition co(0, u, .v)= 1.
Proof. It is sufficient to verify the second condition of Lemma 1. Since r>>0, 
(ii) follows from a bound E [S'(T )-r7’]4S Ä T  by the Markov inequality. Let 
b = b (u )= c (u )—v, and observe that
E[S(T) vT]~ =  ——- J J J f  E(t1, t2, t3, t4) dt1dt2dt3dti ,
>V
( 1 . 1 0 )
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where W  is a four-dimensional simplex defined by 0 whi l e
E(ti, h, t3, U) =  E [J J  b{(ptk)] =  f  dg bP, t [bP, tt(bP, , b)].
Now we are in a position to exploit the geometric ergodicity of <pt . Let g £ C b(C2), 
then PtgZDA satisfies dz/dt =  Az with z(0, u)=g(u). It is plain that P t is a con­
traction semigroup also in L2(ß , g), and its generator is an extension o f A, therefore
( 1.8) implies
( 1. 11) /  \P,g\2d g ^ e - 2Mf 1g\2dg,
provided that Í g d g =  0. Therefore by the Schwarz inequality we obtain that
IJ  dg bP, b I — e~xt J  b2 dg.
Similarly, as J b d g  — 0, and gP, =  g, we have
J  dg bP,(bPsb) =  J  dg bP,[bPsb —J  dg hPsh],
whence
I f  dg bP,(bPsb)\ ^  Kx exp (— at — as)
with some Kx depending also on the bound of c. Repeating this argument once more, 
we arrive at
\E(h,  /a, ?3, /4)[ S  K, exp [ —a (/4 —/j)],
which completes the proof by a direct calculation. QED.
Let us remark that equations (1.4) and (1.8) are not involved in this result. In 
concrete calculations o f the next section (1.4) will be used to verify (1.5), the kernel 
function will be determined by means of ( 1.1) and ( 1.8).
The simplest model o f this kind is certainly the case of a vehicle travelling with a 
constant velocity r> 0 , then £2=R, <p(t)=v, c(u) =  u, and A =  0; thus u)(t, u, x) =  
=  eixu!, and g is concentrated in the point v. This model is not asymptotically normal 
as g  — 0. Nevertheless, calculation in the space o f generalized functions yields
(1.12) f(y )  =  -1 Re f  f  eixi"~iy,f (x )  dt dx =  - 1 / ^ ) .
O f course, (1.12) follows directly from (0.1), too.
Another principal model is S ( t )= v t+ a W ( t ) ,  where v is a positive constant, 
and IT is a standard Wiener process. This case is not compatible with our framework, 
because velocity here is a white noise process. Since F, is a normal distribution of 
mean vt and variance a2t in this case, a direct calculation yields
R (x , y) =
2 o2x2
oi xi +  4 ( y —vx)2(1.13)
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In the next section we are going to investigate a nontrivial Markovian model 
such that (1.1) and (1.8) admit explicit solutions. Although this model is degenerate 
in the sense that the velocity can take on only two different values, it demonstrates 
the main phenomena appearing in case of more complex models. In the last section an 
asymptotic expansion o f the integral operator (0.4) in the neighbourhood o f (1.12) 
will be given. Universality o f  this expansion is to be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
2. Calculation of the kernel of (0.4)
Let f í= ( r 1,z;2} be the set o f  allowed velocities, and put c(n) =  u. It is very 
important that v1^ v 2, ^ > 0 ,  v2>0.  Then Cb(fí) is simply a two-dimensional 
space; if g = ( g i , g 2) is an arbitrary element o f Cb(Q), and X2 are positive 
constants, then
A2g i—Aag2
is the most general form of the generator of a stochastically continuous Markov proc­
ess in Q, see [5, 7]. The intuitive content of (2.1) is the following. If <p(t)—Vi at 
i s 0 , then cp(t+s) =  v; remains in force for s < T it where t; is an exponential 
holding time of parameter A,-. At .r= t; the process changes its value, and the proce­
dure continues in such a way that, given the value o f <p, past and future are completely 
independent. It is plain that cp has a unique stationary distribution p. Let /i({r'1})=p, 
/i((w2} )=  1 —p, and A=A1 +  A2, then (1.1) turns into
f  Ag dp =  ( -  >*1g1+ d i g .,)p+(Lzgx - / . 2g,)( I - p )  =  (;.2- / p ) g 1+ (; .p -; .2)g 2 =  o,
n
whence
(2.2) /<(H}) =  a2/a, g (K } ) =  x j l
Further important parameters are the mean velocity v and the variance n2 o f  velocity 
in the stationary state p. An easy calculation yields
(2.3)
Our basic result is
v = X1v2 +  /-aU 
A A2 (r'i r 2)-.
T heorem  2.4. Consider the above Markovian model and suppose that U satisfies
(1.9). Then all conclusion o f  Proposition 1.11 hold, i.e. U and 0  admit continuous and 
bounded spectral densities f  and f ,  respectively, furthermore
r(v) =  J_ /■“ ________ Xa-x- f(x) d x ________
7 n _ l  (y  — Vi x)2 ( y —v2 x)2 +  A2 (y — rx)2
P r o o f . We have to verify conditions of Proposition 1.11. In this case (1.10) is 
trivial because 0 < 5 < m in  {vx, v2} implies Ft(5t) =  0, verification of (1.5) is based 
on (1.4), which reads as
(2.5) ib(t, vk, x) =  (— Xk + ixvk)(o{t, vk, x) + Xkco(t, vk, x ), k  = 1,2
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with oj(0, vt , x)=a>(0, v2, x) =  1; here <h denotes temporal derivative of a>, and 
k — 2 if k — 1, k = l  if k = 2 .  The characteristic equation o f system (2.5) is just
(2.6) z2 +  (A — ixiy — ixv2) z —v1v2x2 — iAvx =  0;
let p  +  iq be one of the square roots of the discriminant o f (2.6). We have to investigate 
the real parts of the roots o f (2.6), it is sufficient to show that for each e > 0  there 
exists a 0 such that |p| — — 2b if |x |> £ . Since p 2—q2=A2—x2(v1 — v2)2,
p q = —x(A1 — A2)(v 1 —  v 2) ,  and p ^ O  may be assumed, we obtain that
) ? - p 2 =  t f f a - v J F l l  - p - ' f a - W ] ,
whence the statement follows directly as \AX — A2|< 2 .
Therefore w can be determined as the unique solution of (1.8), and
(2.7) R(x, y)  =  Re [u'(.v, y, vk)A2/A +  w(x, y, v^AJA].




- A kw (x, y, vt) +  (Ak -  ivk x  +  iy) w (x, y, vk) =  1, k =  1 ,2,
w(x, y, vk) _______ A + H y - iy x )_______
i A ( y - v x ) - ( y - v 1x ) ( y - v ax) ’
k — 1, 2 .
Comparing (2.7) and (2.9) we obtain the explicit form o f R by an easy calculation: 
Explicit solutions can be obtained in some more complex cases when the velocity 
may take on several different values.
Let
3. The first approximation to (2.9) 
denote the integral operator defined by (2.9), and set ■/44)
Since M0 corresponds to the case of constant velocity, we expect that 0), approaches 
J ’o as randomness o f the velocity disappears from the model. To obtain a more intui­
tive picture on the nature of distortions of the spectral density resulting from random­
ness of the velocity, we investigate asymptotics of (ft, near á?0. More exactly, we 
calculate the first derivative o f (ftf at (ftaf  as a function o f a2.
T heorem 3.1. Suppose that f  is a twice continuously differentiable bounded 
function with bounded first and second derivatives, and let /  =  (ftf. I f  Ak, ?.2 and ?; > 0  




for all y , where gfiu)=(AJn)(A2+ u 2) 1 denotes the Cauchy density o f parameter A.
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P r o o f . Introducing u = v x —y  as a new variable, (2.9) turns into
(3.2) f ( y )  =  J L  f  h f i o * ( y + u Y \ p . { u ) \ - ' f [ 2 ^ \ d u ,
7ZV \  V )
where
(3.3) +  i/.uv2.
Observe that (Z/n)u2vl \pa(u)\ 2 converges to g fu )  as a goes to zero, an easy 
calculation shows that this convergence is a dominated one, consequently we have
(3.4) v*lim —<7—o n J  h r \ p a{u)\ 2h(u)du J  gx(u)h(u) du
for all bounded h : R — R. On the other hand,
( 3 , ,





/ u\pa{u)\ 2 du — 0,
— f  Xva2(y2+2yu)\p„{n)| 2 du =  — . n J v
Proofs of (3.6) and (3.7) are straightforward but long, we only indicate the main 
steps o f the calculations. We need
L e m m a  3.8. Let u1 and u 2 denote the roots o f  i r  +  Bu +  C  =  0, where Im C = 0 , 
ReCVO . Jf lm « j< 0  and Im w2< 0 , then
1 +r°  a +  b u  a
n  \ u2 + B u + C \ 2, U ), C \ x n B
P r o o f  of (3.8). Since
1 +r 1
lim — f  --------d u  =  i sign Im z
r -  +  ~  71 j t  U —  Z
(3.9)
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if Jm z^O, we obtain that 
(3.10) I r du
n ( M - z x) ( m -z2)
-[sign Im zx — sign Im z2],
provided that Im z ^ O  and Im z^ O . On the other hand, 
a +  bu a+ bu
\u2 +  B u + C \2 l«i — u2\- Lu—ux
a +  bux
~ i - l  r— i _____ uu — m2 J L u —ux u—u2 J
1 1
Ml —M2|2 L(m — Mi)(m — Mj) (m — U y ) ( l l — m2)
a + b u 9
Mi M2 (m — m2)(m— ll  2 ) (
_____ !______ I,
M —M2)(m —Kj) J
whence by (3.10) and C =  C we obtain for the value /  of the integral in (3.8) that
2/ f a +  hMj a +  bu2
(Mi - m2) L (ux-- i'i)(mi- u2) (m2-Mj)(m2- llo) J
21 Ir a +  bux a +  bu2 ] - 1 [ M Ml
(Mi -M2) I[(B - B ) u x
1S'1
[oq (mj — m2) Im B l  «! M2 J
which completes the proof o f (3.8). QED
To conclude (3.6) and (3.7) we have to verify that the roots ux and m2 of pa 
satisfy the conditions Im ux< 0 and Im m2< 0 o f (3.8). Letting a go to zero in (3.3) 
we see that one of the roots, say nl5 goes to zero, while n2 converges to —ik as c —O. 
Since uxu2=  - o 2y 2/vxv2, we obtain that ux= —ia2y 2/kv2+o(i72), consequently 
Im MjcO and Im m2< 0  hold true, at least for small values of a. Applying (3.8) 
to calculate (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain the statement o f Theorem (3.1). QED.
Very similar methods work in the case o f (1.13); we obtain
T heorem  3.11. Suppose that f  is twice continuously differentiable and f ( x ) = 0  
for  |x |> ß . / /
(3 12) +r _ 2 ^ A x ) d x




as a —0 ; the right-hand side does not depend on r.
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P r o o f . Substituting v x —y = u  we obtain that
(3 .1 4 )  J (y )  =  _L /
7LV _r
Therefore, in view o f (3.5) and
(3.15)
2cr2v2(y +  u)2f  du
rri (y +  u)'i +  4iA ir
1 r 2a2v2y 2 du
J 0-^  (1? _1_ 1/2
(3.16)




f 7 (y +  u)4+ 4 v4u2 =  o(a-)
we obtain (3.13) by the Dominated Convergence Theorem. To prove (3.15) and (3.16) 
let u =  a2z, differentiating the transformed integrals with respect to a2 at cr2 =  0 we 
obtain the statements of (3.15) and (3.16). QED.
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ON BITOPOLOGICAL SPACES I
J. DEÁK
This is the first part o f a series investigating various topics in the theory o f  
bitopological spaces. In § 0, the elementary bitopological constructions will be lined 
up; some o f the material will be used only in later parts o f the series. § 1 is a survey 
of the most important bitopological separation axioms. § 2 and most o f § 3 con­
stitute a rather trivial digression into the field of very weak separation properties. 
§ 4 establishes a connexion between bitopologies and pseudo-directional structures. 
We shall prove, among others, that a bitopological space is completely regular iff 
it admits a compatible orderly pseudo-directional structure. (For the convenience 
of the reader, all the necessary definitions will be furnished.) The results o f  this 
section will be extensively used in Parts II and III of this series.
In Part II, we shall continue the investigations initiated by Smithson [103] on 
bitopologies induced by multifunctions into topological spaces. Part III will deal 
with complete regularity and compactifications.
References will be given in a liberal quantity, even simple statements and obvi­
ous definitions will be credited to their authors; there are, however, some extremely 
trivial statements and counter-examples whose sources we could not or would 
not trace.
References made by numbers in italics indicate papers known to us only indirectly, 
through reviews and/or citations.
Added in 1987. The contents of Remarks 1.7 e) and 1.7 h) together with 
Proposition 1.7 can be found in:
M rsevic , M., On bitopolosical separation axioms, Mat. Vesnik 38 (1986), no. 3, 
313—318.
§ 0. Preliminaries
A. Notations and terminology
0.0 Ordering means a linear ordering. Symbols for orderings will be used in the strict sense, 
while C  stands for not necessarily proper containing. R denotes the set of the real numbers, J the 
interval [0, 1]; 8  is the Euclidean topology on R. \A\ is the cardinality o f the set A. dom r and ran r 
denote the domain and range, respectively, o f the relation r.
1980 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 54E55; Secondary 54E99, 54D10, 54D15. 
Key words and phrases. Bitopological space, separation axioms, bi-continuous, completely 
regular, completely internal characterization, (orderly) (pseudo-)direction, normal pseudo-direction, 
(compatible) (pseudo-)directional structure, separation o f sets.
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The word topology will be used in the sense “collection of the open sets”. An open subbase is 
not required to cover the space. A closed (sub)base means a subbase for the collection of the closed 
sets. Neighbourhoods and neighbourhood bases are not necessarily open.
0.1 Given a system o f sets £P, (i) the symbol ST means that ST is the 
topology for which is an open subbase, (ii)
co -^  =  { x \ s :  s e  sxy,
in both cases, the fundamental set X  has to be clear from the context.
cl r  and intjr denote the closure and the interior with respect to the topology ST. 
For typographical reasons, we shall occasionally write ^"-cl and ^'-int. sup ST^
a 6  A
and inf ^  are the supremum and the infimum o f the topologies ST - for \A\=2,a£A
the symbols SP\I 2, and 3Pt\2  will be used. (3>A 3  =  3 ‘D3.)
Concerning topological separation axioms, we shall follow the usage o f Csá- 
szár’s book [26]: a topology is S t if its T0-identification is T;; i.e. Sj is Shanin’s 
weak regularity [93] (usually called R0 after Davis [29]), S2 is the weak Hausdorif 
property of Banaschewski and Maranda [8] (Rj o f Davis [29]), S3 =  regular, S^  =  
completely regular, 84 =  8! + normal.
If r is a relation between subsets of a set X, we shall write, according to [23]:
=  { (X \B ,  X \ A ) :  A rB },
rq =  {(A, B): A =  U j/ .  B =  DSS, W \  <  co, \®\ <  co, CrD (C £st,
I s =  ( r U r c) q .
0.2 Let 1  be a structure (e.g. a topology, a proximity, etc.) on the set X  and 
take some A ez X. Then the induced structure I\A  on A is obtained by intersecting 
the sets at the appropriate level in I  with A (or with A X A ,  etc., according to the 
nature o f the structure), e.g. if I  is a family o f relations between subsets o f X  then
I\A =  {r \A : r£Z]
where
(1) r\A =  {(BOA, C D  A): BrC};
if  !  =  3)  is a pair o f topologies then
(? ,  3)\A =  (9 \A , 3\A) =  ({GD^l: {GDA: Ge3}).
(If (1) is applied to a proximity, r is to mean “far”, not “near” .) The restriction of a 
relation r to a subset o f its domain will be denoted by r\A. [So if r c z X x X  then 
r (A = r D ( A X X ) ,  while r \A=rD (A X A).]
Let I  and 0  be structures on X  and Y, respectively; then a mapping f :  X -*Y  
will often be referred to as a “mapping from (X, I )  into [onto] (Y , 0 ) ” and written 
as / :  (X, T) —(7, 0 ) ,  especially if it has a property with respect to Z and 0  (e.g. 
continuity). A similar convention will be used also if only one of the sets X  and 7  
is equipped with a structure.
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B. Basic constructions in bitopology
0.3 A bitopology is a pair o f topologies on the same set. A bitopological space 
(or bispace) is a pair consisting o f a fundamental set and a bitopology on it; we shall 
write (X\ gP, 2)  for (X, (gP, 2)). Bispaces were introduced by Kelly [51], although 
some other authors were much earlier on the brink o f making this definition, e.g. 
Wilson [116], Albert [4], Nachbin [70], [71], Tamari [107], Weston [115].
Bispaces will be denoted by upright sans-serif capitals (X, Y, A, etc.). The symbol 
X will always mean
X =  (X; gP, 2).
0.4 Let (S, < )  be an ordered set. Then
S< = (S ;  gP< , 2 <)
is the order bitopology of S  (with respect to the ordering < ) . where
gP< =  {] — ,->:[: x£S}, 2 K =  {]x, —[: x£S}.
(Order bispaces are not to be confused with bitopological ordered spaces, which are 
bispaces equipped with a partial order, see e.g. [99].)
grK =  gP<\ 2 <
is the usual order topology.
As the most important special case, take S = R  with <  the natural ordering of 
R; we shall denote this bispace by
R =  (R; J ,£ ) .
In the usual terminology, $  and <fare the topologies o f the upper, respectively lower 
semicontinuity. Several authors work with (R; £, S)  instead of R.1
0.5 For /fc Y , (A, {gP, 2)\A) defined in 0.2 is a sub-bispace of X (cf. [52] 
and [10]). If there is no danger of misunderstanding, we shall use the following con­
ventions: (i) given A c X ,  (A, (gP, 2)1 A) will be denoted by A; (ii) given a sub-bi­
space A o f X, it will be understood that the fundamental set of A is A (and similarly 
for other letters). In particular, let
J =( J ;  I \ J , £ \ J ) .
O.tf The product of a family of bispaces was defined by Birsan [9] as follows:
-  n  (*«; 2*) = ( x  Xa; n  (*., áj) = ( X *«; 77 <?., 77 áj.
1 "  ' '  X Í A  x  £ A  a £ A  t x £ A  a  S A  a € A
1 Added in proof (April 1991). Perhaps it would have been better to take the two topologies 
in reverse order (not only here, but also in 4.2, 5.1 and 9.0). Cf. 0.3 in: D eák, J., Extensions of 
quasi-uniformities for prescribed bitopologies I, Stadia Sei. Math. Hangar. 25 (1990), 45—67.
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0.7 A partial order between bitopologies on the same set can be defined by
{3?i, (SPt , j22) o  SPX czSP ,^ c  j22
(Kim [54]); in this case (SP2, i?2) is called finer than (SPX, 21]). Supremum and 
infimum of bitopologies are taken with respect to this partial order, i.e.
su p f.^ , £]) =  (sup SP,_, sup 21,).
a(zA  a € A  cc^A
0.8 Let P be a topological property. We shall say that the bitopology (SP, 22), 
or the bispace X, is sitp-P (inf-P), respectively bi-P  if SP'] J  (SP t\ 22) is P, respec­
tively SP and 2. are both P, cf. [56]. (Instead o f sup-, the prefix “semi-” or the words 
“doubly” and “jointly” are also used, see [27], [23], [25], [18]. Semi- in this sense can 
be misleading; see [61] for the generally accepted meaning of this prefix.)2 The proper­
ties sup-P, inf-P, and bi-P are bitopological generalizations of the topological 
property P in the sense that they reduce to P if  SP =  2l. Usually there are, o f  course, 
more interesting bitopological generalizations o f P, which depend on how the open 
sets o f  the two topologies are situated with respect to each other; one can (and usu­
ally does) pick one of these generalizations and call it the bitopological property P; 
most authors use the expression “pairwise P”, but we shall allocate this term to the 
sense defined in 0.9 below. The word “pairwise” will be dropped even from citations, 
i.e. if  we say that certain bispaces are somewhere called “P”, it may mean that they 
are called there “pairwise P”.
Similar conventions apply to relative properties of sub-bispaces (e.g. density) 
and to properties of mappings (e.g. continuity). For example: a sub-bispace A of 
X is bi-P in X if (A, SP\A) is P in (X, SP) as well as (A, £l\A) is P in (X, J ); a mapping 
is bi-P if  it is P both in the first and the second topologies. (When first defined, bi- 
continuous mappings were called continuous, see Pervin [79].)
0.9 The topology
(1) ST ^  {AO B: Ae0>\{0},  B f J \{ 0 } }
is called the pairwise topology of X; the bispace X, or the bitopology (SP, SI), is 
pairwise P  if this topology ST is P (Singal and Jain [95]).
0.10 A subset o f X  is quasi-open in X (Datta [27], see also [20]  and [59])  if it is 
the union of a ^-open and a J-open set. Let us denote the system of the quasi-open 
sets by SP. SP is closed for arbitrary unions, 02 SP, XfSP, but SP is not a topology, 
since it is not closed for finite intersections; SP is only a pretopology in the sense of 
Garg and Naimpally [45] (“supratopology” in [63]). Topological properties can be 
easily extended to pretopologies, so the bispace X will be called quasi- P  (P a  topolo­
gical property) if the pretopology SP defined above is P (Datta [27]).
2 Added in proof. The author prefers now the following terminology: doubly P  for bi-P and 
subspace for sub-bispace. See the paper cited in Footnote 1.
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Conditions equivalent in topological spaces may fail to remain equivalent in 
pretopological spaces, therefore the properties quasi-P are to be defined individually 
for each P considered. For quasi-Tt (i=0,  1,2) and quasi-S, (i‘=  1, 2), use the defi­
nitions with open sets, e.g. a bispace is quasi-T2 if two distinct points are always 
contained by disjoint quasi-open sets (Datta [27]). A bispace can be called quasi­
compact if each quasi-open covering of it contains a finite subcovering; by the Alex­
ander subbase theorem, this is equivalent to the sup-compactness. The subset A of X  
(the sub-bispace A of X) can be called quasi-dense in X if each non-empty quasi-open 
set of X meets A\ this is evidently equivalent to the bi-density.
Two similar schemes o f axioms are obtainable by considering the pretopology 
on the right-hand side o f 0.9 (1), or the system of sets SAVA 2., which is not even a 
pretopology.
It is also possible to extend topological properties to bitopologies using the 
tools o f category theory, see e.g. [19] and the references therein.
0.11 A bi-continuous real function on X is a bi-continuous mapping from X 
into R, i.e. a ^-upper and J-lower semicontinuous real function.
0.12 Similarly to the T0-identification (T0-reflexion) of topological spaces, we 
introduce the wT0-identification of bispaces (the name will be explained by Definition 
1.2). In the bispace X, let us call two points equivalent if they have the same neigh­
bourhood filter in 3Pw2. Denote by qX  the set o f the equivalence classes, by qSP 
and q2  the quotient topologies, and by £>x the bi-continuous mapping from X onto 
qX =  (qX -, qSP,q2)  with x £ qx(x) (*€20. (Although it is not shown in the notations, 
qX, Q&, and q2  depend on {SP, 2); (q3P, q2)  is a quoticnt-bitopology in the sense of [9] 
and [2].) The wT0-identification is a reflexion, i.e. if Y is a wT0-bispace ( =  sup-T0- 
bispace)and / :  X —Y is bi-continuous then there is a unique bi-continuous mapping 
pf: £>X^Y such that f = p f o p x .
§ 1. Reconsidering the bitopological separation axioms
1.0 In this section, we make an attempt at introducing a consistent terminology 
for the bitopological separation properties. As a by-product, we obtain some new 
axioms, which will be needed for filling in some gaps in the hierarchy o f the separation 
axioms (see the diagram in 1.8). Perhaps more than a hundred bitopological separa­
tion axioms can be found in the literature, so we shall have to make some restric­
tions in order to avoid getting lost in the jungle.
a) Only the generalizations of the most important topological separation axioms 
listed in 0.1 will be considered. For axioms between T0 and Tl5 between Tx and T2, 
with semi-open sets, etc., see [5], [14], [37], [50], [61], [62], [74], [81], [94], [95], [98], 
[100], [114], [47], [60], [64],  [75], [  101 ],  [108]. For higher separation axioms such 
as complete, total or perfect normality, see [22], [52], [57], [77], [84], [16], [55].
b) The not really bitopological axioms bi-P, sup-P and inf-P (P a topological 
separation property) will not appear in the diagram in 1.8, although we shall state 
some facts about the relations of bi-P and sup-P to the real bitopological separation 
axioms. It should be noted, however, that some o f the axioms whose definitions look 
bitopological enough turn out to be of the type bi-P or sup-P (they are: T0, wT0,
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qT0, sT15 qTx and qSj). The inf-P axioms will be completely disregarded; see [95] 
for such axioms.
c) Bitopological generalizations of hereditary topological properties can be 
reasonably expected to be hereditary, too; consequently, we do not consider separa­
tion axioms failing to satisfy this natural condition, e.g. the pairwise Tf axioms in the 
sense o f 0.9, see [95].
1.1 D e f i n i t i o n . The bispace X is
a) strongly T0 (sTa) if for distinct points x ,y £ X ,  there is either a UfkP with 
x£U , y $ U  or a F(j,2 with y£V, x $ V ;
b) strongly 7j (sTx) if for distinct points x, y f  X, there are U^SP and F i  J  
such that x £ t / \ F ,  y £ V \ U ;
c) strongly 77 (sT2) or strongly Hausdorff if for distinct points x, y£X,  there are 
disjoint sets U(l3? and V^Q. such that x £ f /  and ydV.
R e m a r k s , a) Axiom sT0 was introduced by Fletcher, Floyle and Patty [43] under 
the name T0; such bispaces are called T1/2 in [84].
b) Thampuran [110] and Reilly [84] defined sTj, calling it Tx. Evidently, sTj =  
=  bi-T1? cf. [84].
c) Axiom sT2 was already considered by Weston [115] when bispaces were still 
unknown; he used the expression and 3, are consistent”. In [51], sT2-bispaces are 
called Flausdorff.
d) The terminology adopted in the above definition is used in [80] and [3].
e) A different property is called strongly T2 in [114].
1.2 D e f i n i t i o n . The bispace X is weakly T, (ivT,) ( /= 0 , 1,2) or weakly Haus­
dorff (for i = 2) if for distinct points x, y£X,  the condition in the definition o f sT; 
holds either for x  and y  or for y  and x.
R e m a r k s , a) Murdeshwar and Naimpally [69] introduced wTf, under the name 
T0; the tern', wT0 was first used in [90].
b) Axiom wTx is due to Swart [106]; wTx -bispaces are called Tx in [3].
c) Kim [52] introduced wT2-bispaces, calling them T,^; they were renamed 
wT2 in [11], In [103] semi-Hausdorff, in [3] T2 is used.
d) The idea of arranging the bitopological separation axioms into two sequen­
ces— strong ones and weak ones— is due to Saegrove [90], (Although he calls the 
strong axioms strong, he does not put the word strong or the letter s into their names.)
Í.3 Notation. We shall write i/7j- for quasi-T; (/= 0 , 1,2).
R e m a r k s , a) qT0 =  wT0 =  sup-T0.
b) qT1 =  sup-T1; this axiom was introduced by Murdeshwar and Naimpally
[69] under the name Tt .
c) Quasi-Hausdorif (qTa) bispaces were first considered by Datta [27],
d) qTf bispaces are called weakly T; in [3] ( /=  1, 2).
e) It is clear that w T ^ q T j, but the converse is not true, see Example b) below.
f) wT2=*qT2=>sup-T2, but neither of these implications can be reversed, as 
shown by the examples below.
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Examples, a) Let
* = { 1 , 2 ,3 } ,  & ^  {{1,2}, {2,3}}, J 2 a { { l ,3 } } .
Then X is sup-T2, but not qT2.
b) A two-point set with the discrete and the indiscrete topologies is qT2, but 
not wTt .
1.4 Remark. Bi-T2=>qT2 (evidently), but sT2=|>bi-T2=l>wT2 ([56], [95]), see 
the next examples.
Examples, a) On A = J , let 2\]0, 1[ and SP be Euclidean topologies, and let
{{0}U]i, 1[: /€]0, 1[} and {{1 }U ]0 ,/[: f€]0, 1[}
be ^-neighbourhood bases of 0 and 1, respectively. Now SP and 2  are T2 (in fact, 
both are homeomorphic to a real interval with the Euclidean topology), but X is 
not wT2. (Example 9.12 in [95] is similar, but seems to be wrong.)
b) ([56], [95]) Take the discrete and the co-finite topologies on an infinite set. 
This bispace is sT2, but not bi-T2.
1.5 Definition, a) For topologies SP and 2  on a set X,
aa) SP is Sj with respect to 2  if for x, y £ X  and UdSP with x£U, y  $_U, there 
is a V ^2  with y£V ,
ab) £P is S2 with respect to 2  if for x, y £ X  and US.SP with U, U, there 
are disjoint VS 2  and YVSSP such that x£YV and ySV.
b) The bispace X is S) if SP is S; with respect to 2  and vice versa (/ =  1, 2).
Remarks, a) St -bispaces were introduced by Murdeshwar and Naimpally [69] 
under the name R„; their property Ri is different from S2 and will be discussed later.
b) Part aa) of the above definition was given by Ciric [22] and Zizovic [117], 
with R0 instead of S j.
c) S2-bispaces were introduced by Zizovic [117] and Reilly [88], under the name
Rx.
d) S2 =]=>-bi-S2 =1^ -S2 [88] and a similar statement holds for Sx, too; in fact, 
b i - S ^ S j  (see Example a) below) and S2=|> bi-Si (take R).
e) ([87], [88]) We have sTf =  Sf +  sT0 ( /=  1,2).
f) wT2=|>S1? see Example b) below.
g) According to Raghavan and Reilly [83], SP has property R with respect to 2  
(SPR2) if for each x€X ,
(1) clya{.v} =  n  {VS.2: x e v }  =  n  {cl^K: x£VS2}.
In spite o f the asymmetrical formulation o f the definition, SPR2 holds iff X is S2. 
Indeed, (1) is equivalent to (2) and (3):
(2) c l , { x } c  D {V e 2 : xSV),
(3) fl {cl# K: x eV € 2 }  c  cl# {.v);
here (2) holds iff 2  is S! with respect to SP, and (3) means that SP is S2 with respect to 
2 \  now one has only to observe that these conditions together are sufficient for S2.
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E xam ples, a) If
* = { 1 , 2 , 3 } ,  9 &  {{1,2}, {3}}, 2 ^  {{1},{2,3}} 
then X is bi-S2 but not Sx.
b) If X =  {1, 2}, 9  is discrete and á s { { l } }  then X is wT2 but not Sx.
1.6 Definition. The bispace X is
a) strongly S t or sS( ( /= 0 , 1,2), respectively weakly Sj or wSt ( i=  1,2), if 
the requirements in the definition of sT;, respectively wT,, are satisfied for each pair 
o f points x, y  having different neighbourhood filters in 9 s  2 ;
b) 7) ( /=  1, 2) or Hausdorff (for i= 2 )  if it is S; and wT„.
N otation. We shall write qSt for quasi-S,- ( /=  1, 2).
Remarks, a) sS2 is equivalent to Axiom R. introduced by Murdeshwar and 
Naimpally [69], Raghavan and Reilly [83] give several statements about bispaces X 
for which 9 R 2  holds (cf. Remark 1.5 g)) and 9  is an S2-topology; one can readily 
check that these are just the sS2-bispaces.
b) It is easy to see that the bispace X is qS* iff the requirements of the definition 
of qT; hold for pairs o f points with different neighbourhood filters in 9 s 2, ( /=  1, 2). 
A  similar statement would be valid for S; and T; if  we had given a direct definition 
for T; instead of deriving it from S;. For example, a definition for Tx could run as 
follows: the bispace X is Tx if for distinct points x, y£X , the statements
(1) 3 U £9 , x£U , y $ U ,
(2) 3VE2, x ( V ,  y e v ,
(3) 3 V e2 , x e v ,  y $ V ,
(4) 3 U £ 9 , x $ U , y<3U
are either all true, or (1) and (2) are true, (3) and (4) false, or (3) and (4) are true, (1)
and (2) false.
b) qS1 =  sup-S1, qS2=>sup-S2, but sup-S2-I>qS2, see Example 1.3 a).
c) sS ^ b i-S j (evidently), but sS2=|>bi-S2 (Example 1.4 b)). It is immediate 
that bi-S,=>qS,- (/ =  1,2), but bi-S2=|=>-wSi (Example 1.5 a)).
d) For relations between the bitopological separation properties defined so far, 
look at the bottom half o f  the diagram in 1.8.
1.7 Definition, a) For topologies 9  and 2  on a set X,
aa) (Kelly [51]) 9  is regular with respect to 2  if  given x £ U £ 9 , there are a 
V d 2  and a 1 V £ 9  with x Z yV ciX \V ciU ;
ab) (Lane [57]) 9  is completely regular with respect to 2  if given x £ U £ 9 ,  there 
is a bi-continuous real function /  on X such that f ( x ) = 0 and f ( y ) =  1 ( y $  U).
b) “Regular” and “completely regular” in Part a) will be abbreviated by S 3 
and S K, respectively.
c) (Kelly [51]) The bispace X is normal if given disjoint sets 1\ and F2 such that 
Fx is .^-closed and F2 is ü-closed, there are disjoint U £ 9  and V£ 2  with FL(zV  
and F2<z U.
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d) For topologies &  and 2  on a set X, & is St with respect to 2  if the bispace X 
is normal and & is S4 with respect to 2.
e) The bispace X is
ea) Si ( /  = =  3 , 7 t ,  4) or (Kelly [51]) regular (for ;  =  3) or (Fletcher [42] and Lane 
[57]) completely regular (for i=n)  if &  is S,- with respect to 2  and vice versa;
eb) T, if it is S, and wT,, (z =  3 ,7t, 4);
ec) strongly S, (sSJ  if it is S; and sS0 (/ = 3 , n, 4);
ed) strongly T, (i7j) if it is S, and sT0 (i =  3, n, 4).
Remarks, a) Axioms T3 and T„ were introduced by Saegrove [90] under the 
name WT3 and WTsi/( , respectively.
b) Axioms sT|- ( /= 3 , n, 4) were given by Reilly [84] under the name T,.
c) Axiom R2 introduced by 2izovic [117] looks stronger than, but is equivalent to, 
regularity.
d) A special case o f bitopological normality was already considered by Nachbin
[70], [72],
e) M. K. Singal and A. R. Singal [98] seem to use T3 in the sense regular +  
+  sup-Tj; if so, their Theorem 5.4 (wT0 +  regular =>T3) is correct, in spite o f a state­
ment made by Reilly [85]. Theorem 5.5 in [98] claiming that T, implies a condition 
stronger than sT2 is, however, mistaken; the proof o f it is certainly wrong, whatever 
T3 may mean.
f) If &  is S4 with respect to 2  then is also S* with respect to 2;  this follows 
from the bitopological generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma, see Kelly [51]. Conse­
quently, S4=>S„ (Mrsevic [67]).
Notation. In order to make some parallel statements more similar in form, we 
shall occasionally use the alternative name T„ for wT0 =  qT„.
Remarks, g) We have (in part by definition):
sS; =  Sj + sS,;, Tj =S,-I-T0. 
sT,. =  sS,- + T0 =  T;-(-sSo — Sj-t-sT,,
for / = l , 2, 3, 7i, 4  (the first and the second equalities in the second line also for 
/ =  0). Further,
P4 =  normal+ P4 (P =  S, sS, T, sT).
h) Saegrove [90] defines WT4 =  normal +  wTi and claims that WT4=>WTji/t, 
i.e. normal+ wT4=>-Tk in our terminology. This implication is not true: Example
1.5 b) is normal and wTa, but not even S ,. Let us note, however, that:
Proposition. Normal+wT1=>wT2.
Proof. Let X be normal and wT4. Take distinct points x, y£X .
a) First assume j^ cl#{x}. By wT4, cl,?.(j’}. For any z£clj{xJlTcl,* {y},
we have z£clá {xJlTcl#{x}, since c\^{y}czc\^{x}.  By wT4, this means z= x , 
contradicting x ^ c l^ y } . Thus clj {x} and cljj. {7 } are disjoint. Consequently, nor­
mality gives disjoint sets and V£2  suchthat x£C7, y£V.
b) The case x€clá {y} is analogous. So assume now x(fclá {j7}. If cl# {x} 
and cljh {>»} are disjoint then normality gives disjoint neighbourhoods as required in 
the definition of wT2. On the other hand, if there is a point z€c\» {xJDclj (y) then
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Part a) o f  this proof can be applied to the points x  and z (since x  4 clj {>'} implies 
x ^ z ) ,  thus there are disjoint UfS? and V f l  with x^U  and z£V . Now y [V ,  
because zhc\%{y}.
1.8 The diagram below shows all the relations between the bitopological sep­
aration properties considered in this section. A bispace (X, 37, 37) satisfies one of 
















1) JJ (i =  n, 3)
sS; => S;
s i /  > i j  >wT; > q l j
U U U U (7 =  2,1)
sSy => Sj => wS j  => qSy-
sT0 =>• T0 =  wT0 =  qT0
4
sS0
Pn =>• Pk (P =  sT, T, wT, qT, sS, S, wS, qS; n >  k).
In order to see that no other implications hold, it is enough to consider (i) the 
usual counterexamples for topological separation axioms, doubling their topologies; 
(ii) R; (iii) Example 1.3 b); (iv) Example 1.5 b).
R em a r k s , a) Searching for equivalent characterizations of bitopological sepa­
ration properties and for invariance theorems (under operations and at mappings) 
offers a practically unlimited scope for investigation, with some interesting and a lot 
o f trivial results. It does not seem to be worth while to make a systematic study of 
such questions. Nevertheless, we shall deal with some problems of this type, mainly 
in connexion with complete regularity.
b) For relations between S3, S„, normality and the corresponding bi- and sup- 
properties, see Lai [56],
c) In addition to the papers cited elsewhere in this section, bitopological sepa­
ration properties are also dealt with in [6], [27], [28], [36], [38], [39], [40], [48], [53], 
[65], [66], [97], [103], [2 ] , [7 ] ,  [2 1 ], [41], [59], [113] . 3
d) Observe that the bispace X is sS; (respectively S;, wS; or qS,) iff its wT0- 
identification qX is s'f; (respectively T;, wT; or qT;) (for any possible choice o f i).
3 Added in proof. For recent publications, see: I v a n o v , A. A., A bibliography of bitopological 
spaces, Studies in topology VI, Zap. Nauchn. Sem. L O M I167 (1988), 63—78 (in Russian).
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§ 2. Below sTj
r, : .'. I. I' > m ’ <. <■;
2.0 In this section, we consider separation axioms weaker than sT ,. After de­
fining two natural weakenings of sTj, we shall look for axioms below SL which are 
equivalent to the aforesaid axioms in wT0-bispaces, thus yielding analogues to the 
statements sT; =  S; +  sT0. This section will be concluded with defining another two 
separation axioms below sSj and indicating how one could define dozens of such 
axioms.
. . • • • ; f : ■ • . . 1
2.1 It is possible to insert two separation axioms between sT0 and sT2 such that 
they are independent of each other and one o f them is a generalization of the topolo­
gical axiom Tx, the other o f T0:
(a) for distinct points x ,y e X ,  there are U,Ve3P  or U ,V e&  such that 
x £ V \V ,  y € V \C /;
(b) for distinct points x, yeX , there are UeSP and VeS. such that one o f the 
points is in (7D V, the other is outside t/U  V.
Clearly, sTt =>(a)f>sT9 and sT}=>-(b)^ >-sT0. Elementary examples show that (a) 
and (b) are different from sT0, ’sTx, and each other; even (a) +  (b)=|>sT1. Zizovic 
[117] calls a bispace sT0 if it satisfies condition (b), and proves that sT— Sj +  fb) 
(/— 1, 2), which is a weaker form of Remark 1.5 e).
2.2 Similarly to (a) and (b), we can define two axioms more general than Sj:
(c) if u e& , V e X  x t u r w ,  y $ U  ÖV  then there is a WeSP or a We £  
with y e w ,  x ^ W ;
(d) if U ,V e ^  [respectively, U, VeX), x e U \V ,  y e V \ U  then there is a 
We 3- [respectively, a WeSP] containing exactly one of the points x  and y.
If SP — 2. then (c) reduces to the topological axiom Sx, while (d) turns into an empty 
condition. Similarly to Remark 1.7 g), we have
(1) (a) =  (c) +  sT0, (b) =  (d) +  sT0.
One could try looking for similar weakenings o f some other separation axioms 
with index 1 and inserting all these axioms into the diagram in 1.8, but in this case 
the diagram would lose its appealing regularity, e.g. we have the unwished-for impli­
cations q S ^ ic )  and wS1^-(d). If we want to retain (1), the only alternatives to (c) 
and (d) are the stronger conditions
(c*) é?X is sup-Tj;
(d*) gX is bi-T0.
(Here (c*) is given in this roundabout way in order to make it look similar to (d*), 
which has no simpler form.) From the point of view o f the regularity o f the diagram, 
(c*) is even worse than (c), since (c*) =  qS1; furthermore, wSj=>(d*).
2.3 Observe that (a), (b) and wTj form a triplet o f separation axioms insomuch 
as (i) each o f them requires that if the four conceivable kinds of neighbourhood 
containing exactly one o f the given points are paired off in a certain way then both 
kinds o f neighbourhood belonging to one of these pairs should in fact exist and (ii) 
a fourth axiom of this type cannot exist. In the same sense, qSx, (d*) and sS0 are trip­
lets, too. We can also formulate an axiom belonging to (c) and (d) in a similar way:
(e) if UeSP, Ve&, x e U \V ,  y e v \ u  then there is a WeSP with yeW , 
x $ W  or there is a We3- with xeW , y $ W .
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This axiom will be o f some use in the next section. qS1? (d*), sS0 and (c), (d), (e) each 
states that the existence o f  some kind(s) o f neighbourhood implies the existence of 
some other kind(s). The strongest possible o f such axioms is clearly sSx. Sl5 wS, 
and the asymmetrical axioms “the first topology is Sx with respect to the second” and 
“ the second topology is Sx with respect to the first” also belong to this category. It 
is a trivial but tedious exercise to collect all such axioms and draw a diagram showing 
the implications between them. According to our count, there are 19 symmetrical 
and 2 x 2 3  asymmetrical axioms o f this kind (the correctness o f these numbers is not 
guaranteed). Only one o f the axioms not mentioned before seems worth formulating:
(f) for each x^X, cl# {x} =  cf3{x:}.
Observe that Sl5 bi-SL and (f) form a triplet.
§ 3. More on S, and sS,
3.0 Let us consider the following problem: what additional condition makes an 
Sj-bispace satisfy the stronger axiom sS;, too. (Clearly, there is no analogous problem 
for topological spaces.) We saw in § 1 that
(1) sS; =  S, + A  (/ =  1 ,2 ,3 , re, 4)
holds if  A = sS 0 or A =  sSx, the latter being the strongest possible choice for A in 
(1). There are, however, axioms A weaker than sSc satisfying (1), e.g. (e) from 2.3. 
W e can choose, of course, any axiom between sSx and (e), e.g. “0* is S / ’ or (f) from 2.3 
(and several others referred to but not explicitly given in 2.3). Zizovic [118] has essen­
tially proved that (I) holds with A =  (g) where
(g) if x, X, cl^ {x} Pl clá {y} =  0 then cL, {x} fl cl;,, {y} =  0.
Axioms (e) and (g) are independent. Both are generalized by
(h) if X, X, cl# {x} fl cl j  {y} =  0 then y $ c l3 {x} or x $ c l &{y},
which can also be chosen for A in (1). The easy proof is left to the reader.
3.1 (To Remark 1.5 g).) [83] contains several statements about bispaces X 
in which 9  is Sx and 3PR2; these are just the sS2-bispaces, see above. [83] Lemma 1 
claims that if & is S3 with respect to 2  then 3PR2. This is, however, false, see Example
1.5 b).
3.2 The original definition o f sS2 in [69] (there: runs as follows: X is sS2 if
x ,y £ X  and cl# {x}Xcl$ {y }  imply that there are disjoint U £2  and V^dP with 
x d U  and y^V. If we require this condition only for x X y , we get an axiom 
strictly weaker than sS2 and strictly stronger then S2. (Examples: R and a two-point 
sub-bispace of R.) An axiom between Sx and sSx can be obtained in a similar way_
3.3 Some facts about completely regular bispaces will be needed later (see [11]» 
[98], [106], [90], [48]).
a) 2P is S„ with respect to SL iff there is a subbase 5  ^for 3P such that given x£U££P, 
there is a bi-continuous real function /  on X  with / ( a' )  =  0 and f ( y ) =  1 (y  $U );
b) the supremum o f a family of Sn-bitopologies is S^, too;
c) the product of an arbitrary family of Sn -bispaces is S ;^
d) S„ is a hereditary property;
e) any T^-bispace is bi-homeomorphic to a sub-bispace of some power of R.
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§ 4. Bitopologies induced by pseudo-directional structures
4.0 There are several ways of defining bitopologies via other structures, e.g. 
pairs o f a topology and a partial order (Nachbin [72], Adnadevic [1]), quasi-uniform­
ities (Nachbin [71], Fletcher [42], Lane [57]; see also [107], [69], [43], [109]), certain 
generalizations of quasi-uniformities (Thampuran [112], Brown [15], [17], [18]), 
quasi-proximities (Lane [58], see also [25], [92], [46], [44], [48], [49]), generalizations 
of quasi-proximities (Singal and Lai [96], [97], Mrsevic [68]), quasi-(pseudo-)metrics 
(Wilson [116], Kelly [51], see also [77], [52], [105], [91]/76;, [89]), families o f quasi- 
pseudo-metrics (Reilly [86]), generalized quasi-pseudo-metrics (Thampuran [110]) 
metric-like functions with values not from R (Pervin and Anton [80], Borfan [12],
[13]), families of multifunctions into topological spaces (Smithson [103]), syntopo- 
genous structures (Császár [25], Thampuran [111]). In this section, we aim at adding 
a new item to the above list.
4.1 D efin itio n  (E. Deák [30], [31], [33], [34]). a) A binary relation d between 
subsets of a set A is a pseudo-direction on X  if
( i )  0 d 0 ,  A r f A ;
(ii) GdF =>G c  F;
(iii) G1dF1, G 2dF2, (Glt FJ *  (G,, F2) => F, c  G2 or F2 c  Gt . 
d is a direction if, in addition,
(iv) sd c  dom d => U-s/Cdom <f;
(v) sd c  ran d => IT ,s/£ran d.
The pseudo-direction d is orderly if
(vi) U { F \ G : GdF} =  X.
A (n  orderly) (pseudo-)directional structure on A is a family of (orderly) (pseudo-) 
directions on X.
b) A pseudo-direction d and a pseudo-directional structure D induce the topolo­
gies
,Td ^  dom d U co-ran d,
27~d =  sup 3~d ^  U (dom d U co-ran d).
d i D  i i D
c) Let (X, .T) be a topological space, d is a pseudo-direction o f  the space if .T  
is finer than .Td. D  is a pseudo-directional structure o f  the space if 3~ is finer than 3~d ■ 
The pseudo-direction d, respectively the pseudo-directional structure D, is compatible 
(with FT) if ST=STd, respectively . T= .
4.2 By keeping dom d and co-ran d apart, we can get bitopologies instead of 
topologies:
Definition, a) A pseudo-direction d, respectively a pseudo-directional structure 
D, on a set X  induces the bitopology (3Pd,3,d), respectively (5?d, &d), where
SPd íj dom d, 2Ld ^  co-ran d 
SPD =  sup{^V dCD}, =  sup{J</: d^D).
The corresponding bispaces will be denoted by
X , =  (X; &>d , SLf), XD =  ( A ;  &D, 3 D).
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b) d is a pseudo-direction, respectively D  is a pseudo-directional structure, o f  the 
bispace X if (SP, 2.) is finer than (?Pd, 3,d), respectively (SPD, 1 D)- d is a compatible 
pseudo-direction, respectively D is a compatible pseudo-directional structure, o f  the 
bispace X [in other words: d, respectively D, is compatible with the bitopology {SP, £)\ 
if  it induces (SP, 2), i.e. if (SP, S£)—(SPd, Slf), respectively (SP, SS) =  (SPD, SlD).
R em a r k . A pseudo-direction d on X  is a pseudo-direction of X iff G is .i^-open 
and F  is J-closed whenever GdF. A pseudo-directional structure on A  is a pseudo- 
directional structure of X iff it consists o f pseudo-directions of X.
4.3 Some results about pseudo-directions will be needed; see E. Deák [30],
[33], [34] for proofs:
a) Each pseudo-direction d has a natural ordering defined by
(fiii Fi) <d(G-2, Fi) o  Ej c  G%, Gi 9^  F2.
In index, we shall write for
b) If d is an orderly pseudo-direction on X  then for each x£ X, there is a unique 
(Gd(x), I d(x))f d with Fd(x ) \G d(x). Define yd: X ^ d  by
'Zd(x) =  (Gd(x), Fd(x)) (xeX ).
If d is an orderly pseudo-direction of the space (X, FT) then yd is a continuous mapping 
into the space (d, ST<d).
c) If D  is a compatible orderly pseudo-directional structure o f the T0-space 
(X, ST) then
: (X, FT) -  JJ (d, 2T^ d)
dib
is a topological embedding if  the dth coordinate o f / ß (x) is defined as yd(x) (dc D, 
x £ X ).
d) Any orderly pseudo-direction d on a set X  is contained by an orderly direction 
e such that (in our terminology) Xd= X e. There is a maximal e with this property.
e) If d is a direction then 3T<d is compact.
f) A space is completely regular iff it has a compatible orderly (pseudo-) direc­
tional structure.
4.4 Example. Let (S', -=) be an ordered set and put
i> (< ) =  {(0, 0 )} U { ( ] - ,  4 ,  ] - , * ] ) :  x € S } U { (S ,S )} .
Then p ( < )  is a compatible orderly pseudo-direction of the bispace S.,, i.e. SP .^=
_ ftp 0) — 0),y p{<) 5 ^p( <) *
N otations. Let w (< )  denote the maximal orderly direction belonging to the 
above /> (< ) according to 4.3 d). For an arbitrary pseudo-direction d, put d =  m ( < d) 
and d =  (d; SP~, SLf), i.e. the bitopology of d is induced by the natural ordering of the 
pseudo-direction d, or equivalently by the pseudo-direction /> (<rf), or by the direction
d. Analogous notations will be used for pseudo-directions denoted by other symbols,
e. g. d1 =  (</1; 3P~, &f), e =  (e; SP~,Sl~). If D  is a pseudo-directional structure then 
put
D = ( /! /> ;  á»s , J s ) =  JJ d, 3 f ,=  [ f ,T d.
d£D d£D
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Although it is not necessary in the above definition to assign any meaning to the 
symbol D, it is consistent with our notations to regard D  as the compatible orderly 
directional structure of 77/7 =  JJ d obtained by pulling up the directions d (ddD )
d i D
to HD, i.e. replacing G and F in each (G, F )£d  by their inverse images at the pro­
jection onto the appropriate coordinate.
4.5 Proposition. Each bispace has a compatible directional structure.
Proof. Put
D =  {{(0,0), (G, X), (X , X)}: G it? )U{{(0, 0), (0, F), (X, X)}: F ^co-l).
Remark. If we want to induce only one of the topologies of a bispace X, it 
can always be done by an orderly directional structure:
D° =  {{(0, 0), (0, G), (G, X), (X, A )}: G£0>}
induces a bitopology {SP, 3°) where 3° is usually different from 3. There is an obvious 
analogy with Pervin’s quasi-uniformity [78] (see also [69], 1.19).
4.6 On the model of 4.3 b) and c), we have:
Theorem, a) I f  d is an orderly pseudo-direction o f  the bispace X then yd is a bi- 
continuous mapping into d.
b) Let D be a compatible orderly pseudo-directional structure o f the bispace X. 
Then the mapping / o : X-»-D is bi-continuous and q'/d 's a bitopological embedding.
Proof. The easy verification is left to the reader.
4.7 Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section, the bi- 
topological counterpart o f 4.3 f).
Theorem. For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) X is completely regular;
(ii) X has a compatible orderly directional structure;
(ifi) X has a compatible orderly pseudo-directional structure.
Proof. (i)=>(ii): Assume X is S„. Then qX is T„ (Remark 1.8 d)), so it is bi- 
homeomorphic to a sub-bispace A of R“ for some cardinality a (3.3 e)). Let us denote 
this bi-homeomorphism by q. For /£a, let d, be the orderly direction o f A obtained 
by pulling up the direction /n (< R) from the zth coordinate to Ra (4.4) and then re­
stricting it to A. Now
{(70öx)“'d,: i e u }
is a compatible orderly directional structure of X, where the inverse image o f a pseudo­
direction is defined as follows: if cp: Y-*Z  and d is a pseudo-direction on Z  then
=  { ( « r m  'P-HF]): GdF).
(ii)=>(iii): Evident.
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(iii)=s(i): It is easy to see that any orderly pseudo-direction induces an S„- 
bitopology (in fact, an S4 -bitopology), so only 3.3 b) has to be applied. (An alternative 
proof: use Theorem 4.6 b), 3.3 c) and 3.3 d).)
4.8 Now come some lemmas paving the way to another proof and a generaliza­
tion o f Theorem 4.7.
Lemma. Let X be a bispace and A, BczX. Then the existence o f a bi-continuous 
real function f  on X with f (x )  =  0 (x£ A) and f (x )  =  1 (x £ X \B )  is equivalent to the 
existence o f  an orderly (pseudo-)direction d o f  X such that there are F£ ran d and 
GGdomd with A c zF a G c zB .
R e m a r k . For the case o f topological spaces, see E. Deák [3 4 ],
Proof, a) First assume the existence of an / .  Then
á = / - 1m (< R), = / ' - 1[] —, 0]]. G =  / -1 [] —, 1[]
will do. (Observe that d is a direction.)
b) Assume now that there is a pseudo-direction d as described in the lemma. If 
F —G then put f(x ) =  0 if  x£F  and f(x ) =  1 if x £ X \F ;  this function is clearly 
bi-continuous, since FdZ?flco -J . If F ^G  then there are G* and F * with G*dF, 
GdF* and (G*, F )< d(G, F*). d is normal, being an order-bispace, so for the i n ­
closed set a —]-i-, (G*, F)] and the ^ -c lo s e d  set b =  [(G, F*), there is a bi- 
continuous real function g  with g(y) =  0 (y£ a )  and g ( y ) = l  (y£b). Now f= g o x a  
is bi-continuous by Theorem 4.6 a). Further, if x£A  then x£F, i.e. xd(x)da, so 
f ( x )  =  0. Similarly, if  x £ X \ B  then x £ X \G ,  i.e. / d(x)£b, so f ( x )=  1.
D efinition. The situation described in the lemma will be referred to by the 
expression f  separates A from  X \B ,  respectively d separates A from X \ B .  (Being 
separated in this sense is not a symmetric relation.)
4.9 Definition. A pseudo-direction d is normal if
F Gran d, Gf dom d, F c  G =>
( 1)
=>-3G'Gdomd, 3F'Grand, F c  G' a  F' c  G.
R e m a r k s , a) It clearly does not change the definition if the condition F c G  in 
the premiss of (1) is replaced by 0 ^  F  g  G ^  X.
b) A pseudo-direction d is normal iff Xd is normal (equivalently: STd is normal). 
This can be easily checked by observing that 2PdV)co-2.d is ordered by inclusion.
c) If the pairs (G0, F ) < d(G, F0) are not neighbours in the ordering then (1) is 
clearly satisfied for this F  and G; therefore the normality of d is also equivalent to 
the following condition: if  (G1, Fx) and (G2, F2) are neighbours in the ordering < d 
then at least two of the sets G1; G2, F1, F2 coincide.
d) Orderly pseudo-directions are evidently normal. In contrast to 4.3 d), a normal 
pseudo-direction is not always contained by a normal direction inducing the same 
bitopology.
e) Using normal pseudo-directions is an adaptation of the R)-method” 
o f  E. Deák and Hamburger [35] p. 132.
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Lemma. I f  d is a normal pseudo-direction o f a bispace X then there exists an or­
derly direction e o f X  such that sets separated by d are separated by e, too.
Proof. Applying Zorn’s Lemma, choose a maximal pseudo-direction cd>d 
of X. Put
JU {Fgran c: F c. A) if d fd o m c  
^ I f i  {G€domc: A d  G} if Adranc
and
e =  {(G \F * ): GcF).
It is left to the reader to verify that e fulfils the conditions in the conclusion of the 
lemma. (Or see in [34].)
4.10 Lemma. For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) SP is with respect to J ;
(ii) i f  ,v4 B fco-A  then {x} can be separated from  B by an orderly direction o f X;
(iii) i f  Vit B- co-J then {x} can be separated from  B by a normal pseudo-direction 
o f X.
Proof, (i)-o(ii): Lemma 4.8.
(ii) =>(iii): Evident.
(iii) =>(ii): Lemma 4.9.
Remark. Compare this lemma with a result of Smirnov’s (the formulation given 
here is from Császár [24], the original version in [102] is less general): if a relation r 
between subsets o f a topological space (X, £T) satisfies the condition
(1) FrG => FÍCO-3T, G^FT, F dG , 3 G', 3 F', FrG' d  F'rG
then F and X\G can be separated by a continuous real function whenever FrG-
4.11 Lemma. Let X be a bispace and n a positive integer.
a) I f  the sets can be separated from the set B by normal pseudo-directions o f
rt
X ( lS /g / i )  then (J A i can also be separated from  B by a normal pseudo-direction 
o f X. 1=1
b) I f  the set A can be separated from the sets Bt by normal pseudo-directions o f
n
X (1 S.iS.ri) then A can be separated also from  (J Bt by a normal pseudo-direction 
o f  X. i=1
Proof, a) Let d; denote a normal pseudo-direction of X separating A t from B 
( l s / s n ) .  Choose ran d, and G^Cdomd, suchthat
(I) A i d  F* c  G* c  X \ B  (1 s  /  ä  n)
and put
do = {(0, 0), (0, (j Ff), (U Gf, X), (X, 2f)}.
i = l  i = l
7
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Let D  denote the system o f those pseudo-directions d o f X which contain d0 and 
satisfy the following condition:
(2)
F£ran d, G£dom d, F a  G =>
=>3F,€raníí;, 3G i6dom á;, Ft c G ,  (1 ^  i ^  n),
n




Clearly, d0£D. Let e be a maximal element o f D. e is a pseudo-direction o f X and
tt
it separates IJ At from B (since already d0 does so, by (1)). Assume e is not normal.
i = l
Then there exist (F, F ) < e (G, <P) which are neighbours such that F F- F and G X <P. 
Choose sets G, and Ft to this F and G according to (2) and then F-C ran d t and 
G (€dom dj with FjCzG-cF,- c G f by the normality o f d, (I -=±r=±n). We have
F c z G ' =  U G- c  F' =  U  FI c  G,
i = l  i = 1
thus (G', F ' ) $ e .  Now cU |(G', F ' ) }  also satisfies (2), contradicting the maximality 
o f e .
b) Apply a) to (X, J , 8P). [Observe that (i) d is a pseudo-direction o f X iff dc 
is a pseudo-direction of (X, J , # ) ;  (ii) d is normal iff dc is normal; (iii) d separates A 
from B iff dc separates B from A.]
Remarks, a) The pseudo-direction e  obtained in the above proof satisfies a 
condition somewhat stronger than normality: if (G1, Fj) and (G2, F2) are neighbours 
in the ordering < c then G1 =  F1 or G3= F 2 (cf. Remark 4.9 c)). Equivalently: e  
satisfies 4.9 (1) with the stronger assumption G ' e F '  in the conclusion. Each normal 
pseudo-direction d can be enlarged to a pseudo-direction e  satisfying this stronger 
condition such that dom d =  dom e and rand =  rane through saturating it in the 
sense o f E. Deák [32] (0.4), i.e. putting
e  =  dU{(A,  A): Agdom dPlran dj;
therefore the choice between these two possible definitions of normality is only a 
matter o f taste. Our choice has been motivated by Remark 4.9 d). Observe that if we 
substitute F ^ G  for FczG  in the premiss o f (1) simultaneously with requiring 
G'dF' in the conclusion, we are back at normality.
b) A shorter proof o f the lemma could be given by invoking Lemmas 4.8 and 
4.9. It will be explained presently why we have decided for a direct proof. (The 
lemma can also be proved through a bitopological analogue of Smirnov’s theorem 
mentioned in Remark 4.10, with co-^" and 3~ replaced by co-ü and &  in 4.10 (1) 
and asserting bi-continuity in the conclusion.)
c) Henceforth only one o f dual statements like a) and b) in the lemma will be 
formulated.
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4.12 N otations . Let d be a pseudo-direction and D a pseudo-directional struc­
ture on a set X. Then
dom* d =  (G£dom d : G =  U{F$ran d : F c  G}}, 
ran* d =  |F£ran d : F =  (T{Ggdom d: F c  G}},
ő  u  dom* d, &D s  u  co-ran*rf, X£ =  (AT; á£).
den
Remarks, a) In other words, dom d consists of those G£dom d for which 
each xgG is separated by d from X \G .
b) Assume /)  is a pseudo-directional structure of a bispace X and =  
Then we have SP — since So if  Z) is a pseudo-directional structure
of X^ then it is compatible. (In general, D need not be a pseudo-directional structure 
of X£, as it may induce a bitopology strictly finer than {??„, Jß).) ^
Lemma. For a bispace X, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) 8P is S„ with respect to Ü;
(ii) there is an orderly directional structure D o f  X such that 0 > =  0 >D;
(iii) there is a normal pseudo-directional structure D o f  X such that FP=SP^.
P roof . (i)=>(ii): For each xdUdSP, take an orderly direction d(x,  U)  of X 
separating {a } from X \ U  (Lemma 4.10) and put
d  =  {d(x, u y . x e u e & ).
For each xdUd0>, there is a G£dom d(x,  U)  with xdGczU  (by the separating 
property of d(x,U)) ,  therefore 5Pc:SPD. Conversely, &Dci0> since D is a direc­
tional structure of X.
(ii) =>(iii): If a pseudo-direction d is orderly then dom* d =  dom d.
(iii) =>(i): Take some xdUd+P =  P/D, U + X .  Then there are a positive integer n
n
and G,ídom*d, with d f D  (1 such that f) G ,cG . Now d, separates {x}
i = i
from X \G j  (1S /S « ) ,  thus there exists a normal pseudo-direction o f X separating 
{a-} from X \ U  (Lemma 4.11 b)), consequently SP is S* with respect to J  (Lemma 4.10).
Remarks, c) In (iii), it is not superfluous to assume that D is normal. In fact, 
the existence of a pseudo-directional structure D  o f X with (which means
the same as 3P=3Pp) is equivalent to the following condition strictly weaker than (i): 
if xdUdSP then there are G^SP (ida>) such that
x€G0, cl^Gj c  Gi + 1 c  U (idco).
To see that this condition does not imply (i), take (X; ST, ST) where (X, &~) is the 
space defined below.
Let X  =  R2,
A =  {n + l / k : ndco, 0 ^
Pnki =  n +  l/(k+ 1)+1//, q„u — n + l / k —\/l.
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For z = { x ,  y)£X, put
^ ( z) =
{]x—s, x  +  a[ X {>'}: £ >  0} if x£A,  y  X 0,
{{z} U [({pnkl, Í„W}X R )\S ]: |5 | <  o)}
■ if n£co, 0 X- k£co, 2 k (k +  1) <  K w , x =  p„kl, y  =  0, 
{{^} U (]w, — [XR): n £ c o }  if  x  =  y  =  0,
I M  otherwise.
Let ST be the topology for which ./F(z) is a neighbourhood base at z. Observe that, 
with z0= ( 0 ,0), the sets
H, =  K }U (]i, - [X R ) ( t€A)
are open and
z o £ H n  +  l / k ’ c'i H n  +  l / k  c  f f n  +  l/(k + l) C  H n  ( h€<D> 0 X  h ^ C O ) ' ,
furthermore, the elements o f  JT(z) are open-closed for zX(0, 0), excepting some 
rational es in the first line o f the definition. But ST is not SK, since i f / i s  a continuous 
real function then / ( z ) = / ( ( 0, 0)) for z£(AX  R ) \C  where C is countable; this can 
be shown applying the standard argument used in similar spaces, see e.g. [104] 
Example 94.
d) cannot be replaced by SPD in (iii), since any bispace has a compatible nor­
mal directional structure, namely the one given in the proof of Proposition 4.5.
4.13 E. Deák and Hamburger [35] have proved that several internal characteri­
zations (i.e. characterizations in terms of objects in the space) of complete regularity 
in topological spaces are internally equivalent (i.e. their equivalence can be proved 
without using external tools such as the set o f the real numbers). On the model o f  
their method, we intend to show that some internal characterizations of the bitopolo- 
gical complete regularity are also internally equivalent. For this purpose, let us re­
place Definition 1.7 ab) and part of Definition 1.7 ea) by the following:
D efinition, a) In a bispace X, (A is SK with respect to J  if for any x£ U^SP, 
there is a normal pseudo-direction of X  separating {x} from X \U .  
b) The bispace X is S„ i f  SP is S* with respect to J  and vice versa.
4.14 Check that the proof of Lemma 4.12 is internal if (i) is understood in the 
sense o f Definition 4.13 a). [The other lemmas used in the proof have been proved 
internally, including (ii)=>(iii) in Lemma 4.10.] So we have:
Theorem. For a bispace X, the fohoving conditions are internally equivalent:
(i) X is SK in the sense o f  Definition 4.13;
(ii) X has a compatible orderly directional structure;
(iii) X has a normal pseudo-directional structure D with X =X ^.
Proof. (i)=>(ii): Take orderly directional structures D  and £  of X such that 
SP — SPp and 2, =  3.e (Lemma 4.12). Now X =  XZ>U£.
(ii) =>(iii); Evident.
(iii) =»(ii): Lemma 4.12.
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Remarks, a) It does not change (iii) if we assume that D is compatible, too 
(cf. Remark 4.12 b)).
b) The normality is needed in (iii) (cf. Remark 4.12 c)).
c) The condition X =  cannot be dropped from (iii) even if D is supposed to 
be compatible (cf. Remark 4.12 d)).
d) It is necessary to assume in (iii) that D is a pseudo-directional structure o f the 
bispace X, and not just on the set X. Indeed, if X  is an arbitrary set, Ü is indiscrete 
and &P^{G} where Q ^ G ^ X  then there is a normal pseudo-directional structure D 
on X  with X = X p  ifT (7 is infinite. (Consequently, the existence of such a D  does 
not depend only on qX).
Corollary. SP is S K with respect to 2. iff there is a topology á j C i  such that
£ f  is S n.
Proof. First assume that 3P is S„ with respect to Ü. Then there is an orderly 
directional structure D of X such that 3P =  2PD (Lemma 4.12). We have ^Dd l .  
Moreover, {SP, ü ö) is S* by the above theorem.
b) Assume now that {SP, Jj) is S* and 3,xcz2.. Then there is a compatible 
orderly directional structure D of {X-, SP, Jj). Now D  is an orderly directional struc­
ture of X and SP^&d , therefore SP is S* with respect to 3. (Lemma 4.12).
Problem. Is a statement analogous to this corollary true for S2, S3, or S4? 
(Below we give a counterexample for S4.)
Example. If
X  =  J SP a  {]o, 1]}, {[0, l /n[:0 *  n£co}
then SP is St with respect to 2L, but {X\ SP, I f  is not Sx. Indeed, if is indiscrete 
then SP is not St with respect to on the other hand, if is not indiscrete then 
is not S4 with respect to 3P.
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